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RECIPROCAL TRADE AGREEMENTS

THURSDAY, APRIL 96, 1984

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

WasMhngton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to call at 10 a.m., in room 312,

Senate Office Building, Senator Pat Harrison (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,

Barkloy, Connally Gore, Costigan, Clark, Byrd, Lonergan, Reed,
Couzens, Keyes, Metcalf, Hastings, and Walcott.

The committee had under consideration H.R. 8687, being an act
to amend the Tariff Act of 1930, which is as follows:

Ill.R. 8687, 73d Cong., 2I1 ess.)

AN ACT to amend the Tarli' Act of 1030

IHk it enulecd hb the Senate atnd House of Repr'enlatl'e of the nof cprited Statc e of
.,inrica in ConreNs asembted ' That the 'Tarifr Act of 1030 is auelnd<ed byv adding
at tho end of T'tle III the following:

"PAnT III.-PoMOTION OF FonEION TrHADI

"Sec. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets for the products
of the United States (a, a means of assisting in restoring the Amerlean standard
of living, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the present economic de-
pression, in increasing the purchasing power of the American public in the press.
ent emergency, and in establishing and maintaining a better relationship among
various branches of American agriculture, industry, mining, and commerce) by
regulating the admission of foreign goods into the United States in accordance
with the characteristic and needs of various branches of American production,
so that foreign markets will be made available to those branches of American
production which require and are capable of developing such outlets by affording
corresponding market opportunities for foreign products in the United States,
the President, whenever lie finds that any existing duties or other import restric-
tions are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States
or that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the use of the powers
herein conferred, is authorized from time to time-

"(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign governments or
Instrumentalities thereof and

"(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other import re-
strictions or such additional import restrictions, or such continuance, and for
such minimum periods of existing customs or excise treatment of any article
covered by foreign trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out
any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into hereunder. No
proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing by more than 50 per centum
any existing rate of duty or transferring any article between the dutiable and
free lists. The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall apply to
articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries, whether
imported directly or indirectly, except that nothing in this section shall be con-
strued to prevent the granting of exclusive preferential treatment to articles the
growth, produce, or manufacture of the Republic of Cuba: Provided, That the
President may suspend the application to articles the growth, produce, or manu-
facture of any country because of its discriminatory treatment of American com-
merce or because of other acts or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the
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purposes set forth in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other import
restrlotiotis shall be In effect from and after such time as is specified in the proc-
lamation. The President may at any thin terminate any tinch proclamation In
whole or in part.

"(b) As usIed n1 this section, the term 'duties and other import restrictions'.
Includes (1) rate and form of import duties and classifloation of artle(lo, anid (2)
limitations, prohibitions, charges, and exactions other than duties, ilnponed on
importation or Imposed for the regulation of imports."

HEe. 2. (a) Hubparagraph (d) of paragraph 300), thle last sentence of paia-
graph 1402, and the provisos to paragraphs 371, 401, 1050, 1 07 lnd 1H803 (1)
of tihe ariff Act of 1930 a re repealed. The provisions of section 330 of thil
Tariff Act of 1030 shall not rtpply to any article with respect to the importation
of which into thie United Htateo a foreign trade agreement has Ibeo concluded
pursuant to this Act. The third parararph of section 311 of the Tariff Act of
1930 shall not auply to any agreement concluded pursuant to this Act with any
country which oel not grant exclusive preferential duties t tothe Uniteld tates
with respect to flour.

(b) Every foreign trade agreement concluded pursuant to this Act shall be
subject to termination, upon due notice to the foreign government concerned, at
the end of not more than three years from the date on which the agreement comnies
into force, and, if not then terminated, shall be subject to termination thereafter
upon not more than six months' notice.

(e) The provisions of this Act shall terminate three years from the date of its
enactment.

SEw. 3. Nothing in this Act shall be coiintrued to give any authority to cancel
or reduce, in any manner, any of the lndebtednoss of alny foreign coulltry to the
United States.

Passed the louse of lRepresentatives March 20, 1034.
Attest:

SOUTi T'l'iuHI , Crl,'.

TAIPF PlaOVISIONs WllOHs RaEPAL Is P1'OPOHRDs UNDoR TrIl It:CIcPIOCAL,
TARII'P HILL (H.R. 8087) As PIriPAHR BYv TIl TAIFF COMMIT ION

Section 2 (a) of II.R. 8087, as passed by the House of Representatives on March
29, 1934, proposes to repeal subparagraph (d) of paragraph 309, the last sentence
of paragraph 1402, and the provisos to paragraphs 371, 401, 100, 1087, and 1803
(1) of the Tariff Act of 1930. The full text of thle paragraphs mentioned follows,
with the parts to be repealed in brackets:

Par. 360. (a) Automobile trucks valued at $1,000 or more each, automobile
truck and motor bus chassis valued at $750 or more each automobile truck bodies
valued at $250 or more each, motor busses designed for tie carriage of more than
tell persons, and bodies for such busses, all the foregoing, whether finished or unl
finished, 25 per celntlm ad valorem.

(b) All other automobiles, automobile chassis, and automobile bodies, and
motor cycles, all tlhe foregoing, whether finished or unlfllished, 10 per centumll ad
valorem.

(e) Parts (except tires and except parts wholly or in chief value of glass) for
any of tie articles eunmerated in subparagraph (a) or (b), finished or unfinished,
not specially provided for, 25 per centuim ad valorem.

[(d) If any country, dependency, province, or other stldivision of government
imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph, when Imported from tih
United States, in excess of the duty herein provided, there shall be imposed upon
such article, when imported either directly or indirectly from such country, de-
pendency, province, or other subdivision of government, a duty equal to that
imposed by such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of govern-
ment on such article imported from the United States, but in no case shall such
duty exceed 50 per centum ad valorem.]

Par. 1402. Paper board, wallboard, and pulpboard, including cardboard, and
leather board or compress leather not plate finished, supercalendered or friction
calendered, laminated by ineans of an adhesive substance, coated, surface stained
or dyed, lined or vat-lined, embossed, printed, decorated or ornamented in any
manner, nor cut into shapes for boxes or other articles and not specially provided
for, 10 per centum ad valorem: Provided, That for the purposes of tis Act any
of the foregoing less than twelve one-thousandths of one inch in thickness shall
be deemed to be paper; sheathing paper, roofing paper, deadenling felt, sheathing
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felt, roofing felt or felt roofing, whether or not saturated or coated, 10 per centum
ad valorem. [It any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph, when Im-
ported from the United States, in excess of the duty herein provided there shall
be imposed upon such article, when imported either directly or Indirectly from
such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government, a duty
equal to that imposed by such country, dependency, province, or other subs
divHision of government on such article Imported from the United States.]

Par. 371. Bicycles, and parts thereof, not including tires, 80 per centum ad
valoremi[: Provided, That If any country, dependency, province, or other sub-
divialon of government imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph,
when imported from the United States, in excess of the duty herein provided,
theri' shall be imposed upon suich article, when Imported either directly or in-
dlrectly from such country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of govern-

tuent, a duty equal to that imposed by such country, dependency, province or
other subdivision of government on such article imported from the United
States, but in no case shall such duty exceed 50 per centum ad valorem].

Par. 401. Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by sawing, and round
'mlber used for spars or in building wharves; sawed lumber and timber not

sp!clally provided for; all the foregoing, if of fir, spruce, pine, hemlock, or larch,
$1 ipr thousand feet, board-measure, and in estimating board-measure for the
purposes of this paragraph no deduction shall be made on account of planing,
tonguing, and grooving: Provided, That there shall be exempted from such duty
boards, planks and deals of fir, spruce, pine, hemlock, or larch, In the rough or
not further manufactured than planed or dressed on one side, when imported
from a country contiguous to the Continental United States, which country
admits free of duty similar lumber imported from the United States].

Par. 1650. Coal, anthracite, semlanthralte, bituminous, semlbituminous
culm, slack, and shale; coke; composition used for fuel in which coal or coal dual
is the component material of chief value, whether in briquets or other form[:
Provided, That if any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph, when
imported from the United States, an equal duty shall be imposed upon such article

coming Into the United States from such country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision of government].

Par. 1087. (unpowder, sporting powder, and all other explosive substances,
not specially provided for, and not wholly or In chief value of cellulose esters[:
Provided, That if any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of
government imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph, when
imported from the United States, an equal duty shall be imposed upon such article
coming into the United States from such country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision of government].
Par. 1803. Wood:

(1) Timber hewn, sided, or squared, otherwise than by sawing, and round
timber used for spars or in building wharves; sawed lumber and timber, not further
manufactured than planed, and tongued and grooved all the foregoing not speci-
ally provided for: Provided, That if there is imported into the United States any
of the foregoing lumber, planed on one or more sides and tongued and grooved,
manufactured in or exported from any country, dependency, province, or other
subdivision of government which imposes a duty upon such lumber exported from
the United States the President may enter into negotiations with such country
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government to secure the removal
of such duty, and if such duty is not removed he may by proclamation declare such
failure of negotiations, and in such proclamation shall state the facts upon which
his action is taken together with the rates imposed, and make declaration that like
and equal rates shall be forthwith imposed as hereinafter provided; whereupon,
and until such duty is removed, there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon
such lumber, when imported directly or indirectly from such country, dependency,
province, or other subdivision of government a duty equal to the duty imposed
by such country, dependency, province or other subdivision of government upon
such lumber imported from the United States].

(2) Logs; timber, round unmanufactured; pulp wodis; firewood, handle bolts,
shingle bolts; gun blocks for gunstockv, rough hewn or sawed or planed on one
side; and laths; all the foregoing not specially provided for.
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The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Mr. EDWIN A. KRAvTHOFF. May it please the committee, Con-

gressman Lozier of Missouri, desires to file a written statement with
the committee, and desires to be informed if it is proper to do so on
Monday at 10 o'clock?

The CHAIRMAN. There will be no objection to the Congressman
filing a written statement in the hearings.

Mr. KRAUTHOFF. Will the hearings continue until Monday?
The CHAIRMAN. We are going to decide today just how long the

hearings will continue. He will have the privilege of filing a statement
in the hearings.

Mr. KRAUTHOFF. Will he have until Monday at 10 o'clock?
The CHAIRMAN. He will have until Monday at 10 o'clock.
Mr. KnAUTHOFF. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee has invited Secretary of State

Hull to appear before the committee this morning to make such state-
ment as he may with reference to this tariff act 8087, and after the
Secretary has finished, I hope we may have a brief executive session
of the committee so that we may decide on a definite plan for pro-
cedure, and as to how long this hearing will go along, how numerous
the witnesses may be, etc.

Mr. Secretary, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. OORDELL HULL, SECRETARY OF STATE

Secretary HULL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee
It always gives me especial personal satisfaction to appear before
members of this committee.

The proposed bill, H.R. 8087, would authorize the President to
enter into reciprocal commercial agreements with other governments
for the purpose of promoting international trade. The bill frankly
proposes an emergency remedy for emergency .conditions. Most
persons, at least, will agree that this and other parts of the world,
notwithstanding substantial improvement, are still passing through
a rave economic crisis. If there be those who question the serious-
ness of existing conditions, or who, unwilling to do so, profess to
believe that only normal policies applicable to normal conditions are
necessary to cure the panic, they would naturally hesitate to support
this bill.

With respect to this opposing view, it is my judgment that extraor-
dinary conditions call for extraordinary methods of treatment, and
that the proposed measure of relief is urgently needed at this time.

When the processes of exchange aid distribution collapsed in 1929
a world-wide decline of commodity prices and of values rapidly
resulted in some localities and gradually in others. International
trade collapsed,' while production in our own country precipitately
declined 45 percent and domestic trade substantially over 50 percent.

Commodities will not long be produced unless they can be dis-
tributed and sold at cost or more, with the result that the employ-
ment of labor and capital in industry is correspondingly diminished.
If a nation is enterprising, as a limited number have been enterprising
in the past, it will resolutely seek in the present situation to restore
old markets and to establish new markets both at home and abroad

4
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until a volume of production affording full employment to labor has
been made possible.

The policy of the proposed bill is to supplement our almost impreg-
nable domestic markets with a substantial and gradually expanding
foreign market for our more burdensome surpluses. I know of no
sounder or more effective method of promoting business recovery at
this critical juncture than that embodied in this bill. More than a
hundred similar reciprocity-trade agreements have already been
entered into by other countries to restore production and trade by a
mutually profitable exchange of surpluses. It is in the light of the
almost universal adoption of this emergency policy of commercial
reciprocity to curb and control the ravages of the panic that many of
us feel strongly encouraged to give whole-hearted support to this bill
and respectfully to urge others to do so.

There should, I repeat, be no misunderstanding as to the nature or
the purpose of this measure. It is not an extraordinary plan to deal
with ordinary or normal conditions, nor an ordinary plan to deal with
extraordinary conditions. Its support is only urged as an emergency
measure to deal with a dangerous and threatening emergency situation.
I would venture in these circumstances to express the hope that the
bill be considered and acted upon in this light. I am well aware of
the controversial possibilities of any proposal that might in the least
affect the most prohibitive or embargo features of customs and other
trade barriers.

It would seem, on the other hand, that all nations, after the fullest
try-out of the policy of extreme economic nationalism, accompanied
by the strangulation of international trade and its deadly reaction
upon domestic production and trade, would now recognize the neces-
sity for more liberal commercial policy and for the proposed emerg-
ency relief measure. It is true that most countries have drifted so
far afield in pursuit of a policy of economic extremism, which has
almost become a disease, that many are disposed blindly to endure
the losses of perpetual panic rather than abandon any part of the
policy of economic isolation. They would shut their eyes to the fact
that industry and business everywhere are carried on under almost
wholly artificial conditions, with isolation as an outstanding cause.
They would affirm that international trade is of little or no conse-
quence* that it is not at all vital to business recovery. They would
fly in the face of the universal experience of the past.

I strongly believe that it is an utter fallacy to say that the panic
had no international relationships and did not spread from nation to
nation, but that all countries just happened simultaneously to be-
come subject to its ravages. The skyscraping trade obstructions
that bristle on every frontier were helpless to prevent the universal
spread of the depression, and it inevitably follow. that such inter-
national remedy as the restoration of commerce between the nations
is both sound and urgent.

Those who take the opposite view, preach the gospel of despair by
proclaiming that since the entire world has drifted into unimagiable
extremes of economic nationalism, it is futile for any one country or
any small group of countries seriously to propose a return to eco-
nomic sanity. The fact, I think, cannot be denied that this latter
course would result in the gradual restoration of world commerce in
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the huge amount of $40,000,000,000 to $50,000,000,000 above the
present figures.

It is understood that the United States and the British Emnire
alone turn out within their borders more than 60 percent of the total
production of the world. It is entirely reasonable, if restoration of
this vast amount of production and trade is deemed wise and bene-
ficial, as it must unquestionably be, that an appeal to the world by
one great country like ours for the universal adoption of more liberal
commercial policy would receive prompt consideration by every
enlightened nation. Shall all peoples including our own, sit supine
and inert while the world drifts and declines to a lower level of
existence? If we cannot offer leadership whom would we expect to
do so? More than 4 years' experience undoubtedly has demon-
strated that broader economic plans and remedies are absolutely
necessary here and everywhere not only for suitable business recov-
ery, but for that full and stable measure of permanent prosperity
required to satisfy the comfort and welfare of the people.

When we in this country realize that under the effects of the
depression domestic trade fell almost in proportion to international
trade, and that our aggregate exports for the 4 years 1930-33
suffered a lump of over $11,000,000,000 compared with the export
level for 1029, it is manifest that but for this huge loss of markets,
American industry and American labor would today be in a far
different position. Reduction in world trade means reduction in
world production, and this means reduction in the employment of
labor. We need not blink the fact that an unprecedented industrial
and business emergency continues, that we cannot afford to allow it
to continue indefinitely, and that this remedial proposal is all-
important. It is in these conditions, fraught with unquestioned pos-
sibilities of danger, that I venture to express the hope that the
consideration of this bill may be facilitated in every consistent way.

A few other countries are already aroused and awake to the value
of foreign trade Their seamen and their vessels loaded with mer-
chandise are finding their way into every harbor of an increasing
number of countries. They are exhibiting remarkable initiative, c
enterprise, and pioneering spirit not unlike that of other nations in
the past, when they set out determined upon their share of world
commerce. A vast and ever-increasing foreign trade is easily within
the grasp of this country, unless we fritter away the opportunity. It
is a first step in such an undertaking that the proposed bill is offered.

All countries have been invoking every conceivable domestic policy, t
method, and device in desperate attempts to promote business re-
covery. Most of them still cherish the blind delusion that they can t
reemploy their labor without the restoration of the tens of billions of
international commerce now destroyed. They overlook the tact
that upon international trade the economic lives of scores of nations t
depend, and the economic well-being of all nations in important meas- st
ure depends.

I recently stated before the Ways and Means Committee that it
according to the available figures, the trade of the world, measured
by total imports, fell from $35 606,000,000 in 1929 to $11,937,000,n00 oi
mi 1933, whereas according to the normal ratio of increase these figures t
should have exceeded $50,000,000,000 for the last year mentioned.
The theory that to shut out international trade results in an increase el
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of the sum total of domestic trade is dispelled by all the facts and
figures. Our own exports fell from $5 241 000,000 in 1929 to $1,675,-
000,000 in 1933. Would that we today had back this lost $3,500,-
000,000 of exports.

It should be kept in mind that American labor at good wages pro-
duces the billions of commodities we export, while our imports in
chief measure comprise commodities we either do not produce in this
country at all or do not produce in sufficient quantities, with the result
that American labor is helped rather than hurt by most of our imports.

In 1933, for instance, the United States exported merchandise of
$1,647,000,000 produced by American labor. For the same year it
imported goods of $1,449,000 000, of which $878,000,000 chiefly
comprised crude materials, crude foodstuffs, and other raw materials,
not competitive but actually needed in this country to afford work to
American labor. Of this amount finished dutiable manufactures
comprised only $189,031,000, while we exported $616 623,000 of fin-
ished manufactures produced *by American labor. While dutiable
semimanufactures of $114,054,000 were imported in 1933, we exported
$237,036,000 of semimanufactures produced by American labor.
While we imported dutiable crude materials of $119 914,000 in 1933,
we exported crude materials of $590,605,000 produced chiefly by
American farmers.

Here is a brief but clear illustration of the advantages and benefits
the American producer and American laborer derive from foreign
trade. And yet people are told that foreign trade is only hurtful.
The proposed reciprocity policy would, on the whole, enhance these
benefits by increasing commerce, which would result in increased
production and increased employment at home. We cannot increase
employment without increasing production.

The entire policy of this bill would rest upon trade relationships
which would be mutually and equally profitable both to our own and
other countries. While naturally no detailed plans and methods rela-
tive to the proposed negotiations have been formulated, it can be
stated with emphasis that each trade agreement undertaken would be
considered with care and caution by fully competent Government
agencies and only after the fullest consideration of all pertinent
information. Nothing could be done blindly, hastily, or incon-
siderately.

If the exigency requiring the proposed reciprocity trade agree-
ments did not call for reasonably prompt action in many instances,
the special and temporary authority asked for would naturally not
be sought. Many nations devise quotas, tariff rates, exchange res-
trictions, and other obstructions with special reference to bargaining
possibilities or reduction on the basis of concession for concession.
These nations are not disposed to take the time and trouble to nego-
tiate trade agreements with any country which is unable to place
such agreements in operation without unreasonable or uncertain
delay, or mqybe not at all. Unless one is opposed to the entire com-
mercial reciprocity policy here suggested for prompt operation to
meet emergency conditions, it, is difficult logically to object to the
only method of carrying the policy into effect with enough flexibility
to enable it to operate promptly and without unreasonable delay.

The Congress and the entire Government have never faced a graver
economic crisis, and I have entire faith in the ability and disposition
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of the members of your honorable body to meet the tremendous
responsibilities involved.

The CxAl MAN. Are there any questions of the Secretary?
Senator REED, Yes; I should like to ask the Secretary a few

questions with his permission. Mr. Secretary, at the present time
the President has the power to modify the tariff to the same extent
that is contemplated by this bill if the Tariff Commission finds that
such modification is warranted by differences in cost of production
here and abroad. That is true, isn't it?

Secretary HrLL. Well, it is true in a sense in theory but not so
especially true in fact or in operation, because as no one knows better
than my former colleague from Pennsylvanfa, of the extreme difli.
culty in almost all instances and the absolute impossibility in many
instances of ascertaining anything that even resembles the cost of
production.

Senator REED. At the same time, there is that guiding rule estab.
wished by Congress for the exercise of* the power, is there not?

Secretary HULL, There is that principle; and I think we both recall,
to show how rapidly it can be operated, that during the administra
tion of President Coolidge there were somewhere around 15 items
dealt with.

Senator REsD. Yes.
Secretary HULL. Of course in a panic, when nations everywhere

are making treaties with each other, overnight almost, and gathering
up more than their share of international trade to our detriment, we
would be in an unfortunate position if we could only operate this
provision to the extent of 15 items in 6 years.

Senator REED. This power, however, would not be impeded by any
such requirement? This would rest wholly in the discretion of the
President, would it not?

Secretary HULL. No; it does not rest in his discretion, as I recall
tle present law. The present law provides that, the Tariff Commis.
sion having once made its findings, the President has the alternative
of issuing his proclamation and putting it into effect or not doing so.

Senator REED. Quite so. But I am speaking of the bill that is
pending before us.

Secretary HULL. I beg your pardon.
Senator REED. The bill pending before us would give the President

power, in his discretion, to modify a tariff to the extent of 50 percent
in either direction.

Secretary HULL. Well, it is a judicial discretion, which is of course
very different from any capricious discretion. It;t a judicial discretion
involving the same authority to make changes that was written into
section 817 of the Fordney Act and carried forward by general consent
of this committee and of the Senate as section 338 of the Smoot-
Hawley Act, which gives the President authority not only to exercise
Ships own discretion but to make his own findings of fact on which he
would rest that discretion.

Senator REED. Yes. And it establishes no rule to guide him in
that, but in his sound discretion if the interests of the country seem
to warrant it he may, without hearing, change a tariff upward or
downward; is that correct?

Secretary HULL. That would be a strained and theoretical assump-
tion; it is not the spirit of the bill, and it is not the primary purpose of
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it. The proposed law rests on two fundamental propositions. One is
found in the McKinley Act (1890) and in the Dingley Act (1897)
which give the President authority to make certain changes upon a
finding of certain facts relative to unreasonable or unfair treatment
of our commerce in given respects which were set out in the respective
acts. Then the second principle that underlies this bill is found in
sections 315 and 317 of the Fordney Act and sections 836 and 888 of
the Smoot-Hawley Act, which confer the same judicial authority
after a finding of facts, to make these tariff rate adjustments.

Senator Ri.. Does either of those bills authorize the President
to reduce tariffs without a finding of fact? The Fordney or the
Smoot-Hawley bills?

Secretary HULL. I thought I stated that the procedure is oct out
on which the President will base his action in these two respects that
I have described, whereas the similar procedure in the bill before us,
if I may call the Senator's attention to the beginning of the section
under the heading "Promotion of foreign trade", is "'or the purpose
of expanding foreign markets for the products of the United States."
And then on page 2, line 8, is another objective:

The Prosident, whenever he finds that any existing duties or other import
restrictions are unduly burdening and restrloting the foreign trade of the United
States or-

The word "or" here should be."and"-
and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the use of the powers
herein conferred--
thus is carried out the entire spirit and doctrine of former laws to
which I have made reference.

Senator REnD. Yes.. ow, all that is necessary for the President
to find before reducing a dut--

Senator KING (intrposin . Or adding to the duty.
Senator REED. aL applies only to reductions. When he finds

that any existing duties are unduly burdening and restricting the
foreign trade of tfle United States, he is not required to hold any
hearing for finding that they do unduly burden the foreign trade.

Secretary HULL. 'Of course you can take any kind of a legal pro-
vision and speculate on possibilities; in other words, almost any law
to be found on the statute books can be made wholesome or obnoxious
according to the manner in which it might in one respect or another
be enforced.

Senator REED. Yes; but I am trying to contrast this with the flexible
tariff power which the President now has. That requires a hearing
before the Tariff Commission, doesn't it?

Secretary HULL. Yes; section 336 of the present law requires a
hearing.

Senator REED. With notice to those affected. And this does not.
Secretary HULL. No. There is a panic on hand now.
Senator REED. Mr. Secretary do you remember when the flexible

tariff provision was under consideration in 1929 and you were then a
member of the House?

Secretary HULL. Yes; there Was not any panic then.
Senator REED. There was not any panic, but you said at that time

that that was too much power for a bad man to have or for a good
man to want.
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Secretary HULL. I wish the Senator would always agree with me
on that, during normal times as well as during panfcs. That was an
occurrence in normal times and not during a panic or emergency.

Senator REeD. Do you still feel that it is too much power for a
good man to want?

Secretary HULLv. The Senator realizes perhaps more acutely than
I can feel, that I was referring to normal peace time, and frankly I
regret that the Senator is not viewing this panic situation in a little
broader spirit.

Senator BARIKLEY. Whatever your views were as expressed at that
time, the Senator from Pennsylvania did not agree wih th em,

Secretary HULL. He did not agree with them then, and I fear that
he does not agree with them now,

Senator REED. I am afraid your fears are justified, Mr. Secretary.
I see on page 4 that the provisions of this bill are to terminate 3
years from the date of its enactment. That is to prevent any possible
Republican successor from enjoying the same power, isn't it?

Secretary HULL. This is an emergency measure. I think the
Senator had not arrived when I undertook to refer to the chief
features of the bill. This is an emergency measure to deal with
emergency panic conditions.

Senator REED. The assumption is then that the emergency will
end when the next administration comes in,

The CHAIRAN. That would be a violent assumption, wouldn't it,
Mr. Secretary?

Secretary HULL. I think the country has indulged in too many
assumptions in the past, otherwise we would not be in such a critical
condition as we are.

Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, quite seriously, has it occurred to
you that the political power which would accompany any such
authority as this possibly dangerous?

Secretary HULL. I think it would be far more dangerous if we sit
still and let this business depression carry us on to still worse experi-
ences than the almost unimaginable experience we have already gone
through.

Senator REED. Of course, we all would like to see the country come
out of this.

Secretary HULL. I am lad to hear the Senator say that.
Senator REED. Yes. am extremely anxious to see us recover to

the same extent that Great Britain has recovered.
Secretary HULL. I am delighted to hear the Senator say that.
Senator REED. I see that they have recovered some 84 percent

from the bottom of the depression in 1932, while we have only
recovered 30 percent.

Secretary HULL. Yes; but they had only gone down 14 percent,
and we had gone down 45 percent.

Senator REED. And even at that they have come back 84 percent.
Secretary HULL. And they have been on a 14-year depression, and

we jumped over the precipice in 1929 with a much wider inflation of
credit and securities than the remainder of the world

Senator REED. Has it ever occurred to you that greater recovery
has been possible because of the absence of this system of planned
economy that we are undertaking?

10
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Secretary HULL. The British have an entirely different situation
in many mindamental respects than we have. I have just stated one
of them. Another was that we had inflated every stock and every
bond and every other security out of all reason and they had been
palmed off on the American people at par. Every phase of our
banking system had been wrecked and dislocated, and our whole
financial and economic structure contained unfortunate features that
were not present in Great Britain, They had their solid banking
structure. They had their levy of taxes far greater and far heavier
than ours. They had all of these and other phases. I will be glad
sometime to undertake to rehearse 12 to 15 points of difference
between their situation and ours. Of course it is not to our credit that
we have to admit all this. We were boasting that we had run into a
period of perpetual prosperity, that the wheels of industry were
revolving in as perfect a manner as a Corliss engine, and that perpetual
happiness and joy were ahead; that our banks were in perfect condi.
tion, that all phases of our economic and financial structure were
solid as Gibraltar-and it was in those circumstances that we rushed
headlong over the precipice.

The British, with their characteristic steady and careful manage-
ment of their finances and of all phases of their economic affairs,
although as the result of the war they were on a 14 percent decline
during the entire post-war period, have avoided our extremes, while
we went up in that mushroom period and jumped over the falls to
the extent of 45 to 50 percent.

Senator REED. Yes; we speculated too much. Everybody knows
that.

Secretary HULL. And now et is highly important, I think, that we
should all work together to try to get out of it.

Senator BARKLEY. May I interest there? If it be true, which I
do not doubt, that the British had a decline of 14 percent and have
recovered 80 percent of that, while we had a decline of say 45 percent
and have recovered 80 percent, we are still ahead of them based
upon a hundred percent in recovery.

Senator REED. The mathematics of that are too deep for me.
Senator BARKLEY. I think I could demonstrate it to you on a

blackboard.
Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, I do not want to detain you too long.

Have you any administrative committee known as the "commercial
policy committee"?

Secretary HULL. We have every necessary agency to coordinate
the information that comes into each department of the Government
on any phase of our economic, commercial, or industrial affairs, and
at times we have representatives from each department meeting
twice a week or as often as may be desired.

Senator REED. Is that known as the "commercial policy com-
mittee"?

Secretary HULL. The executive committee on commercial policy
is one of those committees.

Senator REED. Who constitute it? What are the names of the
members of the commercial policy committee?

Secretary HULL. I am sure I could not inform the Senator, because
I had not attributed that much importance to it.
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Senator REn. Can you tell us whether that committee has pro.
ceeded to select certain commodities on which rates may be reduced
in order to bring about reciprocal tariff agreements?

Secretary HULL. On the contrary, I have no impression that any
step has been taken looking towards negotiation of reciprocal com.
nercial arrangements,

Senator RzID. Have your studies indicated to you yet what in-
dustries might have tariff rates reduced or tariff protection reduced?

Secretary HULL. I have not, as I formerly said, undertaken, nor
have I suggested that any of my associates undertake to go into any
such detailed phases with a view to entering upon negotiations,
pending the action of Congress on this bill.

Senator REED. I saw Secretary Wallace quoted-I presume ac-
curately-saying that among the inefficient industries in America
which should not be protected were the production of beet sugar and
the manufacture of laces. Do you concur with him in those views?

Secretary HULL. I have not considered those phases in any sense,
and I have not conferred with Secretary Wallace on what he may or
may not have said at any time about any item of the several thousand
in the tariff law.

Senator REED. We have a considerable number of thousands of
persons in Pennsylvania and in New England engaged in the manu-
facture of laces. Of course it is vitally interesting to them to know
whether their industry is to be closed down, You cannot give us
any information about that?

Senator CONNALLY. My I interrupt right there? I thought Secre-
tary Wallace is the Secretary of Agriculture.

Senator Rova. He is.
Senator CONNALLY. This is the Secretary of State.
Senator RuED. Yes; I asked the Secretary of State whether his

views coincided with those of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Senator CONNALLY. Secretary Wallace is not running the State

Department I am sure. And he won't run this if it is passed. I
am sure of that too.

Secretary HULL. At any rate, the purpose of this proposal is to
increase trade, to restore the processes of distribution so as to open
factories and mines and workshops, rather than close them. Many
are closed now.

Senator REED. Precisely. And as an inducement to other nations
to enter into those reciprocity agreements, it is contemplated that
certain import duties into the United States would be lowered, and I
am wondering if the Secretary can give us an indication, any indica.
tion, of those duties which he would expect to lower in order to induce
foreign countries to lower theirs?

Secretary HULL. I am sorry the Senator does not take what
would seem to me to be a little broader perspective of the condition
which confronts us. Since the war the nations have gradually drifted
into this extreme policy of self-containment in which they have con-
structed tariffs and quotas and exchange restrictions and licenses
and half a dozen or more other obstructions to the admission of
almost any sort of imports, no matter how profitable an exchange of
goods mibht have been. They are changing these trade barriers
overnight m many countries, and it would b foly for me to stand here
and undertake to discuss some one item in that list of obstructions.
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Senator RmED, Quite so--
Senator BAnKiYy (interrupting). Whatever Secretary Wallace

said, if he did say that or did not say it, and admitting that he said
it, although I don't know whether he said it or not, but it it is true
that he said those things about lace and beet sugar, are his state*
ments on that subject anything like as strong as the repeated state-
ments that were made by Members of the Senate during the con-
sideration of the last tariff bill, and in the reports from the Tariff
Commission, with respect to many articles which were the subject
of tariff consideration at that time?

Secretary HULL, I am going to assume that the distinguished Sen-
ator from Pennsylvania is capable of debating that question with
Secretary Wallace, who will appear here soon, without calling me in to
assist him.

Senator REED. I just want to know whether his views are the same
as your own?

Senator HASTINGs . I would like to ask a question. I was wonder.
ing whether or not, Mr. Secretary, you could not give us one single
illustration that you have in your mind which you believe might be
worked out to advantage to the country under this particular power
which is requested,

Senator CONNALLY. Aluminum would be a good one.
Senator HASTmaGS. Let us see what would be done with one item.
Senator CONNALLY. The Senator from Delaware is opposed to the

duty on aluminum?
Senator HASTINGS. If the Senator would allow the Secretary to

answer my question--
Senator CONNALLY. The Senator lias the right to ask as many

questions as he wishes, but since thin-appears to be a partisan political
heckling--

Senator HASTINGS (interposing). Mr. Chairman, I have asked a
reasonable question. If the Secretary thinks it is not reasonable and
cannot answer it, I am perfectly willing to withdraw it.

The CHAmMAN. I am sure the Secretary is fully competent to
answer.

Secretary HULL. The first thing we realize is that it would be very
presumptuous to take up in any detail plans and items which would
be the basis of reciprocity negotiations. We might do so, as I indi-
cated a little while ago, before the bill is passed, but when we came to
the negotiations, the exchange situation the currency disorder, the
changing of quotas, and the raising f other obstructions, might
present an entirely different picture. Therefore, out of our respect
for the Congress and so as not to count our chickens until they are
not only hatched but walking around, we have not undertaken to go

" into those detailed phases. Some gentleman before the Ways and
Means Committee inquired how it would be possible to bring in more
goods at greater value than at present, and I sought to indicate what
an awful situation, what an awful problem we have, by calling atten-
tion to the'fact that in 1929 when we thought we were going along
very well, we were importing over $3,000,000,000 worth of goods more
than we are now.

Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, do you consider the completion of
tariff treaties or agreements feasible until we shall have accomplished
a stabilization of international currency?

50166-84--2
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Secretary HULL. There is a network of difficulties and obstructions
that lie ahead of us. The monetary side and the economic side of it,
are interlocked. Permanent monetary arrangements and permanent
exchange stabilization are, of course, agencies through which we

S would improve commerce. They are exceedingly important and
adjustments are necessary. But if we attained permanent monetary
arrangements and permanent exchange stability, before achieving
economic rehabilitation, in 90 days the exchange and money situation
would snap right back to where it is now.

Senator RinD. Then I take it that you think that it is not neces-
sary to achieve exchange stabilization before undertaking the con-
summation of some tariff treaties?

Secretary HULL, I do not say that in a technical sense. The prop.
osition before us I think, deals with the practical side of the situation.
Much time will be required at best for this and other Nations gradut
ally, in their own ways, to deal with the excesses of existing trade
obstructions. It must be done gradually and cautiously and care
fully over a considerable period of time; years will be required. In
the meantime we will be coming along as gradually as may be prac-
ticable with the stabilization of money and exchange.

Senator RED. Now, to come back to this matter of hearings.
You took exception to my construction of the language on page 2
of this bill, and in my presupposing that no notice to an industry
affected and no hearing given to it, no chance for hearing, would be
the procedure. If my construction is so unreasonable, would you
have any objection to our writing into this bill a provision for notice
to those whose protection would be reduced, and an opportunity to
them to be heard on the subject before they were put out of business?

Secretary HULL. The Senator must not expect me to follow him
in his rather rash supposition that they will be put out of business.
The President has got the power utterly to destroy processes of many
phases of our economic situation, as all Presidents have had. The
Senator, or any person or any critic of this bill can assume that it
would be arbitrarily or capriciously administered, although other
nations, all the civilized nations of the world, are administering a
similar law without abuse, without putting people out of business,
without those extreme practices which we can visualize if we have
sufficiently petrified our minds against the bill.

Senator REED. I am not ascribing bad intention to President
Roosevelt, but he cannot be omniscient and he might work incredible
injury to an industry with the best of intentions. Would you
object, therefore, to our putting in the bill a provision giving an
opportunity to be heard to those who were to be affected by the
proposed action?

The CHAIRMAN. May I ask the Senator whether he would support
the bill f that were put in?

Senator REno. I would have far less antipathy to it.
Senator COUtENs. I would like to have the Secretary answer that

question.
Senator CONNALLY. I want to ask him something on the same

question, and he may answer both at the same time.
Senator CouzENs. Can he answer that question now? I am very

much interested in it.
Senator CONNALLY. I yield to the Senator from Michigan.
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Secretary HULL. In the first place, as I stated, we have available
every agency of the Government that has a fact or an idea or any
information of value, such as the Tariff Commission, before which
somebody appears every hour to present ideas, that is, before some
members of It-the officials of the Department of Commerce; officials
in the State Department, to whom somebody is presenting a case or
sending memoranda every hour of the day, setting forth fully their
business needs. Of course, we must not forget the fact that we are
facing this very grave situation, with many millions of people unem-
ployed and with the impossibility of the Government's indefinitely
giving them a dole.

We are facing the fact that we must find outlets for our production
so as to let them go back into regular employment. Some of us appear
not to realize that we are face to face with that fact and that we have,
as the other nations have, a chance in the most careful way to enter
into arrangements for mutually profitable exchange of commodities
between ours and other countries in order to improve these conditions.
Of course, nothing is more impossible than to go through the equiva.
lent of a long judicial procedure, hearings here and hearings there
and hearings over yonder, hearings finally before the President, then
perhaps hearings again before the Commission or in the Government
departments. There are trainloads of up-to-date economic material
on nearly every phase of our business situation, especially the com.r
mercial side of it. If we were outlining procedure as though we were
sitting here under normal conditions and had nothing ahead to be
concerned about in the way of restoring employment and restoring
business, why of course I would welcome not only the writing in of
something like what the Senator proposes, but I would suggest that
we throw this bill out of the window and tell the country to do the
best it can.

Senator REED. Under the circumstances, I gather that you would
be opposed to any provision for notice to those affected by any pro.
vision for hearing from them?

Secretary HULL. I have stated very frankly to the Senator that
they would be given the utmost courtesy and that every phase of
these negotiations would receive the cooperation and help of each
agency of the Government. It is easy, as I said, to assume that there
would be abuses, and we could, for that matter, assume that there is
no emergency. But at least we should suggest some better way out
of it than to abandon these emergency measures which have been
demonstrated in almost all of the nations of the world during the
past 2 or 3 years to be a splendid agency for restoring commerce
between the nations.

Senator COUZENS. Mr. Secretary, I would like to know specifically,
and I think the committee is entitled to a specific answer with respect
to-take as an illustration-the lace industry. If you contemplate a
treaty which affected the lace industry, would you object to calling
in the lace industry and having them express their views?

Secretary HULL. I tiink the Senator will probably agree with me
about that. I have been around this Capitol for 24 years, and I
have sat on the Ways and Means Committee for 18 years and on
this committee for a while, if I may be pardoned for saymg so, and I
have not had to send out for anybody yet to come in and present
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what they wanted me to know as a member of the Finance or the
Ways and Means Committee.

Senator CovzENs. I understand that quite well. I am not talking
about sending out for them, I am asking whether you would permit
them a hearing should an illustration sulc as I have described arise?
Such a case?

Secretary HULL. I will say this to the Senator: Over 100 commercial
treaties have been negotiated. Many governments negotiate them
exactly as this is proposed. Most governments negotiate them and
put theo into immediate operation because the negotiator is a part
of the parliamentary government that is in power, and that insures
a favorable action. If we are to get anywhere in negotiating with
these countries under the methods they have and are carrying out,
free from objection so far as I have been able to learn, we cannot
throw this wide open to every person that wants to come in and be
heard. I will submit to the Senator's own judgment as to the extent
to which we should go if we hope to make this practical in its operation.

Senator BARKLEY. As a practical matter of fact, if we write into
the law a requirement that ithe President shall give a hearing to every-
body who suspects that he is going to be affected by one of these
trade agreements, adversely, he willof course have to give a hearing
to any other industry that might be beneficially affected by the agree-
meixt, and therefore it would result in a joint debate between two or
more industries as to who was going to get the most advantage or
disadvantage out of any agreement that was entered into.

Secretary HULL. That is the appeal that I am submitting to Senator
Couzens. It is an extremely difficult situation, and we are supposed
to grapple with it as best we can. Of course the President ad any-
body associated with him in administering this law would have every
reason to help every business and to treat it fairly rather than to
injure it in the slightest, and that is the sole objective of this measure.

Senator HASTING. Mr. Secretary, isn't it your position that it
would be impracticable to write any such thing in the bill?

Secretary HULL. I know, as the Senator from Kentucky suggested,
that you would need two or three new Commerce buildings to enable
everybody to be heard. There would not be one fifth enough law-
yers in Washington to represent them.

Senator HASTINGS. Then it is impracticable?
Secretary HULL. It is impracticable. That is the point 1 make

about it, and the last thing that the President would want to do would
be to injure business. For that matter there have been ample
opportunities to crucify business under the flexible clause if those
administering it had seen fit.

Senator CONNALLY. That is the question that I was going to ask
when*I was interrupted before. If the President wanted to destroy
an industry today he could do it under the flexible provision just as
well as he could under this, couldn't he?

Secretary HULL. The flexible clause certainly contains ample
opportunities.

Senator COUZENS. I want to go on record as disagreeing with the
Senator from Texas.

Senator CONNALLY. I very much object to the Senator's disagree-
ment. I do not object to his disagreement going on the record,
however.
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Senator Rme . I am interested in the procedure under this. Of
course the negotiation of these treaties would be like all other treaties,
it would be done in executive session, as we call it. It would be done
without publication of the negotiations in any way. That is correct,
is it not?

Secretary HULL. It would not be done in any way that would
prevent the assembling of the fullest information from every source
of Governmental information, or that would interfere with anything
that might be sent in or presented by any person who might even
suspect that he would be remotely affected.

Senator RIRD, Well, would it be left to the suspicion of those
concerned? Suppose, for example, you were negottiatin a tariff
treaty with Denmark and it was contemplated that the duties that
now protect butter and dairy products should be reduced.

How would the people engaged in the dairy business in the United
States know that that was under consideration at all?

Secretary HULL. They have some very alert representatives here
in Washington. They know pretty accurately what is going on in
every important Governmental agency.

Senator HASTImS. The associations might be in Denmark,
Secretary HULL. But it gets down to this, Senator, that here is

the whole world in an indescribable situation. Here are all the other
nations, calling on, the executive branches of their governments to
offer an important factor of relief. They have met that response in
a competent, fair way, and have rendered valuable service In these
other countries, for business recovery.

Now if it is against the policy of the Congress for our Government
to invoke that factor and that remedy, I think it would be far better
just to say so, rather than to load the measure down with impossible
requirements, so it could not be administered.

Senator REED. Well, to take that specific case, then, you would
regard it as an impossible requirement to give any kind of notice to
the dairy industry that its protection was under consideration with a
view to a change?

Secretary HULL. Oh, there wouldn't be any disposition to be secret
about anything. Of course, the Senator knows that even if there was
a desire to crucify or hurt business, or do it ah injustice, the chances are
tremendously reduced, in many instances, on account of some of the
extreme phases of the tariff obstructions. I haven't remotely in mind
the question of butter, any more than I have any other single item;
for that reason 1 will not undertake to discuss the trade side of it, or
the tariff side of it.

Senator REED. Well, as 1 read the bill, Mr. Secretary, theofirst
notice that the dairy industry would get, that its protection was
withdrawn, would be the announcement of the accomplished fact,
or the completion of the treaty with Denmark, let us say.

Secretary HULL. The Senator assumes that its protection benefits
to use his language, would be "withdrawn." Of course, he is aware
that with a rate of 14 cents a pound there has been an average of 5
cents a pound actual protection benefits for some time.

Now, I do not know whether he means that 5 cents would be
withdrawn, or 1 or 2 cents of the 14 cents, in the event the matter
should be taken up at all. I have no remote idea in mind about any
item, that might be considered in the proposed negotiations, but I am
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trying to see what the Senatoi has in mind when he uses such a term
as "withdrawing of protection."

Senator REED. Well, Mr. Secretary, it is self-evident that if you are
to make a treaty with another nation with regard to the removal of
excessive duties, as they are called in the bill, that means the lowering
of the duty on some commodities here, in order to be allowed to export
some other commodities to the treaty country with whom we are
treating?

Secretary HULL. On the contrary, it might mean a threat by our
Government to raise the rate 50 percent unless the other country
lowered its rate.

Senator RsED. Yes; it might do it.
Secretary HULL. Yes.
Senator REED. But you do not contemplate proceeding on that

ground alone do you?
Secretary HULL. I am certain I had not said that much.
Senator RIsD. Well, in that case, might as well not take out the

power to lower duties, if we are only going to threaten to raise then?
Would the Secretary object to that?

Secretary HULL. If the Senator wants the panic to continue, then
I would not object to anything lie says.

Senator REED. Well, while we are on the subject of untenable
hypotheses, I think we will have to include that.

Secretary HULL. The Senator well knows that the authority to
raise or lower these obstructions 50 percent would not have been
inserted there if it had not been the purpose to deal concretely with
conditions as they may develop.

Senator REED. Precisely. Well, that is what I was driving at,
that it is the purpose in some cases, to reduce commodities, and that,
where that is done, the first notice that will be received by the people
who are adversely affected by the reduction of the duties will be the
announcement of a completed treaty, and that they will not have had
any notice that it is under consideration; they will not have had any
chance to be heard on the subject at all.

Secretary HULL. On the contrary, whenever one person comes into
the Department to even inquire when we might take up the question
of negotiations, if he is froin Country X, in 24 hours the representatives
here in Washington of every industry that Country X has, which we
also have, is at the Department .to discuss the matter and all the
phases in which our industries are interested.

Senator REED. Well, isn't that something new in government,
that instead of giving notice to the people against whom judgment
is to be passed every industry in the country will be obliged to em-
ploy a sort of detective to keep it informed as to what is going on in
the State Department?

Secretary HULL. I cannot agree with the Senator when he assumes
that every time you make a readjustment of the rate that you are
doing somebody an injury. I think that that is one of the prime
factors, in many parts of the world, in the present dislocation.

They were made arbitrary and prohibitive in their nature. If an
industry could produce and sell a substantially larger measure of its
production by liberalization of commercial policy, generally, it would
be rendered a service, and, with due respect, I must dissent from that
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stock remark of the Senator's, about any touching of a rate meaning
an injury.

Senator RiD. Not necessarily. Rates may be touched with benefit
to everybody concerned.

Secretary HULL. Well, that is the point I am trying to make.
Senator 'Rase. But don't you think that the persons affected are

entitled to be heard to say whether that will or won't be the case?
Secretary HULL. The Senator, of course is apparently seeking to

load the bill up with an interminable set of machinery. I remember
we commenced hearings on the Fordney Act in December 1920. It
was enacted into a law in August 1922.

How far would we have gotten if we had been negotiating commer-
cial trade agreements by that procedure? Of course, it is not prac-
tical. That is the situation.

Senator WALCOTT. Mr. Secretary, there does not seem to be any-
thing in this bill that takes into consideration the difference in the
wage scales and the protection of our American wages.

To illustrate, take New England, for instance, where they cannot
afford to bring in large volumes of raw materials,'but have to depend
more or less on export industry to fabricate the raw materials that
they have, so that the percentage of wages, that is, labor cost, on
the items that are manufactured in New England, is very high as
compared with other industrial sections.

New England is particularly susceptible, therefore, to any lowering
of the tariff that would in any way militate against the wage scale
of New England.

Now, then, in this bill, as I read it, I gather that there is no way of
calling attention to the Government, for instance, by an aggrieved
industry that might be partially wiped out by a lowering of te tariff,
for the protection of the wage scale, which is pretty vital.

We have got seven or eight millions of people who are utterly
dependent upon the small manufacturing; that is, the manufacturing
of small items like hardware, clocks, watches, and that sort of thing,
all highly skilled, all getting from three to six times as much per hour
as any competing country pays, countries like Germany, Japan,
Czechoslovakia, and Italy. Now, then, do you think that it is fair
to pass a bill that gives to one man practically the power to even
partially affect that entire wage scale without a hearing?

Secretary HuEL. In the first place, I hope that the Senator will
not think that the Roosevelt administration is unfriendly toward
labor, or inconsiderate of labor.

Senator WALCOTT. Of course, I do not think that.
Secretary HULL. I think its record speaks.
Senator WALCOTT. There is no question about that. That is why

I asked this question.
Secretary HULL. Its record, I think, is a guaranty that every

imaginable, every possible, protection would be taken on behalf of
the wage earner. In fact, that is the primary purpose of this measure.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, isn't that so named in the very purpose
clause of the bill, to raise the standard of American living, so called?

Secretary HULL. Yes; that is mentioned in the bill.
Now, in the Senator from Connecticut's country, we have seen tens

of thousands of wage earners out of employment, during recent years.
Our first objective is to get them back into employment, and then,
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with suitable wage, on an ever more beneficial scale# and of course,
the last thing I think that would be overlooked would be the welfare
of the wage earner.

Senator WALCOTT. That I grant, of course, that there would be
no intent to do anything else, but with an agtrieved factory why
shouldn't they be able to get a hearing? In other words, we appar-
ently, in this bill, set aside the Tariff Commission, so far as it relates
to these reciprocal agreements, and, therefore, there is no court which
can go into the facts, other than such as may be prescribed by, let us
say, the President.

I am not in any sense ascribing political motives to this Adminis-
tration, but look at the power, there, of destroying the industries of
a congested section of the country, where the population is congested,
like New England and throwing the benefits over into the Middle
West and West, which would virtually force people away from New
England and into the Middle West, That is all possible.

Iam perfectly certain, of course, that this Administration would
not contemplate, deliberately, any such thing as that, but it might
et into that jam, by its reciprocal proposals; and what I am object-

in to is that the people aggrieved have no way of presenting their
side of the case.

Secretary HULL. Senator, I don't think there Is an abler or better-
informed person in Congress on financial and economic questions than
yourself. Of course, you know what an awful condition the world
is in, economically and socially. We have had as high as 14 to 15
million unemployed persons in this country who were accustomed to
employment and who with their families, would amount to 35,000,000
human souls, of our 120,000,000, living an utterly hopeless existence,
out of employment.

Now don't you think, if they were to choose, in this awful enier-
gency, between continuing in their unemployed state on an increasing
scale and trusting the Roosevelt administration to try to increase
customers and increase demand for production and let them go back
to work, don't you think they would be willing so to place their trust?

Senator WALCOTT. That might be true that the people out of
employment and in despair would say, "Let us go ahead; we will
leave it to the people who have this business in hand, to Congress
and the administration", but what of the aggrieved industry that is
threatened with destruction?

Secretary HULL. Well maybe it is not threatened with destruction.
Senator WALCOTT. Well, perhaps. Take the clock industry, for

instance.
Secretary HULL. Why assume it is threatened with destruction?
Secretary WALCOTT. Well, I don't assume that it is, but I am assum-

ing that it might be; and, in that event, it seems to me only reasonable
that that industry should be heard before some competent board.
That is all I am suggesting.

Secretary HULL. Of course, ae the Senator so well knows, every
day or two somebody in the Senate or in the House or over in the
Departments, calls on the Tariff Commission for full factual informa-
tion on a given article, and it is furnished.

Now, we will have not only the Tariff Commission at our elbows
on all of those things, under instructions to ransack every crack and
crevice that contains information on the commercial side of any
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industry or business, but we will have the Department of Commerce
and all of the other Departments, the Agiculture Department, and
others, that can shed any least light on this business situation.

Now, we have that choice or we have the choice, as I have said a
while ago, of outlining procedure like that leading up to the enactment
of the Fordney Law, extending from December 1920 until August
19022.

I think we commenced hearings on the Smoot-Hawley Act in the
spring of 1020 and did not get through with it until about the 16th
of June in 19830.

Well, now, how should we proceed? This is just an emergency
ineasure and frankly I do not know what is ahead, with all these
millions of unemployed, unless we redouble our efforts to fit them
Ick into employment.

Seitltor CostrIAN. Mr. Secretary, with reference to method, I am
impressed by the fact that altogether too little attention has been
paid to section 338 of the Tarilf Act of 19030. Industries may be
affected by restrictions on the imports they use, as well as by the
enhlrgement of imports.

Under section 338, which was voted for by some of the Senators
who have been interrogating you, the President is permitted when.
ever lie finds that it is in the public interest, by proclamation, to
impose new duties. He may even exclude articles from importation
into the United States, and thereafter, whenever he deems it in the
public interest, "may suspend, revoke, supplement, or amend" prior
proclamations.

Secretary HULL. Imitating some others, I might say that there
must be something in there that would require the President to give
notice to the intended victims.

Senator CosTIGAN. There is apparently no provision for public
hearings in such cases. I speak of this section in order that its pro.
visions and procedure, approved in the Tariff Act of 1930, may be
considered in connection with your effort to adopt the plan provided
in the pending bill.

Senator REED. That does not give the power to reduce a duty,
though, does it?

Secretary HULL. Fifty percent.
Senator REED. Oh, not in section 338?
Senator COSTrIAN. It gives power to impose new or additional

duties and to reduce duties after they have been increased, both before
and after articles have been barred from importation.

The authority is left with the President.
Senator BARKLEY. You do not assume that those who wrote that

section into the present law would ever consent for anybody to
reduce a duty?

Secretary huLL. I would say to the Senator that I am not sure
that he had come in when I referred to that section, at the outset.

Senator COSTIGAN. No; I heard no reference to it, and I trust I
am not asking you to retrace familiar ground.

Secretary HULL. I think you are right in emphasizing it, because
I think more emphasis of it is needed.

The CHAnIRAN. Well it doesn't sound very good to some.
Senator REED. You do not mean to intimate, though, Mr. Secre-

tary, that section 338 gives the President any power to reduce the
duties imposed by Congress?
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Secretary HuLL. I would read it over, in order to be scrupulously
accurate. The Senator of course, is familiar with it.

Senator CONNALLY. It is all right for him to hoist it as high as he
pleases, but unholy to reduce it.

Senator REED. I want to read you a word or two that was spoken
by my friend from Kentucky in 1920, and ask you if you agree
with it.

Secretary HULL. In what month?
Senator REED. October 11, 1929. I assume if it was true in

October, it was similarly true in September and No ember.
Senator HASTINGS. He might change his mind every month. That

is what the Secretary has in mind. [Laughter.]
Senator REED. But what he said impressed me so greatly, I won-

dered if you had seen it. It was a radio address that lie made on
October 11, and in that Senator Barkley said:

Not only do we insist that Congress has no right to confer upon the President
the power to tax the people, but we insist that it is unwise to do It, whoever the
President may be or whatever party he may belong to. This fight is not a fight
over personalities. It has no more reference to Mr. Hoover than to Mr. Coolidge
or to Mr. Wilson, or to any President who may be elected in the future. It is no
answer to our objection to say that the power will not be abused by any particular
President. We think it has been abused in several instances in the past, and we

Shave no assurance that it may not be abused at some time in the future.
Senator CLARK. It did not impress the Senator enough to get his

vote for the Senator from Kentucky did it?
Senator REED. And that was said about a bill that provided for

notice, for hearing, and for a judicial finding by the Tariff Commis-
sion, and for a guiding rule to control the action of the President.

Senator GonE. That was voted the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in November.

Secretary HULL. I expressly stated at the outset, when the Senator
was asking questions, that the bill before us is not an ordinary measure
to meet ordinary conditions.

Senator REED. Oh, I see.
Secretary HULL. It is not an ordinary measure to meet emer-

gency conditions. It is an emergency measure, temporary in its
nature, to meet emergency conditions.

Senator REED. I see.
Secretary HULL. And if the Senator must blend all the principles

that underlie ordinary economic measures with a temporary extraor-
dinary measure, of course that is a different proposition.

I want to say, if I may conclude, I hope that no member of this
committee or of Congress will overlook the indescribable conditions
of distress and suffering that exist in this and in all other countries.

Since Senator Barkloy said what he did in 1929 there have been
literally tens of.millions of well-to-do people swept into bankruptcy.
There have been tens of millions of other people thrown out on the
highways and byways and back alleys, in a hopeless state of existence,
with the result that they have not only suffered but some have
actually starved, and thousands of them have gone hungry, notwith-
standing the wonderful relief that has been attempted for them.

Senator REED. Well, we have contributed to that, by destroying
and wasting 6,000,000 pigs.

Secretary HULL. Well, the Senator, I am afraid, does not see the
human side of this thing. I am talking about humans and not pigs.
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Senator REED. Well, I am talking about humans, who need the
food that we destroyed.

Secretary HULL. I hope the Senator will keep that in mind.
Senator RED. I have. I have kept it in mind.
Secretary HULL. And I will simply say that we are desperately

striving, here, to help the Congress and to help the country to relieve
this situation.

Senator REED. We have had panics before and I don't notice any
exception made in these statements by the distinguished Senators.

Secretary HULL, We have never had one like this one, Senator-
never had one like this, whether in peace or in war, in its destructive
effects. ,

You won't live to see the time that we will recover from it fully.
Now, it is in these circumstances that we come, in the most humble

and considerate way, and lay before you gentlemen the only possible
factor in increasing trade by a method that has been tried out all over
the world, and no serious objection offered to it, because the nations
want to recover from the panic.

The responsibility is on you gentlemen. If you want to reject this
proposal, on the speculative possibility that somebody will purposely
injure another, why, of course, that is not for me to comment on,

Senator REED. It is because we are keenly aware of the number of
people who are out of work in this country that we are anxious not to
see a lot more thrown out of work by unwise use of this unrestrained
power.

Secretary HULL. I think that the Senator will agree that after 4
years of every conceivable method and device to improve the situa-
tion, with unemployment getting worse, until recently-and it is not
so awfully much better in certain parts of the country now-that it is
high time that we were at least looking for some way to get people
back into permanent employment.

Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Secretary, with reference to the quotation
with which the Senator from Pennsylvania has honored me, which is
the only time I ever recall that he has over quoted me on any subject
with approval-I hope it will become a habit of his--

Senator REED. I assure the Senator that it will be a habit through-
out this discussion.

Senator BARKLEY. At the time of that speech we were dealing with
a one-sided provision empowering the President to levy taxes on the
American people without regard to any international trade agree-
ments, and, under the same circumstances, I would make the same
speech again.

We are dealing now with an effort not only that has connected with
it the phase of taxation, which is not, as I understand it, the prime
object of this resolution, but an effort to regulate commerce with
foreign nations, which we have the power to do under the Constitu-
tion, and I regard this resolution and the effect of it to be more in the
nature of a regulation of commerce than it is a levying of taxes, or
even in the'relation of taxes, and it is entirely a different proposition.

Not only the conditions are different, as you have already pointed
out, but the philosophy of this resolution is different.

Secretary HULL. Entirely different.
Senator BARKLEY. I base this resolution and my support of it not

only upon the power of Congress to levy and collect taxes but the
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power of Congress to regulate commerce among the States and with
foreign nations, and this is primarily the exercise of the power of
Congress to regulate commerce and not primarily a tax measure.

Secretary HULL. It might well rest on that,
Senator CONNALLY. MXr. Secretary, Senator Reed was asking you

some questions about restorations of commerce, and so on. Do you
remember that under the present tariff of 1930 the leader of the
Senator from Pennsylvania Senator Watson, predicted that the pass-
age of the present tariff bill would, within 30 days, restore prosperity
to the United States, and called upon all Senators to hear witness to
his prediction?

Secretary HULL. I recall that.
Senator CONNALLY. And following that act we have had the 3 years

of conditions to which the Senator has referred.
Senator Rimn. There have been some predictions lately that did

not come true, too, have there not?
Senator Gon . Mr. Secretary, I notice in the House report that 68

of those agreements have been negotiated among other countries.
Have you made any check to see whether or not the trade of the

countries making those agreements is increasing more rapidly than
ours?

Secretary HULL. My information is that it has appreciably in-
creased among most of those countries making these agreements,
and a substantial amount of this increase has been at our expense.

There have been a few instances where nations were so narrow in
their views that they have, overnight, run up rates to get ready for
bargains. While they were lowering one rate, they would run up
others, with the result that the sum total of the obstructions estab-
lished a higher level than at the beginning of tie process, and the
trade was decreased; but that has occurred only in a few exceptional
instances. I want to be entirely frank with tle Senator.

Senator GORE. I notice that our trade has declined a larger percent
than world trade taken as a whole.

Secretary HULL. Yes; that is correct.
Senator CLARK. Well, Mr. Secretary, it is a fact, isn't it, that under

section 338 of the existing law the President has authority to raise
rates 50 percent without any finding of fact by the Tariff Commission
or anybody else?

Secretary HULL. Without even giving notice to the person affected.
Senator COSTIGAN. Mr. Chairman may I suggest that the section

338 of the tariff act be incorporated in the Secretary 's remarks, at
whatever point he deems appropriate?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes. That will be incorporated in the record.
Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, I have no other questions, but I

hope that you won't take the questions I have asked as concealing
or indicating anj lack of the admiration and friendship I feel for you.

The CHAIRMAN. Nor as indicating any opposition to this proposed
legislation. [Laughter.]

Secretary HULL. Not only the Senator from Pennsylvania, but no
other Senator, could in the least disturb our friendly relations.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, are there any other questions of the Secre-
tary.

If not, the committee will go into an executive session and deter-
mine its position with reference to this and some other matters.
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Secretary ]uLL. Thank you very much gentlemen,
(Section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (H.R. 2667) is as follows:)

Szc. 388. DiscatMilaioN BY rFosION countrmzi.-(a) Additional duties:
The President, when he finds that the public interest will be served thereby, shall
by proclamation specify and declare new or additional duties as hereinaftter ro-
vided upon articles wholly or in part the growth or product of, or imported in a
vessel of, any foreign country whenever ho shall find as a fact that such country-

(1) Imposes, directly or indirectly, upon the disposition in or transportation
in transit through or reexportation from such country of any article wholly or in
part the growth or product of the United States any unreasonable charge, exact.
tion, regulation, or limitation which is not equally enforced upon the like articles
of every foreign country; or

(2) Discriminates in fact against the commerce of the United States, 'lrectly
or indirectly, by law or administrative regulation or practice, by or in respect to
any customs, tonnage, or port duty, fee, charge, exaction, classification, regulation
coIdition, restriction, or prohibition, In such manner as to place the commerce of
the United States at a disadvantage compared with the commerce of any foreign
country.

(b) Exclusion from importation: If at any time the President shall find It to
be a fact that any foreign country has not only discriminated against the corn
Ilerce of the Unfted States as aforesaid, but has, after the issuance of a proc-
lamation as authorized in subdivision (a) of this section, maintained or increased
Its said discriminations against the commerce of the United States, the President
is hereby authorized if he deems it consistent with the interests of the United
States, to issue a further proclamation directing that such products of said coun-
try or such articles imported in its vessels as he shall deem consistent with the
public interests shall be excluded form Importation into the United States.

(c) Application of proclamation: Any proclamation issued by the President
under the authority of tis section shall, ff le deems it consistent with the Interests
of the United States, extend to the whole of any foreign country or may be con-
fined to any subdivision or subdivisions thereof; and the President shall, whenever
he deems the public interests require, suspend, revoke, supplement, or amend
any such proclamation.

(d) Duties to offset commercial disadvantages: Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country places any burden or disadvantage upon
the commerce of the. United States by any of the unequal impositions or disorfmi
nations aforesaid, he shall, when he finds that the public interest will be served
thereby, by proclamation specify and declare such new or additional rate or rates
of duty as he shall determine will offset such burden or disadvantage, not to ex-
ceed 60 per centum ad valorem or its equivalent, on any products of, or on
articles imported in a vessel of, such foreign country, and thirty days after the
date of such proclamation there shall be levied, collected, and paid upon the
articles enumerated in such proclamation when imported into the United States
from such foreign country such new or additional rate or rates of duty- or, in
case of articles declared subject to exclusion from importation into the United
States under the provisions of subdivision (b) of this section, such articles shall
be excluded from importation.

(e) Duties to offset benefits to third country: Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country imposes any unequal imposition or dis-
crimination as aforesaid upon the commerce of the United States, or that any
benefits accrue or are likely to accrue to any industry in any foreign country by
reason of any such imposition or discrimination imposed by any foreign country
other than the foreign country in which such industry is located, and whenever
the President shall determine that any new or additional rate or rates of duty or
any prohibition hereinbefore provided for do not effectively remove such imposi-
tion or discrimination and that any benefits from any such imposition or dis-
crimination accrue or are likely to accrue to any industry in any foreign country,
he shall, when he finds that the public interest will be served thereby, by procla-
mntion specify and declare such new or additional rate or rates of duty upon the
articles wholly or in part the growth or product of any such industry as he shall
determine will offset such benefits, not to exceed 60 per centum ad valorem
or its equivalent, upon importation from any foreign country into the United
States of such articles; and on and after thirty days after the date of any such
proclamation such new or additional rate or rates of duty so specified and declared
in such proclamation shall be levied, collected, and paid upon such articles.
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(f) Forfeiture of articles: All articles imported contrary to the provisions of
this section shall be forteltured to the United States and shall be liable to be
seized, prosecuted, and condemned In like manner and under the same reoula-
tions, restrictions, and provisions as may from time to time he established for
the recovery, collection, distribution, and remission of forfeitures to the United
States by the several revenue laws. Whenever the provisions of this Act shall
be applicable to importations into the United States of articles wholly or in part
the growth or product of any foreign country, they shall be applicable thereto
whether such articles are imported directly or Indirectly.

(g) Ascertainment by Commission of discrimination: It shall be the duty
of the commission to ascertain and at all times to be informed whether any of
the disrliminations against the commerce of the United States enumerated in
subdivisions (a), (b), and (e) of this section are practiced by any country; and
if and when such discriminatory acts are disclosed, it shall be the duty of the
Commission to bring the matter to the attention of the President, together with
recommendations.

(h) Rules and regulations of Secretary of Treasury: The Secretary of the
Treasury, with the approval of the President, shall make such rules and reaula.
tions as are necessary for the execution of such proclamations as the President
may issue in accordance with the provisions of this section.

() Definition: When used in this section the term "foreign country" shall
mean any territory foreign to the United States within which separate tariff
rates or separate regulations of commerce are enforced.

(Whereupon, at 11:30 a.m., Thursday, Apr. 26, 1934, the Commit-
tee on Finance went into executive session after the chairman hav-
ing announced that the public hearings would be continued at 2 p.m.
in the District of Columbia Committee room in the Capitol.)

AFTERNOON SESSION '

The committee resumed hearings in the District of Columbia
Committee room at 2 p.m., Senator Harrison presiding.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee went into executive session this
morning following the appearance by the Honorable Secretary of
State, and we now resume the open hearing on H.R. 8687. We will
continue where we left off this morning. Secretary of Agriculture
Wallace is present. The committee will be very glad to hear you on
House bill 8687, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY A. WALLACE, SECRETARY OF
AGRICULTURE

Secretary WALLACE. After the presentation which Secretary Hull
made this morning, I doubt if there is any great necessity for my
presenting any carefully prepared statement. At any rate, I do not
have one. The reactions to the recent discussions of our interna-
tional trade policies, and to statements made in the hearings on this
bill, have been very interesting. While I have indicated no hasty,
ill-considered actions, in making desirable readjustments in our
foreign trade policies, and while I have not indicated what should
be the specific action with respect to an individual industry or com-
modity-we must depend on expert consideration-some of my
remarks have already been misinterpreted, to the point of predicting
what specific recommendation I might make on this or that com-
modity. Even recent changes in market conditions have been at-
tributed to adjustments which will require many months of con-
sideration, discussion, and association, before they have a definite
bearing on the price of a given commodity.
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These reactions indicate to me a degree of sensitivity which justi-
fies our effort in promoting a general, honest, discussion and clearer
thinking. The interest of agriculture in the bill under consideration
arises out of the fact that the market for the product of some 50
million acres of crop land has been furnished by foreign purchasing
power, and that foreign purchasing power has been seriously impaired
during the past 8 years, by the fact that we no longer loaned money
abroad, as we did from 1920 to 1930, and we had not made an adjust.
ment in our tariff policy of such a nature as to bolster up foreign
purchasing power in any other way.

Because of that situation, we have felt it essential in the depart-
ment of agriculture, to engage in many direct activities, many crop-
reduction programs widch most men would feel, under any ordinary
conditions, tobe highly artificial in nature, and unwarranted.

The situation, to my mind, is of such extreme seriousness that it
should not be considered from the standpoint of partisan polities.
On the contrary, it would seem to me that the right-thinking men in
both parties should try to discover that policy having to do with the
tariff and with the agricultural control, if you please, that may be
necessary, pending the building up of a sufficient volume of foreign
purchasing power. That policy should be of such a broad gaged
nature that it could be continued, in its broad outlines, across the
administrations.

As you all know, we changed from a debtor nation to a creditor
nation with extraordinary speed. Ordinarily, when a debtor nation
changes to a creditor nation, it is the result of long years of earnest
striving to get out of debt, and then to invest the money, slowly and
carefully accumulated, in the appropriate places in foreign lands.
Due to the accident of war, we were changed to a creditor nation
without having really earned that position, and without having had
an opportunity to change our psychology, so that it would enable
us tolive comfortably with that position.

Since the World War we have been a creditor nation, and we have
not acted appropriately to that position. The matter came to a
dramatic head in 1930, when we stopped loaning abroad, and we
have found, as a result that various emergency measures were neces-
sary to tide us over. bur monetary policy, which for the time being
is enabling foreign currencies to buy more dollars than hitherto, and
therefore enables foreign currencies to buy either more exportable
products more cotton, more tobacco, more lard, or pay a higher
price, either one or the other, or both, is giving us a breathing spell
for the time being. How long that breathing spell will continue, no
one can say with any certainty, but it would seem to be exceedingly
unwise during the period when we have such a breathing spell, to
prepare for an eventuality, which eventuality will be either the con-
tinuation of the acreage-control programs, which we are now using
in the Agricultural Adjustment Administration, or the creation of
foreign purchasing power by the acceptance of more goods from
abroad, or a little of each.

You have under consideration here this afternoon the latter course.
I should say, you have under consideration here this afternoon the
problem of restoring foreign purchasing power, by accepting more
goods from abroad, which policy, if completely successful, would en-
able us to do away with these acreage-control measures, a situation
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which would make us, in the Agricultural Department, exceedingly

h addressing myself more specillcally to this bill, it does seem to nme
that under present conditions the Executive Branch of the Govern.
ment is in a better position to formulate an all around policy than
the Congress; that the President, by the setting up of suitable nd.
visors, could determine those articles of which it would be wise for
us to accept more from abroad, with the least possible damage to
our domestic business structure. The bill does not seem to me to be
so strikingly different in certain of its powers, the varying of the rates
up and down, from the last tariff act, which had in it the cost of
production feature. This bill gives a slightly different criterion by
which to judge, and it seems to me a much sounder criterion. It has
been assumed, by critics of this bill, that the President, if given this
power, would set out at once to destroy certain industries. I know
of no comment, no statement by the President, to indicate this is his
purpose. I would suspect, in fact, that he would be inclined to treat
most of the industries, in very much the same way as the sugar
business has been treated; that he would question, in all probability,
further expansion of those industries which have exceedingly high
tariffs, and which are unable to meet world competition, where it is
obvious that we are not especially efficient in our methods of produc-
tion gaging efficiency by the ability to meet world competition. I
wouldsuspect that he would question the advisability of further ex-
pansion of such industry, just as he questioned the advisability of
further expansion of the sugar-beet industry; but I would also sus-
pect that he would see the difficulty, the injustice that might ensue
to people employed in such an industry, if there should be imported
strikingly larger quantities all at once. I do not think that anyone
in Government at the present time is in position to say what the
ideally sound approach should be.

I tlink, from the standpoint of the general public, it is exceedingly
important that the vast numbers of our gainfully employed, em-
ployed in the export industries, and in those industries which are not
affected by imports, comprising, I suspect, more than 80 percent of
our population-it seems to me exceedingly important that those
people realize that further expansion of highly protected inefficient
industries is made directly at their expense.

There may be exceptions to that rough rule. There may be cer-
tain products of which we should produce our entire home consump-
tion in spite of the inefficiency, because of the desirability of having
a full supply in case of war, or something of that sort. I cannot lay
down any hard and fast rule. Because of that difficulty of laying
down a hard and fast rule it seems to me to be essential that these
powers be exercised by the executive branch of the Government,
where they cah be gi n long and careful consideration, not from the
point of view of regional representation or political expediency, but
from the point of vew of sound national policy; and again I say it
would seem to me that this matter is of such extreme importance
running through our entire national fabric, that Republicans and
Democrats alike should see if there cannot be some common ground
on which they can meet. I think I have nothing further to offer,
except these general observations.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions?
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Senator REED. I would like to ask a question or two. Mr. Secre.
tary, would you regard it as a partisan contention to say that no one
should be condemned unheard?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not understand your reference, Senator.
Senator REED. Well, would you oppose or approve an amendment

to this bill that would provide that before a duty was reduced some
notice should be given to those concerned in that particular industry,
and some opportunity should be given them for a hearing?

Secretary WALLACE. I do not know what the stand of the adminis-
tration would be on that. It would seem to me that it would be a
wise thing to give them an opportunity for a hearing. I would assume
that, as a matter of just common sense executive procedure, that that
would be granted, as a matter of routine. I would assume that would
be the case.

Senator RaED. Well, assuming that, as a matter of common sense
executive procedure there should not be any objection to specifying
it in the bill itself, should there?

Secretary WALLACE. I would not suppose so.
Senator REED. Well, I am glad to hear you say that, because it

does not seem to me that that is a partisan matter.
Secretary WALLACE. Oh, it would seem to me that that would

follow automatically.
Senator REED. For centuries, it has been a part of the law of the

people whose language we speak, that no one should be condemned
unheard, and it does condemn a man unheard, to take away his tariff
protection without notice without warning, without hearing.

Secretary WALLACE. The situation that might work out there of
course, would be that you would develop one of these typical drives
on Washington. I can see how that kind of situation could easily
result.

Senator RED. Well, that is a nuisance to the object of the drive,
as we in Congress know. Nevertheless, it is every American's right
to be heard in his own behalf.

Senator CLARK. Mr. Secretary, will you permit me to interrupt for
just a moment, to say that if the Senator from Pennsylvania means
to intimate by these questions that these tariff barons who have been
profiting by privilege for many years, have a vested right to plunder
the rest of the people of the United States and that taking away
that privilege is a criminal proceeding, which he seems to intimate,
I desire to dissent very decidedly from that view.

Senator REED. Oh, I am not thinking about tariff barons at all.
I am thinking about men and women who are engaged as laborers
in these various industries who might, as the bill stands, find them-
selves deprived of a livelihood, reading in the paper some morning
that the tariff on their product had been taken away. I want to ask
you, Mr. Secretary, whether it is correct, as it has been reported in
the newspapers, that you gave, as instances of inefficient industries,
the beet-sugar industry in America, and the lace industry? Was
that a correct report of what you had said?

Secretary WALLACE. I probably have said it. I do not remember
the exact wording. The reference to the lace industry appears in
the hearing before the House Ways and Means Committee, and the
record has been made of that.
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Senator R~D. Well, do you regard that as inefficient industry?
Secretary WALLAo. Why, it seems to me that, from the standpoint

of my definition, the are both decidedly inefficient industries,
Senator REED. What other instances can you give us of inefficient

American industries?
Secretary WALLACE. That would take a great deal of study,

Senator. These two happen to be rather obvious cases. I mean to
say the tariff protection is very great, and they could not survive
without tariff protection.

Senator REED. Well, do you think of any others?
Secretary WALLACE. Take the tariff act. I think you could find

a good many.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me ask you about mushrooms. Don't

you think that is a very efficient industry in America?
Secretary WALLACE. I am not fully posted on mushrooms. I

came through Ccatesville, Pa., yesterday, and I noticed a lot of
mushroom plants there.

Senator EED., There a a lot of very good people engaged in the
mushroom growth there. What do you think o the policy of delegat-
ing taxing power, in this fashion, to the administration? Is it not
apt to lead to sudden decisions, to imposing taxes without any chance
for the victim to be heard?

Secretary WALLACE. I would think that it would be a much fairer
case for the victims, than those cases where representatives of certain
industries sat with relatively few Congressmen behind closed doors,
in the log-rolling making of tariffs. I would say that this would be a
far fairer approach infinitely better.

Senator REED. Yes; we all agree that the imposition of taxes by
Congress has been influenced by lobbying to a very considerable
extent. We are all familiar with that, and we all dislike it but I am
wondering, Mr. Secretary, about the exercise of the taxing: power
that was given you under the agricultural act. Did you give notice
to the paper-bag people, and the paper-napkin people, before you
put the processing tax on paper?

Secretary WALLACE. We had hearings that we are supposed to
have; yes. I do not know whether those particular people were at
the hearing or not. I did not happen to attend the hearing myself,
but we had -

Senator REED. You put the tax on, didn't you?
Secretary WALLACE. Oh, yes; but we had very extended hearings.
Senator REED. You put the tax on, but you don't know whether

those people were represented or not, in regard to it?
Secretary WALLACE. Why, of course, I don't know just who was

there. Of course, I don't.
Senator REED. How about jute bags? Did you hear from the

jute bag manufacturers, or from the farmers of the West, before you
put this processing tax on jute bag

Secretary WALLACE. We gave notice of hearings, and those who
were interested came in and testified.

Senator REED. And did you hear that?
Secretary WALLACE. No, sir; I did not hear that.
Senator REED. Personally?
Secretary WALLACE. No; I did not hear them personally.
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Senator REED. The decision was this, wasn't it, to put the tax on?
Is that right?

Secretary WALLACE, Senator, I wonder it you happen to know how
many hearings are being held in Government nowadays?

Senator R ED. I don t know, Mr. Secretary, and I am wondering,
therefore, if it is wise to give these wide powers to human beings who
are physically unable to keep up with the work of their departments.
I am not blaming you in the least, but I don't believe that the genius
exists who could have personal knowledge of all that is going on in the
Department of Agriculture today. With all our dissension in Con-
gress, at least, we are compelled to hear interesting people personally,
before we act, but I gathered that you did not hear either the paper
people or the jute people, before you put those taxes on.

You had to delegate that authority to somebody else, so, when
we gave you the taxing power, really, we were delegating it to some
unnamed person in your Department. Now, that is the way this
would work out, if we gave this power to the President, isn't it?

Secretary WALLAcE. Oh, undoubtedly, the President would have
to delegate it to competent people.

Senator REED. Yes.
Secretary WALLACE. That is what executive government consists in.
Senator REED. Yes.
Secretary WALLACE. It happens to be a slightly different thing in

the legislative branch.
Senator REED. So that, instead of Congress, which is elected and

which is accountable to the people who elected it, putting these taxes
on, this would be put on, not even by the President, but by some
official to whom the President delegated it?

Secretary WALLACE. Why, undoubtedly.
Senator REED. Undoubtedly?
Senator CONNALLY. Well, Mr. Secretary, the responsibility, though,

is yours, in the case of the Department of Agriculture?
Secretary WALLACE. Yes.
Senator CONNALLY. And the responsibility would be the Presi-

dent's?
Secretary WALLACE. Undoubtedly, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. And he is an elective officer.
Secretary WALLACE. For instance, on the jute-bag thing, and the

paper thing, I found it necessary to read over the finngs, because
the responsibility was mine.

Senator BARKLEY. We have to do that, even with legislation. Did
committees refer important matters to subcommittees, made up of a
very few men, and they, in turn report to the full committee, and the
full committee must accept judgment, usually, of the smaller body,
which has held the investigation and made a report. There isn't any
very great difference between that and delegating to some small
group of experts in any department, the matter of collecting evidence
upon which the head of the department will act.

Senator REED. Mr. Secretary, is it your idea that the administra-
tion would lay down some sort of a formula for the revision of tariff
duties, or a formula for the foundation of the proposed trade agree-
ments?

Secretary WALLACE. I don't see how the administration could lay
down a formula. The thing is too complex for that.
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Senator REED. Well, wouldn't it be right to have some sort of a
formula, so that each industry would be treated impartially?

Secretary WALLACE. I think you have the general formula written
into the bill,

Senator REED. Well, the bill is pretty vague in its language. But
take two industries in which the statistical case is similar, the same
amount of import relative to the domestic consumption and domestic
production; ought they to be treated alike, in your judgment?

Secretary WALLACE. Not necessarily.
Senator RanD. No? Well, suppose you found an industry in which

the imports were less than 6 percent of the domestic consumption,
would you say that a higher tariff was warranted there?

Secretary WALLACE. Not necessarily.
Senator REED. Not necessarily. But if the imports were so small,

would that, under your idea, necessarily lead to a reduction of the
duty?

Secretary WALLACE. Oh, I think that you would have to study the
articular industry. I don't see how you can arrive at an off-hand

formula.
Senator REED. If you found that the imports were not one twenti-

eth of the domestic consumption, that miht, in the case of steel,
lead to the conclusion the duty should be reduced, or it might, in the
case of onions, lead to the conclusion that it should not. Don't you
thin all industries ought to be treated impartially?

Secretary WALLACE. I think that all industries ought to be treated
impartially, but I don't think that you can arrive at impartial treat-
ment by the application of any hard and fast formula based on a
single criterion of that sort.

Senator BARnLEY. Even Congress hasn't treated them all impar-
tially, because there are many items where the imports are less than
5 percent, that bear an entirely different rate, under the act of Con-
gre3s, some of them less than 1 percent.

Senator REED. Would you consider an industry inefficient if the
tariff amounted to about 100 percent of the American price?

Senator CLARx. Say the woolen-goods industry, for stance.
Secretary WALACE. Why, a tariff of 100 percent would suggest

that, according to my definition of ability to meet foreign competition,
it would suggest undoubtedly that that was an inefficient industry.

Senator RUED. What is the present tariff on wheat?
Secretary WALLACE. Forty-two cents a bushel, as I remember it.
Senator RDED. And to that is added a processing tax, isn't there?
Secretary WALLACE. No.
Senator REED. Which must be paid by foreign wheat?
Secretary WALLACE. No; the 42 cents has nothing to do with the

processing tax..
Senator REED. Well, there is a processing tax?
Secretary WALLACE. There is a processing tax of 30 cents a bushel.
Senator REED. Yes; so that the aggregate tax to be borne by

imported wheat is now 72 cents, isn't it?
Secretary WALLACE. No; that is incorrect, Senator.
Senator REED. What is the aggregate amount?
Secretary WALLACE. The aggregate amount is the 30 cents, I

would say, although it might be that a part of that 42 cents is effect-
ive as a tariff. You see, the present farm price of wheat-let's see, the
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present Chicago price of wheat is about 75 cents. That means, adding
in the 30 cents processing tax, $1.15. I don't know at what point the
importer's wheat would come in, but I would suspect that it would
have to be about $1.05 Chicago, before imported wheat would come
in. That is just a rough guess.

Senator RED. What is the present farm price for wheat?
Secretary WALLACE. As I remember it, it is about 60 cents a bushel.
Senator RnED. The processing tax brings that to 98?
Secretary WALLACE. Something like that.
Senator REED. And, on imported wheat, there is an additional

burden of 42 cents tariff?
Secretary WALLACE. No; not additional, Senator. You have to

consider those two factors separately.
Senator REE. Would you regard the raising of wheat as an in.

efficient industry?
Secretary WALLACE. Of course, the tariff is not 100 percent, and in

the ease of a product which is on an export basis, the tariff is a paper
tariff, as a rule. Normally, in the case of wheat, the tariff is a paper
tariff, and these tariffs which the Republican party-if you will allow
me to become partisan for a moment, Senator--

Senator REED. I had forgotten party.
Senator CONNALLY. Nearly everybody else has. (Laughter.]
Secretary WALLAC. I would suggest that out in the Middle West

we feel very much aggrieved that we should have been so freely offered
paper tariffs for so many years. 1

Senator GonE. Isn't it a fact that at one time during the Hoover
Administration, the price of wheat was actually less than the tariff
on wheat?

Secretary WALLACE. Yes* that is true.
Senator GoRz. A great deal less. It sold as low as 20 cents, in

Oklahoma.
Secretary WALLACE. There is very little importation of wheat and

as a matter of fact, this coming year, we will be on the export basis
to the tune-of course, it depends on just how the weather turns out
in the Dakotas-but we will be on the export basis to the tune of
probably 100 million bushels.

Senator REED. Mr. Secretary measured in real dollars, the price
of wheat at Chicago today is ony 45 cents, isn't it?

Secretary WALLACE. What do you mean by "real dollars",
Senator?

Senator REED. I mean 100 cents dollars, pre-Roosevelt dollars.
Secretary WALLACE. Why, our dollars still have 100 cents in

them.
Senator CLARK. You mean Mellon dollars.
Senator GORE. He is talking about dinky dollars.
Senator BARKLEY. As a matter of fact, neither in 1930, 1931, or

1932, was this tariff on wheat effective to any appreciable extent,
was it, in the price to the farmer?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, of course, during that particular period,
the Farm Board, by holding wheat off the market, caused our wheat
to be above the world price, and that created an artificial condition,
but during the greater part of the time, during the average of the
past 10 years, we have been exporting an average of about 160,000,000
bushels of wheat, and to think that a tariff whether it is 10 cents or
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a hundred dollars a bushel, is doing the wheat farmer any particular
benefit, is just foolishness.

Senator BAnRLEY. Isn't it a fact that the processing tax, 80 cents
a bushel, was made necessary in part because the 42-cont tariff was
not effective, and did not bring the price to the farmer up to a point
where-

Secretary WALLACE. Of course, many of the farm acts, including
to some extent the present farm act, are an effort to make effective
these paper tariffs which have been given the farmer in the past, and
to make them work for the farmer. That has been the theory that
has governed a great many of these farm acts. It was the theory
of several versions of the old MeNary-Haugen bill, as well as many
of the successors to that bill.

Senator REED. Well, would you, in case this bill should be passed,
advocate a reduction in the tariff on wheat?

Secretary WALLACE. I am Secretary of Agriculture, Senator,
Senator REED. And therefore you are sure to be consulted on that

subject.
Secretary WALLACE, I believe Senator, that agriculture is entitled

to as much protection and as efficient protection as industry.
Senator REED. Yes; that being so-and we all agree with that-

would you advocate a reduction in the 42-cent tariff?
Secretary WALLACE. When industry had taken a corresponding

reduction on the average, I would say I would think that it might
be fair to advocate such a reduction.

Senator GosE. That is a very good answer, I will say. Mr. Sec-
retary, isn't it a fact that a' great deal of the difficulty in agriculture,
in the United States, has been caused by the fact that over a long
period of years the American farmer has'been compelled to buy every-
thing that he had to buy, on a protective market, and to sell every-
thing that he had to sell, in a free market, at prices regulated by world
conditions?

Secretary WALLACE. Well, there are some agricultural products,
Senator, which have benefited from the tariff.

Senator CLARx. I agree with that but I am speaking broadly.
Sena or GORE. Wool, for instance?
Senator CLARK. Industry, and agriculture, as a whole.
Secretary WALLACE. Wool, and beets, and dairy products. Dairy

products, until recently, have benefited. I wouldn't care to say
everything.

Senator CLARK. But I am using the term "agricultural" broadly,
and the term "industry" broadly.

Secretary WALLACE. Yes; I would say that was true, in a broad
sense.

Senator BAHKLEY. Mr. Secretary, getting back to this question of
writing into this bill a mandatory provision that the President shall
give public hearings to somebody who suspects that lie is going to be
affected by a proposed trade agreement, if I understand that, the
theory of this bill, it is intended, on the whole, to bring about sonie
advantage to our own country, and that, in dealing with any com-
modity upon which there is a tariff, which might be the subject of an
international agreement, it is to be supposed that whatever that
agreement might be, affecting that product, that the net result will
be some advantage to us, as a commercial nation, with reference to
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either that or some other product, so that if the President were re-
quired to give notice to everybody that felt he might be affected, and
they should come swooping down on Washington-

Senator CLARK. On London, on Paris, or any place else where the
agreement might be in the process of negotiation.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, we will say Washington, and argue that
such an agreement ought not to be entered into, because he felt it
might or feared it might affect him adversely, it would require that he
also hear the proponents of some other commodity that might be the
subject of this international agreement, and give them a chance to
show that the agreement would inure to their benefit, and the result
would be, if he had to hold public hearings on all these matters the
prolongation of the negotiations until any benefits growig out of the
agreement might be entirely dissipated, Isn't that possible?

Secretary WALLACE. Yes; I can see that that would be possible.
I would like to return, at that point, to my earlier thought, that it
would seem to me that it might be wise for responsible men in both
parties, and representing the various elements in our national life
labor, industry, and agriculture, to try and work out the broad
scheme of our national balance of industry and agriculture, so that
there would be a rough guide, and there wouldn't be done suddenly
that thing which Senator Reed fears. It would seem to me that the
Executive's position could be bolstered up by some broad outline
of that sort.

Senator BARKLEV. It is inconceivable, of course, that the President
would negotiate any treaty with any nation, involving our commerce,
without gathering from some source, through those who are in position
to make detailed investigation, all the facts with relation to it and the
probable effect of the agreement on our net result, and then, if we
put in a mandatory provision that in all these matters everybody
who suspects that he may be interested has got a right to come
down here, and be heard, it would be just like holding an open hearing
here in the Committee on Finance on every tariff bill or on every
item of the tariff.

Senator CLARK. It is equally inconceivable that any amount of
hearing would convince the Senator from Pennsylvania that there
ought to be a reduction in any tariff rate.

Senator CoUZENs. Well, that does not apply to the Senator from
Michigan, although I do not believe in secret government. I could
be convinced, even though the Senator from Pennsylvania could not
be convinced.

Senator CLARK. I think the Senator from Michigan might.
Senator COUZENs. At the same time, I would object very seriously

to having these things done in secret, without the proper hearings on
them, by the interested parties.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any ether questions of the Secretary?
Senator REED. I have no more.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much Mr. Secretary. Mr. Dick-

inson, I understood you were to appear this afternoon.
Mr. DICKINSON. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Dr. Sayre here, the Assistant Secretary of State.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, just go ahead and make an explanation in

detail, if you will, of this bill. 1 think you had as much to do with it
as anybody else.
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Senator CovsZNs. As the Chairman has said, Dr. Sayre, that you
had a lot to do with making this bill, may I ask if you are a free-trader?

Mr. SAYRn. I do not know what a "free-trader" is, sir, in these days.
Senator CouzaNs. Well, in any days, regardless of these days, have

you ever been a free-trader, or are you now?
Mr. SAYR. I certainly do not believe it would be fair to eliminate

tariffs overnight, if that is what you mean, sir.
Senator CoTaEN. Well, in how long a period, or over how long a

period of time do you believe that we might eliminate tariffs?
Mr. SAYRE. I do not know. It depends on developments-in the

next 200 years, shall we say, sir? I think we must be guided by
experience. I do not think it would be fair suddenly to strip away
protection from industries and groups of people who have invested
their money in them. I think we have got to consider their interests,
as well as other people's interests.

Senator Couzzos. But you would like to drift toward that end, is
that it?

Mr. SAYRE. I do not think I should say that. I think much de-
pends on what the experience of the next decades will be. I think
we must be guided by experience and for my part-

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, may I ask if you have at some time voted
the Republican ticket?

Mr. SAYRE. You say, have I ever voted that ticket?
Senator BARKLEY. Don't require a man to admit that, here in

public.
Senator CLARK. Doctor, you can refuse to answer, on the ad ice

of counsel.
Mr. SAYRE. I have no objection whatsoever to answering that.
Senator CONNALLY. You have a constitutional guarantee of pro-

tection along that line.
Senator CLARK. Against incriminating himself.
Senator CONNALLY. You are not required to incriminate yourself.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I know, if you have, of course you are

ashamed of it. [Laughter.]
Mr. SAYRE. Let me say this, sir. I was born in Pennsylvania, in

a steel town. I was brought up in a dyed-in-the-wool Republican
family. I imbibed Republicanism with my earliest breath, I suppose.
Until I went to college, I always believed in the Republican Party.

Senator Gou. The more you learned, the less Republican you
were?

Mr. SAYRE. As the result of my college course, I changed and
became a Democrat, sir, and since then I have never been able to
follow the Republican Party.

SenatoI CLARK. I have always maintained that if you educate a
Republican, you make a Democrat out of him.

The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I want to congratulate you on the refor-
mation. Now, you may proceed.

Senator KzYEs. May I ask what college you went to?
Mr. SAY. Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.
Senator CONNALLY. New England.
Senator GORE. Any college would bring about that result.
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Senator CONNALLY. Did leaving Pennsylvania have anything to do
with your change of mind?

Mr SAYRE. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is aside from the question. We have

asked you about politics and so forth. Just forget it, because there
is no polities in this tariff question. [Laughter.]

Senator GoRE. Just a local question,
Mr. SAYRE. I want to open my remarks, if I may, by reading the

last utterance of a Republican President, his last public utterance,
which I think does lift this whole question out of politics.

Senator Gons. Yes; and he made it when the light of another
world was breaking in his face.

Mr. SAYRE. President McKinley, in Buffalo, in 1901, in his last
public utterance, said this:

The period of exclusiveness i past. The expansion of our trade and com-
merce is the pre sng problem. Commercial ware are unprofitable, A policy of
good will and friendly trade relations will prevent reprisals. Reciprocity trea
ties are In harmony with the spirit of the times; measures of retaliation are not.
If perchance some of our tariffs are no longer needed for revenue, or to encourage
and protect our industries at home, why should they not be employed to extend
and promote our markets abroad?

In that last public utterance of a Republican President it seems to
me he did lift this subject out of politics and did point the way toward
an impartial consideration of the best interests of the country, irre-
spective of party politics, and that, sir, is the light in which it seems
to me we ought to look at this question this afternoon.

I want to suggest, first, something which Secretary Hull was
bringing out far better than I can. -simply want to refresh your
minds, this afternoon, regarding the shrinkage in world trade, which
has been going on the last few years. I have before me the figures -f
the last few years. They show, for instance, that the total exports
of the United States fell from $5,241,000 000 in 1929 to $1,675,000,000
in 1938; and the imports correspondingly fell from $4,399,000,000 in
1929 to $1,449,000 000 in 1933. That is, roughly, from 5 billion
of exports to 1% billion.

The CHAIRMAN. What was our balance of trade last year, if you
have the figures?

Mr. SAYRE. Last ymar, sir, 1933, our exports were $1,675,000,000.
Our imports were $1 4 4 9 ,000,000. As these figures show, there has
been a terrific slump m foreign trade.

Senator CLARK. Well, in other words, Doctor, if I understand these
figures correctly, our favorable trade balance has fallen from a little
less than a billion to about two hundred million, in that period?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir. According to figures which I have secured
from the Department of Commerce, when our trade is reduced to
index numbers and the average of the years 1923-25 is taken as 100,
our quantity index of exports dropped to 69 in 1933. At the same
time, measured in terms of value, our export trade dropped to 37.
Again, you see what a terrific drop this is. I have some detailed
figures which I will be glad to submit as part of my statement.

The CHAIRMAN. I think it ought to be put in the record.
Mr. SAYRE. I will be glad to put all these tables to which I refer

in the record, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would.
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(The tables referred to are as follows:)
Indexes of quantity, unit value (price), and total value of reports

merchandise and general imports
(1923-28 averam-100

of United States

Exports of United State merchandise

Indexes of quantity, unit value (price), and total value of general imports
(1923-25 average- 00]

General Imports

Year Q ty Quantity ai Value Q yYear In.,'1Sx value Y valuedx Vn Index index [Ui In le index index Index...... I ndex I I Index.

Total Crude materials Crude foodstuffs

1913 ...... . 70 46 58 72 42 67 77 62
1919....... 81 126 101 98 118 116 106 121 128
192...... 88 155 136 93 130 121 109 124 135
1921....... 74 88 65 81 72 58 95 74 70
1922....... 96 84 80 101 80 80 94 82 77
19 8....... 99 99 98 101 95 96 108 82 85
1924...... 97 90 93 98 92 86 102 98 99
1925....... 104 105 109 105 118 119 97 120 11
196 ....... 11 102 114 109 112 122 107 119 126
1927...... 113 95 108 118 94 109 107 111 118
198....... 11s 92 108 118 80 100 108 120 12
929....... 181 87 114 133 80 106 112 113 126

1930....... 111 71 79 108 o3 68 11 83 94
1931 ..... 98 5 54 102 43 44 109 66 71
192....... 79 43 3 81 0 24 99 85 54
19388....... 8 43 87 91 31 28 99 50 60
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Indes ee quantity, unit value (price), and total value of general importa-Contiued
ll92l-B reReg1uOO]

lenersl Imports

VYer Quetlt VaJ Quttty u uity v
Index ijde Ind Ix a i inex L

Manufhatured foodstuffs Sermlmenufoatures Pnaished manufattur

...... . 1 28 7 149 118 1 140 1
1981....... 74 s 74 o 101 1 78 107
192....... l 71 78 92 7 90 96
1 ... 119 7 1 101 1 00 99 1
1024....... 107 108 9 97 92 101

1.... I74 87 1 I, 10 g
blO....... . 4 1 101 11 114

17....... Il 8 91 100 1 10 9 1

2....... 112 73 89 118 98 107 118 100 1
1 ....... 17 8 127 98 126 141 91

....... 97 4 4 79 7 2 1
1S2 ....... 8 8 87 83 81 79 6 44
1933....... 104 40 41 73 87 41 79 83 42

Mr. SAYRE. Taking the average of the years 1923-25 as 100, the
1033 figure for crude foodstuffs is 32, m quantity; in value 15.
In other words, we were exporting only 15 percent as unch crude food.
stuffs in 1933 as we were exporting annually in the 1023-25 period.

Senator REED. In money value?
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir, in money value; but of course prices had

fallen, accordingly, the money value index figure is lower than the
quantity index figure, which was 2. In finished manufactures,
moreover, there was a tremendous drop; quantity index figure, 64;
money value index figure, 38. We have thus to face the fact of an
unprecedented and sudden drop in the foreign trade of the United
States.

Now, what does that mean? It means that our domestic factories
and producers cannot sell their goods, and it means, of course, in-
escapably, unemployment.

Various estimates have been made as to how many American
workers are engaged in industries depending upon exports. Mr.
Farrell, of the United States Chamber of Commerce, testified for the
Ways and Means Committee last March that the estimated number
amounted to 7,000,000 persons. His testimony was to this effect:

The depression, since 1929, being one of drastic decline in buying power through-
out the world, resulting in a serious curtailment of International trade, has
affected the United States more acutely than most countries, and has created a
serious problem of unemployment which has been a little more acute in this
country than it has been in other countries.

Seven million persons, it is estimated, are dependent for their livelihood on our
foreign trade. It is impossible, therefore, to deal effectively with the problem
of unemployment without taking into account the vital importance of our over-
seas commerce as a means indispensible to the success of the National Recovery
Act and as an aid to employment.

Senator BARKLEY. In that connection, Doctor, I think it might be
well to put in here the statement that in 1930 or 1931 I have for-
gotten which, Secretary Lamont, of the Department of Commerce,
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in an address, or in a magazine article stated that a drop of $2,000,
000,000 in our exportable commodities meant unemployment for
3,000,000 American working men.

Mr. SAYRE. Very interesting.
Senator GoRn. I think President Hoover, in his Boston speech,

said that 2% million families were dependent on foreign trade.
Mr. SAYRE. Now* I think it is inescapable that reduction in world

trade means reduction in production. We cannot escape that; and
reduction in production means unemployment. There are some
80,000,000 unemployed in the world today, forced into lives of idle-
ness. That means untold human suffering and misery

Senator GoaR. How many did you say.
Mr. SAYRE. Thirty million. That is estimated.
Senator BARKLEY. You mean workers?
Mr. SAYE. Workers, and that does not include families women, or

children; most of the suffering is among the wives and the children.
Again, I would like to callyour attention to another fact that

the export trade of this country is providing a diminishing outlet for
this country's production of movable goods. During the years 1925
to 1929 exports provided an outlet for, roughly, about 10 percent of
the movable goods produced in this country. In 1931 we did not
have a 10 percent outlet any longer. It had dropped to 7.4 percent.
Last year, 1938, that figure of 7.4 percent had dropped to 6 percent.

Senator GoRE. What year was 7.4?
Mr. SAYRE. 1981, sir was 7.4; 1938, 6 percent. In other words,

we are facing a diminishing curve in relation to the outlet through
foreign markets for the sale of goods produced in tlis country.

Senator CLAnRK Does that include other commodities, as well as
manufactured articles?

Mr. SAYRE. That includes movable goods, sir, and these figures I
take from the Department of Commerce statement which I have
before me.

Senator GORE. And we have diminished our exports of crude food
stuffs, more, relatively, than other commercial products?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes sir.
Senator REED. doctor, those figures that you gave, are they in

money value or in quantity?
Mr. HENRY CHALMERS of the Department of Commerce. The

values in any given year are on the same price level, so it doesn't make
any substantial difference. Since any one figure is a ratio of all
production in any given year, prices of export commodities and
domestic production would be on substantially the same level,
accordingly the ratio is not to be regarded as affected by change in
prices.

Senator REED. So that it indicates a drop from 10 percent to 6 per-
cent-from 10-percent of our production, in quantity to 6 percent of
our production quantity? That is to say, a loss of 4 percent from
our total production in quantity?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes; the ratio is between goods produced and goods
exported. But it must not be thought, sir, that by means of a tariff
bargaining bill we will affect domestic production only to a very
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minor extent; because wr ere are certain commodities as to which the
export runs far above 10 percent. Take, for instance, such an article
as wheat: We normally export about 20 percent of our wheat. We
are, I believe, dependent on the markets of other countries for the
sale of about a quarter of our rice crop. The percentage of tobacco
runs even higher-about 338 percent.

Senator GonR. Forty to forty-one on some varieties.
Mr. SAYnE. I am lumping them all together. For packinghouse

irld the figure runs up to as high as 50 percent. Cotton, I believe,
runs up to from 50 to 60 percent. In other words, what I want to
bring out is hat there are large and important sections of the country
engaged in the production of certain staples or basic commodities,
and f our export markets for those commodities fall off, it means
inevitably that those producing areas are glutted with surpluses.
Those surpluses being unsalable, there is an excessive supply that
forces down the prices, not only of the surpluses, but of the whole
amount of commodities being produced. That means that those
sections of the country, engaged in producing those commodities,
cannot get the prices they are accustomed to get. Those producers
cannot buy the manufactured- goods they ordinarily buy. That
spreads disaster not only in that community, but all through the
country because those consumers are unable to buy manufactured
goods which they are accustomed to buy; and again, land values are
depressed, mortgages are foreclosed, banks face failure; so that you
have this difficulty, this trouble, this canker, spreading beyond those
particular sections of the country, and working havoc with our whole
economic fabric, among both agricultural and manufacturing com-
munities.

Now, I want to hurry, because I know how valuable your time is.
I want to suggest another thought, one that should not be lost sight
of. I have spoken about the swiftly declining world trade. We must
not forget the American share of world trade is diminishing more
rapidly than world trade itself. That is to say, if we figure out the
percentage of world trade accruing to each of the 11 leading coun-
tries, according to the table which I have before me here, we find
that the share of the United States is a diminishing share. In 1929,
for instance the United States enjoyed 12.19 percent of the imports
of the world. In 1930 that dropped to 10.71 percent. By 1932, it
had dropped to 9.58 percent. Similarly, on the export side of the
picture, whereas in 1929 the United States enjoyed 15.61 percent, in
1930 the figure had dropped to 14.27; 1931, 12.57; 1932, 12.39.

The CHAIRMAN. Give us Great Britain, will you?
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir. Great Britain's share of import trade in.

creased from 15.19 in 1929 to 16.43 in 1932. In respect of exports,
sir, it's proportion remained fairly stationary: in 1929, 10.74, in 1931
to 9.36, in 1932, to 10.06. I have also before me here the combined.
imports and exports figures.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you put that in the record?
Mr. SAYRn. I will be glad to.
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(The statistical information is as follows:)

Percentage of world trade acoruing to eaoh of the II leading countries

Imports Exports Totlt
Country ----------

1999 1980 1931 1981 1999 1930 1981 1982 1929 193

Wod totia .................... 100 100 100 100 100 i t00 100 100 100

rI o I t e o -
itt1 e Amorlos. 1 1 1 1. 147 1

S ... te,.meanwie0 . drt f rom 16 1 10.; a .

S........... . ....... . .
L d. .. .. 7 . 2.01. ..0 .71 $II

............ ....... ,, . 17.... 3,9.! , 17' ,.94
2.41 2.90o i ........................ 9t4 had show t he .8e t4 d ra> o. h

1.................... .27 1.67 ; 2 9 14 0 i 1 44

Mr. SAYII. In respect of imports and exports combined, Great
Britain's ratio increased from 13.04 i 1929, to 13.38, in 1932.

Senator CLARK. Was that exports?
Mr. SAYRE. That is imports and exports combined. The United

States, meanwhile dropped from 13.8 to 10.92.
The CHAIMAN. Did I understand youth to that of these 11

countries, the United States had shown the greatest decrease, both
of imports and exports?

Mr. SAYRn. I did not sayt sir, it shows the greatest decrease, I
say that's isi proporion is a decreasing one. Whatever this country
loses, other countries must gain.

SSenator GORE. And, compared with the other 10, she lost more
than they did, in the aggregate?

Mr. SAYRi. Yes, the percentage decrease, in respect of both exports
and imports, is heater for the United States than that of any of the
other ten countries.

Senator GoRa. Yes, it is.
Senator WoLcoTT. That would not be necessarily true, would it,

that what we lose other countries pick up? For instance, take
China.. If you will look up the record of China, her imports of
manufactured cotton goods declined very rapidly from 1929 to 1932,
but her imports of raw cotton picked up almost the same amount.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir; but may I make this clear?
Senator WOLCOTT. And she brought in machinery and built mills,

and was manufacturing that raw material, so she didn't have to buy
the manufactured cotton goods in England.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes.
Senator WALCOTT. So there are a good many factors that enter

into it, and you cannot generalize on it.
Mr. SAYRE. The point I want to make, is, that for the whole world

trade was decreasing. Now, I have figures showing the percentage
of world trade accruing to each country, of that diminished world
trade. In 1929, the United States enjoyed 13.83 percent of such
world trade as existed in 1929, whereas in 1932, the United States
enjoyed only 10.92 percent of such world trade as existed in 1932,
that last being much less, as I said a few moments ago, than 1929.

Senator GORE. China declined less than almost any country in the
world?
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Mr. SAYaE. I haven't China. China is not one of the 11 leading
countries which is listed here.

Senator Gon. No, I know, but China declined almost less than
any country in the world.

Senator WALCOTT. But, when you speak, for instance, of exports of
Great Britain in 129, 10.74, 1 don't quite understand what you mean.
You mean that is the percentage of her total?

Mr. SAYRE. Great Britain's percentage of the total world trade.
Senator WALCOTT. Of the total world trade, not the total of Great

Britain?
Mr. SAYRE. No. If you take the total world trade and figure out

the percentage which each of the 11 countries enjoy of that world
trade, you find that the United States suffered greater decline since
1929 than any other important trading country.

Senator BARELEY. Those figures show that, even if other countries
did not gain in world trade, they came nearer to holding their own
than we did.

Mr. SAYRE. Since this is a proportion of the total, whatever we
have lost, some other country or countries must have gained.

Senator BARKLtY. It may not gain it actually in the importation
of unaccustomed goods, but it gained it in maintaining its status quo
to a larger extent.

Mr. SAYRE. In absolute figures, let us not forget, the whole trade
is declining.

Senator BAnKLEY. Oh, yes.
Mr. SAYRE. There was much less international trade in 1932 than

in 1929, but we enjoyed a smaller proportion of that smaller 1932
trade than we enjoyed of the larger 1929 trade.

The CHAIRMAN. During this time of declining world trade, has
there been an increase in retaliatory tariff measures, formation of
cartels, and every other kind of device or contrivance to isolate other
countries?

Mr. SAYnR. Yes. I think there is a reason for this. I am baldly
stating the facts. I do not think that this is contentious matter that
I am stating now.

Senator RED. While our percentage of the total world exports
were declining, which were the chief countries which showed an in-
crease in percentage?

Mr. SAYBE. If you like, sir, I will read you the figures for the
11 countries, if it is not taking too much time.

Senator GosR. England, I think, showed the most increase.
Mr. SAYRE. No; England did not show the most.
Senator REED. Just give us two or three that showed the most.
Mr. SAYRE. Russia is one of them. Its share increased from 1.36

percent to 2.44 percent.
Senator WALCOTT. Are these exports or imports?
Mr. SAYRE. This is the total of exports and imports.
Senator WALCOTT. I understand.
The CHAIRMAN. How about Italy?
Mr. SAYRE. Belgium increased from 2.73 percent to 3.24 percent.
Netherlands from 2.78 percent to 3.25 percent. France from 6.19

percent to 7.31 percent. Those are the leading increases.
Senator BARKLEY. That is an increase in percentage. It does not

mean an increase in the actual volume of goods.
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Mr. SAYIo. No, the volume of goods went down.
Senator BARKLzY. So it is a comparative increase.
Mr. SAYRm. It is simply that the United States had a certain pro.

portion a certain share of the trade of 1929 and a smaller share as
to the trade of 1032. In 1932 the total trade of the world was far
less in volume and in value than in 1929.

Senator BARtKLc . In all of these countries?
Mr. SAYRv. In all of these countries, although in some the propor*

tion increased, whereas in the United States, the proportion decreased.
Senator BARKLEY. Both our percentage and our volume decreased,

whereas their, volume decreased, but by reason-
Mr. SAYn (interposing). Both the volume and value of the trade

decreased, absolutely.
Senator BAnKLio. The percentage in some countries increased

while the volume was going down.
The CHAIRMAN Can you give us, if you have it, how many of

these reciprocal trade agreements have been formed by the various
11 countries?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir; I am going to state them in just a moment.
SMay I complete what I am stating here? This fact of the declin.

in share of the United States in the declining trade of the world is
still more marked with regard to the South American countries. I
have before me, for instance, the decrease of trade as between the
United States and the Argentine. In 1926 the United States enjoyed
24.7 percent of the Argentine imports. In 1932 that figure of 24.7
had dropped to 13.6 percent. In 1933 it had dropped to 12.6 per-
cent; whereas Great Britain had gone up from 19.3 percent to 21.4
percent, and various other countries had similarly gone up.

I have before me here the tables, which I won't weary you by
reading, concerning other South American countries. Suffice it to
say that they show our trade decreased with the Argentine, with
Brazil, with Chile, with Colombia, with Mexico, when I say our
trade decreased, again I am referring to our proportion of their im-
port trade as compared with the proportion enjoyed by other
countries. That is, we are losing our share of the foreign trade.

Senator CLARK. Doctor, have you any table to show who got the
trade we lost in those South American countries, and will you put
that in the record.

Mr. SAYRE. I will be glad to.
Proportion of imports, 1926-33 a into--

Argentina:
From United States-decreased.
From United Kingdom-increased.

Brazil:
From United States-decreased.
From United Kingdom-increased.

Chile:
From United States-decreased.
From United Kingdom-decreased.
From France-increased,
From Peru-increased.

Colombia:
From United States-decreased.
From United Kingdom-increased.
From Germany-increased.

Mexico:
From United States-deereased.
From Germany-increased.
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Proportion of imports from principal countries
INTO ARGENTINA

1926 1992 1933

Percent Percent Percent
U te tat ................... ...................... . ..... ............ .7 18 1,0

t .ed .. ............................................. ....... . 8. 39.2 .
1 611. .. -... ......................... ........... . ....... al .
(ran.. .................. . ....................... ............ .... 1.4 a .

Japan ................................................ ........ .... 1 .8 . 21

INTO HBAZIL

United States.............7........................................... . .1 *2,t
aer iany........................................................... i. 9.0 l 9 .1

rent l................................ ....................... 1.8 18.4 81.4

rrn .. ....................... ................................ . . ,
........... ................ ............................ . 4. 4

INTO CUOLItO

Un td Statea.................................................. .... .. 3 .

INTO COLOMBIA

United States ....................................... . .......... .... 47.9 4. 1

OGermany........................................................... 12,8 I31.9 *16.
Fra oe ......................................................... .... 0.1 $4.2 4.9

INTO MEXICO

United Stets .............................................................. 70.8, 63,8 2.3$
cnnanly ........................................................... 7.4 1116 12.

oreat Britain.................... ......................... 7.4 7.7 ' 7.8
Franoe............. ......................... ........ 4. . ,

S1927 (not shown separately in 1920).
8 9 months.
* January-June.

* The figures are based on money value, They are taken from U.S. Commerce yearbooks.

Again, this same idea is illustrated in this last Department of Com-
merce release-

Senator GopR (interposing). What is that?
Mr. SAYRE. This, sir, is a release of the United States Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, issued
at Washington, D.C., March 1934, entitled "Summary of the United
States Trade with the World of 1933 ", prepared by the Division of
Foreign Trade Statistics. I am reading from the table no. 15 on page
34 which I will be glad also to insert in the record if you choose.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; we would like that in the record.
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Foreign trade of leading countries and total international trade
(Values In millions of the unit speifled)

Imports Exports

Per. Per.
Country eat out

199 1901 1933 t .O* .193T8 19
.om from

PAP2R CURRENCY

Ba n . ......... t.. .....r 1 00 O 0 ........ 10 41 .

06' as Al t i is

(Ulnited Stang

100I
rany. ...... 1.... .. 100 60 8 +1 00 -1

a itd (Vnlted Ktates

Sourosi 08ola reports on foreln trade of the sver oountrei and the League of Nations.

lay.. ...... W0 .. W... 100 so a8 -6

S19 average equals 100.
Mr. SAn . This shows th if they are measured in terms of gold,

In the year 193388, whereas English exports declined 5 percent from
1932, French exports declined 7 percent from 1932, and total world
exports declined 13 percent since 1932, the United States exports
declined 19 percent.Those percentages are: England, 5; France 7; the world average,

13 and the United States, 19 percent decline in this last year.Aenator Couzs. Have you drawn any general conclusions as to

the cause of that?Mr. SAYRn. I did; yes, sir but I want to lay the facts before you
gentlemen and then let us talk about them.

Senator Rnd. Will you tell ui what part in the causes of that is
played in the increased costs required by the N.R.A.?

Mr. SAYme . Very small, sir, comparatively. Very small.
The CHAIMAN. Will you tell us what part the last tariff bill that

was passed played in that?
Mr. SAYri. You mean the Hawley-Smoot tariff?
Senator BARILEY. The "Hoot. mawley" Act. [Laughter.)
Senator CONrALD .. I would not bring that up. [Laughter.]
Mr. SAYRE. I think myself, a large part.
I read ag N from this same repot o the part th ment of Commerce

these woras, and I am reading from page 12 of the report which
mentioned a moment ago:

In 1933 the exports from the United States were smaller in value than the

exports from the United Kingdom for the first time since 1914.

So much, then for this picture of declining share of the United
States in the world trade.
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Senator WALSH. Has there been an improvement in the last few
months?

Mr. SAvuE. There has not been noticeable improvement; no, sir.
There has been an increase in the exports according to value due to a
slight increase in prices, If you figure by the volume basis, there has
not been a noticeable increase in exports yet.

Senator WALsH. Comparing the first 3 months of this year with a
year ago, has there been an increase?

Mr. SAYRE. That seems to be the conclusion drawn in this Depart.
ment of Commerce report, Am I correct in that statement?

Mr. CHALMERS. Answering the specific question, the first 3 months
of this year showed some improvement over the first 8 months of last
year, which were just at the bottom.

Senator GORE. But that is not true when you convert values in
terms of gold and compare the gold prices now.

Mr. CHALMERS. Even when mentioned in quantities, in certain
commodities there has been a pick-up. By reason of the easier
purchasing ability of certain other countries, because of the devalua-
tion of the dollar.

Senator GORE. In terms of gold?
Mr. CHALMEnS. Possibly the fairest basis would be quantity, and

in quantity there are a number of lines where there has been some
pick-up. It has not been general nor very substantial yet.

Senator GORE. A very material falling off, if you put it in terms of
value?

Senator CONNALLY. Cotton, refrigerators, and things of that kind?
Mr. CHALMERS. Yes; things of that kind.
Senator WALSH. In the first 3 months there has been a marked

increase in domestic consumption?
Mr. CHALMERS. In a number of those lines; automobiles, for

instance.
Senator WALSH. How do those figures compare?
Mr. CHALMERS. In domestic consumption?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. CHALMERS. The figures are hardly available on domestic trade.

Imports and exports are counted at the customs houses, but domestic
trade is not.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. SAYRE. Next I want to suggest that all countries are faced

with this problem of diminishing world trade. There are many factors
causing it. Some of the very evident factors are the high tariff barriers
which different nations are building up; also the quota restrictions
which various nations are imposing, and the exchange control or
restrictions-

Senator CLARK (interposing). Nearly all of those tariff restrictions
and quota restrictiuns-I mean the whole policy-started in retalia-
tion for our tariff policy, did it not?

Mr. SAYRE. I think a good deal of it is in retaliation. I don't
think that we can say all of it.

Senator CLARK. Nearly all of it.
Senator GORE. We set the pace, and it was rather a merry chase.
Senator REED. A good many of them acted before we did.
Mr. SAYRE. Some of them did.
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Senator BARKLEY. Holland, Italy, France-it is a tariff war nil
over the world which has been going on for 3 years.

Senator CLARK. We started that war.
Mr. SAYHE. I am not speaking solely of the Hawley-Smoot tariff.

It had a high-tariff predecessor. However, we are getting into the
realm of contentious matters. I want to keep clear of discussing
contentious matters. I want simply to lay the facts before you
gentlemen.

Now, as I say, these trade restrictions are very evident factors
making for this great reduction in world trade, some of them being
very powerful ones which are strangling international trade. Almost
every country of the world is facing this problem and wondering how
to meet it and meet it effectively and practically.

SThe movement which is most apparent today throughout the
countries of the world is a movement in the direction of cutting down
some of these trade restrictions finding a way to pierce them, or a
way to eliminate them through the means of tariff or trade bargaining.
The different countries, particularly in Europe, have engaged in a
very noticeable movement in the direction of quick bargaining agree.
ments. I have before me here a list of 77 such trade agreements
concluded since January 1, 19338

When I appeared before the committee of the House, the Ways
and Means Committee, I could show a list of 68, and just since that
that list has grown to 77. Almost every day we get dispatches in the
State Department of new trade agreements being made or concluded
or ratified. I should be glad also to insert this list in the record.

Commercial agreements concluded and reported since Jan. 1, 1983

INot Inlcudlng renewals and extenslonsl

Country Customs concession only

Argentina..........I Chile (el0/21/33), United
I Kingdom.

Aistralia...........

Austria...........

Belgium...........

New Zealand (34 C.R.
6/76).

Hungry (e 33), Sweden
lan Cd........ ).

Poland....................

Brail ............. .................... ....

Bulgaria...........
Canada........
Chile............

Turkey (34 C.R. 13/206)...

Argentina, Cuba..........
Colombia.......... Venezuel.............
Costa Riea......... France....................

Cuba.............
Ctzehoslovakla.....

Denmark ..........

Estonia............
Finland............

Chile...................
Switzerland (34 C.R.

8/124), Germany (34
O.R. 4 8).

Poland (34 C.R. 12/187)...

United Kingdom, France.
Frane, United Kingdom.

Most-favored nation
only

Netherlands (34 C.R.
lQ/16), eBlgium (84
Cl. 10/15e.

Customs concession
and n:ist favored

nation

Brail .................

Canada (84 C.R. 3/44). Poland..............

Argentina............

Turkey, Latvia,
Oreece, Yuosavlav
Portugl, tonia,
Syria, and Lebanon.

Austria, Germany....
Czeehoslovakla.......

Germayn Italy (34
C.R. f6O).

... ............... ..

Chile................

Brazil..............
United States (84 C.R.
8/1).

New Zealand (34 C.R.
7/17).

Argentina, Uruguay...

Germany...........
France (restricted)....
Germany (34 C.R.

8/124).
France (most-favored

nation, by Costa
Rica only).

Poland (34 C.IR. 16/21 )

United Kingdom,
Germany.

Spain (34 C.R. 7/108)..

Se aignifles date on which agreement became effective.
SC.R. refers to Commerce Reports; thus 84 ,R. 10/180 refers to Commerce Report (1934) no. 10, p. 156,

where this agreement is reported.

Total
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Commercial agreements concluded and reported since Jan. 1, 198-Continued

(Not Inoluding renewals and extensionl

Country

Oerimnny..........

reec...........
.ngarpy.............

Italy ...............

Latvia ..........

Netherand .......

New Zealand.......

Norway...........
PeMl. ...........Polanud .......

Portugal .......
Rumania..........
Russia ..........

Saudi Arabia.......
Stpaeln............
Sweden ...........

Switzerland........

Customs conceulon only

Swtrrad,osta Rica,

. t to 4, Ity,
;Iiland. cwv, i

Net0eri1d(, Unit R,
/A*uritrta.'spa wluiwit

0/89).

AU.ri ...................

t  United ngdon'.'

Australia.................

United Kingdom, France..

Bel imo Germany, Neth.
wland, Denmark, Swit.
zerland.

Rwitaerian4.
France (4 ,R, 9/14....

. ...... .. . ........ ......

United Kingdo, ran
Austria,

France, Rumanta, Qr
Pany, Cmoo. 1vaka,Poland (34 C R. 14/2M).

byris unu Leusnjeon.. .Turkey.............. Bulgaria. .
United Kingdom...

United States......

Uruguay...........
Venezuela..........
Yemen.............
Yugoslavia.........

Finland, Tatvia, Argen.
tine, Estonia, uermany.
Norway, Sweden,

Coloa (34............................
--. --......... .

Most.avored nation
only

Turkey (restrieted)...

Ur iuay. Canda,

Bratil................

orway .............
Kuall, cotrot Rin...

Norway (34 CR, 18/
Ira , d...

Persla, united States.

Brazill................

oaly, U atvit

United States........
-- -- - --......... r

r"r " """'""" ~ r

Customs onosiTonand rmotftavored Total
nation

I"^. Bul. r a.

kumania (34 c. uIIW

Latll ...............
Ia 7oi .. i ( ,.. I/a3 L l. l

It

Beltum ...........

vakisa

Estonia France.....::
. ... ... ... ... ..

Brazil ...........................
Bral, France (re ............... ........

stricted).
Russia ( .R. 12189). Denmark, Iceland.....

Poland, Saudi Arabia, .....................
Finland. ...

Germany............. Brazil...............
Netherlan ds....................
Braztll............... ermany...........

The CHAIRMAN. Do you know whether or not, in the making ofthose trade agreements under the laws of the respective countriesthey can do it quickly, or do they have to have hearing and so forth?Mr. SAYRE. Essentially they can do it overnight, almost, in manycountries. The procedure differs in different countries. In themajority of the European countries the executive can make an agree.ment reducing tariffs to come into effect at once. In many of theEuropean countries that agreement, which comes into effect at once,requires some kind of parliamentary ratification; but, in the great
majority, that parliamentary ratification is a matter of form.

In almost all cases you have the parliament ratifying as of course.In some countries the agreements come into force if the parliamenttakes no action. That matter differs in different countries. I have
before me a list of the procedures in the different countries. I won't
bother you to read it.
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The CHAIRMAN. Would you put that into the record?
Mr. SAYr ., I shall be glad to.

RIaluATIo or CUsToMi TABIsFF IN FocroN CoUvSaM aBY ADMINISTRAT IV
Aerox

MUMOANDUM AND SUMMARY TABULATION CONKMNING "  OU3tLATION OP OVUSTOM
TARIIP IN FOMRON COUTIINsI BY ADMINIITRATIVO ACTION"

The attached table presents a summary and revision to date of a cotmlla.
tion published by the United States Tariff Commission under the above title
In 1982. The table shows power, over tarifl rates delegated by the legislature
to the executive branch of the Government or which are known to be exer.
cled by administrative action in the different coudtriles No attempt has
been made in this tabulation to Interpret indefinite constitutional provisions
(such as "general welfare" clauses, etc.), under which the Executive minglt
assume authority to restrict or prohibit imports or exports, whether by tariff
changes or other means.

RELATION IBTWEER THE EXEOUTIVO AND LIYI8LAtTIVE UIANCHEN

When the executive power Is mentioned in the accompanying tabulation,
the reference is to one of the following types of administration:

1. Executive legally independent of the legislature as in the United States.
2. Executive Independent of the legislature in actual practice.
8. Executive dependent upon the legislature, as in the British parliamentary

form of government.
With regard to the second type of executive there has been a widespread

tendency or practice in recent years to assume emergency powers over the
tariff and other measures affecting foreign trade.

In countries with a parliamentary or cabinet form of government, where
the ministry is an essential part of the legislature and its acknowledged leader
in matters of policy, administrative tariff changes are virtually assured in
advance of parliamentary approval. Accordingly, in comparing the practice
In different countries with regard to the question whether legislative ratlica-
tiou is or is not required before executive tariff changes can take effect, it is
important to note the distinction between parliamentary and congresslontl forms
of procedure. Under the parliamentary or cabinet form of government, the
Prime Minister necessarily commands a parilmentary majority. In such
countries the requirement of legislative ratification manifestly does not impose
a restriction upon executive action comparable with the same requirement
under a congressional form of government, where the Chief Executive may or
may not be supported by a majority of the Congress.

It must also be remembered that in countries where many or most of the
efAfetive tariff rates are fixed by commercial treaties, such rates cannot be
changed, even by the legislature and executive combined, during the life of
the treaties concerned, without agreement with the countries entitled to the
treaty rates. A recent practice concerning such conventional duties has been
the bargaining for mutual release from treaty-bound rates.

RESTRICTIVE MEASURES OTHER THAN TABIFFS

In addition to tarlif duties import trade has been restricted or controlled by
other measures, such as import quotas or prohibitions; Import restrictions with
or without a system of licenses; import monopolies; foreign exchange control;
milling or mixing regulations; and Increased fees and restrictive regulations
of various kinds. Under present conditions import quotas and exchange con-
trol measures may be even more effective trade barriers than tariff rates as
such.

Quotas or Import permits are imposed in a tnumlber of countries by the execu-
tive, either under special legislhive authorization, or under general executive
powers. These permits may be used to control trade balances, or to apply
retaliatory measures, and the apportionment of imports under quotas may also
be used to conclude and enforce reciprocal trade arrangements. Among the
countries where import quotas are used for one purpose or another are
Austria, Belgium, Chile, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, Germany, Greece,
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Hungary, Itale, Latrtt, Netherlands, Poland, Rumania, Spain, itelhaid,ir~ey, united Kingdom,

Restrictions on foreign ezhange transactions are applied in many countries.III several European and Latin Americn countries control of foreign exchangetransactions Is olcially exerelised through the central bankin system, Amongthe countries a ]iln restrictions for control ofI foreilg ,exhag are Aoantina, Austria, -rasil Bulgrio, Chile Coloabia Cueelholovaklf, Denmark,Estonla, Greeee, Germany, Hungary, Italy, IrtVl, T -. orway, Spin, Turkey,
Uruguay, Yugoslava.,To facilitate trade with countries exercising control over foreign exchange,otler countries which do niot restrict foreign exehange transactions follow theprincipaell of compensation trade (paying for imports by exports) and haveentered into lenrlng or compensation agreements with countries restrictingcnth payitenis for imports,
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Senator WALSH. The Chairman of the Tariff Commission sent me,
today, and I assume to every member of the committee a memo.
randum showing what the procedure was in every country of the world,

Mr. SAYMvE I think that is different from mine. May I insert that
in the record, also?

Senator WALSH. Yes, May I ask you approximately the number
of commodities that are dealt with in these 77 aggreements?

Mr. SAYRE. I could not say off hand, but they are quite extensive.
They cover a very large proportion of the trade of the world carried
on by those countries,

Senator WALCOTT. That is, in this list that we got this morning.
Mr. SAYnE. It is a fact, then, that the prevailing and the common

practice in Europe is to negotiate these trade agreements almost
over night, that the executive has the power to put them into force
at once, and they can therefore, be accommodated to shifting channels
and currents of foreign trade, for, let me say, never before in the
history of the world has foreign trade been shifting its currents so
rapidly as today. Never before has there been a time when we
needed this power to make trade agreements as we need it today.

Senator CLARK. Of course, we are entirely excluded under the
present situation.

Mr. SAYRE. Under the present situation we are powerless. We
know that if we approach another country and talk about a trade
involving any kind of a tariff change, we are told, "Well, it will take
you 6 months or a year, perhaps, to get the matter up before the Senate
and then what?" We cannot promise a thing,

The CHAIRMAN, Well, Doctor, I am not going to ask these ques-
tions, because there is no use of repetition, and the committee can
read it, but before the House Ways and Means Committee you gave
the committee a historical sketch of what we have done with refer-
ence to this matter throughout the years.

Mr. SAYRE. I would be glad to do it now.
The CHAIRMAN. I am not asking you to do it now. It is already

in the record,
Senator CLARK. I think it might be well to put it into the record

now as the doctor's testimony before the Senate, so that it won't
be necessary to read the House Ways and Means Committee record.

Mr. SAYRE. The testimony before the House Ways and Means
Committee can readily be inserted. [The matter referred to appears
at the end of Mr. Sayre's testimony at today's session.]

Senator WALSH. To prevent your repeating it before this committee.
The CHAIRMAN, Doctor, have you finished? If you have, I want

to ask you some questions with reference to this bill.
Mr. SAYRE. I have one important thing more, I should like to

propose, before.1 am through, some amendments in the way of clari-
fication of the language of the bill.

I think maybe you had better ask your questions, if you like, now,
or I can offer those amendments now, whichever you choose.

The CHAIRMAN. What I wanted was to ask you to give us-you
had a good deal to do with this-just exactly what this bill does.
It gives the power to the President to raise or lower these rates 50 per-
cent to make these reciprocal trade agreements, and so forth.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes.

&6
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The CHAIRMAN, They are based upon a certain principle, Mr.
Sayre?

Mr. SAYRn . Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Won't you explain to the committee, then, what

is the yardstick that you are going by?
Mr. SAYRB. I will be very gad to.
Senator WALCOTT. Mr. Chairman, why not let him state a con.

crete example of the way this might work, as an illustration, and then
go on and explain from that?

Mr. SAYRE. Perhaps I had better do what the chairman suggested;
and that is, just say, in a word what this bill really does, what it is
aimed to achieve in the light of what has been done before---

Senator WALCOTT, And then give us an example.
Mr. SAYRE. This bill combines two features, it seems to me, of

former bills.
In the first place, it includes the feature of tariff bargaining by

Executive agreement. That is something which was achieved in the
McKinley tariff of 1890, a bill which, you remember, authorized the
President to negotiate agreements with different countries, to agree
on the maintenance of certain specified commodities on the free list.

! You remember the bill authorized the President to impose discrimi.
natory specified tariffs on specified objects in the case of the coun-
tries which were charging, to quote thelanguage of the bill, "unequal
and unreasonable duties.

S The CHAIRMAN. That was the McKinley Act.
Mr. SAYaE. Of 1890.
The CHAIRMAN. Did that bill provide at that time that those

agreements must come back to Congress or that a hearing must be
granted?

Mr. SAYRE. No, sir. That bill did not provide that the matter
should be referred back to the Congress; it was limited to this: In
the first place it covered only specified commodities. In the second
place, you will remember, it said that these specified commodities
should be on the free list, but if the President should find that the
foreign countries should charge, to quote the language of the act
"reciprocally unequal and unreasonable duties against the United
States", then it authorized the President to impose duties, specified
duties, on these specified products.

Senator REED. What were those specified products, Doctor?
Mr. SAYRE. Sugar, molasses, coffee, tea, hides, raw and uncured, or

any of such articles.
Senator CLARK. Irrespective of what the particular commodities

were, from the legal or constitutional standpoint, there is absolutely
no difference between the power granted in the McKinley Act and the
power granted in the pending act?

Mr. SAYRE. I would not go so far. I should say there is a differ-
ence. I want to bring out what the difference is m just a moment.
This act is what we started with; we built on this, adding in H.R.
8687 additional features to what was already done in the McKinley
Act.

Senator CLARK. That is perfectly true, but the essential feature of
both is the power to impose duties.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes. Under the President's finding that a rate is
unequal and unreasonable, whatever that may mean.
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The CHAIRMANu That was an act that gave the President the power
to increase rates under certain conditions upon certain specified cor.
modities,

Mr. SAYRE. With respect to countries that charged unequal and un.
reasonable duties.

The CHAIRMAN. What is being added here is to allow this adminis.
tration to reduce by 50 percent or increase by 80 percent--

Senator CLARK (interposing). The power itself is essentially the
same thing as in the McKinley bill.

Senator GoRa. With this exception, that the McKinley bill gave
the President the power and made it his duty to act.

Senator CONNALLY, Did the act of 1890 give the President any
power after he once raised the rate, to lower it, in the event of these
countries changing theirs?

*Mr. SAYRE. He could withdraw it.
Senator CONNALLY. That is what I am talking about.
Mr. SAYRs. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. But that act essentially gave him the power to

raise them or lower them under certain conditions?
Mr. SAYPI. Yes, sir. But they were on specific commodities and

specified rates.
SSenator GoRs. That same act was discussed in the case of Field v.
Cark, as to its constitutionality.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Wasn't it easier in those days to deal with sugar

than it is in these days?
Mr. SAYRv . It seems so. [Laughter.]
Senator BARKLSY. All of those powers, however, were to be exer-

cised by the President,
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAiRLiY. Without agreement with any other country.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator BAnRKLY,. Whereas this presupposes an agreement.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes; but let me add to that statement this: Under the

act of 1890 the Presidentt in pursuance of authority given under the
act, entered into reciprocity agreements with other nations, agreeing
not to raise these duties, in return for agreements on the part of the
other countries, the foreign countries not to charge unequal and
unreasonable rates against the United States. So that under the
act of 1890 you have this process of various bargaining through
Executive agreement.

Senator BARKLEY. The only difference is that in those cases the
agreement imposed on the other country an obligation not to increase
barriers, whereas these agreements may impose on it an obligation
to decrease. .

Senator COUzENs. But there was no power, as I understand it, in
the President to reduce rates fixed by Congress.

Mr. SAYRE. These were free oods, you understand. The President
did have the power to impose higher rates, that is to impose tariffs.

Senator CouzeNs. They were all on the free list, then?
Mr. SAYRE. They were free-list articles that were involved.
Senator GORE. And the duties were fixed, and they either went on

that rate or came over to that rate? There was not any variation?
Mr. SAiRE. Exactly.

58
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Senator CLAnR. Did President Harrison submit any of these recip-
rocal agreements, of which you speak to Congress?

Mr.AYR. No. sir. They were Executive agreements.
Senator Gona. Were there any cases?
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir, The act of 1890 went before the courts in

the ease of Field v. Clark (148 U.S. 640).
Senator OORE. That case did not involve the present point, did it?
Senator CONNALLY. That is the very point that it did involve.
Mr. SAYRE. One of these reciprocity agreements was challenged.

The cry went up that this was an unconstitutional exercise of power.
Here was the President delegated by Congress with treaty-making
power; here was the President delegated by Congress to do rate fix-
ing; and the cry went up, "This is unconstitutional. The President
surely cannot be delegated with such power by Congress."

Senator GoRE. In that case the point upon which it turned was
that Congress had fixed the formula, and the President had to ascer-
tain the fact and, after he had ascertained the fact, upon such ascer-
tainment he was vested with power, and they make the point that
this bill does not prescribe a formula.

Senator BARKxLE. That bill did not provide the formula of facts
which the President had to find.

Mr. SAYRE. The President had to find as a fact that the foreign
rate was reciprocally unequal and unreasonable. I have the language
of the Court before me. If you like, I will read from it, althoughit
is too long to read it in its entirety. Let me Just read a sentence or
two. I am quoting now from the opinion rendered by Justice Harlan,
speaking for the Court:

The words "he may deem" in the third section, of course, implied that the
President would examine the commercial regulations of other countries producing
and exporting sugar, molasse coffee, tea, and hides and form a judgment as to
whether they were reclproaly equal and reasonable, or the contrary, in their
effect upon American products.

Senator BAnRLEY. So he did have a discretion to determine.
Mr. SAYRE. He did.
Senator CLAR. May I insert the language appearing on page 2,

lines 8 to 12, of this pending bill, the following:
The President, whenever he finds that any existing duties or other Import

restrictions are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United
States or that the principles above declared will be promoted by the use of the
powers herein conferred, is authorized from time to time-

To do certain things.
Mr. SAYRE. Here again the President must make a finding of fact,

and he had to make one there.
Senator CLARK. It does not seem to me that the finding of fact

required here is any more vague or any broader than the finding in
the McKinley bill or in section 338 of the existing law.

Mr. SAYRE. That was what I was going to suggest.
Senator CLARK. I am sorry to interrupt you.
Senator GoRE. There is this further point-
The CHAIRMAN (interposing). We will have that opinion or deci-

sion in the record, if it is not too long.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GoRE. When the President had found the facts to exist,

the Congress had prescribed and fixed the duty.

. b t
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Senator BARKLEY. No.
Senator GonE. Yes.
Mr. SAYRE Yes Congres did, in 1890. I am going to come to

some other cases where they did not,
Senator GoRs. Read the part where the President----
Mr. SAYRS (interposing). That is, you wish me to read the lan.

page of the act?
Senator GORE. No. Read this case of Field v. Clark, where it in.

volved the agreement as well as the other phases of it. I do not
remember that it involved an agreement. I want to know if it did.

Mr. SAYRE. The case came up, if I am not mistaken, on one of
these reciprocity agreements. .

Senator Goa. No. You just read the other phase.
Mr. SAYRE. You mean to read what I read before?
Senator BAnRLEY. Read that part of the decision holding that

Congress had the power to delegate to the President the authority to
make agreements.

Mr. SAYRE (reading):
What has been said is equally applicable to the objection that the third sec-

tion of the act vests the President with treaty-making power.
And the Court found by its opinion that the third section of the act

of October 1, 1890, is not liable to the objection that it transfers
leglative and treaty-mai power to the President,

That is on pages 698 and 694.
Senator GoRs. That is what I was interested in hearing.
The CHARMAN. All right. Please proceed.
Mr. SAYRE. The act of 1890 was followed by the act of 1897, the

Dingley Act. That is a very interesting act, compared with this
present II.R. 8687, because it iad this same feature of tariff bargaining
by Executive agreement in one of its sections, section 3. Section 3
and section 4 are interesting, because section 8 provided that the
President, through Executive agreement, might modify rates down.
ward without referring those agreements back to Congress for rati-
fication, whereas section 4 provided for the making of agreements
which had to be referred back to the Senate for approval. Under
section 3 the President was permitted to enter into negotiations for
commercial agreements, for concessions, and to reduce duties. Again,
however, there were specified duties.

The CHAIRMAN. What were they on?
Mr. SAYRE. I have the language right here, and I will be glad to

read it to you [reading]:
Argol, or crude tartar, or wine lees * * *. Crude brandies or other spirits

manufactured or distilled from grain or other materials * * * champagne
and all other sparkling wines, * * * still wines, and vermuth * * *.

And certain' paintings and statuary or any of them. Those were
the commodities which section 3 dealt with. Section 4-

Senator GonR (interposing). That is the one on which he could
reduce the duties?

Mr. SAYRE. That is the one on which he was authorized to negotiate
for the reduction of duties.

Senator CLARK. Doctor, you are an excellent lawyer. There is no
difference in legal contemplation between the authority to reduce on
one rate and on another rate.
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Mr. SAYaR. I am simply laying the facts before the committee,
and I hope the Senators will draw their own conclusions.

Senator WALSH. The only trouble with this question is that we
Democrats did not appreciate these powers until we got a Democratic
President.

Senator CONDtALLY. It is only for 3 years, so it cannot be abused.
Senator REED. That will give a Republican President 6 months to

work on it. [Laughter.]
Senator BARKLEY. You must be expecting to extend the time of this

act for 1 or 20 years, [Laughter.]
Mr. SAYRE. Under section 3, which was limited to these specified

commodities, the President was authorized to lower duties by making
Executive bargaining agreements whenever-to quote the language
of the act-"whenever the government of any country or colony
producing and exporting to the United States the above-mentioned
articles or any of them, shall enter into a commercial agreement with
the United States and make concessions in favor of the products or
manufactures thereof which"-and I ask you particular to notice
the following language, because it furnishes the yardstock which again
gives to the President a wide discretion in his action, "which in the
Judgment of the President shall be reciprocal and equivalent."

Now, you see what a wide discretion under that section 8 of the
Dingley Act is conferred upon the President. Who can say when
tariff treatment of one country to another shall be reciprocal and
equivalent?

It gives the President the widest discretion and judgment.
Senator GEORGE. Was that also passed upon by the Courts?
Mr. SAYRs. The act was several times before the courts, but so

far as I know the constitutionability was never directly passed upon.
Senator GEORGE. That is all right. I merely asked. You need

not give the citation.
Mr. SAYs. Under section 8 of the Dingley Act of 1897, in pur-

suance of the authority conferred thereby, the President negotiated
bargaining agreements with many of the countries of the world, with
France, with Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Spain, and so forth.
None of these executive agreements was submitted to Congress or
to the Senate for ratification. They were acted upon, in brief-

Senator CLARK (interposing). Do you know if any question was
raised in the Senate about the constitutionality?

Mr. SAYRE. So far as I know, I believe not in the Senate. Do you
mean after the passage of the Act?

Senator CLARK. After it was put into effect.
Mr. SAYRE. I think not, but the reciprocal agree nents did come

up for adjudication in the courts, and I have a list of court decisions
upholding and enforcing these agreements. That is inserted in that
brief of mine in the Ways and Means Committee, which I believe,
as you just suggested, will be inserted into these hearings. These
decisions will be included [the material referred to appears at the end
of today's testimony].

Senator WALSH. What was the length of time in these agreements,
on the average?

Mr. SAYRE. I cannot answer that offhand.
Senator WALSH. Did it vary?

50150-4--
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Mr. SAYRE. It varied.
Senator WALSH. With the different countries?
Mr. SAYR., Yes.
Senator BARKLEY, Was there any limitation in those acts upon the

authority of the President?
Mr. SAYE. No, sir,
Senator BAnxLEt . They were indefinite, and existed until some

future acts repealed or modified them?
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator CLARX. None of those acts to which you have referred

provided for any public hearings by the President?
Mr. SAYaE. Not one.
The CHAIRMAN. They must have been confronted with the same

situation that we are now in with reference to high-priced wines,
before the passage of that act.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir. People drank wine even in those days
[Laughter.] Now, I have suggested that one feature embodied in
this ill namely, tariff bargain ng by executive agreement, is nothing
new. It has been done before. It is practical and serviceable, and
its constitutionality has been tested out by the courts:

No decision of the Supreme Court or of any highest court exists
denying the constitutionality of those acts.

I may add also, because it is interesting, that under section 4 of that
same Dingley Act, which provided that with regard to commodities
in general, treaties might be made, which had to be referred to the
Senate and to the Congress; treaties were made, important treaties,
but not a single one of them was ratified.

Section 4 was a dead letter. It proved utterly impractical.
I have been suggesting, then, that one of the features which this

bill embodies is the feature of tariff bargaining by Executive agree.
ment.

There is another feature embodied in this bill, and that is tariff
adjustment by the President within a 50 percent limit.

May I say just a word about this second feature? It, again, is
nothing new. We have done it before. Even Republican adminis-
trations felt that that was a wise thing to do. In the Fordney-
McCumber Act of 1922, section 318 contained the flexible tariff pro-
vision, of which we have heard so much discussion in connection
with this bill, and section 315 was, in effect, reenacted, with some
slight changes, in section 336 of the Smoot-Hawley Act of 1930.

The CHAIRMAN. That was started as a temporary measure, as I
understand it, to last 1 year or 2 years.

Mr. SAYRE. And also, as originally drawn, it was not based upon
the difference in the cost of production when it was first proposed in
the Senate. *

Senator WALSH. Wasn't it urged as an emergency measure, due to
the plight of the agriculturalists of the country at that time?

Mr. SAYRE. I believe it was.
Senator GEORGE. Due to the depreciated condition of the ex-

changes.
Senator CONNALLY. We had an emergency tariff act before that.
Mr. SAYRE. In that act, and I speak now of section 315 of the

Fordney-McCumber Act, though the same thing is true of section 336,
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the flexible tariff provision of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act of 1930,
the President is authorized to modify tariff rates within a 50 percent
limit-and it is provided that an examination shall be made by the
Tariff Commission, but note that the President is not compelled to
act in accordance with the findings of that Tariff Commission. The
President is free to reject that finding, the responsibility, the authority,
resting upon the President and exclusively upon the President.

Senator GORE. Which act are you speaking of now?
Mr. SAYRE. Both the act of 1922, the Fordney-McCumber Act,

and the existing Smoot-Hawley Act of 1930, the flexible tariff pro-
vision.

Again the cry of unconstitutionality was raised. It was said to be
an unconstitutional delegation of power; the question was fought
again through the courts, and carried up from one court to another
until it finally came before the Supreme Court in the case of Hampton
& Co. against the United States. In the Hampton case the Supreme
Court held again as they had always held before whenever passing
on acts like this that it was a constitutional delegation of power.

As Chief Justice Taft, said in rendering the opinion of the Court in
the Hampton case, on page 406 of the opinion-

Senator CONNALLY. That was construing the act of 1922, not 1930.
Mr. SAYRE. Of 1922, yes, section 315. The Court said:
In determining what Congress may do in seeking assistance from another

branch, the extent and character of that assistance must be fixed according to
common sense and the inherent necessities of governmental coordination.

In view of the emergency situation which we are facing, in view of
this terrific decline of foreign trade, in view of the tragic unemploy-
ment throughout the country, in view of the pictures which Secretar
Hull and others have painted for you, it seems to be incontrovertible
that if the Supreme Court is to follow the course of the decisions
which it has handed down, it must hold constitutional the language
of this bill, H.R. 8687.

Let me go one step further--
Senator GoRE (interposing). Don't you think these economic con-

ditions which you have described here have a bearing on the wisdom
of this act? It could not possibly have any bearing on the con-
stitutionality of it.

Mr. SAYRE. I think it might.
Senator GOBE. You do?
Mr. SAYRE. I think if we read the language here-"must be fixed

according to common sense and the inherent necessities of Govern-
mental coordination"-if we remember that if we are going to
meet the needs and the emergencies under present conditions, it is
vital that we should increase our foreign trade, that in view of the
former decisions where the Supreme Court has upheld similar acts
containing similar provisions-it follows inescapably that the Supreme
Court must uphold this provision.

Senator GORE. That puts it on a different footing.
Senator GEORGE. It might be noted that the Smoot-Hawley Act,

I think, as it came from the House, and certainly as it was intro-
duced, and I think also as it came from the House, gave this power
to the President in order to equalize competitive conditions.

Mr. SAYRE. Certainly.
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Senator REED. You don't mean to tell us that In your opinion the
safeguards of the Constitution are suspended every time we lhave a
slump in this country?

Mr. SAYRE. No, sir; I do not, but I do mean to say that the pro.
visions in the Constitution may be interpreted In different ways at
different times according to differing emergencies.

Senator GoR . Do you think that is a sound principle of constitu.
tional law?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes sir, takt, for instance, the power which the Con.
stitution gives to the Federal Government to exercise jurisdiction over
navigable waters. In the early days, wien there was not much com.
mercer over our rivers, that was interpreted by the Supreme Court to
mean only navigable waters up to tide level. Then, later, the Supreme
Court reversed itself and extended that jurisdiction so as to reach far
above tidewater.

I think many constitutional provisions have been given differing
limits according to the emergencies and the needs and the conditions
of the day--

Senator GonE (interposing). Can you imagine a set of circumstances
that would justify Congress in suspending trial by jury in criminal
cases?

Mr. SAYEa. No; because the Constitution very explicitly pro-
vides for it. The Constitution specifically provides that we shall be
entitled to trial by jury in certain cases. You cannot fly in the face
of express language. But the President in time of crisis may proclaim
martial law.

Senator GosE. Or passing an act regulating religious establishments
or the freedom of the press?

Do you think Congress could have done it if it were not in there?
Do you think that Congress would have had any power to deny the
freedom of the press and freedom of speech and denying trial by jury?

Mr. SAYRE. Had there not been that first amendment?
Senator GoRs. Yes.
Mr. SAYRE. I hesitate to answer that. I do not know what the

early courts would have done.
Senator CLARK. Senator Gore and I agree with you that there is no

difference between the powers of Government under the Constitution
in time of emergency or any other time, but there are a great many
people over here in the Senate and in the Capitol who have a good
deal more to say than we do about it.

Mr. SAYRE. I do not mean to say that any provision of the Con-
stitution can or should be scrapped or eliminated or forgotten, be-
cause of existing or changing conditions. All I am suggesting is that
the interpretation placed by the Supreme Court on various constitu-
tional provisions has been colored at different times by differing con-
ditions. The decisions of the Supreme Court today, concerning,
let us say, due process of law, do not read in the same way as they
did in the 70's, for instance.

Senator GonE. Let me interrupt you for a minute. One commen-
tator upon the subject says that the Milligan case is the greatest
opinion in the history of the United States, and yet another com-
mentator says that if it had been rendered while the war was still
in progress, a year later it would have been decided the other way.
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Mr. SAYn. We are getting off of our question. I am perfectly
willing to rest the constitutionality of this bill, so far as I am con-
cerned, upon the preceding decisions of the Supreme Court with
regard to these other acts of which I have been speaking. I am
perfectly content to do that, but, in view of the existing emergency,

I think that there is a second reason for upholding the constitution-
ality of this bill. However I certainly would not say that this bill
would he unconstitutional if no emergency existed today.

Senator BAUKLEY. Doctor, isn't it true that some of the early acts,
in 1794, 1797, and along in the early 1800's, conferring upon the
President a certain power with reference to commerce, were based as
much on the power of Congress to regulate commerce under the
Constitution, as upon the taxing power of Congress?

Mr. SARi. True.
Senator BARKLEY. So that we don't have to depend upon the

question of the power of Congress to delegate to somebody the
authority to levy or to relieve a commodity of taxation?

Mr. SAYRE. Quite true.
Senator BARKL.Y, But we can designate 'he President as the

agency of Congress for regulating international trade between us
and other countries, a. much as we can designate the Interstate
Commerce Commission, as the agency of Commerce to regulate
commerce among the States.

Mr. SAvRE. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Isn't that true?
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GoRE. Doctor, in the light of prior decisions of the Court,

and not in the light of the theory that you now advance as establish-
ing the constitutionality of the act, of course, the question comes down
to whether the things which the President is authorized to find, on
which he is authorized to base his action, are matters of legislative
powers, or they are certain administrative or executive powers, al-
though they do involve certain discrimination?

NMr. SAYRE. Yes, sir.
Senator GEORGE. That is where it cones. Now, I thought that

the Fordney-McCumber and the Smoot-Hawley Acts both really
vested in the President legislative power, in that they do undoubtedly
involve a matter of judgment and discretion.

Mr. SAIE. No question about it in the world, sir.
Senator GEonRo. There is none in my mind and I thought the

Supreme Court would not go beyond that, but they evidently did, in
the Hampton case, of course.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes. Now, let me call your attention also to section
338 of the Smoot-Hawley Act, which is a reenactment, in substantially
unchanged form, of section 317 of the Fordney-McCumber Act of
1922. We have heard a great deal to this effect, that H.R. 8687
differs from the flexible tariff provision, in that, in the flexible tariff
provision, you have a finding of fact by a tariff commission, and that
the President then is supposed to act upon the basis of that recom-
mendation, whereas, in H.R. 8687 there is no finding required by the
Tariff Commission, but in section 338 of the Smoot-Hawley Act of
1930, there is no necessity of any finding by the Tariff Commission.

Senator CLARK. Or by anybody else.
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Mr. SAYRE. By the President alone.
Senator GEORGE. By the President alone.
Mr. SAY,. Under section 388 it is provided that the President,

"when he finds that the public interest will be served thereby"-
notice how broad that langauge is-"shall by proclamation specify
and declare new or additional duties as hereinafter provided "--
anything,

enator GEaone, It looks like, if there is any legislative function,
that is one, doesn't it?

Mr. SAYRn. It does to me.
Senator Gonm, Decidin this case on first impression.
Mr. SAYva (continuing). "Shall by proclamation specify and de-

clare new or additional duties as hereinafter provided, upon articles
wholly or in part the growth", and so forth, and so on- "whenever
he shall find as a fact that such country (1) imposes, directly or
indirectly, * * * any unreasonable charge * * *" Any
unreasonable charge-who can say what is an unreasonable charge?
"Any unreasonable charge, exaction, regulation, or limitation, which
is not equally enforced upon the like articles of every foreign country,
or (2) discriminates in fact against the commerce of the United
States." Who can say what constitutes discrimination in fact,
against commerce of the United States?

Senator CLARK. The President.
Mr. SAYRE. Now, that is not finding upon a tariff commission

recommendation, is finding, by the President himself; and under
that section 338, he is given authority to impose such duties as he
pleases, only provided that the new duties shall not exceed 50 percent
of the value of the commodities affected. Moreover, the President
may, under certain circumstances, prohibit the importation of goods.

Senator CLARK. Well, Doctor, the essential difference between the
provision there, as far as the ground of objection is concerned, and
ihe pending bill, is that that provision in the existing law only author-
izes the President to raise rates, and does not authorize him to lower
them.

Mr. SAYnE. Yes.
Senator CLARK. While the pending act authorizes him either to

raise or lower them.
Mr, SAYRE. Yes; and I ask you, sir, what*is the constitutional

difference between the raising of rates and the lowering of rates, so
far as constitutional law is concerned? If the President may be given
the power to raise rates, certainly, by the same token, he may be
given the power to lower them.

Senator REED. The constitutionality of section 338 has never been
decided by the courts, has it?

Mr. SAYRE. No; that is true.
Senator GoRE. Section 338 was a feeble effort to hold to the formula.

The court held a formula was necessary. It says, "When the Presi-
dent shall ascertain as a fact."

Mr. SAYRE. Yes; but "ascertain as a fact" what? That there is
discrimination in fact, that a nation is making an unreasonable charge?

Senator Gon.R Yes.
Mr. SAYRE. It is so very vague that it leaves it pretty much for the

President to judge.
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Senator GEonRs. It involves judgment and discretion, beyond
doubt. He would be obliged to decide.

Mr. SAYRE. It seems to me without any possibility-
Senator CLARK. Can't possibly do anything else.
Senator GonR. Can you imagine a case that would sin against the

rule that Congress cannot delegate its power?
Mr. SAYRu . Yes; there havebeen cases of that kind.
Senator GonE. Now, have you any in mind?
Mr. SAYRE. But they are very different from anything I am

talking about now. So far as cases arising under any of these acts
that Ihave spoken of, are concerned, I have never heard of a decision
holding them unconstitutional.

Senator CONNALLY, Well, Doctor, while this section 338 was not
passed on by the court, very distinguished and eminent senators
voted for it, who are constitutional lawyers.

Mr. SAYRE. The majority of the Senate, during a Republican
administration, felt that that was a constitutional and proper exercise
of the delegation of power.

Senator CLARK. Well, some of thji who were among the Senators
who voted for that provision are among the ablest constitutional
lawyers in the United States, isn't that true?

Mr. SAYR . That is true. I cannot deny it.
Senator BARKLEY. And some of them argued, in fact, many of

them, in behalf of its constitutionality.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir. I was really hoping that Senator Reed was

going to ask me some questions about the difference between H.R.
8687 and these other acts, insofar as these aspects are concerned,
That is to say, with respect to these other acts, I have heard it said
on many sides that, for instance, in the act of 1890, you are discussing
specified duties, and you are discussing specified action, the President
after the exercise of considerable discretion, must do certain specified
things; whereas, under H.R. 8687, the President is empowered not
only to exercise discretion as to whether to act or not, but, having
exercised that discretion he still has a discretion as to how far to
raise or lower duties; and it seems to me interesting to compare some
of the preceding acts with H.R. 8687, with respect to that feature.

Senator REED. I think that is true, Dr. Sayre, but long experience
in the Senate has taught me that there is nothing more futile than
protracted arguments on the constitutionality of proposed laws. , In
all sincerity and nonpartisanship, we may differ, and the only effect
on the country is to bore it to death. I am truly concerned with the
constitutionality of this bill but I think it is a waste of time for me
to argue it at this stage of the proceedings.

Senator GORE. There is just one guiding principle Senator Reed,
and that is, any party in power is liberal. The party out of power is
narrow.

Senator REED. I am greatly concerned about the wisdom of the
bill, and I hope you will address yourself to that point, about the
wisdom of delegating this power back to the sovereign. We took it
away from him with great trouble and expense in this country, you
know in the beginning; you remember the Boston Tea Party. Is it
wise for us now to surrender to the Executive Office that same con-
stitutional power that so closely affects the livelihood of every being
in this country?
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Mr. SAYRra. My answer to that is that we are already doing it,
We are doing it under section 3360 Now I want to explain why we
answer that way. Section 330 provides of course, that the new duties
shall be imposed with respect to the difference in cost of production.
What does "difference in cost of production" mean?

Senator BATRKLEY. Before we get into that, Doctor, will you put
into the record the answer you intended to make to the question
that Senator Reed did not ask, about something?

Mr. SAYR. All right; I will
Senator BAnKLEY. There may be some others who will ask it, on

the floor.
Mr. SAVaR. All right, I will. Will you pardon me, then, Senator,

for just a moment, to resume what I was going to say concerning the
possible differences in yardstick between former enactments and this
new bill, H.R. 8087?

Senator Goan. They all resemble these, Doctor, but they are all
rubber yardsticks.

Mr. SAYRE. I would like to call your attention to the act of 1704,
which was passed while many of the framers of the Constitution were
still active on the scene, when those who wrote the Constitution were
still taking a hand in activities. Now, that act of 1704 was passed
in order to meet the difficulties arising in that day over tonnage duties,
over shipping, over charges for commodities carried in foreign ships.
That act of 1794 empowered the President, that is, Congress thereby
delegated to the President the power, not to regulate the rates of
commerce, but to prevent any commerce whatsoever going out of
American ports. In other words, it empowered the President to levy
an embargo against commerce being carried out of American ports,
and this was the yardstick of that act: "Whenever in his opinion the
public safety shall so require." The language of the act is, " that the
President of the United States be and he hereby is authorized and
empowered, whenever in his opinion the public safety shall so require
to lay an embargo on all ships and vessels in the ports of the United
States, or upon the ships and vessels of the United States, or the ships
and vessels of any foreign nation." * * * And then, notice, this
language: * * * "under such regulations as the circumstances
of the case may require, and to continue or revoke the same whenever
he shall think proper." That is a tremendous breadth of discretion.

Senator GoRE. True; but isn't that in the nature of a military act?
Mr. SAYRE. No, sir. That was done to take care of the tonnage

duties.
Senator GoRE. I know, "When the public safety shall require."
Mr. SAYRE. Yes; but it was commerce which was being dealt with

at that time. Now, again, so far as this yardstick is concerned, I said
that there were two questions concerning Presidential discretion; one,
his discretion as to when he may act; the other, his discretion as to
what he may do if he does act. That act of 1794 allowed him the
widest discretion as to the first of those two, as to when he may act.
It was, "Whenever in his opinion the public safety shall so require."
Again, it allowed him a large discretion as to what he should do, if he
did act. He might levy an embargo, or he might relieve ships from
the embargo, and so forth, and so on. Some of the later acts show, it
seems to me, a still wider discretion, as to that second point of how
wide may be the discretion of the President, in regard to his taking
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action. That section 338, of which I was speaking a few moments ago,
allows the President to impose any kind of an increase of duty, from
a fraction of 1 percent increase up to 50 percent increase; allows him,
in the words of the act, the widest kind of discretion, to impose "such
new or additional rate or rates of duty as he shall determine will offset
such burden or disadvantage, not to exceed 50 percent ad valorem, or
its equivalent."

In other words, when we think of that act of 1794, when we think
of section 336, when we think of section 338, it seems to me that this
H.R. 8687 is a very modest proposal.

Senator CLAnR. Well, Doctor, in connection with that section 888,
will you just read again when the President has the right to exercise
certain power?

Mr. SA RE "When he finds that the public interest will be served
thereby."

Senator CLAnK. That is what I want.
Mr. SAYRE. "And when he finds, as fact, that a foreign country

imposes any unreasonable charge "-whatever that may be-"or if
he finds that such foreign country discriminates in fact against com-
merce of the United States." And who can say what that might mean?

Senator BARKLEY. Well, that might mean a good deal.
Mr. SAVE. It might mean any one of innumerable things. No-

body can say what it means.
Senator BARKLEY. It might mean a discriminatory rate, or a good

many things.
Mr. SAYRE. It leaves it practically, I was going to say, to the

unrestricted discretion of the President, within the 50 percent limits;
it leaves the widest power, in fact.

Senator REED. Dr. Sayre, as a lawyer, don't you still entertain
some doubt about the constitutionality of section 338?

Mr. SYRE. I think, in view of the Supreme Court decisions-Field,
against Clark and the Hampton case; in view of other decisions, which
I have not taken the time to recite-that section 338 if it went before

personal opinion.
Senator CLARK. And also including the great number of great con-

stitutional lawyers who voted for itin the Senate and in the House
of Representatives, when it was passed, the Senator fromPennsylvania,
and his colleague in the House, Mr. Beck, and a great many other
eminent constitutional authorities.

Senator WALSH. You might read some of the arguments of the
Democratic constitutional lawyers.

Senator REED. I might say I was reduced almost to tears, when I
read this statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, both of them have been on both sides, so
that is all right.

Senator REED. You don't want me to read that?
The CHAIRMAN. I don't care, if you want to put it in the record.
Senator'CLAwC. If the Senator wants to put that in the record, I

ask unanimous consent to put his speech in the record on the other
S side, immediately following.

Senator GORE. You don't mean in parallel columns?
Senator CLARK. Well, in either way.
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Mr. SAYRE. Now, to return to your question--
Senator GoRE. I am sorry, but I want to ask you one question. In

this bill, where the word "excise" comes in, I see in the House report
what I thought probably it meant, but it does not seem to me to make
sense, the way it is written in the bill. It seems to me it is a very

i clumsy expression.
1 Mr. SAYaE. I am not quite sure to what you refer.

Senator GORE. The second provision.
Senator WALSH (reading): 'For such minimum periods, of existing

customs or excise treatment."
Mr. SAYRE. I think I can explain that. I am reading now on page

2 of the bill, lines 16 to 26 [reads]:
The President is authorized from time to time to proclaim such modifications

of existing duties and other import restrictions, or such additional import restric-
tions-
and then comes the language to which you refer, Senator.

Senator GORE. Yes.
Mr. SAYRE (continuing).

or such continuance, and for such minimum periods, of existing customs or excise
treatment of any article covered by foreign trade agreements.

Your question is, What do we mean by that "excise treatment",
and why Is it necessary to have that in the bill?

Senator GORE. Yes. That may make sense. I wouldn't want
to say it didn't.

Mr. SAYRE. Let me explain it.
Senator GonE. Yes.
Mr. SAYnE. Suppose that the President makes a bargain agree-

ment country X, providing the tariff shall be reduced, shall we say
25 percent on each side, on certain specific commodities?

Senator GoRE. Yes.
SMr. SAYRE. Of what advantage will it be, if the foreign country,

having reduced its tariff 25 percent on those certain products, pro-
ceeds forthwith to levy an excise tax, shall we say of 50 percent, on
those same commodities?

Senator GORE. Now, I saw that in the House report, and that is
why I say I thought I probably knew what it meant.

Mr. SAYRE. Now, you remember, for instance, the experience we
had with France, in our wine bargain. We made a bargain with
France, whereby we made a trade, France agreeing to enlarge its
quota on American apples and pears in return for the United States
permitting entry to certain French wines. As soon as that agreement
was made, France increased its internal tax on those apples and pears,
to an extent which, if maintained, would have deprived us of the
advantage secured by that trade agreement, and it was only because
the State Department made vigorous protest that the French Foreign
Office, when the matter was brought to its attention, reduced that
rate.

Senator CLARK. In other words, they took off the tariff and jacked
up the excise, is that it, Doctor, or reduced the tariff and jacked up
the excise?

Mr. SAYRE. They eventually reduced the excise tax. My point is
that it is futile to make tariff bargains and agreements, whereby you
reduce tariffs, unless you can insert into those agreements a provision
preventing the raising of excise taxes on those imported commodities.
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Senator GonR. Well, I gathered from the House report that that
is what is meant, but this language does not seem to express that.
I don't know that the language is exactly important.

Mr, SAYRE (reads). "Existing customs or excise treatment of any
article covered by foreign agreements,"

Senator Gon . To me it doesn't quite make sense.
Mr. SAvYIt. Well, excise treatment is usually used in contradis-

tinction to "customs treatment "-"customs treatment", on the one
hand, duties levied in connection with the importation of foreign
goods; excise treatment, on the other hand, taxes levied irrespective
and apart from importation.

Senator OoIa . This does not give the President power to raise or
lower excise taxes?

Mr. SAYRE. It does not give power to raise or lower merely to
provide in his trade agreement, that the excise taxes shall not be
increased.

Senator GoRi. During the life of the trade agreement?
Mr,.SAYvIE. During the life of the trade agreement, precisely, and

onliv .o far as commodities covered tre concerned.
Senator GoE. That is what I thought it meant; hard to under-

stand it, from the language itself.
Mr. SAYA . Now, Senator Reed, to come back to what you were

asking about, concerning section 330. My answer to that was that
the Pregident already has the power under section 330 to modify
tariffs. Now, although we make believe, if we may use those words,
that the President's discretion is restricted by a finding of the Tariff
Commission, based on the difference in the cost of production, yet as
Mr. O'Brien, the chairman of the Tariff Commission, testified before
the Ways and Means Committee, cost of production means little or
nothing. It means pretty much what one chooses to make it; I say
that, because cost of production varies so greatly in different sections
of the country, because cost of production varies according to fluc-
tuating currencies, as between this country and foreign countries,
because cost of production may be impossible mathematically to
determine, with respect to a commodity which is an incidental by-
product, like casein, for instance. Cows may be kept I believe, for
19 different purposes, for hides, for beef, for milk, for butter-for 19
different purposes. Casein is made out of skimmed milk, one of the
byproducts. Now, what is the cost of casein? It is almost impossible
to determine that cost.

I have here before me, sir, a letter from Mr. Thomas W. Page,
Acting Chairman of the Tariff Commission, written today, with
respect to this point, and I think it is very interesting. He says, in
a letter referred to [reading]:

In response to your request for information as to the recent experience of the
Commission with the cost-of-production formula, for purposes of section 330 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, may I state that the ascertainment of costs of production
for tariff purposes, at all times fraught with difficulties, becomes even more
impracticable during abnormal periods such as have prevailed in recent years.

Senator REED. I think the Commission's experience within recent
weeks, with regard to plate glass, illustrates that point very well.

Mr. SAvRE. The letter goes on [reading):
The appropriateness of a rate of duty arrived at by the comparative cost

method is largely dependent upon the continuance of similar conditions of com-
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petition. For example, fluctuations iin foreign exchange can quickly upset tile
whole scheme of cost-equallsing tariff rates-
And then he goes on to say this:

The Tariff Commission has been constantly advancing to a realization of the
futillty of relying upon differences In costs of production as the primary criterion
for tariff rate adjustment. The recent experience of the Commission Is of part.
cular pertinenoy to this question. Of 15 reports submitted to the President In
September 1988 on investigations instituted under section 830, only 7 were con.
Aldered by the Tariff Commission sufficiently conclusive to be made the basis
of changes in the rates of Import duty.

In other words, there were eight investigations of the Tariff Commission, In
which they came to the conclusion that they could not determine the cost of
production.

Mr. Page goes on to say:
The eight inconclusive reports covered two types of cases. In four cases, tihe

Tariff Conmmlmilon made an investigation, but because of the difficulty of obtain.
ing accurate costs under conditions then existing, because of wide variations in
cost differences and because of uncertainties in regard to currency, the Com.
mission found that it was not warranted il reporting a change in duty. In the
other four cases the Commission made a preliminary investigation which con-
vinced it that no cost investigation was feasible.

It goes on to say:
I do not mean to imply that the above is indicative of normal conditions, but

in my judgment for a considerable number of articles satisfactory cost differences
cannot be found even in normal times; and in many. cases, when found, the
difference in cost of production cannot form a satisfactory basis for the determi-
nation of tariff rates.

Senator REED. Doctor, admitting that all that is true, nevertheless,
the problem is more complicated at present by the fact that our
foreign exchanges are bouncing all around. That is true, isn't it?

Mr. SAYRE. Yes, sir; that is true. Then, again, I think it is true
that cost of production is an elusive thing, when different parts of
the country have such varying costs. Again, when you take for
instance the cost of a crop, one year you will have a plentiful crop,
another year a lean crop; what is the cost of production? It will go
bouncing around, according to your crop conditions.

Again, I think that the economic basis of cost of production is
thoroughly unsound, as a tariff-making proposition. You can im-
agine extreme cases. Suppose that New England should start out
to grow grapefruit. It could do it in steam-heated greenhouses; but
the costs would be so high that if you began figuring a tariff base on
that extreme cost of production-I am, of course, using a case ad
absurdum-you can have some idea of what the tariff would have
to be. The more you begin to produce uneconomic goods, the more
bases you would have for higher tariffs.

Senator REED. You make it very clear, but on the other hand,
Doctor, when you find Czechoslovakian shoes landed in Boston with
invoice prices less than the wage cost of making those shoes in America,
obviously a tariff is indicated.

Mr. SAYRE. That is, we want protection; yes. Now, let me also
make myself clear. I am not for eliminating tariffs, as I said at the
very outset. We have got to stand on our feet here as reasonable
men. I know it is not in the contemplation of the present President,
nor of any member of the administration, to go out and wreck indus-
tries. I think it is perfectly chimerical to suppose that the President,
or anyone with the responsibility of acting under the authority which
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we hope you gentlemen will give us under this bill, is going to set out
to wreck industries. ?Not for a moment.

Senator REED. I haven't heard anybody claim that it was his in-
tention to do it.

Mr. SAYRE. But the claim has been made by some, sir, that it was
intended to wreck certain specific industries. I have heard that
complaint. Now, I am not intimating for a moment sir that you
ever have made that complaint. I don't mean to intimate that for
one moment, but I have heard it made.

Senator REKD. I ascribe to the President the best of intentions,
both in regard to action under this bill and to the choice of subor-
dinates who will enforce it; but the President is not infallible.

Mr. SAYRE. Correct,
Senator REED, And he may choose unwisely in his selection of

subordinates.
Mr. SAYRE. Yes,
Senator REED. Now, what I am concerned with is this: Practically

speaking, there is no restriction on the Presidential power in this bill,
excepting the single restriction that his action must be part of an
agreement with some foreign country. Isn't that so?

Mr. SAYRt. That is not quite true, sir. I would make two limita-
tions to that statement. First, the limitation that there is a yardstick
set forth in this act, namely, that the President must find a certain
fact-the fact as set forth in lines 9 to 12, on page 2:

Whenever he finds that any existing duties or other import restrictions are
unduly unburdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States.

Senator REED. Well, he must necessarily find that, because every
duty restricts the foreign trade of the United States.

Senator CLARK. Well, that is closely analogous to the language of
section 338 of the existing law, isn't it, Doctor?

Senator REED. Yes; but let us not quarrel about that. Let is
assume that that finding is made.

Mr. SAYt. Yes that finding must be made.
Senator REED. Yes.
Mr. SAYRE. Then, a second qualification to your statement is this:

The President is subject to just as much political pressure as Members
of the Senate or Members of Congress. Political pressure exercises a
very real restraining influence.

It is not as though we were going to take this power away from those
who are prepared to listen to manufacturers and others and put it in
some secret, dark closet where, after various machinations of one kind
and another, a reciprocity agreement will suddenly be slung out.
That is not contemplated for one moment.

Senator REED. Well, since you mention political pressure, that was
the first point I wis bringing out.

Suppose it were made plain to an administration, or to a bureau
offcial, that our exports of cotton, in which so many millions of people
are interested, could be increased, at the price of the very considerable
reduction of the duty on shoes, in which far fewer people were engaged
in manufacture. The political pressure in favor of sacrificing the few
in the shoe-manufacturing business in favor of the many engaged in
raising cotton would be rather considerable, especially just before
election, wouldn't it?
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Mr. SAYRS. Wouldn't it be just as considerable under the present
law, sir where Congress makes tariffs?

Senator REED. No; Congress has to nat more slowly and I have
discovered, or I think I have, that Congress has been unduly generous

I to those industries in which large numbers of voters were engaged,
S and entirely careless of the interests of the small industries, by coin".

parison.
That political pressure exists wherever any Government official

acts.
Mr. SAiYRn. Yes.
Senator REn, Now, if you couple that, the presence of at very

great political pressure and political temptation, with the ability to
act without notice to the shoe industry without any hearing for the
shoe industry, it seems to me that it would put them in great jeopardy.

Mr. SAVRE. I see what you mean, sir, and I have great sympathy
with your viewpoint. Now, I let me say, have spent practiealy
all my life in Pennsylvania and in Massachusetts, two States which
need protection. All the latter part of my life has been in Massa-
chusetts, and I know something about the necessities of the shoe
industry, of which you speak. I have personal friends engaged in
the industry. I know something about that need.

Senator REED. I picked one, on purpose, in which Pennsylvania is
not greatly interested.

Mr. SAYR.E Yes; and I know Massachusetts, and I know of what
you speak. I have great sympathy, sir. The answer which I would
like to make to your question is this, that manufacturers and pro-
ducing industries will have a chance, and an abundant chance, to be
heard, to make their views known,

Senator REED. Where is the assurance of that?
Mr. SAYRE. The assurance of that, sir, is the same as the assurance

under section 338. There is no provision written into thejaw for a
formal hearing, but the President is not going to act under 338,
being a responsible official without a carefu study of the conditions,
without a knowledge of what is going to ensue if he does this or does
that. The President, being a responsible official, must have that
knowledge before he can act. Now, if this bill becomes law, what
happens? The President, before he makes a single agreement,
has got to use every Government agency at his disposal for making
investigations.

Senator REED. The act does not say so.
Mr. SAYRE. Not by law, no; but by the practical necessities of the

situation.
Senator REED. Well, now, Dr. Sayre, not meaning to get into a

political argument at all, I grant to President Roosevelt the purest
intentions in the world--

Mr. SAYRE. Yes; but let us take a future Republican President, if
you like.

Senator REED. All right. How, then, can we depend on any
greater inquiry, any more notice, any more fairness in the action than
the President is told to take by his subordinates, than we found in
our air-mail investigation, for example?

Mr. SAYRE. I think the answer is this: I think that in a matter of
this kind it involves the most careful kind of study, exhaustive pains-
taking study. That is, it means nothing can be done overnight with
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regard to such considerations. It means that a careful commodity
study must be made with an investigation of the resulting economic
effects which would follow from a reduction in the tariff on each one
of those commodities, and of the various results which would be
effected in various geographical sections of the country. As I envisage
it, sir, it would mean that the President would have to draw on all
the knowledge and assistance of the Tariff Commission, on all the
knowledge and assistance of the Department of Commerce all the
knowledge and assistance of the Department of Agriculture in every
case where an agricultural commodity was concerned, and the knowl-
ledge and assistance of the Department of State.

As I envisage this, sir, it would mean the bringing into the picture
of all of those Departments, and the examination of each commodity
concerned, before any action was taken. It would mean naturally
tlat the State Department, the Department of Agriculture, the De-
partment of Commerce, the Tariff Commission would be seeking
information from producers concerned. They would open their doors
to producers and manufacturers. Already, in deed, they are coming
in all the time today, into the Department of Commerce, for in-
stance. We are getting no end of letters in the State Department,
and we are making a careful file and index of all those letters, and the
information they contain. Then it would mean interdepartmental
committees representing each one of these Departments, working up
schedules and proposals, and then, all the material would have to be
evaluated. We would want information about this particular industry.
We would have to make inquiries from those producers to get the
information. Then after all that is done, we should have to focus
all the material, and then be prepared to enter into discussions with
foreign nations.

Senator REED. That is utopian, doctor. It is ideal. It can be done;
but I want you to picture this condition. About a week before elec-
tion time some official, about the size and shape of Postmaster General
Farley, discovers that a deal can be made with Czechoslovakia for
the export to them of a very large number of cargoes of cotton, pro-
vided the President will let in a lot of shoes of the type that are now
made in Massachusetts.

Ought there to be some safeguard in this act against the natural
human inclination to benefit the cotton producer, at that price and at
that time?

Mr. SAYRE. But my answer is that the President is subject to the
dictates of reason, justice, and fair play-and the desire to restore
prosperity-as well as Congress; that you are not abandoning to their
fate these shoe manufacturers you are talking about.

Senator REED. Aren't you?
Mr. SAYRE. No, sir.
Senator CLARK. Well, doctor as a matter of fact, it has been found

in the past in some instances, that the Tariff Commission would usu-
ally find what the President told them to find; isn't that true?

Mr. SAYRE. That is true, sir.
Senator REED. Two wrongs do not make a right.
Mr. SAYRE. No; but my point is that under this bill your shoe

manufacturers are going to have just as much opportunity to be
heard and, in my opinion, more opportunity than they have today
under the present system of tariff rate-making.
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Senator WALCOTT, Take for instance the matter of setting the duty
on hides.

Mr. SAYRE. Under the present situation it lies entirely with the
Tariff Commission and the President; under this bill the President
must draw on the information and resources of not only the Tariff
Commission but also the Department of Commerce and the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, if an agricultural commodity is concerned, and
the Department of State.

Senator RED. There is nothing in the bill to say that.
Mr. SAnRE. There is nothing in the bill to say it but, as a practical

matter, how can these agreements be made without that? The
President is subject to considerations and the influences in favor of
fair play at least equal to those which today are exerted on Senators
or on Congressmen, or on the Tariff Commission, if you like.

Senator WALCOTT. I think that that is the meat of the whole thing,
but you would not have proposed that bill, in my opinion, unless
through the benefit to one industry you do injury to another.

Mr. SAYRE. That is not correct, sir.
Senator WALCOTT. In other words, they are trades.
Mr. SAYRE. No; I think that that is not the true assumption.
Senator WALCOTT. Well, can you think of any illustration? Some

time ago I asked for a specific illustration to be carried through along
the terms of this bill. Can you think of any industry-takes shoes,
for instance.

Take the duty off of hides, for instance; let them come in from
Australia and Argentina, for instance; that affects the farmer and
stock raiser.

You take anything I can think of. Take, for instance, clocks.
Clocks, I am told by good authority here, today, by one of the largest
clock makers in the country, that clocks can be landed in New York
City without any duty of any kind at a wholesale price, certain small,
cheap clocks 26 at cents a piece, from Germany.

SenatortWALsH. What is the comparable price here?
Senator WALCOTT. How?
Senator WALSn. What is the comparable price in this country of

the same clock?
Senator WALCOTT. About 53 or 54.
Senator WatLH. About 50 percent cheaper?
Senator WALCOTT. It is about half the cost of our clocks. In

other words, the cost of that German clock, landed in New York, is
a little bit less than the actual labor cost, say, in Waterbury, Conn.

Now, if you are going to take that off, you would kill that industry,
if you take off the protection.

Senator CONNALLY. You don't take it all off.
Senator WAICOTT. You take 50 percent off. You would probably

kill the industry.
Suppose you attempted to do that, for the sake of the people in

the country, so they can get cheaper clocks; you wouldn't do that
arbitrarily, just as a single act, in a single act; you would do that in
conjunction with some other act, you would get some benefit.

If you gi'/e Germany that benefit, you would take something from
Germany in return.

Can you think of any trade that would benefit in this country that
does not injure another industry, under the terms of this bill?
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I Mr. SAvnY, I think, sir-I hesitate to mention this-but I think, sir,
the very recent agreement which we signed with Colombia will create
real benefits without doing injury to anybody. I can think of many
other instances where it is possible, 1 believe, to create real benefit
without injury.

That is trade is not necessarily dependent upon getting a benefit
for one industry to the injury of another, but it is in finding channels
whereby each can benefit through a mutually favorable exchange.
One man has something that he can make cheaper than another man.
One country has some commodity which it can make more cheaply
than another country. The benefit comes through exchanging those
to the mutual advantage of both.

America can make automobiles cheaper than, shall we say, France
or Norway or other countries. They want to buy American auto-
mobiles. They can, because, perhaps, of their geographical location,
or because, perhaps, of certain resources which they have, which we
haven't, and perhaps for other reasons, produce commodities which
it is advantageous for Americans to purchase, and which Americans
desire to purchase; the benefit comes from the mutual exchange and
it is a mutual benefit.

Senator WALCOTT. Yes; I know; but you have picked out as an
illustration a commodity that needs no protection.

Where you pick out a commodity like automobiles or any other
commodity that needs no protection whatever, and the automobile
manufacturers, all the large ones, that is, claim, "We need no pro-
tection."

Most of the steel industry claim the same thing, a great many of
them.

You don't hurt the industry, of course, because you are not protect-
ing it artificially.

Pick out any illustration that you like, however, where you are
compelled, in order to give an advantage, to take off a certain amount
of protection, and see how you come out.

Senator CLARK. May I interject to say, since the subject of shoes
has been mentioned, I represent a State that produces more shoes-

Senator WALSH. Now, why bring that up in my presence?
[Laughter.]

Senator CLARK. Than any single Commonwealth in the world.
We are also a State which produces a very large amount of hides.

Now the shoe manufacturers in Missouri have always said, and I
think the shoe manufacturers in Massachusetts say the same thing,
if you will give them free hides they will sell shoes in competition
with the world in the world markets. I have never yet known an
intelligent catteman or hide producer that thinks that the tariff on
hides has done him any good.

Since that has been brought out as an illustration, it seems to me
that the answer is complete, there.

Senator WALCOTT. Well, if that is true-I did not suppose that
was. What do you think, Senator Connally? Is that a fact, that
they need no protection on a hide?

Senator CONNAvLY. Oh, yes; they want protection. I do not think
that it does them much good. They have got a tariff, theoretically.
It doesn't amount to anything.

500i(1-1M--0
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Senator CLAIK. Our cattlemen and farmers are almost unanimous
on that point.

Senator WALOOTT, You are particularly protected by your geog.
raphy and the Texas men are. I imagine the Texas cattlemen would
feel an advantage if the Argentina hides were left out.

Senator CLAxtK The hides are sent to St. Louis and to other large
industrial centers and, therefore, the question of geography is not
really important,

Senator WALCOTT. They would feel it particularly out near the
coast.

Senator Connally: They never got any tariff on hides until they
got a tariff on shoes.

Senator CLAK, That is perfectly true.
Senator WALSH. May I ask you a question, please?
Mr. SAYR , Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Have you or anybody in the State Department

carried on conversations with foreign countries for the purpose of
listing the conunodities which foreign countries would like to purchase
from us in an increasing volume, and the comnuodities we purchase
which they would like to sell to us in increasing volume?

Mr. SAYR. No, sir; we have not. Before this tariff bill was intro.
dyced, you probably remember, there were a few countries, Colombia
was one of them, and Brazil and Argentina and Portugal and Sweden
with which we did carry on conversations. We went to the point o
actually signing an agreement with Colombia. Then, when the
occasion was reached to introduce this bill, those conversations were
dropped, and since that time we have entered into no new conversa-
tions. You know, of course, that we have in force with Cuba the
convention of 1002 and that negotiations' are going on for a new
agreement.

Senator WALSH. So you have no idea how sweeping the revisions
of tariff duties may be, as a result of these agreements, in order to
protect our export trade?

I do not mean sweeping in size, I mean in the extent of the number
of countries,

Mr. SAYEt. I can say this, sir, and I am speaking for myself alone, "
that no blanket tariff revision is contemplated. It is not, to my mind,
a proceeding which will mean a tariff revision. It is a proceeding
which will mean finding bargains which will prove of advantage to
foreign trade, without undue injury to American producers. Now,
those responsible for this program will have the program and a real
problem of finding just how trade can be increased, without undue
injury to American producers.

I have studied the problem enough myself to be convinced that we
can secure a substantial increase of foreign trade without injury.

Senator WALSH. In other words, the ideal purpose to seek here is to
increase our export business without increasing out imports.

Mr. SAYRE. No; I would not say that; because I do not think one
can permanently increase exports without increasing imports but the
object is to increase our exports without increasing those kinds of
imports which will work undue injury to American domestic producers.

Senator WALSH. There is one feature of this bill that troubles me in
operation, and I would like to get that information, if I could.
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What percentage of domestic production will we have to give up in
order to obtain an appreciable increase in our export business?

Will it work out to be simply a dollar increase in export business
with a dollar decrease in sonie production here at home, or are we going
to get 75 percent increase in our export business and only have to
sactrifice 25 percent tit home?

Mr. SAYvn. I cannot answer that because I don't know what foreign
countries will be willing to do. We do not know how far we can go
until we know how far foreign countries will go with us.

Senator REED. Have you made up any formula on which to nat?
Mr. SAYRn. I do not think there can he a formula on wldeh to act.

It is too complicated a story. Too many factors will have to be
brought in. It requires a study of each individual commodity and a
study of all of the different viewpoints. There is the viewpoint that
it is going to injure American producers.

These questions would also have to be iaked: is there a commodity
which is particularly required, let us say from a military viewpoint,
for defensive purposes? Is there it commodity of which the country
concerned furnishes the chief source of supply to the United States,
or not? Is there a commodity which runs up into large values so that
it would be particularly advantageous to deal with a certain country
concerning it?

There are any one of at least a dozen factors that have to be studied
intensively with respect to each single commodity, so that it cannot
be possible to lay down any formula-1 am sure of that-any formula
other than the general formula contained in this act.

Senator WALcoTT. Doctor, we struggled this morning to get a
single concrete illustration, You must have had something in mind
when you drew this bill; otherwise the bill could not have been drawn.

There must have been some reason for this. The reason is per-
fectly clear to my mind.

Other administrations have asked for the same power 3 or 4 times
and have partially been granted it, but you must have some notion
as to what countries you can deal with to advantage and, if there are
those countries there must he some articles in your mind which you
think you can deal with to advantage.

Can't you be frank enough to tell us what you have in mind that
impelled you to draw this bill?

Mr. SAYRE. I think it would be the answer of a pure theorist to
say, until this careful study of which I have been speaking has been
made, what commodities can he traded in advantageously and what
countries can be traded with advantageously, until we consult with
and talk with the countries concerned, we cannot Nay with what coun-
tries agreements can he negotiated. The State Department has ex-
pressly abstained from doing that, in order to keep good faith with
Congress.

Senator WALCOTT. So you have no countries in mind and no com-
modities?

Mr. SAYRE. No specific consultations have as yet taken place. I
do not say that I have no counties in mind and I do not say that
I have no commodities in mind, but I do say that I do not know, until
investigations and inquiries have been made, what countries will

S move toward it or what commodities we will bargain with.
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Senator WALCOTT. Then cannot you give us a hypothetical case in
order to illustrate what we are all talking about? That is the
essence of this whole proposition.

Mr. 8AYiR. No sirs because I will be accused of being a theoretical
college professor I do that. Until 1 know the facts, I do not want
to make any suggestions.

Senator BARKltV, If you did, we would be bombarded with tele-
grams by tomorrow night from all over the country, from everyone
interested in any industry.

Mr. SAVirl. That is true; butrt apart om that, to be absolutely
frank and honest with you I do not think that anyone until the
study has been made, has tile right to say what commodities should
be traded in. I do not think we know enough yet.

Senator BARKLtY,. Even if you knew now and had in mind some
commodities which might be dealt with properly in a reciprocal
treaty, you don't know whether any country would be willing to deal
with you?

Mr. SAYsr. The State Department cannot out of good faith with
Congress, discuss the matter with other countries until this bill has
been passed.

Senator GOmon,. Doctor, you sail you had some clarifying
language.

Mr. bAYm. I have.
Senator GEOlrIa. 1 would make this suggestion: That you insert

in the record and acquaint the chairman ilso with your suggestions,
as to the clarifying language.

Mr. SAYRe. I would be glad to just run them through right now,
if I may,

Senator R k .Let me ask you one possible amendment, I take
it from what you said that you would object to an amendment re-
quiring notice and an opportunity for hearing to any industry that
was about to he affected?

Mr. SAYv . I think that that would he both objectionable and
unwise, for various IvOsons:

In the ftirt place, if you should, let us say, insert an amnendmentt
requiring a public hearing, it would give away to foreign nations our
ammunition,.

In that public hearing you would have representatives of foreign ^
nations listening. They would know the whole story and I think, in a
natter of bargaining, it is inadvisable to make public your ammuni-
tion.

I think that the informaton has got to be obtained in some other
way.

Senator RInlD This bargaining might occur here, and it might occur
in the capital of any foreign country, might it not?

Mr. SAYIII. I have spoken of the fact that in a majority of thile
European countries they are doing thi ttarif' bargaining. In not a
single one that I know of is there a provision for public hearings. ;
The place of negotiation could be decided between the countries con-
corned.

Senator R1iu). Is there a provision for private hearings?
Mr. SAYHE. In none of them that I know of. On the other hand,

manufacturers are consulted, yes; and there is not a question in my
mind but that inmutfacturers would e, conmsultedl under this American
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program. They have ready access to the Tariff Commisslon, to the
department of Commerce, the Department of Agriculture, or any

other governmental agency concerned in this negotiation,
Senator CousENs. Would you have any objection to putting in-
Mr. SAvYn (interposing). I would, very much.
Senator COUzMNs, Just a moment. That very question that was

just raised about giving these manufacturers a chance to be consulted,
regardless of whether they were open hearings or whether they were
not: Would you object to that being in the act?

Mr. SAvnR. Yea, I would, because I think it slows down the bill
in a way which the European countries have not slowed down their
bills. They have trusted their executives and known as a matter of
fact that the executives, being responsible officials, would not act until
they had consulted the interests concerned.

Senator RHvn. Just the way the air mail has trusted the adminis-
tration.

Mr. SAYRM. I do not think that that is the same thing as this.
This requires all kinds of careful study if you are going to make a
success of it.

Senator R in. So did that, but 31 out of 34 had their contracts
canceled without notice and without a hearing or anything.

Mr. SAvYR. I do not think that it was as complicated as this, or
that in any essential respect, the circumstances were comparable.

Senator BARKLEY. They were all consulted before the contracts
were entered into. And the public had no notice of it.

Senator WALsH. Doctor, in view of what you said and the adminis-
trations's approach in the drafting of these agreoitents, concerning
protection to domestic producers, i it possible 1 at the trade agree-
ments may be few in number and the number of commodities rather
limited?

Mr. SAYIE. It is possible. In fut, it is possible that foreign
countries will refuse to go along with the United States, We cannot
tell until we try the thing out.

On the other hand, we are facing anr emergency which is disastrous,
which is playing havoc with not only this country but the whole
world, and thi is the only rey ey practical way out that I know of.

Senator WAL1H. You are atteol)tilg to hicrcase export business.
Mr. SAYiv:. Yes; and I think if we are intelligent beings, if we

believe in trying to lift ourselves out of the chnos ilad suffering that
exist today, we would be woefully to blame if we do not try the most
prIctica'l course that presents itself.

Senator WALCOTT. Isn't this directly contrary to the aim of the
N.R.A. in trying to advance prices?

Mr. SAYRE. No, sir.
Senator WALCOTT. They are trying to get to the 1920 level and

you are trying to put us on a basis whler we can compete in prices
with foreign countries in the exchange of goods. Aren't those two
contradictory?

hMr. SAYhI:. No, sir. Take the (case of automobiles under the
N.RA. The N.R.A. does seek, we will say, to raise the cost of labor
in automobile production. Let us say it does raise the cost of auto-
mobiles by 10 percent. That would not prevent us from selling auto-
mobiles abroad, We still have ani ampe margin. Tihe saime thing
is true of many other comnlodities. J admit thlit it mlay increase
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the difli(ltion aind complexitie, of hlie gtitloi, built it certainly
dooe not prevent i4weeH( -- not for o ii moment.,

Shill I then stato just briefly, i II maIy the clarifying amenndneonts?
I think none of them rlite contentiolus IsUor and11( yet some of them
are of Importitco.

Senator (uoMoul. The h'our I getting late. Will you deferl that
until tomorrow?

Mr. SAvYH, You wish Jlle to defer that until tomorrow?
Sonator (hoinao. Yes There ite ,o few present here now that I

think it would be prefolrable to take tiln tidjournl'lnltt until tomorrow,
The Secretary of Conunerco will h(e before tlhe coninittoe in the

morning, Ibut you may precede hin, I premlumnoe
Senator WALII. Ten o'lock?
Senator ( iOntOa in. Ton o'clock in the Finance colinuittee room.,
The conutIittee will adjourn now until that hour.
(Wherelpon, lit 5:1/5 )p.l.,til' (conliltt'e UIdjolurnd until tomorrow,

Friday, April 27, 1034, ait 10 a.m.)

CONUOEJSSIONAL LEA DILATION AND EUOIPHOCAIj EXR OUTIVE AGnE-
MENTS CONCEIRNINo TARIPF AND RELATD MATTERS

THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS

The purpose of this memorandum is to reveal the extent to which
the Congress has gone and may go in nuthorising the President to
enter into Executive agreements with foreign countries pertaining
to tariff matters without running counter to the legal inhibition against
the delegation of legislative power, This question, generally speak.
ing, revolves around the provisions of section 1, article I, of the Con.
stitution conferring upon Congress "ill legislative powers" granted
by the Constitution and the provisions of sections 7 and 8 of article I
having to do with the procedure in Congress with respect to bills for
raising revenue, and thie authority to Congress with respect to the
regulation of commerce respee.tively. The control by Congress of
tariff matters lias a twofold purpose, nitunly (1) the raisin of rove-
nue, and (2) the regulation of trade between the United States and "
foreign countries.

Article 1, section 7, of the Constitution provides, in part, that:
All'bills for raising revenue hudill origluito In the HIoulso of Rloprlesntatives;

but tih Sointe imaly propose or coiliur with itll tioiillts as on other B1ills.
Article I, section 8, provides, in part, that:
The Congress shall havo po wer to lay lnd collect taxICS (hittl c, imports and

excises, . to reguiltto coinoirilrcop with foreign milieus, U wd along the
several States,. . .

LEGISLATIVE IITOIY

When the action of Congress in conferring authority upon the
Executive in tariff and related matters has been brought into question,
the objection has usually been based upon the theory that such action
constituted a delegation of legislative power.

The extent to which the Congress has gone and tn.y properly go in
the delegation to the Executive of so-called "legislative power, and also
power to conclude agreements without subsequent confirmation by
the Senate, is well illustrated by the numerous acts that have been
passed since tile beginning of the Government with respect to foreign
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S trade and commerce, and by the Executive agreements, proclaina-
tions, and court decisions resulting therefrom.

1 1704-BRtOAD DISUltORTIONARY POWER GRANTEl D TlE PRESIDENTT WITH
RESPECT TO THE LAYING OF EMBARIl1OE, AND REVOCATION TTHiElE-
OP

As early as 1704 Congress empowered the President, when in his
opinion the public safety should so require, to lay an embargo on all
sBhipsI nnd vessels in plots of the United States, domestic ani foreign,
under such regulations Ita the eirecuintances of tie case might re-
quire, and to continue or revoke the sname whenever he should think
proper. The not provided that the authority to be conferred should
not be exercised while the Congress was in session. Also, that any
embargo which Iiglt be luid by the Preildent should cetse aind deter-
mine in fifteen days from the actual meeting of Congress, next after
the laying of the embargo (lh. XLI, see. 1, 1 Stat. 372).

IIESTI'UTTIONS ON COMiMEiRCIAL INTHEltLIOUllRt WITH 'itANCE AN;I
O(IHAT BIITAIN

By aln net of June 13, 1708, entitled "An Act to suspend the coinl.
imercul intercourse between the United States and France, and the
dopendencies thereof" Congress provided that no ship or vossol
owned, hired, or employed by any person resident in the United
States should after the first day of July of that year be allowed to
proceed to any place within th territory of the French Republic,
or its dependencies, or he employed in any traflie or commerce with,
or for any person resident within the jurisdition of, the French
Republic,

1708-THE PRESIDENT EMPOWEREIi D TO REMIT AND DISOONTINUE"
TIHE POIHIBITIONS AND RESTRAINTS ON COMMERtAL INTERCOURSE
WITH PRANCE

Section 5 of the act provided that, if prior to the next session of
Congress the Government of France should disavow and refrain
from the aggressions, depredations, and hostilities against vessels
or other property of citizens of the United States and should acknowl-
edge the just claim of the United States to be considered in all respects
as neutral and unconnected with the then existing European war-

Then and thereupon It shall bo lawful for the President of the United States,
being well ascortained of the promniss, to remit and discontinue the prohibitions
and restraints hereby enacted and declared; and he shall be, and is hereby author-
ized to make proclamation thereof accordingly. (oh. LIII, sco. I and 5, 1 Stat.
565, 560).

179-TE PRESIDENT EMPOWERED TO EMOWRED MIT AND DISCONTINUE"
RESTRICTIONS IMPOSED ON TRADING IN FRENCH PORTS

By an act, approved February 9, 1799, entitled "An Act further
to suspend the Commercial Intercourse between the United States
and France, and the dependencies thereof", it was provided, in sec-
tion 1, that after the 3d day of March following, no ship or vessel
owned, hired or employed, wholly, or in part, by any person resident

,'.-il'.ii ,*.,
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in the United States, should be allowed to proceed to any port or
place within the territory of the French Repu lic, or its dependencies,
etc.

Section 4 of the Act authorized the President, if he should deem
it expedient and consistent with the interests of the United States,
by hfs order, to remit and discontinue for the time being the restraints
and prohibitions thus provided for, and to revoke such order when-
ever in his opinion the interests of the United States should require,
and to make proclamation thereof (ch. II, sees. 1 and 4, 1 Stat. 013,
618).

CERTAIN FRENCH PORTS EXCEPTED BY THE PRESIDENT BY
PROCLAMATIONS

Two proclamations were issued pursuant to this act on Juno 20,
1709 and May 21, 1800, declaring it lawful for vessels departing from
the United States to enter certain ports of Santo Domingo. (I Ric.
son's Messages and Papers of the Presidents (1789-1807), and 288,
303.)

Similar acts were passed by Congress in 1800 and 1807 (2 Stat. 379,
411) with respect to trade between the United States, Groat Britain,
and Ireland,

By the act of March 1, 1800 (ch. XXIV, 2 Stat. 628) Congress
placed certain restrictions on the entrance in ports of tie United
States of vessels of both Great Britain and France,

1809-ACT PLACING RESTRICTIONS ON ENTRAN0 Or VESSELS OF
FRANCE AND GREAT BRITAIN, AND PROHIBITING TRADE WITH THOSE
COUNTRIES

By section 4 of the act it was provided that it should be unlawful
to import into the United States any goods, wares, or merchandise
from any port situated in Great Britain or Ireland, or in any of the
colonies or dependencies of Great Britain or from any port situated
in France or any of her colonies o0 dependencies.

Section 11 authorized the President, in case either France or Great
Britain should revoke or modify her edicts, so that they should cease
to violate the neutral commerce of the United States, to declare the
same by proclamation, after which the trade of the United States
suspended by the act, and by the act laying an embargo on ships and
vessels in ports of the United States, should be renewed with that
nation.

1810-PRESIDENT AUTHORIZED TO EXEMPT PRANCE OR GREAT BRITAIN
FROM PROVISIONS OF 1810 ACT, AND TO REVIVE THE PROHIBITIONS
OF 1809 ACT

The act expired on May 1, 1810, on which date another act was
approved (2 Stat. 605, (00)) providing that no British or French
armed vessel should he permitted to enter the waters under the juris-
diction of the United States, except when forced in by distress, or
when charged with despatches or business from its Government (sec.
1); and forbidding all pacific intercourse with any interdicted vessel,
the officers or crew thereof (sec. 2).

84
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NOVI1MIER g, 1810-PEiM1)DINT PROOLAIMM FIANOC IIAM CUIASBIlD TO
VIOLATE NVEUTRA COMMEIIH lN OF Tll . UNIT, 'E) S'IATEB

By section 4 of the act it was provided that, if either Great Britain
or France should, before the third day of March following the passage
of the st, revoke or modify its edicts so that they should coase to
violito the neutral commerce of the United States, tli fact should be
declared by a proclamation by the President and the restrictions in-
posed by the act should cease to exist. It was also provided that, if
the other NEtion should not within 3 months thereafter revoke or
modify its edicts in like manner, the restrictions imposed by the act of
1801) should be revived us to that Nation and have full force and
effect so filr s concerned articles coming from the dominions, colonies,

an11d del)ondencies of the Nlation thus ref;ulin or neglecting to revoke
or modify its edicts. On November 2, 1810, the President issued a
proclaunmtion dclnrinlg that Franco had so revoked or modified her
edlcts that they consed to violate the neutral conmlmre of the United
States, thereby reviving the nonintercours1 e act of March 1, 1809,
as to Oreit fBritain.

181I--TIHE r11il1 "AI1ltOIA"--ONGREI MAY MAKE TIIE IIEVIVAL OF AN
ACT DIFl'1ND UPON AN E-VMNT TO HM D)TlERMINED IY THE PI1 MCDIENT

In the case of the brig Aurora v. United States (1813, 7 Cr. 382) it
was contended, with reference to th aoe ov proclamition and the
acts pursuant to which it was announced, that "Congress could not
transfer the legislative power to the President" and that to "make
the revival of it law depend upon the President's proclamation is to
give to that proclamation the force of t law." Justice Johlson, in
delivering the opinion of the Supreme Court, answered these con-
tentions by stating:
. We crn l o no. Atfl('llet reason, why the legillatutr HhoUld not exerClso its

dllserotlon il rUviving the alt of March 1, 1801), other uxpressl or oondltlonally
as lheir ludtlgotnt sliould dlirot. Tlhe 10th Nsocuti of that ttet, d(el(lrlngthat it
lshou(ldl !oltiitlio ito force to it cortain thliI u, atld 1no longer, cokilhl not rotrlit their
power of oxtoniding Itm o)potl oni, wltihollt limiltt n uponl ii tlio oclcnrrenco of
nny inh n ai 6lno t (oil nnl |tin of cventl.. (lhd. 30, 38, .)

1815--RnPEIAL OF DISCRIMINATING DUTIES TO TAKE EFFECT WIEN
, I'IIESTDE NT "BSArTISFIE" THAT DISCItIMINATOItY DUTIES A(IAINST

S THIj UNITED STATES AHOLIHIID

'The tct of Marchl 3, 1815, repealted certain parts of prior acts
imposing discriminating duties on the tonnage of foreign ships, and
on goods, wares and merchandise imported into the United States in
such vessels as eomplnred with vessels of the United States, and goods
iml)orted therein, insofar as they related to the produce or manufac-
turo of the Nation to which such foreign ships belonged. The repeal
was to take effect in favor of any foreign nation "whenever the Presi-
(lent of the United States shall be satisfied that the discriminating
or contervailing duties of such foreign nation, so far as they operate
to the disadvantage of the United States, have been abolished."
(Ch. XXXVII, 3 Stat. 224.)

HkOi'HPOCAL TIIA)1, AUtlfl KNMNT8
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18t8-81--PHIOCLAMATIONS ANNOUNUINO REMOVAL OFV I0 D IMINATORtY
DUTIES

Pursuant to tbis act proclamations were issued by the President
on July 24 1918, with respect to the Free City of Bremen, on August
1, 1818, with respect to Hamburg, on May 4, 1820, with respect to
Lubeck, on August 20, 1821, with respect to Norway, and on Novem.
ber 22, 1821, with respect to the Dukedom of Oldenburg (3 Stat.
7924-798).

1817-80-OTHER SIMILAR AOTS AND PROCLAMATIONS WITH IHFItINE NO
TO THISE RMOVAL OF DISORIMINATIONS

Other acts of somewhat similar import, making provision for re-
ciprocal treatment of foreign products, or vessels, as the case might
be, when such reciprocal treatment was ascertained by the President,
were passed as follows: March 3, 1917 (3 Stat, 301) with proclama.
tions In execution of the act made with reference to Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick (3 Stat. 701 702); January 7, 1824 (4 Stat. 3); May
24 1828 (4 Stat. 308); and, May 31 1830 (4 Stat. 425).

Section 4 of the act of 1824 provided thnt, upon satisfactory evi-
dence being given to the President by the government of any foreign
nation that no discriminating duties of tonnage or impost were im-
posed or levied within the ports of the said nation upon vessels wholly
belonging to citizens of the United States, or upon merchandise the
produce or manufacture thereof Imported in the same, the President
should issue his proclamation declaring that the foreign discriminat-
ing duties of tonnage and impost within the United States should be
suspended and discontinued as to the vessels of said nation and the
"merchandise of its produce or manufacture, imported into the
United States in the same." A similar section was embodied in the
act of May 24 1828 and this section was substantially preserved in
section 4228 of the Revised Statutes.

In execution of these several acts, various proclamations were
issued by Presidents Adams, Jackson, Polk, Fillmore, Buchanan,
Lincoln, Johnson, Grant, and Hayes.1

EXECUTIVE AGREEMENTS BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND SPAIN

Pursuant to section 4228 of the Revised Statutes, this G(overnment
entered into an agreement with Spain, signed at Madrid February
13, 1884 (2 Malloy, Treaties, Conventions, etc., 1681) providing for
reciprocal abolition of certain discriminating duties on goods imported
into the United States from Cuba and Puerto Rico and on American
goods imported into those islands. The agreement was brought into
force by a proclamation issued by President Arthur February 14,
1884 (23 Stat. 835). Tis proclamation was revoked by a procama-
tion issued by President Cleveland October 13, 1880 (24 Stat. 1028).

On October 27, 1886, a further agreement (2 Malloy, op. cit., 1682)
was entered into with the Government of Spain which provided that

SAdam, July 1, 182, 4 Stat. App. 815d J ekson, May 11, 1820, June 3, 1829, Sept. 18, 1H30, Apr,
jB, 183B, and ep, 1, 183, 4 Stat. App. 8li, 814 , 81, 11 Stalt. App. 781, 72; Polk, Nov. 4, 1847 9 Stat. App
001; Fillmoro, Nov. 1, 14HI, o Stait. App. 1001: tllchnnan, e. %) 5. 188, 11 Stat. App. 705; Lincoln, Dec.
t0, 18113, 13 Stat. App. 7J1; John.ion, Dec. 28, I8, ndl Jn. 2t , 1817, 14 Stait. App. I, 10; (Irant, JIuin

12, 189, Nov. 20(, 181f, Feb. 2,. 1871, Dec. 19, 1871, Sept. ., 1R72, nld Op(t. 0, 1872, 11 tat. App. 1127 1130
to 1137, 17 Stat. App. 9'51, 9,11, ,57; iitid Ilnyes, Nov. 30, Ik90, 1 . fill .S00.

80
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the United States should be given equality of treatment on tonnage
and im ost duties, on products of and articles proceeding from the
United States or from any foreign country, in vessels owned by citizens
of the United States to the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico, and that
no higher or other imposts or tonnage duties would be levied upon
such vessels and the merchandise carried in them than were imposed
upon Spanish vessels and their cargoes under the same circumstances.
On the part of the United States It was provided that the President
should issue a proclamation declaring suspended and discontinued the
foreign discriminating duties of tonnage and imposts within the
United States "so far as respects Spanish vessels and the produce,
manufactures or mnehandise imported in them into the United States
from Spain or her possessions aforesaid or from any foreign country."
Such a Proclamation was issued by President Cleveland under section
4228, Revised Statutes, on October 27, 1886 (24 Stat. 1030). See
also Agreements with Spain of September 21, 1887, December 21,
1887, and May 26, 1888 (2 Malloy, op. cit., 1683, 1684, and 1688).
None of these agreements was submitted to the Senate.

1884-PRI:EMIDENT AUT1HORUtU~I TO H USPED COtLLOTION OP TONNAGE
ITIIFK8 ON CONDITION OF RECIPROCITY

By section 14 of the act of June 26, 1884, designed to remove certain
burdens on the American merchant marine and to encourage the
American foreign carrying trade certain tonnage duties were imposed
on vessels entering the united states from any foreign port in North
America, Central America, the West India Islands, the Bahama
Islands, the Bermuda Islands the Sandwich Islands, or Newfound-
land. The President was authorized to suspend the collection of so
much of these duties on vessels entering from certain specified ports
an might he in excess of the tonnage and light house dues, or other
equivalent tax or taxes imposed on American vessels by the govern-
ments of the foreign countries in which such ports were situated, and
upon the passage of the act "and from time to time thereafter as
often as it may become necessary by reason of changes in the laws of
the foreign countries above mentioned," to "indicate by proclamation
the ports to which such suspension shall apply, and the rate or rates
of tonnage duty if any to be collected under such suspension" (23
Stat. 57).

SIt will be seen that very broad latitude was given the President by
this act. He was allowed to specify, on the basis of reciprocity, the
rate or rates of tonnage duty, if any, to be collected.

1885-PRESIDENT SUSPENDS DUTTIES, CONDITIONS OF RECIPROCITY
EXISTING

In execution of this act Presidents Arthur and Cleveland issued
proclamations January 31, 1885, February 26, 1885, and April 7,
1885, suspending the collection of tonnage duty on vessels arriving
from certain ports (23 Stat. 841, 842, 844).

Another act of this character was that of June 19, 1886 (sec. 11,
24 Stat. 82). This was amended by the act of April 4, 1888 (25
Stat. 80).

87
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1854-TH'IATY WITH OI11AT BRITAIN'

By article III of the Reclprocity Treaty of 1854 between the United
States and Great Britain with respect to fisheries, duties, and naviga.
tion it was provided that certain enumerated articles the produce of
the British colonies or of the United States should be imported into
each country free of duty.

By article VI it was provided that the stipulations of the treaty
should extend to the island of Newfoundland provided the necessary
legislation were enacted by the Imperial Parliament, the Provincitl
Parliament of Newfoundland, and the Congress of the United States,

1854-PRHMflDENT TO O(IV EFFECT TO T'IHATY APTEII HEOIIVING
"SATISFACTORY EVIDENCE" OF CERTAIN PACTS

By an act of Congress approved August 5, 1854, to carry into
effect the treaty aforesaid, tho President was given power after he
"shall receive satisfactory evidence that the Imperial Parliament of
Great Britain" and so forth d ptnsed laws on their part, to give
full effect to the provisions of the treaty (10 Stat. 887). Following
the passage of this act, President Pierce issued a proclamation Marcl
16, 1855, declaring that the articles mentioned in tile treaty should
be admitted to the United States from Canada, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, and Prince Edwards Island (10 Stat. 1170), On De-
cember 12, 1855 President Pierce issued another proclamation declar-
ing that grain, flour, breadstuffs of all kinds and so forth, should be
admitted free of duty from Newfoundland, lie having received satis-
factory evidence that that Province had consented "in a duo and
proper manner" to have the provisions of the treaty extended to it,
and to allow the United States the full benefits of all its stipulations
so far as they were applicable to Newfoundland (11 Stat. 700).

It is important to bear in mind that, while in all these cases the
President was authoriz(ed to suspend or to bring into operation pro-
visions of the acts upon the 1ascertaifnminllt of certain facts, and to
decrease, lower, or suspend altogether duties and restrictions under
certain conditions, in none of them was he authorized to modify or
change duti(e, restrictions, or prohibitions on the entry of vessels
or merchandise, except upon conditionss laid down by Congress. In
other words, the President by finding that certain conditions existed
and proclaiming their existence, suspended or brought into operation
the provisions of law enacted by the Congress.

RECIPIOCAL AOltME.INNTS R,:LA'T I'iN ALONE TO RATES OF DUTY''--
McKINLnv ACT, O()coniu 1, 1890 (20 Stat. 567, 012)

1890-MCKINLEY ACT IHAT'S AIIPPL'ICABLE WIiEN PIllESIDENT ASCE I i-

TAINED THAT H1IItE WAS A FAIJLUIE ItECI('11OCALLY TO GRANT FPItEE
INTRODUCTION OF ARTICLES

The i tariff (llt (of I )90 to reduce tlie revenue and equllzalie d duties
on imports" made provision for the imposition of penalty duties
upon imports from countries discriminating in their tariff treatment
against goods from the United States. This was apparently the
first act under which the PreIsident entered upon a ,omlprehenlsive
program of tariff bargaining by executive agreements.
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Section 3 of thiN act provided that, with a view to setring reciprocal

trade with countries producing certain specified articles (sugar,
molasses, coffee, ten, and hides), the President, when he was satisfied
that the Government of any country producing and exporting these
articles, or any of then, imposed duties or other exactions upon the
aifricultural or other products of the United States which 1n view
01 the free introduction of such articles into the United Atates he
might regard as reelprocally unequal and unreasonable, should have
the power to suspend by proclamaltion tile provisions of the act
relating to the free introduction of the above-mentioned articles for
such time as he should deem just, and that during such suspension
duties should be levied i)pon tlhe articles at rotes spelifled in the
section.

1891-92 RECIPRIIOITY A(I.it iMENT8 1OR t FiR INTRODUCTION OF ARTICLES
NAMED IN 1800 ACT

Following the passage of the nct, Socretry I1laine l)egan the nego-
tiltion of a series of agreements, aid between January 31, 1801 ulnd
MNy 20, 1892, 10 reelprocity agrecmients were (concluded, Ial but
two of which were witll countries o(f the Western Hemisphere. In
ech of the agreements t United Stutes undertook to admit free of
duty when coming from the other country the five irticles-sugar,
molasses, coffee, ten and hiden---nulmrated in the penalizing pro.
vision of thle net. In the majority of these agreements the other
contracting parties undertook to admit free or at substantially reduced
tariff rates the bulk of its imports from the United States. The pen-
alty duties were imposed on Colombia, V\eneiula, and Haiti after they
had failed to respond to requests of this Government to negotiate
agreements.

PENALTIES

Penalties were not imposed upon these articles coming from the
Argentine and Mexico, although those countries failed to conclude
agreements with the United States, This led to protests by Colombia
and Venezuela on grounds of unfair discrimination.

1892--FIELD V. CLANK-1890 ACT DID NOT I)EEGATE LEGISLATIVE
OR TREATY-MAKING POWERS

The constitutionality of this provision of the Tariff Act was attacked
in the case of Field v. C'lrk (1892) (143 U.S. 649, 681) on the ground
that, in authorizing the President to suspend the free importation of
certain products, the Congress had delegated to him both legislative
and treaty-making powers. The claimants, therefore, sought to
obtain the refund of certain duties claimed to have heen illegally
exacted on imported merchandise under this act. The Circuit Court
for the Northern District of Illinois gave judgment against the inl-
porters, and the Supreme Court of the listed States allirmed the
Judgment Mr. Justice Iarlan rendering the majority opinion, with
Mr. Chief Justice Fuller and Mr. Justice Lamar dissenting from the
opinion but concurring in the judgment of the court. Justice Harlan,
speaking for the Court, stated:

That Congress cannot dologate legislative power to the Presil(hnt Is a principle
universally recognized as vital to the integrity lllld maiiitlenance of the sVytcenI of

It1CIPltOCAl, TIIAD) A6lIMINMENTH
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government ordained by the Co..Atitutkon. The act of October 1 1890, in the
particular under consideration, is not inconisatent with that principle. It dooe
not, In any real soue, invest the President with the power of legislation. * * *
Congress Itself prosorlbed, In advance, the duties to be levied, collected and paid,
on sugar, molasses, coffee, tea, or hides, produced by or exported from such deslg.
nated country, while the suspension lasted. Nothing involving the expediency
or the just oporatlon of such legislation was left to the determination of tie
President. The words "he may doom" In the third section, of course, implied
that the President would examine the commercial regulations of other countries
producing and exporting sugar, molasses, coffee tea and hides, and form a judg.
meant as to whether they were reciprocally equal and reasonable, or the contrary
in their effect upon American products. But when he ascertained the fact
that duties and exactions, reciprocally unequal and unreasonable, were imposed
upon the agricultural or other products of the United States by a country pro.
during and exporting sugar, molasses, coffee, tea, or hides, it became his duty to
issue a proclamation declaring tihe suspension, as to that country, which Congress
had determined should occur. He had no discretion in the promises except in
respect to the duration of the suspension so ordered. But that related only to
the enforcement of the policy established by Congress * * *

What has been said is equally applicable to the objection tlt the third section
of the act invests the President with treaty-making power.

The court is of opinion that the third section of the act of October 1, 1890, is
not liable to the objection that it transfers legislative and treaty-making power
to the President. (Ibid. 692, 008, 694).

DINOLY TARIrF ACT OF JULY 24, 1897 (30 STAT. 161, 203)

This appears to be the first act under which the President was
specifically called upon to enter into commercial agreements with
foreign governments.

1897-DINGLEY TAHIPF ACT-PiREIDENT 'TO' ENTLR INTO COMMERCIAL
AOHEEMENTS

Section 3 of thin act provided that "for the purpose of equalizing
Sthe trade of the United States with foreign countries, and their

colonies, producing and exporting to this country" certain articles
therein nannmd, the President should enter into negotiations with the
governments of such countries with a view to the conclusion of
commercial agreements in which reciprocal and equivalent concessions
might be secured in favor of the manufactures and products of the
United States, and should suspend by proclamation the imposition
and collection of the duties provided for in the act, and su attitute
therefor-duties as specifically stated in said section.

Pursuant to this authority the President concluded agreements with
France in 1808, 1902 and 1908; with Portugal in 1890 and 1902; with
Germany in 1900, 1000, and 1907; with Italy in 1900 and 1909; with
Switzerland in 1900; with Spain in 1900 and 1909; with Bulgaria in
1906; with the Netherlands in 1907; and with Great Britain in 1907.

These agreements, which were not submitted to the Senate but
were brought into force by proclamation by the President, were
given full force and effect by various decisions of the courts of the
United States.2

The act also contemplated other and more comprehensive agree-
ments with foreign governments.

AI 'i ao v. 'nitd S',Itts (900), 122 Fed, i92; Unlltd t Sates v. TWrt ChUihte al Co. (1903), 127 Fed.
044: Untld Iast v. Julit Vi I IR a 11fo «.& ( 1. 1JIl, 130 FeIl. 331) United Yates v. lillles., t al. (1904), 130
Fed. 333; .11qtlaracca Wint (,. , t'mtd Slale (11(10), 148 Fed. 142; La Manna, 4tferna & Parnan v.
United sWatei (191W)), 114 Fed. 1!s3; Alhaulilth, F1Pl, r & 'o. v Lntlil Slatt (110), (10 Fed. I'S.
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Section 4 authopied the President, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate to negotiate treaties with foreign countries
concerning the admission into such countries of goods, wares, and
merchandise of the United States and to grant in consideration of
the advantages accruing to the United States therefrom a reduction
during the period of 5 years of the duties imposed by the act to the
extent of not more than 20 percent thereof upon such goods,
wares, or merchandise as might be designated therein of the coun-
tries with which inich treaties were made. The section also author.
ised the inclusion in such treaties of undertakings to transfer from
the dutiable list to the free list products of suci foreign countries,
and to retain upon the free list of the act during a specified period,
not exceeding 5 years, such goods, wares, and merchandise then
included in the free list as might be designated in the treaties. The
section further, provided that when the treaties should be ratified by
the Senate and approved by Congress and public proclamation made
accordingly, then and thereafter the duties which should be collected
by the United States upon any of the designated goods, wares and
merchandise should, during the period provided for, be the duties
specified in the treaties.

THE KASBON TREATIES

Pursuant to this authorization this Government concluded a
series of treaties, all of which made provision for tariff reductions of
considerable importance. The first treaty was negotiated with France
in 1899. The French conceded the rates of their minimum schedule
on all but a few articles, in return for which the United States agreed
to admit a long list of French products at reductions of from 5 to 20
percent below the rates of the Tariff Act of 1897. Other treaties
negotiated were with or on behalf of American countries-the Ar-
g entire, Ecuador, Nicaragua, Dominican Republic, Denmark (for
t. Croix), and Great BrtaiW (for various American colonies).

The concessions made id th' United States were numerous and
varied. The important (terms upon which the United States agreed
to make concessions were sugar , molaisses, id, and wool. The
treaties were presented to t1e S nate i 1899. Two groups of
interest atood in opposition-on the ohe hiad the representatives of
Amieric exporteti, such as the iron, ste, 'ad agricultural imple-
ment tr , and on the other hand domeAtia ptOodcers who feared
foreign 'cohptition 6td those who a inthe triet s an undesirable
infrin etit of the' piinci le of, prot i6n. Mr. XAsson, the nego-
tiato' V thetreaties, And Presiden McKinley both urged ratification,
but ih6d'tion was taken other thiht to extend the time during which
ratifloation might be secured.

In 1901 the Mn ufactuMra' Recipocity Convention met in Wash-
ingtohr afd declared itelf for protection and favorable to reciprocity
only when the latter could be secured without injury to any of the
domestic interests of manufacturing, commerce or arming. Presi-
dent Roosevelt adhered to the views of President MeKinley but found
it impossible to secure approval of the treatiee by the Senate. The
treaties were pig6nholed' without further action (Reciprocity and
Commercial Treatis, 199, pp. 28-80).
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PAYNE-ALDRInH ACT or AVousT 5, 1909 (38 STAT., 11, 82, 83)

1909-PAYNE-ALDRICH TARItFF-PRESIDENT TO AS0ERTAIN FACT ATA AT AND
BY PROCLAMATION IMPOSE MINIMUM RATE

The act of August 5, 1000 provided two schedules of duties a
minimum and a maximum. The minimum tariff and the free list
were provided for in section 1 of the act. The maximum tariff was
provided for in section 2 by adding to the rates of section 1, 25 per
centum ad valorem, This same section provided that the President,
when, he should be satisfied-
in view of the character of the concessions granted by the minimum tariff of the
United States that the government of any foreign country imposes no terms or
restrictions, either in the way of tariff rates or provisions, trade or other regula.
tions, charges, exactions, or in any other manner, directly or indirectly, upon the
importation into or the sale in such foreign country of any agricultural, manufac-
tured or other product of the United States, which unduly disorimintae against
the United States or the products thereof, and that such foreign country pays no
export bounty or imposes no export duty or prohibition upon the exportation of
any article to the United States which unduly discriminates against the United
States or the products thereof, and that such foreign country accords to
the * * * product of the United States treatment which is reciprocal and
equivalent,
should so declare by proclamation and that thereafter all articles
imported into the United States from such foreign country should be
admitted under the terms of the minimum tariff as prescribed by
section 1. Section 2 further provided that whenever the President
should be satisfied that the conditions which led to the issuance of the
proclamation no longer existed, he should issue a proclamation to that
effect, and 90 days thereafter the provisions of the maximum tariff

should be applied to the importations from the foreign country.
The President was authorized to employ such persons as might be
required to secur information to assist him in the discharge of the
duties imposed by the act.

It will be seen that the act gave the President not only the authority
to determine the facts and to issue proclamations giving products
from other countries the benefits of the minimum tariff but also the
authority to supplant such proclamations by others subjecting such
favored'products to the maximum duty.

The maximum tariff imposed by the act became effective on April
1, 1910, but prior to that date 134 proclamations, which practicall f
included the entire commercial world had been issued by the Pre t
dent applying the minimum tariff. It appears that in no case was
the maximum rate applied.

UNDERWOOD .ACT OF OCTOBER 3, 1913 (38 STAT. 114, 192)

1918-UNDERWOOD TARIFF ACT-PRESIDENT TO NEGOTIATE
RECIPROCITY AGREEMENTS

Section 4 of the act, approved October 3, 1913, authorized and t
empowered the President to negotiate reciprocity agreements with
foreign countries, such agreements to be submitted to the Congress ,
for ratification or rejection. It does not appear that any agreements a
were entered into pursuant to this provision. This maybe accounted ti
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for in large measure by the fact that shortly after the act became
effective the conflagration in Europe broke out, and the export trade
of the United States increased by leaps and bounds without the
necessity of trade agreements of the character contemplated by the
actt?

T i REVENUE ACT OF SEPTEMBdE 8, 1916 (39 STAT. 750, 799, SEcs.
804, 805)

The act, approved September 8, 1910, conferred very broad author-
ity on the Executive by authorizing him to prohibit the importation
of foreign articles when the same or other domestic articles were re-
fused entry into foreign countries (see. 804). Section 805 gave the
President the power to prohibit by proclamation during the existence
of any war to which the United States was not a party, articles coming
from any country that placed restrictions on the importation of
American products. The President was also authorized-
to change, modify, revoke, or renew such proclamation in his discretion.

FORDNEaI-McCUMBEIt ACT OF SEPTEMBi-ER 21, 1922, (42 STAT. 858,
941, 940)

1922-FORDNEY-M'OUMBER ACT-PHESIDENT EMPOWERED TO LOWER OR
RAISE DUTIES

Section 315 of the 1922 Tariff Act, which, together with other
sections, contains the so-called "flexible provisions" of the act, pro-
vided for the lowering or raising of the duty by proclamations of the
President to equalize the cost o production of articles in the United
States and the like or similar articles of competing foreign countries.
These proclamations were to be issued after investigation b the Tariff
Commission to ascertain the facts necessary to enable the President to
determine whether in mt.i in the rates of duty should
be made. The so total increase or decrease
should not exceed d in title I of the act.

Section 31 ' er the existence of
methods of . i petition e importation of
articles in Statesir their should tend to
destroy or ubstaU injure ndustryW ent the estab-
lishmen1ui atIi Ji rbp restr tnopolize trade
and co h. i the tted httee ad to his satis-
faction, *e addii _b, 4ed, or in ex-
treme tb cause up~e e exclud the United
States., Wo . , WIo 9" X ?5 um

eti silent find that the
Pbi sho rolamation

specify 4as as6 ed in the aot
upon art y or in pt o of any foreign
country he sho s a country was
imposing lhn the in, transporta-
tion through m su* f American prod-
a There were, howaee roe granting reciprocal most

favorednlon treatment was approved by the Senat
ad a treaty with ela in_ ganmong other thine, 'ost 4vored

(3 Malloy, Treatles, Conven
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nets, or was discriminating against American commerce in respect
of customs duties, etc., as compared with that of other countries.
He was also authorized, in certain cases, to exclude articles from such
country from importation into the United States, i.e., if following
the proclamations the foreign country had maintained or increased
its said discriminations, to impose countervailing duties in certain
classes of cases, the Tariff Commission being authorized to mke
investigations and reports to the President in all these ca~ms (42
Stat. 944, 045).

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SECTIONS 818 AND 818 OF THE 1922 TARIFF
ACT UPHELD

The constitutionality of the first two of these sections was brought
into question in the courts of the United States between 1928 and 1932
on the ground that the delegation of power to the President violated
section 8, article I, of the Constitution, wherein Congress was given
the power to lay and collect imposts and excises; the objection was
also made that the act was adopted for the express purpose of pro-
tecting the industries of the United'States, whereas the Constitution
gave the Congress power to lay taxes for revenue purposes only.
These two points were involved in the case of Hampton & Co. v.
United States (1928), (276 U.S. 394), which had to do with the pay-
ment of increased duties assessed pursuant to a proclamation of the
President of May 19, 1924. Mr. Chief Justice Taft in delivering the
opinion of the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of section
815, relying in the main upon Field v. Clark, supra, and upon the
precedent of the power conferred by Congress on the Interstate
Commerce Commission.

With reference to the first constitutional objection above named,
the Chief Justice said:

The same principle that permits Congress to exercise its rate-making power
in interstate commerce, by declaring the rule which shall prevail in the legislative
fixing of rates, and enables it to remit to a rate-making body created n accordance
with its provisions, the fixing of such rates, justifies a similar provision for the
fixing of customs duties on imported merchandise. If Congress shall lay down
by legislative act an Intelligible principle to which the person or body authorized
to fix such rates is lir/oted to conform, such legislative action is not a forbidden
delegation of legislative power. (Ibid. 409).

With reference to the second constitutional objection above named,
the Court said:

Whatever we may think of the wisdom of a protection policy, we cannot hold
it unconstitutional.

So long as the motive of Congress and the effect of its legislative action are to
secure revenue for the benefit of the general government, the existence of other
motives in the selection of the subjects of taxes cannot invalidate Congressional
action. (Ibid. 412.)

The question of the constitutionality of section 816 of the act was c
raised in the case of Fricker & Co., Ine. -et al. v. Bakelite Corporation
et al. (39 Fed. (2d) (1930) 247), and upheld, Judge Graham quoting t
the decision in the Hampton case, supra, at considerable length.

The Court stated: 3
The provisions of section 816 do not constitute an attempted delegation of legis-

lative power. Here the Congress has declared certain unfair methods and acts to
be unlawful, and has further declared that when such unlawful acts are com-
mitted, certain remedies shall be applied. The statute does not provide that the t
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President shall establish any policy, or fix any rates or levy any embargoes.
These are fixed by the statute Itself and are the act of he legislative body. The
President, in rforming his duties, does so as a fact-finding body, and no different
principle appe than that which was held to be applicable in the Hampton Case,
supra. (Iid. 258.)

The constitutionality of section 316 was also upheld by a decision
rendered July 18, 1932 by the Circuit Court of Appeals, second
circuit, in the case of Frischer & Co., Inc., et al. v. Eing (60 Fed.
(2d) (1932) 711).

SMOOT-HAwLaY ACT OF JUNE 17, 130, (46 STAT., PT. I, 890, 701)

The provisions of sections 315, 316, and 317 of the act of 1922 were
reenacted in substance in sections 33, 337, and 38 of the Tariff Act of
1980.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SECTION 886 OP 1980 TARIFF ACT UPHELD

The constitutionality of section 336 of this act was questioned in
the case of United States v. Seare, Roebuck & Co. which had to do with
an increased duty imposed upon certain wire netting or fencing under
a proclamation (no. 1934) issued by President Hoover on February 5,
1981. It was contended that the section delegated legislative power
to the President and was void ab initio. The United States Customs
Court overruled the classification and assessment by the collector of
customs, holding that the President exceeded the powers delegated
to him in section 8336, "or if said section by its terms authorized the
President to take the action stated in said proclamation, then said
section 336 is unconstitutional and void." (63 Treasury Decisions
(1938), 47).

An appeal was taken to the United States Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals. Two questions were presented, as follows:

(1) Whether the provisions of section 836 were in violation of
Article I Sections 1, 7, and 8 of the Constitution* and

(2) Whether the President in the issuance of the Proclamation,
exceeded the powers delegated to him by Congress.

The court stated, in a decision rendered December 5 1932, that,
so far as the question of the constitutionality of the section was con-
cerned, section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1922, which was the predecessor
of section 336 of the Act of 1930, had been found to be constitutional
and valid, citing Hampton, Jr., c& Co., v. United States, 276 U.S. 394
supra; United States v. F River Butter o., (1982) 20 C.C.P.A., and
other decisions. The court also stated that there was no difference
in principle in authorizing the President, in ascertaining the differ-
ences in costs of production, to consider the differences in the whole-
sale selling prices of domestic and foreign articles, as provided in
section 315, and authorizing the commission to accept as evidence of
costs of production the weighted average of invoices or the average
wholesale selling price for a representative period, as set forth in sec-
tion 336. The court added:

We therefore conclude that the question of the constitutionality of said section
33 of the tariff act is controlled by the principles declared in the decisions of the
Supreme Court and this court, heretofore cited holding section 815 of the Tariff
Act of 1922 to be constitutional, and that said section 836 of the Tariff Act of
1930 does not purport to delegate legislative power, and its provisions are within
the power of Congress. (20 C.P.A. 301.)
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The second question presented to the court had to do with the con-
tention by the appellee that the particular wire in question had not
been designated in paragraph 397 of title I of the tariff act (tlhe para.
graph specified in the proclamation), and that the Congress had not
delegated to the President the power to describe an article falling
within a "catch-all or basket paragraph and give it to an co nominee
designation as he has done in the case at bar, and that therefore, in
the issuance of said proclamation, he exceeded the powers delegated
to him by Congress." The court stated:

We cannot agree with thi contention. It IN well established that whore a
general clitH of trtkcle Is namod in a tariff law without spoolfytig eaich artlelo
coming within the class each of said articles is regarded as onumoratod as clearly
as if tho proper niamos of each land all of lthmo had boon givol. Mason v. Ioberrtson
131 U.S. 024; Arlhur v. Bullerfleld, 125 U.S. 70.

* * * * * * *
Under this principle if tho articles hero involved are clhaselitfble undor said para.

graiph they must he re, nrdd as onumerated therein, to nIu the language of the
Stipreino Court, "ias cloharly us if the proper n1amoes of oaUth and all of themo had
beeon given."

This hlng the law, we think It was clearly the intention of Congress to empower
the Prosident to change the classification of an article falling within the provisions
of said paragraph 307 of said tarlif act and Increase or decrease the rates of diuty
thereon to the same oxtent as If said artileo had boon o o tnotinio dtlsignated in snaid
pargraph. * * * (Ibid. 801,302.)

It will be seen from the foregoing that at various times, from the
time of Washington to the present time, very broad powers have been
conferred upon the Executive in connection with the regulation and
promotion of trade and commerce, and in the application of provisions
of the various taril' acts.

This authority has included the right of the President-
(1) To lay emlbargoes on ships and vessels (act of Juno 4, 1704).
(2) To remit and discontinue restraints and prohibitions prescribed

by Congress with respect to commercial intercourse (acts of Feb. 9,
1700, and Dec. 10, 1800).

(3) To revive restrictions and prohibitions with respect to commeor
cial intercourse previously removed (acts of Mar. 1, 1800, and May
1, 1810).

(4) To declare the repeal of acts imposing duties on the tonnage of
ships and vessels and on goods, wares, and merchandise (acts of
Mar. 3, 1815, and May 31, 1830).

(5) To suspend the free entry of specified articles and to enter into
Executive agreements for the free introduction of such articles on a
basis of reciprocity (act of Oct. 1, 1890).

(6) To enter into commercial agreements granting reciprocal and
equivalent concessions, and to suspend by proclamation the imposi-
tion and collection of duties provided for by Congress (act of July 24,
1807).

(7) To grant minimum rates prescribed by Congress on imports (act r
of Aug. 5, 109). t

(8) (a) To lower or raise duties to equalize cost of production, (b) to
exclude articles from importation on grounds of unfair competition,
(c) to specify and declare new and additional duties when discrimi-
nation against American products was found to exist (acts of Sept. 21,
1922, and June 17, 1930). *
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The powers granted to the President by these various acts have
boon consistently upheld by the courts. It is worthy of remark that,
of the very large number of agreements that have been entered into
by the President, without the consent of the Senate, relatively few
have been questioned in the courts.' This delegation of power must,
however, be confined within certain limitations. The courts when
cldled upon !iave indicated in a general way what these limitations
should be. While the wording of these limitations has varied in the
different decisions, the tests which the courts have indicated that such
legihlfition must meet are substantially as follows:

(1) That Congress must prescribe the policy and plan to be fol-
lowed leaving to the President merely the execution of such policy
and plan; (2) that while the President may not exercise discretion as
to wiat the policy or the law shall be, authority may bo conferred on
him to exercise discretion in the execution of such policy or law
(3) that Congress may provide that the enforcement of the law lsal
depend upon future events or upon the ascertainment of facts, leaving
to the President the determination of the happening of the events, or
the existence of the facts; (4) that--

If Congress shall lay down by legislative act an Intelligible principle to which the
person or body authorized to fix such rates is directed to conform, such legislative
action is not a forbidden delegation of legislative power. (1ampton f Co. v.
Untied States, 1927, 276 U.S. 400,)

With reference to the matter of judicial review, the court in the
case of United States v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., supra, said:

* * * the acts of the President in performing the duties imposed upon
him by said section 880 are administrative, * * * and * * * judicial
review of such acts may be had for the purpose of determining whether he has
exceeded the powers delegated to him (804).

Two classes of agreements have been concluded by the Executive
under the acts above mentioned: (1) Executive agreements, brought
into force by proclamations, without reference to the Congress, and
(2) treaties, particularly the Kasson Treaties providing for recipe.
rocal tariff concessions which by the act of Congress, were to be
submitted to the Senate and later to the Congress for approval.
The history of this latter class of agreements, as indicated above,
would suggest that this latter method of negotiating tariff agreements
is uot a very satisfactory one for the reason that, when the agreements
A.re referred to the Senate for approval, conflicting interests develop,
making it difficult, if not impossible to bring about their consumma-
tion. There is ample authority under the Constitution for the dele-
gation by the Congress to the Executive of power to conclude such
Executive agreements as to tariff matters as in the judgment of the
Congress may be in the interest of American trade and commerce,
and a reasonable delegation of such power, with proper limitations,
and the exercise of the authority by the Executive, with proper
regard for the wishes of Congress, will give rise to no difficulties from
the point of view of the Constitution of the United States.

AN ACT To authorize the Preldent of the United States to lay, regulate, and revoke embargoes

SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the iUnited
States of America in Congress assembled, That the President of the United States
be, and he is hereby authorized and empowered, whenever, in his opinion, the
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public safety shall so require, to lay an embargo on all ships and voaNels in the
ports of the United States, or upoi thle ships and vessels of the United States,
or the ships and vessels of any foreign nation, under such regulations as the cir.
cumntances of the case may require, and to continue or revoke the same, whein.
ever he shall think proper. And the Prealdent Is hereby fully authorized to give
all such orders o the officers of the United States, as may be necessary to carry
the same into full effect: Provided, The authority aforesaid slall not be exercied,
while the Coinress of the United States shall be In seslon: And any embargo,
which may holaid by the President, as aforesaid, shall cease and determine In
fifteen days from tne actual meeting of Congress, next after laying the same.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That thls act shall continue and be in force
until fifteen days after the commnincement of the next session of Congress, and
no longer.

Approved, June 4, 1794.
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FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 1934

L'NIT1ID STATES SENATE,
( OMMITT*rEE ON FINANCE,

aitshinon, D.C.
The comlnittee resumed consideration of I.R. 8087 at 10 a.m., in

the committee room, Senator Pat Harrison presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison chairmann), George, Barkley, Connally,

Gore, Costigan, Clark, Lonergan, Coutzons, La F ollette, Hastings, and
Walcott.

The CHAIIMAN. Dr. Sayre, suppose we proceed. The Senators will
be coming in, and I understood that you wanted to put in some clari-
fying amendments so that they will be in the record. We can have
that done now.

Mr. SAYRE. These amendments, sir, are for the purposes mainly of
clarification and, I think, will not raise any contentious issues.

May I pass to you a copy of these amendments?
The first amendment is on page 1, line 8. It pertains to taking

the words "in the present emergency" out of line 11 and placing
them instead in line 8 after the word "assisting", so as to read, "as
a means of assisting in the present emergency in restoring the Ameri-
can standard of living." This is simply a matter of phraseology.

The second amendment is on page 2, line 10, and is likewise simply
to make clear the meaning. On lines 9 and 10, after the language
"whenever he finds any existing duties or other import restrictions',
insert "of the United States or any foreign country" then continue
"are unduly burdening and restricting" et cetera. This is simply to
make clear that those words, "duties or other import restrictions",
as used in lines 9 and 10, refer to duties or import restrictions either
of this country or of any foreign country.

The third amendment: On page 2, line 11, change the word "or"
to the word "and."

I ought to say a word in explanation because this is a little more
important than some of the others. We were speaking yesterday
afternoon about a yardstick by which to neasure the power delegated
to the President. The President, under this bill, is authorized to
enter into foreign trade agreements and to make certain proclamations.
Reading now on lines 9 to 12, page 2, "whenever he finds that any
existing duties or other import restrictions are unduly burdening and
restricting the foreign trade of the United States." That is one yard-
stick. As at present phrased, a second yardstick follows disjunctively
"or that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the use of
the powers herein conferred." Those words, "the purpose above
declared ", refer back to the purpose declared on page 1, lines 6 and
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7, "for the purpose of expanding foreign markets for the products of
the United States," The bill as at present phrased allows the Presi.
dent to exercise this authority in either one of the two cases-either
whenever he finds that such existing duties are unduly burdening and
restricting the foreign trade of the United States or whenever he finds
that the purpose of expanding foreign markets will he promoted. In
order to strengthen the constitutionality of the bill and to eliminate
any possible argument that the yardstick here is not sufficiently
definite for restricting and defining the powers delegated to the
President, I would suggest that instead of using the disijinctive we
use the conjunctive and make it necessary for (tie President to find .
both of those conditions,

The CIAIMAN. It adds th(e I('(nssity for the 'President to find more
facts.

Mr. SAE.:, Yes; tand, therefore, I thilk it would strengthen the
constituti onality of the bill without imipir)ing in any way o(r 1lhuiting
its efl'ctive use.

Thte next prool)sed amendment is page 2, lines 12 alnd 13. The i
pr'esent J)1hraseology is that "the rpose above declared will be pro.
loted by the use of the powers herein confeled(l." 1 suggest that

it is I little mIore acclurate use of language to substitute the words
"by the means hereinafter specified." I believe that would
strengthen again the constitutionality of the bill; it is a matter of !
phrasing the precise meaning.

The next anendnment is on page 2 line 10 where I suggest the
insertion of the word "imported" following the words "o existing
customs or excise treatment of any"; so as to read, "1ny imported
article." This simply makes the meaning clear and I think there will t
be no objection to it.

The CIAIMAN. Thank you very much. Is that all?
Mr. SAYn'. No, sir; there ae r three others. There is one relating

to Cuba. The present language, matling an exception concerning
the Cuban situation, occurs on )pae 3, lines 3 to 0. Whenl lhe bill was
debated in the House, the question was raised as to whether trade
agreements made with respect to Cuba would be subject to the 60
percent limitation contained on page 2, lines 23 and 24. I believe a
it is important that it be made clear whether that r0 percent linita-
tion should cover the case of a trade agreement made with CubaB
or not. w

In order to clarify that-in order to make clear that the 50 percent W
limitation of the bill does embrace trade agreements made with Cuba, ati
and to make abundantly clear one or two other uncertain matters b
concerning possible trade agreements made with Cuba-we suggest
the insertion of the following language in place of that which I have t

just read, namnel:y:
Page 3, line 3, strike out the comma and the words following down to the colon pr

in lion 0. Insert after line 15 a new subsection (b) as follows: co
"(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the application, P

with respect to rates of duty established under this section pursuant to agree-
ments with countries other than Cuba, of the provisions of the treaty of commer.-
cial reciprocity concluded between the United States and the Republic of Cuba th
on December 11, 1902, or to preclude giving effect to an exclusive agreement with di
Cuba concluded under this section, modifying the existing preferential customs
treatment of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of Cuba: Pro.
vided, That the duties payable on such an article shall in no case be less than 50 Mi
per centum of the duties now payable thereon." w
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It follows that, on page 3, line 10, we should strike out (b) and
insert in lieu thereof (e),

In order to make this cletar I have prepared t statement which
might he inserted in the record, if you choose, explaining the Cuban
amendment,

The CHAIIIMAN. Yes; put that tight in here.

Pnorosnu AMRNDMNT TO II.R. 8087

I'lEVtEt NTIAL TrICATMENT OP CUBAN PRODUCT$r

Reference is imade to tihe following provision in lines 3-0, on page 3 of the bill
I.R. 8087, as passed by the IIouse:
" except that nothiIn in this section shall be construed to prevent the granting
o exclusive preforon tal treatment to articles the growth, produce, or nianu-
facturo of the RIepublic of Cuba:"

In the debate on the bill in thie House doubt was expressed as to the meaning
of this provision, It ibolng hold by certain members that this language removes all
limitations and restrictions with respect to Cuba, .e., it takes Cuba out of the
0O percent limitation on changes in tariff rates. In view of this misunderstanding

of t1o purpose of the provision, and the desirability of making the provision in all
respools clear and explicit, it seems desirable to clarify it by the following amend-
mentar

"On page 3 of I.R. 8087 as passed by the House, strike out the comma in line 8
and the words following down to the colon In line 0. After line 15 on page 3
insert a now subsection (b) as follows:

"'(b) Nothing in this section shall bo construed to prevent the application, with
respoet to rates of duty established under this section pursuant to agreements
with countries other than Cuba of tho provisions of the treaty of commercial
reciprocity concluded between the United States and the Reptiblf of Cuba on
December 11, 1002, or to preclude giving effect to an exclusive agreement with
Cuba concluded under this section, modifying the existing preferential customs
treatment of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of Cuba: Provided
That the duties payable on such ans article shall in no ease be less than 50 percent
of the duties now payable thereon.'

"On page 3, line 10, change (b) to (c).
"The above changes are derianed to make an exception to the following

provision in line 25 on page 2 and Ies 1 to 3 on pago 3 of the bill:
' The proclaimed duties and other import restrltions shall apply to articles the

growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign countries, whether imported
dirotly or Indlrootly * * *"

"In tile absence of an appropriate exception to this provision difficulty might
arise in giving effect to tile preferential regime between the United States and
Cuba in the following circumstances:

"(1) In the case of an agreement whereby rates of duty on Importations from
some country other than Cuba were reduced, it might bo hold that the provision
whereby the proclaimed duties should apply to Importations from all countries
would require the application of those duties to importations from Cuba without
allowance of the reduction which would be property applicable to such imports.
tions under the existing treaty with Cuba or Iundr rny new agreement which may
be concluded with Cuba pursuant to the proposed legislation.

"(2) In tlhe case of a new agreement with Cuba under the proposed legisla-
tion, whereby preferential rates of duty were established on importations from
that country, it might be held that the provision wheeby the proclaimed duties
should apply to importations from all countries would rquire the extension of the
preferential rates on importations from Cuba to like importations from other
countries. Under such a construction the duties on Cuban products would not be
preferential duties and the agreement with Cuba would be violated.

"The proviso in the proposed amendment would make it clear that the 50-
percent limitation on changes in duties applies to duties on Cuban products, and
that In no ease could the duties on such products be lower than 50 percent of the
duties now payable thereon."

Mr. SAYIE. I have another change I desire to offer on behalf of the
millers, an amendment relating to section 311 of the Tariff Act of 1930,
which you will see spoken of on page 4, lines 4 to 8, of H.R. 8687.
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I think perhaps it is not necessary for me to go into an explanation
of a very technical and detailed situation which concerns the dispute
which arose between certain Buffalo millers and certain southwestern
millers.

The CHAIRMAN. I wish you would put a memorandum into the
record on that. I think most of the Senators are familiar with that
controversy.

Mr. SAYRE. What I would suggest is, if I may, that we include
the statement which we made before the Ways and Moans Committee,
in this record, which gives, in just as few words as I could, the picture
of the situation.

PERTINENT MATERIAL FROM THE HEARINGS HELD BY THE COMMITTEE
ON WAYS AND MEANS

Section 311 Tariff Act of 1930, includes a provision written into
the tariff act in order to prevent Buffalo millers who were milling
wheat imported from Canada, from shipping the flour into Cuba and
enjoying the Cuban preferential of 30 percent. Before the passage
of that act the Buffalo millers had found it possible to take Canadian
wheat, mill it in bond, ship it to Cuba, have the Cuban preferential
of 30 percent, and thus secure an advantage in the milling of that
Canadian wheat as against the Canadian millers. It meant that that
business of milling went from Canadian millers to American millers.

Then, however, a contention developed between the Buffalo millers
and certain southwestern millers. The contention of the south.
western millers, if I am correctly informed, was that here was a
practice that resulted in taking Canadian wheat for milling and
shipping to Cuba, rather than American wheat and therefore, that
this should be discontinued, the hope being that American wheat
could be taken, milled, and sold to Cuba in the place of Canadian
wheat. Therefore, under the influence of a group of southwestern
millers, this provision was written into the taiff law, providing, in
effect, that no flour manufactured in a bonded warehouse from wheat
imported into this country could be withdrawn from the warehouse
for exportation, without payment of a duty equal to any reduction in
duty which by treaty should apply in respect of such flour in the
country to which it was to be exported.

In other words, if Canadian wheat should be milled in Buffalo in
bond, then the Buffalo millers, upon shipping it to Cuba, must pay
an amount equal to any reduction in duty which was accorded them
under the Cuban treaty.

Mr. MCCOnMAx. I understand that is 64 cents?
Mr. SAYaE. It is a 30-percent reduction. According to my figures,

it amounts to 68.6 cents. I speak subject to correction.
Mr. MCCOuMAOK. I understand you are right, sir.
Mr. SAYR . Now the contention has gone on ever since that was

written into the statute books. The Buffalo millers, if I am correctly
informed, claimed that even if this act were repealed it would not be
possible to utilize American wheat, because the Cuban people want
the hard wheat. There is some question whether or not the Cuban
people could or would want to consume the kind of wheat which is
produced in the Southwest, and the contention of the Buffalo millers
is that the repeal of the enactment would simply mean that the
Canadians themselves would do the milling and ship into Cuba.
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With the truth or falsity of that contention, I have no immediate
concern. The proposal which was written into this enactment was
not a repeal of the existing provisions of section 811; but merely a
provision to the effect that section 311 should not apply to new agree-
ments concluded under this authority. That is to say, suppose the
tariff should be reduced in country X; then under this language
it would mean that section 311 would have no application as to
country X.

Now let me point out, if I may, why it was considered inadvisable
to allow section 311 to apply, as it stands, to new agreements. And
this is a very complicated thing, so if I do not make myself clear, I
hope you will ask me questions. If section 311 stands as it is now and
if it applies to all new agreements that are made, it means this: Suppose
that country X gives a tariff reduction on wheat to the United States.
Under the generally prevailing most-favored-nation treaties, the United
States probably will not be the only country which enjoys that re-
duction; other countries will similarly enjoy it. Very possibly Canada,
let us say, will enjoy it. If section 311 remains unaffected, it means
that Buffalo millers would have to pay out an amount equal to the
reduction gained under the new treaty; whereas the Canadian millers,
enjoying that same reduction by virtue of most-favored-nation treaty
provisions, would not have to repay. In other words, the Buffalo
millers would be at a great disadvantage as against Canadian millers.

And that is why it did not seem wise to allow section 11 to apply,
in its present form, to new trade agreements negotiated under this
power. It is permissible, so far as Cuba is concerned, because Cuba
grants exclusive preferential treatment to the United Statesi but, under
the new trade agreements, presumably there will not be this exclusive
preferential treatment such as exists with respect to Cuba. That is
the reason, sir, why the last three lines in section 2 were written into
the enactment-not with a view of hurting in any way the southwest-
ern millers, but with a view of making available to those millers who
mill wheat in bond such advantage as may be gained under new trade
agreements.

Mr. CooPan. Then is it correct to state that the application of this
provision with reference to section 811 does not adversely affect the
southwestern wheat producers so far as the Cuban trade is concerned?

Mr. SAYnE. I thiik not sir, with one exception which I want to
make and which I am coming to. I want to be absolutely frank with
you all on this, because we want to get at the truth of the thing.

Suppose that a new Cuban treaty is made in pursuance of the
authority granted under this particular bill, then where will we be?
And that is what I want to address myself to next.

Mr. COOPER. Well, it would naturally follow i hat that would be one
of the things that would have to be taken into consideration when that
treaty was negotiated.

Mr. SAYfE. Of course, it may be that the new Cuban treaty will
be made as 'an ordinary treaty, ratified by the Senate; on the other
hand, if this authority is given to the President in time, it may be
quite possible that te new Cuban agreement will take the form of one
of these trade agreements; in which case we have to think of these
southwestern millers. That is what I want to speak of next.

Mr. COOPER. Now just on that point: As I understand the situation
as defined by you, as it now stands under the treaty now in existence
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between Cuba and the United States, the application of the provision
here relating to section 811 will not adversely affect them?

Mr. SAYnR. It is not affected in any way, because the language
proposed here, which you see in lines 16 to 18, on page 3 of 1 11. 8430, is:

The third paragraph of section 311 of the Tariff Act of 1030 shall not apply to
any agreement concluded pursuant to this act.

That is not a repeal of section 311-
Mr. McCLINTIC. In case the United States makes a new agreement

with Cuba, then the Buffalo millers would be able to ship-to buy
wheat from Canada, mill it in bond, send it on down to Cuba, and
have a drawback of 30 percent?

Mr. SAY.E, Well, it depends whether this new Cuban arrangement
takes the form of a treaty, or of a trade agreement negotiated under
the authority of this bill,

Mr. McCMINT . But it is possible, is it not?
Mr. SAYr,. It is possible; if this bill is passed in time, so that the i

President has the authority it is perfectly ossible, sir, that a trade
agreement may be concluded with Cuba andthen we have got to face
that situation, which is what I want to speak of next.

Mr. McCLINTIo. Well, what would be wrong with leaving this
provision out?

Mr. SAynr. You mean omitting lines 16 to 18 altogether?
Mr. McCLINTic. Yes; so that the southwestern millers who are

now milling hard wheat, can have the advantage of trade with Cuba.
Mr. SAYvu. The objection, sir, as I have just been suggesting, is

that those who are milling wheat in bond would have to pay back,
under the provisions of section 311, any reduction procured in a trade
agreement; whereas their competitive millers (let us say Canadian
millers), would not have to pay back and could put them out of
business.

Mr. McCLINTIC. It seems to me the answer would be there would
be no necessity for millers within the United States to mill wheat in
bond when there is produced in this country a sufficient amount of
hard wheat to supply the export demand.

Mr. SAYRE. I think the answer to that, sir-I speak subject to
correction, but my understanding of the testimony which was brought
forward here a couplepf days ago was that there was a difference in
price of $1.35 a barrel between American flour and Canadian flour for
export. Now, I speak subject to correction on that, and I have asked
an expert of the Department of Agriculture to be here this afternoon
to answer these questions; but my answer to that is that there may be
a great difference in price between the American wheat and the
Canadian wheat and that that difference in price may explain why
the Buffalo millers are purchasing Canadian wheat rather than
American wheat. And if that difference in price is as great as that
testimony seemed to indicate, the Canadian millers naturally will sell
Canadian fltur to Cuba, or to some other country, cheaper than the
American flour can be sold.

Mr. MCCLINTic. Taking into consideration the 30-percent different.
tial?

Mr. SAYRE. It all depends on how great the difference in price is.
It is quite conceivable; yes, sir. As I say, I have asked an expert of
the Department of Agriculture to be here today and he is prepared to
answer these questions, which I mu not. But, before 1 ask him to
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answer the questions I want to make a possible further amendment
here to take care of the situation which we developed a moment ago,
which Mr. Cooper was speaking of; that is, the situation of where
would these southwestern millers he if the now arrangement with
Cuba took the form of a trade agreement. Lot me say that this is a
matter which primarily concerns the Department of Agriculture, and
I have before me a letter which Secretary Wallace has written me with
regard to this matter, which I should like to read and inqort into the
record.

The nCHAIMAN. Without objection, that may be done.
Mr. SAYR,. Shall I read it, or just put it in?
Mr. NM CLINTIO. I would like to have the information, because I

represent that section of the country.
Mr. SAY M. I will road it. It is dated March 10, 1034, addressed

to me, and says:
Reference Is made to your Informal request of thle morning for a statement

by this Dopartment in regard to the provision in the Tariff bill (II.R. 8430) now
pending before the Wa ny and Means Committee which would repeal paragraph
8 of section 311 of the I'arlif Act of 1980. * * *

That is not quite an accurate statement. As I have just explained
it, it does not repeal it; it repeals it only insofar as its application to
new trade agreements is concerned.

Mr. McCLINTIo. It holds it in abeyance.
Mr. SAYhII.. Well, it limits its application. The letter continues:
* * * The pro sion in question roads as follows:
"No flour, maniufactured in a bonded manufacturing warehouse from wheat

imported after ninety hdays after the dato of the enactment of this act, shall be
withdrawn from iuch warehouse for exportation without payment of a duty on
such imported wheat equal to any reduction in duty which by treaty will apply
in respect of such Hfour in the country to which it s to he exported."

This provision was presumably adopted with the provisions of the reciprocity
treaty of 1902 with Cuba in mind. Under that treaty American flour enjoys a
preference of 80 percent under the duties and taxes levied in Cuba on flour from
Canada and other foreign countries. The effect of this provision Is to limit the
benefit of the Cuban preference to flour milled in the United States from domestic-
ally grown wheat.

With respect to the proposed repeal of paragraph 3 of section 311, two questions
arise: (1) Whether It should be modified so as not to apply to flour exported to
countries which do not grant us exclusive preferences on wheat flour; (2) whether
the paragraph should b1 repealed, so that it would cease also to apply to countries
which do grant us exclusive preference, as in the present ease of Cuba.

As to the first question, it seems Important to this Department that this pro-
vision be not applied with respect to countries which do not giant exclusive pref-
erences to the I united States. * * *

That is in other words, with such new countries as trade agreements
are negotiated with.

* * * In cases where the United States is not granted exclusive preference
the effect would be to penalize the bonded mills grinding imported wheat for ex-
port without resulting In any material advantage to the mills grinding American
wheat for export. Such mills grinding foreign wheat would, by virtue of the
most-favored-nation clause, receive no tariff advantage over competing foreign
mills, whereas they would be subject to the added handicap of having to pay the
amount of the preference into the United States Treasury. Most, If not all, of
the flour business with countries other than Cuba lost by American bonded mills
would probably go to foreign mills rather than to the American mills which grind
American wheat.

That is the danger, that the Canadian millers, grinding Canadian
wheat, would get the advantage and ship to these new countries
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X, Y and Z with whom we might make new trade agreements reduc-
ing the tariff on wheat. Secretary Wallace goes on to say:

With respect to the second question, it should be remembered that the para.
graph Ws originally adopted primarily at the request of the southwestern
millers It involves a corliet of lateret between them and the Buffalo mllers.
The provision has been of relatively little benefit to domestic wheat growers, but
this Department is inclined to feel its repeal with respect to Cuba would not be
desirable at this time.

In order to take care of the possibility which Mr. Cooper, by his
question, was suggesting and which is a real possibility, a few of us
were trying to find some formula which would protect the southwestern
millers, even in the event that a new Cuban treaty should take the
form of a trade agreement negotiated under the authority of H.R.
8430. That formula I have' here, sir, and I would be glad to suggest
it to you. It is in these words:

The third paragraph of seotion 811 of the Tariff Act of 1980 shall not apply
to any aement onoluded pursuant to this act with countries whtoh do not
grant elusive preference with respect to flour to the United States.

Mr. CooPnR. Now, will you read that again, so that we can take
it down--just the new language, please.

Mr. SAYRE. It starts out lik te other: "The third paragraph of
section 311 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall not apply to any agreement
concluded pursuant to this act"-

And then add the following language:
* * * with countries which do not grant exclusive preference with respect

to flour, to the United States.
Mr. McCOnMAOK. That means Cub.a
Mr, SAYRE. That means Cuba.
Mr. McCoRMACK. You are going a long ways to get around that

question, aren't ou?
Mr. SAYRE. To get around mentioning it?
Mr. McConMAck. Yes.
Mr. SAYaE. Of course it is conceivable that in the course of time

there might be some other country which would grant exclusive
preference.

Mr. McCORMACK. This is really a conflict between two sections of
the country.

Mr. SAYRE. Yes; concerning agricultural interests. I have an
expert here from the Department of Agriculture who is prepared to
answer these questions, if you choose. But maybe I had better
complete my statement and then we will have the questions. Mr.
Chairman, would that be satisfactory?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. TaRADWAY. Well, Mr. Chairman I think he could very prop-

erly complete hib statement; then we will proceed in our own way as
to calling the next witness.

Mr. SAYaE. Yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. You are not expecting to call somebody from

another department?
Mr. SAYRE. No. All I meant, sir, is that there was some one here

from the Department of Agriculture within whose peculiar province
lies this question of the Buffalo versus Southwestern Millers contro-
versy, and I am not competent to speak about it.
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The CUAIuMAN. Should there be doubt in the minds of the com-

mittee, you have made a question, which will be helpful, that we
can call the expert from the Department of Agriculture.

Mr. CooPr,. I suggest this, as the Doctor has in mind, that hecome right on with this now so that we keep it all together,
The CAIRMAN. Very well; without objecion, you may proceed.

STATEMENT 01F 1AN1 H. THIS , 081, GRAIN SECTION, AORI-OULTURAL ADJUTTMNT AD INITRATION
Mr. TaMn. My name is Frank H. Theis; I am Chief of the Grain

Section, Agricultural Adjustment Administration,
Now what is the question, sir?
Mr. MoClnTie. Won't you explain the effect of the added words

in the amendment brought to our attention by Dr. Sayre?
Mr. Tants. I think, Mr. Chairman, there is very little that can

be added to what the Seretary has already pointed out-that thereis no desire on the part of the Department of Agriculture to penalize
the Buffalo millers who are now grinding Canadian wheat in bond.

In a case where most-favored.nation treatment was accorded toCanada, using Country X as an example, it is conceivable that the
Buffalo millers would be penalized to the extent of whatever benefit
was accorded. We will assume it is 80 percent, as in the case ofCuba; they will be penalized to that extent for the reason that the
Buffalo millers will be required to pay into the United States Treasury
the amount of that 80 percent. On the other hand, if the exclusiveprivilege is granted to the United States, as in the case of Cuba, orany other trade agreements that may be accomplished, then naturally
that exclusive privilege should accord and reflect the benefit to teAmerican producer of wheat,

That is the reason the language is placed in there just as it is,
Mr. McCuwINI. Now, how does this leave the millers of the South.

west in respect to the utilization of hard wheat manufactured into
flour, to be shipped to Cuba?

Mr. THunI. It leaves them in the position of getting the exclusive
privilege of having the preferential 80 percent accorded to them, justexactly as the present 1980 Tariff Act provides.

Mr. MCCLINTI. By the adoption of this amendment?
Mr. TaEIs. Yes.
Mr. MCCLINTi. Now, does it give to the Buffalo miller any

particular advantage in dollars and cents with respect to the cost ofproduction of flour in the United States?
Mr. THnsa . No.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. It leaves him in just the same position?
Mr. Tans. That is right; that is, with this amendment.
Mr. McCLINTI. With this amendment?
Mr. THaIS. That is right.
Mr. DXOKXNiOs. Let me ask in regard to soft wheat. Is there anysoft wheat grown in Canada?
Mr. THEIS. No, sir.
Mr. DIKINsON. Now in what States and in what sections do wehave soft wheat and how is that soft wheat affected by this proposedchange in this section 386?
Mr. THEis. The soft wheat, of course, is grown not only on the

Pacific coast in the Pacific Northwest, but also, beginning in the
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eastern part of Kansas, and extending into Missouri, through the
Mississippi and the Ohio Valleys and down through the Southeast.

Mr. D ICKINoN. I always heard a groat deal of talk with reference
to soft wheat in connection with this Buffalo proposition.

Mr, Thras. The hard-wheat flour that goes from the Southwest is
mainly raised in Texas, Oklphoma, and Kansas; that is the type of
wheat that usually goes to Cuba in the shape of flour.

Mr. DICKINsoN. How would the soft-wlheat people of Missouri and
Oklahoma and Kansas be affected by any change In this provision?

Mr. TiIs. It would be just the same as it is at the present time.
Mr. MCoOMNTo. You make the statement that the difference would

in no way afoot the producers of flour in the sections of the United
States that grow hard wheat?

Mr. Tnmrs. That is correct.
Mr. McCLINTio. With this amendment?
Mr. TiIars, That is correct.
Mr. KUrtsoN. Mr. Theis, the millers, I understand, now have 90

days in which to manufacture and dispose of bonded wheat?
Mr. Tuiss. That is correct, sir.
Mr. KNUTsoN. Under this legislation, does this legislation confer

the power to extend that 90 days?
Mr. TnstI. I think it would not disturb it at all with this amend-

ment; it would not disturb it at all.
Mr. KNUTsoN. It would not disturb it?
Mr. Tutis. No.
Mr. KNUTSoN. Just for my own Information-wheat that s milled

in bond and shipped to a foreign country, that is, Canadian wheat, we
will say-

Mr. THEs,. Yes.
Mr. KNUTSON. Does that go as Canadian flour or American flour

when milled in Buffalo, we will say, or Minneapolis?
SMr. TaEs. Well it is diffiult to say. The identity, I am afraid,

is usually lost in that case, that is, the actual identity in moving out.
Mr. IKNUTSON, How would that flour be treated for tariff purposes?

SMr. THEIS. You mean in our export figures?
Mr. KNUTSON. I mean for tariff purposes, in the country where it

goes to?
Mr. THErI. Well it would be in bond, of course, and would natu-

rally be canceled off as an in-bond movement.
Mr. KNUTSON. Then it becomes Canadian flour, so far as the tariff

is concerned?
Mr. THEas. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. McConMACK. Did I understand that Cuba buys very little

wheat from the United States?
Mr. THEIS. Very little wheat.
Mr. McConMACK. Very little wheat?
Mr. THEIS. Practically none.
Mr. McCoitMACK. For example, in 1932, we exported 54,879,484

bushels to all countries of the world, and Cuba purchased 30,710
bushels.

Mr. THEIS. A very small amount.
Mr. McCoRMACK. In 1931, we exported 80,311,041 bushels and

Cuba purchased 25,671 bushels.
In 1929 we exported 90,169,600 bushels and Cuba purchased

44,041 bushels.
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In 1927, we exported 168,307,000 bushels; Cuba purchased 88,874
bushels.

In 1926 we exported 85,525,040 bushels and Cuba purchased
20 910 bushels.

In 1923 we exported 08,588,482 bushels and Cuba purchased
80 947 bushels.

Now Cuba is a purchaser of flour?
Mr. Tumes, Correct.
Mr. MCOonMAKx. I notice that in 1023, Cuba purchased of hard

spring flour, 300,728 barrels, and of soft wheat flour, 396,826 barrels.
In 1024, she purchased 381,043 barrels of hard wheat flour and

782,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1025, Cuba purchased 416,782 barrels of hard wheat flour and

751,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1026, she purchased 680,000 barrels of hard wheat flour and

002,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1027, she purchased 727,817 barrels of hard wheat flour and

486,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
S In 1928, she purchased 714,000 barrels of hard wheat flour and

370,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1020, she purchased 721,288 barrels of hard wheat flour and

408,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1980, she purchased 570,843 barrels of hard wheat flour and

431,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1931, she purchased 501,000 barrels of hard wheat flour and

280,000 barrels of soft wheat flour.
In 1032 she purchased 503,000 barrels of hard and 186,000 barrels

of soft,
In 1933 she purchased 315,040 barrels of hard and 83,000 barrels of

soft.
How do you account for that increase in the consumption of hard

wheat flour, or flour made from what the farmers usually call hard
wheat, and the marked decrease in the consumption of flour apparently
made from what is called soft wheat?

Mr. TrHms. The higher price that has prevailed in the United
States for the last 2 years has accounted for that increase entirely.

Mr. McCoMACK. Now, hnve you any figures breaking down tids
hard wheat flour to determine where that came from?

Mr. THEIs. No, I have not them available at the present time.
Mr. MCCORnAOK. Have you any figures showing whether or not,

as a result of this provision in the 1031 Tariff Act, the southwestern
millers have profited?

Mr. THEIS. I think the statement of the Secretary shows that our
figures do not indicate that; there is no way of breaking them down,
but they do not indicate that there has been an appreciable amount
of business to the southwestern millers. But I think that is accounted
for due to the fact that the price of the United States flour has been
higher for the last 2 years than it has been in Canada by considerable.

Mr. MCCORMACK. Have you any figures showing how much of this
hard wheat flour was imported from Canada, milled in the United
States, and reexported to Cuba?

Mr. THEIS. I shall try to get those figures for you, but I do not
have them at the present time, no.
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Mr, McCoRMACK, In other words, we have been operating underthe present law for about 8 years,
Mr. Tmsis. That is right.
Mr. MCoOoMAcK. And there must be figures that would enable us

to determine whether or not the provisions of that law have been
beneficial to the hard-wheat growers of the Southwest,

Mr. THase, With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I shall try to
get those figures.

The CHAIlMAN. Without objection, it is so ordered
(Mr. Thels subsequently submitted the following:)

Hon. RIO T L DORTO, 1MANOf 16, 1984.rion. Ren€aagr .DEoo0,
Chairman Ways and Means Committee, House of Representative.

DIAr MR. DotoaHsTON In compliance with your request I am submitting
herewth data which will supplement the Information which I gave you on Mareh18 Two charts are enclosed one showing the imports of wheat flour into Cubaby countries of origin, the other showing wheat flour exported from the Unitedstates to Cuba by customs districts.

It Is not possible to obtain reliable information concerning the amount of hard.wheat flour exported to Cuba in comparison with the soft-wheat flour exports.Referring to the latter table you will note that the largest exports have beenthrouh the customs districts of New York and New Orleans. It is very likelythat al of the our exported from New York was made from hard wheat probablyyhard spring either domestically produced or milled in bond from Canadian wheatExports through the New Orleans distrlet probably consisted very largely offlour milled from hard red winter wheat. The same is true of the exports throughthe Galveston district. Exports of flour through the customs districts of BalI-
more, Virtnia, and Mobile, may have been milled from soft wheat.

It should be pointed out that, during the last few years, exports of flour fromCanada to Cuba have been increasin whereas, exports of flour from the United
States have been decreasing. It should be noted also that, while the total exportsof flour from the United States have been decreasing, the exports of flour milled
in bond from Canadian wheat have been Increasing. In 1902 for example, ofthe 779,000 barrels exported to Cuba from the United States, 576,000 were frontCanadian wheat milled in bond. In 1988 of the total of 746,000 barrels, 607,000were milled in bond from Canadian wheat.

The decline In exports of flour to Cuba milled from wheat roduced in theUnited.States and the increase in exports of flour milled in bon from Canadianwheat Is evident. This can be accounted for by the fact that the advantage inthe Cuban Import duty which flour produced from United States wheat enjoysover flour produced from Canadian wheat milled in bond has been more thanoffset by the lower price of Canadian wheat.
Very truly yours,

FANK A. Tumas,
Chief, Grain Section, Commodities Division.

Wheat Jflour. Exports to Cuba from United States, by customs districts

__ Calendar year

10 . 1927 128 1929 1930 1931 1932 11933

1lO 1 ,006 0 O IO 1000O I, t< 1,000brl.e barrel bar rel barrel brrtel br barre
New York ...................... : 78 8 1 - 7 1 .......Philadlpia .................... 1 ....... .......... 1 i.altor . ......... ... . ... S 1 ......... ..
VN rn s...................................... ............. .....
Oralegon .................................. 13 11 . .... .... .........Sn Frsglsto.................................. I .................. ..........

Oth........................ .. . 10 19 20 0 3...........

Total........................ 1,t , s 1, 140 1, ee 0n 94 ,o 3 70 74e

I Not available by customs districts,
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Imports of wheat four i to Cuba

Country of oritin
Catendar y1ar F-h s-

talst ONa#adal Apati n Othera I Total

JIari re ifarri I ll a fternia it I relr/
10 21......................................... 19 4 .... .. I f 9 , l 149

1 0i.................... :65 4 ..... I

Mr. MOOnA . What is the tariff now in Cuba on imported

flour; do you know?
Mr. THEIs. The Cuban figures are 80.9 cents from thiscountry-

$1.155 is the flour from Canada and 80.0 cents from the United States.That is the Cuban duty.
Mr. MoConMAc. And there are other differentials, of course,

running in favor of the United States, are there not?

Mr. THEIs. It is per barrel.

Mr. MOCOnMAcK, Suppose a trade agreement is made reducing

the American tariff of Cubl, sao y, to 70 cents; that, of course, would

.benefit the producers i the Umted States to the extent of im cents,

would it not?

Mr. THIS. That is rig ht.

$1,165 is the flour from Canadan and 80.9 cents from the United States.
That Is the Cuban duty,

Mr. MCoRMAK. Now would thare millers in b ond in the United
States receive the benefit of that 10-cent reduction also?

Mr. 8 VlNafleav, o; this, as I understand it, is a particular preference
to the United States.

The CHAIRMAN. Is that per barrel or per hundred pounds?

Mr. TH. They would not, under this present amendment.arr
Mr. MCoRMAK. ISu other words, the purpose of tis amendment

without regard to what tariff f concessions might be madcoe with Cuba

under the provisions of this act, whereby a reduction of the Cubantariff with reference to flour might be obtained, that would not obtain

against flour exported from the United States and which had been

imported from Canada for milling purposes?Mr. TwoulEI. Yu mean, now, onotly for Cuba?

Mr. McConnMAo. Yes.

Mr. THE. Direct to Cuba?ht
Mr. MCORMA. w wYes. ld the mlers in bnd in he United

States receive the benefit of that 10-cnt reduction also?

Mr. THEis. No; it would not disturb the present relationshipdment.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In other words, although we of ght maee an

is, without regard to what tariff concessions might be made with Cuba

undetariff rate prvisionsth Cuba, under a trade agre cement, reduction of the dutyon
flour with refer10 cents, we have another tariff ofh at would not obtain
ainflour exported in the Uted States from other countries and which had been

reexported to Cuanada for m ur

Mr. THEIS. You mean, now, ony for Cuba?
Mr. MCCORMACK. Yes.
Mr. THEIca. Direct to Cuba?
Mr. McCoBMAOK. Yes.
Mr. TEiaisi. No; it would not disturb the present relationship.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In other words although we might make a

tariff rate with Cuba, under a trade agreement, reducing the duty on
flour by 10 cents, we have another tariff of 80.9 cents as against
flour llfed in the United States from other countries and which is
reported to Cuba?
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Mr. THi,. I believe I got your question now and I think my state.
meant was wrong, I think in the case of a now trade agreement roduo.
Ing the tariff, for instance, 10 cents, that that would also apply to
milling in bond.

Mr. MoCootMAOK. I see. In other words, if you were to reduce
the tariff, so fur n the United States is concerned, on the Canadian
flour of $1.15-isn't it?

Mr. THms. That is right.
Mr. MCConIMACX. Suppose you reduce that to a dollar and we get

80 percent drawback under our 1902 Tariff Act, liavo a 30 percent
preferential, which would bring it down to 70 cents--

Mr. THEIs. That is right.
Mr. MConMACoK. That $1 basic duty in Cuba, as against flour

imported, would tipply also to our bonded millers as well as domestic
producers?

Mr. Tnis. Correct. Any new trade agreement would bring about
that same charge; that is right.

The OHAIHMAN. Thank you, Mr. Thels, for your appearance and
the testimony you have given the committee.

STATEMENT OF MR. SAYTh-Resumed

Mr. SAYn., May I add, Mr. Chairman with respect to the amend-
ment which I have just suggested, that that has the official endorse-
ment of the Department of Agriculture; it is not simply mine. We
conferred with the Department of Agriculture on the thing, so that
that comes with the recommendation of that department, as well as
of the State Department.

The CHAnRMAN. Do you have any knowledge as to whether or not
that will make the bill satisfactory to the conflicting interests in this
country?

Mr. SAYRE. So far as I can see it would; but I have not talked
with the southwestern millers and I do not know what they may say.
But, so far as I can see, they would not be adversely affected by such
a proposal. ,

The C'IA i1n.AX. Their situation will not boe ny more unii,'atisf.n
tory, that is, tih (dt illcultv would not be illn'(l(ld, evel though that
amnendtment wero' adopted?

Mr. SAY '. 1 do not see that it'would; bheItuse, So fir as Cuba is
concerned, the situation reinuins precisely the s lme, and thn( ist what
they are plri:marily interested in.

In order to resolve any possible dilfrculties and in order to avoid
any dispute, we hIive continued in coinmmtnicttion with both groups
of millers. We have secured a formuiu here that works so tlati both
groups agree that this is acceptable both the Buffalo millers and the
southwestern miller. We have their agreemlentt to this Ilproposed
amendment. The amendment is proposed by the southwestern
millers and is merely a clarification of the language Ms it now stands
in the act. So far as I myself am concerned, the hinguage as it .stands
in the act will be perfectly acceptable, but I have no objection what-
ever to this proposal of the southwestern millers. The proposal is
to the effect that on page 4 we strike out the sentence beginning on
line 4 and ending on line 8, and in lieu thereof the following:

The third paragraph of section 811 of the Tariff Act of 1930 shall apply to any
agreement concluded pursuant to this act to the extent only that such agrenent

RECIPROCAL TRADN Atil lHHMNT
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asmires to the United States a rate of duty on wheat flour produced in the United
States which Is referential in respect to tie lowest rate of duty Imposed by the
country with w lh such agreement has bon concluded on like flour produced
in any othor country and upon the withdrawal of wheat flour from bonded manu-
factring warehouses for oxnortation to the country with which ah agreement
has boon concluded, there hall be levied, collected and paid on the Imported
wheat used, a duty at a rate equal to the amount of such assured preference.

I now come to the last amendment which I wish to propose. It con.
corns silbscetion (c) of section 2, page 4, lines 16 and 17, of the bill.

Section (e), you will remember sir, was inserted at the last moment
as an amendment in the House Aisoussion, the purpose of which was
to provide that after 8 years from the enactment of the bill, the
President should no longer have the authority to negotiate these
trade agreements. It was the clear purpose of the House to permit
the continuation in force of trade agreements negotiated during that
3-year period, as is shown by the preceding subsection, namely, sub.
section (b) on page 4, that is to say, although the President would
be shorn of the power to negotiate new trade agreements after the
expiration of the 3-year period, those trade agreements which had
already been negotiated during that 8ayear period should continue in
force, as provided under the agreements themselves.

The language which was nsorted as subsection (c) was rather
hastily drafted. It provides when the provisions of this act shall
terminate. It ia important that all of the provisions of this act shall
not terminate, as long as any trade agreements remain in force. Take
for example, the provision concerning section 336, the flexible tariff
provision, as set forth in lines 25 of page 3 to 4 of page 4 of the present
act:

The provisions of section 330 of the Tariff Act of 1030 shall not apply to any
article with respect to the Inmortation of which into the United States a foreign
trade agretnent hias heen concluded pursuant to this act.

It is intended that section 3.36 shall not be appliable, to commodities
concerned in trade agreements as long as those trail('d agreements re-
main ih force; therefore, that provision should remain in force as long
as any trade agreement remains in force.

Take also the provision concerning section 311 of the Tariff Act of
1930, the subject of Buffalo millers versus southwlistern millers con-
tention. Its usefulness depends upon its continuance in force as long
as any trade agreement retimins in force.

For these reasons, a clarifying amendment is pro)po.o(d. On page 4,
lines 16 and 17, strike out all of subsection (c) nd insert in lieu
thereof the following:

(e) The authority of the President to enter into foreign trade agreements under
section 1 of this act shall terminate on the expiration of 3 years from the date of
the enactment of tils act.

Such, I think, unquestionably is what was meant by the House in
inserting the provision, and it would allow, as you see, the other
provisionsof this act to remain in force so long as trade agreements
made in pursuance of the authority of the act remain in force.

The CHAIRMAN. Those agreements provide the length of notice,
and all of that?

Senator GOOrE. Just for thkt purpose, so as to keep them alive?
Mr. SAYmE. Yes; exactly. In other words, this act would not cease

to be in force in its entirety at the expiration of the 3-year period,
because it contemplates, among other things, as you will remember,
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that reductions in duties, and other lowered trade barriers shall be
extended to countries having most-favored-nation treaties as well as
to those countries with which trade agreements are negotiated.

Senator GOonos, All that the amendment provides is that the
President shall not make any new agreement after 3 years, but the
old agreements not terminated shall go on,

Mr. SAYI, Precisely. They shall be terminated under their own
provisions.

Senator Goo., You mean the trade agreements with one country
are extended to all?

Mr. SAvIH. Except as shown at lines 6 and following on page 8:
Provided, That the Presldent may suspend the application to artloles the

growth, produce, or manufacture of any country beoauoe of its discrlmhnatorv
treatment of Anierlean comerce or because o o other nots or polloles which Itn hi
opinion tond to diufat the pulrpos4s set forth in this section.,

Senator Gons, Let me ask you this: Suppose we make a trade
agreement with some country giving a concession?

Mr. SAYRm. Yes?
Senator GoRK. There is some other country that is holding out on

us that gets the benefit of that trade. We then have no lever to
bring it to contact with us.

Mr. SAYRE. The purpose of the act is this, sir to enable the Presi-
dent to extend these privileges or reduced duties not only to the
country with which we negotiate the particular, specific trade agree.
meant, but to all other countries which perhaps have most-favored.
nation treaties with us, to whom of course we would have to extend
them. They would, indeed, be generally applicable unless the Presi-
dent should suspend their application as set forth in the language
which I have just read.

Senator GonE. That does not quite go to my point.
Mr. SAYRE. Perhaps I did not understand the question, sir.
Senator GORE. Suppose the first agreement which you make under

this act with some foreign country automatically extends its benefits
to all other countries under the most-favored-nation clause. Then
they have no motive to trade with us-they have what they want.
How are you going to trade with them where they might keep out
some of our goods that we want to get in?

Mr. SAYRE. I think I understand your point. The whole purpose
of the program of trade bargaining is this, to restrict the commodities
covered in the agreement with any specific country to commodities
of which that country furnishes the chief source of supply of impor-
tation into the United States. Then under our most-favored-nation
agreement, to generalize those rates to other countries.

Senator GORE. It would be a dead letter so far as they were con-
cerned. They would not have anything to come in under that,
although they would have the privilege of coming in.

Mr. SAYRE. We have made careful study of some 29 different
countries sir, and find that each of them furnishes the chief source
of supply of one or more commodities to the United States.

Senator GonE. Would it be contrary to your policy, to list those
countries?

Mr. SAYRE. I have already set forth a tabular statement in my
testimony before the Ways and Means Committee which I would
like to have inserted here.
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In that tabulated statement, the countries are not named, but they
are numbered. It would not be wise, I think, to name the countries,
because it would give away some of our bargaining power by doing so.

Senator GoaR. So that you figure, as an actual matter of fact and
practice, you would get from each country under this contract the
products which it could raise which we require, and while you nomi-
nally permitted the other countries to ship the same sortof stuff into
out market, they would not have anything to ship?

Mr. SAua . Speaking in round, general terms, they certainly would
not have large supplies to ship, and our purpose in doing that is to
generalize rates and to pull down the tariff barriers in a general way,
and apply them equally to those countries.

Senator GORE. I see the point.
(The tabulated statement referred to is as follows:)

Dutiable imports into the United States from speonfed countries af articles for which
each country, respectively, is the leading source of supply 1981

iDollar-000 omitted

Ratlo of im

Is l

Country Wu 9 WuNiohhtfel- tfir of ourt O
afe ou t r fi e d oun up lr

source or lSOu or9rts
supply PP Oatty

...... .. .................................. 10 2 800 e
2.................... ................... 19 8,640 91
....... ..... .............................. 18 804 1
4.............................................. 4,230 4
.............................................. 80,708 488 7

6..............................................0 144

8...... ........................ t7... 2
............................................. I 3.....88 1

iF........... ... ....... ....... ........... 7
12.......................................... .. i. s , 38 7
14............................................ 1o80 8,30 74

1 27 8218 119 .................................... 2 181041 22,03 62

1 3 108 68
1 .............................................. 41 00 8 10 6

217............................. ................. 4 810 1,128 4018.............................................. I 827 8I 6
12............................................ 2 18,041 2 60
25................................. ....... 1... 4 010 10,19 79
21............................................ .. 11, 885 1 079 89
27........0.................................19 10 4060 98
28............................................7 8.182 8,14 49
24.............................................. 19 068 1 926.............................................. 11 8440 6,9427.............................................. 19 2060 2487 69
38.............................................. 97 87,872 6611 67
9.......... ............................... 4 1486 2,805 62

a Statistics of United State imports by countries as now published frequently qive importations by
countries o origin only for a general class o articles, e.g., "other leather manuactures.'

Senator HASTINGS. I should like to have some explanation of para-
graph (b) on page 4. It certainly is not very clear. It says:

Every foreign-trade agreement concluded pursuant to this act shall be subject
to termination, upon due notice to the foreign government concerned, at the end
of not more than three years from the date on which the agreement comes into
force.

~ Ily 4__1__1~~_ l___llr111 *~- ~-(-* ---. YC.. Y1 1I 1I ~ 1 YLII
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I would like to know what would constitute dun notice.
Mr. SAmt . That would be determined, sir, by the provisions

inserted in the trade agreement itself; that is to say, this authorizes
the President to negotiate trade agreements which must be terminable
not more than 3 years from the date on which the agreement comes
into force. As ta matter of fact, I suspect that most of them will be
terminable in loss than 3 years.

In most of tho trade agreements being negotiated between foreign
countries, the term of the agreement is less than 3 years. In some
it is as small as 0 months,

The meaning of subsection (b) is that, acting in pursuance of the
authority thus given under this bill, the President would write into
the trade ngroeient a provision that it shall be terminable at a cor-
tain period, let us say at the end of 2 years, or at the end of I year, if
you like, but not more than 3 years from the date of its coming into
Iorce,

Senator HASTINGs. Make your illustration 3 yoars.
'[r. SAYuw. Yes, sir. Supposing that the trade a agreement is

terminable at the end of 3 years, then there would be written into it
a provision to the effect that it should be terminable at any time
following that 3-year period, upon due notice given. The notice
must not be required to be given more than six months prior to the
date it is to take effect. Iiithin these limits, the matter would bhe
governed by what was written into the trade agreement itself.

Senator lHASTINGS. I iam not quite clear about it. Do I understand
that no agreement can be made that cannot be terminated within P
8 years and 0 months from its execution?

Mr. SAYr. Within 3 years, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Three years and six months.
Mr. SAY1I. I think it is 3 years. On line 12:
At the end of not more than 3 years from the date on which the agreement

comes into force.
Most of these foreign trade agreements which are made between

foreign countries contain a provision that they shall continue in force
indefinitely if not terminated, but they contain a provision allowing
termination at stated intervals. The bill before us provides that
such a trade agreement entered into by the President, under the
authoity of this act, shall be terminable at the end of 3 years, or not
more than 3 years from the date on which it comes into force.

Senator HASTINGS. He could not make a contract that could not
be terminated at the end of 3 years.

Mr. SAYRE. No.
Sentor HASTINGS. Under any circumstances.
Mr. SAYrE. No.
Senator HASTNs. And if it is not then terminated, the terms of

the agreement must be such that it may be terminated at any time
after that, upon 6 months' notice.

Mr. SAYIE. Upon 6 months' notice; yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. By whom is it terminated?
Mr. SAYE. That would depend upon the provisions written into

the agreement. Usually the executive organ of the Government
gives notice of termination.

Senator Couzans. Isn't it possible, then, to have these agreements
extend 3 years beyond the date of expiration of the bill itself?
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Mr. SAYnz, It is possible, sir,
Senator HAsTINGS. Or 100 years,
Senator CouZ s. Providing there is no termination and no can-

celation. Bu t is possible under the bill at the end of the expiration
of the bill to enter into a treaty or compact so that these agreements
could run, in fact, for 6 years.

Mr. SAYRE. Not that the agreement must run for 6 years, but it is
perfectly possible to enter into an agreement which, to use your lan-
guage, senator Hastings, might be continued on as mutually agree-
able to both sides for a hundred years. That is to sty, the whole
program is based upon the fact that we are going to find forms of
agreement which will be mutually profitable to both sides.

It would be shameful if we found an agreement which was increas-
Ing the foreign trade of the United States and proving of tremendous
advantage, to be obliged to terminate it at the end of any specific
period, no matter how profitable it might be. That is, ft is very
important that such a mutually profitable agreement shall be con-

tinued while mutually profitable. On the other hand, it is equaly
important that if it is found not profitable, it may be terminated at
the end of a short period.

Senator CouzENs. Under this section it is intended to give to the
President the authority to make an agreement that cannot be ter-
minated in less than a period of 3 years.

Mr. SAvYR. No, sir. The bill provides just the opposite. It says
that it shall be not more than 3 years; the President may make an
agreement under this which may be terminable at the end of 6 months,
or any other period that does not exceed 3 years.

Senator CoUZENS. But he may also make an agreement that can-
not be terminated until after the expiration of 3 years.

Mr. SAv'Rt. Until the expiration of 3 years. I would strike out the
word "after."

Senator BARKLEY. As a matter of fact, the situation is this, that
these agreements that are entered into during the 3 years in which
this act is alive, so far as the agreements are concerned, may, after
that period, be terminated by either party, but none of them can be
revived after that 3 years.

Mr. SAYRE. They may continue in force if mutually profitable.
Senator BARKLEY. But they can be discontinued on behalf of

either side.
Mr. SAYRE. They can be continued or discontinued, depending

upon whether they are beneficial or not beneficial.
Senator BAnKLEY. And if one is terminated after the 3-year period,

it could not be revived under any circumstances.
Mr. SAYnE. That is true.
Senator BARKLEY. Even though it is advantageous.
Mr. SAYRE. As long as it is advantageous, this bill would allow the

president to continue the exercise and enjoyment of those advantages.
In that connection-it is rather interesting-I was speaking yesterday
of the great number of trade agreements which are being made among
foreign countries; just yesterday there came over my desk this collec-
tion of despatches [indicating] each one of which relates to some new
agreement being made. It indicates to you what is actually going on
in foreign countries today. Let me read just a few of the titles of
these despatches, which came to my office in a single day.
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This one concerns a Franco-Soviet trade agreement.
This [indicating) is an economic agreement between Albania and

Czechoslovakia.
This is a commercial treaty between Italy and Peru,
Senator HAsmTINs, Why were those sent to you?
Mr. SAYREt These came into the Department of State.
Senator HAsTINmoG I understand; but why were they sent to the

Department of State?
Mr. SAv.Y TheA are despatches from our representatives in the

foreign countries reporting on agreements which are being made.
Senator COUZ eN. Just showing what Is going on,
Mr. SAYas. Italian-Dutch commercial treaty,
Commercial treaty between Italy and El Salvador.
Italian-Austrian export agreement.
Senator CovU Zs, While you are reading one of those, will you tell

us what products are involved, briefly; or is that not convenient?
Mr. SAYRI. I can if you like.
The CHAIRMAN, Get up a little memorandum of that, so that we

can insert it in the record
Senator CounENs, The particular fact merely that an agreement

was entered into may not be interesting, but if we knew the com-
ondities, it might be very interesting.
Mr. SAY. As I said yesterday, there are some 75 and more of

those agreements, and they cover practically all of the products of
foreign trade.

Senator Couzass. I would like to know, if it is not too much trouble,
what it is that interests this Nation.

Senator HASTINGS. It is not contended or suggested, is it, that
these particular trade agreements have any effect upon this Nation?

Senator CouZENS. It might be,
Senator HASINeG. As [ understand, the purpose of calling our

attention to it is to show the possibilities of our doing the same thing;
is that correct?

Mr. SAYRE. I am not sure that you were here yesterday afternoon,
sir. I was suggesting in my testimony yesterday afternoon that the
United States is suffering a declining proportion of trade; that is, not
only is world trade itself decreasing in a very rapid curve, but the
United States is suffering a declining proportion of that declining
world trade, that other foreign countries are meeting the situation by
negotiating rapidly executed trade agreements such as I have just
been speaking of.

Doing so, they can rapidly and effectively accommodate themselves
to these shifting currents of world trade, while the United States has
no machinery by which it can compete with what is going on in these
foreign countries, because, in the absence of legislative authorization
for the President to make commercial agreements his only recourse
is to treaties, which, under our practice, are submitted to the Senate
for advice and consent to ratifleation, two thirds of those present
concurring. That process requires time, and prevents us from giving
effective promises; so other countries are winning away the foreign
trade which the United States has been enjoying.

The CHAIRMAN. Will you present a short memorandum on that,
because we have the Secretary of Commerce here this morning.

(The memorandum referred to is as follows:)
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Il many cases the dispatches referred to in the testimony give only the broadoutlines of the commercial agreements which they report, without full anddetailed Information as to the commodities Involved. It would be arbitrarymoreover to attempt to convey an impression of the range of commoditiescovered, rom a list of some agreements, selected at random. The treatybetween uaoohorlovakl and Bulgaria, published in the Bulgarian Official Gaetteof February 21, 1934, may however, be cited as fairly typical. Here we have anagreement between a predominantly agricultural country and a country whiehIl seek ng to extend the markets for its manufactured products, In these

mutually profitable concession, Bulgaria gains preferential treatment on itsmillet, grapes, nuts frults (fresh, dried, preserved, ete.), flaxeed and oil.bearing
seeds, other seeds, hdes, and sknin, easings, wines, cheese, silk cocoons bran
and prepared sliced beets. Oecholovakla, in turn, receives preferential treatiment for hlops, certain chemlo la wood prroucts, stoneware, porcelain, glassware,
paper, footwear, textiles, men m furnish inp and certain metal products.

in addition to duty and quota conessTonn many agroeme its provide for in-creasing the amount of exchange whloh will be made available for the purhaseof aoods from the countries Involved in the agreement, without speolfying anyparticular commodities, In the face of the very stringent restrictions ipoedon the purchase of foreign exchange In many of those countries, this is, of course,
frequently a most valuable preference to receive.

Senntor BAnKE,Y. How many of those agreements were in that
hatch that came over your desk yesterday?

Mr. SAYaE. Twenty-three. I understand that does not mean that
28 new agreements have been made, but these despatches, received
yesterday, contain information concerning 23 recent trade agree-ments; some of them are new ones which have jut been entered into.

The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much. We may call on you
again.

Senator GonE. If you can work out some more definite language
in regard to that excise business, I wish you would.

Senator BARKLEY. He has submitted an amendment to that.
Mr. SAYRE. Thank you, sir.
Mr. EnwIN KRAUHOFF. Mr. Chairman, I have some friends inNew York who wish to be heard in this matter. I am not in a posi-tion to state definitely. May I inquire what the sessions of the

committee will be?
The CHAIRMAN. Monday morning we start hearing other groups.We are limiting the discussion as far as possible, and hope to get

through in 2 days and, if we cannot, we hope at least to get through
in 3 days. .

If somebody wants to be here, they will have an opportunity at
least to file a written statement on Monday morning or Tuesday
morning, at 10 o'clock.

Mr. KRAUTHOFF. Thank you, sir.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Mr. Secretary, will you proceed?

STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL C. ROPER, SECRETARY UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Secretary ROPER. Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee.
This proposed legislation, H.R. 8687, was so thoroughly discussed

before this committee and the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Representatives some days ago that I feel that there is not
much to be added to the testimony then submitted and now available
to this committee.

I was given full opportunity to present my views at that time and
offered m some detail the reasons why I am thoroughly in support of
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this measure. So far as I am concerned, I ann make my appearance
here quite brief.

I cannot emphasize too strongly the far-reaching significance of the
collapse of our American export trade during the last 4 year, The
total exports of the United States fell from $8,241,000,000 in 1020 to
$1,075.000,000 in 1 and our imports fell 4,00,000,000 n
1920 to $1,440,000,000 in 1033.

Our foreign trade in 1983 was but 32 percent of the 1029 level.
May I call to your attention that the records shrw that the United

States has had a much greater percentage of decline in it foreign
trade than any other important nation of the world?

Our exports were more than 15) percent of the world total in 1029
and only 11)u percent in 1938. Perhaps nothing can emphasize this
situation more than a statement made a few days ago in the British
Parliament and also pointed out by Mr. George N. Peek, special ad-
viser to the President on foreign trade, in a recent radio address, that
Britain once more leads the world in foreign trade, her volume of
exports for 1933 having been greater than that of the United States
for the first time in nearly 20 years.

We can debate over the figures by pointing out that if reexports
are excluded, they being much more important for Britain than for
ourselves, we stillhold the supremacy, but the underlying point still
remains true.

While there is probably no country more fully equipped to expand
its commerce than ours, because of the great variety and extent of
our natural resources and the unparalleled development and efficiency
of our productive capacity, we are nevertheless falling behind in the
field of foreign commerce.

The failure of our foreign trade to keep pace with other countries
in recent years must be attributed, in large measure, to the rising
tide of trade barriers throughout the world. I have brought with me
today three exhibits of tho relative height of import duties in the
United States lnd foreign countries as of the middle of 1923, 1928,
and 1933, for wheat, whea flour, and boxed apples, simply as exam-
ples. These three examples are typical of the record for many other
commodities.

With your permission, I will later exhibit and explain these
examples by charts.

Against these barriers we in the United States under present con-
ditions as defined by law, have no recourse. Our exporters climb
over them whenever possible but oftentimes find the obstacles insur-
mountable. Other countries have learned how to deal with this sit-
uation and are busily engaged in negotiating reciprocal trade agree-
ments among themselves, by which means they free, to a greater or
less extent, their mutual transactions from these restrictions. The
records of the Department of Commerce show something like 150
such agreements negotiated in the year 1983 alone. It is the new
technic for winning and preserving foreign markets, as other nations
interpret it.

Senator GoRj. You don't know how many nations?
Secretary RoPEn. I am informed that about 45 countries were

parties to one or more commercial agreements during the last year.
Senator COSTIGAN. Would it be feasible to place in the record of

this hearing a statement characterizing these commercial agreements
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of 1933 that you spoke of Fo as to give us an idea as to the t arious
types of agreements made and the character of the provisions or
trade arrangements that they embodied?

Secretary RorEn. I will endeavor to do that.
(The statement referred to appears at the close of Secretary Ioper's

testlniony.)
Failure by this country t,) resort to similar reciprocal agreements

will inevitably result in trade or 'angements between other countries,
riding in the how of their trade but leaving barriers which will exclude
the United States more and more from the markets of the world-
markets to which we are historically and economically entitled and
nuarkets which we must have to utilize our existing productive capac-
ity to the full,

There is one other point which 1 feel has not been sufficiently
tressedl; and that is the need and necessity for such authority to be

vested in the President. Never before in the field of international
trade have we been confronted with conditions such as the world
ptresnts today.

Tariff changes are no 1 angerr relatively simple problems but are
matters of tremendous domestic and foreign import. They not only
must be approached from a new angle but must rest upon a much
greater basis of information and knowledge than ever before in the
history of our country.

There can be no doubt but that the President has at his command
in the existing departments and agencies of the Government a greater
source of information on the needs of American industries and the
possibilities for our products in foreign markets than can be found
anywhere else in the world. Furthermore, I can assure you that, if
our present knowledge proves inadequate, stepM will be taken at once
to remedy that lack.

It is not alone what at country has heretofore been producing in
factory and field that an e taken as t te primary basis for develop-
ing foreign-trade policy, but what the past experience and potential
future holds both for this country and other countries.

Trade agreements mut st rest upon the total picture of the actual and
potential production of each country, determining the quantities
that mt it be marketed abroad in order to maintain the economic
structure of the several countries without serious damage.

In other words, we must look at the balance sheets of these various
nations. We must be able to judge the value, immediate and poten-
tial, of the various foreign markets which might be opened to us.

Similarly, investigation and study must be directed from our stand-
point, at the eftoct that the proposed exchange of goods is likely to
have upon our own industries. Such studies must be of a con-
tinuous nature and must fit into the domestic economic program for
the country. It is not likely that the types and quantities of products
offered for export in any given country 5 years ago, for instance, will
be repeated without material change this year or next under the
world s present economic distress and planning programs.

Five years from now the situation will unquestionably be still
further altered. A wise and judicious policy of foreign-trade develop-
ment will require the most careful study and continuous observation.

As a further illustration of the complications which now surround
our international trade relationships, I would call your attention to
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the changed position of our country to that of a world creditor nation,
In any consideration of foreign trade policy, this fact must be con.

tinually kept in mind, and its full implications cnn best be appre-
clated by persons who are able to devote extensive time to its study.
Furthermore the development of foreign trade must proceed with
due care deliberation, and the asympathetic application of the pro-
visions o laws now on our statute books,

There is another field which should be given consideration in this
connection. I refer to how the decline in foreign trade has affected
our merchant marine,

The shrinkage in the foreign trade of the United States since 1929
has reduced the volume of the water-borne commerce to a con-
siderable extent.

Senator COUZNxs, You don't know how much? You have not
the figures on that, Mr. Secretary have you?

Secretary RoPeR. I have such Agures.
Senator CouzENs. Of how much the water-borne traffic has been

curtailed?
Secretary RoPEn. I will approach the table in a minute, Senator.
To meet this condition the number of sailings of ships engaged in

regular liner traffic has been curtailed, resulting fn idle tonnae,. Even
with the reduced number of sailings, the cargoes available are in-
sufficient to fill properly the vessels and this has brought about in-
creased competition and a lowering of freight rates.

Strong foreign lines endeavoring to hold their former positions are
employing tonnage in excess of the requirements of the trade. Dis-
tressed tramp tonnage is further depleting the business of regular
lines by offering rates lower than those established by liner conference
agreements.

The table below shows the decline in volume of our water-borne
foreign trade, with the percentage carried in American ships, for the
years 1929-33, inclusive.

Volume of foreign water-borne commerce of the United States, 199-88
(In cargo tons of 9,240 pounds)

Percentage
totet

'Year Imports Exports Total carried
American

vessels

199 ...................... ..... 0,000 24,90,00 19,847,000 41,201,000 111,201,000 41
Im........................ oo 2 000 24, 000 16 960 000 8770000 104,64 000 40
1981..O.......... ....... 3000 0 000 12,837, COO 43000 811,000 40
198 .......................... 1807000 18 ,000 9 9 , 000. 27 O 710 18000 37
1938.......................... 10 0 .000 12,96,000 7, .07,000 2,107, 000 52,879,000 34

Senator GoRE. Is that ship tonnage or the freight that actually
went?

Secretary ROPER. That is the actual volume in tons of imports and
exports combined.

That shows a loss in percentage from 41 percent to 34 percent-41
percent in 1929 to 84 percent in 1933.

Senator GoRE. What is your point?
Secretary ROPER. The volume of foreign water-borne commerce of

the United States in cargo tons of 2,240 pounds, in 1929 the volume
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amounted to 111,261,000 of such tons or 41 percent of the total,
whereas in 1933, that 111,201,000 had dropped to 52,870,000.

Senator Gon, You mean of our total water-borne tonnage?
Secretary Ropon. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. That was a decline of more than 50 percent of

the actual amount of tonnage carried by our ships?
Secretary Roprmt. Yes sir,
I would be very glad iI you would permit me to insert also a state.

ment here which Ihave compiled in the course of our study with
regard to this merchant-marine situation.

The CHAIRMAN. We will be very glad for you to put that h:to the
record.

(Statement appears at end of Secretary Roper's testimony,)
Secretary Ropnt. We have made quite a study of that. There are

some problems that are vital to our country, aside from but related
to the question to which I have here referred.

Senator WALCOTT. That statement you have just made has no
relation to our own bottoms? You say "water-borne tonnage."
That means for all bottoms.

Secretary ROPER. No; I am speaking of American bottoms.
Senator WALCOTT. There may not have been an actual decline,

though? You don't know what that figure is?
Secretary RoPsR. Yes; I can answer that.
Senator WALCOTT. You ought to do that, because that would show

where the direct cause is.
Secretary ROPER. Yes. Thank you, Senator.
The revival of our foreign trade will naturally strengthen the status

of our merchant marine and exert a very salutary effect upon its
present and future development. We must not lose sight of this
factor in measuring the potential benefits that should accrue with
the passage of this bill and the exercise of the powers therein granted.

For these and other reasons there must be a different kind of ap-
proach made to the study of our international economic situation
than has heretofore been necessary. It seems impracticable, under
all these conditions, for the Congress to pursue expeditiously at least
these many investigations and weigh thoroughly the complicated set
of factors which must underlie any trade agreement at this time.
Hence, in this unusual world situation, the President should be desig-
nated to act, in my opinion, as your negotiator. I see no other way
in which we can preserve our place among the great commercial
powers of the world.

Finally, gentlemen, I am glad to assure you of the desire of the
Department of Commerce to cooperate in every way in giving you
every possible bit of information at our command and endeavor to
secure what is not at our command, if such be your pleasure.

The CHAIRMAN. Before you close, with ,eference to these figures of
the decline of our foreign shipping, is it your idea that theN.R.A.
has jurisdiction to fix ocean-freight rates?

Secretary RoPER. The shipping code negotiations are not yet con-
eluded. The working out of the shipping code is a very complicated
matter. It has international aspects which far outreach other codes.

We have a committee at this time considering the proposed code
that you have in mind, composed of representatives of the Depart-
ment of Commerce and the Department of State, the Department of
Agriculture, and the Department of Labor.
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That is quite a study.
The CHAIMAN. 1 hope that nothing will be done by the N.R.A.

that will be inconsistent with the purposes we are trying to accom-
plish, and that is to enlarge our foreign trade by fixing such rates as
would destroy our exports now, and which, I understand, is in con-
templation.

I merely bring it to your attention because I know you know about
it,

Secretary RoPri. May I now present our charts, heretofore referred
to, and then you will got the picture, concerning which you may wish
to ask questions.

Senator IIASTINGS Before you do that, Mr. Set-etary, I would like
to inquire whether, from your study, you feel that a code would be
helpful or is necessary in the shipping trade,

Secretary RPER, It should be our endeavor to work out a code
that should touch the several points we have in mind.

Senator Goil.t Would you make foreign ships conform to the code
before you let them enter and clear in ports, or how could you affect
the foreign people?

Secretary RoPnR. You have put your finger, Senator, on one of the
very difficult international problems that we are studying now.

We find that whatever we do in connection with shipping, we en.
counter, of course, foreign interests. I mean by that, they have
similar problems.

The HAIRMAN. I merely brought it to your attention because it
seems to me that what is proposed is a very inconsistent policy to
what we are trying to do in this legislation.

Secretary RorPn. Indeed, sir, that is the reason we are giving it so
much study.

I have here, as 1 stated in my testimony, three charts. The first
relates to wheat, the next to wheat flour, and the third to apples.

A striking illustration, if I may, is Germany.
Secretary RoPn. In 1923, of course, wheat was brought into the

markets o' Germany duty free. In 1928, there was a 26-percent
barrier. At this time, 1933, the tariff barriers amount to 315 percent.

Senator GOmE. To get into Germany?
Secretary ROPER. To get into Germany.
Senator HASTINGa. That would be an import duty on the part of

Germany?
Secretary ROPER. Yes,
Senator HASTINGs. Against all countries?
Secretary RoPER. Yes, sir.
Senator COSTIrAN. You do not include transportation costs in

the barrier?
Secretary RoPE . I do not think so, Senator. Now, as you see,

the point that I tried to bring out in my memorandum is that all of
these nations are at work along the line that we are asking you to
authorize the President to work, namely, they have all set up their
statutes, and they are creating international agreements and arrange-
ments by which they work out their own problems among themselves,
but from which we are excluded.

Senator GORE. That makes new channels of trade, and that makes
it hard for us to get into those countries, later on.

Senator BARKLEY. What are those other nations that have the
long line of fence?
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Secretary Ropan,. Mexico runs from 57 percent, in 1023, to 143
percent, now. Italy was fre, in 1923, for wheat, It is now a duty
equivalent to 212,0 percent. We will take France. That country, in
1923, showed a duty of 10.7 percent, whereas, in 1033, it was 171.3
percent.

The CHAIHMAN. I notice that the United State s i up at the top of
the table.

Secretary ROPEI. Now, in 1023, the United States, involving all
of these bases that I have mentioned, shows 22.4 percent, and in 1933,
it figures 73.7 percent.

Senator GonE, You mean that our barriers, Mr. Secretary, have
increased?

Secretary ROPt. 1 bleg your pardon, Senator?
Senator Gonip. Is that a statement of our own barriers, the extent

to which they have been increased?
Secretary Ropr~ . Yes, sir.
Somitor B3AKLE Y. That applies to wheat?
Secretary RoPut. That applies to wheat.
Senator Gorns. Ohl
Senator HAST NOS. Just what do you mean by a "barrier"? Do

you mean there is a tariff on wheat of 73 percent?
Secretary lloni, Yes; the equivalent of that percentage, when

the duty is compared with the average American export price of the
product at the time. In addition, sonme countries had quotas, licenses,
exchange control, doeprcliated (tcrrentici, or sanitary prohibition.
The legend, her i e r, explains the moaning of these symbols
added after the dutybir for those countries where there re e such
restrictions-everything that act s s a barrier. Now, wheat flour,
somewhat similar, though starting with France, there, you see, it
runs from 21 percent in 1923, to a range from 186 percent to 249
percent in 1933 according to the ration a extraction.

Tlh CHAIRMAN. That is France?
Secretary RopE t. Yes; France. Germany runs to 343 percent,

and back in 1923 allowed flour and certain other foodstuffs free
entry.

Senator WALCOTT. It appears to be a fact that the United States
barriers are not as high as France, Germany, and Italy.

Secretary ROPER. No, sir.
Senator WALCOTT. Is that true?
Secretary ROPER. Oh, yes; they have done us several times better,

you know, since we put up our barriers.
Senator WALCOTT. They have gone away beyond us, in values?
Senator COSTIGAN. Were the European barriers raised after 'we

ourselves began to elevate our tariffs?
Secretary ROPER. Yes, sir. As this table shows, that is very clearly

the case. Here is another one. We picked out these three products
because of their importance in our export trade. Now, let us turn
the trade barrier chart on apples. We export a great many apples,
you know.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, the table shows that Belgium has put the
highest restrictions on the apples, or that Mexico has put the highest,
Belgium next, and Argentina next, then Japan next. That is true,
isn't it?

Secretary ROPER. That is true.
56150-4-9
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The CAInMA.N And the United Kingdom comes along next?Senator BAIKLEY. Can those tables be put in the record?
The CHAiMAN. They can be put in the record. It is really costlyto put them in, and it takes some time, but they can be put in therecord.
Senator WOLOOTT. Mr. Chairman, those are valuable tables,Instead of waiting for the plates to be made, why not put them in bypercentages, which would show the necessary information?
The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a very good idea, so I will ask thestenographer and the clerk to see that that is done, and that thesecharts be retained for the of any member of the committee.
(The table referred to is as follows:)
a fplee of growth of import barrier in the United Slates and 4 foreign countriesmiddle of 1918, 1948, and 1988-Relative Aeights of import duties on seleciproducts, expressed in terms percent of value, based on average eport pricduring each period, with indication of any additional trade barriers, Vwhere

Important
[The owering In the exchange value ot he Ameri an dlar since the middle of 1033, the latest dote coy

nd apan is''W nabecpo ntre coa.. me o1 th e other countries s (l in ths t ables, herefore, any
aaupon rations isng from the epr eiatead currnies O th countries thAt ws notedor 933,as now ben overcome, so tar as the export products of the United tes ore concerned

A, WHEAT

United States . I24 prcnt... 8 percent... 73.7 percent...United Kngdo re.......... Free......... 8.4 percent....
France............. 17 percent...
Belgium........... Free......

etherlands............do .
Uernany............. do ........
Italy............. ..... do ........
Argentina......... ..... do ........

30,0 percent...
Free..........
..... do........
20 percent.....
31.I percent...
Free ..........

171.3 percent..
Free..........

..... do......
16,.7 percent..

212,t percent..
18,8 percent...

Other obstructions

Depreclated currency.
Depreclated currency; Empire pre.crences,
Quotus; license.

uotas.

Quotas; exchange control.
Exchange control; depreciated cur

renoy.razil.............. percent... 10. percent... 22.1 percent... o
Chile......... .... Free...... .. 3,81 percent.. 7.7 percent... . Do,(uba .............. percent... 7 ireent...... 20.35 percent..Aexco............. 87,5 percent... 4.0 percent... 143.1 percent.. Sanitary restrictions; license; de.

predated currency.Canada......... 10, percent... 9,8 percent.... 49.3 percent... Depreciated currency.,
Australa........... .8 percent... 23 erent.... 3 percent..... Do,
_ ... 14,7 percent .. 2.percent... 47 ercent..... Do,

Applies from specified areas, Including certain States of the United States.

B. WHEAT FLOUR

United States......
United Kingdom...

France...........

Belgium ...........
Netherlands....

Italy...........
Argentina..........

Brail ..............
Chile ...........Cuba ..............
Mexico.............Canada............
Australia .........
Japan ...........

28.2 percent... 320 percent...
Freee........ . Free... .....

21.37 percent.. 33.6 percent...
Free..........

..... do.......
. ... do........
4.7 percent....
Free..........

19.87 percent..
15perent.....

?I- percent...

22 percent...
24. percent...

1,6 percent....
Free..........
39.3 percent...
31.4 percent...
Free..........

17.4 percent...
292 percent...
15 percent....
798 percent.:.
7.8 percent....
19 percent.....
12.5 percent...

68.85 percent.. Depreciated currency.
10 percent..... Deprecated currency, Empire
186,1 to 249 L oerenses .

percent.'
4. percent ....
Free.......... Quots.
143 perent.... Exchange control.
2o percent.... Quotas.
1813 percent.. Exchange control: depreciated cur.

rencyi
13,8 percent... Do.
125.9 percent.. Do.
15.3 percent...
134.4 percent.. License; depreciated currency,
2.3 percent... Depreciate currency.
8.6 percent... Do.

0.9 percent... Do,

4
4

SAccording to the percentage of extraction, the highest rate applying on flour the extraction rate of whichis 80 percent or less.

I
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ixamnles of growth of import barriers in the United States and 14 foreign countries
middle of 190, 198, and 1988-Relative heights of import autie on seleolet
products, expressed in terms of percent of value, based on average export price
during each period, with indication of any additional trade barriers, where import-
ant.-Uontinued

.l BOXRD APPLR8

1953

countriess 1923 1928
Duties Other obstructions

United tates ...... 2,4 percont... 10.3 percent... 2l.9 percent... Do
tUnited Klisdlom.. Fre........... r .......... 38 percent..... I)eprelted currecylo empire

preferences,
France ............ 8 pernt.... 8 peret ..... 134 percent... Quota; license.

l lum ........ Free.......... 3,8 percent... 100 percent....
thr d....... percent...... 8 percent ...... 10 petent.....

(lemtany -......... 7., percent... 1 prent... ..f, peent... i ent.. Ex0hane con ro .I
Itily...... ...... 3.8 percent 1.8 porentl 10,3 rcent,.. Stantary proihtlotn

san t I ry s Intnry

SArgntlnl . ..... .. r .......... Free......... 81.3 percent... K ,hlanlge control; depreelated cur.
renc7.

l n ll..................do........ .....do.do....... ..... do........ . ,
Chie...... ..... d.. ... ... ..... ...... ........... .. ......
C.ubs....t... . 6.0 percnt.... 7 4 perent... 28,9 percent...
Mexicon........... 714 percent.. 4.,Fpercent... 208,6 percent.. Depreelated currency.
Canada...... .t..... 13, percent. .. 20,8 percent... )o
Australia......... 8, percont... 42.4 percent... 01.8 percent... Do
japan......... 28,8 percent; 10 percent; 100percent.... Sanitary prohibitions' depreciated

Saitary san it ury currency.
prohhlilon,' prohibtl0onr

i Prohibited from the United States and a number of other countries, since 1910,
I Prohilbted from the United States and a number of other countries, since 1020.

NoTc.-P'repared by the Division of Foreign Tarifflls, Bureau of Foreign iad Donaestll Cominerce,

Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Secretary, I was wondering whether you
could give us an illustration of what you might hope to do under this
bill, with respect to any of these commodities shown on these charts?
Take Germany, for instance, or France, or any of the countries that
raise these great barriers; and take wheat, for example. What
would you hope or expect to accomplish by having this right to enter
into these trade agreements?

Secretary ROPER. As we have indicated, no action should be taken
precipitately on any of these agreements. They should result from
very careful study of the balance sheets, if you please, of the par-
ticular nation, and also with due relationship to the effect upon our
own industries. I believe that it would be impossible for me to
answer your question at this time, and I doubt whether it would be
wise, Senator, to indicate in advance of negotiations as to what we
propose to do with regard to a given nation. You know, a negotia-
tion consists of giving and taking a very careful study of conditions,
that we cannot possibly be acquainted with until we have gone into
the conditions that they are confronted with there and that we are,
in turn, confronted with here.

Senator HASTINOS. It seems to me that with all these studies that
you have made of this problem, that you ought, for instance, to be
able to give us some idea of the concessions we would have to make in
order, for instance, to extend our wheat export trade.

Secretary ROPER. Well, now, there is so much involved; this
problem is one that relates primarily to four departments, starting
first with the Department of State.

Senator HASTINGS. Yes. I asked the Secretary some similar
questions.
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Secretary RoaRn, Yes; and then, with the Secretary of Agriculture
or that Department, the Department of Commerce, of course, and
together with other studies that naturally would he supplementary
thereto, It is a study of such far-reaching importance that I believe
I would do injustice to the subject to undertake to anticipate what
we should do, or to give notice to any country as to what we contem.
plate doing.

Senator HAarINos. Well, is it too much to assume that your whole
idea is based upon a hope, rather than on any concrete propositions
that are examples which you have in mind?

Secretary RPrE. I would have to say at this time that it is based
upon a hope, a hope that is being fulfilled among other nations, and
we would like to get in that hopeful class.

Senator fHASTINCs, But isn't this Nation a little differently con-
stituted from pretty nearly any other nation, with respect to what it
produces?

Secretary ROPR., You mean as to the extent?
Senator IrASTINrn . And its living costs, and all that?
Secretary RoPEn. Oh, yes; that is true. That is one of the

problems.
Senator HAsTIaNG. Well, it has always seemed to me that it would

be very difficult for us to do what Europe is doing, when our wages
are from 3 to 5 times as much as those being paid by other countries.

Secretary Roprn. Yes. Of course, the efficiency of the operation
of our plants, as compared with other countries, is an important
factor.

Senator CosTIaAN. Mr. Secretary, there is great difference between
wages and labor costs per unit per product, is there not?

Secretary Ropmt. That is what I was referring to. The efficiency
of our plant operation is a very important factor.

Senator BARKLE . Well, admitting the difference of the cost of
labor, we have either got to find a market for this stuff that labor
is producing or quit producing it, which means more unemployment.

Secretary RoPER. Which is destruction to labor.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, one of the purposes in this bill is to restore

the.American standard of living, isn't it?
Secretary ROPER. Absolutely.
Senator COSTIGAN. As a matter of fact when the Ford Co.

was paying the highest wages in the automobile industry, the Ford
car sold for less, per car, than any other car on the market,
illustrating the importance of emphasizing efficiency in labor costs
per unit of product, as distinguished from wages per worker per day.

Secretary ROPER. True. Thank you, Senator. That is true.
Senator C6oTIGAN. Mr. Secretary, in 1917 you were a distinguished

member of the United States Tariff Commission.
Secretary ROPEn. Eliminate the word "distinguished", sir, and I

agree with you.
Senator CosTIGAN. President Wilson, in that year, appointed you

the first vice chairman of that Commission, and you are familiar with
such contributions as it may have made to the solution of our tariff
problems. May I ask whether it is your judgment that if the powers
specified in the pending bill are conferred on the President, it will be
possible, through existing agencies of the Government, to deal scien-
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tifcally with the bargaining problems which will be presented to the
Government.

Secretary RoPaR. In my opinion, Senator, the best way is to utilize
all the agencies that are available. Now, Mr. Chairman, if you would
like to have this chart study carried into a few other products, we will
be very glad to do that, if you will name the products.

Senator Gono. You have limited it to wheat, so far, haven't you?
Secretary RoPEt. I have t ust ed three-wheat, flour, and apples.
The CHAInMAN. Wheat, flour, and apples are the three.
Senator Gont. On that point, it bears on the question asked by

Senator Hastings a moment ago.
The CAIRMAN. You might take some other illustration, if you

cnre to, Mr. Secretary.
Senator GonE. A few years ago, when Mr. Hoover was able to

get the Kansas roads to lower the freight rate on wheat to Gulf ports.
Prince immediately raised the tariff on wheat, 20 cents a hundred,
just overnight.

Secretary RoPEH. You see what is happening. It is a question,
Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, of modernizing our mechanics to
meet the approach other nations have adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Mr. Secretary 2

Senator HASTINGS. Isn't it true, Mr. Secretary, that, after the
war, all of these countries shown on those chart s s having set up
these barriers against these three commodities made a very strenuous
effort to make themselves e lf-sustining, with respect to those par-
ticulnar articles?

Secretary RoPEl . Yes, in a measure.
Senator HASTINGS. And encourage the farmers to raise these par-

ticular products.
Sccretary RopUt. I think that is true, Senator. 1 feel that we

have seen too great a nationalistic spirit since the war, very largely
influenced by our own action in setting up barriers through the tariff.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, are you sure that is it, or are you sure it
is the desire to be in a position where they can sustain themselves in
case of another war?

Secretary ROPER. It is my opinion, Senator, that we did much to
provoke this situation.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope you won't get into any politics.
Senator CovZENts. I would like to ask the Secretary one question.

The most concern that seems to be exhibited in communications with
respect to this bill, is the lack of disposition on the part of the admin-
istration to give the affected industries a hearing.

Secretary RopEn. Yes.
Senator CouzENs. I wish that your large list of "brain trusters",

and so on, would prepare some scheme or other which would assure
these interested parties that they are not going to be ridden over
without any opportunity to be heard, in making these particular
agreements.

Secretary ROPER. Yes, sir. I think that is important, Senator.
I do not believe that these agreements should be entered into hastily,
and I am satisfied there will be ways by which these people can present
their conditions, and we should have them.

Senator GORE. You do not know how other countries do? Do
they just jump into these agreements, or do they have some sort of
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preliminary survey and study, based on facts? Do you know any.
thing about that?

Secretary ROPER. No, Senator. That is up to the President, under
the phraseology of this bill.

Senator GonR. I do not mean that. They are making these
agreements all the time, abroad, and I wonder if they just blindfold
themselves, and go in and make a trade, without knowing what is
going to be the outcome, or how it is going to react on homeindustry,

Senator CovzNas. Well, I understood the Secretary to say that
there would be a way found whereby these industries would have an
opportunity to present their views before the consummation of any
of these treaties,

Secretary ROPER. Yes. Senator there is no provision, of course,
as you know, in the law, to that efect.

Senator CoUzENs, That is what I am speaking about. I want some
kind of assurance that we are going to get it, either in the law, or in
some other way.

Secretary ROPER. I am satisfied that in this matter, as in all other
questions, the Department-the President, because he is charged
with this, will be only too glad to get all the facts necessary to guide
him properly in working out these agreements.

The CHAIRMAN. Then it is your opinion that it would not be
detrimental to the proposition to give a hearing, if it does not hold
up the thing interminably?

Secretary RoPan. It is a matter of expedition, Senator. We
certainly need the facts. It is a matter of expedition. Thank you.

The CHAIRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
(Secretary Roper subsequently submitted the following:)

COMMERCIAL AGREEMNTS BETWEEN FOREIGN COUNTRIES DuRING 1933

In his testimony yesterday before the Senate Finance Committee, Assistant
Secretary of State Sayre spoke of 68 commercial agreements concluded between
the various foreign countries during the year 1933. Dr. Sayre limited himself
to those commercial agreements of the last year which embodied either customs
concessions, in duties or some other form, or assurance of most-favored-nation
treatment, or both.

In addition, there were worked out during 1933 about an equal number of
agreements between various governments that were calculated primarily to en.
large-or at least maintain-the volume of goods exchanged between the two
contracting countries by various special arrangements. This object was to be
attained not necessarily by reducing the existinglevel of duties or other restrictions
of the two countries, but rather by the granting of preferential quotas of particular
classes of goods that were to be admitted assurances of foreign-exchange allot-
ments with which to pay for them, and other devices. This type of agreement
was usually not accompanied by provisions for the extension of similar privileges
to other countries. The result was seldom an enlargement of the general volume
of world trade, the principal effect usually being rather a diversion of a part of
the current volume of a country's import purchases from the other usual supplying
countries to the particular country with whom the arrangement was being made.
Many of the commercial agreements listed by Dr. Sayre as of the concessional type
also contained special quota or other exclusive trade provisions.

Since the Government of the United States has had no authority similar to that
vested in the governments of most foreign countries to conclude reciprocal agree-
ments with other governments, American producers of export products have
obviously suffered. They have had to stand by and see special concessions
given to competitive products from other countries, or assurances against further
restrictions, which advantages or assurances the Government of the United
States was not in a position to secure for them by similar negotiations. Since the
trade facilities embodied in most of these special or "trade-diverting" agreements
took the form of promises with regard to the amounts of particular goods that
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would be admitted from the other country or the allotment of funds granted for
the payment of those goods-fields in which the moat-favored-nation obligation
to treat all countries equal has not generally been recognised-the United States
was seldom in a position to get any benefit from these special agreements, even in
case of those countries with whom she has most-favored-natTon agreemeiits in
effect.

It is not the thought that the United States Is to enter into special and exclusive
trade agreement of the type described. They are mentioned rather to bring out
one of the reasons why the foreign trade of the United States has fallen off more
sharply than that of any other important foreign country, to the point where we
now enjoy a much reduced share of even the shrunken volume of goods moving in
international commerce. If the authority sought by this bill is granted to he
Government, we would then be in a more advantageous position to defend the
interests of the American trade, by negotiating for advantages similar to those

: which have been or may be extended between the nations under such special
arrangements.

Moreover there is ant opportunity for the United States to give an impetus to the
type of trade agreements that will progressively enlarge the total flow of world
commerce, agreements that will provide for reciprocal moderations of the duties
and other import restrictions on both sides. I am stressing this character of the
trade agreements contemplated by the United States under this bill in contrast to
the many trade-diverting arrangements we have Just discussed which by their
nature are not calculated to bring about the enlarged total flow of goods in
international commerce which we are all hoping for.

Fon IoN TRADE AND THE AMERICAN MERCHANT MARtlIN

The Government is committed in principle and required by statute to foster,
promote, and maintain an adequate American merchant marine for both trade
and national-defense purposes. For this reason the future of foreign trade and
water-borne commerce is directly related to and affected by the carrying out of
the provisions in bill H.R. 8687. The drastic decline in available volume of
water-borne commerce has imposed a severe hardship upon the merchant marine.
As foreign trade is revived on a world-wide basis, if the United States does not
increase its trade in ratio to the world increase, the merchant marines of other
countries will develop and prosper at the expense of the American merchant
marine. For this reason the revival of American trade due to the execution of
the provisions of this bill becomes specifically pertinent to the future of the
American merchant marine. Accordingly, the present status of the American
merchant marine and related factors pertaining thereto are herein set forth.

SHIP BALES POLICY

(a) The following table shorTn the list of vessels and the sales price of vessels
sold for scrapping b the United States Shipping Board from September 12, 1922,
to November 5,1932:

.pNumber weie SalesType of ship of ships t 1e itonnage price

Wood ships.......................................................... 237 ............ $782,748. 6
Steel shlps..... ................................... ........... 42 2,661,82 4,4 137.87

All vessels in this summary were sold under agreement obligating the purchaser
to dismantle and scrap. This total includes five ex-enemy passenger and cargo
vessels and one ex-Arpy transport ship.

An agreement of November , 1932, and a supplemental agreement of February
7, 1933, covered also 86 other vessels which, for reasons explained later, were not
delivered.

(6) At the present time, the Shipping Board Bureau has a total of 277 vessels,
including the 86 ships undelivered to the Boston Iron & Metal Co. for scrapping.
Out of the 277 vessels now held by the Bureau, 228 are in the laid-up fleet and 46
are being operated under agreement with private operators. A joint committee,
respresenting the Navy Department, the War Department and the Shipping
Board Bureau, has. recently made a report on the 277 vessels and recommends
that 169 of the 277 vessels be held available as naval auxiliaries. This committee
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did not consider that the remaining 0l8 vessels had any national.defrense vaiuand hence, would be subjeet to disposal, U(o) PFortysix cargo ships are now being operated for the account of the Mear.chant Fleet Corporation by five private managing operators. Nine con)anoare oJperatng these 40 vessels upon a comPonsation.per-voya e basis, beg in.iat $1 000 and grading downward to $9,600, 7000 and 2 at 1.000 with 8 shipsreoelvQ at lrwenet an advance payment of $14000, pending adjuuiment of ratof compensation, The "lump.um operating agreements with these o eratosare now being carefully studied to determineL, among other things, whether thevoyae compensation now being paid by the Oovernment Is a proper amount Ithe Wight of present conditions.
(d) Under date of April 19, 1984, the Attorney General held that the ShippingBoard did not have the legal authority to enter Into a contract with the BostonIran & Metal Co. for the sale of vessels to be scrapped, when -aid vessels 1)08.e.sed an operating value In excess of their sorap value. A reemonts enteredinto with the Boston Iron & Metal Co, covered a total of 1 siips, of whichonly 89 wore delivered for scrappIng Purposes, The remaining 80 ships underthis agreement have not been dollvorec,Outof the 27? vessels now held by thle Shipping Board Burealu, only 109 havebeen designated for defense purposes. The question still remaining requires adefinition as to what should be one with the remain ing 108 vessels, Thosvessels which may be obsolete and which have no value othr than for sora )1 g)could be disposed of as junk. The real ditliculty arises, however, in rolatonthose vessels which have an "tis" world market value greatly in excess of theirjuk value, but which sale today for operation would further dep ress the slllingIndustry In which there i now considerable excess toninage which llut rnllinnIdle.

The Leviathan is another case ill point whlch illutrates thle I)roblens facing theAmerican merchant marlne and the necessity of approaching these problenls sothat the dleclsios reached will be In the est. ilnterests of thle merchant Inarlle0nerally,. Tills ship was sold to a subsidiary of the International Mercaftlearln Corporation. An agreement of October 30, 1031, provided that theLeviathan ke not less than sOeven voyages annually for a perlo of 5 years,The ship ha nt heorui in operation for more,thn a year, Thle biuvors of thevessel contend that it is obsolescent and inSl)tfption aid examinatln sei toindicate that the Levialthan, which was constructed in 1914, is at a colsideraledisadvantage in competing with faster, inore modern ships which are less ex)onsiveto operate. To illustrate, since the Leviathan's niachiery was designed approximiately 22 years ago, there have ben extraordinlary adill'ances inl enginring sothat today sinmflar power may be developed by the expenditure of about only 0 operc!,nt o tile fuel required by the ilnneahinery of the Leviathan. The owners ofthis ' have contended that it would cost a~ million dollars to Iput the Leviathanback ,ltto colplletitive operating condition along with such liners as the . . lan-lattan and lWasahington and that even after this expenditure, the ability of thevessel to conlete effeetively with newer and nmore modern " .ll r-liners' wouldbe very doubtful. Entirelyv apart front the business aspect of thM oeration ofthe Le.iathan and the policy with regard thereto, any decision in the mInatter nmsttake into consideraton the national defense value of the vessel, The questionarlsin in connection with this matter is whether the company buylig the vesselshould be required to operate It at a considerable and contemplated loss under thescheduled contract or whether the Government should allow It to be turned backwith the responsibility of preserving it to the best extent possible against obsolescence and deterioration.
This important admninistrative question has been studied by a special comnit-tee of the Shipping Board Bureau with the result of a divided report, the minority ofthe committee recommending that the execution of the contract and operation ofthe Leviathan be insisted upon, while the majority report definitely recommendsagainst further operation under the existing contract.The purchasing company has already taken advantage of a clause ill the con-tract authorizing, if desirable and by mutual consent, all alteration in the stipula-tlons therein and has submitted a proposal for the construction of a new passengervessel in lieu of compliance with the operation clause in the agreement. It willbe evident from the nature of this problem that the decision in this matter mustcomprehend not only the protection of the Government's interest in the trans-action, but also the practical aspects of the situation.In view of all factors involved, should it be the policy of the Secretary ofCommerce to insist upon the operation of the Levieathan? Al expression of Con-gress in this connection is desirable.
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(e) There are three general polloees portaining to ship disposals which may be
conalderod inIgly or exclusively or In combination from. They are:

1. Sale of ships oil the basis of the greatest not recovery to the Government
without consideration of any othor policy,

2, Scrap the entire remiailnig fleet as rapidly as possible.
3, The retention of vessels which have a potentially useful value to the

Nation as a reserve for emergency and national defense purposes.
Tihe sale of the ships on the basis of the greatest not recovery without consider-

ation of any other policy must be based upon the fact that there is today in private
hands ample tonnage of the typ owned by the Shipping Board to meet the needs
of both foreign and domestlo commerce. However, there is ho doubt that many
of thtse ships may be sold for operating purposes at a value considerably in excess
of their scrap value. Tlhe advantage of this policy of greatest net recovery would
be that the Uovernmeint would receive at the time the highest value recoverable.
An long as the Government pursued this policy, it would tend to depreciate still
further the value of privately owned tonnage, would tend to postpone until a
later date the construction of more modern vessels, and would tend further to
keep water transportation rates at such a low point that the effects would be
detrimniotal to the privately owned and operated merchant marine.

Advocates of the scrapping of the entire remaining unused fleet point out that
this would remove the Government from ship operatlois, would remove the bur-
don of this tonnage from competition with privately established commercial lines,
and gradually pave the way for allowing the commercial value of American fla-
ships to work gradually toward the cost of replacement, less depreciation, and
give greater Impetus to the building of newer and more efficient ships In American
yards. Under this policy, however, there would be a much smaller not recovery
than under the first policy outlined. Furthermore, such a policy would disregard
the national defense value of nuany of those vessels.

The third alternative is that of retaining those vessels having a Iotential and
emlortoneoy alnd national dlfenuse value without regard to the first two policies.
If this policy were adopted, a critical inspection of the preont fleet should be
mnnde so that all vessels which, due to (deignl and obsolescence for various reasons
should lie promptly scrapped. Tho remainder of the fleet would then be retained
ini thie intiiro of ant insurance against conditions which might arise but which
cannot le clearly foreseen. ,uch ships would he miaintaled at a minimum
expense so long as they could hoe )lt Into service which might be of value to the
Nation in time of emergenev. I'ron the viewpoint of the American merchant
marine, this alternative would be virtually as eIfective as that of complete scrap-
ping, so long as the (overnm ent established the deftlite policy tlat it would,
under ino conditions, sell any of those ships.

Some modifications and adatatios are p)ossihle upoil the basis of those three
general linen of policy. As long as the Government fleet exists in a condition
where a considerable number of vessels could be put into service, the value of all
American flagships will be depreciated. The immediate and future development
of the American merchant marine must depend upon a definition by Congress
as to what line of ship-sales policy must be followed with dute regard for the
considerations outlined herein.

FUTURE DVEVILOIPMNT AND STABILIZATION POLICIES

The matter of defining clearly a ship-sales policy is an Immediate administrative
problem and iiech definition will establish a precedent for future administrative
action which must be related to the broad questionn of future development and
stabilization of the American merchant marine. The chief factors involved in
the determination of a comprehensive future policy are:

(a) Government aid to shipping.-Government aid to shipping may be extended
in several ways, but generally it can be classified under the two divisions of
financial aid and various types of governmental efforts to promote the use of
American vessels.

The latter objective can be partially attained through proper and effective
coordination between the various governmental departments and other public
agencies to insure that American vessels carry a proper share of the cargoes arising
through governmental activities These effort, of course, do not relate to com-
mercial promotive work which properly should be done by the industry itself.

It is in the category of financial aid that further clarification and definite Con-
gressional sanction is required. The views of this Department with regard to
governmental financial aid to the merchant marine are presented in a letter dated
March 13, 1984, from the Secretary of Commerce to the Honorable S. 0. Bland,
Chairman, House Committee on Merchant Marine, Radio, and Fisheries. Among
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other things, this letter recommended the substitution of an outright subsidy,
being gradually reduced as operations are placed on a more self-sustaining bass,
for the present mail contract system and a division of the subsidy into four
classifications:

1. Construction differential subsidy.
2. Operating differential subsidy.
3. Provisions for trade penetration subsidy when absolutely needed.
4. Subsidy equalizations bearing upon the issue, such as foreign subsidies and

similarly related factors.
The successful operation of any plan extending financial aid to shipping de-

pends chiefly upon two factors. First, the wise development of the subsidy plan
designed to equalize the various disadvantages imposed upon American ship
operators while maintaining adequate protection of the public funds and inter-
eats. Second, an impartial and efficient administration of such a subsidy program
upon the basis of a law enacted to provide such stipulations and authority.

Any plan of financial aid to shipping must comprehend and contemplate the
replacement of a large proportion of American vessels now operating, which will
be obsolete within the next 5 years. The problem of a projected program of re.
placement is vital to the development and maintenance of the American Mer-
chant Marine. The entire construction policy, in so far as it is related to Govern.
ment loans, is dependent upon a solution to this problem. Appendix 3 gives a
resume of the past Government financial aid for construction and operation.

Government aid to shipping and the upbuilding of the merchant marine must
be predicated upon a program of systematic reorganization, realignment, and
consolidation in trade routes and lines covering these routes.

The most careful consideration should be given to the economic value of our
present steamship services operating in the foreign trade to ascertain to what
extent greater efficiency would be secured through consolidations, better coor-
dination of services, the possible utilization of some existing services as feeder
lines and other similar developments which would place the American Merchant
Marine upon a more profitable basis. The poLsibility of fostering any monopo-
listic practices in this connection should, of course, be guarded against carefully.
The Department of Commerce is already engaged in a preliminary study of this
subject. It seems apparent that both the number of lines operating on various
trade routes, which now total 53 in number as established under the Shipping
Board, and the number of companies which the Government is subsidizing,
might be somewhat further reduced, thus creating trunk lines with proper feeder
lines.

(b) Regulation.-The success with which the coordination and consolidations
can be effected must depend to a considerable extent upon a proper system of
regulations and proper cooperation on the part of shipowners and operators.
A sound and efficient subsidy plan, providing financial assistance during a
limited period and looking toward the eventual self-support of shipping lines, is
greatly to be sought and cannot attain maximum effectiveness without adequate
regulation. The absence of such regulation in the past has undoubtedly deterred
the efforts to develop the merchant marine. Such regulation would serve to
prevent a recurrence of those mistakes and evils which in the past have been
contributory to the present unstable condition of the American merchant marine.
As new policies are determined upon, as the American merchant marine program
is clarified and as the consolidation and reorganization plan is clarified and as
the consolidation and reorganization plan is effected, it is hoped that Congress
will give the Department of Commerce proper authority to accomplish these
objectives.

CONCLUSION

The preceding-factors in our merchant marine problem shows it scope and
complexity. It becomes evident that an improvement and expansion of the
foreign trade of the United States will provide a much needed impetus to an
increase in water-borne commerce and consequently more tonnage for American
bottoms. The more self-sustaining the American merchant marine can become,
the less financial aid will be required from the Government, with resultant sav-
ings to the American taxpayer. The future development and stabilization of
an adequate American merchant marine depends upon a reasonable volume of
sustaining traffic for American bottoms. Otherwise, the cost of fulfilling the
purpose and meaning of "an adequate merchant marine" would be excessive
and exorbitant. Hence, the enactment of bill, H.R. 8687 and the carrying out
of its provisions would be-an indispensable factor in the building of a sound and
adequate American merchant marine.
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APrP~i ix I
HIITOmIAL Z1I5UMA

The preceding 17 years of the merchant marine policy of the United States
nmay be divided into three general periods

First, the period of emergency governmental ownership and operation of
vessols, Inaugurated by the 1916 shipping act which provided for the eotabllsh-
ent of a Shipping HBoard andan Eimergency Fleet Corporation to bulld and

operate ships, ThiTs policy developed out of conditions created by the World
War, a large Inorease in exports and a lack of available tonnage, caused by war-
time central control of foreign shipping.

CScond, the period commencing with the 1920 Merchant Marine Act, which
was designed to bo a developmental measure to extend the emergency purposes
of the 1910 act in accordance vwth peace-time conditions. This period was
characterized by an extension of the regional principle, effected by giving repre-
sentation on the Shipping Board to seven regions. A result was the development
of a laroe number of shipping services and terminals. This period ended tho
declared poliy of governmental ownership and o ration and marked the
begintit of a pollcy to sell or transfer the Government fleet to private enterprise.

The third and present period commenced with the passage of the 1928 Mer-
chant Marine Act which Inaugurated the mail contract system of granting a
shipping subsidy and authorized the doubling of the construction loan fund.

In June 1914, the sea-going merchant marine of the United States, In vessels of
100 gross tons and upwards, totalled 1 887,000 tons, In 1922 it reached its peak
with 12 442,000 tons, and in 1988 it totalled 9,900,000 tons. In considering ltese
figures t must be remembered that a considerable portion of the present fleet con-
slets of out-moded unmodern vessels, many of which wore constructed during the
war-time shipbuilding activity.

Prior to 1916, our merchant marine carried about one tenth of our foreign
trade-today it transports approximately one third,

The fleet of 2,640 vessels of 10,178,000 gross tons originally acquired by the Ship-
ping Board has been reduced through sale, transfer, and scrapping to 288 vessels
of 1,669,000 tons. In 1918, 770 vessels were operated under tie supervision of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation; the peak of such operation was reached in 1921, with
1,450 vessels. During the fiscal year ended June 80, 1983, 98 Shipping Board
vessels of 578,040 gross tons were being operated by managing operators. At the
present time 47 vessels are being operated for the account of the Government, all
in the foreign trade.

Under the policy of removing the Government from the operation of ships, pre-
scribed in the 1920 Act the Shipping Board has sold for operation 1,210 vessels
at an average price of $228,000 and for scrapping, 608 vessels at an average price
of $7,816. At the present time, there are 226 Government-owned vessels laid up at
a maintenance cost for the present year estimated at $200,000.

Under the provisions of the 1928 Shipping Act, authorizing the granting of
mail contract payments to operators, the number of lines receiving such mail
pay has increased from 24 lines which received $9,304,217 In the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1929, to 43 lines which received $20,054 590 in the fiscal year 1932-19338.
The aggregate payment by the Government on the mall contracts during the 10-
year life of those contracts would amount to about $376,000,000.

APPENDIX II

POST-WAR SUBSIDY HISTORY

From the end of the war until 1928, no definite and positive plan of ship
subsidy was adopted, although various measures-such as the authorization of
the Government construction loan fund at low interest rates; the establishment
of preferential railway rates on goods shipped on American vessels; the sale of
Government ships at low per-ton prices; the exemption of ship owners from income
tax on earnings In foreign trade in consideration of new constructions; delegation
by law of power to levy discriminatory duties in favor of American shipping;
and similar plans to render assistance-were adopted. Some of these measures
were applied others were not. In 1922, a subsidy bill designed to establish a
definite subsidy for cargo ships on a mileage basis was introduced in Congress,
but was not enacted. The Merchant Marine Act of 1928 provided mileage com-
pensation for mail contract payments to ship operators. Mail payments under
this law to 44 contractor companies amounted in the final year, 1932-1938, to
$26,054,890. Up to June 80, 1988, total payments to 45 contractor companies
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(the contract with one of which expired in 1933) amounted to $89,646,050. The
total amount of payment under the act, contemplated by existing contracts, is
$285,763,339.

APPENDIX III

RH.SfiUM OF GOVERNMENT FINANCIAL AID FOR CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

No figures are available to portray a complete and accurate picture of Ihe
general financial position of the private American merchant marine duril , thi
years since the World War. The following figures, however, reflect certui (-..
penditures of the United States Government for the construction and opera ion
of vessels.

Appropriations by Congress and presidential allotments from the National
Security and Defense Appropriation to the use of the United States Shipping
Board and used by the United States Shipping Board in the "Construction
program" of the Board amounted to $3,329,565 426. Deducting $16,269,922
returned to the Treasury, the net appropriation on this account was $3,313,295,503

The cost of vessels constructed by the United States Shipping Board-Emer-
gency Fleet Corporation totaled $2,915,802,738.

Tlhe total cost of the Government fleet including constructed, purchased and
reconditioned ex-enemy vessels, was $3,042,00,5560.

The total cost of vessels disposed of as of June 30, 1933, was $2,349,642,946.
Sales price or vessels sold as of June 30, 1933, 834w,514,942. Loss to the

Government on vessels sold, $2,007,128,003.
Net operating loss of vessels operated by the United States Shipping Board.

Merchant Fleet Corporation during the fiscal year elided June 30, 1917, to fiscal
year ended June 30, 1933, $99,359,301.

Loans made out of the Construction Loan Fund provided by Congress total
to date $147,605,809. The amount owned to the Government on account of
these loans as of March 31, 1934, $123,312,597. The amount due on ships sold
by the Government to private operator s as of March 31, 1934, totals $23,890,920.

The CHAIIMAN. MXr. Dickinson, Assistant Secretary of Commerce.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN DICKINSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OF COMMERCE

Mr. DICKINSON. 'Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee.
I would like to present this proposal from the standpoint of protection
to American industry. Tile foreign trade of the United States is like
any other part of the trade of the United States, or like any other part
of the business of the business concerns which carry it on. If the busi-
ness of any business concern were to drop, in 3 years, from something
over. 5 billion dollars to something less than 2 billion dollars, $1,675,-
000,000, that concern would regard one of its most vital interests as
pretty seriously invaded, and the foreign trade of the United States is
a very vital part of our business assets. It is a vital part of our busi-
ness assets, from the standpoint of the labor that is employed. There-
fore, all labor deserves protection, if we are going to interest ourselves
in the protection of American labor.

We sometimes talk about foreign trade as being of relatively minor
significance, as amounting to only 10 percent, or something of that
kind, of our total business, but after all, in the management of a
private business concern, sometimes 10 percent being the difference
between success and failure, and if you look at the statistics, you will
find that in some of our most important activities, some of our most
important industries, this percentage is very much greater than 10
percent. I have here some figures, indicating, for example, that in
the case of our tobacco, our exports in 1929 were 41 per cent of the
production.

Senator BARKLEY. In that connection, speaking of tobacco, that is
the average. There are some classes of tobacco, with which I happen
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to be familiar, where we depend upon exports of 85 percent, in order
to guarantee any prosperity at all to the growers.

Mr. DICKINsoN. As much as that?
Senator BAiKLY. Yes.
Senator CosTIoGA. Mr. Dickinson, have you the figures for 1928,

which is often spoken of as more normal than 1029?
Mr. DIcKINsoN. 1928?
Senator CosTIGAN. Yes.
Mr. DICKINSON. No, I have 1014, 1023, 1920, and 1033, here.

For lard, in 1929, the figure was 33 percent. In 1023, it had heen
38 percent. For rice, in 1929, it was 32 percent. For linseed, 43
percent. Those are agricultural commodities, of course, and turning
to some of the industrial commodities for patent side upper leather,
which is an important item of export, 25 percent of the production
was exported in 1929; turpentine, 50 percent; cornstarch and corn
flour, 22 percent; kerosene, 35 percent; motor fuel, 13 percent; lubri-
eating greases, various particular articles running from 31 percent
up to 60 percent; crude sulphur, 35 percent; refined copper, 30 per-
cent; and various classes and kinds of machinery, running from 18
percent up to 33 percent. Bensol, 26 percent; borax, 47 percent;
carbon black, 32 percent, and so on.

That is not a complete survey. That is just an illustration.
Senator BARKLEY. Would you mind putting that in the record.

with your statement?
Mr. DICKINsON. I have read the figures here, and I think that

would probably bring out my thought.
There is another angle from which I would like to call your atten-

tion to this thing and that is the angle of the interests of the various
States of the Union in this loss of our export trade. Whenever we
talk about a thing from a national standpoint, we are apt to assume
that what is everybody's business is nobody's business, and tlat
the Nation can take care of itself; but if we look at the States, it
brings the thing home to all of us.

I have here a comparison of the exports originating in the different
States of the Union, in 1929, compared with 192. I notice here
that in the case of the New England States, the exports for Massa-
chusetts, in 1929, amounted to something over $111,000,000; that, in
1932, they amounted to $32,000,000.

I notice that the exports from New Jersey fell from $262,000,000
to $74,000,000.

From Ohio, they fell from $221,000,000 to $51,000,000, down to
about one fourth.

From Wisconsin, from $124,000,000 to $14,000,000. That is a
very considerable drop.

Senator LONERGAN. Will you read Connecticut, Mr. Secretary?
Mr. DICKINSON. I was looking for Connecticut, Senator, casting

my eye down this list here. Here it is. Connecticut did not suffer
quite so much as some of the others-from $53,000,000 to $15,000,000.
That is, to a little less than a third.

New York, from $956,000,000 to $248,000,000.
Texas, from $657,000,000 to $299 000,000.
I would like to have this table for all the.States inserted in the

record.
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(The table is as follows:)
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Senator Oom-,. Is Oklahoma there?
IMIsr. DICKINSON. Okl11itaint, $35 000,000 to $8j000:000.
Senator COirN..S.m. What about Michigan?
Mr. DICKINSON% NlichligtW fromn $355p000,000 to $48,000,000.
S0N1a1or BARKLEY. Ke1tulchy is still i the Union, would you wind

putting that in?
NMr. DICKINSON. Kentucky did not suffer so stnuch as some of the

others-from $23,000,000 to $5000,000.
Senator BARKLEY. They didn't have so far to go.
Senator CostIGAN.. Mr. Dickinson, do you know whether the

record shows the decline in our foreign conu norce between 1928 and
the present time? Has any preceding witness placed in the record
data of that sort?
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Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Sayre, yesterday afternoon, placed a good
deal of data on that point in the record.

Senator COSTIOAN. Did any witness -place in the record figures
showing the decline in our domestic business during the same period?

Mr. DICKINSON. I don't think that those figures were furnished.
Senator COSTIGAN. My information is that the decline in our do-

mestic business proportionately was substantially less than that in
our foreign commerce.

Senator BARKLEY. You mean in percentage?
Senator COSTIGAN. In percentages indicating that trade barriers

may have contributed beyond the effects of the depression. If such
figures are available, I should be glad to have you place them in the
record.

Mr. DJCKINSON. I will be very glad to see that they are placed in
the record, Senator.

(The figures are as follows:)

Decline in value of United States production, imports, and exports from 1929 to 1933

(Millions of dollars)

1929 1931 1933

Production (of movable goods)-.......-- .-------. ........--.. $52,802 $32,280 1 $27.000
Percent decrease from 1929-----...--....---...-----.... .. --......----- . 38.9 48.9

Imports............ .....-- ..--.. ---........... ..... 4,400 $2,091 $1,449
Percent decrease from 1929-.....-...- -----. --........ ... ...... ..... .. 52.5 67

Exports-- . ....---.----... ..................... . 5,157 $2,378 $1,647
Percent decrease from 1929........... ...----.... ..---- ...... ........ 53.0 68

I Very preliminary estimate.

Mr. DICKINSON. The Secretary of Commerce, in the statement
with which he has preceded me, has called your attention to a set of
three charts, which illustrate the growth of trade barriers among the
other nations of the world, in respect of some of the commodities which
enter most largely into our export trade. Under present conditions,
and in view of the practices, as among other countries, it is extremely
doubtful whether these trade barriers can be lowered in favor of the
United States, otherwise than as a result of mutual negotiations.
That is the course that is being pursued among other nations of the
world, and I might call the attention of the committee to one impor-
tant fact in that connection. This power to negotiate is desirable,
and even necessary, and not merely for the purpose of securing
concessions from other countries, but for the purpose of getting them
not to put their barriers any higher.

One of the forms of agreement which is frequently entered into
between other countries is an agreement which binds the duties where
they are, and to that extent is protection to the contracting parties
against further discriminations and increases of duty.

The Assistant Secretary of State has spoken about these agree-
ments which are being entered 'into, and have been entered into, among
other nations. He spoke of about 70 of them, I believe. As a matter
of fact, it depends altogether on how far you wish to make your cate-
gory of inclusions. Something over 150 commercial agreements, of
one kind or another, have apparently been entered into during the
past year, Secretary Roper is inserting a memorandum discussing
these agreements. We are informed that about 40 countries are now
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e engaged in the notiation or consideration of commercial agreements
of the type tinder tUifii sion,

Senator BAxKiItt, On the average what period of tine elapses
between the coinittlion of the negotiation and the taking effect of
the agreement, anoJ those other nations?

Mr. DiaxINowoi Well, that would depend upon the terms of tho
agreement. The t$tdeney is to have the time very short, in order to
get the benelit of ith agreement immediately,

Senator IIAiTNiOk Well, are these agreements among foreign na-
tions entirely it i thing to foreign nations? You spoke of there
having been 150 hi the last year. Were there none before that?

Mr. DrwKlNoxtc Thire wee general commercial treaties, as a comn
mon practice of intmrnatlonal relations, of course, for more than 200
years, hut-

Senator iHAsTiNdt, Well, are these 1I0 that you speak of different
from that?

Mr. J)DiclNsoNo, hi type of thing is something quite new. Some
of these treatiesn hdht very well fall within the older categories of
commercial tivrtitali but on the whole they constitute agreements of
a normal character, both in respect to the methods by which they are
contracted, and alI with respect to their provisions.

Senator Gon. Des that seem to be a sort of reaction against these
various arou rriers, or larilfs?

Mr. DicKmsON. hxictly, Senator, ex atly. They are the attempt
to make up for the saults of the barriers.

Senator HATINsii You don't happen to have with you a copy of
.l t iiy agreettient, do Vu?t

S MI r. DIINSmON. I was about to call the attention of the committee,
S Senator, to several Of these agreements. I have here the summary

: of some of then, and I will just read into the record what I have.
S Here is the afrement between Czechoslovakia and Hungary,

S .entered into on thej2d of December, 1932, and effective on the 1st
of January, 1938. That is an illustration of the answer that 1 made
to Senator Barkley a moment ago, that they generally went into

S effect pretty quickly, There is a period of 8 days. That provided
for a Czech import quarter for Hungarian hogs, in return for com-
pensatory import qiaurter for Czech firewood, charcoal, sawn lumber
and so forth, and b!th countries granted reduced duties on specified
articles, duties below their regular rate of duties. Czechoslovakia
agreed to permit import of certain Hungarian agricultural products,
provided the foreign exchange resulting from these transactions were
placed at the disposal of the Hungarian tourists visiting Czecho-
slovakia. Hungary was permitted to export additional quantities

S of eggs, lard, .wiesi and so forth to Czechoslovakia, to offset the
S unfavorable trade balance resulting from the August agreement.
S Under a revised agreement entered into on the 31st of May 1933

and effective the Ist of June 1933 the following day, which replaced
the agreement that I have already referred to, Hungary agreed to
admit quotas of specified Czech products at the lowest rates of duty,
in exchange for quotas of Hungarian cereals, fruits, and vegetables
at the lowest rates of duty, to Czechoslovakia. That is a sample of
the type of agreement. t illustrates also the rapidity of change of,
as well as the short period before the going into effect of the agree-
ments.
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Here you have an agreement in August 1932 an agreement in
December 1932 and an agreement in May 1933 effecting revisions
that had apparently been found to be necessary on the basis of the
working of the previous agreement,

Senator Gonl. And those agreements, the last one, rather, involved
a reduction in rates on the part of both countries. I take it that should
I)e put into effect with greater speed than increases.

Mr. DICKINsoN. Most of them, Senator, go to a reduction of rates.
Senator GoR:. Yes,
Mr. DiCKINSoN. That is the object of the agreement.
Senator Go0ii. Yes.
Mr. )ICKINSON. I have here a reference to a 1-year conumercial

agreement entered into between France and Canadn on the 12th of
May 1033, effective on 10th of June of the sane ,velr, containing
the following provisions: France grants mninimuin tariff rates on about
185 Canadian products, and percentrnge reductions f'roi the general
tariff, on 24 additional products. Canada Fra nt intermediate rates
on 840 French products, rates from 10 to 2) percent below the inter-
mediate tariff on 0 additional products, and British preferential rates
on some items, and so on.

Those are samples. Is that sufficient, Senator Hasting, to indicate
what you have in mind?

Senator IASTINS. Yes; it means an agreement to reduce the tariff,
as I see it, in both cases.

Mr. DIcKINSON. On specilled articles, in return for concessions of
some kind.

Senator HASTINs. Well, one, in the case of Canada, in one instance
it was eight-hundred-and-some-odd, and in the other it was a large
number. Of course, the persons that are producing the articles upon
which the tariffs are reduced, are immediately injured by means of
that agreement; isn't that true?

Mr. DICKINSON. Does that necessarily follow, Senator?
Senator HAsTINus. Well, I am asking you.
Mr. DICKINSON. It seems to me that it need not necessarily follow

if, as a result of the general increase in trade, there is a further demand
for the article in question. Of course, there are always two ways of
looking at these economic questions, whether it is a matter of making
profits by depressing wages, or whether it is a matter of making
profits by keeping out the foreign goods. There is one point of view
which holds that for another store to come into a town is an injury to
the store that is already there; that for one factory to come into a
town is an injury to the factory that is already there. There is
another point of view which holds that the more you stimulate
business, the more business there is for everybody, and that, if
American industry is as efficient as its great growth would seem to
indicate, and its success in holding its own in the markets of the
world, unless it is excluded by high tariff barriers, that, if that is the
case, we do not need to fear the results of extending our industrial
operations abroad by increasing the general volume of business that
we are doing.

Senator COSTIGAN. May we infer that you consider the latter
theory sound?

Mr. DICKINSON. I do, sir.

50100--H4- 10
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Senator GonE. Canada has a conservative Government, high
tariffs, the Government that made this limitation?

Mr. DroxCKNoN. Yes. It is a high-tariff government, and yet it
found it necessary or desirable, apparently, for the welfare of the
Canadian people, to make these special arrangements in return for
mome advantage.

Senator HASTINGas Well, now, with respect to your suggestion that
it is not harmful for the new store to come in, because it stimulates
business we have had to adopt in this country, as I understand, the
policy 0o the present administration, the National Recovery Admin.
istration, just to save those extra stores that have come into that
town. Isn't that true?

Mr. DICKINON. I would not regard it as the purpose or the policy
of the N.R.A. to promote the restriction of production or business.
It seems to me, if I may go back for a moment, Senator, before 1
come to your point, that the phenomenal growth of the industry of
this country over a period of 150 years, has been due to the freedom
from commercial restriction and barriers which have existed between
the different parts of the country. We have thriven on that system,
The purpose of the N.R.A., s I understand it, Senator, is primarily
to put more of the people of the country in a position to buy the prod-
ucts of industry, and thereby to stimulate production. As a matter
of fact, I think sir, if you will look at one of the clauses of the first
section of the National Industrial Recovery Act, you will find that it
is stated there to be one of the objects of the act to utilize the pro-
ductive facilities of the country to the greatest advantage, or some-
thing of that sort.

Senator HAsTINGS. I remember that very well. I remember what
the object was, as presented to Congress.

Senator Covz neS. But, in practice, that has not boon the fact,
however.,

Mr. DICKINSON. I was not aware of that.
Senator COUZENS. Well, I moan, with respect to compettiton, that

you previously had been discussing as being desirable. You said,
when a new industry or a new store came in, it stimulated business,
but certainly, that is not the theory under which N.R.A. operates.

Mr. DICKINSON. It i not?
Senator CovUENs. No.
Mr. DICKINSON. Well, I was not aWare of that fact, sir.
Senator CouENS. I am surprised,
Mr. DICKINSON,. That, gentlemen, is all that I have tb offer

directly. If there are any questions, I shall be glad to answer them.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any questions of the Secretary?
Senator CouzENs. Well--
Senator CosTIOAN. Mr. Secretary, you have, in effect, stated this

morning that we are at present in t new era of tariff bargaining. Is
that the effect of your testimony?

Mr. DICKINsoN. That is my understanding of it yes, sir, that all
the nations of the world have adopted a course which loads inevitably
to the necessity for tariff bargaining.

The CHAIMAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Senator CLARK. As a matter of fact, Mr. Secretary, all the nations

of the world are trying to get away from the result of their folly in
pursuing a system of retaliatory tariffs, all over the world?
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Mr. DICKINSON. That is exactly what it amounts to.
Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Dickinson you think this would be better

than just arbitrarily reducing all tariffs by 50 percent?
Mr. DIxKINSoN. 1 had never considered such a proposal as that,

and I have not heard of such a proposal but personally and on
principle, I would oppose any general arbitrary rule, which was
inflexible as the provision sat you suggest.

Senator CouzeNs. Have you ever expressed any opinion with
respect to free trade or high tariffs?

Mr. DICKINSON. I think I said, before the Ways and Moons Com.
mittee of the House, that it seemed to me that the tariff policy of a
country should be dominated by one objective, and that is the
protection of the industrial life of the country by whatever course
seemed best adapted to protect it.

Senator CouzEs, And do you think the tariff, as distinguished
from free trade, is the best means?

Mr. DICKINSON. Senator, that is one of those general and abstract
questions from which I always shy off. It seems to me that in some
instances a low tariff may lie both advantageous to an industry and
to a country, on a particular article, but that in the case of another
article higher tariffs may be to the best interests.

Senator CoSTIoAN. In other words, you believe it proper to use
ttriffs as instruments of national policy?

Mr. DICKINSON. Precisely,
The CAih AN. Well, thank you very much.
Mr. DICKINSON. Thank (3 ,.
The CJnAuaMAN. Mr. O' rion, Chairman of the Tariff Commnsion.

STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT L. O'BRIEN, CHAIRMAN OF THE
UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION

The ClAnuMAN. hMr. O'Brien, lhau' you anyt statement to make
before the committee, with refo'rece to this bill?

Mr. O'Biunx. Yes; I would like to address miy statelmenfl prlltiou-
larly to miy follow Repuillicans iind such others us .'timaite highly
the im1)portlunce of the present law of section 330, on the cost of pro-
duction. The'l bill that is now before you gives the President thl
sameo identical powert, or at least, very closely thereto, but for another
Il)purpose y,l , for trade comlpacts or agrei'omnts.

Senattor (CONNALIO. You meanI it gives him the stinme power that
lihe ltsi got now under tlie flexible provision you specified?

Mr. O'Buinzm. Yes. lie can raise or lower duties 50 percent now,
under tlhe so-culled "cost-of-production" theory.

Senator Cosh~nuAN. IlThe bill is even more analogous to the powers
granted tle PrIsident in section 338 of the Tarilf Act of 1930.

Senator COUENN. But they are only punitive, Senator; they can-
not Le reduced, under that section.

Sonutor C(os'IGAN. I lIhve reference to the breadth of the powers.
Senator Goir,. You said "cost-of-production" theory. You used

the word "theory" advisedly, I amn sure.
Mr. O'BIoEN. Woll, the notion that you can obtain costs of pro-

duction; tlh notion that you ouhht to obtain them; the notion that
tariffs between countries should rest upon differences in costs of
production, oven if omniscience should give us the power to deter-
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mine them is all wrong, The tariff is a question of national policy;
on some things, you ought to have a tariff greater than the difference
in the cost of production; other things, less than the difference in
cost of production,

Senator COMTAN.l, As a matter of fact, Chairman O'Brien, there
are many riffs at this time which aree higher than the difference in
costs of Wprodctlon.

Mr. O'IN I . Oh, yes; very muclh higher-higher than the Relling
price aof the rticle in this country, in some instances. On the other
hand, there are tariffs on artles which tire very much less than the
difference in thi c(aot of production. I maintain that a tariff should
be a matter of national policy. What do you want to do about it?
What is the best thlng to do? If anyone would tell us what the exact
difference in the coast of production of all the commodities in the world
was between this country and the chief competing country, that
difference ought not to be the tariff. To start with, it would be
changing all the time. It would not last I month, in any event.

Senattor Gtoni. I am glad to hear you say that.
Mr. O'BttIN. Now we talk about the flexibility. This is known

as the flexible tariff. I regard the term, applied to our present law, as
an extreme joke, For example, in the spring of 1924 the Tariff
Commission raised the duty on wheat from 30 cents to 42 cents.
And that figure it has remnuned for 10 years. If anybody supposes
that the difference in cost of production of wheat between the United
States and the chief competing country has been standing steadily
at 42 cents all that time, when wheat was selling in this country for
25 cents, he is mistaken. That assumption would have implied that
the Canadians were willing to give us 17 cents to help us pay our 42
cents duty at that time, with every bushel of wheat they presented
to us.

At other times iu between, when wheat has been $1.50 a bushel, this
difference, or duty, has remained unchanged. The lowest figure on
wheat tlst year, according to my associate, who has just brought it
here, was 40 cents, or 2 cents less than the duty to equalize differences
in cost of production.

Senator Goim Is that wheat on the farm or wheat on the exchange?
Mr. (O'BitEN. I think that must mean Chicago, on exchange.,

because I have heard of wheat on farms as low as 25 cents.
Senator Cop. Yes. The year before, it was.
Mr. O'Bu IN, Yes; but the principle is this, that we call this a

flexible tariff. It is not. Nothing that stands still for 10 years, when
the cost fluctuates from 0-fold to 1, when the price has been six times
as high in one period, as in another, can be called flexible.

Second y, the length of time it takes us to determine these things,
the average time that the Tariff Commission has been engaged in
finding these things is such that there isn't an article that does not
change in its cost of production during that period, often a great many
times.

Senator CovzENs. Are you not often prevented from getting the
cost of production abroad?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Well, we always have the selling price, and that is
the real thing with which people compete The selling price is, in
my judgment, an immeasurably more valuable thing than the cost of
production.
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Senator CovzNs. Well, at that point, though do you not have
difficulty in getting the cost of production abroad?

Mr. O'ButN. 1 think not very seriously. I think it depends on
their point of view, what they hope to gain by it. We must remember
in all these things, that "accountancy is a tool of management."
If one is in a business in which he wants the price to be raised high
because e is coming before the Tariff Commission where the cost
counts a good deal, f he is properly advised by his lawyers, he swings
his mechanized accountancy so as to give him a high cost of production.
There are lawyers who have acquired great skill in advising their
clients how to meet the terms of sectionJ30.,

Senator Gonr. It depends upon whether he is offering his property
for tariff or for sale,

Scenltor CONNALLY. M'r. O'Br'ien, mlay I interrupt you a mllloment?
Mr. O'BItEN,. Yes,
Senator CONNALLY. I hiave talked with you before, hbout thil cost

of production. I would like to develop, a little, your whole theory,
aind nsk you to give your views ts to whether it is i sound principle
at ill, or not.

Senator IlASTINO(. If yOU don't Iind, I waintd to i sk, before lie
left that wheat problem, whether or not your selection of wheat ts an
illustration is not a rather unfortunate one, in that 42 cents was
always high enough to keep out pratc'tically the importation of \wheat?
Isn't, that true?

Mr. (O'lBUliN I don't know what "fortunuit" in ian illustration
me ans. I thought it was fortunate s illustrating my point, that our0
tariff is not flexible. It is true that the liHawley.-A~oot tariff bill
reenacted the 42 cents, which the Tariff Conmisiislon h1s carried the
tarifl to, )but over since that bill passed, in 1030, it has been within
the power of the Tariff Conmtission, assuming that the President
ratified its action, to )push that duty either up or down.

Senator IIASTINs. But wold t have helped the wheat farmers
any, if it lhad been pushed up?

Mr. O'IRtIEN. That is a (ilestion ol which 1 ought not to pass
judgment, as the Tariff Contiission is supposed to he i scientific
agency.

Senator GoiE. If the duty was made $100 a bushel, it wouldn't
have raised the price of wheat to $90?

Senator HASTINGS. What is that, Senator Gore?
Senator GoRE. 1 say, if they would raise the tariff on wheat to $100

a bushel, it probably would not have raised the price of wheat to $900
a bushel. Let me ask you this, in connection with this wheat:
The tariff, before it was raised, was 30 centt bushel; then it was
raised to 42?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Now, doesn't 30 cents more than cover the difference

in the cost of production of wheat, between here and Canada?
Mr. O'BRIEN. I would not like to reflect upon the scientific accuracy

of my predecessors who were in office 10 years ago, when they raised
the duty to 42 cents.

Senator GORE. I appreciate your deference.
Mr. O'BRIEN. In the spring of 1924, when the Tariff Commission,

in its bipartisan neutrality and in its deathly search for scientific
accuracy, looked into the tariff question, and reached a conclusion
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that 42 cents, rather than 30 cents, was the difference in the cost of
production of wheat between the United States and Canada, it would
be very ill-becoiming--

Senator Gosu,. Possibly they were endeavoring to determine it by
looking into the ballot boxes and into the hearts of the farmers.

Senator CsrTIGAN Chairman O'Brien, perhaps it might tend to
clear up some confusion on the subject to say that the difference in
the cost of production of wheat was intended to apply to the northern
hard spring wheat, and was not designed to represent the difference
in cost of producing the great bulk of the wheat produced in the
United States.

Mr. O'BRIEN. That is a splendid illustration, Senator, of the diffi.
culties of carrying out this law-the number of complications as to
what is comparability and what is the chief competing country.
Within 3 months the Tariff Commission made an investigation, and
I asked, yesterday, the man chiefly concerned with it, about it, and
said he: "3 months ago we took so-and-so as the chief competing
country. It is not the chief competing country today; therefore our
facts have gone out the window.'

I dislike the law very much indeed the idea that we are to find the
difference in the cost of production here and abroad, and to base a
tariff on it. I believe nobody, short of omniscience, could do it and
stick to it for any length of time, and if we could do it, we ought not
to do it, I would like to give very hurriedly, two illustrations.
There is a medical produce that can be raised in this country at a very
heavy, punishing cost, so to speak. The chemical company, or the
apothecary company that deals in it, tells of the great efforts they
have made to get that material to grow successfully in this country.
"We can makelt go. Put on duty enough, and we can make it grow."
But it apparently is not good policy, considering that it is a medical
article, used by the millions of people in the country.

Now, under the law as it stands, we have but one duty-to go to
that article and find the difference in its cost of production here and
in the chief competing country, and you would get what from my
point of view is an extreme duty, but it would not be a wise thing to
do. We could a great deal quicker and more effectively get at it by
taking the prices at which the article sells here and in the chief
competing' country.

Senator GotH. Is there a tariff on that article?
Mr. O'BRIN. Yes, sir it is a tariff that does not adequately repre-

sent the differences m the cost of production, but, on the general
welfare theory, it is probably as high as it ought to be.

There is another article that has come up recently, that I do not
think the difference in the cost of production has been enough, or
would be enough for a tariff. I refer to beer. When we repealed
prohibition here, had there been a scientific ascertainment of the dif-
ference of the cost of production between beer in Munich and beer in
Wisconsin, let us say, the difference would not have been sensational.
It would not have been, in my judgment, great enough to give the
brewery interests in the country, in getting back into stride, with
some diminishing prestige, because of the long being-out-of-occupa-
tion. It would not have given the brewery interest any advantage.
The duty should be higher than the difference in cost of production,
just as in the case of the medicine it should be lower.

I
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You can go over article after article, and it does not seem to me
that the difference of the cost of production is what should be the
basis of the tariff.

Senator COSTIOAN. On the article you first mentioned, since the
tariff does not represent the difference In the cost of production, and,
conceivably,doesnotrepresent the difference in competitive conditions,
is there any reason for a tariff at all, other than revenue?

Mr. O'BaniN. Why yes; a little. The people that are raising that
article are very eager to have it raised, and they ask Government in-
stitutions like the Veterans' Bureau be compelled to buy the Ameri-
can-raised medical products regardless of differences in price.

Senator COBTIAN. Does it not, nevertheless, afford an illustration
of articles on which the duty might be somewhat reduced for bargain-
ing purposes?

Mr. O'BnsntN Possibly- but I should be reluctant to prejudice the
producers of this commodity against the pending bill by saying that
I agreed with you.

Senator GOok. Let me ask you right there-I judge from what you
said, that the cost-of-production theory, in your judgment, is not
possible of application, even if it were desirable, and it would not
be desirable, even if it was possible?

Mr. O'BxIEN, That is exactly my view.
Senator HASTINaS. Then I would like to know upon what you would

base it-on what you would base your judgment?
Mr. O'BnIEN. I would have the Tariff Commission make general

economic studies, for which it is wonderfully well equipped, in which
we have a great body of scientific experts who do very exceptional
work in the finding of facts, having a great deal more time than these
committees of Congress do. I would have the Tariff Commission
make such economic studies, conduct hearings, if you please, to find
out the story and have its information, contributory to either the
President or the Congress, as the case may be, available for the hand-
ling of the great tariff questions.

f would not have the Tariff Commission a source of primary power,
and my position is vindicated by the fact that you have never made
it a source of primary power. Take the great sugar question, which
has been decided by this committee within very recent dates. Has
the Tariff Commission ever decided that, for the country? Should
the Tariff Commission have decided it? We have spent at least
$50,000, on two occasions, in making investigations, which have been
worth while, but when it comes to the question of what should be our
tariff, it is a question of such ramifications that it belongs very much
higher up than with the Tariff Commission.

Senator HASTINGS. But I should like to inquire upon what basis
you would fix the tariff? You would not do it upon the difference
in the cost of production abroad and the cost at home. I am not
inquiring about how we should arrive at it whether by the Tariff
Commission, or some other way, but I should like to get your theory,
upon what it should be based.

Mr. O'BRIEN. General welfare, general common sense. There are
certain factors that can be brought into that very well. The difference
in the selling price of a commodity here and abroad is very immediate,
direct, and readily understood. If an article is selling in Montreal,
readily, wholesale competitive rates, for 20 cents, and is selling in
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New York at 28 cents, here is a very simple question, in which we
see that business, in considerable part, should hi done in the United
States. I would take the difference in selling price as a very pertinent
piece of information.
Senator HASTINGs. Well, isn't the selling price very much more apt

to vary from time to time than the cost of producing that particular
article?

Mr. O'BtRIN. I don't think so. The selling price is a very real
tidng. Cost of production depends upon whoever sets up the skids,
that will determine how the sled shall go. The selling price is a very
real thing, that you can get at.

Senator TASINOS. Selling price at what place?
Mr. O'BnuIN. Wherever you want to have it. That is one of tlhe

rather big subjects, right there, on the field of competition.
Senator II ASTINos. Where would you have it?
Mr. O'BnIKN. It would depend upon the. article, and the compete

tive conditions, and where the chief competing market, as the law says.
is. But I would handle that with a good deal of common sense.

Senator IlArTIsas. Well, if you would just answer me. For
instance, can you conceive of fixing a tariff upon some1 article that was
manufactured abroad and imported into New York City-can you
conceive of a situation where you might judge the price that is being
charged for that article in New York, and base a tariff rate upon it?

Mr. O'BltirEs. You could do that. Look at the country as a whole.
Take beer, to which I just referred. It would be a fairly simple matter
to decide, what is beer selling at in Germany? Let us assume that
is a country that would be a predominant competing country. What 4
do the Americtan producers, the American brewers, sell it for? Look
it over. make an economic study of the thing, and make your tarifr
somewhere along where you want to settle the business. If it is our
desire, as I assume it is, in the main. to have most things made here,
to have the greater part of the business done in the United States,
where it is economical and practical and feasible to do so place a duty
that will make the foreign beers something of a luxury, that will make
the people who want to buy the export beer pay a little more for it,
at the Occidental Cafe here; but let the figure be at such a level that
the great body of the brewing for the American consumption would be
done here; and I take somewhat of a general view of the country, as a
whole.

Senator HASTINGs. Well, suppose you are dealing with a particular
kind of sweater that is made abroad, and is brought in competition
with sweaters that are manufactured in this country, and now, all the
importer has to do is to fix the price just a little below that which the
manufacturer in this country can afford to make it for, to get that
business; isn't that true?

Mr. O'BaIEN. It might be, but I wouldn't have that kind of tariff.
If it were our decision to have most of the sweaters or all of the
sweaters made in this country if it seemed public policy to do so,
I would give a tariff which would keep that business on an oven keel,
and give the American producer the great body of the business.
That-is what most of our tariff laws do.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, how would you determine the amount?
Where would you pick out the selling price? In Europe, or in this
country? Tell me that.
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Mr. O'BIN. Well, you would pick it out in both. You would
ascertain what it oosts to bring it into New Yok from Europe and
what it costs to bring it to New York from Connecticut or from New
Jersey, and then put a duty that would let the American producer
ride quite comfortably, I could give a long list, here, of the difficulties
that we have, or that the institution has, in ascertaining the cost of
production, I have been quite disturbed, at these hearings, both
here and in the House, by the assumption that we have, in the cost-
of-production theory, an instrument of scientific precision very much
like the Weather Bureau. Of course, in the Weather Bureau, you
can go out and find the difference in temperature between Buenos
Aires and Boston; it is a fixed thing, upon which everybody would
agree.

Senator HASTINOS. I do not think anybody assumes that that can
be a perfect way of determining.

Senator Gon., It is not a perfect way, but it is the most perfect
Ilapdoodle method known.

Mr. O'Bm N. 1 beg your pardon?
Senator Gonis. I say, it may not be a perfect way, but it is the

most perfect flapdood e in the world, if I may say so. Would you
mind-is there any reason why that should not be inserted in the
record, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. O'BRIN, What l ut in the record?
Senator CONNALLY. The list of difficulties you are speaking of.
Mr. O'BIVEN. No: that can go in, It was written by Mr. Fox.

Mr. Fox, have you any objection to my putting this in the record?
Mr. Fox. No. I just want to make a change, though.
Mr. O'BuIEN. Well, Mr. Fox will make a slight change, or any

other change--
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that can go into the record.
(The statement of difficulties referred to is as follows:)

SOME DFFICUItTIEA ENCOUNTERED IN APPLYING THE CONT-OF-PnODUCTION
FORMULA IN SECTION 383 1NVESTIOATIONS

1. Difficulty of establishing comparability of domestic and foreign products.
2. Selection of representative period for cost finding.
3. Selection of plants and areas for which to obtain costs in United States and

foreign countries.
4. Allocation of costs between products, especially where joint costs are in-

volved. One of the most baffling difficulties of cost ascertainment here presented.
8. Ascertainment of costs for part-time and part-capacity operation.
0. Difictulty in establishing basis for calculating depreciation, depletion, and

interest on investment.
7. Uncertainty of the basis for computation of transportation costs.
8. Complications and difficulties involved in scouring costs in foreign countries.
9. Where a wide range of costs are obtained, a serious problem is presented of

combining the costs into an equitable average cost.
Many other difficulties might be listed but the most serious objection to the

cost formula is as a sole basis for rate adjustment. These difficulties must not
blind us to the advantages which commend the use of costs of production as one
of the "yn dsticks" for measuring the adequacy of a rate of duty. Among these
advantages are the following:

1. Costs of production provide a more definite measure than other competitive
factors.

2. The cost rule, as applied by the Tariff Commission under the flexible pro-
visions of the Tariff Acts of 1922 and 1930, has resulted in rate changes, both
upward and downward, which have corrected some serious maladjustments of
duties and have disclosed the existence of other maladjustments.
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8. Cost invoatigatioisa produce tiy. valglble results, such as-
a, They develop a large amount of definite information about competitive

conditions,
b. They disclose the comprAtIve effieleney of difforort Industries and of the

establehments within atl Iautry .
c. They are of value to t h itidustrJie in tl he t l them to observe the

weak spots within the establishunet, aiI l that they d alose wayMN to correct
the wasteful methods and nmean for better Control of operations.

Mr. O'Bn. Another thing I wanted to bring out to this group
here, this committee-tlhe present law Is Presidential tariff making.
The new law is Presidential tariff making.

Senator HAsTINGS. I would like you to tell us just how that is,
Why do you say it is Presidential tarifl making? Do you eliminate
from the consideration the entire Tariff Board, under the present law?
Is it true that the Tariff Commilon, now has no functions to per-
form which respect to this principal provision of the tariff?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Why0 of course, it has functions to perform.
Senator HASTINGoS Well, does it perform them?
Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir; we bring In quite a few reports from time

to time. They must be approved by the President,
Senator HAeSTNGs, Well, is it or not true that the Tariff Comn

mission exercises an independent judgment; or is it, as I think I saw
where you stated before the House committee, wholly subject to
and under the control of the President?

Mr. O'BatRN. The President appoints the Tariff Commissioners.
Most men in positions wish to retain them and be reappointed.

Senator HASTIeNGS Does that prevent you from doing what you
think your duty is under this tariff act?

Mr. O'BIn. It does not prevent my doing it, or my associates.
Senator HAsTINs. Do you know of any other member of the

Tariff Commission that you think is influenced by a fear that he will
lose his job if he does not do what the President suggests with respect
to a tariff? I think the country is entitled to know whether we have
gone all these years under a false color with respect to that.

Senator CONNALLY. Yes* he will tell you.
Mr. O'BaRlN. The President appoints the members of the Tariff

Commission. Every President has views on the tariff, up or down.
His friends have views. I would not for reasons of official propriety,
disclose 'any concrete or specific incidents of this kind, either past,
present, or I might say future, but I think that you know, Senator,
that you have acess to the President of the United States, and that
every Senator, particularly of the party of the President of the United
States, has access to the President. Tariffs are not a taboo subject.
Every President has theories, has beliefs of what he wants to do
regarding the tariff. At least, his senatorial and other friends have
views of what they want to do. The President appoints the Tariff
Commissioners. President Roosevelt will have the privilege, in the
term for which he is now elected, of filling 5 of the 6 places on the
Tariff Commission, and any President can pick out his kind of mem-
bers of the opposite party, men who are more or less in sympathy
with his point of view, assuming that he has a point of view. At all
times, the White House and the Tariff Commission are not unrelated
factors in the community. I do not wish to say more than that your
own common sense and Washington experience will show you these
things.
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Senator HAsTINGas Well, I might say this, that I think somebody
might be suspicious thha that sort of thing wat from time to time going
on, but the shocking thing, to me, is that the chairman of that board
should come before a committee and say that was a fact.

Senator CONNALLY, If it is a fact, why shouldn't he say it?
Senator HASTINGS. Well, I am just trying to find out,
Mr. O'BIisEN And my statement is that I do not think, for instance

that in 1924, the tariff Commission would have brought in a report,
changing the duty on wheat from 30 to 42 cents, if they had known
it would be received with profound disfavor and disgust by the then
President of the United States, who was in that year a candidate for
re-election. I do not think that you can separate the Tariff Com.
mission's functions from the President of the United States and his
personal interests.

Senator HASTINGS. Well now, let me ask you another question:
Are you familiar with a proclamation issued by the President on May
23 1034, with respect to the laminated sheets?

Mr. O'BREN. Yes, sir.
Senator Gont. There is something wrong about your dates, Senator

You said "May 1034."
Senator HASTINGS. May 23.
Mr. O'BiaIN. You mean April?
Senator CONNALLY, May hasn't arrived yet Senator.
Senator HASTINGs. This comes from the United States Tariff

Commission. The Tariff Commission announces that the President
has issued a proclamation which becomes effective--

Mr. O'BIsUN, Oh, yes.
Senator HASTINGS. Dated May 23, 1934, decreasing the present

rates of duty, 25 cents per pound ad valorem, to 15 cents per pound,
and 25 percent ad valorem, on laminated sheets. Now, I would like
to inquire whether the President had anything to do with the recom-
mendation of the Tariff Commission with respect to those rates.

Mr. O'BRIsN, Absolutely nothing.
Senator HASTING. That is what I hoped.
Mr. O'BRIEN. And, on the other hand, had he or his friends had a

very large personal, or political, or other interest in that, he was not
required to prolaim that change.

Senator HASTINGS. I understand that.
Mr. O'BRIEN. And we can look back, historically. There have

been a good many-quite a few, at least-Tariff Commission recom-
mendations, which have been sent back by the various Presidents,
to the Tariff Commission, for reconsideration, There have been quite
a few that the President has refused to proclaim or to announce to
the world. Now, that result is not because the President has, at the
White House, a larger or a more competent, scientific agency for
ascertaining the scientific difference in the cost of production here
and abroad, that he holds those things up or changes them. I do
not say'that any President has ever made a mistake in doing that.
I do not think that any President ever has. I do submit, gentlemen,
for your consideration if it is not clear, that so long as the President
has the power to withhold proclaiming a tariff change or has the
power to send it back to the Tariff Commission, which he often does,
that the absolutely scientific quality of the cost-of-production idea
vanishes.
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Senator HASTINGa. But he cannot do it unless the Tariff Commis-
uion recommends it, can he? He must have the Tariff Commission
recommending it, before his proclamation can become effective, under
the present law?

Mr. O'Btani, True.
Senator HASTINOS, Well, isn't that a very great difference between

the present law and what is proposed here '
Mr. O'BIEN, I don't think so. The pending law would allow the

President to reduce tariffs, we will say 50 percent, Since nobody
objects to tariffs being raised, let us discuss this solely as a question
of tariffs being reduced, The President has the power now to reduce
tariffs 50 percent. He would have, if this bill passes, the power---

Senator HASTINGS, He does not have it, unless he gets the recom-
mnendation of this Tariff Commission?

Mr. O'Bu N,. The Tariff Commission is still at his service will
still be at his service its soon as this bill passes, to give hiln any infor-
nmation and check up.

Senator lfHAs'ras. Well, now, you have just demonstrated why the
Tariff Conunission does have some functions which it exercises occa-
sionally, at least. Here is this to which I have called your attention,
and witil which you lny the President hiad nothing to do.

Mr. O'nlit~N, Right,
Senator i1AsTImNa. And I asAume you think thattwhat the President

did is correct?
Mr. O'BIIlN, 1 do.
Senator HIAsTImGS. So there is one illustration of a function of the

Tariff Comnission that wlts effective, isn't it?
Mr. O()BRIEN. True, it is a relatively ulnimportant article, but

what would( yol say if -
Senator IIHATIN I. 1 think it is very important to the people that

are affected, in this country.
Mr. O'BIEN. I know, l;it it is not a subject comparable to sugar

and wheat and oil aind corner. ,
Senator HASTINOS. Well, that is tile reason I complained, about

your taking wheat as an illustration.
Mr. O'BitsN,. What I said about the Tariff Commission, the great

things in, the world, affecting the great basic commodities, like the
four articles upon which an excise was put, 2 or 4 years ago this winter
copper coal, and so forth, those were not tariff changes and could
not have been made by the Tariff Commission, because I remember
they were on the free list; but you take this oil-question-it was not
Tariff Commission change, the excise on coconut oil and sesame. It
was true, the Tariff Commission had made investigations and reports
on that subject, which I hope were of value to this committee, but
the great decision'rested with the legislative body, here, as in my
judgment it should have rested. Now, when you come to presiden-
tial-we have now presidential tariff-making. It is useless to walk
away from that idea, I meant, metaphorically. I did not see that
you had stopped away from your seat. I mean, walk away intellec-
tually. [Laughter.] I beg your pardon.

Senator HASTINGS. I was about to come back, if you were starting-
to demonstrate that again.

Mr. O'BRIEN. It is impossible for us to get away from the idea that
the present tariff law is presidential tariffmnaking. One's common
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sense and political observation would lead one to think that the
changes that the President makes in decision of the Tariff Coinmisa
sion, the failing to ratify the sending back for re-review, and all of
that, are not due to his superior scientific equipment at the White
tHouse for the scientific ascertainment of the difference of cost of
production between this and the chief competing country.

Now, if the President has the power, as he has today tinder this
ill, to reduce triffs 50 percent, under the present law, I think the

reason for doing it, under the proposed law, is a great deal hotter than
the reason under the present law. I think the arguments of Dr.
Dickinson and of )Dr. Sayre, and others, as to the conditions of our
international trade, call very loudly for the grant of power to do
something; it shoulA go somewhere where it cnn he effectively handled
in an administrative way, which, of course, is through the IPresident.
The President will have just the same privilege of using the Tariff
Commission, of having it at his disposal, under the new law, I hope,
as he has now, and my hope and belief-1 know nothing to the con-
trary-is that the Tariff Commission would be utilized, just as much
to check up on what should he done as to American industries, and
to what extent, if any, concessions in tariff should he made, as it is
now.IIOW,.

It looks to me that the power that you grant the President, this 50
percent reduction, is exactly the grant he( has now, only you have
substituted--

Senator HI'1ATING. I wonder, just there, 1do you know whether or
not your associates on the TII ri Comminssion will agree with that
statement? Do you think you can get a single one of them to agree
witl that statement?

Mr. O'BRlEN. I think so. They are all within sight or sound, here.
They can all be summoned here. They can all come here, and I
would feel very reluctant to express views for them. They haven't,
any of them, been to me, to protest over what I said before the Ways
and Means Committee.

Senator IIASTINaS. Well, remember now what you said. You said
that he has power, now, and you said it, time and time again, and I
insist that, under the law, he hasn't got it, now, until the Taritf Com-
mission acts, and under your theory as I get it, the Tariff Commis.
sion amounts to nothing, so far as this thing is concerned, so far as
this flexible provision is concerned. Do you want to leave the record
in that sort of situation?

Mr. O'BREN. Not having made that record, I would not like to
leave it that way.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, you have just said that, time and time
again.

Mr. O'BRIEN. I did not say the Tariff Commission amounted to
nothing.

Senator HASTINGS. So far as the flexible provision is concerned.
Mr. O'BRIEN. I said the flexible provision was not flexible. I think

I know what the word "flexible" means. I see a lot of things in this
world, from air cushions, up and down, that are flexible. I think an
agency which holds for 10 years undisturbed a duty on wheat at 42
cents, when wheat has ranged from 40 to $1.50, in that period, is not
altogether flexible. I think that if any President of the United States
suggested, through the various agencies that are always open to a
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President of the United States-he doesn't have to issue a proclama-
tion of these things-if any President of the United States indicated
that it was his desire that the duty of 42 cents should be reduced, I
have an idea that common sense will suggest to us that perchance
the Tariff Commission might find a means of doing it.

Senator HASTINGS. Isn't there a rule by which the Tariff Commis-
sion must act?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. You would not violate that rule, just because

the President suggested he wanted something done, would you,
knowingly violate that rule?

Mr. O'BRIEN. That tariff on wheat could be taken up, with entire
propriety, at any time, and the law requires the Tariff Commission
to take up the subject that the President or Congress-

Senator HASTINGS. But if you found the facts did not warrant you
in recommending to the President that which he wanted done, you
do not mean to tell the country and this committee that you, as a
member of the Tariff Commission, would do it, do you?

Mr. O'BRIEN. No such situation would arise. Take on the wheat
business, why haven't we done anything on that, for so long?

Senator HASTINGS. But you just said a moment ago, if the Presi-
dent should indicate to the Tariff Commission that he wanted a cer-
tain thing done, the Tariff Commission would undoubtedly find a way
to do it. Now, I ask you the question, whether they would do that,
in view of the fact that the law specifically sets forth the rules by which
they must arrive at their conclusion?

Mr. O'BRIEN. These things are left in a very vague area. Nobody
would be violating any law or any outh of office who reduced the duty
on wheat at the present time, or particularly during the year when its
selling price was less than its duty.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, suppose the President picked out some-
thing other than wheat, and picked out something that the facts
would not permit you to do, to carry out his wishes. What would the
Tariff Commission do under circumstances like that?

Mr. O'BRIEN. Why, I would go up and talk with the President about
it and tell what the difficulties in the thing were, and any President
has been very-all the Presidents, through the history of the Tariff
Commission, have as a rule been very reasonable minded about it.
If you were to prod me too strongly on this, I am afraid my discretion
would vanish, and I would tell you of one President under whom I did
not serve, who became very angry at the Tariff Commission's atti-
tude, and subsequently apologized to its chairman for speaking to him
harshly upon the very issues that you raise. I want only to say
that you can see for yourself, gentlemen, the President is accessible
to every member of. this committee, let us say. Any President has
other relations and interests in the world. Does it stand to reason
that when there is standing on the President's desk a proposal of the
Tariff Commission to reduce the duty of this white paper, let us say,
and everybody knows that such a proposition is awaiting the Presi-
dent, a proposal to reduce the duty on that white paper-bad illus-
tration, but I will keep on with it-50 percent, would it not occur to
the common sense of all observers, that people could get at the
President? I mean, in a perfectly proper and intelligent and patri-
otic way, to call his attention to how bad we think it would be to
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reduce the tariff 50 percent? If that could not be done, just how does
one account for the cases upon which the Presidents have not followed
the Tariff Commission, the number of things they have sent back for
reconsideration? It is no disrespect to the White House Office
Building, with its groups of employees, to say that no one would claim
that its Bureau of Scientific Investigation was superior to that of the
Tariff Commission. In other words, where any President has not
followed the Tariff Commission, he has done so for reason other than
scientific ascertainment theoretically contemplated by the existing
law.

Senator CONNALLY, May I ask you a question, right there? In
other words, in the cases in which the President has not followed the
Tariff Commission, he had had, on one side, the scientific recom-
mendation by the Tariff Commission, and he has had on the other
Sido, something else?

Mr. O'BrIJN. You are right.
Senator CONNALL.Y Motives and considerations of which we are not

able to determine, because we do not know what was in the Presi-
dent's mind?

Mr. O'BRiEN. You are right.
Senator CONNALLY. But as between those two considerations,

whether they were political or poroonal, or arbitrary, or "what have
you", the President, in those cases where hle did not follow your
scientific recommendations, acted upon other considerations?

Mr. O'BImu N. That is an inescapable conclusion. I am not un-
willing to say that all Presidents have been always right, in the times
that they have turned down the Tariff Commission. I know many
tines when I think they have been. But the fact remains that you
have a list of recommendations made by the Tariff Co nmission to
thie President, a certain number of them which have been disallowed,
land Senator Connally has stated the inevitable conclusion that the
President had, on one side, the so-called scientific " ascertainment of
the Tariff Comnmission, and he had on another side, something else,
and I think it is unreas6nable to suppose that he had a superior
scientific equipment for handling it in a scientific way.

The CHAINMAN. Mr. (Chlirmiin, before you conclude, I want to
got your reaction to this one point. Do you think it is practical, in
the framing of this legislation, and in negotiating these reciprocal
trade agreements, for us to provide for some form of hearing of those
who might be interested, without unnecessarily delaying and unrea-
sonably delaying the negotiations?

Mr. O'BRIEN. It would delay it a little, but I think that would be
all right. 1 wish, however, to say that Mr. Sayre and his group arc
better people to answer that question than 1, as they are the managers,
so to speak, in behalf of the administration, on the pending legislation.
As far as i am concerned, I should feel very sure that the Tariff
Commission, or some other agency, oght to make an economic
check-up, let us say, of any proposed tariff reduction. Somebody
ought to do it, and I assume it would fall to the Tariff Commission.
Now, that check-up might include a hearing. It might include
economic studies, might include anything you want, but the only
objection, of course, is the objection of delay, and showing your
land to thie other side.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that might be done by a public notice?
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Mr. O'BarxiN Yes.
The CHArMAN. That on a certain (lay, those who are interested

mitjht appear?
Mr. O'BRN. Just as you Ihave.
The CHAIRMAN. Some agency that the President might designate,

or the State Department?
Mr. O'BRIsi.N Yes, I think so.
Senator BARxtKY, Well, if the State Department, acting under

the direction of the President, should be in the process of negotiation
of an agreement with a foreign country, do you think it would pro-
mote the consummation of that agreement, for the Tariff Commission,
or the Department of Commerce, or the President, to announce a
public hearing at which anybody who felt that he might be affected
adversely by it, would show up, and then, on the other side, those
who thought they might be affected by it beneflcially, would have a
chance to debate with them, whether they would or would not be-do
you think we would ever get an agreement under such a process as
that?

Mr. O'BiI N. I do not think that would he the most effective way
of doing it. I think an economic study by the Tariff Commission's
expert would be better than the hearing. I have no objection to the
hearing. I often get a good deal of information from them, but the
general economic study of the thing is a great deal more intimate and
vital than the hearing. There is a good deal of stage play at hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we all realize that. I just wanted to get
your personal reaction.

Mr. O'BRIN. I may have given an example of it, myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, is there anything else?
Mr. O'BRIEN. No, sir I have taken too much of your time now.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, we thank you very much. The Com-

mittee will recess until 10 o'clock Monday morning.
(Whereupon at 12:20 p.m., Friday, April 27, 1934, the hearing was

adjourned until 10 a.m., Monday, April 30, 1934.)
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MONDAY, APRL 80, 1984

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON' FINANCE,

Washington, D.CO
The committee resumed hearings on H.R. 8687 at 10 a.m., in the

committee room, Senator Pat Harrison (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,

Barkley, Connally, Gore, Clark, Lonergan, Couzens, Keyes, La Fol-
lettel Hastings, and Walcott.

The CHAIRMAN. I will say to the gentlemen who represent the
wool-growing and wool-manufacturing interests that we are going to
assign to you an hour, and we will let you now get together on who is
to present your matter for you. If you want to make your presen-
tation in 3 speeches, that will be all right-4 speeches, 5 speeches, or
what not. You will be given an hour.

Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, do you mean today? Some
of the wool people consulted me and said they would rather speak
tomorrow if it is agreeable to the committee, since they just arrived.

The CHAIRMAN. We will allow them an hour. Senator Ashurst was
just speaking to me about it.

Senator CONNALLY. Let them have a conference to decide that.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. The wool people may confer and decide

whether they want to come in in the morning, or not.
Mr. MARSHALL. As far as we know, Mr. Chairman, the wool manu-

facturers are not here. The wool growers are here, and they are
willing to make any arrangement that is satisfactory. We had hoped
to have an hour for the wool growers but as soon as the manufacturers
arrive, we will be glad to confer with them.

The CHAIRMAN Yes; Senator Connally says some of the wool
growers are not here.

Senator CONNALLY. No; I say they have just arrived, and they
wanted to appear tomorrow rather than today, my group.

Mr. MARSHALL. That would be agreeable to us, and I am sure it
would be agreeable to the manufacturers.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will take up the wool proposition
in the morning at 10 o'clock. In the meanwhile, get together and
decide upon the method of presentation and the division of time.

Senator ASHURST. Might I, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the
committee, at this time first express my gratitude, on behalf of the
wool growers, for the time allotted to them at this hearing. You have
assigned 1 hour for the presentation of their matter, and do I under-
stand that the hour may be divided as they please?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
15716656-84--11
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Senator ABHUnsT. That Is, it may be divided among six speakers,
allowing 10 minutes to each, or in any way they choose; is that satis.
factory?

The CHAIUMAN, That is satisfactory to the committee. I may say,
Senator Ashurst, that considerable time is lost in excusing one witness
and putting another witness on, and, while we are giving I hour, I
hope that you will confine it to as few speakers as possible, so that the
committee will not lose any time in calling the witnesses.

Mr. O'MAtIONrV. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Mollin secretary of the
American National Ice Box Association is here, and ho is on the cnlon..
dar for today, but he will prefer to appear after the wool growers, or at
that time, if that is agreeable.

The CHAIRMAN. Everybody will please understand that these
hearings are going to be abbreviated. There were hearings over in
the House. We have that record here available. The committee
hopes that those who appeared before the House will not repeat what
they have said there, because the report of the House hearings is here
available, as I say, to the committee, and we want to be fair. We
expect to run this afternoon as well as this morning, and then we will
run tomorrow morning and tomorrow afternoon, after which the
hearings will be closed.

Mr. KAUTOFFr. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,
Congressman Lozior, who was given the privilege of appearing this
morning, desires to have that extended until tomorrow morning, at the
same hour.

The CHAIMAN. All right. Is Mr. Robert Graham here? Mr.
Graham is not here. I understand the pottery people want to be
heard in the morning.

Then there are the paper and pulp people. How many of their
representatives are here that desire to be heard?

Ir. BULLOCK. Mr. Chairman, in order to cooperate with the com-
mittee in expediting the matter I think the paper industry will be
able to arrange for the presentation in their behalf of their side of this
question through a single speaker only.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you ready now to proceed?
Mr. BULLocK. We will be within half an hour or an hour, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. William C. Lehman; of New York.
Senator CONNALLY. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Derby, representing the

chemical people is here with others of his group, and he has asked
to be heard. He is not on the list. I wonder if you could hear him
this morning? Are you ready to go on, Mr. Derby?

Mr. DEIBY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Derby, how much time do you want?
Mr. DERBY. All the committee wants me to take.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, the committee cannot give you any great

length of time. Was your interest heard over on the House side?
Mr. DERBY. They were not; no, sir. I can be very brief, I think,

sir.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Derby.
Senator CONNALLY. I suggest you give him 10 or 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are the only witness?
Mr. DERBY. I am; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give you 15 minutes, Mr. Derby.
Mr. DERBY. Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF HARY .f DRBBE , NEW YORK, REPRESENTING
* THE MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS ASSOCIATION OF THB

UNITED STATES

Mr, Dnam. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I na representing the
Manufacturing Chemists Association of the United States, I appear
in opposition to u1,11. 8087, the reciprocity tariff bill, to this extent:
We do not believe flthat the making of the tariff, which this bill con-
tetmplates, should fail to have the supervision of the Senate,

We don't believe that it is a practical thing to change tariff rates
to any important extent without first having a day in court.

We think that industry, mining, agriculture, and labor should have
an opportunity to be heard, if it is contemplated that the trades that
are to be made affect interests of labor and industry.

Ever since the tariff was imposed the Senate and the House have
participated in making the schedules. We believe that the member-
ship of those two bodies has peculiar knowledge of the industries and
agriculture and labor in their respective districts and that those
representatives can more properly safeguard those interests thanS otherwise.

We have been going through a period of depression. There in great
uncertainty on the part of all industries. The chemical industry is
one that peculiarly takes in every other industry, because there is
no product of industry that does not require chemicals in its pro-
duction. The research of the chemical industry has brought that
industry from the nonefficient group into the efficient group today.

There is about $14 000,000 spent every year in research. We
believe that if this bill is passed as it is drafted, it will be the greatest
factor to stop the progress of industry, of anything that could be
done, because certainly no industry will be safe in an expansion pro-
gram, unless it knows that its interests are going to be safeguarded
if they go ahead and spend the money to increase the facilities, and
manufacture new products.

The CHAIRMA. Mr. Derby, one moment please.
Those who are here can cooperate with the committee greatly if

you can get together out there and if you can agree on one person
to present your matter. I am speaking now particularly to those
interests that I see that have made requests to be heard.

There is the paper and pulp, and there are the toy manufacturers,
and there is the tanning industry, the glass industry, the lace industry.

Those that are interested in those various industries, or any others
that may appear here, if you can meet out there and get together,
it will help the committee a great deal.

Go ahead, Mr. Derby.
Mr. DERBY. We have every confidence in the President. We have

no doubt whatever of his good intent, and it is the desire of our indus-
try to cooperate 100 percent with him. There are said to be 6,000-
odd items in the tariff schedule. It is not physically or mentally
possible for any man, as busy as he, to know all the background of
all those commodities. Therefore, he must rely on some group of
men to determine what it is safe to trade and what it is unsafe to
trade. We don't believe that any group of men can safely advise
the President unless they are fully informed by those that are directly
affected as to what the result might be.
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Therefore we feel very keenly that a day in court should be allowed
to industry, agriculture, and labor, before any trade change t made.

We believe that the Sate should nourrende theSete ul not su n powers and
resonsibilitie that they have ever held over taxation and over the
fixing of tariffs.

WO are keenly of the opinion that if that is done and there is no
assurance on the part of industry as to where it may go by reason of
some schedule being traded, that you will retard the development
which has now begun to take place, the improvement that is beginning
to occur, and that so far as capital goods and the consumption of cap
tal goods are concerned, you will find that there will be a very definite

WOe saw the same thing happen with reference to the security bill.
The progress of development obstructed by the fact that industry
could not market its securities retarded development.

Senator BARaLEY. Well, I would like for somebody to prove that.
That has been stated over and over again, but nobody has offered any
proof of it. Nobody has named any company that has refused to
issue securities on account of that bil,.

Now name one.
Mr. bDEaY I think I can furnish you a list, Senator,
Senator BAnKLEY. I would like to have one. I have never heard

of one who declined to issue any because of that legislation.
Mr. DEBY. I am very sure that there are several that can be

provided.
Senator BArLY. Can you imagine anything that would affect

business more adversely than to have one of these trade agreements
hung up in the Senate indefinitely?

Mr. DanY.t Well, yes; I can. I would a great deal rather have it
hung up indefinitely in the Senate than to have some situation where
a trade would be made and then afterwards, find that some thousands
of men were thrown out of eploym ent,

Senator BARKLEY. Now isn t it the real truth that you are against
this bill altogether, and that you would prefer to see it, even it is is
enacted, and all trade agreements entered into-you would prefer to
see either the Senate indefinitely debate it or not ratify it at all?

Mr. DERBY. No. I would prefer far rather to see the Senate pass
on it. I would prefer to see the. Senate, because of the fact that the
Senators know, in their districts, who would be affected, and to what
extent they would be affected. I would regard them as much more
capable to dd that thing, in the interests of all, than I would some
committee or commission that was appointed and had no respon-
sibility to any constituents.

Senator BAirKLEY. Well, what was your attitude when we had up
the bills heretofore, that conferred upon the President the power to
raise and lower tariffs 50 percent, and we were arguing whether the
Congress or the Senate or somebd else should pass on them?

Did you appear then on behalf of this same principle?
Mr. DERBY. I appeared in behalf of the flexible principle, just as

it is written in the act of 1930.
Senator BARtLEY. Yes. Well, that did not give either the House

or the Senate any authority in the matter of changes.
Mr. DERBY. No; but it did base it on the finding of facts, Senator.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes, sir.

H
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Mr. Dnruv, And that is the thing we are afraid of here,
Senator BAnRELY, Not all of it. Section 888 does not base it on

any finding of fact.
Mr. DRianY But section 888 does say that if the President finds

that some industry is being injured, he may raise the rates.
Senator BARfrY, Yes,
Mr. Ditny. It does not say he can lower them.
Senator BAnIrKiY. He cannot lower them. You are in favor of

the President raising them without Congress but you do not want
them reduced; isn't that the fact?

Mr. Darv, If it is necessary, to defend American industry; yes,
sir.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, I don't want to take up your time with
questions. Go ahead,

Mr, DEanv. Thank you. Our wh6le, thought in this matter is
tills, gentlemen- that the uncertainty created by a bill which allows
no review whlch leaves it in the hands of;some commission to advise
the President, or some committee to advise the President, that it is
the perfectly safe thing to do, to our mind is an unsound thing, and
is something that is ioing to retard industrial progress.

We have, in the chemical industry, and chemical service in the
broader sense, something over a million men employed. We don't
want to see anything happen that is going to restrict progress in the
chemical industry. it is the backbone of national defense.

It is the backbone of industry in the United States, if you please,
and prior to the war the chemical industry', which was frequently
said to be a very inefficient industry, by, reason of the protection that
Woodrow Wilson first proposed that industry has grown from an
investment of something around a billion dollars to over 5 billion
dollars.

Senator BAniKEY. Do you believe' that we ought to try in some
way to expand our foreign markets for American products?

Mr. DnaRB. I believe, yes; wherever it is the logical thing to do.
Senator BARKLEY. How would you do it?
Mr. DERBY. I believe also that the foreign, consumers will consume

our products if It is to their advantage to do it, but I don't believe
that any trade that can be made will result in those foreigners buying
our products, if it is not to their advantage to buy them, either by
reason of quality, price, or the other factors which enter into it.

Senator BARKLtY. Well that has not been a moving factor in their
purchasing within the last few years, when they have raised tariff walls
to a prohibitive extent, where they have issued quotas.

That has not been based on the quality of the goods, but on their
desire to keep them out.

Mr. DERBY. Yes, Senator; and we have, in the act of 1930, a pro-
vision that our President can do the same thing with reference to
foreign commodities, if he wishes to.

Senator BARKLEY. Oh, yes; he can raise it. He could raise the
wall so high that nothing could come in but lie cannot lower anything,
in order to help get the consumers to buy some of our stuff.

Mr. DERBY. He can, if it is found that the cost of production-
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. DERBY. If the cost of production is equalized.
In other words I think the best tariff bill does just this: It says to

the foreigner, "We will let you sell in this market, but we won't let
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you sell based upon labor that is about a half or a tenth of our labor,
and have the cards stacked against American industry."

Our feeling is that we arc perfectly willing to compete with any
foreign country, but we want to compete on an equal basis.

Senator BAnKLEV. You don't agree, then, with the Chairman of the
Tariff Commission, who testified the other day that it is impossible
now to secure the cost of production in any country in an accurate
way?

Mr. DaRBY. That may be true, but I also know that in the tariff
law there is a provision that if it is impossible to ascertain the cost in
the foreign country, thethe selling price of the foreign article in this
market may be taken as prima face evidence of the fact that they
have a certain cost.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Derby as I understand your position,
you feel that this resolution should be amended first, to come back
to the Senate for ratification second eodly, to provide hearings?

Mr. DamIR . I do yes, sir.
The CHAInMAN. That is your position?
Mr. Dinr. That is our position.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. You believe that it should either come

back to the Senate for ratification or that there should be provided
public hearings.

Mr. DERBY. And I again want to state that we are fully in accord
with the idea of cooperating with the President. We want to expand
foreign trade where it is logical to do it but we do want a hearing.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you very much.
Mr. DEnaY. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your courtesy.
The CHAIRMAN. Are the tanning people ready? Who represents

the tanning industry?
Not here? All right.
On the tanning proposition there was Mr. Lombard, Mr. DeVries,

and Mr. William H. Cliff. None of those gentlemen is present.
Mr. CLIrr. I do not represent the tanning industry. W. H. Cliff

talking.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, does anybody answer present for any of

those? All right.
Mr. Graham is now present.
Senator CONNALLY. Hadn't they better all get together?
The CHAIRMAN. Well, none of them answer.
Senator HASTINGS. I ask that the following telegrams relative to

the pending bill be inserted in the record at this poi~t:
WILMINGTON, DEL,, April 8, 61984.

Hon. DANIEL O. HASTINos,
Senate Chamber:

We understand Yeciprocracy tariff bill (H.R. 8687) as proposed may prove
very detrimental to industry. We trust you will Use your efforts to see that it
is properly amended to permit industries affected to have hearing and that also
agreements or changes in rates should be ratified by Senate.

J. E, RaoAD & SONS.

WASHINOTON,D.O., April 29, 1984.
Hon. DANEL O. HASETINs,

Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.:
Reciprocity tariff bill (H.R. 8687) in present form most detrimental American

business. Certainly every industry affected by proposed trading agreements
with foreign countries should be entitled to hearing so all factors Involved will
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be fully known as well as effect on interests concerned. We request you oppose
this Presidential authority and reserve to Senate the right of ratification after full
hoarlngsi

hearings. D. Osborne Oo., Superior Glovo Co. R Bros., Elendrath
Glove Co., Chicago; Milwaukee Glove , et Olove & Mitten
Co., Heller Leather Co., Hanson Glove Coerporation Milwaukee;
Sellinger Glove Co., Rosa Glove Co., Shoyoyygan Wi,; Morrison
Shults Manufacturing Co., Orinnell, Iowal Fried Osterman
Manufacturing Co., Reinhart Mitten Co., Milwaukee; Fred
Burnham Glove Co., Michigan City Ind.; Ripon Knittin
Works, Ripon, Wi,; Berlin Glove o, erlin, Wis. E J.
Strelohert, American Glove Co., 20th Century Glove Co., J1 A.
Dubow love Co., Fuxmian Glove Co., Grand Glove Co.,
Reliance Glove Co., Sager Glove Corporation, Chicago.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. GRAHAM, VICE PRESIDENT GRAHAM.
PAIGE MOTOR CORPORATION; CHAIRMAN OF THE EXPORT
COMMITTEE OF THE NATIONAL AUTOMOBILE CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Graham. You are vice president
of Graham Brothers motor corporation?

Mr. GRAHAM. Graham-Paige Motors Corporation; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Graham-Palge?
Mr. GRAHAM. And chairman of tho export committee of the

National Automobile Chamber of Commerce.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee gives yot '5 minutes, Mr. Graham.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the

National Automobile Chamber of Commerce respectfully urges your
approval of the reciprocal-tariff policy proposed by President Roose-
velt in bill H.R. 8687.

Senator CONNALLY. Is that this bill?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, somebody is really in favor of it?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes t sir.
There are several important reasons why we believe this measure

will help restore foreign trade and improve domestic conditions.
One of the chief causes of our economic trouble, not only here but

in foreign countries, has been the high tariffs which have placed a
great list of major products beyond the reach of the many.

SAny reciprocal adjustment of these duties may be expected to have
the effect of bringing goods of all kinds better within their purchasing
power.

This much-needed adjustment of prices to the income of consumers
can, we feel, be achieved if the President is authorized to make and
conclude the necessary negotiations in a give-and-take spirit.

The bill as it passed the House of Representatives has the fine fea-
tures of creating a tariff umpire who would be able to render decisions
in the light of national as well as sectional interest.

It means the President, properly empowered can take action,
which will.create the greatest number of jobs for the greatest number
of people.
* The National Automobile Chamber of Commerce believes that
there is urgent need for this tariff policy to enable the President to
stimulate a two-way flow of trade on a quick and practical basis.

There has already been an improvement in world trade because of
the more reasonable spirit underlying the foreign-trade policies of
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many countries today. Our willingness to work for a sounder tariff
attitude in the United States fits in with this trend and is essential
to its further pro ress.

From a record low of 181,000 American motor vehicles sold out-
side the United States in 1932 there was an increase to 240,000 units
in 1933. During the first quarter of 1934 there has been an en.
couraging improvement over the same period last year, but the volume
is stillfar short of normal.

Senator GoRa. What is normal?
Mr. GRAHAM. Well, by "normal", I would figure, Senator the

figures from 1925 to 1929, which were approximately from 786,000
to a million automobiles exported a year.

However, with the aid of President Roosevelt's tariff policy, this
market might well reach the half million mark next year with far.
reaching effect on employment and purchasing power.

Beyond the sale of this half million cars in prospect for 1935, the
sale abroad of as many as a million American cars in a single year is
not beyond the realm of possibility, given a reasonable tariff policy.

Senator BARKLEY. Does your statement contain the average num-
ber of automobiles manufactured in this country and the average
number, per year, sold domestically?

Mr. GRAHAM. Those figures-I am referring to the million auto-
mobiles that could be exported.

Senator BARKLEY. I know. I appreciate that. I am trying to
get at what proportion that would be of the total product of Ameri-
can automobiles.

Mr. GRAHAM. It has been about 15 percent, and we have a right
to expect about 15 percent export.

The CHAIRMAN. Won't you put into the record, since 1919, the
production of automobiles in this country, and the exports of auto-
mobiles from this country?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Year by year, so we can see the picture.
Mr. GRAHAM. We have that evidence, showing facts and figures,

that we would like to present to you.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Put that in the record.
(The memorandum is as follows:)

For"In a 'otal over-s.,Ujo

United ttProduction esmb T of o Production
motor vehitee of motor ve. autotootive m t ° t o f otor ve
uex num. 1l i .pUt!6t. anr n htotinttheoYear o* Canada tromuntd s r Unltdted sta

tel States v

1919 ............ ............. . 8 .............. .............. .............. 1, 9 8,9

9 ............................. 78234 10 .083 49,444 5, 731 2 44,178
9 .......................... 181,894 14438 760,908 74,317 4,04,012
949................... .. 78,7 18 10847 O2 40

.............................. 80 11970 11309 8681 210 4,206830
1....................... 0430 204.797 787 8928 934
7....................... 4,196 179,084 0,008 884 8,401,3298
............................. ,10 43882 o0. 9 1,481 4 76
............................. 8882 97110 430

92....................... 28730 164.192 10 0.Wo 3.7 3,85,981........... . ....... 118.3 621 108,721 81869 288978
1932................... .. .... 8498 818 0,188 170.467 1, 70,678
1938 ........................... 107i,03 8 ( (s) 1,09 948

SNot available. Bstlimaatet e7,000.
* Estimated total overma saI la 1933 Is 240,000.
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Mr. GRAHAM. As it has in the past, our export volume could be
made to equal the demand of 28 of our own States. A foreign doe
mand for 1 million oars, for example, would mean that orders would
have to be placed by automobile manufacturers for approximately
800,000 tons of steel, 22 million square feet of plate glass 38 million
gallons of paint, 5 million tires, and for correspondingly large quan-
ttites of copper, upholstery, leather, aluminum, and many other
products.

Senator CONNALLY. Do you use mohair in upholstering as you used
to, or have you quit that?

Mr. GRAHAM. Mohair in some automobiles-I was talking to Mr.
Knudsen not long ago-I think it is almost 80-50 in some of General
Motors products. In our own particular case it is not quite that
heavy, but we are still using mohair.

Every State in the Union furnishes some product for the automo.
bile, the minimum being 2 for any 1 State, like Florida, and the
maximum being 17 for Pennsylvania.

The industries that supply these products for automobile exports
would be greatly benefited by a rise in the export demand just as
they have been hurt in the past by the decline in this foreign demand,

S a decline which considerably exceeded the falling off in our own
country.

Senator GORE. Now, you say 2 in Florida and 17 in Pennsylvania.
How many altogether, would you say, different items, that you
classify?

Mr. GRAHAM. We have the list, containing facts and figures
Senator Gore, that covers that. I refer you to a booklet published
by the Automobile Chamber of Commerce called "Facts and Fig-
ures of the Automobile Industry, 1933 Edition." About 4,500 parts
go into an average automobile, made up of 48 principal raw materials
produced in the United States.

Senator GORE. Do you have the total number? That is what I
was getting at.

Mr. GRAHAM. From all of the States you mean?
Senator GbnE. No; not from all of the States, exactly. You said

two of your articles came from Florida.
Mr. GlAHAM. That is the minimum.
Senator GORE. And 17 from Pennsylvania. Now, what would be

the total, coming from all States?
Mr. GRAHAM. We have that. Mr. Bauer, you have that right

here?
Mr. BAUER. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Just put it in the record.
Mr. GRAHAM. Will you read that?
Senator GoaE. That is not the point. I don't make the point

clear: What is the aggregate of different products coming from all
States?

Senator CONNALLY. You have named 2 as coming from Florida
and 17 from Pennsylvania. Now, how many are there altogether?

Senator GEORGE. They may be duplicates.
Senator GORE. They may be duplicates. That is what I am getting

at.
Senator GEORoE. Senator Gore wants to know how many Ameri-

can products are used )n the manufacture of automobiles.
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Senator Gons . That is it. How many categories would there bo
altogether?

The CnAMAN. Can you answer that, Mr. Graham?
Senator Onlontn, How many different things are used?
Mr. BAUER. Well, that varies, here, all the way from mercury to

manganese.
Senator Gon. You do not seem to get my point.
Senator G IotIOn, How many?
Senator COot. How many, or altogether?
Mr. BAUvE. Well, there is 1some duplication.
Senator GoRn. That is not the point. I do not mean duplications.

If you haven't ot it, pass on.
Mr. BAVnR. We can put it in the record.
Senator CONNALLY Steel, glass, copper, and so on.
Mr. BAUEt. Yes. I can give it in the record there, all the products.
Senator GoRn. Yes.
Mr. GRAHAM. It i m1n portant in this connection to cite that the

American automobile has been far more heavily penalized in the course
of the past several years by the imposition of high duties and restric-
tive quotas than any other article of American commerce that we
know of.

As an illustration of the extent of these penalties, I have exhibit A
here which I will leave with the committee. However 1 would like
to refer to just three or four items. Approximate ad valorem equiva-
lent duty rates on one of the low-priced American automobiles in the
Argentine is 40 percent, Belgium 107 percent, New Zealand 01 per-
cent, and so on down the line.

Senator HASTINGS. Do they manufacture automobiles in those
countries?

Mr. GRAHAM, No, sir,
Senator HASTINas. Do you know the purpose of their tariff on

automobiles?
Senator CONNALLY. I suppose the purpose is to get some revenue

from the duties.
Senator GonE. Somewhat of a luxury tax, it looks like
Senator HASTINGS. Do you know the reason for putting those high

rates on automobiles coming to those countries?
Mr. GRAHAM. No, sir; but we would be glad, with this list, to give

you the reasons.
Senator HASTINGS. All right.
Mr. GRAHAM. The more reasonable attitude in evidence toward

foreign trade generally abroad has not yet extended to removing these
barriers against the American motor car. Such gains as we have made
to date have cope in spite of the continued existence of these barriers.
Our real hope for extending these gains lies in modifying these penal-
ties by reciprocal bargaining.

We believe the President's reciprocal trade policy will restore
many of the jobs that have been destroyed by trade strangulation
in the past and through revival of the purchasing power of our
workingmen, will help to reestablish a larger domestic demand for
goods of all kinds.

As in any mass-production enterprise, an increase in volume is
essential if lower unit costs are to be achieved. It is, therefore, vital
to the American consumer that a reasonable volume of exports be
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created in order that lie may get the maximum benefit from mass
prOduction.

The United States accounts for only 7 percent of the world's popu.
nation, but we possess 24 million of the 83 million motor vehicles in
use throughout the world today. The relation of motor cars and high.
way mileage to the population of other countries, even allowing for
lower purchasing power, gives promise of a very large potential market.

The American automotive industry, by reason of its production
methods and the inherent quality and value of its product, is equipped
to compete effectively for this market, provided the excessive trade
barriers raised against it are modified.

The contribution the industry has already made to economic re-
covery in the United States can be carried much further if its efforts
abroad are given the full benefit that reciprocal tariff bargaining can
be made to provide.

The National Automobile Chamber of Commerce believes that the
accomplishment of these agreements should be pursued vigorously,
with due regard to the interests of the Nation as a whole, and with
opportunity for a hearing to any industry whose interests may be
affected.

We favor this legislation looking toward a broader base for America's
foreign trade because we believe, quite frankly, that our own export
business will thereby be facilitated, with a consequent increase in em-
ployment in our Amnerican factories.

We favor this legislation more fundamentally, however, because we
believe that an increase in foreign) trade will greatly improve domestic
conditions. We believe employment will continue to increase, as it
has during the past year, coincident witl the increase of both exports
and imports; and we believe that, as an industry, will benefit still
further from these improved domestic conditions.

The National Automobile Chamber of Commerce favors the adop-
tion of this legislation because it believes that the stimulation of
America's foreign trade can best he realized by granting the President
the negotiating powers lie has requested as an essential element in liis
recovery program.

EXHIBIrT A.-NATIONAL AUTOMOIMl CHAMBER OP COMMERvC APPOXIMAT
AD VALOnEM EQUIVALENT DUTY RATES ON Lo -PRnICD AMERICAN ASEMsLEDM
SEDAN

PIreatnt Percd
Argentina......-............. 40. 4 Italy.............-........... 472, 9
Belgium.................... 107.4 Japan ....................... 3. 0
Brazil-...................... 31.4 Java........................ 30. 0
Canada.................... 20, 0 Mexico...................... 12. 5
Ceylon..................... 27. 5 New Zealand................. 61.8
Denmark..-................ 40. 6 Norway..................... 4. 0
Egypt...................... 17. 6 South Africa................. 20. 0
England.................... 88.8 South Rhodesia.......--...... 2-.0
France-----........----..-------- 127. 8 Sweden..................-.. 20. 0
Germany................... 60. 0 Switzerland..-................ 1 7. 1
Holland.................... 15. 1

Spain: Nonpreferential treatment.
Brazil: Low-weight classification,
Argentina: Low-weight claelifclation.
Belgium: Iow-weight classification.
Denmark: Low-weight and snnall motor classification.

I Represents increase within past year.
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Federated Malay States Relltration foo of 20 percent ad valoremn required
on non-Brritish cars.

France: Low-weight lasalifloatlon,
Greece Low-weight classifloation.
Italy: Prohibitive duty except on very large ars,
Portugal; Low-weight clasufloation.
Sweden: Snurll motror classifcatlon,
Swltzerland: Low-weight classiflation,

IMPORT RKARICiOTIONS OTHRIt THAN R0XCHIANOI

Austria: 80 oars and trucks per year allowed to ontet.
Csochoslovakita 1,000 cars and trucks per year.
Latvia: Limited to three fourths of 1931'a Imports,
Greece: Grecian chambers of commerce apportion quotas oli the basis of

importers' volume during last 8 years.
Poland: Monthly quotas, approximately one half of 1932's Imports.
Russia: Government monopoly, importers license' by Union of Soviet Hoolalint

Republics.
Switzerland: One half of 1032 Imports, pIt)i compensation eqr(al to two times

corporation's purchases of Swiss watches, based on the wholesale price at factory.
Persia: Import licenses required by the Government.
Iceland: Importation of cars prohibited and the importations of trucks only

under special license.
Rumania: Annual quota, 500 automobile at normal duty rates. Import

permits are required.
France: Complete paselngor automobiles, automobile chassis and bodies

motorcycles, and certain automobile parts, including motors, rear axles, and
wheols, are subject to import quotas.

Denmark: Import permits required, also certain parts for assembly of auto.
mobiles must be of Denmark origin.

The OHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HASTINGS. Mr. Graham,' do the automobile industries

import any of the articles used in the manufacture of automobiles?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; there are 56 countries that make products

that can be used in automobiles.
(The statement shows some of these products:)

FIFTY-SIX FOREIGN COUNTRIES ALSO PROVIDE MATERIALS FOR AUTOMOBILER

Africa (British East), sisal; Africa (British West), skins; Africa (Gold Coast),
manganese; Africa (Portuguese), chrome; Africa (Union of South), coppr Algeria,
cork; Argentina, antimony. Australia, wool; Austria, magnellte; Belgium, creo.
sote; Bolivia tin ore; Brazil, manganese' Canada, abrasives; Ceylon, ead; Chile,
lead ore; China, nutalls; Colombia, platinum; Cuba, glycerine; Czechoslovakia,
leather; Dominlan Republic, sugarcane; Ecuador, petroleum Egypt, cotton;
Finland, paper base; France others; Germany, babbit; Grece, chromiteO Guiana,
(British bauxite; Haiti, dyeing extracts; Hong Kong, tin; India, mica Iraq,
mohair; Italy, onyx; Japan, moss; Malaya damar; Mexico, maho any* Nether-
lands, diamonds; Netherlands (East Indies), kapok; Netherlands (West Indies),
oil; Newfoundland, lead; New Zealand, wool; Norway, nickel; Peru, lead; Philip.
pines, mangrove extract; Poland zinc; Portugal, cork; Rumania, petroleum;
Soviet Russia, manganese* Spain, mercury; Sweden, kipskins. Switzerland,
aluminum; Syria,'mohair; rinidad, asphalt; urkey, valonla; United Kingdom,
china clay; Uruguay, hides; Venezuela, petroleum.

Senator HASTINGS. What is the principal importation? What is
the principal article that you import in the manufacture of auto-
mobiles?

Senator KINo. It would be rubber.
Mr. GRAHAM. Naturally, rubber.
Senator KING. Then the steel companies import a good deal of

chrome and manganese, and so on, and you need steel in the manu-
facture of your automobiles.
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Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; and what else is it they import, Mr. Thatch.
er? We would be glad to give you the list. Mr. Thatcher will give
you the lis,

Senator HASTINGS, Is there a tariff on any of those articles?
Senator KINo, There is a tariff on manganese.
Mr. GRAHAM. Would you like to hear the entire list?
Senator HASTINIG. Oh, no,
Senator Gors. Print it in the record,
Senator HASTINaS. What is the principal one, outside of rubber?

Is there a tariff on it?
The CHAIRMAN. There is no tariff on rubber.
Senator HASTINGS. I understand that.
Senator CONNALLY. Plate glass is a big one. There is a tariff on

that.
Senator KINO. Manganese; there is a tariff on that.
Mr. GRAHAM. Manganese is a big one; lead, platinum, sugarcane,

petroleum, cotton, paper bags, mica, mohair, moss, mahogany, oil,
wool, nickel cork, zinc mercury, aluminum and so on.

Senator HASTING. Would you expect, if this agreement that the
President might make with foreign countries, that some of those
duties might be lessened?

Mr. GRAHAM. I believe that we would be willing to leave that to
the discretion of the President.

Senator HASTINGs. No, no; you evidently do not understand my
question.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that is a very pointed answer, Senator.
Senator HASTINGS. It is not satisfactory to me. I wanted to

inquire whether the organization which you represent would expect
to have the various tariffs on articles that you import and use in the
manufacture of automobiles reduced.

Mr. GRAHAM. I still feel that the industry, which is so vitally
interested in the common good of this country, would leave that in
the hands of the President, and not dictate or even try to dictate in
regard to what the item may be.

Senator HASTINaS. That is not your principal reason for urging
the legislation, the hope that those tariffs would be reduced on those
various articles,i is it?

Mr. GRAHAM. I would say that it was not.
Senator HASTINGS. What are the principal countries now manuo

facturing automobiles?
Mr. GRAHAM. Germany, England, France, and Italy.
Senator GoRE. Do they have any higher tariffs than those that do

not manufacture?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; Italy has, for example, 475 percent tariff.
Senator GORE. That ought to be ample.
Mr. GRAHAM. I would say. We have it here. France has 75,

and we had Germany 125, and England 331.
Senator GORE. Will you print a list in the record, showing tlat?
Mr. GRAHAM. We have a list which we will submit, Senator Gore.
(See exhibit A to Mr. Graham's testimony.)
Senator HASTINos. Do you know what the tariff is on the automo-

biles imported in this country at this time?
Mr. GRAHAM. Twenty-five percent.
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Senator HASTINGS. Would you expect that to be increased or de.
creased if this bill went into effect?

Mr. GRAHAM. The industry is not asking for a definite proposi.
tion in regard to that, but we are willing to take what is given us.

Senator HASTINGS. know you have some expectation of some real
hel for this.

Should like to know how you hope to get it. Do you know how
your organisation expects this bill to help the automobile industry?

Senator Gon.o You would get ftaly to reduce her tariff, say, 10
percent or down to about 450 percent? (Laughterj

Mr. GRAHAM, I wish you would just repeat that question, Senator
Hastings.

Senator HASTINGS. I want to know whether your organization
expects the improvement to the export trade in automobiles to come
from a reduction of the tariff, or the increase in the tariff.

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, personally, I would say that we have come to
the realization that we have to buy, if we expect to sell* that we be.
lieve that the whole world has to be abe to broaden their purchasing
power and to be able to buy and sell commodities of the world, in
order to give us the benefit of the purchasing power of the world,

Senator HASTINGS. Would your association be willing that the
tariff on automobiles be reduced to 12% percent instead of 25 percent?

Mr. GRAHAM. I would say that while I am not able to answer for
the entire chamber on that point, personally I would say-

Senator HASTINGS. You would be willing to have it reduced 12%
percent?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINeS. You think that would help the automobile

industry in this country?
Mr. RAHAM. I believe that by showing a more conciliatory atti-

tude toward the countries of the world it would create a more friendly
feeling and enable us, therefore, to sell more than we have been selling
under existing conditions,

The CHAIRMAN. Well, isn't it a fact Mr. Graham, that when the
last tariff act was written, the automobile interests said they were not
interested in the 10- or 25-percent tariff on automobiles?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And that they put a 10-percent tariff on the general

line, 25 percent on some products, and so forth, with a countervailing
duty, and so forth?

Mr. GRAHAM. That is right.
Senator GonE. How much do we import in the way of automobiles?

What is the number and what is the aggregate value?
The CHAIRMAN. It is very few. We will have it supplied by our

expert.
Senator GEOioE. It is nominal. I think about a thousand units.
Mr. GRAHAM. Senator Gore, it is not to exceed 2 000 a year.
Senator GonE. I do not think the volume would be very great.
Senator HASTINas. Has Mr. Ford got some factories m Europe

manufacturing automobiles?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. At what places in Europe?
Mr. GRAHAM. Well he has a considerable number of plants. One

of the important ones is outside of London, which is the manufacturing
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plant, and then he has apsembling plants in practically all the major
countries.

Senator HASTINGS. Is he competing in Europe with automobiles
manufactured in this country for the European trade? Does that
which Mr. Ford manufactures compete with automobiles manufac.
tured in this country for the foreign trade?

Mr. RAHAuRM. Well, Senator, I am speaking for the National
Automobile Chamber of Commerce and in regard to competition of
Ford, or any other competition, I think it is only natural that there
would be competition,

Senator HASTINGS. Do you know whether or not those plants of
Mr. Ford have had any effect upon the export trade of the automobile
business?

Mr. GRAHAM. Well, I think that, quite naturally, the Ford being
one of the great organizations of the world manufacturing automobiles,
that they would be an important factor, certainly.

Senator HASTINGS. The proposed change in the tariff law would
not in any way affect that competition would it? It would not
eliminate Mr. Ford as a competitor in the European business, would it?

Mr. GRAHAM. I do not think that it would be. I do not think it
would be our prerogative to ask that competition be eliminated.

Senator HASTINGS. Well, it wouldn't do any good, if you did ask it.,
would it, of Mr. Ford?

Mr. GRAHAM. I don't think so, or with anyone else.
Senator HASTINGS. I notice you mentioned Belgium, didn't you,

as one of the countries that had a high tariff upon automobiles?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Do you happen to know whether the export

business of automobiles to Belgium has increased or decreased?
Mr. GRAHAM. I would say that the export business-and we have

those figures-has increased slightly, the first quarter. Isn't that so,
Mr. Thatcher?

Senator HASTINGS. Well, as a matter of fact, didn't it increase in
the year 1933 a great deal, in fact?

Mr. GRAHAM. We have those figures.
Senator HASTINGS, Will you provide those?
Mr. GRAHAM. And put them in the record? Yes.
(The figures are as follows:)

EXPORTS FROM UNITED STATES TO BELGIUM

1028 ...................... 25, 150 1931--..---.....-- ....--.-- - 17,499
19290.....................- 29, 883 1932....................... 10,806
1930--....................... 22,439 1033....................... 12,278

The larger part of these exports are reexported to nearby countries.

Senator HASTINGS. Can you answer the question? Do you have
the figures there? Is that true or not, that they increased from 5
percent in 1929 to 14.1 percent in 1933?

Senator Gons. State that again.
Senator HASTINGS. Is it or not a fact that it increased from 5 per-

cent in 1029 to 14.1 percent in 1033?
What is the figure?
Mr. BAUER. It was up as high as 18 percent, and it dropped down

to about 12 percent.
Senator HASTINGS. When was it 18 percent?
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Mr. BAUaR. 1929.
Senator GonE. You mean the importing into Belgium? I did not

understand,
Senator HASTINGS, The export business of automobiles to Belgium.
Senator KINo. From the United States to Belgium.
Mr. BAUn. Front 1020, that dropped about 79 percent; 70 percent

drop from 1929 to 1932.
Senator HASTINs,. Have you got the fligre for 1925?
Mr. BAUER, You want to hear in mind that, in connection with

Belgium, Antwerp is a distributing center, and many of the cars that
are supposed to go to Belgium are really distributed front there to
other countries.

Senator HASTINGS. Have you got the figures on Belgium there?
Mr. BAUER. Yes, sir,
Senator HASTINGS. Yes.
Mr. BAUER. We have got some here, but not back of 1925.
Senator HASTINGs. Have you got it for 1929? If you have, give

me the number that went to Belgium in 1929.
Senator Klso. You are asking Senator, for the completed auto-

mobile or the automobile parts? Those which might have been
assembled there?

Senator HASTINGS. Well, I was talking about and asking the
figures about the completed automobiles,

Mr. GRAHAM. Then, as I understand your position the importa-
tion of automobiles is not a serious problem with the automobile
industry in this country, there being only a thousand or two thousand
coming in every year?

Mr. GRAHAM. No; it is not.
Senator HASTINS. That is not a serious problem?
Mr. GRAHAM. That is right.
Senator HASTINGS. So that if the tariff be reduced on articles that

go into the manufacture of automobiles, that would help the auto-
mobile industry, would it?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASmNGS. And if the tariff could be reduced on other

articles, that would cause a friendlier feeling in other countries, that
would help, too?

Mr.'GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINOS. So that, from your point of view, nothing that

could be done by the President could possibly hurt you, and it might
help you? Is that your position?

Mr. GRAHAM. I think I covered it in the brief, that we believe that
if the President has the power to act quickly on many of these tariff
problems, that we have enough confidence in him to believe that it
would aid the country as a whole, and that is the position that we are
taking.

Senator HASTINaS. As a matter of fact, in your particular situa-
tion as you see it, the President could not do anything under this
tariff agreement that could hurt your industry, and he might do some-
thing that would help it- isn't that true?

Mr. GRAHAM. I wouldn't think that we would put it that way.
We have enough confidence in the President's program to believe

that he would not do anything to hurt our industry.
Senator HASTINGS. He could not hurt your industry, could he?
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Senator GoRa. He could raise the tariff on things going into the
manufacture of automobiles. That would hurt.

Senator KINo. He might raise the tariff on manganese, and put a
tariff on rubber, perhaps.

Senator GoRk. Yes.
Senator KINo, And on these commodities that go into the con-

struction of automobiles.
Senator HASTINaS. Is it your expectation that under this authority

given the President, the President could, under any circumstances
work it out, by increasing the tariffs on anything to this country?

Mr. GRAHAM. I believe that that would necessitate a study of the
tariff problems, and would be one of the points that would be brought
up, if this bill went through, on which the President would make the
study.

Senator HASTINGS, Well, now, your association has given a lot
of thought to this matter.

I want to know whether, in the practical working of it, it does not
mean a reduction of tariffs all along the line, instead of an increase in
tariffs? Isn't that your thought, of about the only way in which it
could be worked?

Mr. GRAHAM. It may be that there would be a reduction, we will
say, of 10 percent throughout the entire list, as a friendly gesture to
those countries throughout the world that we are anxious to do busi-
ness with again, and to show them that the spirit of America is to
live and let live, and that we are not expecting to sell without also
buying.

Senator HASTINGS. I would like to inquire whether you think it
would be helpful to your industry if there was a straight reduction
of 50 percent in all the present tariff duties,

Mr. GRAHAM. I do not thirk that would be in my province to
answer, because I think that would result--or the knowledge of that
would result from a study of imports and exports, and I surely haven't
gone into it that far.

Senator HASTINGS. Are you prepared to say whether, in your
judgment, the present tariff rates are too high or not?

Mr. GRAHAM. We feel that if this bill would go through and the
President would have the power to negotiate these reciprocal treaties,
that the very thing that you are talking about would be brought out,
and we are for that bill, believing and having full confidence in the
President's ability to make or have such studies made.

Senator HASTINGS. There are a great many people in this country
who think the present tariff laws are too high. I wondered if you
agreed with that or if you didn't.

Mr. GRAHAM. That would be another question that I would not
answer for the chamber, but I would say for myself that no doubt in
many cases they are, because I was quite impressed with the Honor-
able David Lewis' speech, April 24, to the House, covering this
point,

Senator HASTINMG. And you do, then, personally, think they are
too high?

Mr. GRAHAM. That a study might show that the many are too
high.

We are pleading for a study, rather than trying to tell you honorable
Senators and the committee what is the thing to do.

0eW---84--12
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Senator HASTINae. Does the chamber believe that the Hawley.
Smoot tariff bill had any effect upon the export, the lessening of the
export of automobiles?

Mr. OGAHAM. I would not answer for the chamber; but for myself
I would any yes

Senator HAliNos. In what particular countries?
Mr. GRAHAM. We have a list that I think we would like to submit,

but 1 think that, to give it offhand, I would prefer to have the list
submitted to you.

Senator HANTINGS. You are in the automobile business?
Mr. GIAHAM, Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. You are in the automobile business yourself?
Mr. GAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Manufacturing what machine?
Mr. GRAHAM. The Graham-Paige-Graham automobile.
Senator HASTINGS. How many do you export in a year?
Mr. OGAHAM. We exported to give you the exact figures, in 1028,

approximately 11,000 automobiles. That has fallen down to where,
last year, we exported about 1,200 to 1,400 automobiles.

Senator HASTINGS. What was the average price of those automo-
biles you exported in 1028?

Mr. GRAHAM. We had four models, ranging from about $975 up to
about, I would say, around $1,900.

Senator HASTINGS. Did you sell them at the same price in Europe
that you sold to your dealers in this country?

Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. Exactly?
Mr. GRAHAM. The same contract.
Senator HASTINGS. The same contract? Has that price gone up

since 1928, or gone down?
Mr. GRAHAM. Well, in that time which covers several years, there

have naturally been a preat many changes in the automobile industry.
There has been a tendency to lighten cars, and because of the-

Senator HASTINs. I am just inquiring about the price.
Mr. GRAHAM. I am giving that: Because of the lessening buying

power of the world, we have tried to bring the cars down to a lower
figure. We have lightened the cars up. We have made them as low
as we knew how, but the prices today, for example, on a six-cylinder
Graham car would be about $150 less than it was then.

Senator HASTINGS. Was 1928 your high year for exporting?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; I believe it was.
Senator HASTINGS. What was it in 1929?
Mr. GRAHAM. It was practically the same; 1928 and 1929 were

between 10,000 and 11,000, but I have not the exact figures.
Senator HASTINGS. What about 1930?
Mr. GRAHAM. 'The figures show that the falling off in export was

greater than it was in the domestic market, when it dropped con-
siderably. I have not those figures now, but I would be glad to
supply them.

Senator HASTINGS. In 1930?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; and 1931.
Senator HASTINGS. You say it was greater in both of those years?
Mr. GRAHAM. It was less, The fall-off was greater than our domes-

tic decline.
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Senator HAsTINGs. Was that also true of 1932?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir.
Senator HAsTINxs, What about 1933?
Mr. GRAHAM. 1938 showed a slight increase in export over 1932.
Senator HAsTiNGs. How did it compare with your domestic con-

sumption or sales?
Mr. GRAHAM. I would say, Senator, that it traveled about hand

in hand.
Senator HAaTINas. As a matter of fact, from 1928 on, there was

not very much difference, was there, in the fall in your export business
compared with domestic business, i that correct?

Mr. GRAHAM. In the falling of in export business, it was far more
noticeable in exports than in domestic; in other words, the fall was
greater at the beginning of 1930 and 1931.

Senator HAsTINGS. Was there a very great difference?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; I would say considerable difference,
Senator HASTINS. Have you the figures in Belgium that I asked

about a moment ago, and then I won't bother any more.
Mr. GRAHAM. Can we make that available to you later, Senator?
Senator HASTINGS. All right.
Senator GoRE. Can you show our exports to Canada from 1928 to

date?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir; we have those. Mr. Bauer will furnish

those.
Mr. BAUER. May we also make those available to you?
Senator GOR., You have not got those so that you could read

them into the record here?
Mr. BAUER. You wish the exports to Canada?
Senator GoRm. The exports from this country to Canada from

1928 to date.
Mr. BAuaR, The exports are as follows:

lsxport from the United States to Canada
(Number of vehicles only]

128 ..................... 49 211 1931 ...................... 779
1929....................... 47 742 1932................. 1401
1930................... 22, 283 1933----.... ............... 711

The largest part, of our export business is in parts for assembly, which repre-
sents nine times as much value as ears and trucks.

Senator HASTINGS. May I inquire of Mr. Grham--do you think
there is tny danger that European countries in anticipation of this
authority which the President seeks of increasing the rates on auto-
mobiles for trading purposes, with the President?

Mr. GRAHAM, Personally, I would not think so, because I believe
that the attitude would be in the negotiations to start back to where
we were at the time the bill was put in,

Senator HASTINGS. You do not think there would be any danger of
that?

Mr. GRAHAM. No, sir; I would not think so,
Senator HAST1NGS. Take Czechoslovakia, for instance, which is

very anxious to send shoes to this country. In order that they may
bargain for shoes, do you think there would be any danger of their
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putting up the rates on automobiles so that they would be in a better
position to bargain for shoes?

Mr. GRAHAM. It is now $1,200 duty on a $800 automobile, so I do
not think there would be much chance of then. asking much more,
by COechoslovakia.

Senator Goonx $1,200 on a $500 car?
Mr. GRAHAM. Yes, sir. The duty is now $1,200 on practically a

$500 automobile.
Senator Gons. Is that tariff leveled ut the United States entirely,

or is that the general tariff which covers all countries?
Mr. GnAHAM, That is a general tariff.
Senator HASTINo. Have they any automobile factories there?
Mr. GRAHAM, They have one.
Senator HAsTINGs. Is this intended for the protection of that

automobile factory, do you know?
Mr. GRAHAM. I should say somewhat.
Senator CONNALLY. Mostly for revenue purposes, isn't it? Regard-

ing cars as a luxury?
Mr. GRAHAM. They also have a quota of 1,000 ears from the

United States.
Senator GonR. What was your last statement?
Mr. GtRAIAM, That they also have a quota of 1,000 automobiles to

come from the United States,
Senator Gou. Do you know whether they go in up to the quota or

net?
Mr. BAUvER Only 15 percent of the quota.
Senator CONNALLY. Is it your contention that the automobile

industry can successfully compete with the other countries without a
tariff? I mean, can the American automobile industry compete with
the makers of cars in other countries?

Mr. GRAHAM I think the American car represents the greatest
value and is of the finest quality of any cars produced in the world.

Senator CONNALLY, Can you successfully compete as to price of
those qualities? 4

Mr. GRAHAM. I certainly think so.
Senator CONNALLY. You think you can. How about the wages

paid in American factories as compared with wages in other coun-
tries? Are they higher or are the working conditions better or worse
than they are in foreign countries? I am talking now about wages
and so forth.

Mr. GRAHAM. I would say that while our labor costs our labor
rates, are higher, because of the greater efficiency in American plants,
our unit cost is now less than cars produced by the foreign companies.,

Senator Gona. What about your labor cost per unit?
Mr. GRAHAM. Senator Gore, I would say it was higher.
Senator Gonf. The labor cost?
Mr. ORAHAM. Yes, sir; but because of the efficiency and the mass

production of the American plants, that our costs per job would bo
ess.

Senator KNo. Your utilization of electricity, with all of the bene-
fits derived therefrom, is one of the important factors enabling you
to reduce your costs?

Your greater use of electrical energy than that which is utilized in
foreign plants is one of the factors enabling you to produce cheaper
than they produce; that is as far as the labor question is concerned?
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Mr. GRAHAM, Well, I should think that the factors that govern
our unit cost would be based on a great many major points, all of
which would have to be taken into consideration,

However, I would like to just answer Senator Gore's question
further by stating that the difference in the cost between here and
abroad would not be enough to surmount the high tariff walls with
which we are confronted.

Senator Gonl. Mass production is one of your principal sources of
economy, isn't it?

Senator KINo, Thank you very much, Mr. Graham.
Senator HARTINGS. Just a minute, Mr. Graham. Do you know

anything about what Mr, Ford pays his employees in Europe in his
automobile factories?

Mr. GRAHAM. No, sir.
Senator HASTINoa. Do you know whether or not he sells the car

over there at the same price that he sells in this country?
Mr. GRAHAM. No, sir, I do not,
Senator LONR.OAN. How many American automobile manufac-

turers have plants in foreign countries, Mr. Graham?
Mr. GRAHAM. To my knowledge-you are referring to automobile

plants? I believe I will let Mr. Smith answer that.
Mr. SMITH, I think Mr. Ford and the General Motors are the only

ones going extensively into automobiles.
Senator LONaROAN. I mean plants of all iinds.
Mr. SMITH. Of other nationals?
Senator LONEnOAN. All American automobile manufacturers hav-

ing plants abroad. I want to know how nmny are in foreign countries.
Senator KIN,. Senator, if you will pardon me, do you mean auto-

mobile plants, automobile manufacturing plants, or assembly plants?
Senator LONEnOAN. I mean both.
Senator KINO. You had better differentiate.
Mr. SMITH, Ford has his own manufacturing plant in England,

and General Motors has its own manufacturing plant in Russelheim,
Germany, and in Newton, England, In the case of General Motors,
the cars made in those two countries are not competitive as to type
with the cars manufactured in America. They nre strictly European
types of small-bore, low-horsepower cars, which do not compete, for
example, with Chevrolet.

S Senator LONERGAN. What proportion of their manufacturing busi-
ness in its entirety, is done in foreign countries by American auto-
nmobile manufacturers?

Mr. SMITH, In the case of General Motors, I would say about 6 or
7 percent.

Senator LONERGAN. What about Mr. Ford?
Mr. SMITH. I don't know. I should say Ford possibly about the

same.
Senator LONEnOAN. Are they the only two?
Mr. SMITH. The only two with manufacturing plants abroad.
Senator LONERGAN. Do you know, how many persons they employ

abroad?
Mr. SMITH. I don't know about Ford, but in our manufacturing

plant in Germany, which produces the General Motors noncompetitive
car, a car that does not deprive the American factories of any labor,
there are some 10,000 employees. Of course the labor is much less
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effint there, tlnd t takes a great many more people to make the
same number of cars. In England, some five or six thousand.

Senator LiONEmsAN. On the cars that are manufactured in foreign
countries, do they have to pay any taril or tax within those countries?

Mr. SMITH. No; those cars manufactured in England and Germany
are sold chiefly within England and Germany, where the American
cars are plractieally excluded.

Senator ILONn mAN What about Canada?
Mr. SMITH, General Motors hia its own manufacturing plants in

Canada.
Senator LoWNmHUAN, The same rule applies there?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Senator IONItOIAN. Thank you, Mr. Graham.
Senator Gonu. You say that labor in Germany is less efficient

than hero?
Mr. SMITH. It has been our experience, taking that as a criterion

a greater number of men is required to produce the same number of
cars in Germany as compared with Chevrolet in England, for example.
Mt.Js production, of course, and the enormous domestic background
here, probably accounts largely for that difference.

Senator KING. Thank you. Mr. John E. Dowsing, representing
the United States Potters' Association, is excused until tomorrow.

Mr. S. L. Wilson, representing the paper and pulp industry authority.
May I say that we have taken nearly an hour with this witness

and at that rate we will never get through. I suggest we try and
abbreviate the hearing as much as possible,

Mr. WAnnEN B. BULLOCK. Senator Harrison asked that the paper
group get together and select someone. My name is Warren B.
Bullock.

Senator KINo. Have you been selected by the paper and pulp
group?

Mr. BULLOCiK. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. There are a number of witnesses here-five-and

you represent the entire group?
Mr. BULLOCK. As far as I Know.

TESTIMONY OF WARREN B. BULLOCK, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN PAPER INDUSTRY

Senator KINa. Proceed. Give your name and representation.
Mr. BULLOCK. My name is Warren B. Bullock; I am the manager

of the import committee of the American Paper Industry.
Senator KINo. Proceed.
Mr. BULLOCK. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee,

the Paper Industry has decided that it will not take your time, with
the pressure that you have here, with a long statement of its position.
I have with me a statement which Mr. S. L. Wilson, president of the
American Paper and Pulp Association, and chairman of the Paper
Industry Code Authority, together with Mr. Norman W. Wilson
chairman of the legislative committee of the Paper Industry, will
present for your consideration.

I have, also, on behalf of Mr. George W. Gair, of the Robert G(air Co.,
representing the National Paper Board Association, a separate organi-
zation, on behalf of that group. Those will be filed, chiefly, Mr. Chair-
man, in brief form.

ItECIPInOOAl TIADP A(t1IMINTa
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Senator KINC. HIave you them with you?
Mr. BuLLC0K. Yes, Air,
Senator KINc,. Hand them to the reporter,
Senator WALSH, Are they all in opposition to this hill?
'Mr. BuItOCK. Yes, shr. On two points, First on general prin-

ciples, and second on the proposed repeal of the countervailing clause
Sin paragraph 1402, which affects the paper board specifloally with the
reducltion of duty on Canadin papor Ioard of aout 25 percent. That
is a concrete case that will obe effotive inmodintelv. The epnorl
theory of tarifr legilntion we are covering in thle brief hy thosp muchIIt
mooll conversant with tatliff theooie than we pretend to he.

Senator Gloi. Does this bill do away with the countervotiling
provision?

Mr. BULLOCK.o It does. Paragrnph 1402 lind other sections of the
bill. Parla ralph 1402 applies to plain pltper b anrdis.

Senator WALu. How doe tills bill allect tiht?
Mrt, BULtLOCK, The duty in paralgrph 1402 is 10 percent on those

bonrd. Cnnada imposes duty of 35 percent on those hourds, plus
fan excise tax cumulative of 3 percent, making a not duty of 38 I)ercent.

Senator WALSi. This bill dooe not do anything unless thle President
does something.

Mr. BuoLLoe., This bill provides for the repeItl of those sections
Senator Goute. I thought it explrssly roAerved hle countervailing

duty.o
Senator OtoHancl, The bill reads:

80otiolo 2 (a) sulpttrfagraph (d) of tragralM)h 800, thle HsUtoI of p)Uaragraph
1402 anld the proviso to partagrapr h 371, 101, 10, I0, 1087, and 1803 (1) of the
Tariff Act of 1030 aro rtoaled.

Senator Go . I think the House report s.ys that it does not affect
the countervailing duties.

Senator WALSH. If thid law does repeal that section, it will become
operative at once, before the President even made reciprocal agree-
moints- i tuht your contention?

Mr. BtLLocK. My understanding of the bill, Senator, is that the
bill itself repeals the countervailing provision, and that that would
become effective immediately.

Senator WALSH. And it should not become effective until at least
the President decides it should be repealed by making an agreement
with tile country that will be a substitute.

Mr. BULLOCKn . That might be relief.
Senator KIN . If it doe not repeal ipso facto, then that objection

wlich you are urging would be eliminated from your category of
objections?

Mr. BvULOCK. Yes, sir; that precise objection would be.
Senator KINo. Thank you very much.
William C. olnhman of Now York, representing the toy manufac-

turers of the United States. Is Mr. Lehman present?
(No response.)
Senator KINo. We will pass him. Mr. E. C. lIough, representing

toy manufacturers. Is he present?
(No response.)
Senator KING. Arthur B. Dodge, representing the Cork Institute

of America.
(No response.)
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Acting Chairman KINo. They are off the list. William H. Cliff,
of Boston, representing the Home Market Club of Boston.

Mr. CLUIt. Yes, sir,
Acting Chairman KINo, Mr. Cliff, you appeared before the House

Ways and Means Committee, did you not?
Mr. CLurr, I did.
Acting Chairman KINO, Do you desire to make a supplemental

statement?
Mr. CrrFF. I do,
Acting Chairman KINO. How much time will you reqdre?
Mr. CuLFF. About 5 minutes.
Acting Chairman KINo. You may have 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. CLIFF, SECRETARY OF THE HOME
MARKET CLUB, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. CLurr. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Finance Committee,
I am secretary of the Home Market Club and I have also been dele-
gated to express the remonstrances of the Detroit Blanket Co., of
New Hampshire, the New Bedford Cotton Manufacturers' Associa-
tion, of New Bedford, Mass., representing about 11 000 employees,
and the Bagshaw Co., of Lowell, manufacturers of pins and needles,
and the Hudson Worsted Co. of Hudson, Mass.

The Home Market Club has no desire to offer anything that might
impede the administration in its bold efforts to restore national
economic prosperity. It presumes that the Democratic Party will
adhere to its time-honored policy of tariff for revenue, if its repre-
sentatives determine to do so.

Acting Chairman KINa. Is that an accurate statement of its policy?
Mr. CuFF. That is what I understand.
Acting Chairman KtNo. You are wrong, but proceed,
Mr. CLIFF, Thank you. I am glad that I am wrong.
Senator GorE. I am sorry I am wrong.
Mr, CLIFF. It does hope, however that the representatives of all

political parties will respect and abide by the Constitution of the
United States, as long as that document remains the foundation of
American freedom.

The'secretary of the Home Market Club has ever supported Demo-
eratic leaders in their opposition to the powers granted to the Execu- 4
tive under the flexible provisions of the tariff law. He endorses the
stand taken by the brilliant chairman of this committee when he said:

It Is all wrong that such an opportunity as resides in this flexible tariff should
be afforded to any President of tho United States.

That statement applies, of course, to a Democratic President.
Senator GORi. Did he say that?
Mr. CLIFF. I think he did.
Senator WALSH, He means Chairman Harrison,
Senator CONNALmY. He was talking about a Republican President,

though, wasn't he?
Mr. CLIFF. He said it applies to any President.
This H.R. 8087 delegates even greater power. It permits the

President to "enter into foreign-trade agreements with foreign govern-
ments" without the approval of any legislative body, and without
public hearing.

IrOrIPOCAL TUADa AarIMENTHr
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Putnam's Word Book gives the following words as synonymous:
treaty covenant, agreement, concordat, pact, and protocol. Web.
ster's Dictionary defines treaty to be "an agreement between two
or more States or sovereigns." tikewise, the definition of treaty by
Funk & Wagnall's Practical Standard Dictionary is, "a formal agree-
ment or compact, duly concluded and ratified, between two or more
nations." In other words, "a rose by any other name would smell
as sweet."

Senator GORE, Under any sort of deal, do you think?
Mr. CLUFrr Is that material?
Senator GoRa. I think it is vital.
Mr. CLIFr. Proceeding on the premise that foreign trade agree-

ments with foreign governments are synonymous with reciprocal-
tariff treaties with foreign governments, the President has, under
article II, section 2, paragraph 2 of the Constitution, "power by and
with the advice of the Senate to make treaties providing two thirds
of the Senators present concur." Incidentally he shall nominate
and by and with the advice and consent of the Senate shall appoint
ambassadors, * * * judges of the Supreme Court, and so forth.
Congress is permitted only by law to best the appointment of in-
ferior officers "in the President alone." It is hardly conceivable that
the Senate would waive its constitutional right of concurrence in the
appointment of ambassadors to foreign diplomatic posts and judges
of the Supreme Court. The Home Market Club respectfully requests
that the Senate do not abdicate its constitutional prerogatives of
concurrence in the making of treaties with foreign governments.

Acting Chairman KING. Who is the president of the Home Market
Club?

Mr. CLIFF. Sinclair Weeks.
Acting Chairman KINa. It is composed exclusively of manufac-

turers, is it not?
Mr. Curr. Yes, sir,
Senator HASTINGS, It is located where?
Mr. CrFF. In Boston, Mass.
Senator WALSH. The membership covers all of New England or

just Massachusetts?
Mr. CU,FF. No; the membership goes as far ts Kansas City in the

West and Texas in the South,
Senator WALSH. Do I understand your organization always

opposed the flexible provisions of the tariff?
Mr CLIFF. Yes, sir.
Senator HASTINGS. How many members does that organization

have?
Mr. CLIFF. There are slightly over 400 today,
Senator HASTINGS Principally in New England, but as far west,

as you say, as Kansas City?
Mr. CLIFF. Yes.
Acting Chairman KING. How many are in Massachusetts?
Mr. CLIFF. Well, somewhere between 25 and 33% percent, I should

say.
Acting Chairman KING. Are in Massachusetts?
Mr. CIFF. Yes.
Senator HASTINs. Do they cover a great variety of manufactured

articles?
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Mr. CIFF, Quite a large variety; yes
Senator WASII. Is It similar to another organization in Phila.

delphia of the s ine name?
Mr. CrLIt', Not that I know of,
Acting Chairman KING, It Is largely woolen manufacturers, is

it not?
Mr, CLI, r No.
Selnator CONNALLY, You Anly you did not favor this flexible tariff

act of 1030. Were you opposed to the Tariff Act of 1030?
Mr. CLI V. No; wo wore in favor of it.
Senator CONNALY,. It was a flexible tariff act, wasn't it?
Mr. CLit. We were opposed to that feature.
Senator CONNALLY. You were against it, but you were for it?
Mr. OCrFe. We are for the provisions of protection, but we are

against the flexible feature of giving the power to the President,
Senator CONNALLY. Did you support the bill in 1930?
Mr. CLIFF. Yes, sir; generally speaking.
Senator CONNALLY. You were for it. You testified before the

House that you would like to put on embargoes wherever possible,
didn't you?

Mr, ir.F, Today I would,
Senator CONNALY. So, of course, if you want an embargo--
Mr. CuFr (interrupting). I say that because I believe that the

success of the N.R.A. is predicated on nationalism. That is the
only reason I state it,

Senator CONNALLY. In other words, you would not permit any
importations into this country at all?

Mr, CLIF. Not as far as that.
Senator CONNAY. You said, 1 I would support an embargo wher-

ever possible."
Mr. CLUtP, Wherever possible.
Senator CONNALLY. It is possible to slap an embargo wherever

possible, isn't it?
Mr. CLIFr. If you take a certain book that was written lately, it

may be.
Senator CONNALLY, I am not talking about a certain book. You

are here to testify.
Mr, CLIFF. I am testifying.
Senator CONNALLY. Then I think you should testify instead of

throwing some slur on somebody else. What book are you talking
about?

Mr. CLIFF. America Self-Contained,
Senator CONNALLY. Are you hero to represent the author of that

book or your own views?
Mr. CULFF. No-
Senator CONNALLY (interposing). Why do you bring that in?

Just in an effort to be pert and smart?
Mr. CLIFF. If I appear that way I apolog.ie.
Senator CONNAtLY. You thought you would get some headline,;

if you made reference to Ttgwell or Wirt or someb ody else, and you
would have some reference in the papers?

Mr. CtIrv. No; I did not.
Senator CONNALLY. I prefer to have your views on embargoes.
Mr. CI,FF. Wherever possible, I said.
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Senator CONNALLV, So you are in favor of an embargo wherever
you can got one?

Mr. CLIFF. Under present conditions,
Senator CONNALLt. That is what I am talking about. That is all.
Senator Gony. Are you oppl)osed to any movement looking toward

the enlargement of our foreign trade?
Mr. CFrr. I think the welfare of America is our first problem.
Senator GonE. Do you think it is serving our welfare by a policy

of isolation?
Mr. CiFrr. Not necessarily.
Acting Chairman KING Do you think it was a disadvantage to our

country where we had a foreign trade of between 7 and 8 billions of
dollars for 2 years and our imports were only about 75 percent of
that? Thirteen billions of dollars of foreign trade you think is a dis-
advantage, but you prefer a situation--

Mr. CLIFF (interposing). No; but I prefer to see us back to 90
billions of domestic trade before we are back to 13 billions of foreign
trade.

Acting Chairman KING, You think it was a disadvantage to us to
soil to Canada between 8 and 900 millions of dollars worth of American
commodities for a number of years, and receive in return less than
800 millions?

Mr. CLrFF, No,
Acting Chairman KINo Do you think it was a disadvantage for

us to have an export trade with Great Britain of over 805 millions of
dollars?

Mr. CLsFF. No.
Acting Chairman KINo, And imports from Great Britain of approx-

imately four or five hundred millions of dollars with a balance of
trade between three and five hundred millions ot dollars in favor of
the United States? Was that a disadvantage?

Mr. CuFr,. I do think it was a great disadvantage probably to
some of our agricultural producers to have 500 millions of dollars of
hiportations from there.

Acting Chairman KING. Would you expect us to sell to England
eight or nine hundred millions of dollars worth of commodities and
take nothing in return?

Mr. CLIFF. I do not; no.
Acting Chairman KING. That would be a very foolish position,

wouldn't it?
Senator GEonoE. Do you expect to see our trade go back to 00

billions of domestic business without some foreign basiness?
Mr. CLIFF, I should expect to see it go back there sooner than

I would expect us to go back to an international trade of 13 billions.
Senator GEonoE. That is not my question. Do you expect it to

go back to 00 billions without some export trade?
Mr. CLIFF. I would not predict that fur. We are bound to have

some export trade. They are bound to buy things from us. Our
exports are picking up now, and our imports are picking up.

Senator Ge:oalt . Our domestic business will not pick up unless
our exports should pick up, will they?

Mr. CLIrF. I do not quite agree with that.
Senator GEOIOE,. You do not?
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Senator Goni. You do not think the surplus fixes the price of the
whole output of the entire commodity?

Mr. CrlPP. I did not get that question.
Senator Gons. You do not think the surplus fixes the price of the

whole output of the commodity.
Mr. CLIP,. In many eases, yes.
Senator Gon, If you have a surplus in any line, and refuse to ship

it abroad in exchange for their stuff, doesn't that surplus fall back in
our lap and hammer down the price here at home?

Mr. CLtr. Yes; but was that not largely due to the inflation of the
post-war times?

Senator Gorn, What is that?
Mr. CLIP. Wasn't that surplus largely due to the inflation of the

war and post-war times?
Senator Gono, It may have been. Lending money abroad to buy

goods, and so forth,
Senator G(oliot. It was due largely to a lack of distribution, in

my own judgment.
Mr. CLIur. That is one of our most pressing problems, the distri.

bution problem.
Senator Gono o. Certainly it is the problem of the post-war period.

We had production during the war, and the war distributed it, and it
does scem to me that now we face a period in which distribution is our
main problem, both at home and abroad.

Mr. CLIut Yes.
Senator Gon.lt Would you put an embargo on our exports as well

as on our imports?
Mr. CLIF,. No, not necessarily.
Acting Chairman KiNO, Would you?
Senator Goun. I)o you think we could ship stuff out and not let

stttff comi in?
Mr. CLIr'F. 1 think it is possible, particularly if we are going to lend

them our money, we can sAip it out, If our bankers prefer to send a
lot of money abroad, they will be able to.

Senator IIASTINOs. 1 would like to inquire whether any of your
members are engaged in exporting any of the articles they mantu-
facture.

Mr. CuLv., I think they are, Senator. I could not say just which
ones,

Acting Chirman KINO. That is all. Ocorge de Vries, representing
the canning industry.

Mr. (CuLI. i10 has just stepped out.
Acting Chairman KINO. I understand from the secretary that he

desires to submit a brief. It will be submitted and incorporated in
the record. hM. J. II. Schermerhorn, representing the Lead Pencil
Industry.

TESTIMONY OF J. H. SOHERMERHORN, REPRESENTING THE LEAD
PENCIL INDUSTRY

Mr. S-EmitMEIUioKN. Yes, sir.
Acting Chairman KINU. How much time do you want, Mr.

Scherhcnerhorn?
Mr. SCHUEMErM HOtN. A very few minutes, Senator. I will offer

my brief, but there are just one or two little features that I would like
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to emphasize. I do not know that I want it necessarily put on the
record, but just for your own information, I would like to show
you here these samples. I have the quotations,

Acting Chairman KINo. Let the record show that the witness
exhibited two trays of lead pencils,

Senator HASTINGe . Hadn't you better have him state for the
record the purpose?

Acting Chairman KING. He will do so,
Mr, SOHItRMEfHORN, I will submit my brief,
Acting Chairman KtNo. State the object for which you submitted

thes-two trays if your brief does not.
Mr. SoHERMEHORN. My brief does not. Just simply as a matter of

illustration of the competition we are up againt with the minimum
wage cost in our factory of 40 cents an hour. Pencils like these
were brought in last year, and the average price in Japan when a yen
was 20 cents, the average price of these pencils from Japan was
22 cents a gross. Our labor cost alone on corresponding pencils will
run from 00 to 70 cents a gross, without the material costs.

Senator CoNNAtY,. Exchange conditions had a lot to do with that,
didn't they?

Mr. SoCuHnsmn onN. But the yen today is 30 cents, and a slight,
fraction, Senator. . '

Senator HASTINS, With the yen at 30 cents, what will it make in
comparison?

Mr. SCHEoRMn HOnN. About the same ratio in view of our advance
in wages since June of last year.

Senator HASTINGS. What are your wages now per gross?
Mr. SCHnHnRMnoHuN. On one pencil here, the labor is 62 cents a

ross, the material cost is 34 cents a gross. On another one the labor
i 72 cents, and the material 49 cents. With the corresponding pencil
of Japanese production that was sold in Japan at 22)6 cents a gross
when the yen was 20 cents, so you can figure it out. I am very glad
to leave it here if you like.

Acting Chairman KINo. Just as you wish.
Senator HAsTINGS. What is the tariff on lead pencils now?
Mr. SoHEnMERHouN. Thirty or thirty-five cents.
Senator HASTINaS. Don't you know what it is?
Mr. SCHERMEAHORN, I am spending so much time in the Canadian

factory-all of the American factories have established factories
abroad, some in recent years, and some prior. One American factory
had a pencil factory in Germany, 2 American factories have pencil
factories in England, and 3 American factories have factories in
Canada. The reason we had to put the Canadian factories in was
because of nationalism. They won't buy "Made in U.S.A." goods.
In other words, I am working at plans now to use Canadian graphite
to make Canadian pencils.

Senator GEsoIa. You say they won't buy United-States-of-
America-made goods?

Mr. SCEIInEtMEIllOutN. No.
Senator (~onant,. Why not?
Mr. SCIIIUAtMEItION. Nationalism.
Senator OEOuat:. You think it is a good idea to continue tluh

nattionalistic m (ovemlent?
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Mr. SopmMmmnnonN. It is over my head,Senator, because to me the
mighty dollar means more than nationalism when I want to buy a
suit of clothes. When I toll that story in England they say, "The
English are just like you but on on even break they will buy the
English-made goods. There is a slogan all through England
"Don't buy German goods and throw England's employees out o
work."

Senator IASTAmUas. Is that nationalism in force by slogan only?
It is not by law?

Mr. Sonu1i1M oni. Entirely by slogan; but in Canada where I
have very Intimaote acquaintance, because I am up there about every
0 weeks, the provisions of the Dominion, the provisions of the Plrov.
since, and 1 think in the cities and towns is, "'i rst choice, Canadian-
madc goods; second choice, British Empire goods; third choice,
general."

Senator IiASTINs. I would like to inquire what those Japanese
pencils that you have just exhibted sell wholesale, compared with
what you sell your pencils for?

Mr. SonlmualnoN. They will sell for whatever they can. What.
ever they can get for them, but as a rule, about 25 percent lower than
our wholesale priee,

Senator IlASTNUas. Has that had any effect on your business?
Mr. SoHnEtRMlEHOUN. In my brief I say that--
Senator Goo, (interposing). Are you speaking of the Japanese now?
Mr. ScnruiMaHoIN. Yes; but I am speaking generally also.
Acting Chairman KINO. I suppose you would object to Japan

buying large quantities of American cotton, as she is doing,wouldn't
you?

Mr. SciEHiuRnnon. I am tickled to death to have them. I am
tickled to death to have them ship tea and things that we cannot raise
here.

Senator HASTINGs. What I would be interested is in knowing
whether you would be willing that that should be done at the expense
of your business.

Mr. SOHERlIERHORN. I would prefer to have it done on quotas. I
do not think that a country that shipped in to us here 4 or 5 years ago
10 or 11 gross of pencils should be given a quota equal to probably
more 'than 25 percent of all of the foreign goods brought into tlus
country.

Senator Gonn. You do not mean all of the foreign goods?
Mr. SCHERMER1tHON. Yes, sir, Senator Gore.
Senator GonaI. Does Japan send in a quarter of all of our imports?
Mr. SCHERn~MErOiuN. Of lead pencils.
Senator GonE,. What were the importations last year of Japan?
Mr. SOHEnUNItM~HON. I think it was about 147 000 gross.
Senator GoE,. What is the total consumption here?
Mr. SCHEImMERHORN. In 1930, 5,380,000 gross; in 1931, 4,650,000

gross; in 1932, 3,020,000 gross; my figures on 1033 are a little uncer-
tain, but about 3,750,000 gross.

Acting Chairman KlIo. That is the consumption in the United
States?

Mr. SCHERMEIUt HON. Yes, sir. Of American-made pencils.
Senator GoIn. And they sent in about 140,000 gross? .
Mr. ScnsimEt w onN. I think it was 147,000 gross, Senator Gore.

i
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Senator Goni, Japan is not self-sustaining, and she has to import
Slot of raw material from foreign countries, and some from the

United States. She is selling her exports pretty low. Is she doing
That from choice, or i shie doing it because she has got to have these
goods cotton produced hero, and other raw materials? She has to
buy those things, no matter how low she has to put her stuff.

Mr. SoumHtMnWrIoN. She has only been in the pencil business about
4 years, Senator Gore.

Senator Goni. The point is, perhaps she was driven into it in order
to have something or other, in order to exchange for our cotton. She
cannot got out cotton unless shi gives something for it, and she i
bound to have it, and she has got to put her stuff down low enough
to got it. Isn't that true? No matter how low she has to sell her
still ?

Mr. ScnHrnMrnHaNo. I presume that is true.
Acting Chairmaln KIINO. oapll)ia's imports then nre about one

fiftieth of our domestic lmnuflicturo on pencils?
Mr. 8OHERMERHORN,. 1 have found the actual figures, Senator King.

Last year, from all countries this country brought in 228,000 gross,
of which 171,000 was from Japan. I can go back.

In 1929 Japan sent to this country 24 gross, and that was the year
that every exporter in foreign countries was sending load pencils to
this country for fear of a high tariff, and the total exported goods
brought into this country of lad pencils was 180,203 gross.

Senator GoRo. You do not regard that as dangerous at all? That
percentage of exports, as related to domestic production?

Acting Chairman KINo. The duty on pencils is 50 cents per gross
and 30 percent ad valorem. I might add that the N.R.A. has fixed
a quota, as I recall, of about 140,000 for the whole import of pencils.

Mr. SoHERMEatonN. Senator King, will you permit me to raise
one question in this discussion, and that is that the Tariff Conmnis.
sion recommended that a minimum price of $1.60 a gross be placed
on imported pencils, Japanese, as a protection to the domestic wage
scale, but this was waived by the State Department and not included
in the agreement. We are not afraid of the world competition, if we
get somewhere near an even break. If we have to, we will build
factories in foreign countries as we have done in Canada.

Acting Chairman KING. How many factories have you built in
Canada?

Mr. SCHERMERHORN. There are three factories in Canada.
Acting Chairman KINo. Do you export from Canada to the other

countries?
Mr. SCHIRMMERHOUN. A little, or nothing.
Acting Chairman KINo. Do you export into the United States from

Canada?
Mr. SCHEnlMEnHORN. No, sir. You see, the minimum wage scale

in the Province of Ontario is $10 a week.
Acting Chairman KINO. I was just trying to find out whether you

are exporting from Canada.
Mr. SCHERMERIIORN, Only to the British Empire.
Acting Chairman KINo. 'Ihen you (1o export from Canada to the

British Empire.
Mr. ScHERNMEnnRRN. Well, you know they do not use that word

"export" when they ship from Canada to England.
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Acting Chairman KINo. Do you ship any pencils out of Canada?
Mr, SOHEMIRHnOiiN. Only to England.
Acting Chairman KmIo, Only to the British Empire.
Mr. SncKoaIM HOnN, Yes sir.
Acting Chairman KINo. How many gross do you ship to England?
Mr. SOHIRMEiHO.N, Last year we sent them about 12,000 gross,
Senator CousjNs. Don't you send to the other British colonies or

possessions?
Mr. SCHEnMiu HORN. No, sir; we cannot compete with the foreign

made goods in other parts of the British Empire.
Senator CONNALLY. Here is a pencil I picked up on the street the

other day marked "A. W Faber. Made in Bavaria." Tell me about
that. tha t Ishat a high-priced pencil?

Mr. SoniERMmcRHom. They are.
Senator CONNALLY. Does that come in here and pay the duty and

still compete?
Mr, ScwntM ranoN., Yes sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Why is that? Is the graphite superior or some.

thing of that kind? Why can they make that hlgh-priced, expensive
pencil and pay the duty and still compete?

Mr. SouHCHsn RHno. They are the oldest existing pencil company
in the world and whereas we manufacturers do not concede that it is
any better than our best class of pencils, it is just like the man that
thinks that he has got to go to Tiffany If he buys a good piece of
jewelry. The draftsman, the German draftsman would rather pay
twice as much for that pencil because it is an A. W. Faber, made by
the oldest pencil house in the world, than he would to buy anything
domestic, or anything else.

It is a ver highly advertised pencil.
Senator WALSH. There has been tremendous progress made in

machinery for manufacturing pencils In recent years.
Mr. dCH eunaHons. It was mostly done in Germany, and most of

our marines that we have in this country we bought from Germany.
Senator WALSH. Are the machines that the Japanese use from Ger-

many also?
Mr. SCHiRMBUHORN. So I understand.
Senator WALSH. So you also have the same facilities for produc-

tion and use the same machines.
Mr. SCuHERMERHON. Yes, sir. I do not understand that they

have to pay the duties on their graphite. For instance, we pay 30
percent duty on graphite that we pay on pencil lead.

Senator WALSH. 1 have seen your factory in Hoboken. It is a
marvelous institution.

Senator HASTINGS. Let me inquire whether you make the same i
pencils in this ~ountry that you do m Canada.

Mr. ScHEIMERHOIN. Relatively yes, Senator; except this--
Senator HATINGS (interrupting). I do not want the details,
Mr. SCHEnMERHOaN. Lot me say this. This is one country in the

world which predominates with a tip and rubber, which costs 50
cents a gross more than without a tip and rubber. We sell many
more there without the tip and rubber.

Senator HASITINGS. What I want to get at is if you can tell me,
comparatively, the difference in the cost of labor on a gross of pencils'
in Canada nid this country, on pencils of a like character?
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Senator WALCOTT, You said in answer to Senator Hastings that
your labor cost, given the same conditions, and the sane quality of
pencil, would be about one third less in Canada.

Mr. SCH~anMRHonN. Yes. As compared to this country.
Senator WALCOTT. Ynu have it base price there of 22% cents a gross

from Japan?
Mr. SCHnEMERHORN. That is the selling price; fo.b., Japan.
Senator WALCOTT, What would be the corresponding price for the

same grade of pencil in Canada and in this country? Can you give us
that?

Mr. SCHERMERHORN. That pencil in this country would cost 96
cents. That pencil in Canada, and bear in mind it is a tip and rubber
pencil, so I have to do a little guessing about it-my estimate is it
would be somewhere between 75 and 80 cents.

Senator WALCOTT, That it would sell for.
Mr. SOHERMERHORN. Cost.
Senator WALCOTT, And yet it sells for 22) cents?
Mr. SCHERMERHORN. In Japan. That is the Japanese made

pencil.
Senator WACLOTT. 1 am speaking of that.
Mr. SCHERMERHORN. But their labor gets about 5or 10 cents a day.
Senator WALCOTT. That is what I am trying to get at. The total

cost in this country you say is 96 cents a gross?
Mr. SCHERMERsORN. Yes, sir,
Senator WALCOTT. In Canada that would be a third less.
Mr. SrRMEan RHON. Approximately that.
Senator WALCOTT. What would that be in Japan?
Mr. SCRuERMEHonN. I don't know.
Senator HASTINGS. He has already give us what it cost there.
Mr. SCHERMERHORN. You see, the trouble is, the selling price of

the pencils in Japan is less than our material cost-no consideration
for labor.

Senator HASTINGs. Let me inquire whether your opposition to this
bill is based, for instance, upon the fear that, in order to increase our
exports of cotton to Canada, the President may find it advisable to
reduce the tariff on pencils?

Is that how it might affect you?
Mr. SCHERMEHORN. I am not thinking so much of that, but you

used a very appropriate word that affects my feelings, "fear." We are
more afraid of fear than everything else. If every country in the
world-there is Chile, there is Mexico, there is Canada, there is
Germany and its subdivisions, there is France, and there is England,
all manufacturing lead pencils, and if everyone of those countries
who only shippedto this country 4 or 5 years ago, 4 to 40 gross, were
given a proportionate quota of 125,000 gross a year without some
minimum value for duty purposes, so that they could not affect or
could not be a serious menace to our labor cost, then I would not
worry about it; but my fear is that if we give Japan, who only 4 years
ago sent 40 gross of pencils to this country, an allocation or allotment
of 125,000 gross, on a basis of something that my selfish motive
prompts me to view from, and that is the lead-pencil business, I am
scared as the devil of what you are going to do or what the President
may do with these other several countries.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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BisNe rnO AMIEnH AN MANUPACTUAIIBN r OP WOOniCARna LEAD PENCILs

(ly J. Hi Ho4ehorinrhorn)

The donestle production of wood-ouased load nioiells has for many reasons beensteadily declining from its peak in 1027, the doolfne to 1032 being about 40 percent.Production in 1927, 0,100,1340 gross, n 1982, 8,020,937 gross.
The industry price average has suoored oven more, having by 1032 declinedIl)iout 4 percent from its peak.
Avorage in 1920, $3.28 per gross; li 1032, $1.86 per gross.Shite 1927 three now domestic manufacturers have established themselves inthe South to complete for this dwindling penll business, with the result that in1932, under much lower labor and material costs than the Industry is now paying,it lost 7to percent on its gross sales.
To add to our difficulties in 1033, which became so severe that our whole Indus-try produced less than 1% million gross of pencils during the first 6 months, andcoincident with our voluntarily raising wages in June nl cooperation with thePresident's recovery program, this market suddenly became flooded with cheaplead penclls from Japan.
The Japanese get an average of iPbout 22 cents a gross for these pencils, lessthan half of the labor cost alone for making comparable penolls in tis country.They sell here at less than half the wholesale rice at which we can supply com-parable pencils, with the result that these Japanese imports jumed from 10)ross of pencils in 1931 to 171 000 gross In 1938. This Is more penc sa than haveeen Imported from all countries combined In any one year, excepting 1929, when

mnports were abnormally large In anticipation of the 1980 tariff law.Now, since this hearing bear upon a proposed reciprocal tariff bill, underwhich the administration can alter domestic tariffs In bargains made with foreignnations, and without giving any opportunity to domestic producers to sit it orbe heard while these bargains are being concluded we want this committee toknow about the first sch bargain whi eh our State Department concluded undersection 3E of the National icovery Act. This was a bargain made with theJapanese pencil manufacturers i1t order to give our Industry relief from theirrunltlous competition.
One of several remedies which we suggested In our complaint was that enitlImports be put on a quota basis, the quota for each country to be limited to theavera e number of gross Imported from that country during the 4 years fromJune 029 to June 1933. The State Department must have liked the quotaidea, but although nothing In the . ,\tlonal Recovery Act required that theJapanese manufacturers be consulted, they were the only ones consulted in thebargaining process; our manufacturers were never consulted never knew whatwas going on at all until the d a a earned with dismay that thequota given to the Japan a year.So far as the .records A total penoll importsfrom Japan from the ii we filed ott com.plaiint. It Is 16 time m j n p . I 2, times our recordof Japanese in nlis fr o01 f pencils fromall countries oh t will replace

But you oanuAn t how I tfl ou on-sider the natural* d Japthanese, K --- Ithl youg*the ' tment knewabout them ffe4 ,n Plqn ea Treasury
Department./ P x ur

These im I be si Ir compe-
titlon and large pe
American m * t o so in
the porters; catame in distributedbefore mwe lear #em. epen e, packing,
and general a tm product S ly that the
American pubiThese pen ls ces and condi-tione In volvngd r 198, on by the anti-dumpino un of Secretary of theTreasury to makea far as we know hehas taken no notice of t . .... .
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We must fool that these matters were ignored when the bargain was struck for
an import quota of 129,000 gross of Japanese penells. We are euro that we would
have 1)oni more fairly treated If we had been consulted in any way during the
progress of the barganiug, and we must still work and pray for a trore equitable
adjustment of this matter,

nt any event, It must be plain to your committee that th lquota of 125,000
gross for Japanese poncils, plus the normal Inports from other countroe, will
nllreasn the total pencil imports to about three times what they wore inl 1902

and at least twice what they averaged during the lait 10 years.
It must blt plain to your committee that with our labor costs greatly lhoreased

under the encill code; with all material costs likewise increased; with prodle.
tion and consumption steadily declining because of the wide-spread U1o of Ine
chanlcal pencils, fountain pens, a al ll manner of meoohanical bulsitlo devices;
with oncill exports way off because of general conditions and Japanese compoti
tion in foreign miarkoet; and with unore domestic manufacturers to sharo the
buslues that I left, our Industry cannot survive a reduction in Ithe tariff rates
or any other results of a reciprocal tariff act that would further increase Imports
of wo d puenils,

We respectfully request your earnest consideration of those matters in behalf
of the labor and capital that is employed In the domestic pencil industry.

Respectfully submitted.
J, H. SOCnMatEnHODN,

Chairman Tariff Committee, Wood-Cased Lead-Pencil Industry,

The CHAIMAn. Are there any witnesses here who desire meorly
to present their briefs into the record, so that they may appear in
the hearing?

If they do, we (an get through with you gentlemen now, before we
recess for lunch.

(No response.)
Senator WALSH. Will Mr. Sargent come to the clerk's office, please?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. F. E. Mollin, of Denver, Colo., American

National Live Stock Association. Is Mr. Mollin in the room?
(No response.)
The CHAinMAN. I understand he wants to appear tomorrow. Mr.

V. 0. Lombard, ir, irard, Ohio, representing the Calf Tanners' Asso.
citation.

STATEMENT OF VICTOR 0. LOMBARD, DIRECTOR OF THE TAN.
NERS' COUNCIL OF AMERICA, PRESIDENT OF THE CALF TAN.
NERS' ASSOCIATION, GIRARD, OHIO

Mr. LOMBAD. Mr. Chairman, you had the honor to address our
industry in New York. I have been delegated to represent the entire
industry, representing the Tanners' Council. That really is the
Tanning Industry and the Calf Tanning Association.

This hearing came on me rather suddenly, Mr. Chairman, and it is
quite hard to cover an industry like ours in the short space of time
that is allocated to me, due to the fact that the tanning industry is
divided, as you know, Mr. Chairman, and others here, Senator Walsh
and others, among others it is divided into various groupings. Each
group is an entirely independent industry of its own.

For instance, in the State of Wisconsin you have calf and upper.
leatheri tanners. You have the sole-leather tanning industry, which
is an entirely independent industry from the calf-tanning industry.
You have the goat-skin industry, and it is a distinct industry, just
as distinct as tin-plate is from steel. In New England, especially in
the State of Massachusetts, there is some goat-skin tanning, but
principally calf-tanning. Some of the other States are all sole leather,
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but each one of these industries is distinct, separate, and alone; and
to try and explain, and to go into the whole situation and cover it all
within the brief space of time that you have allocated to me, I will
not attempt to do, because. the re ar too many on your Board here,
especially your members on this committee, that are quite familiar
with our industry, and I have had the opportunity of appearing before
you in the meetings of your committee.

I will just read this brief, which is a summary in digest form of our
industry, and then I hope you will grant me the privilege to file facts
and figures later as a supplementary brief, without taking up your
time.

The CHAIRMAN, You may do that.
Mr. LOMBARD. The leather industry, like most of the other indus-

tries in the United States, is in favor of the negotiation of commercial
treaties with the object of expanding the export trade of the United
States and facilitating the movement of imported goods when such
movement would not be prejudicial to domestic agriculture and manu-
facture. In other words, it favors commercial bargaining with other
nations but will not hurt home industry at a critical tre like the
present. Bull there are two phases of the subject that our industry
wishes to brirg to the attention of the Senate Finance Committee at
this time. One has to do with rereprsentations by industry and the
other the life cf the proposed treaties.

I. PROVISION FOR HEARINGS

The domestic tanners have faith in the traditional policy of referring
ill commercial treaties to Congress. Members of Congress represent'
the popular will and they are in a position, as a result of direct contact
and public hearings, to express that will with a clear understanding.

The pending bill (H.R. 8687) makes no provision for direct or in-
direct contact with the President's tariff aids with respect to any treaty
negotiations and any industry whose product is affected by such nego-
tiations would not know what had occurred until the results of the
bargain had been made public.

It is conceivable, of course, that there are rates on some commodi-
ties that might be reduced without causing any disturbance to domes-
tic business, but any change in the meager 12% to lr percent tariff
on leather would, at this time, be disastrous to our industry.

I want to elaborate on that for one moment, and that is that the
tariff on leather ranges from 12% percent on the sole leather to 15 per-
cent on the calf leather. That means on cattle hides, the import
duty on cattle hides is 10 percent. The duty on raw calfskins is
10 percent, and figuring our unit of value which as been set up by the
Tariff Commission as a unit of the import raw material, especially
on our particular type of leather, would make our duty a protective
duty of 6% percent, whereas our duty in our particular type of leather,
such as manufactured in my State-we are the only tannery in our
State outside of the tanners in the State of Wisconsin, where the duty
is 15 percent, which means that we have actually a duty of 0% percent.
That affects only the New England manufacturers.

All calf hides and skins of that type, buffalo hides, and so forth,
did carry an import duty of 10 percent. So when I speak of 15 per-
cent, that does not mean that we have a 15-percent duty except for the
manufactured product.
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Already one branch of the industry, namely, calf leather, is the
sufferer from heavy itportations--the imports exceeding 24 percent
of domestic production last year.

At the present time the imports of calf leather alone outside of the
other leather is exceeding 25 percent. Prior to the imposition of the
duty of 15 percent, you will see by this chart the imports of calf leather
reached the enormous amount of 57 percent.

Senator HASTINGS. What year?
Mr. LOMBAxID. In the year of 1029.
Senator WALCOTT. What was your low figure?
Mr. LOMBARD. The low figure was in 1923, before the Germans got (

back into manufacturing condition.
Senator WALCOTT. You had an increase there of about 500 percent

in ten years.
Mr. LoMBAAlD. Yes.
Senator WALSH. What effect has the tariff duty in the last act had?
Mr. LOMBARD. It has had this effect, it has retarded the imports

of calf leather to the extent of approximately about 25 percent, but
there is still over 25 percent coming in.

This is a very vivid graph which shows you how those imports
jump. t

u do not want to take up too much of your time; after 1 am through
I will be glad to answer any questions.

As I say, at the present time the imports exceed 25 percent.
It will be seen, then, that arbitrary decisions, on any commodity,

without hearing the industry concerned is unthinkable. In whatever
action, therefore, that is taken on the pending bill, the leather industry
states, it is necessary that provision be made in it for a hearing on any
commodity that is considered in reciprocity conversations before a
treaty is entered into with any nation. In other words, our industry t
asks for the same treatment under this bill that has heretofore been
accorded by Congress or the Tariff Commission when a change in a
rate was under consideration. Heretofore, when Congress was en-
gaged in a general tariff revision business was affected by uncertain- c
ties hut, at the same time, it had the satisfaction of knowing that it t
would be given a hearing and further, everything connected with the
revision was open to it. That is precisely what the leather industry a
thinks should be the case with proposed negotiations. k

This is a most delicate time in the history of the industries in this
country. In their struggles to get back on a solid footing they are w
faced by unstable currency in international trade, lack of facilities t
for properly financing their home industry and a new burden of t
increased wages and other costs placed on them by the National
Recovery Act, and, finally, in defraying their part of the heavy costs a
of the Government at this time and tremendous volume of future c
taxation growing out of the extraordinary appropriations for public h

works. In short, the very existence of the industry is at stake and,
as a consequence, it can not afford to have any action taken now that 6
may diminish its home market without full opportunity to be heard. n

The leather industry does not look with much hope to a wide w
expansion of markets abroad because it knows, as everyone familiar w
with foreign conditions does, that outlying sections of the world are 0
slowly but surely developing home manufactures that are meeting as

a large part of their domestic needs, and, therefore, outlets for di
G;
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fabricated products of United States and Europe have been and will
be reduced accordingly. And, for this reason, the home market in the
United States is thie one that should e safeguarded for home
ind pastries.

II. ItMMKIIATK 'TElMINlATION O(V UNWOIKABLE AOIIEMENTS

The leather industry thinks that in the provision in the hill which
limits activities under it for a period of 3 years it ought to be stated
that an agreement with any nation which is found to be unworkable
or unsatisfactory may be terminated immediately instead of waiting
for the expiration of a 3-year period. If this were not done an
irreparable injury might he done to tny industry in the United
States.

Senator [IASTINOS. Let ime inquire whether the operation of the
N.R.A. has had any effect as far as vyou know upon niportations.

Mr. LOMBARD. I cannot say that the N.R.A. has had any effect on
importation except to this extent, and that is that our domestic costs
have gone up ai average of about 40 percent. Our wage increases
have been from 15 to 25 percent in our own case. I cannot speak for
the other fellows. The chemicals and supplies and processing tax on
oil and other ingredients which are largely used in the manufacture of
leather, have increased the cost of manufacturing leather approxi-
mately about close to 40 percent.

Senator WALSI. Forty percent, you say?
Mr. LOMBARD. Close to 40 percent.
Senator HASTINgs. That Includes wages?
Mr. LOMBADo. That includes wages.
Senator HASTINGS, Have any of these things had any effect upon

the cost of the importer of these various articles?
Mr. LOMBnAD. The importer at the present time, owing to the long

working hours, close proximity to chemicals, and especially in Ger-
many I am speaking of, having been an engineer and acted as effi-
ciency man for the German tanners, in years back-they are close to
the largest chemical works in the world, Ludwigshaven, at which
dyestuffs and other ingredients used in the manufacture of leather
are right close to their home markets, and close to-within 40 to 50
kilometers or 20 or 30 miles away from some of the most important
manufacturers of leather in Germany. That means they can produce,
with their proximity to those chemicals, and their labor and so forth,
they can produce the same type of leather that we would sell, from 3
to 4 or 5 cents a foot less than we can produce it. In other words, to
illustrate that, for instance, we will say, a skilled worker, what we call
a shading type of worker, the one who shades the skins, and what we
call our middle skilled worker, he makes an average of 76 cents an
hour in our plant. That same worker, figuring it on the differential
between the depreciation of 40 cents against a normal exchange of
90 pfennings, would have brought his wages around 20 cents, and figur-
ing that would bring it around say to 35 cents an hour, so that he
would make just one half, and be allowed to work a 48-hour week,
where our men are working a 40-hour week. He would make just
one half, and anyone that thinks that a German skilled worker is not
as good as any worker we have, I think, Senator, you would find
differently, because I have had the opportunity of supervising thou-
ca~ds of them in my experience in Germany.
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Senator IHASTINOH, What I wanted to find out was this: You havo
stated that the N.R.A. has increased the cost of your production iaout
20 percent.

Mr. LOMuAnD. Yes, sir.
Senator HAsTINCms. The tariff on those articles has not in the moann

tino been changed.
Mr. LOMBAID), No, sir.
Senator HASTINao. I want to know whether that increase in cost

of what you produce has had any effect upon the importations into
this country.

Mr. LoMBAi). Yes, sir; it has brought them up until they have
jumped, as we can show you in a supplenontalry chart, from 10 or 11
million foot to practically 20 or 25 million foot,

Senator lAHs'TINH,. In what tihe?
Mr. LOMBAUD. Since the N.RA. was written.
Senator BARIKLI-Y. How far does the 40 percent increase lack of

going all the distance back to the cost of production at the time the
present tariff law was enacted in 1020 or 1930?

Mr. LounHAD. My dear sir, since tat tariff law was enacted-
I don't know, of course, the entire cost of the different manufacturers.
1 am only speaking for my own.

Senator BAtKLecy. I am speaking about yours.
Mr. LOMBAin. About 40 percent, as I satted.
Senator BAUKLEm. It has gone back up the hill 40 percent from the

low?
Mr. LOMsBAR. That is from around 1020. We will use that as an

index.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you moan that it is costing you more to make

your stuff now than it did at the time the present tariff law was under
consideration in 1020?

Mr. LoMtAInt. Absolutely, b cause we were working a 48-hour
week, and now we are working 40 hollur. We were paying 4 cents for
our bichromutes which is one of the largest clhemicalds used in the
imtanluflacture of chrome leather, we were paying 4 cents, and now we are
paying 6 .

enittor BARKLEY. What were you paying in your wages in 1929?
Mr. LOMMAll). About 15 lprcenl't less tlhan we are paying now.
Senator 3BAIKLEY. How lanlly t Hn 11ar you employing now, com(i-

pared to those you were employing then?
Mr. LOMBARID. WO w e emplloying t tt tt tihe around 700 men,

thiat is ill employees, boys and girls and everybody- am speaking
for myself-we were eomploying at that time about 700, and now we are
employing close to 1,000. I can give you thle entire industry if you
so desu'e,50 (IUBU'0.

Senator BAUKLEY. I ami just asking you about yours. How many
were you employing in 1932?

Mr. LouMA . We were employing about 700.
Senator BARKLEY. You have not had any great fluctuation.
Mr. LOMBARD, Not until this.
Senator WASH. In other words, the reduction in the number of

hours, and the increase in the hourly wage has resulted in your paying
higher wages today than ever.

Mr. LOMunAD. Yes, sir. We had to put on, through the N.R.A.
alone, just in practically one section of our works, 127 additional men.
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Senator WALTM, It doe( not mean that the average employee gets

a larger weekly wige titn he formerly got.
Mr. LOMAnD. No.
Stenitor WALHI. But he gets more for the limited number of hours,
Mr. LOMBAun . Hlut ih gets the same amount in 40 hours that he

got in 48.
SHentor BIAlIKLI.. HOw murch has your selling price increased?
hM*. LOMnAID . Our selling price, I am sorry to say, has not in-

('ritH4i, dle t tt the fIact tlhat we tre' doing everything we ci(tn to meet
thiA foreign competition. We have to nmoot that.

Seinttor IIAHTiNo. I want to be certtin that I understood you. 1
thought that i answerol to Senator Barklev you said that this 40-pero
e('nt inre('sIH wts over the (cot in 11)21. While 1 thought you hsid
to 111--

NMr. LoMARDI) (interrIpting). TheI'e W0 H not any change, pratcti-
celly, Senttor, from 1020, to 1932.

Senator IHAsrTINO. I wanftd to nmke certain that I understood
you. I undewltood that the N.,.A. had increased the cost of your
production hbout 40 percent; is that right?

Mi'. LOMIAIUI. YeS.
;4('Seator WALOTT', Since the act was pasle9d?
Mr. I oMHA A.), Yes, sir.
SeMnutor WAlsh. To offset your fear which you indicito, lhven't

you just IHs mitlch right to assume that the President will take into
cnc01d(eration ill of tlhee factors?

Mr. LOMHAUn. I hop)(' .0. 1 Ihave nothing tiagaint tlh reciprocal
tallill blt Mi'. Seniitor, hero is the whole question. Our industry
gets in bhd and in such a position that we appeal to the adninistra-
tion, mnd Senator Copeland shortly requested your honorable comic
llittee to pass on the rteolultion. I do not just recall the number of
thUit Seminte reHolution, but I think nany of you gentlemen here voted
on that resolution to imke an investigation rega iing the costs in the
foreign markets, is compared to our own. That is called the Cope-
land resolution.
We are perfectly willing to stand on the reports of the Tariff Coinm

mission. They sent a conmitittee abroad to make these investiga-
tions and report back to the Commission, and they have all of these
facts at their finger ends,

Senator WALSH, If this bill passes, why shouldn't you urge that
upon the President in any agreements lie may make with foreign
countries?

Mr. LOMUAI.) That is the very thing I would like to do. The
only thing we ask, Senator Walsh, is that we he given fair and equi-
table investigation before a treaty of this kind is entered into, and we
leave it to your own body, that is, by the act of your own body, of
your own resolution, to make an investigation as to whether we are
telling the truth or not.

Senator WALSH. All the President's representatives have said
again and again and again that they are going to do that most metic-
ulously.

Mr. LOMBAtD. All right, gentlemen. I am not going to take up
any more of your time.

Senator BAKLY. There is nobody, including yourself, who has
any assurance, or can say with any degree of certainty, that the

IIEIPIOOAL TRADE AORRRMENTS
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product in which you are interested will ever be the subject of one of
these agreements.

Mr. LOMARD. Perhaps not, but we are the byproduct of an agri.
cultural product, and as such, naturally, if you see the house on fire,
you want to run out with a fire extinguisher.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. The committee will
recess until 2 o'clock, and resume in the District of Columbia Comr
mittee room. Those who are here may come over there, and may
get an opportunity to be heard at that time.

(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., a recess was taken until 2 p.m. of the
same day.)

AFTER RECESS

The committee met at 2 p.m., in the District of Columbia com.
mittee room.

The CnAImIMAN. The committee will come to order, so we can
proceed.

Is Mr. Harwood here, of the Lockport Felt Co.?
Mr. Harwood is not here. All right.
Senator WALSH, Is Mr. Sargent here?
The CHiAIHMAN. Mr. Sargent? All right.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Sargent, give the name of your company.
Mr. SARENT. The Merrimac Hlat Corporation.
Senator WALSH. Where is that located?
Mr. SARGEN, Auiesbury, Mass.
The CHAIRMAx. All right, Mr. Sargent.

STATEMENT OF 8. L. SARGENT, REPRESENTING THE WOOL HAT
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. SARGENT. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance Com-
mittee, I represent the Wool Hat Manufacturers Association, consist.
ing of 10 concerns, employing approximately 3,500 people, located in
New York, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts, mostly in
small towns, where the industry is the main support of the community.

We protest the passage of this bill for the following reasons:
Its enactment makes it possible for one person to practically anni-

hilate our industry, which furnishes employment for the majority of
the people in the communities where the plants are located.

The purpose of the National Recovery Act is to create more em-
ployment, but if this bill were passed, it would be possible to throw
thousands of people out of employment. Our particular industry
receives certain tariff protection under the Hawley-Smoot bill of
1930 and we had hardly started operating under this, under the
tarid schedule, before we were subject to an investigation under the
flexible clause of the tariff act, the consequence of which was to have
our ad valorem duty cut 26 percent.

This change was made after we had been operating but 9 months
under the new bill.

For the last 5 years only about one third of the domestic market
has been supplied by the domestic manufacturers; the other two
thirds has been supplied by the importers. All members of our in-
dustry operated under the President's blanket code, and under our
own code after it was accepted.
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Obviously, with the increased costs under the Recovery Ant, it
was even more difficult to compete with the importers; so, under
clause 3 (e) of the National Recovery Act we filed a )petition for
relief.

On January 20 we had a hearing before the Tariff Commission but
up to the present time e have had no action on our petition.

From the above you can see that our experience with h the triff
lnws makes us hesitant to subscribe to the bill under discussion.

We, therefore, feel that the passage ofthis bill may work a great
hardsip on the communities where our industry is located.

Senator KING. The first Tariff Commission Investigation was the
result of complaints that your charges were too high, was it not?

Mr. SARGENT, Not that I know of, sir.
Senator KINo. Well, it reduced the tariff?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. I suppose you had witnesses there, producing your

side of the question?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. When was that hearing, by the way?
Mr. SARGENT. I think it was in 1931.
Senator KING. And after a complete hearing the Tariff Commission

Decided that the tariff should be reduced?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. That finding evidently was based upon the ground

that your rates were too high, or that there was no justification for
sur high tariff rates.

Mr. SARGENT. Yes, but we had not been operating, we had not
S had a year under the tariff.

Senator KING. Well, apparently you had succeeded so well that in
less than a year your rates were so high that the Tariff Commission
was induced to-and that was a Republican Tariff Commission, by
the way, and I don't say that by way of any criticism-reduced the
rates?

Mr. SARGENT. In the last few years there have been at least 3
members of our industry go out of business, and there are at least 3
more who are on the verge of it, Senator.

Senator KING. Well, was there any monopolistic contention?
Mr. SARGENT. Not that I know of, sir.
Senator KING. What kind of felt hets do you manufacture?
Mr. SARGENT. Wool felt.
Senator KING. What is your output?
Mr. SARGENT. Well, our own factory, you mean?
Senator KIoN. How many factories have you?
Mr. SARGENT. Well, I represent the Merrimac Hat Corporation.

There are about nine other factories besides our own.
Senator KING. In the United States?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. How many does your company own?
Mr. SARGENT. Two.
Senator KING. And what is the combined output of the 9 and the

2, making 11, as I understand you?
Mr. SARGENT. No; making 10, in all.
Senator KING. Oh, making 10?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes.
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Senator KINO, I beg your pardon.
Mr. SARnGNT, There are 8 outside of the 2 that I am connected

with.
Senator KINO, Do you know what the combined output is, per

annum?
Mr. SArENT, I should say for the Iast 2 or 3 years that the com.

bined output has been somewhere around 700,000 to 800,000 dozen,
Senator KING. Seven to eight hundred thousand dooen?
Mr. SAIGEN'T Yes sir.
Senator KINo. Is that a cheap hat or a medium hat?
Mr. SARGENT. Well, I would say it is mostly for women's felt ha ts.
Senator KIN . Oh, yes.
Mr. SACGENT. We sell to manufacturers who fabricate them into

trimmed hats, who have no facilities for making bodies.
Senator KING. They are made of wool entirely?
Mr. SAOGENT. Well, wool and voile, which is a byproduct of wool

entirely.
Senator KIN. W her are the 10 factories in all?
Mr. SARnGNT. Well, 1 is located in Amesbury, I is located in West

Upton, which is between Milford and Worcester, in Massachusetts;
1 in Milford, Mass., 2 in Beacon, N.Y., 1 in Reading, Pa., 1 in
Denver, Pa I in Adamstown, Pa., and 1 in Danbury, Conn.

Senator IINo. Is it an ad valorem tax, or do you have a specific tax,
as well?

Mr. SAGENT. Both.
Senator KING. Both?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. What is the ad valorem?
Mr. SAnoENT. Fifty-five percent.
Senator KING. Fifty-five percent?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. And what is the specific?
Mr. "ARGENT. Forty cents a pound.
Senator KING. Forty cents a pound?
Mr. SARGENT. Yes, sir.
Senator KING. How many hats can be made out of a pound?
Mr. SARGENT. Approximately 2 dozen to the pound.
Senator KINa. You want a higher tariff?
Mr. SARGENT. At the present moment-
Senator KING. With the 55-percent ad valorem and a 40-percent

specific?
Mr. SARGENT. At the present time we are getting more protection

than we have had for several years, on account of the two factors,
one the higher cost of raw materials in Italy, which is our chief com-
peting country, and, secondly, the lira is, of course, higher, but in
spite of that-of course, the lira has been very high for some time,
but in spite of that-

Senator KING. On the gold standard?
Mr. SARGENT. Well, that is since we deflated the dollar. It has

not changed materially since.
Senator KING. Well, it is on the gold standard, I mean?
Mr. SARGENT. I should say that is correct.
Senator KING. That is to say, we have devaluated our gold.
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Mr, SAIU~NT. That is correct, We still are getting much less
than half of the domestic production, or we have had, up to now, at
least.

Senator KINO. Of course, you don't know what will be done under
this grant of authority?

Mr. SAI UNT, No, sir.
Senator KiNo. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bevans, of the National Council of American

Importers. Is Mr. Bevans in the audience?'
Mr. BIVANS, Yes, sir.
The CIAInMAN. All right, Mr. Bevans. How much time do you

wnt?
Mr. B1nANs. I should say about 10 or 15 minutes,
The CHAIRMAN. All right; w, will give you 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF JAMEB W. BEANS, NEW YORK; REPRESENTING
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF AMERICAN IMPORTERS

Senator WALSH. Proceed. What is your full name?
Mr. B]VANS. James W. Bevans.
Senator WALSH. Whom do you represent?
Mr. BEVANS. I represent the National Council of American Impor-

ters and Traders.
Senator WALSH. How large is that organization?
Mr. BEVANs, The membership is between 350 and 400 at the

present time.
Senator WALSI. Where is it located?
Mr. BEVANS. In New York. Its membership, however, is located

all over the United States.
Any American citizen or partnership or corporation consisting of

Amnrican citizens, or of whom American citizens shall be controlling
or managing directors or members, importing merchandise into the
United States or its territories, or dealing in imported merchandise,
or interested in the tariff laws, are eligible to membership.

Now, the council's object: It shall confine itself to the administra-
tive and legislative measures of the administrative and special pro-
visions of the tariff act, and such other customs questions as affect
the membership generally.

It shall not, as a council, concern itself with rates of duty, as such,
either in the direction of recommending or opposing it.

It may, however, express itself on the general principles involved in
establishing customs duties. The protective principle, itself, shall
not be questioned, but prohibitive measures will be ofbited to as
improper and as calculated to result not only in unfair (d12?hnination
at home but in adverse effects on our international trade in general.

Now, gentlemen, I have read you that because not only am I
speaking for the national council today but I am also somewhat
personally interested from the farmer's standpoint so certainly the
statements I make here today you will see from the objects of our
organization are my own personal opinions.

Now, I would like to digress for just a moment and say that the last
witness, Mr. Sargent while he stated that they had enjoyed the high
rate of duty in the Tariff Act of 1930, for only 9 months, when it was.
reduced by the President on recommendation of the Tariff Commis-
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sion, did not state that immediately the domestic manufaturer.m
filed a protest under section 510 of the tariff act and the lower court,
on the hearing of that protests decided that the President's proclamna.
tion was void because of certain-as the court thought-defects in the
Tariff Conmmiin on's procedu re.

As soon ias tlit protest was filed, liquidations at the lower rates of
duty proclaimed by the President were suspended. That c(ase went
to the appellate court and was decided, I think, a month or 2 months
ago, so that during all that period of time the domestic manufacturers
enjoyed the benefits of that higher rate of duty, because, until the
entries were liquidated, under the final decision of the court, no inin
porter could take the risk of fixing his selling price on anything but the
high rates of duty.

The national council is in favor of the enactment into law of H.R.
8087 to amend the Tariff Act of 1930, to authorize the President of
the United States to enter into trade agreements with foreign countries.

It was passed by the House of Representatives on the 29th of March.
We believe that the promotion of foreign trade is absolutely necessary,
if we are to regain the business prosperity enjoyed by this country
prior to 1930.

Under the unusual economic conditions now prevailing, a more or
less direct exchange of commodities between countries, through re-
ciprocal trade agreements, when such bargaining is clearly to the na
tional interest, seems to offer a worth-while way to increase our
exports of surplus production of all kinds.

Foreign countries cannot buy-in some cases, will not buy-more
of our surplus products unless we are willing in return payment to
take some of their exportable commodities. The Tariff Act of 1922
provided the highest duties of any tariff act enacted up to that time,
and the Tariff Act of 1930 carried those duties to new heights.

We are now confronted with tariff barriers in practically every
foreign country, we believe largely as a result of the activities of
those whose inordinate demands for so-called "protection" resulted
in unparalleled rates of duty in the acts of 1922 and 1930.

Now, in 1929 or 1930 some 1,200 economists signed a round robin
as to the almost certain effect of further increasing the tariff rates.

We, too, through our organization, made some representations to
Congress. As I recall, the Republican President then in office was
somewhat dubious about the Tariff Act of 1980, and I think he said
he was going to sign it and would make adjustments through the
medium of the flexible provision of the tariff act.

Now, when we consider the thousands of rates in the tariff act
and the necessary length of time for the Tariff Commission to make
investigations, you will soon see how impractical that method is of
revising an entire tariff act, where such revision is necessary.

Senator Kmio. Have you ever estimated the number of commodi-
ties that come within the tariff schedules, by and large?

Mr. BEVANs. I have not, Senator.
Senator KINo. I have heard the statement repeatedly made that it

was 29 000.
Mr. BEVANS. I think that certainly is not too high.
Now, not content with the higher rates of the Tariff Act of 1930,

those advocates of high duties-what they really want is embar-
goes-continued their efforts to hinder and retard imports by invok-
ing the antidumping act, the marking of country of origin provision
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of the tariff act, and the administrative sections of the tariff law, and
in this they had the greatest cooperation from the administrative
office of the Government.

Senator KINO. You mean the Tariff Commission or the Treasury?
Mr. BEVANS. I mean the Treasury Department, sir. I would like

to say that these barriers are just as effective and are just as suie to
provoke retaliation as high-duty barriers.

Senator KING. You mean administrative barriers?
Mr. BIVANS. Yes, sir.
Now, only recently section 3 (e) of the National Industrial Recovery

Act has been resorted to.
Complaints have been filed under section 3 almost as soon as the

code has been approved. In one instance the complaint was filed
simultaneously with the code.

Now, these complaints allege that by reason of the increased costs
through restrictions imposed under the code, the foreign manufac-
turer is enabled to deliver his goods here cheaper than the domestic
product, and therefore they are unable to carry out the provisions of
the code.

Senator KIN. isn't t a fact that since the N.R.A. went into
operation, our exports, while they are very low, have increased?

Mr. BEVANS. Our exports have increased and* while there is an.
apparent increase in our imports, we must consider that where you
take value, that the value of our imports has been increased by reason
of the depreciation of our dollar in terms of many foreign currencies.

Senator KING. In quantity, what?
Mr. BIEVANS. I haven't the quantities, Senator. They would, of

course, be an aggregate of all the different articles that are imported
and I don't know that you could get one minimum quantity of
imports.

ome of it comes in pounds, some in tons.
Senator WALSH. What industry filed this petition?
Mr. BEVANS. There were five petitions filed, I think-the manu-

facturers of lead pencils, the manufacturers of cotton floor coverings,
the manufacturers of matches, and the manufacturers of wool felt
hat bodies, and I think there was one other.

Senator KINO. You mean they filed petitions to increase the tax?
Senator WALSH. Yes following the codes being signed.
Mr. BEVANS. Yes. Now; the cotton floor-covering manufacturers'

code went into effect I think, about the 27th of July in 1933, and this
petition was filed within 2 months, asserting that they could not carry
out the provisions of the code, by reason of the increase in imports, in
ratio to domestic production.

A hearing was held by the Tariff Commission and you gentlemen
have, in the Congressional Record of April 13, a very eloquent
address of my opponent in that case, Mr. 0. Max Gardner, which
was spread on the Congressional Record.

Senator KINo. Did the Tariff Commission make any decision?
Mr. BEVANS. That we don't know, because their report is made

direct to the President.
Senator KINO, Well, it has not been promulgated yet?
Mr. BEVANS, No, but it did develop, however, at that hearing, that

the domestic manufacturers had increased the selling price of one of
their rugs immediately after the code became effective, 102 percent,
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and another rug, 74 percent, as 1 recall those prices were twenty-and-
some-odd percent increases on the selling prices of the same rugs in
1920, and they did not assign, however, any loss of business to that
100 percent increase but as they said to increased imports.

Senator Kiro. Was there anything to indicate that after the
N.R.A. went into effect their production was diminished perceptibly?

Mr.1, BnVAs. That is very diflfcult for the importer to get.
In their cotton floor coverings, about one of the only commodities

that did not show a decrease during the depression-in fact, these
floor coverings the manufacturer was constantly increasing.

The demand was increasing, and tlh rugs t hat they were complain
ing about, they admitted they did not make in the United States, and
were the type of rugs that were sild in the chain stores at a low price
level to a particular class of buyers.

Now, in each of these complaints, as I recall, the President was
asked to fix a quota.

As I recall, in the lead-pencil companies' ease the quota was to be an
average of certain years, and the Chairman of the Tariff Commission
at the hearing called their attention to the fact that the years that
they were going to take the average of, there were practically no
imports, so that a quota fixed upon that period, the imports during
that period would practically be nil.

Now, President McKinley said that, "Commercial wars are un.
profitable."

The student of ldstory the last 5 years, I think, will be fully con-
vinced of the accuracy of this statement.

Now, our exports have declined from over $5,000,000,000 in 1020
to $1,000,000 000, in round figures, in 1933, a decrease of over three
and one half Iillion dollars.

That is about 68 percent, I think, imports, and we used to collect
considerable revenue from our imports, declining from $4,300,000,000
in 1920 to $1,449,000,000 in 1983, a decrease of $2,63,000,000,

Senator BARKL'Y. Have you any figures that aeo in any way
reliable as to the number of men involved in employment per billion
dollars of exports?

Mr. BEvANs. No, I haven't. There are certain tables that may
give something on that, in the Tariff Commission's calculations, a
report under Senate Resolution 325, a very comprehensive report.

I know they have many tables there. It may be in hat, Senator.
It is stated that in 1920 we exported 49.2 percent of our cotton,

41.2 percent of tobacco, 33.3 percent of lard, 17.0 percent of wheat
36.4 percent of copper, 31 percent of lubricating oil, 23 percent of
farm machinery, 10 percent of automobiles, 20 percent of locomotives,
29 percent of printing machinery, and 41 percent of typewriters.

Considering some agricultural items, to get an idea of what has
happened, in 1920 to 1933 there was a decrease in 1033 in the ex-
port of-
White potatoes...-----------..-.. -. -----..-------.. bushels.. 1823, 000
Canned vegetables--...--.--.----------.-------..- pounds..- 72, 32,000
Asparagus---.-----------......---------------...----do--- 1 1, 966000
Soups-of which, of course, vegetables and meats, in which the

farmers are interested, enter In--....-----------.. -- pounds.. 27, 285,000
Ketchup and tomato sauces--...........................--do.. 896,000
Rye---......-. -------------...-----------------..... bushels.. 238,000
Wheat..-........................................... do.... 45 251 000
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Wheat flour-.....-........ .......................... barrels.. , 808, 000
Blioults and crackers .. ........ ... ...........-...... pounds.. 0, 71 000

| Wheat breakfast foods and cereal foods -.............. do.... 3, 132,000
Oottonsood meal.U.. ... -..- ... .- .......... tons.. 27, 000
Marly ............... .............................. bushel. - , 480, 000
Malt ............... .......................... ... . .. , 142,000
Cor.............................................. do.... 28, I89, 000
Cornmeal ....... ... ....... ........ .... ....... -. . barrols.. 17, 00
Oats"..u........* ......... .. ... .............. bushels.. 8, 18, 000
Oatmeal, flaked and rolled oats ...................... pounds.. f7, 081 000
Moat products ................... ..... ............. do.... 254, 17, 000
Lrdtd .......................................... .... ..... 288, 120,000
Condonsed milk .. ...... 2.... ....................... do . ?740, 00
Evaporated mllk .......... .......-.... .-.. ... do.. .. 09 88, 000
Cornstarch and corn flour......................... .do .... 182, 90 000

and so on through the various farm products. And yet, one of the
main reasons stated at the time for enacting the tariff act in 1930
was to help agriculture.

I remember one article that was stressed, and that was tomatoes.
Senator WAISH. I suppose the depression was a contributing cause

to this decrease in exports?
Mr. BEVANs. The depression probably was a contributing cause,

Senator, but the articles that I was reading are good products.
People only do without essential food products when thay are in

the greatest extremity. It is not like other articles that they can buy
or not buy.

Now, I remember tomatoes very well, because we raise a lot of
tomatoes in my section of the country, in Maryland. The duty was
made 3 cents a pound on the tomatoes in the natural state, and 50
percent prepared or preserved in any manner.

Now, the price paid to the canneries at that time in Maryland was
$15 a ton. It dropped to $12 and then to $7.50 a ton. As was stated
on the floor of the Senate at that time, you can not help the farmer
by raising the tariff on agricultural products if at the same time you
increase it on all manufactured articles he has to buy.

Now, the point that I am raising is this: We have heard a lot of
talk about plowing under productive acreage in the United States.

It is our point that unless we open the door to freer imports unless
we break down these tariff barriers, it will take a whole lot of plowing,
when we consider that the farmer has got to export, as I said, 41
percent of some, and 49 percent of his other products.

Inasmuch as the United States started the various countries, in my
opinion, the various countries of the world, in the race to see which
could erect the highest tariff wall, it is appropriate, it seems to me,
that this country should be the first to adopt a policy of removing
existing obstructions to healthy international trade, and we believe
that this action should be taken expeditiously, and we are of the opin-
ion that the action cannot be done through the legislative machinery
that now exists.

We are, therefore, of the opinion that the President, as contem-
plated by the proposed act, should be authorized and empowered to
negotiate foreign trade agreements.

The giving of this power to the President is not such a great inno-
vation. I call attention to section 336 and section 338, and section
3 (e) of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

50180-84-14
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Under section 386-
Senator WALSH. Those sectins have been thoroughly discussed.
Mr. BVANa, Yes,
Senator WALSH, They are all in the record.
Mr. BEvANs, I just wanted to add this, that under section 336

there is an apparent limitation-that is 80 percent-but there is also
a provision in section 330 which gives the President the right to change
the basis of the assessment of ad valorem duties from foreign value to
American selling price, and there your liint disappears altogether.

Now, recently, one of the last acts of the last administration was t
change the basis of the assessment of the ad valorem duty of 80 per
cent on imported binoculars from foreign value to American selling
price.

A foreign binocular is $12. Sixty percent duty was $7.20. The
selling price of the domestic article was $26.00, net price, and 60 percent
of that is $16. When you add the $10 to the foreign cost, you get
landed cost, without freight and insurance, without any profit or
overhead, greater than the selling price at wholesale of the domestic
article.

In other words, you increase that rate of duty from 60 percent to
133 percent, so there is really not such a limit on the powers in sec-
tion 336 as it might seem.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Bevans, your time is overtime.
Mr. BOVANs, Yes, sir.
Senator WALSH. Can you put that in the record?
The CHAIRMAN. If you want to extend your remarks in the record,

we will be glad for you to do it. I am sorry the committee just cannot
extend your time, but, really, we have invited a number of these people
to come here, in opposition to the proposition, this afternoon, and I
think we ought to be pretty equitable in the distribution of the time,
so you may hand to the reporter anything further you wish, to be
placed in the record of this hearing.

Mr. BEVANS. It is true that section 336 provides as a guide dif-
ferences in cost of production but there is nothing more difficult to
ascertain than accurate costs of production. Different accounting
methods produce different costs of production and an advantageous
set-up is sometimes not difficult.

Section 337, which gives the President power to exclude articles
from entry in the case of unfair conipetition, provides that the unfair
acts must have the effect of tendency to destroy or substantially
injure an industry, efficiently or economically operated in the United
States.

I cannot understand why this language was inserted in section 337
and not in section 336. It is difficult to see why anyone is not entitled
to protection against unfair competition-as unfair competition is
known in law-irrespective of whether his business is or is not eco-
nomically conducted, while on the other hand it is just as difficult to
comprehend why rates of duty should be increased to protect an
industry that is not efficiently or economically operated.

The people, through Congress having given to the President the
broad powers under the laws referred to and also under the several
laws which have been enacted as a part of the new recovery program,
it is difficult to see how the wisdom of empowering him to negotiate
pacts, as proposed in H.R. 8687, can be seriously questioned.
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We believe, therefore, that the proposed legislation is in the nature
of emergency legislation and merely broadens the powers of the
President under the so-called "flexible provision" in section 88 of
the Tariff Act of 1930, to permit tariff adi us ments in the expeditious
manner so urgently necessary at this time in order to insure the
regaining of our foreign markets, which have been practically lost to
us in the last few years, very largely, in our opinion, as a result of the
tariff barriers in the form of exorbitant duties and unnecessary admin-
istrative restrictions contained in the Tariff Act of 1030,

The CHAIRMAN, Are the glass people ready? I think we have here
Mr. Monro.. Mr Monro is not here.

Well, of course, the committee cannot get along gentlemen if
names are placed on our list and the witnesses are not here when they
are called. We will just have to pass them up.

Now, what is your name, please?
Mr. MATTHEWS. My name is William J. Matthews, appearing in

the middle of the page of the printed calendar, and can he very
brief.

The CHAIRMAN. Did the glass people get together, and you are
speaking for them?

Mr. MATTHEWS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. MATTHEWS. I can be very brief, and I think I can say, not to

exceed 10 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Matthews. Thank you very much.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Can I be heard now?
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think any of these interests may feel that

they have got to get into this record, for fear that if this legislation
is passed, they might want to come back and say, "Well, we presented
our observations to them."

Senator WALSH. I think many of them are hoping the President,
before he makes a tariff rate, will read this record.

Mr. MATTHEWS. There are a number of interests that I represent.
Senator WALSH. Give your name.
Mr, MATTHEWS. William J. Matthews.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the Cain Ameriean Plate Glass Co.?
Mr. MATTHEWS. No, no. It is on the docket that I am represent-

ing the Linoleum and Felt-Base Manufacturers Association.
There is a slight inaccuracy, I might point out, in that regard.

Instead of the association, I represent, as far as those manufacturers
are concerned, the particular manufacturers whose names I will list.

These individuals, I understand, have been communicating with
possibly members of the committee and Congress, and have requested
permission to be heard and, agreeable to the exchanging of wires
between the clerk of the committee and these gentlemen, they have
agreed that I should speak for them.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. MATTHEWS, ON BEHALF OF THE
LINOLEUM AND FELT BASE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Also representing the following companies: Armstrong Cork Co.,
Lancaster; Bon-A-Fide Mills, Inc., Brooklyn; Carthage Mills, Inc.,
Cincinnati; Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearny, N.J.; Delaware Floor
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Products, Inc,, Wilmington; J. C. Dunn & Co., Camden, N.J.;
Mannington Mills, Inc., Salem, N.J,; The Cott-A-Lap Co., Inc.,
New Jersey The Prafine Companies, Inc., San Franesceo; Sandura
Co., Inc., Pliladelphi la Bloane-Blabon Corporation, Trenton, N.J.
Mr. MATTIIeI. If i may, I would just like to read the names of

the companies I represent, so there will be no inaccurney in that
regard:

The Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa,l The Ron-A-Fide Mills,
Inc., Brooklyn, N.Y., with a factory in Maine; Carth e Mills, Inc.,
Cincinnati, Ohlio: Congoleum-Nairn, Inc., Kearny, NJ., where its
principal plant is located and subsidiry plants in Maryland and
Pennsflvania; Delaware Floor Products, Inc.; Mannington Mills,
Inc., bSlemo, N.J. Tlhe Cott-A-La p Co., Inc.; The Prlrafline Com
panics, Inc., San Francisco; The Sandura Co. nw,, Philadelphia:
and the Sloan-Blhon Corporation, Trenton, N.J.

The CutAIMAM I amn wondering now if it will be neessany for
Mr. Cekala, who represents the structural glass industry, Mr. William
Matthews, who represents the Cain Platoe lass Co., and Mr. William
L. Monro, representing the American Window Glas Co., to appear.
You appear for all of them?

Mr. MATTHEws. I have no connection with those interestA at ail.
The CHAIIMAN. I was in hopes that you might all confer this

morning, at the suggestion of the chairman, so ftht we could save
some time. All right' proceed.

Mr. MATTiEWS. 1Well, I beg your pardon. Those other namel are
listed there.

In addition to those, Mr. Chairman, I also represent, pulrsAint to
wires exchanged, the National Association of Wholesale Floor Cover-
ing Distributors, and they have submitted this statement, which I
would like to read. It is brief:

This association, reproieeitting the wholesale floor-coveritg trade of this cuOIiitiv,
doing an annual voluine of business estimated at $170 000,0)00, IS al)solutel
opposed to any ainotdinel t to the tariff bill which lpreselns eveI a roemot poss-
bility of the adlmittance Into this country of foreig-niade Iloor coverings at a
lower tariff rate than now )prevails.

At the present time a large portion o oour Industry is ritrtriling on account of
the direct competition offered by floor coverings miade in foreign countries, which
are sold at so low a price as to forbid a legitimate profit on the sales of domestic
manufactured products.

We are opposed to any anendinmnts which would permit tampering with the
tariff laws without there first being a public hearing of firms whose products are
affected. The proposed amendment to the present tariff not would have a tend-
eney to aggravate an already serious condition In the trade.

It would not prevent wholesalers handling domestle products from feeling
that a disturbed market condition can be created overnight by the exercise of
arbitrary powers, without notice, by the Government.

In view of the fact that the entire attitude of the Government under the "new
deal" is one of constructive effort toward recovery, we are of the opinion that the
passage of any legislation giving power to change tariff provisions, at will, will
be instrumental in retarding recovery and otherwise being harmful to the indus-
tries whose products are to be affected, as it would create an unsafe condition
in the market.

I would like to file that as a statement of the National Association
of Wholesale Floor-Covering Distributors.

The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
Mr. MATTHEWs. Now, it is not my purpose to reiterate many of

the arguments that have been presented here, but I do want to state
since I am here on behalf of these manufacturers of linoleum and
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felt base, just a word or two to this effect; namely, that we have had
l number of meetings, all of those members, and have discussed this

thrift bill considerably in detail and they are very much concerned
nbout it, and very definitely and positively opposed to it.

Now, is 1 say, without reiterating some of the arguments that
have been presented, but subscribing to a good many of them, some
quetlions have been asked with reference to the relation or possible
effect tht the N.I.R.A. has upon the operations of these plants
and, if I can have the time of the committee for just a moment-I
won't go into detailed figure. -I would like to make a statement
citing a few basic figures of how the N.I.1,A. has affected those
particular plants.

Since thily of Ilst year-and they have been operating under the
code of fair competition-they have added 2,000) employees to the
number of employed, bringing the total number of empl oyees, to date
in the 11 plants, 10 of whici plants I have mentioned here as represent
ing thel -- in those 11 plants, up to just ot bt 8,000 employees.

That is more than tie industry hn a atany time in the past employed
numerically.

In addition to that, there have been very substantial increases in
the rites of pay and I can state it accurately in dollars, that that
increased number of employees, during the last 6 months of 1038, has
added exactly $1,037,000 to the total pay roll, U

Senator Cor'zEi.s, lHas it increased their business?
Mr. MATTIIEW. The business has not been increased substantially.
As a matter of fact, taking linoleum, separating it from the felt-

hase produlets, we go from a peak period in 1027 of just about, in
round numbers ui0 million square yards of linoleum, and last year
there were only 14 million square yards of linoleum, of all kinds of
linoleum, not felt base, sold in this domestic market. That is illus-
traited by that chart.

Mr. MIATTHETW.s NOW, its regards the felt b se, it hns not sul'fered
(jqite So Iluclh.

The peak period, the most which was ever marketed in the domestic
lnmarket, of felt-base goods, was a little over 112 million square yards.

Last year, because of a couple of pretty good months, they had a
fairly good year, 92 million yards, in round numbers.

Senator \'ALSIu. What is the increase in price, tis year?
.Mr.i, ATTHEIw. The i increase i price?
Senator WALSH. Linoleum and the felt base.
Mr. MATTunWS. 1 have a niemnorandlum there. There have been

two increHHses in price in the last year. There was one increase of 7%
percent on heavyweight felt, and 10 percent on lightweight felt, and
another increase of 10 percent on heavyweight felt, and 10 percent
on hghtweight felt, but, of course, I cannot say anything about the
ineatse m raw materials which they use-linseed oil and any of those
things, which have been very seriously increased.

Senator CouVENS, Was there an increase on linoleum, too?
Mr. MATTHEWS. I don't have any memorandum on that, and I

cannot state offhand. I will get that and put it in the record, though,
if possible.

The CiAItMAN, Yes; put it in the record.
(The memorandum referred to was not presented,)
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Mr. MATTHEWS. As regards the imports, I will just make one
allusion:

In 1927 the imports of linoleum other than inlaid-according to the
way the reports came in, those were segregated: Inlaid and then nll
other kinds of linoleum-taking the other kinds of linoleum the
imports in that year, 1927 were 1.48. In 1033 the imports of the
ameie class of goods wore 11.2.

Senator WAtLH. Of thle total consumption?
Nr. MATTHMW. Yes,
Senator WLAtsH The percentage of the total consumption, Mr.

Matthews?
Mr. MATTHWSA. Yes of the domestle consumption. That is the

way those have been going.
Now, I just allude to those things so that it can be weighed.
Senattor WALSH. Is the Armstrong Co. a factor in the trade?
Mr. MATTHas. Quite a large factor, very large. They and the

Congoleum are the largest, substantially the largest,
The CHAI MAN. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Matthews.
Mr. MATTHEWS. Yes, sir; thank you and the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. W 1ood.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD S. WOOD, PRESIDENT, STEEL PEN
MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

MIr. Woo). There are five factories in the United States manufnc-
turing steel pens.

These have been operating from 30 to 76 years. Over 80 percent
of the people employed in the steel-pen industry are employed in
productive labor, and who are directly affected by the continuance
of operation.

The wages we pay are well over twice those paid abroad. England
is our chief competitor.

The reduction in imports of steel pens into the United States from
1930 to 1933 has been approximately 9 percent, while the volume
produced by American manufacturers has declined approximately
30 percent with a corresponding drop in employment.

The exports from the United States have declined more than 70
percent.

Why this reduction in exports? The reason is that the manufac-
turers in the United States had been able to produce some specially
designed pens that because of design were leasing to the British
users-I am using British as meaning the Empire-irrespective of
price, but now the Buy-British movement has effectually stopped
the use of these. pens unless they are made in England, therebyI
reducing the possible production in American factories.

At the present time no goods, even though they be British made,
are permitted to be exhibited at the British industries fairs unless
more than 50 percent of the capital stock of the companies exhibiting
is British owned.

We have just been most unfortunate. Our invitations have gone
out throughout, pretty much throughout the country, and we were
unceremoniously ousted from the British industries fairs because 50
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percent of our capital was not owned in England, although pens
were being made there for us.

Indicating that there is no possibility of breaking down this
resistance,

I am speaking now of goods that are represented in the personal-
preference class, where the user buys the goods that he prefers.

In our judgment, England has come back much more rapidly than
America because of support given industry by the Government and
by public sentiment educated by Government propaganda of the
most intense type to buy only British merchandise.

Those of you, of course, who have traveled in England know that
large posters, similar to the one which I now exhibit to the members
of the committee appear everywhere throughout the empire, at home
and overseas. You cannot go anywhere in Great Britain without
seeing them.

You also probably saw in the papers of the 21st the movement
headed by Sir Oswald Moseley, which has attracted considerable
attention from the present Government, in which he says:

No tariffs no quotas, but simply exclude all Importation of all items which can
be manufactured in Great Britain, in the colonies, and then buy food and raw
materials only from those countries which buy English goods,

The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Wood, you remember we had a big
propaganda on in this country to buy American-made goods?

Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir. I tried my best to help it along.
The CHAIRMAN. I think the Senate passed an innocuous resolution

to that effect. I don't just recall what it was.
Senator BARKXLY. What was the net result of that effort, Mr.

Wood?
Mr. WooD. In Great Britain?
Senator BARKLXY. No; in this country.
Mr. WOOD. So far as I can see, practically nil; and if you will take

the advertisements of the haberdashers' stores, you will see the shoes
from certain European streets-I do not remember the streets-
hats, and Harris tweeds.

The United States Tariff Commission in 1931 made a thorough
investigation of the steel-pen industry both here and abroad, and
recommended the continuance of the present duty, which was
approved by the President.

Since the investigation by the Tariff Commission, the pen industry
has complied with the Government's wishes, operating under the
fabricated-metal code in connection with the N.R.A., and has in-
creased wages and reduced working hours, thereby materially increas-
ing the costs of manufacture in this industry compared with those
existing at the time the Tariff Commission made its investigation.

Senator CouzENS. Could you define what you mean by "materially
increasing the costs"?

Mr. WOOD. Fifteen percent.
Senator COUZENs. Fifteen percent is what you would call a ma-

terial increase?
Mr. WooD. Yes, sir.
Senator COUZENS. And have you increased the price at all, Mr.

Wood?
Mr. WooD. We have made no increase in price.
Senator CouZENs. No increase in price?
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Mr. Woon. Any reduction in the present lduty on pens will increase
the proportion of steel pens imported into this country and subject
the American nnanufacturer to increased pressure of low-pried corm.
petition from abroad, thus seriously affecting their ability to meet the
increased costs under the "new deal."

We ask how the administration can put the proposed plaIn nto
practice and live up to its agreements in the NIlR.A., section ,3,
paragraph (e), which assures protection to any ndutry to cover Its
newly created obligations.

We oppose the proposed legAilation, and feel that it is nfair to
American industry and to Ameilcan labor,

The CItAIMIAN, Thank you very much, Mr. Wood.
Mr. WOOD. Thank you for your courtesy, Senator,
Th OCnHAIMA, Mr. Edwarl J, Ceokala. How much time do you

want?
Mr. OZKALA, Just a few moments.
The CHAIRMAN. Representing the structural glass industry.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD J CZEKAILA, REPRESENTING THI
STRUCTURAL GLASS INDUSTRY

Mr. C0aKALA, The structural glass industry manufactures a vit-
rolus slab material which is obscured by coloring prior to solidification.

The tariff on our product is provided for under subsection ) of
paragraph 222 of the existing tariff act.

Information has reached us that our product has boon included in
the list of dutiable articles, of which imports do not exceed 5 rentt
of domestic production, and consequently one of the conmnodities to
be used for bargaining purposes.

Structural glass is used in building construction, repairs, and im-
provements. The building industry today is operating at about 10
percent of the 1028 peak. Since 1929 we have been operating at a
loss and today are compelled to sell our product below its cost of
production, due to a sadly curtailed market and the drop in prices
of competitive products.

Not only do we have domestic competition but also foreign coin-
petition, and, if the present tariff is reduced, its effect will spell ruin
to our industry.

The structural-glass rate is the same as the plate-glass duty.
We do not have a rate structure of our own, and no provision has
been made in the act as drawn to afford our industry the right to be
heard and present statistics in support of the rate now applicable.

To our understanding a reciprocal agreement can be made with
other nations affecting the material on which our rate is based and
we, without a right of recourse or appeal, be subjected to this lower
rate which would prove ruinous.

As stated before, our industry has been operating at a loss. Despite
that fact we acquiesced in the administration's recovery program by
signing the P.R.A. and subsequently increased our employment,
wages, supply, and material costs to the extent of approximately 25
percent.

We had anticipated an early restoration of our price structure to c
a figure equal to or above our cost of production which would counter- t.
balance increased costs.
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This, we fool, will be possible providing we are not subjected to
an increased import volume and ruinous foreign competition which
can only be on a price basis, Comparatively, our costs are consider-
ably higher than European costs, and we obviously cannot maintain
our present wage sales and continue in our campaign to stimulate
remodeling work, which results in increased employment, if we are
compelled to compete with a product which can be sold in this country
at a price lower than our cost.

Furthermore, section Be of the N.IR.A. contained a provision
which we felt was a contract on the part of the administration with
American industry, guaranteeing freedom during the reconstruction
period front excessive foreign competition.

There is free and open competition among the producers of this
commodity in the United States.

We have, among us, developed the market which exists for the
product by eX)peinsve advert sintg and extensive missionary work.

The industry belongs to America but can only be maintained here
if existing tariff rates applicable to our product are permitted to re-
main unaltered or rates specifically covering our material to be applied
iilrepective of the duty on plate glass.

In summary we opp ose the passage of the bill as now written:
First, Because it does not provide a means for our industry to

present its specific problems in defense of the existing rate before any
change shall be made.

Second. Because no provision is made for notice of a change in rate
to enable our industry to adjust itself, which must result in uncer-
tainty.

Third. Because no Government department contains adequate
statistical or commercial data upon which to base any alterations in
our rate of duty, we not heretofore having been requested to submit
tiny such facts.

Fourth. Because the inducing of any import volume at this stage
of our recovery will effectually prevent the restoration of our price
structure to a figure equal to or above our cost of production, it being
obvious that foreign competition can only be on a price basis.

Fifth. Because any readjustment of our tariff rates at this time will
most seriously discourage any attempt to comply with the spirit of
the administration's recovery program as embodied in the N.I.R.A,

We respectfully submit that if it is the sentiment of the committee
to report favorably on this bill or any similar bill, that provision or
amendments should be made therein covering the suggestions herein
contained.

Senator WALCOTT. I would like to know how much, if any, you
think the N.I.R.A. requirements have increased your costs.

Mr. CZEKALA. I should say approximately 25 percent and, while
the costs have been increased, we have not been able to sell our mate-
rial below or above the cost of production.

Senator WALCOTT. So that you must be losing money.
Mr. CZEKALA. We are.
Senator COUZEns. Have you increased your price at all?
Mr. CZEKALA. Increased the price 10 percent, but it was noftsuffi-

cient to cover our loss, and, if we are going to have to compete with
the character and price of foreign materials which will be imported
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into this country, it will have the virtual effect of putting us out of
business.

We cannot compete with their wage scales, because ours is approxi.
mately from about 400 to 600 percent higher.

Senator WALCOTT. I did not think you made it quite clear in your
report there whether you wanted an additional increase in protection
duty whether you depended on that, or whether you were reasonably
satisfied with what it was today, provided you were left alone.

Mr. CZKxALA. Well, our understanding is that glass is one of the
commodities which is going to be used for bargaining purposes.

Senator BARKLEY. How do you understand that? The Depart-
ment, themselves say that they haven't any idea what commodity
will be used as a basis.

Mr. CZOKALA. It is an article, Senator, that appeared in the New
York Times, I believe a week ago last Sunday. It was based, I
recall, on the request of the importers.

Senator BAnKLmY. Well, that wasn't from any authoritative
governmental source, the authorship of the article? Do you remem-
ber who wrote the article?

Mr. CZEKAL. I do not recall.
Senator BARKLEY. Somebody projecting with the subject, then, I

suppose.
Mr. CZEKALA. Well, naturally, it would arouse fears to our

industry, particularly since our rate is the same as the rate on plate
glass, and we are not plate-glass manufacturers.

Senator BARKLEY. What is the proportion of imports of your
article?

Mr. CZEKALA. That is something that is very hard to determine,
for the reason that all plate glass imported into this country, including
the material referred to as structural glass, is under the same heading,
and they are not separated or defined, so we cannot say how much of
the imports constituted our material.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, the total. What is the total proportion
including yours and plate glass and all of it?

Mr. CZEKALA. I could not say. I could not answer that.
Senator BARKLEY. Did you state, a while ago, that it was less than

5 percent?
Mr. CZEKALA. That was obtained from the same article that I was

referring to as appearing in the New York Times.
Senator BARKLEY. You don't know whether you are correct or not?
Mr. CZEKALA. I haven't substantiated it, but I understand that

information was obtained from the recommendations made by the
importing group.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, don't give too serious consideration to it.
Senator BARKLEY. It would all depend on whether there was any

country that would be willing to enter into any agreement to buy
something from us, that they are not now obtaining, and in return
for some concession on glass, otherwise there wouldn't be any incen-
tive for either country to enter into an agreement; so it is purely
speculative, isn't it?

1 say, it is speculative as to whether any commodity may be
affected, depending on whether the other country, or any other
country, would be willing to enter into an agreement that would
affect your commodity, or anybody else's?
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Mr, CaKxALA. Well, we would request, if glass is going to be con-
sidered as a reciprocal article, that the material referred to as strue-
turl glass he divorced from the general elassfication and a rate
applied to our material, to protect the industries operating in thil
('ountry.

Senator BAIIKLKY. Well, of course, the President, in making agree-
minits, would not he bound y any clasiflcation-that is, either in
the tariff art or any report of ihe Tariff Commission,

I mean, hie could not violate the law of our country in that regard,
but lie could take separate items out of any tariff schedules and make
fin agreement with respect to them, without including the whole, or
lie could leave out any of them,

Senator CotverNS, How many men are employed in your industry?
Mr. CZHKALA. Taking the installation units and distributors I

should say it would reach between two and three th.fsand men,
The CwAinMAN. That is all,
Senator BARKLmY. How does that comnipre with the number em-n

played in 1920, 1027, and 1028?
Mr. CZEKALA. It is less,
Senator BARKaIYC. It is less, but how much less? Do you know

what the figures are? There hasn't been very much building going on
to require structural glass in the last 3 or 4 years.

Mr. COZsALA, No. That is what has hurt us more than anything,
particularly since we are dependent exclusively on the building in-
dustry, and, while there hasn't been any building going on, our costs
have remained constant.

The COAIRMAN, Mr. Disston? How much time, Mr. 1)isston?
Mr. DIssTON. Mine is very short, but I have been asked, with your

permission, to also read or present a statement from the machine-
knife industry.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope you will put that in the record, the ma-
chine-knife industry.

STATEMENT ON BEHALF O0 THE MACHINE-KNIPH INDUTRYt OF THI" UNITED STATES

The machine-knife industry finds itself in a very peculiar and certainly not a
pleasant situation. The industry has cooperated with the National Recovery
Administration, It has prepared and secured the approval of a code of fair
competition for the industry.

The industry insofar as domestic manufacturers are concerned is complying
closely with the code, but insofar as foreign competition in the United States is
concerned we often find ourselves out on a limb so tu speak, in that contrary to
to our expectation and advice prior to the signature of our code the foreign
manufacturers selling knives in the United States are not bound by the provisions
of the code and are free to practice such competition as they may see fit.

We cannot bring ourselves to believe that the President of the United States,
nor the Congress, in the passage of the National Industrial Recovery Act ever
contemplated for one moment tying the hands of domestic manufacturers by
closely restricting them to code provisions and at the same time render them
defenseless against the foreign manufacturers who, after they pay the import
duty, apparently are free to practice any sort of competition they may desire.

To our minds this is an entirely indefensible policy and we believe sooner or
later will be rectified, but we are experiencing some especially savage competition
from some of the foreign manufacturers.

It is the English competition which at the moment is particularly savage.
During the past week one of our American manufacturers has lost important

business to an English concern. It has been lost partly because of lack of
knowledge as to what their price was, they apparently not being required tinder
the code governing this industry to file with the code authority prices, terms, etc.

We have been attempting to get statistical information from the Department
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of Conuniorea broken down Into some detail to give u definite and real Inforlms
tion. So far we have inot been able to eaoure tfli Information, but we aro roaNMol
ably certain from the reports wlilh havo oome to ut, that sales of forelg knives
have rroatly Initreaod aileo our codo went int o offoot,

If r(lrgn manufaotturors of machine knlvom cannot le Ilbroght tundetr otu code
tand cannot )h mladf to observe the stattndartds we IIve wt Ip for our o1 ntdustry,

thie 0nly thing wIo cant do, and which we as Aimrloan lt sixil have a orfoot
right to ask, ig that our lindutry be givten Irotootion fromll this omlptitlon throighl
the raising of the tariff to lovels wlioh will comipl forelagn manuifoturoer to oh.
serve the sttindards whih otr Indllutr l vlntrly voletarly cepte under Its eroile
of fair compotitlon

Tlie CHAIIMAN, You are representinl the saw Indlitry now, Mr,
Dlsston?

Mr. DIaSTON, That is coirret,

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. DISSTON, PRESIDENT SAW MANU.
FACTURERS ASSOCIATION OF THI UNITED STATES

Mr. DISTON,, The Saw Maniufaturers Associlation of the United
States respectfully reqtests that IIR 8087 bo rejected by your' coml-
mittee and the Inited States Senate.

We believe it unwise to chlinge fundamental tarlf-l a inul police
now. Specifically we object to part II1, section 380 (u),

Under the National Industrial Recovery Act the saw indtlutry lhas
extended itself to the limit in increasing employment. Currmetly, we
are doing less than half the volume of business we did in 1921), yet we
are emp oying four fifths of the workers we did in 1920 at within 3
percent of 1920's real wages. In the decade prior to 1920 pay roll
accounted for slightly less than 40 cents out of the dollar paid by the
customer who bought a saw, Today pay roll is approximately 50
cents of the sales dollar, The average hourly rate of pay in this
industry is $0,638.

The saw industry has thus placed itself in an exceedingly vulnerable
position with regard to tariff changes and foreign competition. We
are opposed to having this vulnerability increased the point of peril
by the tariff policies incorporated in H.R. 8087.

Senator BAnxKE. What is the proportion of saws imported into
this country of the domestic production?

Mr. DISSTON. I amagino about 3 percent, something like that.
Senator BARKLEY. Do we export any saws?
Mr. DISSTON. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. 1What is our proportion of exports?
Mr. DIsTroN. Before the war it was about 833 percent of the sales

of the American manufacturers. Right after the war it went to be-
tween 20 and 25 percent, and it is now about 7 or 8 percent.

Senator BARKLEY. So that while we have about a 3 percent ini-
portion of saws, we have at this time an exportation of 7 or 8 pereent?

Mr. DIrsTON. That would be my judgment; yes.
Senator BARKLEY. Where do we export to?
Mr. DISSTON. South America and Africa.
Senator BARKLEY. Well, you needn't give all of them?
Mr. DrsSToN. Mostly England. Practically entirely from Eng-

land.
Senator BARKLY. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
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Senator WALCOTT. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr. Diaston.
a question or two.

llis knife Industi'y, from which you have submitted an opposing
alrgtuent to this bill, is a very important industry In Now England.

Are you familiar with any of the statistics of that business?
Mr. DI T l)OsN, No; I am not,
Setlttior \ALCOTT. YOU tirO I1ot?
Well, with reference to your own, why are you particularly solid-

touls iihout youlr owni, 0or have you any hidition that you might
co(time under this bill lor reciprocal agreements?

iMr. D)isroN We do not know; we are afraid,
Senlltor AIIKAuxw You know you don't want to; that is it?
Mr. DIissTON, Thlat is right,
Stialtor WALCOTT. You are I)rotvyinll to be left alone?

ir. I)tssoN, Tlhat in trite,. Tht is true.
Seniator WALCOTT. And how much has tihe N..A. code increased

yoir c'(tots, ai)pproximatlV?
Mr. DISToN. About 5 Iporcent,
Scinutor WAV(OTT. That seUnts to lie pretty general, from nil the

vitriouti trl'ade wH1 have ihealrd front, Several Ihave mentioned 25
)poCett. Tlt it isn I)irtly wages, I suppose, partly It reduction in

i'Mr. DI)so.x, Ysi.
Sctllitor V\AI.'OTT. \And (to Cniployiment of more mlen to do the

silt'4 work?
Mr, Dl)ssTox, Yes, Then' , of course, the raw materials have gone

uip,, oo, Sc ntolr.
Senator WALCOTT. The raw materials have gone up?
Mr, DIssTroX. And supplies.
Senator BAIKLtI. Well, if all these companies have increased their

costs, 25 to 30 and 40 percent, and haven't increased their selling
prices, they certainly must have been in better condition than they
claimed they were when the depression was on, or when many of them
borrowed money front the Government through its various agencies,
to keep going.

Mr. DIS)STON. We did increase our prices, I should say, approxi-
mately 10 percent since N.R.A. went into effect. For the past 7
years the industry has earned 2 percent on its net worth.

Senator CovzENs. Ilow many men are employed?
Mr., DssTON, Two thousand seven hundred.
Senator BARKLEY. You have, you say, increased your labor cost,

now about 50 percent?
Mr. DISSTON. Yes, that, is right; of the sales dollar.
Senator BARKLEY. And the 20 percent increase of the sales dollar,

or 10 percent increase, on the sales dollar, if it was absorbed altogether
by the increase in cost of labor, would make it about a 20 percent
increase in labor? If labor, representing half the cost, 10 percent on
the total, would be about a 20-percent increase on labor?

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Senator WALCOTT. Just one more question, Mr. Chairman, if you

please.
Is it a matter with you of tariff protection, from now on, or is it

a matter of domestic consumption, or both?
Mr. DIssTON. I should say it was both.
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Senator WALCOTT. Which is the more important? Would you, off.
hand, demand greater protection by an import duty?

Mr. DIsTOaN. There are certain items, such as narrow band saws,
that could be protected higher but, generally speaking, I should say
that the reason the industry is not in better shape is because the
lumber production is less than it used to be.

The saw industry is not an expanding industry, such as the auto.
mobile trade for instance, and the refrigerator trade-trades like that.

Senator WALCOTT. And steel structures, of course?
Mr. DIBSTON. Yes. And for that reason, the competition is very

keen.
The CsAIRMAN. Well, let me ask you if the passage of this bill

should add to the export of timber and if the passage of this legislation
should add to the exportation in our lumber industry and some
branches of it, would it not help your industry?

Mr. DIrsToN. Yes* it would.
The CHAIRMAN. That is all.
Senator BARKEY. Would you be willing to give up the 7-percent

export that we now enjoy in order to keep out the 3 percent that
comes in?

Mr. DrsToN. Personally-I am only speaking for our company
now-yes; I would.

Senator BARKLtr. You would?
Mr. DISsTON. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. But I mean, speaking now of the saw industry

as a whole?
Mr. DIsTON. I should think we would; yes.
Senator BARKLEY. What advantage would you obtain by keeping

out 3 percent, and keeping in 7?
Mr. DIrsTON. Well, the only reason-
Senator BARKLEY. Seven seems to be the low ebb. It has been up

as high ad 25. What advantage would the saw industry gain by
keeping out 3 percent of the imports and keeping inside the United
States 7 to 25 percent?

Mr. DissTON. Well, of course, England is our biggest competitor
on saws, and they have been reducing the cost of their manufacture.

We have been increasing ours, and we feel that that makes us
very vulnerable and, in fact, at the present time I was only in
New Orleans on Thursday and I saw English saws, hand saws, in the
hardware stores there.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, if that sort of a situation were brought
about, you would have to find a market in this country for as many
saws as are now being imported, in order to keep from reducing your
output?

Mr. DISSTON. Yes. Of course, we feel that the United States is
self-contained and can keep foreign competition of all lines out, that
we will be better off than allowing foreign competition to come in
here and hurt our industries.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, you know that theory flies in the face of
history with every commercial nation since the beginning of time?

Mr. DbssTON. Well, of course, this country-but I don't want to
get into any argument.

Senator BARKLEY. I don't either, but it is a very interesting
subject of discussion.
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Senator CoviaNs. Of course, it is very apparent that if you put
the tariff on you destroy your price structure and the 3 percent
admission would not nake much difference, would it?

Senator BAnxLEY. The 3 percent of the importations is not as
slight, in proportion to the peak of importations, as the 7 percent
exportation now is, compared to the peak of exportations, so that we
have always sold to other people more saws than we have bought.

Mr. DISSToN. Yes. Since the Civil War, that is correct.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes,
The CHAIRMAN. All right, Mr. Disston. Is Mr. Bernard Davis

here, representing the Cotton Rug Association?
A VOICE. No, sir. He will be here tomorrow.
The CHAIRMAN. There are several representatives of the lace in-

dustry here: Mr. Phillips, Mr. Turner, and Mr. Higgins. Do you
speak for them?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. Phillips.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you speak for the other two?
Mr. PHLLIPs. No; they will speak for themselves, but they won't

take up much of your time.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. PHILLIPs. Well, 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF H. ALBERT PHILLIPS, BRIDGEPORT, CONN., ON
BEHALF OF THE LACE MANUFACTURERS OF AMERICA

Mr. PHLLIPs. I am speaking for the lace manufacturers of America,
and I want to speak in opposition to the reciprocity tariff bill.

We, as lace manufacturers, feel particularly keenly about this bill,
since our industry has been mentioned on many occasions in recent
months as being particularly well adapted to be bargained away.

The lace industry has been referred to by Secretary Wallace as an
inefficient industry. Of course, only those not familiar with the
process of manufacturing laces could apply that term to one of the
most efficient and highly developed industries in the world.

It is proposed in this reciprocity bill that Congress give the Presi-
dent the power to negotiate bargaining treaties. It has been fully
explained what this means. It has even been stated that industry
shall not even have so much as a hearing before those who will be
empowered under the proposed act to negotiate such treaties.

Our destinies will be placed in the hands of a few men who under
this proposed act can bargain away and ruin the existing industry
through competing imports from low-wage countries.

It may be argued that there is no such intention, but in the case of
our lace industry the intention of using it for bargaining purposes
has been specifically mentioned by the spokesmen of our Government,

,'so we must presume that if this bill is passed in its present form the
duties will be reduced from 90 percent to 45 percent ad valorem.

This would mean the prompt stoppage of all employment in the
lace and kindred industries. Indeed, a very serious situation will arise.

So that your committee may be informed, let me call to your
attention the following facts:

The manufacture of lace and kindred articles in the U.S.A. was
attempted on so many occasions without success prior to the year 1910.
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What amounted to virtually a recommendation from this Govern.
ment came witl the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill of 1009 when lace
machinery, especially the type known as "Levers lace machines",
was allowed entry free of duty for a period of 18 months and the rate
of duty on laces, or the product of those machines, was made 70 percent
ad valorem.

Prior to the year 1010 there was practically no lace industry in this
country. The lace industry was brought into existence through the
encouragement of the Government itself. Shortly after the adoption
of the iatyne-Aldrich bill in 1900, lace mills were established, so that
today we find well-established lace mills in eight States namely,
Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Ohio, New York, Massa.
chusetts, New Jersey, Illinois.

The C AIIuMN. How has your industry fared? Have you got
along fairly well?

Mr. PmrLIrPS. Well, it has gotten along fairly well. We are having
our troubles.

The CHAIUMAN. Well, everybody has had their troubles, but hlis
this industry prospered?

Mr. PHILmLPS. The industry has developed; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It has prospered?
Mr. PHILLIs. Yes, sir. hMany people labor under the erroneous

idea that the lace industry is largely a hand-work in ttry or home-
work industry. Nothing could be further away from tlio facts.

The lace mills as established today represent a capital investment
of at least $20,000,000 and give employment to 8,000 people.

The machinery employed is highly developed and requires skillful,
trained mechanics for its operation.

In the enactment of the tariff law of 1922, laces were given a rate of
00 percent ad valorem, which rate was again established in 1930, after
most intensive investigation on the part of officials of the U.S. Tariff
Commission.

Importations of laces and nets emanate mostly from France, but
England and China also play an important part, shipping large quan-
tities into the United States.

Some idea of the difference in production costs as between the
United States and France may be gleaned from the following
statistics:

Wages

IStates

Lace weavers...... .............. .... ......... ............................... $ .00 $14.00
Warpers................. .... ............ ............ ... 42.00 9.00
Brass bobbin winders................................................... . 30.00 7. 80
8lip winders............ ...... ............................................... . 0 7.00

Senator COUzENs. Are our employees more productive than the
French?

Mr. PHILLIPS. I would not say that they are more productive.
They use exactly the same method, exactly the same tools, but, as
far as all manufacturing equipment and running a plant, is concerned,
we are more efficient than what they are in France, or else we could not in
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even compete on a 00 percent, because our wages here are four times
as much, and in many cases more, than what they are in France.

You see, we do everything here in our own plants. In France a
great deal of it is farmed out, one process after another, which break.
up the cost of production, bringing it up somewhat over ours, when
the different hours are consumed--

The CHAIRMAN. We increased, in the last tariff act, the duty on
laces, did we not?

Mr. PHILLIPS. No; in 1922 it was increased.
The CHAIRMAN. In 19227
Mr. PHILLIPs. In 1930 we kept it the same. We attempted to

increase it.
The CHAIRMAN. You attempted to?
Mr. PHLLIPs. But it was not.
The CHAIRMAN. I recall the fight.
Senator BARKLEY. There are no handmade laces made in this

country?
Mr.PmHLLtPS. No; not for commercial purposes.
Senator BARKLY. All machine; and. no hand-made laces are now

permitted to come in?
Mr. PHLLIPs. Oh, yes.
Senator BARKLEY. To speak of?
Mr. PHILLsPs. Hand-made laces are coming in from China.
Senator BAnKLaY. From China?
Mr. PHmLLIs. Yes.
Senator BARKLEY. But we produce none at all of that type of

hand-made laces in this country?
Mr. PHILLIPS. No.
Senator BARKLY. So that that is not competitive, except insofar

as a woman might prefer a hand-made piece of lace to one of your
machine-made pieces?

Mr. PHILLIPS. It is very competitive-
Senator BARKLEY. First, most women prefer hand-made lace?
Mr. PHILLIPs. Yes; they do.
Senator BARKLEY. But you would rather not cater to that feminine

desire to buy hand-made laces coming in?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, 90 percent placed on the Chinese valuation

means nothing, because they pay no wages in China.
Senator BARKLEY. Has the depreciation of our currency had any

effect upon the lace business?
Mr. PHILLIPS. It couldn't have any effect on the Chinese situation.

It has had effect on the importations frcm Europe.
The CHAIRMAN. From France?
Mr. PHILLIPS. From France and England; yes.
Senator BARKLEY. I notice that we, with 90 percent duty, in 1927,

imported $463,000 worth of laces, and manufactured $2,865,000
worth.

Mr. PHILLIPs. Well that would not be the right comparison.
Senator BARKLEY. Well, that is what the Tariff Commission

reports.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well then, that report is wrcng.
Senator BARKLEY. It shows here, in 1932, while we manufactured

nearly four million dollars woith f laces in this country, we only
imported $44,000 worth.

50156-34-15
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Mr. PHILLIPs. You must compare---
Senator BARKLEY. I am speaking of machine-made laces now.
Mr. PnHLLIPs. Oh, no; the production of machine-made laces in

this country is by far more than 84,000,000 and the importation of
machine-made laces is far more than $4 600,600.

Senator BARKLY,. Well, the Tariff Commission is wrong, then?
Mr. PHILLPS. They are absolutely wrong, if those figures are from

the Tariff Commission.
Senator BAaRKLE. Well, how much are they, then? How wrong

are they?
Mr. PIrsLIs. Because I happen to be in the import business of

laces myself, our own concern, and we imported more than $400,000
worth of laces.

Senator BARKLEY. In what year?
Mr. PHILIPS. In any one year in the last 5 years.
Senator BARKL . Machine-made laces?
Mr. PmHLLIPB. Machine-made laces; yes, sir. Only machine-made

laces.
Senator BARnLEY. Well, what are you doing importing machine.

made laces if you are seeking a high tariff for our own domestic prod.
uct?

Mr. PHILLIPs. I am not seeking a higher tariff on our own domestic
product.

Senator BAnKLEY. You don't want it lowered though?
Mr. PHILLIPS. In 1922, when we received only a protection of 90

percent, that was not enough to keep us in the business, and we there.
fore kept on manufacturing those goods in this country, in which we
could compete, and those where we could not compete, we imported
them.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you were making money up to that time
weren't you?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Up to 1922?
The CHAIRAN. Up to 1930.
Mr. PHILLIP. Well, we have had years when we have made money

and we have had years when we lost money freely.
The CAIRMAN. Of course, but, on the whole, the industry pro-

gressed and was quite prosperous?
Mr PHILLIPS. It was.
The CHAIRMAN. Up until 1930?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And then it was that you sought an increase from

the 90 percent, wasn't it? One hundred twenty-five percent?
Mr. PHILLIP. Well, we added a specific at that time which would

have it around 125.
The CHAIRMAN. And that was adopted in the Senate, as I under-

stood you to say, but it was knocked out in conference?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And, following that, if I recall correctly, my mind

is a little hazy about it at this time, there was quite a commotion over
in France?

Mr. PHILLIPS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. And Ambassador Edge, who had given support

in the Senate to the bill in the beginning,havin been appointed over
there, had to go out and quiet the multitude, didn't he, m France?
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Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, he did. Apparently he tried to.
The CHAIRMAN. And they inserted appeals in behalf of this Gov-

ernnent and so on about this lace proposition? You remember all
that?

Mr. PHILLIPs. I remember it well.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, did you know anything about your industry

getting out a circular against this bill, and putting it out among
employees?

Mr. PHILLIPS, We did.
The CHAIRMAN. You did do that? Is that a copy of the circular,

Important Notice to All Lace Manufacturers, and so on?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice in your closing item you say:
Power such as this bill contains will make industries afraid to protest to Wash-

Ington about anything,
Mr. PHILLIPS. I did not hear that statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is pretty strong language, Mr. Phillips.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I did not hear that statement, Senator,
The CHAIRMAN. I say in the closing phrase of this admonition that

you sent out to the employees and the other lace manufacturers, you
say, in the eighteenth reason against the bill, this:

Power such as this bill contains will make industries afraid to protest to
Washington about anything.

And:
When it is known that by one stroke the Government can ruin an entire

industry. * * *
Mr. PHILLIPS. Pardon me. May I see that?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS (Examining). That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. That is ight.
Senator BARKLEY. Well, did you have any such fear when the act

of 1930, in section 338, gave the President the power to increase by
50percent?

Mr. PHILLIPS. To increase duties?
Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Well, I have personally never been in favor of the

flexible tariff provision.
Senator BARKLEY. You did not come down here and protest against

it, though, at that time?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I did not protest the flexible tariff provision; no.
Senator BARKLEY. Do you think that any industry that requires

nearly 100 percent tariff in order to enable it to run is a very efficient,
very economic industry?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir; I do air. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. I notice in t letter that you gave to the employ-

ers that you say, among other things, that:
If the tartf bill is passed it means the lace industry will probably soon be

wiped out and, if the industry goes, your jobs go, too.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Naturally.
The CHAIRMAN. Naturally? That is the way that you felt about

it?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN. And that is the way you wrote to them about it?
Mr. PHILLPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And brought it to the attention of all the employ.

ees that you could in the lace industry?
Mr. PHILLIPs. Yes, sir.
Senator BAxRKLY. Does that circular advise them to write to their

Congressmen and Senators?
The CHAIRMAN. "The only way to prevent this from happening

is to let your two Senators know that you do not want this tariff bill
passed."

Is that right?
Mr. PHILLIP . That is right, That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. It had already passed the House; that is right?
Senator WALOTT. Well, Mr. Chairman, I will say, as one of the

Senators that I have not heard from one of them. I do not see any
reason why an employer should not advise, if he thinks his industry
is going to be destroyed, why he should not advise the people that
are worling there to try and save their Jobs by protesting against the
passage of legislation that they think is inimical.

The CHAIRMAN. I think that this witness is very frank and candid,
and I want to congratulate you on the candor that you are displaying.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course, you had a right, if you wanted to, to do

that.
I was just bringing it to your attention. I wanted to get that

authenticated. That is all.
Senator WALCOTT. Mr. Chairman, I want to bring out a point or

two with reference to Chinese competition.
That loomed up very big when we were discussing the question of

the tariff protection in 1980 our retaining the old 90 percent.
As I recall it then Mr. Phillips, you made the statement that the

Chinese total cost of lace, hand-made, was slightly less, after paying
the 90 percent, at that time, on certain things, as I recall, doilies, for
instance, the body of doilies, in using linen, than your machine-made
lace?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes; a great deal.
Senator WALCOTT. Is that still correct?
Mi. PHILLIPS. Yes; even today it is, on articles that night be

compared.
There are at least 70 or 80 percent less after 90 percent duty is

paid on them, because those goods have no value in comparison to
our values.

The Chinese worker possibly gets 50 cents to 75 cents a week, for
a whole week's work.

Senator WAALCOTT. Do you know that that figure is approximately
correct?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Absolutely.
Senator WALCOTT. 50 to 75 cents a week?
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
Senator WALCOTT, And your minimum wage is $11 a week?
Mr. PHILLIPS. $13.
Seiator WALCO-T. How much?
Mr. PHILLIPS. $13.
Senator WALCOTT. $13?
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Mr. PuILLIPS. Yes, sir,
Senator WALCOT., Against 75 cents?
Mr. PmHILLrS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN All right; proceed.
Mr. PHILLIPS. These statistics were compiled several years ago

and would today show an even larger differential especially with the
additional restrictions placed upon us through the operation of the
National Industrial Recovery Act which imposes shorter working
hours and higher minimum wages.

While the lace industry may be regarded as one of the newer
industries in the United States, it nevertheless has grown from its
inception in the year 1910 to the present and is counted today among
the well-established industries of our country. Since the establish-
ment of the industry, laces, nets, and so forth, and other products of
the lace machines have become real commodities to the masses.

Prices have been brought to a commercial basis, whereas before the
establishment of the industry in this country laces, nets, and so forth,
were distinctly considered in the luxury class, due to the higher prices
charged in the markets of the U.S.A. by foreign producers owing to
what virtually amounted to a monopoly which they enjoyed.

It should also be taken into consideration that the lace machines
of America are potential arms of defense in that they produce bobbinet
or what is commonly known as mosquito netting, required by the
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps, as well as the medical divisions of
these rvices.

So true is this that during the late World War practically all of the
machinery of the Levers lace-manufacturing branch was operating
on Government contracts for much-needed material in the program
of national defense.

The business of lacemaking during the past 24 years has been pains-
takingly built up step by step. It has taken courage, energy, grit,
and a lot of hard work by all those connected with the industry to
bring it to the position where it stands today. And now it is proposed
in this reciprocity bill to give the President the right to bargain it
away so that we may increase our exports of some other commodity.
Gentlemen, just picture this.

As said before, there are about 8,000 people employed at lacemaking
in the United States of America. If the tariff rate is reduced these
people will be without a livelihood. There will simply be that many
more unemployed.

It may be possible to purchase the laces which at present are made
in this country, from some European or Asiatic country; but forget
not that their wages amount to less than 25 percent of those which
our workers receive, and in the case of China they amount to practi.
cally nothing. In other words, with the passage of this bill you will
destroy the purchasing power of 8,000 American workers, all of whose
earnings are expended in this country and you will transfer this pay
roll to workers in other countries who receive less than 25 percent of
the American standard of wages. I ask what can these foreign lace
people purchase with these small incomes, of our American products?
In their daily purchases they will only have the opportunity to expend
a very small fraction of their earnings in our products. For every
dollar of pay roll either entirely destroyed or reduced in this country,
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we can at best expect only a possible replacement expressed in a few
cents in foreign markets.

In the National Industrial Recovery Act, enacted into law lest
June, a )jars a provision that the President may raise duties on imi.
ports w ich arise in competition with products of industries, which
have complied with the provisions of N.I.R.A. Furthermore, the
President was empowered to specify "such terms and conditions and
subject to the payment of such fees and to such limitations in the total
quantity which may be imported as he shall find necessary to pre-
scribe in order that the entry thereof shall not render or tend to render
ineffective any code or agreement under this title." In other words,
the proposition of rising costs under the N.I.R.A. with its higher wage
scales, shorter working hours, and restrictions on machine-hour regu.
lations was recognized by the framers of the bill, so that in case of
increasing foreign competition prompt relief might he obtained so as
to not render ineffective any code or agreement under this title.

The lace industry is worldng under code no. 6. The reciprocity
bill here before us provides bargaining or reciprocal treaties lasting
3 years, with provisions in it diametrically opposed to the provisions
in the N.IR.A. These treaties with foreign countries once made can.
not be disregarded or repealed, The other countries will have all the
advantages, we all the disadvantages. '

I express the hope that you will not enact this bill into law. Please
consider what it will mean to our investment, and to our stockholders,
and to our employees and their dependents, and furthermore to those
who are given employment by our supply houses.

I want further to bring to your attention the lace industry's inter-
connection with other industries. It is today a large user of silk,
rayon, metal, wool, and cotton yarns practically all of which are
purchased from American mills, and this business will be lost to mills t
m other countries causing further unemployment in this country. t
And furthermore I cannot help but mention that in our tariff laws
never was there a differentiation made between laces and lace arti-
cles, lace-trimmed articles, lace garments, and lace-trimmed garments. t
With a reduction in the tariff on laces (par. 1529a) all these items
and many more will be included and they will therefor e e manu-
factured in foreign countries and imported into the United States
These industries engaged in the manufacture of lace-trimmed or lace
dresses, lace underwear, lace night wear, neckwear, scarfs, and cur-
tains employ approximately 187,500 wage earners. If you enact this y
reciprocity bill you play with the destiny and personal welfare of all t
those people. No one should be empowered to file a decision so far-
reaching without first obtaining full and detailed information from
those who may be affected by the decision.

Remember also, gentlemen, France is the largest producer of laces
and 75 to 80 percent of her production is exported to the United
States,

In other words, France practically only makes 25 percent for the P
rest of the world, and all the rest of the laces she sells here. o

If this bill becomes a law, she will have all the lace-manufacturing t
business once more and we in the United States of America will have
no part of it. They will practically have a monopoly and that, a8
gentlemen, will mean higher prices again for the American consumer.

For the lace industry, this bill means extinction. It means lower a
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duties on laces and higher prices to the consumer by enriching the
lacemakers in foreign countries.

The CHAIRMAN. You say if this bill becomes a law, all of that will
happen.

Mr. PHILIPs. I believe so; yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. What makes you say that?
The CHAIRMAN. If were you and were in that industry, I would

not give any hint to that effect,
Mr. PmHILIPS. Why not? It is a fact.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is a fact, we will pass on.
Mr. PHILLIP, Everybody knows it.
Senator BAIKLEY. You mean you think that it is a foregone con-

clusion that the President will reduce the tax or tariff on lares?
Mr. PHILLIPs. He is going to use this for reciprocity, according to

Secretary Wallace.
Senator BARKLEY. Of course he is going to use it for reciprocity,

but Secretary Wallace is Secretary of Agriculture, and these agree-
ments will be negotiated through the State Department. It just so
happens that Secretary Wallace, in a speech, referred to laces, be-
cause there was less than 5 percent of the imports, and the type of
industry that required an unusual tariff in order to enable it to live,
That does not mean that the President is going to use laces, It
might never figure in one of these agreements.

Mr. PHILIPS. Well I look at this proposition this way. Here is a
bill which gives the President power to negotiate these tariffs. I
know that the President cannot go personally into all of these details.
That is humanly impossible. Thereforei he listens, naturally, to the
spokesmen of the Government, who are the greatest sponsors of this
bill, and that is Secretary Hull and Secretary Wallace; and Secre-
tary Wallace has shouted it from the housetops for the last 6 months
that laces are an inefficient industry. That is not only--

Senator BARKLEY (interposing). I do not know how long he has
been shouting, but we did a good deal of shouting along in 1930 when
the Hawley-Smoot bill was up.

The CHAIRMAN. Some of the rest of us said something about the
industry, too, when you tried to get 125 percent increase.

Senator BARKLEY. In view of the small amount of laces brought
in, and even the insignificant amount of American production of
laces, compared to industries generally, how much reciprocity do
you suppose we could get out of any other country by making laces
the basis of a treaty?

Mr. PHILLIPS. That is just in my concluding statement, Senator.
I will just speak on that.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. Give us your concluding statement.
Mr. PHILLPS. Yes, sir; it won't take long. In conclusion: The

lace industry to us. as manufacturers, seems important and big. To
this committee and to those who have in mind using it for bargaining
purposes it may seem small and unimportant in the industrial fabric
of this Nation. If it is a small industry and an unimportant industry,
then what can this country gain in increasing exports? Certainly,
under bargaining treatment, we are not going to sell any more in
amount than what we buy, and vice versa.

To me, frankly, this whole reciprocity proposition looks very
amateurish. It has already been indicated by those sponsoring the
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bill that there is hardship and distress ahead for American industries
and American work people now employed in the industries, to be
made subject to reciprocal treaties.

The rest of the world does not possess anything we want and
which we are not buying at this time, and it is unreasonable to ex-
pect that other countries will ever purchase goods in any other but
the cheapest markets, treaties or no treaties.

I predict that the treaties made under this bill will not aid at all
in the restoration of prosperity. These treaties can only act as in.
struments of despair for merchants and manufacturers and employees.

The whole conception of reciprocity is bound to fail, for if and
when treaties are applied and enforced, they will dislocate established
American industries and bring no benefits to others.

Senator BARtNLY. Why do you think the other nations of the
world are in a race to make reciprocity trade treaties if they are no
benefit to anybody?

Mr. PmIIurs. Well, now, I doubt that the other countries are so
anxious to make such treaties.

Senator BARXLEY. They have made more than 150 of them in the
last 12 months.

Mr. PHILuIPS. Treaties may be made with countries who are on
he same level, and that is an entirely different matter than making

treaties between countries that have a different standard of living ol
100 to 200 percent.

Senator BARKLEY. They are not all on the same level-those who
have made those agreements.

Mr. PHILLIPS. If they have made those treaties during the last
12 months, that does not say that all of those treaties are good
treaties, or that they will all be effective, or that they all will produce
what those who made them expect them to produce.

Senator BARKLnY. They are good to the extent of preventing us
from selling any goods, and they are monopolizing the markets of the
United States.

Mr. PHILLIPS. I do not think we have much proof of that, either.
Senator BARKLEY Well we have not been selling very much lately,

compared to what we did before.
Mr. PHILLIPS. But our exports are still higher than our imports.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes, a little.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir. If we want to be fair to the rest of the

world, like so many people want us to be, and like so many patriotic
Americans say we should be, we certainly cannot expect to sell them
much more than we buy, can we? If we are selling more than we
do, we must buy from them? How can we even expect to increase
that?

Senator BARKLEY. Do you mean to say that you do not want to
impose on them any more by selling any more stuff?

Mr. PHILLIPS. If they want our commodities, like a great many
commodities which we produce and manufacture-if the rest of the
world wants them, they will come here and buy them.

Senator BARKLEY. If they can get them.
Mr. PHILLIPS. If they can get them; yes, sir. t
Senator BARKLEY. It is one thing for the people of a country to

want our goods, and it is another thing for the government of that
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country to bargain so they are not allowed to get them, by making
a preferential agreement with some other country,

Mr. PHILLIPs. Well, now, that preferential agreement I claim will
not hold water if they can buy those same commodities cheaper in
the United States,

Senator BARKLEY. That would be true if the Government did not
issue quotas against our exportation of the article into their country,
but however much the people of France may want automobiles or
anything that we sell, wheat or cotton, if the government of France
fixes a quota beyond which we cannot send to that country, they
cannot obtain it.

Mr. PHILnIPS. Let me make a statement regarding France and the
automobile industry. In the last tariff act of 1930, the automobile
industry was very active to see that laces were not raised in the
tariff. The automobile industry was active and said "If you raise
our tariff on laces, you cannot sell automobiles to France." And
France raised their tariff on automobiles after the automobile industry
was partly instrumental in preventing that rise.

Senator BARKLEY. Not on account of laces, though.
Mr. PHILLIPS. At that time I looked it up and I found that the

American lace people, the people employed in the American lace
business, bought three times as many automobiles in America than all
of the lace makers of Europe combined.

Senator BARKELY. Of course the purchase of automobiles in
Europe is not limited to lace makers.

Mr. PHILLIPS. No; that is true; but it is another factor to con-
sider, and having passed through those times, and through those
experiences, they are naturally within my head.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that you think that the tariff now on
laces is a very bad tariff.

Mr. PHILLIPS. Iis a bad tariff; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are not seeking an increase.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I am not seeking an increase. I did not speak of the

rate. I only speak on this proposition which has come up.
The CHAIRMAN. Of course you are familiar with the fact that in

this bill there are certain checks and balances upon the President.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What are they?
Mr. PHILLIPS. I did not hear you.
The CHAIRMAN. In negotiating these reciprocal bargains and

agreements, there are certain checks and balances on the President.
Mr. PHILLIPS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Give the committee your views on what those

checks and balances are.
Mr. PHILLIPS. I will have to go over the whole bill with you.
The CHAIRMAN. You have advised your employees that they are

going to lose their jobs if this bill passes, and it is going to destroy the
industry. You have told the industry that you knew that. What
are those checks and balances?

Mr. PHILLIPS. I could not explain it offhand without referring to
the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Is there anybody else here represent-
ing the lace industry?

Mr. CHARLES H. TURNER. Yes, sir.
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TESTIMONY 01 OHALES H, TURNER, REPRESENTING NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF LACE CURTAIN MANUFACTURERS

The CHARMAN. State your full name and representation.
Mr. TURNzn, My name is Charles H. Turner, representing another

branch of the lace industry?
I represent the National Association of Lace Curtain Manufac-

turers. All the plants of the United States are members and have
been operating since November 13, last under their own approved
code of the National Industrial Recovery Act.

Senator WALCOTT. Is that code no. 6 also?
Mr. TuRaxN . No, sir; that is an entirely distinct and separate code.

This particular industry is not operating under paragraph 129, but
its duty is 60 percent under paragraph 920, and the industry, inci
dentally, is very much older than the one for which Mr. Phillips spoke.

Apparently the aim of the proposed tariff bill is the restoration of
the United States to its former place in the world trade, thus bringing
about the abandonment of the present agricultural crop restriction
programs. The assumption is made that to accomplish these ends
reduction of tariffs to successfully negotiate trade agreements is
necessary.

Others have either already stressed, or will do so, the many basic
objections to this bill such as concentrated power in a single hand, no
notice to industry of its inclusion in any trade arrangement, nor appeal
therefrom, in fact what appears to be usurpaton of the liberty which
our Constitution guarantees.

But who is there today who can tell precisely what are the benefits
that could accrue from this experiment. Does anyone know that the
crops from our 50 million acres of cultivable land that constitutes our
surplus will be taken abroad and that there will be an appreciable gain
in employment resulting from this exchange of our agrncultural prod.
ucts for foreign articles which will dispace our own kind from those
industries thus placed on the sacrificial altar?

Our whole industrial recovery program is inconsistent and out of
line with ai , proposal to increase foreign trade. Our first care should
be the protection of our own market which normally absorbs 90 per-
cent of what we produce. Yet after we raise wages and shorten
hours under National Industrial Recovery Act, with the avowed
intention of raising price levels, we are asked to share our market
with others paying only a pittance for labor and working without
restrictions in hours.

The operation of the reciprocal tariff agreements will probably
require the acceptance by us of a volume of commodities containing
many more man-labor-hours than the volume of commodities which
we could export. In other words, the commodities we import will
have given more employment to the foreign workers and relatively
less employment for American workers on the commodities we export.
Our problem now is to find enough man-labor-hours for American-
not foreign-labor.

Our industry has been in continual operation since 1890 and has
vindicated its right to exist over a period of years by reducing retail
prices to the consumer and furnishing distinctive American designs
and fabrics. There are now some 482 machines in use which were
imported under a 45 percent duty. They represent duty paid and
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with plant required for their operation about $35 000 per machine.
It is worthy to note that these machines can ony be installed in
special types of buildings and are not capable of being diverted to
any other form of production.

Over two thirds of the yarns we use are spun in this country in the
Southern States and the balance are imported from England because'
their use is restricted to lace making and they are not obtainable in
this country. Our industry therefore, is one of the largest importers
of fine cotton yarns in the United States. Should it happen that our
production is curtailed as a result of treaty negotiations it would be
wise in the first place to consider as an offset the loss in southern mill
employment, the loss in customs duties of foreign purchased yarns as
well as the loss in the foreign trade thereof, and the utility of the lace
curtain machines for war-time products. During the late war our
industry made some millions of yards of netting for our Government.

Obviously such an investment as we have would have been made
only in the belief based upon formal legislative acts of the Govern*
mont, that the equitable relation established between duties on cur-
tains, raw materials, machinery, and other competing foreign goods
would not be changed suddenly and without due consideration to these
conditions.

This industry requires such highly skilled labor that our employees
are very much exercised as to what is to happen to them if our duties
should be reduced to the specified limit. The social implications
involved in the pending bill may assume the absorption of these
people in perhaps a Southern cotton mill or an Indiana hog farm.
Actually the way human nature is constituted they are more likely
to become public charges.

We, therefore, feel that American industries should not at the
present stage of recovery be subjected to the new difficulties of foreign
competition without permitting the people affected to be given an
adequate hearing.

The CHAIRAN. Now, Mr. Turner, I will ask you the same question
that I asked Mr. Phillips. You are familiar with this bill, aren't
you? You have analyzed it from every standpoint?

Mr. TURNER. No; I cannot say that I have. Not from the real
technical analysis of that bill.

The CHAIRMAN. You know what the purpose of the bill is?
Mr. TURNER. Of course.
The CHAIRMAN. What are the purposes?
Mr. TURNER. I have been concerned with the fact that there has

been so much publicity given to this particular article.
The CHAIRMAN. I can understand that.
Mr. TURNER. Naturally, it causes worriment that perhaps that

will be one of the first things, and without due consideration, and as
I understand it the bill gives the President unlimited power or power
within the specified limits to make such changes as he sees fit.

The CHAIRMAN. You understand, though, that what he does is
based upon a certain background, and there are certain checks and
balances, do you not?

Mr. TURNER. I did not so understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. You did not understand that?
Mr. TURNER. No, sir.
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The CHAIRMAN It might be well for me to tell you, because your
industry seems to be pretty much interested in the proposition.

Mr. TUmR R. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. The President does not act, you will find in the

bill, except "whenever he finds that any existing duties or other
import restrictions are unduly burdening and restricting the forei
trade of the United States"; that is, either in this country or the
other country, That is one condition,

And "that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the use
of the powers herein conferred", and those above declared are "for
the purpose of expanding foreign markets for the products of the
United States (as a means of assisting in restoring the American
standard of lving, in overcoming domestic unemployment and the
present economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of
the American public n the present emergency," and so forth. If the
President should make a reciprocal trade o rreement here that should
throw all of these people out of employment, it would not be carrying
out that particular part of the bill.

Mr. TURNER. No; Senator, but I think the fear--
The CHAIRMAN (nterrupting). So it goes on after the statement of

these purposes. To throw people out of employment and destroy a
live industry is not increasing the purchasing power of the American
people, is it?

Mr. TUNEzR. Of course not.
The COHAIMAN. Especially those people now employed. So I say

to you that I think that you and Mr. Phillips and other ought to
analyze the bill before you serve notice on all employees in the country
engaged inhat industry thatndtr tathey are going to be thrown out of their

Mr. TURNER. I think the fear rises out of the fact that there is
nothing to serve as a check, that the decisions may be of a political
nature than based on facts.

The CHAIRAN. Well, there has probably been too much politics
in the lace industry.

Senator WALCOTT. I would like to ask you a question. Has your
cost been advanced by the provisions of the N.R.A?

Mr.. TURNER. The N.R.A. has increased our wages 17 percent from
last November, and then of course we are paying more for our mate-
rials.

Senator WALCOTT. And you have not been able to offset that
additional cost?

Mr. TURNnR. Yes; we have raised our wages for the industry ap-
proximately 10 percent, and in the lat 6 months it has gotten back
to its original basis, because of the competition that exists.

Senator WALCOTT. But you are worse off now with the N.R.A.
provisions than you were before the N.R.A. provisions were passed?

Mr. TURNER. No; I won't say we are worse off. I am willing to
say that the N.R.A. has helped, and will help as time goes on.

Senator WALCOTT. In other words, you would like to keep some of
the provisions of the N.R.A. for your protection?

Mr. TURNER. I think it would be a great mistake to go back to the
old conditions of hour and wages. t

Senator WALOTT. Havn increased your costs, you can less well
afford a reduction in the tariff now than a year ago? c
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Mr. TunNER. Absolutely.
Senator WALCOTT. What is your minimum wage? The same as in

the other schedule?
Mr. TuRNan. Thirteen dollars and that only applies to a very small

proportion of the labor,
Senator WALcOTT. Have you any idea of the value of the English

yarns that you have to import to fill your line of goods?
Mr. Tunnn. Yes, sir.
Senator WALCOTT. About what is it?
Mr. TURNES, In dollars?
Senator WALCOTT. Or in pounds.
Mr. TURNau. Taking it duty paid, I would say the average yarn

would run a dollar a pound.
Senator WALCOTT. And how many pounds?
Mr. TURNER. One third in dollars of our total yarn bill comes from

abroad, from Great Britain.
Senator WALCOTT. What is that?
Mr. TURNER. I have not those figures available,
Senator WALCOTT. You might send them for the record.
Mr. TunERn. I could get them'from the industry, of course.
Senator WALCOTT. Then the other two thirds would be. Southern

yarns?
Mr. TuRNER, Southern cotton.
Senator WALCOTT. Any linen?
Mr. TURNER. No; all cotton.
Senator WALCOTT. Those would he combed yarns?
Mr. TuRNI . Partly combed and carded.
Senator WALCOTT. I.o::%' itaple yarns?
Mr. TURNER. Yes.
Senator WALCOTT. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Turner. Is Mr. Dowling in the

audience?
Mr. DowIINO. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the linen industry?
Mr. DOWlUNG. Just my own business, not the whole industry.
Senator WALCOTT. He is not on the list is he?
The CHAIRMAN. No; but 1 understood he wanted to make a brief

statement. Proceed, please.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. DOWLING OF THE STEVENS LINEN
WORKS, OF DUDLEY, MASS.

Mr. DOWLINO. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on
Finance: My name is William T. Dowling and I represent the Stevens
Linen Works, located in the town of Dudley, Mass., which has been
operating since 1846.

We manufacture pure linen toweling and towels and cooperate with
the National Recovery Administration by producing under the cotton
textile Code. Because of increased wages and shortened hours, our
manufacturing costs are substantially higher. This situation has
stinmlated importation of competing products. As imports increase,
the dometsic employment situation suffers.

Our mill employs more than 1,200 persons in normal times and is
considered the mainstay, insofar as steady employment is concerned,
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by the towns of Dudley and Webster, which have an aggregate popula.
tion of close to 20,000 people.

We are cooperating in every possible way with the administration
in its endeavor to create employment opportunities by providing work
for a greater number of people. Because we visualize danger both to
wage earner and employer, if hastily negotiated tariff treaties are
consummated we respectfully offer our opposition to the pending
reciprocal tariff legislation and sincerely request that, if same is en.
acted, the right of protest and review be incorporated therein.

The COIAlUMAN. Thank you very much. What other gentlemen
are here that have given in their names and desire to be heard now?

Mr. SNOWDEN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN W. SNOWDEN, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPERY TRADE ABSO-
CIATION

The CHAIRMAN. Whom do you represent, Mr. Snowden?
Mr. SNOWDEN. I represent the National Upholstery and Drapery

and Textile Association, 185 Madison Avenue, New York City, comn
posed of about 85 manufacturers of upholstery and drapery fabrics.
Personally I am the president of the Stead & Miller Co., of Phila.
delphia. I have not any figures on the amount of business or the
amount of imports, but I do feel, though that our industry ought to
be represented in this way, because it is a luxury and it is affected very
much by uncertainty in business, and we feel that in case this bill
should become a law, that everybody would. feel that their industry
is going to be affected; and if they had any money to spend for interior
decorations, whether it was furniture or draperies or carpets or house.
furnishing goods, they just simply would stop buying, andit would have
a very detrimental effect on the business.

As I say, I am speaking in behalf of the National Upholstery and
Drapery Textile Association, 185 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Might I say toyou, as representing the industry for which I speak,
that the people of these United States do not regard with equanimity
the tendency on the part of the Congress to abrogate its powers dele-
gated to it by the Constitution, to the Executive. Citizens, by long
habit'and practice regard the legislative branch as particularly close
to themselves, and the medium through which the individual citizen
may speak and act.

In the presence of an extraordinary economic crisis, our people
acquiesced in the grant of extraordinary powers to the Executive,
which we were assured were purely temporary during a hoped-for
period of recovery. That these measures should go to the length of
rewriting our Constitution, without the mandate of the people, is
unthinkable.

In the nature of the case, blows must fall, from time to time, upon
every industrial community or class. These may be due to wars or
failure of the harvest, or to conflagrations and floods, or to the shifting
of commercial demand, or to vicious legislation.

Does any right-thinking man, with his eyes open upon the experi-
ence of the last 150 years, allege that progress is best to be effected by
indiscriminately throwing off restraits Is it not admitted that
discretion and order must be observed in removing political checks and
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balances and limitations? Are there not, in any well-organized society,
restrictions which correspond to certain human infirmities, of which
we cannot now hope to rid the race? Discipline can, indeed, create
no force, but it may save much waste.

Many theories have been advanced to explain our economic situa-
tion. We hear of overproduction, and underconsumption. When
analyzed, overproduction and underconsumption mean the same
thing, and that is underproduction. This is, of course, a mere jangle
of words, until the phrases are qualified, as they should be. Over-
production, as alleged by those who would explain hard times, is
partial overproduction, production, that is, which has gone on in
certain lines, generally under speculative impulses, until it has ex-
ceeded the normal, or even, possibly, a highly stimulated demand.
This excess of supply in certain lines leads to the accumulation of
vast stocks of unsalable goods, which involves partial underconsump-
tion, these stocks melting slowly away through a period extending
over months, it may be years. Meanwhile, general underproduction
is the result. And it s underproduction which makes hard times.
General overproduction is impossible. But underproduction is an
unmistakeable evil. It means less wealth produced, fewer of the
comforts and necessaries of life to the average member of the com-
munity. To large classes it means hunger, cold and squalor; debility
sickness and premature death-calling latterly for large measures of
public relief.

Industrial States and communities, and my home is in Philadel-
phia, have a firm belief that an adequate protective tariff makes for
prosperity and high wages, other factors being equal When a tariff
bill has been under consideration in the past, Congress has very
graciously accorded to groups of those interested in the fixing of
rates patient and courteous hearings. We are now given to under-
stand that the extraordinary powers granted to the Executive branch
of the Government are to be further added to by granting to the
President and his advisors the power to make reciprocal tariff arrange-
ments with other nations. To the extent that this takes from the
Congress its power to frame tariff and revenue bills and transfer this
vast agency for weal or woe to the dictum of an individual, we see in
this movement something fraught with tremendous possibilities of evil
to American industries nurtured and brought to effectiveness over
many long years.

Many of the criticisms directed against the policies of this adminis-
tration arise from the conviction that men of little or no business
experience are experimenting with conditions which they are not
competent, by the nature of things, to direct. And meantime, busi-
ness lags, capital for productive enterprises is lacking, and labor suffers
from nonemployment. The past 4 years have been difficult ones for
all of us, and we give to the Congress full credit for good intentions
in endeavoring to find a way out for all of the people--only the un-
thinking could assume for a moment that it is the will of those in
control of our Government to do other than alleviate the widespread
distress.

We cannot, without grave concern, view any movement to take
from Congress control over so vital a subject as the tariff.

Senator CLARK. You are familiar with the provisions of the present
law authorizing the President to change rates at will?
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Mr, SNOWDEN. I certainly am.
Senator CLANK. Are you in sympathy with that existing provision

of the law?
Mr. SNOWDEN. Partly so; yes, if it is going to make for better

times.
Senator BAnxLEY. In other words, you are for it as long as it

makes it possible for him to increase, but you are against it if it
makes it possible for him to decrease.

Mr. SNOWDEN. There are some things that could stand a decrease,
Senator WALCOTT., The flexible provision gives him power to

decrease.
Mr. SNOWDEN. I am not arguing for rates--
Senator CLAnK. But you are making an argument here, if I may

be permitted to say so, which seems to be directed to the proposition
that this proposed law means an essential departure in our govern
mental theory. That is not so, in view of the fact that the percent
law contains an authority in the President to change rates,

Mr. SNOWDEN. It does, in this way, Senator, that the Chief Execu.
tive has the sole right, without going through the Tariff Commission.

Senator CLAIK. Under section 338 of the present law, he has exactly
that same power.

Mr. SNOWDEN, We feel that if an industry is going to be affected in
any way, whether the rates are going to be lowered or whether they
are going to be raised, that those people that are interested in that
particular line of business should be heard by the Finance Committee
or the Ways and Means Committee of the fouse, so that we could get
together. My belief is that when any tariff bill is altered in any way,
if affects both the importers and the manufacturers In this country.

Senator CLAK,. Yes. But what I am getting at is this, that an
industry might be very vitally affected by the President's raising rates
50 percent, which he has authority to do under section 338 of the exist-
ing law, without any finding of fact by the Tariff Commission or any-
body else. I am simply connecting that up with your statement that
this pending measure involves an essential departure in your govern-
mental practice, and I would like for you to point out wherein that
difference lies.

Mr. SNOWDEN. I do not think there has been any change made so
far, but I do think that unless-

Senator CLARK (interrupting). In other words, section 338 of the
present law does not provide for any hearing to anybody, no matter
how much that industry is affected.

Mr. SNOWDEN. I understood it had to come from the Tariff Corn
mission.

Senator CLARK. You are referring to section 330.
Senator BARKLEY. You are referring to section 330, which is the

flexible provision, wherein the President cannot act except upon report
of the Tariff Commission but section 338 gives him the power to
raise rates 50 percent without the Tariff Commission's intervention
or hearing, or anything else.

Mr. SNOWDEN. Does it give the President the power without an
application from the people that are interested?

Senator BARKLEY. Absolutely.
Senator CLARK. Absolutely.
Mr. SNOWDEN. 1 was nit aware of that.
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Senator WALCOT,. That is true but it does not empower the
President to lower it.

Senator CLARK That is precisely the point.
Senator BARKLEOY He already has the power to increase,
The CHAIRMAN, You do feel it would be better to have some agency

pass upon it.
Mr, SNOWDEN. 1 have a short paragraph here, The great war

taught us that there are no supermen-no extraordinary intellects in
which all the wisdom of the world resides, To the contrary, to the
collective wisdom and ability of men drawn from all portions of our
country, each knowing and appreciating the needs and problems of
his section, do we appeal, Lot there be no further disruption of
business, but permit the healing forces now under way to work out
our salvation. Do not introduce the uncertainty which prevents
long-term engagements and contracts being entered into,

Please understand that I am not even arguing the issue of free
trade and protection, The worst enemy to business is uncertainty,
To men who must enter into contracts which keep the wheels of
industry moving, some measure of uncertainty as to future engage-
ments is necessary. A new tariff measure is sufficient cause for wide
spread anxiety on the part of those of us who have large plants to
finance, manage, and make productive, but the specter of a sudden
decree abrogating established laws relied upon in the making of con-
tracts is so disturbing that we appeal to you to prevent this staggering
blow to business recovery. We feel that many doubtful experiments
have been entered upon. As our elected representatives, we bid you
hold fast to the theory that the legislative is a most important branch
of our system of Government, and that in this crisis you should wisely
lead instead of blindly following. We say to you that business can-
not survive these successive blows, and we pray that this power be
not taken away from the Congress.

The CIAIRMAN. Who is the other gentleman that wanted to be
heard?

Mr. HIooIN. John E. Higgins, of Philadelphia.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the lace operatives?
Mr. HImoINS. Yes, sir; a union.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E, HIGGINS, REPRESENTING AMALGAMATED
LACE OPERATIVES OF AMERICA

Mr. HIooINs. My name is John E. Higgins. I represent the lever
section of the Amalgamated Lace Operatives of America, a labor
union made up of men employed in the making of fine laces by
machinery. This organization is 42 years old and has many times
sent representatives to Washington concerning tariff matters and
other labor questions in which the Government has been interested.

We were the sixth industry to agree on a code of fair competition
in company with the manufacturers. To date our membership is
approximately 700 and it is for these workmen directly that I speak.
However all the workers in the industry numbering 8,000 are also
interested in the reciprocal tariff bill now before your committee.

According to statements made by high officials of the Government,
the lace industry is to be classed as "'inefficient" and if the bill becomes

.10130-34--l1
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law, the workers therein are to be subjected to a process of slow starva-
tion which will force us into the army of the unemployed eventually,
the present number of which, according to figures just issued by tie
National Industrial Conference Board, already number 8,021,000. 1
believe it is not necessary for me to state here and now what it means
for a man to lose his job.

The bill would give to the President power to reduce present tariff
rates as much as 50 percent. We have the highest regard and loyal
respect for our President but we know that he is a very busy man,
The working out of the provisions of the bill would be left to other
officials of the Government, some of whom have already expressed
decided opinions as to what would be our fate.

The purpose of the bill, as we understand, is to create markets in
foreign countries for our surplus farm products. We contend that
the effect of the bill will be the creation of a larger surplus of these
commodities because of a greater degree of unemployment, since the
Secretary of Agriculture states that there are 6,000,000 people now
employed in so-called "inefficient industries" and to add even half
of that number to the 8,000,000 already unemployed would put us
back to where we were before March 4, 1933.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you understand that this is merely to expand
markets for agricultural products?

Mr. HIGGoNs. We understand that our trade, Mr. Chairman, is in
jeopardy by the statements made by high Government officials.

The CHAIRMAN. But with your understanding of the bill do you
think it is restricted to expanding and finding foreign markets just
for agriculture?

Mr. HIGzoo . As far as the lace industry in concerned, that is
bound to be our impression and argument, because it has been so
stated in an address.

The CHAIRMAN. That is not the purpose of the bill. It is to find
a market for all industry, agriculture as well as any other industry.

Mr. HIGGINS. Yes, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. I just thought you were mistaken about that, and

I wanted to set you right.
Senator KING. May I say Mr. Witness, that if certain policies are

adopted, it might be possible, indeed highly probable, that there
would be a large export of manufactured and semimanufactured
goods. You come from New Jersey, don't you?

Mr. Hiooms. No, sir; I come from Pennsylvania.
Senator CLARK. It might even happen that some nation might be

found from which we could accept goods without jeopardy as to
American laces.

Mr. HIoGINS. Our standpoint is that by that process we would be
losing our jobs, because our industry would be sacrificed to those
bargains. We agree that it is right that the country should be put
on a footing of prosperity, but we do not agree that our jobs should
be sacrificed to that. That is our first consideration.

Senator CLARK. It would not sacrifice your jobs if you increased
the market for American laces.

Mr. HIGGINS. Please repeat that.
Senator CLARK. I say it would not sacrifice your jobs if we increased

the market for American laces, if it would happen that American
laces would be found possible to be exported to some other country.
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Mr. HiaooNs. I am afraid that is impossible because our wages
are very much higher than what they are in Europe, therefore the
European countries could buy those classes of goods in their own
country in preference to America.

Senator CLARK. Suppose we exported to some country that did
not produce laces?

Mr. HiomaaIN In that case they would still buy from the cheaper
maker-France or Great Britain.

Senator CLAnK. That depends on the kind of reciprocal agreement
they would have or might not have with France.

Mr. HmcnNs. I would be very glad to go away from here with the
impression that it is not the idea of the Members of Congress to take
our jobs away.

The CHAIRMAN. Where did you get the impression that it would
take your jobs away?

Mr. HiooiNs. From statements made by Secretary Wallace.
The CHAIRMAN, Did you get it from the notice sent by your

employers?
Mr. HooINs. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They were distributed to every member of your

organization.
Mr. HIooINS, In our plant they were pasted on the notices board.
The CHAIrMAN. May I say the President received this letter from

one of the people, addressed to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, by
one of the workers in this industry:

DaAnt SB: I am writing to you as a true Democrat and favoring all you choose
to do.

Enclosed you will find a copy of what was given to all employees of the com-
pany. I do not wish to write to Pennsylvania Senators, but I am writing to you

n ear of losing our jobs. We were told to write without delay. I have faith in
your policies and hope you will act to prevent us employees doing things we do
not want to do.

Senator CLARK. May I put in the record that I received 34 tele-
grams this morning, simply because I was a member of the Finance
Committee, I suppose.

They were delivered to my house before I was up, each one
couched in identical language, on the subject of this lace business.

Senator KINO. I got a similar number.
The CHAIRMAN. I suppose Mr. Higgins knows that is being done

and the propaganda-was being started on this matter.
Mr. HIoGINS. The executive committee of this section helped to

do it themselves; yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They were working in cooperation with the

employers, carrying out that idea.
Mr. HIGGINS. I would not go that far.
The CHAIRMAN. They got a notice that they might lose their jobs.
Mr. HIGGINS. No, sir; as I remember it there was nothing in that

notice that even implied such a thing as that, because we are recog-
nized as ati independent organization.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is a copy of the notice that you received:
If the tariff bill is passed, it would mean that the lace industry probably will

be wiped out. If the industry goes, your jobs will go too.

That is a pretty strong intimation that you might lose your job
if this bill were passed,
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Mr. HIaINS, That Is the word of a manufacturer,
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr..JHooiNs, I am taking the word of a member, a high official

of the Government that is willing to barter away the lace trade.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is the high official of the Government?
Mr. HIGoaNS, Secretary Wallace. He mentioned the lace trade

specifically, and that is what got us all steamed up.
The CHAIRMAN. You have heard some of the questions that have

been asked here. Do you feel the same fear now that you did?
Mr. HIooINS. Frankly, it has not been allayed very much.
The CHAIRMAN. You and the representatives that make the state

ments you do are certainly not helping the lace industry greatly.
Mr. HiamNs, I am sorry to hear you make a statement like that

because it was our intent and purpose to come down here in behalf
of these men and not to hurt them.

The OHAIRMAN You all seem to know more than anyone who has
had anything to do with getting up this whole scheme.

Mr. HIOGINS. I would not even suggest that. I do not think that
statement even intimates anything like that.

The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead.
Mr. tIGGINs. According to the Philadelphia Record of April 27,

Secretary Wallace stated that the bill was designed to increase foreign
purchasing power and would thereby curtail or eliminate the Admin-
stration's acreage program, which fact would make them very happy,
In this instance, in our opinion, the price of happiness is too costly.
Another statement is the same report makes the point that "wih
suitable advisers, the President could determine those articles of
which we could accept more from abroad with least damage to our
industrial structure." Both of these statements inply that the
American worker must be sacrificed to at least a partial degree for
the purpose of finding a foreign market for surplus products, again
disregarding the fact that it would necessarily mean more unem-
ployment in America and less ability to buy, thereby creating a larger
surplus.

We deny that the lace industry is inefficient. Working conditions
of countries which send lace here are far below our American standard,
both as regards hours and wages. In France the rate paid to the
lace mAker is about 25 percent of our rate and in England about 45
percent, while the hand workers of China receive wages far below
even this figure. The present rate of duty on imported laces helps to
equalize these differences and allows us to maintain a decent American
standard of living. Our average wage over the year would amount
to about $36 per week.

President Roosevelt, speaking in connection with the recent soft.
col dispute as reported in the Philadelphia Record of April 23, made
the following statement:

It is not the purpose of the Administration by sudde or explosive change to
Sin)air Southern industry I)y refusing to recognize conditional differentials, On
the other hand, no region has any right by depressing its labor, wagon, and hours,
to invade with its cheaper products an area of high wages and hours and thus
impose its lower standards on an area of higher standards.

We believe this plan could well be applied in the matter of th<e
reciprocal tariff bill.
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We are strongly opposed to the bill in its present form and declare
that no reason is strong enough to make operative a plan which would
deprive Americans of buying power through loss of their jobs and the
rilt to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, for the purpose of
giving more purchasing power to foreign workmen.

The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much.
Does any other witness want to be heard this afternoon?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will recess until 10 o'clock to-

morrow morning, in the Finance Committee room.
(Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the committee recessed as noted.)
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TtiDAT, MATY 1,1984

UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.O.
The committee resumed hearings on H.R. 8687, at 10:00 a.m., in

the Committee Room Senator Pat Harrison, chairman, presiding.
Present: Senators Harrison (chairman), King, George, Walsh,

Bnrkley, Connally, Clark, Couezns, Metcalf,
Senator GEona~. The committee will come to order, please. I

believe that the woolgrowers are to be heard this morning.# I believe
you were accorded an hour?

Mr. F. R. MARSHALL. That is my understanding.
Senator GEoRoE. That is my understanding from the chairman,

who is delayed, but who will be here in a very few minutes.

STATEMENT O .OF F. R. MARSHALL OF SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH,
SECRETARY NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Chairman, I am secretary of the National
Wool Growers Association, with headquarters at Salt Lake City. I
am also a woolgrower in my own interest.

The woolgrowers presented no testimony before the House com-
mittee. We are not duplicating anything, and while we have a
number of men listed here, their testimony will be brief; it has been
distributed, and there will be no duplication or delays.

The National Wool Growers Association has been active with wool-
growers since 1865. I should have mentioned also that I have been
requested to speak also for the Growers Parent League of California,
of which Mr. Tucker is chairman. I had a telegram from him request-
ing me to speak also for them.

The National Wool Growers Association has its membership chiefly
in 20 of the larger sheep-owning States. Our membership consists
chiefly of an affiliation of 12 State organizations of woolgrowers, and
those 12 States are in the so-called "Western" or public-land States,
from Colorado, Wyoming, to the coast, and including Texas. Those
12 States, Mr. Chairman, have within them two thirds of all of the
sheep in the United States.

There are in the United States 583,578 sheep owners. The value at
current prices of 1933 of the clip of that year was approximately
$130,000,000. According to Government figures, Mr. Chairman,
there were slaughtered in the United States in 1933, 22,000,000 sheep
and lambs.

The woolgrowers, as producers, are interested in the tariff relating
to lambs and meats of all kinds, as well as to the tariff as it relates to
wool marketing. Ninety-one percent of the consumption of wool for
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clothing purposes in the United States was of domestic wool, as re.
ported by the Department of Commerce. There were imports of
carded wool in the United States in 1933 of 130,00,000 pounds, but
as the committee, of course, understands, it is unnecessary for me to
refer to the wools used for the manufacture of carpets which are not
produced in any substantial quantity in the United States, and are
largely imported free when used in the manufacture of floor coverings.

Senator CONNALLY. They are usually a rough coarse wool.
Mr. MARSHALL. From primitive sheep.
Senator CONNALLY. We do not produce them.
Mr. MARSEALL. I do not suppose there is a half a million pounds

in the United States, except a little from New Mexico. Indian sheep
and I guess that is used for floor covering of Indians weaving, and
practically none in the factories. So tbht we are at the present time
on a 90-percent basis producing domestic wool for American con.
gumption, so far as dutiable wools are concerned.

Senator CONNALLY. Have you any available statistics there show.
ing the percentage of our consumption that we produce of those
hiher grade wooles?

r. MARSHALL. I have not the domestic divided by grades but of
all of the wools but carpet wools, as I say, the consumption in 1933
was 91 percent domestic wool for all clothing purposes.

Senator CONNALLY. Ninety-one percent domestic.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. In other words, we produce 91 percent of the

consumption.
Mr. MARnHALL. And import 9 percent of what was used by the

mills in 1933; and by the way, of course the 1933 wool consumption
was an improvement over several years previous. There was quite
a change in the wool market and the wool industry, in 1983.

Our opposition to the bill, Mr. Chairman is based first on the
general ground which I shall only touch very slightly, of the idea that
the effect of this bill is creating a general business condition of un-
certainty. We are in favor of the handling of such matters as this
and the revision of tariff matters by congressional action. Of course,
in that, Mr. Chairman, there is always the argument of uncertainty
and injury to business even through a congressional consideration of
tariff revision, but in a congressional revision there is always assurance
and knowledge of full hearings, and of the expressed judgment of the
elected representatives of the country, and business knows, and the
country knows, that when the action has been taken and the Congress
has adjourned, that the tariff question is settled for some time.

Of course we recognize the force in some of the public's mind of
the writings and fulminations of academic critics who have a great
deal to say about the intolerable iniquities of the handling of tariff
measures by Congress. There are head lines of vote swapping and
logrolling, and all that sort of thing, but I would just take the time
to say, Mr. Chairman, this idea which I have not heard expressed
heretofore or. seen in the House hearings as coming from the wool-
growers, that with all of the difficulties that mark tariff marking, we
consider that because of the great variety of the industries in the
United States, in which it seems peculiar and different from any other
country in the world so far as we know, and many other things that
I will not take time to mention, that we consider that the only fair
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way and the safe way to have the protective rates on the commodities
of the different industries adjusted fairly in the interest of the country
as a whole, is by the uniform consideration by the elected representa-
tives at one time, and we are hopeful that that system may still be
continued.

It is not a theory or a fear with us as to the uncertainty which this
bill suggests to our minds In general business. The uncertainty com-
ing from this discussion of this bill and the uncertainty of wool prices
has already come to our pocketbooks in the last 4 weeks, since this
bill was introduced in the House on March 2d. Our experience has
been that since the Secretary of Agriculture has started making his
announcements, and the bill has been before the House and discussed
over there, and passed the House and came over to this body that we
have had a complete cessation of activity in the western wool market,
and as other witnesses who can give you more direct information
about the market than I can will probably show you, for the business
there has practically been paralyzed.

I will only refer to what I know of my own knowledge, being a
sheep owner myself, and associated with a great many of them since
I was in Washington last, that while up to the ist of March contracts
for 1934 shorn wools were being made in considerable volume and
numbers at from 30 to 33 cents per grease pound at the ranch, since
this agitation got under way, and its consideration, the buying has
practically discontinued.

There Is some scattered buying in a few instances today in the
West, but since this agitation has started, I have heard of nothing at
all to exceed 23 cents, whereas, as I have said, prior to that time I
have heard of nothing lately exceeding 23 cents, whereas 33 was
commonly being paid before, so that we know that already we have
had a reduction of at least 25 percent in our selling prices, and we are
pretty firmly of the idea that this agitation and uncertainty, espe-
cially regarding wool, is the cause.

Senator KING. Don't you think the action of the wool buyers has
been inspired by, I should say, greed, and not by fear, and that they
are using the situation for psychological effect, for the purposes of
hammering the prices down, so that they can get them a little cheaper?

Mr. MARSHALL. That would be logical, and, Senator, there will be
a representative of that organization here, whose name is listed, Mr.
Studley, who will follow me, and probably he could have a chance to
answer that question. I hold no brief for them. We have our troubles
with them, as you well know, but I would just like to say this, however,
that in fairness to them, this situation arises. That you have the
very great prospect of having to sell these wools, which we are now
trying to sell to them, to resell them in Boston under a reduced tariff.
They have got an awfully good talking point, and it is working.

Just as an example of the trade feeling on this I will quote from the
Commercial Bulletin of April 21, published at Boston, the authorita-
tive market publication, especially regarding wool. On that day they
said:

The question of what may be done with respect to the tariff is one which .is
giving no little concern to all branches of the trade at the moment. Probably
the majority lean to the idea that the President will not attempt to do anything
radical with respect to tariff rates, so far as wool is concerned, and yet the uncer-
tainty with respect to this problem is a matter which is giving real concern to
everyone and not least of all to the growers themselves who are presently adopting
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resolutions against any change in the triff rates on agrloultural commodities and
seeking to bring pressure through their Congressmen to prevent any such reduction
in the rates which-

And so forth.
Senator CONNALLY. You spoke of the prices of wool a little while

ago. Did you refer to wool in the grease?
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir. From 38 to 23.
Senator CONNALLY. Reducing the tariff to terms of wool in the

grease what rate do we get now in the present tariff? You get 33
cents in the clean contents,

Mr. MARSHALL. The present rate in the bill, Senator Connally, on
most of the imported wools-not all--i 34 cents. Our wools average
to shrink about 00 percent, and the theoretical rate under paragraph
1103 would be approximately 14 cents.

Senator CONNALLY. That is what I was getting at.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes that is seldom fully effective in the market.
Senator CONNALLY. I realize that.
Mr. MARSHALL. And was not before this situation aroae.
Senator CONNALLY. Is it not true also that since wo produce 91

percent of the consumption of wool that any slackening in demand
prevents a full realization of the tariff; in other words, if there is any
falling off in the demand for wool it is so nearly our consumption
which is affected, that foreign wool does not affect us. In other words,
that it slumps of itself?

Mr. MARSHALL. With a small demand, the buyers are in control,
and they depress the price considerably below what would be the
price of the foreign market plus the tariff.

Senator CONNALLY. That is what I was getting at.
Mr. MARSHALL. We very seldom get in the market the complete

benefit of all of the rates that are written in the law.
I think I had finished saying that we favor congressional tariff

making. And we think we have grounds for real alarm and
uncertainty.

One of the things that started this agitation, as far as I can find, that
first alarmed the wool dealers, and it was through them that it came
to us but shortly after this article of Secretary Wallace's appeared in
the New York Times, which I believe was on February 25, showing his
intimate relationship with the President, and showing on the same
page, which was published throughout the country, his statement
regarding wool. I say that was about the time that our trouble dated
from.

I will only take time to refer to one sentence from the famous Amer-
ica Must Choose in wiich the Secretary, who is supposed to have
jurisdiction over our interests, said:

If we are going tb increase foreign purchasing power enough to sell abroad, our
normal surpluses of cotton, wheat, and tobacco at a decent price, we shall have to
accept nearly a billion dollars more goods from abroad than we did in 1929.

He goes on:
This would involve a radical reduction in tariffs. That might seriously hurt

certain industries and a few kinds of agricultural businesses, such as sugar-beet
growing and flax-growing. It might also cause pain for a while to the wool*
growers.

That is where our trouble started, and where it still comes from,
largely.
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I do not believe, Mr. Chairman, to be fair-we always want to be
fair to all people-that the Secretary of Agriculture appreciated the
fact that at the time he made that statement, the wool crop of the
country was the only one that at that season was normally passing
from the growers' hands into the channels of trade. I think it was
very unfortunate, I hope lie regrets it, and I still hope he may say so
and recall it, but it is still confronting us.

Our second objection to the bill is that we think it will inevitably
anil must reduce tariffs.

Another point that comes to me that I should have mentioned in
this connection, which is the cause of the uneasiness in the minds of a
great many of us, and that is the statement of the press-I am sorry
I have not that with me, and have not had time to check and give
you the exact reference, but I think it could be obtained.

At the time the Secretary of Agriculture started this tariff cam-
paign through a series of speeches and publications, and his first
speech in which he opened up this subject was made at Muncie,
Ind., about the middle of November, reported very fully in the press,
and part of the press at least carried the statement with the publica-
tion of that Muncle Ind., speech by Secretary Wallace that it was
undestood at Washington that before the Secretary left for Indiana
to make that speech, that his manuscript had been read and approved
by the President.

We consider that as framed and designed, this bill for increasing
exports of corn, cotton, and tobacco, and hogs, which are not produced
in any of the wool-growing States in quantity, the effect would be to
get those exports out by importing more, and to reduce rates in order
to facilitate those imports from other countries.

I will pass that just by saying that it was not our understanding
from any party or interest or candidate in 1932 that anything was
proposed mi the way of reducing tariff protection on agricultural
products.

I would like to make this other point, too, Mr. Chairman, which I
feel I am right on-about the reciprocal nature of these proposed
trade treaties, and in connection with the favored-nation arrange.
ment. According to the honorable Secretary of State who testified
before the House committee on March the 8th, the United States has
favored-nation treaties with 48 separate nations, and we are agreed,
under those treaties, to give any one of those nations equally as
favorable rates as we accord to any tion, and if in accordance with*
the procedure which appears to be contemplated under this bill, if
it becomes law, say for instance the President should deem it wise, or
the President should have an opportunity to secure some exports
of corn or cotton to Czechoslovakia, to facilitate that transaction
to receive some of their manufactured wool textiles into the United
States. It might be a reciprocal arrangement with Czechoslovakia,
but at the same time that reduced rate accorded on wool and textiles
to Czechoslovakia would be available for use by Italy, France,
Belgium and Germany, Great Britain, and any other ones of the 47
who might be in a position to use it.

We would have one reciprocal agreement, and we would have the
effect of our reduction to possibly 47 other countries in which there
was no reciprocity and could be none.* That sounds like q strange
statement, and I took the trouble to chess it. It did not seem to be
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tight, and iust to clarify my position, just a sentence from the House
hearing whlch of course is before you. I won't read it. I will make
the reference. The question was asked the Secretary of State on
the bottom of page t1 of the hearings of the House at no. 1 and his
answer to Congressman H1il appwrs on the top of page 11, in which
he makes the statement of which I have given the substance regard.
ing the effect of this bill on the whole 48 nations with which we have
favored-nation treaties.

Senator CONNALLY. r Mr. Marshall, have you any data there show.
ing where the 9 percent of the raw wool that we imported, caine from?
What are the exporting countries?

Mr. MARSHALL. Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY. Australia, or South America?
Mr. MARSHALL. I can give you the exact figures, Senator.
Senator CONNALLY. That might be pertinent.
Mr. MARSHALL. Taking first the total wool, Senator, imports of

1933 from the countries of production. The first country of all, the
largest country, was the Argentine, 50,000,000 pounds. That in.
eludes carpet wools also.

Senator CONNALLY. They are nontaxable.
Mr. MAVInALL. The wools used for carpet wools; yes, sir,
The next largest country-the Irish Free State-3,00,000 pounds.

Those are largely carpet wools also. The United Kingdom, 18,000,000
pounds.

The CHAIRMAN. What are those?
Mr. MARSHALL, I presume those are Scotch wools, largely carpet

wools also.
Senator CONNALLY. That does not include Australia in the United

Kingdom.
Mr. MARSHALL. No, sir; this is giving country production. Aus-

tralia shows here separately. Instead of trying to get them--
Senator CONNALLY (interposing). You might put that in the record.
Mr. MARSHALL. Yes; I have the data here.
Senator CONNALLY. I do not want to take up all of your time with

this question.
Mr. MARSHALL. We had 10,000,000 pounds from Australia in 1933.

That is the chief country from which we receive imports of wools of
the clothing type.

Senator CONNALLY. That is the reason I asked you to begin with it.
Mr. MARSHALL. And probAly 8,000,000 pounds from New

Zealand. And 3% million pounds from the Union of South Africa.
Those countries are our chief competitors of the type of wools which
we grow in this country.

Senator KING. That would not be more than 3 or 4 percent of the
sum of the commodities into which these wools would enter.

Mr. MARSHALL. The separate reports of the Department of Com-
merce on wool production for 1933, wools for clothing purposes-that
is, excluding carpets-showed 9 percent of foreign origin,

We are very closely tied up with the Secretary of Agriculture in this
situation, Mr. Chairman. I do not wish to prolong it any further.
We have presented our views to him, and if it is permissible, I would
like to leave with my testimony, for the record, a copy of a letter
containing some information and further discussion of these things,
which I have sent to the Secretary, and would ask that in case or if
or when he issues a reply, that if it is desired, it should also appear.
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The CHAIRMAN. That letter will appear,
Mr. M ASALL. Our second cause for alarm in this situation and

our reasons for fearing that wool would be injured under the powers
proposed to be granted under this hill arises from our knowledge of
thle attitude on such matters as this of the Honorable Secretary of
Agriculture.

And our third serious cause arises in statements that have been
made and the attitude and the theories of the chairman of the United
States Tariff Commission. I 'understood he appeared before you
last week. I heard his testimony before the House committee. I
understand it was much the same as before this committee.

I only want to raise the question, Mr. Chairman, without discussing
or criticizing the honorable Chairman of the Tariff Commission, but to
express the doubt-and it is a conviction in my own mind-that any
statements which he is making about what I would call the complete
subserviency of the Tariff Commission to what they may conceive
to be any plan or purpose or desire of the President in these matters,
that while he probably does express his own conviction and willing.
ness and intentions, I doubt that he expresses the attitude of the other
members of the Tariff Commission.

One other matter which was more significant yesterday morning
to us than appeared on the surface was tis matter of the inteha
with Argentine. I can abbreviate, that Mr. Chairman, bysimwl
reminding and making preference to what i well known to member 'f
the committee and most of the Senators, no doubt, which is the matter
of the continued and prolonged and persistent, and as far as we are
concerned, the pernicious activities of the automobile industry before
the Department of State of the United States in endeavoring to break
down the provisions written in our laws and otherwise to facilitate the
entrance into American markets of Argentine meats and wools in
order that exports of automobiles may be made to the Argentine.

The iniquity of that situation requires no analysis by me before your
honorable committee. I simply wish to make it plain to show that
while we wish the automobile Industry all the possible activity and
prosperity and export business, too, we do not believe that you will
consider it to be in the public interest of the United States a a whole,
or of United States industry as a whole to get automobile activity in
exports at the expense of correspondingly reducing the condition of
livestock and of the meat and wool producers of our own country.
That would lead me into old disputed and controversial questions of
agriculture and industry in tariff making, in which 1 believe most
parties and most people are agreed now, but in which this proposal of
the automobile people appears to be at variance with, and we are
extremely apprehensive on that point, too.

I would also like to leave the idea and leave the impression fresh
that while we are directly and immediately concerned with the duty
on imported wools that compete with us, and in the event that the
duty on raw wool as now in the law should not be interfered with as
we still hope it may not be that we could still be injured by what is
perhaps even more probable, that is, the reduction of our duties to
facilitate and encourage a larger volume of imports of manufactured
wools.

I shall not take the time to go into fancy fabrics and so forth. I
believe the representatives of the manufacturers will appear and go
into that further. I simply wish to make the statement that wool is
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imported in manufactured form, and replaces in the American market
any fabric that's produced in American mills, and it is just as serious
to the grower, and possibly in fact more serious, than as though it were
admitted in the raw form,

I say possibly more serious for this reason, In the first place, that
kind of trade or wool displaces the amount of wool manufactured li
this country, and the American mill market is the only market which
the American woolgrower has for his product. Export business is
out of the question. And the other thing is, that so far as those im.
ports of textiles mean decreased employment in American mills, that
means decreased home markets, not only fo our mills, but for the
food products that come from other agricultural enterprises coming
into the American market.

We ask and urge, Mr. Chairman that this committee, in the interest
of all of industry and of the United States. and for security, especially
under these present conditions, that the bill be rejected.

We appreciate the difficulties and the delicacies of the situation,
but notwithstanding any other consideration which we think can be
urged in this connection, we believe and hope that the committee will
come to the conclusion that this legislation at this time is not in the
interests of the business of the United States.

The CHAIRMAs. You have now 30 minutes Mr. Marshall. Who
ate the others to be heard? You had an hour for the woolgrowers.

Mr. MARSHALL. Mr. Mayer is ready for a few moments. They are
in the order in which they appear on the list.

(The letter referred to is as follows:)
SALT LAKS CITY, UTAi, April II, 194.

Hon. HawNY A. WALLtACE,
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

DMAR MS. SSm10TARY: In view of the public statements you havr made re.
garding a national tariff pollcy, and considering your partleulr reference to the
effect of that policy upon wool growers, I feel it reasonable to ask your consider.
tion of the statements in this letter.

I am making these statements as a representative of a very considerable part
of the woolgrowing industry which is engaged in by 588,578 farmers and ranch.
men in the United States. We are extremely concerned over the proposals
coming from such a high officer of the Government as yourself. We have been
adversely affected already as a result of your suggestion that the woolgrowing
industry would be injured by the "radical reduction in tariffs" which you propose
as a means of increasing imports in order "to sell abroad our normal surpluses
of cotton, wheat and tobacco at a decent price. * * * " In other parts of
America Must Choose you also mentioned pork and lard as one of the commodities
for which you favor securing increased exports by lowering duties on imports of
other commodities.

The testimony which you gave on March 8 before the Ways and Means Corn
mittee of the House of Representatives, as well as your statements in America
Must Choose, have received our most interested study. I now have before me
also your letter of April 10 addressed to James 0. Brown of Montrose, Colo.,
who Is a member of the executive committee of this association. In that letter
you stated you were not interested in "beating down wool prices."

Of course we do not for a moment , suppose that you would intentionally do
or say anything that would have the effect of lowering the price of any agricul-
tural commodity. Though it may be an unpleasant surprise to you, we feel that
you, nevertheless will be willing and anxious to have the facts regarding recent
changes in the price of wool, and their apparent causes.

Your tariff proposals including your specific reference to wool, as they ap-
pear in America Must Choose came to the attention of the wool trade early In
March. The bill proposing to grant to the President the power to change im-
port duties to the extent of 50 percent was introduced in Congress on March 2..
Then the testimony of yourself and Secretaries Hull and Roper was presented to
the Ways and Means Committee on March 8.
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Between March 8 and April 7 there was an average decline of 8 cents per

scoured pound in the Boston prices on territory wools as quoted by the Com.
mercial .Julletin of Boston. This happened in spite of the fact that the stocks
of unmanufactured wool were the lowest In many years. Many of the mills were
also carrying unfilled orders for goods for future delivery. The fear of tariff
action which would affect wool prices gave manufacturers real grounds for
antilcpating cancelations from those who had placed orders for goods. These
Cancellations are common in the trade when goods buyers see grounds for expect-
ina lower wool prices.

What was still more striking and more directly injurious to woolgrowers was
the change during March in the prices bid In producing sections. In the last of
February and in the early part of March, representatives of manufacturers and
dealers were making extensive purchases of 1984 wools in Western States at
from 80 to 88 cents per grease pound. Then, when the threat of tariff legailal
tion and the significance of your statements about woolgrowers had been ap-
praised, buying operations were completely discontinued. Such scattering offers
to buy as have been received by growers in recent weeks are on the basis of 10
cents per grease pound below the figures obtainable before this tariff agitation.

Certain, the price of wool has been boaten down. Of course, the wool trade
may have been unduly alarmed, but uneasiness has for long been the result of
tariff discussions in Congress or by high administration offiolate The effect upon
the wool trade of your particular mention of injury to woolgrowers was espeoialy
marked in this instance because wool was the only one of the four commodities
which you singled out that was being harvested and marketed at that time.

The prices of wool in America ordinarily correspond quite closely with those
being paid in foreign markets. That the decline at Boston was due to tariff
discussions at Washington is shown by the fact that during the same period,
folrgln rices were either strong or tending upward. I nclude below a few fairly
aseoetedexoerpts from the Commercial Bulletin published at Boston, and which
t the principal publication used by those engaged in the wool trade.

(From the IUue of Mar. 10)
"The tone of the market has not teen too cheerful. Upheaval of the N.R.A.

codes in a general revision as promised by General Johnson has not been con-
duclve to confidence in the immediate future for a mait with money to invest in
the new clip. Expectation of tariff revision never makes for confidence and
especially is this true in the wool trade."

"Of course, the prospect of the passage of a bill which will give the President
power to change the tariff bill at will to the extent of 80 percent of the duty with.
out any previous study of the problem by the Tariff Commisilon for the sake of
Inducing foreign trade by setting up reciprocal trade arrangements, is having its
deterent effect upon the market by creating uncertainty. Some think wool and
wool goods will not be affected by the bill, while others are equally confident that
they will be. In any event, the uncertainty Is just another factor to hold up
business. * * *

"Cable advances from the trans-Atlantic market at the week end Indicate a
fairly steady market abroad as compared with a week ago with market factors
in the European markets marking time."

(From the issue of Apr. 14)

"The wool market drags along its sluggish way. For the time being, the fogs
have obscured the pole star for the trade and everything is going by dead reckon-
ing with the drift tending to throw the good ship wool off her course more or less
In spite of the strong statiststical position of the raw material.

"The news out of Washington is having a bad effect upon the business and all
markets for the moment, even though in some respects the outlook appears a bit
better.

"There is an attitude of indecision noticeable throughout the trade with
reference to the future. A new heavyweight season is about to begin, to be sure,
but buyers are in no hurry to make large commitments in heavyweights as

yet. The political phase of the situation appears to be largely the controllingfactor. * * *
"The markets overseas were extremely firm in the sale in Dunedin on Tuesday.

The wools offered were of fairly good character, although no superwools were
included in the offerings. Prices were rather better, however, than in the sale in
Christ Church the preceding week.
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"In the West there has boon little business donie this week. The impa4e
between growers and dealers seeim to b as wide ai it was a week ago, h ri
and there some ouitracts have been imad oin the lower bases of priee Ioted a
wek ago, although the val have been rahe neonsqtenii '

From your testimony before the Ways and M in Committee, we beIevo that
wool did not meet your standard of efficiency, sines it ordinarily ben fitl mi.
teriiiy ftrm the duties collected uplhn Iprit d unppI ee. It must, o r entire, |
be ecognied that you apparently have already udged gomi agricultural icoin.
modities as to their efflciency, Aind that your mi is practically insde iu on this
whole tariff quietion, However, itn dse you miiht wish at phme thme to review
your position, in respect to wool at lesat, we pl ae befo you IheS f0act

(1) Recent pries of wool and lambs, both or whleh beneft front tariff protee.
tion, have been above the parity of prices of 1909-14, as set forth id the Arl.
cultural Adjustment Act,

(2) A considerable proportion of wool and lamb producers seured some
profit from their 1983 marketing. Until the opening of the situstion which
this letter is intended to discuss, prospects were that worth-while profits would
be the general rule among sheep owners in 1984, and that interest payments- and
some debt reductions would he possible. It i| on account of the above fato
that the sheep industry has not yet aked any asiitanae from the Agrioultural
Adustment Administration.

(8) The wool-and lamb-producing industry is at least as efierltly conducted
u any other branch of American acgrculture, The business does not have the
peculiar advantages of climate and oeap land and labr that are found in some
wool-exporting countries However, students faUilar with the agrieliture of
the different se tione in the United Sates oonsidr that on the typeof Id and
under the conditions in which sheep are prinipally kept, the buiine Iis peou
Ilary adapable and beneficial to those areae

S4 Another point peculiar to the sheep industry and fhieh marks its eofieney
I that there is never any carry-over of production f i one season to another,
It is the Invariable and necessary custom of shep raiders to market their wool
soon after shearing, and to all all of the lambs nqt needed for breeding purpo es
considerably before they reach 1 year of ae. AS a result, there is no surplus
earried from 1 year to another, and while the market may have a comparatlv
oversupply In one eason, that supply Is dispoed of and the situation cleared
for the marketing of the next year's production PFurther sugpgetion as to the
effieleny of the sheep Industry can be toupd in the fact that under the guidance
of banks and Government loan agencies, Iae area of saing lands in Texa

olorado, and other States h ve been transferred from cattle production to sheep

cannot agree that it is necessary for Amera to choose between ft trade
international and econdmil self-suMcilency a uPai ted in your writing nor
even that such a compromise as you suggest for falitating exports of cotton
wheat, and hog products, is necessary. ome po bllties of reorganisatfon o
American agriculture for adjustment to present and prospective conditions are
outlined in an editorial a copy of which is encloed which appeared in the April
issue o( the National Wool Glower, which Is the oecal organ of this association. A

For the information of woolgrowers, we also printed in the same issue a con-
siderable part of your testimony before' the Ways and Means Committee.

In your testimony before the Ways aid Means Committee, as reported on
page 65, you stated that you "would hold onto all the agricultural tariffs I could
get." Lower down on the same page of the report, you refer to gradual reduction a
of tariffs and mention the act of 1833 providing for the reduction of 10 percent
a year. The meaning of the latter part of the pararaph referred to Is not very n
clear, but I assume yQ had reference to the proposal in H.R 8480 for conferring In
upon the President the power to adjust import duties This, taken in conjunction
with your reference to wool in America Must Choose, and also with your reply toto Chairman Do uhton, as appearing on page 46 of the report of the hearings, at
we think can fairly be considered as showing your readiness to recommend to rathe President a reduction in wool duties of somewhere between 10 and 50 percent. itMay we also ask your further weighing of the matter of military preparedness tuas you refer to it In America Must Choose, and that you consider the position of
the United States in the event of war with a much greater dependence upon foreign 8Csupplies of wool and manufactures of wool. atWe are inclined to think that the wool trade has perhaps overdiscounted the Ineffect upon the market of what you would advise the President to do when he
has the power to fix duties., I
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Perhaip the action you favor would not be so radloal an has Mbn u posed
fron your general planaind youir inoldcntal refereno to wool, We venture to
auK#.t that ys ou blish fat larifsing and more definite t atem nt of what agrl.
ol iral I ut yo would favor loweng now thlroih the Plridential power.

We F €( of coure, ear and expect that you W lit the wool ien among
those fteii whm you referred t as lIkely t howl continuously to higl
heaven," We still hoe you may tell us our howling i misdirected And that e
really are not rH1IIIk those to whom you would give cause to complain about the
effects of your poll9y.

Your very truly,
F- R. MAsonft i,

eere0idvy Natioal Wool UroweraW Asesoda fon.
The Chairman, Mr, Mayor.

STATEMENT OF I. Il MAYER, SAN ANTONIO, TEX,, VICE 13PRE
DENT OF THI NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS ASSOCIATION;
VICE PRESIDENT OF THE SHEEP AND GOAT RAISER8 ANSO-
OIATION OF TEXAS

Mr. MAvun Mr. Chairman I am from San Antonio, Tex, I am
vice president to the National Wool Growers Association, which is
the organisation that Mr. Maraihll represents as secretary, In addi-
tion Iam vice president of the Sheep and Goat Raisers Assooiation
of Texas and an actual producer of hoe6p wool, goats mohair, and
battle, a l of which articles and many byproducts receive protection
under the 1930 Tariff Act.

At this time I want to ratify all of the arguments that Mr. Marshall
ihas presented as though they were my own.

In the latter part of March, the executive committee of the Sheep
and Goat Raisers Association, in a regular meeting, passed the
following resolution:

Senator CONALLt,. You mean of Texas?
Mr. MAYea, Of Texas; yes. [Reading:]
The cattle, shoeep and goat industries have always been dependent upon a

protective tariff The protetion is afforded throughimport duties on the live
animals as well as on niea, both canned and fresh, hides wool mohair, dairy
praroductts, ad byproducts therefrom. Protection is also aorded by compensate
tory duties on artiles manufactured from livestock products. It is useless and
unnecessary to go into any amount of detail as to why this protection is needed.
It all resolves itself into a matter of sustaining the standard of living of the
American laborer and values of American agricultural lands. This is an old
question) it has been fully discussed many times) available information has
been placed before the American public in the past.

In addition to all facts which existed formerly we call attention to a situation
In which the Federal Government now finds itself. In the last year or more the
Governmnont has entered extenlively into the business of financing cattle, sheep,
and goats, land now finds itself heavily involved in this manner. It is to the
interest of the Government to do everything in its power to protect these indus-
tries and to do nothing that will harm them.

These businesses are now fairly well started on the road to recovery. Any
tampering with the tariff act whatsoever will disturb this recovery more than
anything else that could happen at this time. This will materially injure all
ranchmen, who are in no position now to stand any further blows, In addition
it will greatly depreciate the value of the collateral held by Federal financing insti-
tutions which will result in largo losses to the Government.

There has been introduced into the National House of Representatives H.R.
8687 which has for its purpose the granting of authority to the President to flex
at will any duties imposed by the Tariff Act of 1930 by not to exceed 50 percent,
In our opinion the bill will create havoc. It has always been known that during
periods of tariff adjustment, business conditions have been very unsettled. Only
under definite tariff regulations can business operate normally. If this power
he asks for is granted to the President, it will create continuous uncertainty
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because no busiaesi ma will be able to know when his tariff protection will b
changed, This will mean tiuittled conditions for an Indenite period.

We are concerned materially over the prospect of this bill being passed b cause
Indications are that the t arlffi on wool may be slated for early revision b the
President in ease the bii b too s iii It We reer to a statement made by oe$.
tary of Agrl ulture, Henry A. Walla, in a recently Issued pamphlet entitled
"America Must Chooso", on pae .18 of which appears the statement that the
carrying out of his ideas mightt also cause pain for a while to wool grower"."
It la on1 y natural to heleove that whereas the Proaident Is much concerned over
the welfare of all i dtiiitrie no o Iail cannot be fanillar with the problems of all
industries and can know little of the shop business, so imut necessarily be
guided by hlls close advismrei atniu whom i Scorotary Wallace; therefore be It

Resolved by the lxetutitie Committee o the Sheep and (lot Raisers Asnsoiatioo
Texas, assembled itn special meeting ai Sonora, Tex., on Thursday, March f, 1i
That we are emphatically and unconditionally oppooed to tle passage of IL
8087; that we oppose lany legilative or eoxeootiv tampering with the tariff act;that we condemn such statements as the one referred to uttered by Seretary
Wallace.

That expresses bettor than I can by going further, the feeling of the
sheep raisers of Texas, In addition to sheep and wool, I want to
again call your attention to the fact that Texas is the largest producer
in this country of goats and mohair, producing about 80 percent
normally of that product of mohair, which amounts to around 30
percent of the world supply, At least that was the case 3 or 4 years
ago.

Active figures on world production of mohair are hard to obtain
but the latest ones we have show that about 30 percent of the world
supply of mohair comes from Texas,

In a statement made yesterday before the committee regarding the
articles that are imported into this country for use in automobiles, it
was stated that mohair was imported. That has not been necessary
for the past several years because of the fact th thtthis country has
produced ample mohair for all necessary requirements. In spite of
that, and in spite of the protection which we now have, there was some
mohair imported during 1938.

Senator KING. Do we export any mohair?
Mr. MAYEn. Not normal, There are isolated cases of whore

mohair is exported for special uses in speculative operations, or
something of that sort.

Senator CONNALLY. It is exported in a manufactured state as parts
of other products like automobiles?

Mr. MAYER. Yes.
Senator KINo. I understand there is a small amount exported?
Mr. MAYER. Occasionally there is a small amount; yes. Regard.

ing the effect of this tariff discussion which it has already had in our
particular State, I will state that there were quite a number of early
contracts made for wool before it was sheared at 30 cents a pound.
I have a relative who told me that he was made a very firm bid of
35 cents a pound on some wool, which he was to shear off a block of
sheep, which he refused. Since this activity or the agitation of this
bill has come up, the market has practically been at a standstill.
There are no more offers.

I suppose, of course, contracts could be made at a very low price,
but whereas I have no definite figures to substantiate it, my judg-
ment would be that a person would do well to sell any wool at 25
cents a pound, which shows that it has had a definite effect already.

If this bill passes the tendency will be that that will be perpetual,
or continuous, for the simple reason that the buyers of wool, whether
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they are commission merchants or speculators or mills, will not
know when the tariff is going to be reduced, and thereby reducing
the value of their inventories.

Another situation that confronts us, of course, confronts the whole
country, but wt are in closer touch with it, probably, than any other
section, is the competition which we might expect from Mexico.
There are large numbers of cattle there in that country, and, much
to our sorrow, some of the largest operators in Mexico are American
citizen., They have large holdings, both in lands and in herds of
cattle, and of course any lowering of the various duties would stimu.
late their duties and help them. Even with the present duties,
which are considered-very high by many people, they are able to
raiso livestock and ship them into this country, pay the duty, and
still are able to hold things together, and in normal years they make
probably more money than we do in this country.

I would like to refer to and stress the point that was brought up in
this resolution which I read, referring to the loans which have been
made on livestock through the Federal financing institutions. This
runs into many millions of dollars, extends throughout the country as
well as in Texas, and any adjustment of tariff rates downward would
naturally affect the collateral which is behind those loans.

These loans have been made by various agencies of the Govern-
ment including the R.F.C., R.A.C.C., the new production credit
associations which are now getting started and probably more vitally
affects the intermediate credit banks before any others because of
the fact that most of this paper is concentrated into these institu-
tions. This, of course, affects cattle paper as well as sheep and goats.

The CHAIRMAN. You have occupied 12 minutes.
Mr. MAYER. I guess I can close my statement now.
Senator CONNALLY. If you have anything you want to file in addi-

tion, you are at liberty to do it. I presume the chairman will permit
that.

The CHAIRMAN. You can file an additional statement. Mr.
J. B. Wilson, of the Wyoming Wool Growers Association.

Mr. WILSON. Yes sir.
The OHAIRMA. How much time do you want?
Mr. WILSON. I shall try to get through in 5 minutes or less.

STATEMENT OF J. B. WILSON, REPRESENTING THE WYOMING
WOOL GROWERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee.
My name is J. B. Wilson. I represent the Wyoming Wool Growers
Association of Wyoming, of which I am secretary.

First I want to indorse what has been said by both Mr. Marshall
and Mr. Mayer. I am one of those who was opposed and am opposed
to the principal provision in the existing tariff law. Rather than go
into any arguments concerning that provision, I think I would leave it
on the statement of some of you gentlemen, made when the bill was
under discussion. You discussed t far more ably than I could, and
your reasons would apply today equally well as they did then.

I want to reinforce or emphasize what Mr. Marshall and Mr. Mayer
have said about the effect that the discussion of this bill has already
had upon the wool market. In Wyoming, some 2 months ago, wool
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was contracted at 88 cents a pound, in rather sizable quantities 200,.
000 or 250,000 pounds In one pool, Since this bill has been pushed to
the fore, we find that about the best offers we can gtet for wool In
Wyoming today is from 22 to 24 cents-say about 23 cents. So that
the bill has already affected us materially.

Senator KIra. You represent, do you not, the statement made by
your junior Senator with respect to the influences back of this attack
which is being made upon this bill for the purpose of lowering the prce
upon wool and lambs and sheep generally?

Mr. WILSON. I of course cannot speak for the wool trade. They
will speak for themselves. However it does make for uncertainty
Senator King, and it is quite natural. I think it would be natural
were I in the wool trade to lower prices.

Senator WALSH. Why is it that there is such a widespread feeling
that if any commodity Is to be treated in these agreements, it is most
likely to be wool?

Mr. WILsoN. I presume it is because it was referred to by the
Secretary of Agriculture in his famous article "America Must Choose."

Senator WALBH. And of course, I suppose, because of the large
percentage of importations of wool also.

Mr. WILsoN. We have comparatively small importations of comb.
Ing and clothing wool within the past year, According to Mr. Mar.
shall's testimony, the consumption of combing and clothing wool, 91
percent was produced domestically. -

Senator WALSH. There has been a rapid increase in recent years in
production compared to the total consumption.

Senator KInO. You would regard, would you not, wool growing
and sheep growing as an agricultural activity?

Mr. WILSON. I certainly would.
Senator KINo. I think you are correct in that interpretation of the

meaning of agriculture and agricultural products. You have not for.
gotten, have you, the statement made by the President, I think he
has made upon a number of occasions, both during the campaign
and since, that agricultural commodities and products, that for them
and for their protection he had the greatest solicitude, and that
there would be nothing injurious done, but on the contrary every.
thing possible done for the advancement of agriculture in all of its
ramfleations.

Mr. WILSON. I remember that statement, Senator King, and I
have great confidence in the President. However, I would feel a
little safer if a provision of that kind were inserted in the law.

Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask you this. Isn't it true that under
the flexible law, if the President wanted to, he could reduce the tariff
50 percent?

Mr. WILSON. Upon the recommendation of the Tariff Commission
after investigation and hearing b

Senator CONNALLY. Certainly, but if there was any intention to w
go out of his way and to hurt wool, he could do it now just as well as w
if we passed this bill. d

Mr. WILSON. I do not presume that there is any intention on the
President's part--- t

Senator CONNALLY (interrupting). No; but some of the gentlemen di
rather suggested that they thought wool was going to be the first th
thing that the President was going to go after. ar
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Mr. WILsON, All of you gentlemen understand that wool has
always been a rather controversial item in the tariff bill, and that
apprehension is rather natural on the part of the wool growers.

Senator CONNALLY. In view of the fact of tht f h provision being in
the present law, if he really wanted to go out and hurt the wool
people, he could go out and do it under the existing flexible law as
well as tise, having In mind the testimony of the chairman of the
Tariff Commission as to carrying out the wishes of the President.

Mr. WILSON. I do not entirely accept the testimony of the chairman
of the Tariff Commission.

Senator WALsH. Did I understand you to say that you favored
the amendment to this measure exempting agricultural products
from the operation of this law?

Mr. WILsoN. I would, sir, and agriculture would feel much safer,
Senator Walsh.

Because of the questions asked, I think I have utilized my time, and
I have offered to let some of these other gentlemen talk.

Senator WALSH. You would prefer to have agricultural products
exempted as well as industrial products?

Mr. WILsoN. I would; yes, sir.

STATEMENT OF A. A. 1OHN5, REPRESENTING THE ARIONA
WOOL GROWERS

The CHARMAN, Thank you. The next witness is Mr. A, A. Johns.
How much time will you require? The wool growers have 10 minutes
left.

Mr. JOHNS. It will not take me very long, Mr. Chairman and gentle-
men, but I come a long way. I come from the extreme Southwest.
I happen to be the president of the Arizona wool growers, and have
been for the last 12 years, and for the same length of time I have been
vice-president of the national. I live in the Southwest, andlived prac-
tic ally all of my life of more than 0 years

I want to say to this committee that the wool growers and also the
mohair growers, because in our association we have the goat men along
with the sheep men and I also represent the second largest producing
State in mohair. I wish to state that our growers, probably from not
altogether full information, we are opposed to this bill on the ground
that we think it will injure the industry in fact the very fact that this
bill has been introduced and is now being considered has already
injured our industry in the Southwest. I say that because we are the
first State who shear sheep in the year. We commence shearing in
Arizona in the Salt River Valley, in January. We are practically all
shorn up, and nearly all of our wool is today in Boston.

During our shearing Beason, we had a large number of Boston
buyers who were there offering very good prices, and when this bill
was introduced, and when it was being considered, the buyers were
withdrawn from our market, and woo[ was sold-and I am stating
definite facts-wool was sold as high as 32) cents per pound.

That sum was realized in Arizona at the shearing corral. Today
there is no market. Our wool is in Boston, but there is nothing
doing, and the trade is altogether at a standstill. The reason for
that perhaps will be given by the gentlemen who will follow me, who
are very conversant with everything relating to textile manufacture,
but our growers in the Southwest, both sheep men and goat men, are
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very much concerned about this bill. We are afraid that it would
lessen the prices of everything that we produce.

It also is reflected in the price of lambs, because to some extent,
and sometimes to a considerable extent, the price of the lamb is
determined by the worth of the pelt, and what is realized for that.
That is, the price of the wool affects the price that is brought for the
lamb. If there is any question with you gentlemen, I believe I am
very conversant with the Southwest, and if there s anything about
this industry in the Southwest that you would like to know, I would
be glad to answer your questions.

We are opposed to tids bill. I repeat, we are opposed to this bill.
I come from this distance, and I am sent here to state our position as
we see it.

We have had 5 or 6 years of depression. We got into the depres-
sion before the other industries dfd, and we were pulling out of the
depression, and we want to do that. With the present price of wool
we can just about pay our expenses, and we can just about see a
little daylight, but if wool tends downward as it is today and at the
price it is already being bought for in various scattering lots, if that
is obtained, we are afraid that everything that we have accomplished
in the last year or two in recovery and in the progress of the industry
will be lost.

That is our position. I am stating the position of the goat men and
the sheepmen.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. WILsON. I will stay for a minute, if I may say this, and ask a

little indulgence-tha otnot all of the sheepmen are Republicans. I
have been a Democrat all my life, and I know it is a little anomolous
sometimes for a Democrat to come and plead for a high tariff. But
that is not the question for the moment. We are fairly conversant
with our business. We live on the border. We know something
down there about international trade. We have a substantial port
of entry at Nogales, and I am very conversant with the imports and
the exports at that place, because many, many millions of dollars per
year pass through that port of entry, imports and exports.

The CHAIRMAN. If you have some statement that you want to file
in the record, the committee will be very glad to receive it.

Mr. WILSON. I do not think so at this time, but I will ask leave to
do that later, if I may.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. I understand that there
are several representatives here and wool manufacturers-

Senator CONNALLY (interrupting). Mr. Chairman, Judge Boggess
has had some time allotted, representing the wool interests in my
State. I would like to have him heard.

The CHAIRMAN. Ho is down as the representative of the wool
manufacturers. You represent the wool growers, Judge?

Mr. BooGESS. I certainly do.
The CHAIRMAN. We will hear from you now.

tTESTIMONY OF JUDGE W. F. BOGE000 , REPRESENTING t
CERTAIN WOOL GROWERS.

Mr. BoaEss. My name is W. F. Boggess. As the gentleman has
just said, it is an extreme anomaly to have a Democrat from Texas
come up here and talk about high tariff. I do not want to stultify
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ysolf by saying to you gentlemen that I think you ought not to pass
this bill but snator King has just called attention to a statement made
by the President that it does seem to me you Democratic gentlemen
should get the President to reiterate before you vote for this bill.

That statement was made at Baltimore on October 20 and roads as
follows:
My ditlingulshed opponent la declaring in his spoechos that I have proposed

to Injure or destroy the farmers' market by reducing the tariff on products of
the farm. That is o lly. Of court I have made no such proposal, tor can any
speooh or statetonot I have made be so conntruod. I said in my Sioux City
spech In disounalilg the iIawloy-Smoot Tariff Act of 1930: "Of course, the
exotesslv outtrageoinly excestsve rates in the bill nmust come down, but we should
not lower them beyond the point Indicated," The point indicated was that no
tariff duty should be lowered to a point whore our natural industries would
be injured. * * *

I know of no effective excesolvely high tariff duties on farm products. I do not
intend that such duties should be lowered.

Now, unquestionably, gentlemen of the committee, wool and mohair
are farm products. Wool and mohair have gone through one of the
greatest depressions that the country has ever known. The Govern-
ment had to set up relief agencies in order that-the producers of wool
and mohair might live at all. The intermediate credit bank is of
course a permanent institution, but in addition to that the doors
were opened to the R.F.C., and especially the R.A.C.C. was opened up
down in Texas, and the doors virtually thrown open to us to come in
there and borrow more money on our sheep and goats than they were
worth.

Frankly, they are just now beginning to get up to where the Govern-
ment has some security some collateral for its money. I don't
know whether there should be a real reason for a slump in the price
of wool and mohair or not. I do know as a fact that such a condition
exists.

Now down in Texas we produce about 90 percent I think, of all
the mohair that is produced in the United States. Texas produces
almost a third of the wool that is produced in the United States, and
we were just beginning to get in a condition whore our ranchmen were
beginning to see some hope that they might get out of debt.

Wool was selling readily At around 30 cent, mohair at 40 cents a
pound for grown hair, 55, 57 cents for kid hair.

The market, gentlemen of the committee, is just gone, and now,
of course, we are all accustomed to jumping up and saying that the
buyers and manufacturers are at entire fault for this, but if we will
put ourselves in their position for a moment, after what Secretary
Wallace has said about the wool business, if you or I were up there
manufacturing wool, the great likelihood is that no doubt we would
just buy from hand to mouth, and only such stuff as we had orders
to fill, and would not go out and buy the stuff.

Now we are just now shearing our spring clip of wool. Our mohair
has come into the warehouses and is stored and ready for sale, and
if we don't find the market for the wool that is now being taken off
the backs of our sheep, and for the mohair that we have stored there,
the great likelihood is that the Government is ping to have to come
down there and go into the sheep and goat business.

I thank you.
The CtAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Judge.
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Senator BAnKLYy. We have been in the "goat" business for some
time, haven't we?

Judge Booozss. Sir?
Senator BAnXLEY. The Government has been in the "goat" bual.

ners for quite a while, I think.
Judge BOGGEls, No, sir; no sir.
Senator BAnxLIDY I am talking not about your Texas goats.
Judge BoooGss. Oh, yes, yes. They made goats of a number of

people.
Senator CONNALLY. If you knew that an amendment was going to

be adopted in this bill that would require the giving of hearing
before anything of that kind, it would be of some assistance, would
it not?

Judge BoooGss. Yes, Senator.
I hope-I noticed in this morning's paper that such an amendment

was going to be adopted. I hope that it will have some effect. I
hope that it will do some good but, frankly, I think that the thing
that would do the greatest good in the world is for you, Senator
Barkley Senator King, and a bunch of you gentlemen to go around
to the President and get him to reiterate his statement that I have
read.

You know, the Republicans said that it was the only positive
promise that he made during the whole campaign.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, would not that be an intimation to the
President that we did not believe what he said, before, and so we
wanted him to reiterate it?

Judge BoaEoss. Well, sir, he has let Wallace say some things that
rather lead us to believe that some of his advisers are going back on
what he promised.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, the President cannot go around per-
sonally to all of his subordinates and keep a padlock on their mouths.
You know he could not do that.

Senator KINo. Captains and colonels often times violate the instruc-
tions of their general.

Judge BOoGEss. Well, if they do, they get court martialed, Senator.
[Laughter.)

I think if we could have a few first-class court martials in America
we would certainly be speeding it up faster. [Laughter.]

The'CHAiRMAN. Thank you very much, Judge.
Judge BOGGESS. Do not mention it.
Senator BAnKLEY. At least, while we are talking about "goats",

they are trying to make one out of the Secretary of Agriculture just
now, aren't they?

Judge BOGEss. I do not know whether we are, sir, or not. I
think maybe the Secretary may have made it out of himself.

The CHAIRMAw. I understand that Mr. Arthur Besse will represent
the National Association of Wool Manufacturers. Is that true?

Mr. STUDLEY. Mr. Chairman, may I say that I represent the wool
dealers.

Senator KINo. Dealers or buyers, or both?
Mr. STUDLEY. The buyers.
The CHAIMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. STUDLEY. If you will favor me by not asking any questions, not

over 3 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT L, STUDLEY, PRESIDENT OF THE BOSTON
WOOL TRADE ASSOCIATION AND THE NATIONAL WOOL TRADE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. ST1n10Y. Gentlemen, my name is Robert L. Studley, president
of the Boston Wool Trade Association and the National Wool Trade
Association, in whose behalf I wish to present these three resolutions
in opposition to House hill no, 8687.

I also present the resolution of the Philadelphia Wool and Textile
Association.

(The three resolutions referred to are as follows:)
Whorcas thoro I no\w poauiding in CongreNs a bill allowing the Prosidont powers

in the lowering of tariff rateMi and
Wheroaa there Il danger that this power may lo exorviled with respect to

lowertig tho tariff on raw wool or manuafacturd l)roductis thereof and
Whorea such action, if tthi dllt eo wore lowered on raw wool or I iniUtnufantuired

prodlllts, would prove most detrimntal to the entire wool hidustry of the 'llited
Htrto which after laniy years has jiit reacelld a i)po1int whro It (.il IIogin to operate
profita)tly; thorofore,

Be it resorted That tho lroston Wool Trado AHsoClation is opposNd to the
aoioltmont, of this bill, 11.11. 80H7.

IBOSTON \'01 THAOU,: A iMO'IATION EXClTIV' C(MoMITTHE,
By RoHnUT IL. JHTrUrMY, Presidntl.

MAucHn 1, 1934.

Whereas Congress is now considering a bill allowing the President arbitrary
power to lower tariff rates, and

Whereas the existence of smich power will, in our opillio, interfere seriously
with the wool and textile Industry, of which our members are a part, in that the
sucorce of this industry is deopeid1et 11)upon present tariff protection, and

SWhereas the passage of the bill would create such uncertainty in bualness cor,.
ditions and such lack of confidence as to seriously restrict business operations, and

Whereas the actual lowering of the duty upon raw wool or manufactures thereof
might be disastrous to the wool growers of this country and to the wool-textile
manufacturing Indstry It is hereby

Resolted, That the National Wool Trade Association expresses Its strong opposi-
tIon to the enactment of the tariff bill in question now before Congress, and urges
the committee now giving it consideration and the Members of Congress, when
it comes before them, to vote against the enactment of this legislation.

NATIONAL WooL. TAD AssocIATION,
RHOT. L. STUnLEY, President.

I hereby certify that the above is a true and exact copy of a resolution passed
by the board of directors of the National Wool Trade Association at a meeting
of the board held April 27, 1934.

CLAtUs H. KrTOHUM, Secretary.

Whereas there is now under consideration a bill (H.R. 8687) delegating to the
President full power to modify the Iffesent tariff without hearings of the Interested
parties, and

Whereas any lowering of the present duties on wool or its manufactured prod.
uots would cause tremendous hardships to the wool and textile industry, and

Whereas if the bill were passed the fear of such revision, in our opinion, would
in itself be enough to cause a slowing up in the business activities of every branch
of our industry, which would doubtless lead to lower values,

Be it resolved, That the Philadelphia Wool and Textile Association is strongly
opposed to the passage of this bill.

PHILADELPHIA WooL AND TEXTtIL AssooIATION,
HEmBntRT K. Wes, President.

APRIL 27, 1934.

Mr. STUDLEY. The members of the National Wood Trade Associa-
tion either as dealers or commission merchants, handle practically
all the wool and mohair raised in this country, a total of about 440,.
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000,000 pounds yearly, which, at today's prices, would amount to
some $125,000,000 to $150,000,000 in value.

The present duty on most wool is 34 cents per scoured pound.
Taking a rough estimate of the average American shrinkage, say 00
percent, it means that when the wool tariff is operative as it has been
this last year when we have been importing some wool, domestic
wool is protected to the extent of about 14 cents per pound in its
greasy or natural state. A 50 percent reduction in the duty would
depreciate the value of domestic wool about 7 cents per pound in its
greasy state as it comes off the sheep, a reduction in the wool growers'
income of some $26,000,000 to $30,000,000 annually.

The woolgrowers are slowly coming out of the depression, but
today the vast majority of them are still very heavily mortgaged.
This industry is in no condition at present to stand a tariff reduction.

If the duty on wool is not changed, but the duty on woolen manu-
factures reduced, the result would be worse. Textile unemployment
would result and the wool raiser would have less outlet for his product
because he must sell to American mills. He could never profitably
export to the world's markets in competition with Australia and the
Argentine,

As dealers we realize that we cannot prosper unless the woolgrower
and the manufacturer remain solvent, and we are here in our own
behalf to protest against the passage of this bill.

Now is the time of year that sheep all over this country are being
sheared. Now is the time the grower must dispose of his product,
partly for financial reasons and partly from lack of storage facilities,
and this is the time that the wool dealers and commission merchant
must function to take over the burden of financing and distributing,
lasting more or less throughout the following 12 months.

Would you expect us to be enthusiastic buyers today with the pos-
sibility hanging over our heads that suddenly, at any time, without
adequate hearings, by some treaty agreement with some foreign coun-
try we may find our merchandise depreciated from 20 to 25 percent?

Can you expect a manufacturer to be an eager buyer of wool faced
with this continuing possibility?

Last week less than 400,000 pounds of wool was sold to manufac-
turers in all the important markets of the United States, instead of the
average for the last year of some 6,000 000 pounds weekly.

A few days ago in the United States Senate a Senator from Wyoming
reported that wool buyers were reducing their buying limits in Wyo-
ming because of fear of tariff revision. This is true. r

The uncertainty caused by the possible passage of this bill has al-
ready affected the price of wool on every farm in the United States.
We do fear a tariff reduction on wool. If this bill is passed, the con- t
tinual dread of a possible downward revision of duties over night will
affect all factors in the industry.

Reluctance to carry stocks would be the onlyprudent course for
the wool merchant, the mill, and the clothier. The results, in our a
opinion will be hand-to-mouth buying, and lower prices on wool.

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you very much.
Mr. Besso? .
Mr. BESSE. Yes, sir. C
The CHAXIMAq. How much time, Mr. Besse?
Mr. BEssE. About 8 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, sir. fl
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR BSS, PRESIDENT NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF WOOL MANUFACTURERS

Mr. Beas,. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appear
before you as a representative of the National Association of Wool
Manufacturers. Our association includes the many branches of the
wool-textile industry, the manufacture of tops, the spinning of yarn,
the knitting or weaving of piece goods, and the many other processes
incidental thereto.

Senator WALSH. You represent the worsted industry?
Mr. Bsso. That is, the wool and worsted industry, both. While

many of the objections to the proposed reciprocal tariff agreements
which I am about to lay before you have already been expressed b
others, I feel that the importance of the wool-textile industry to this
country, and the vital importance of tariff changes to the functioning
of the wool textile industry, entitle this statement to more than
ordinary consideration.

In confining myself to a presentation of a relatively few objec-
tions, I do not want to intimate that we have covered the ground
exhaustively.

I propose to trespass upon your time only to the extent necessary
to express our five principal objections:

First, we oppose the bill because of the fact that no provision is
made for hearings before action is taken. The point has been made
by proponents of the bill that absolute freedom should be given to
make changes quickly because during the time necessary to ascertain
production costs and make other investigations, changing factors
would affect the validity of any Tariff Commission report.

That was a statement made by Mr. Stimson on Sunday.
The exercise of the most elementary logic would indicate the un-

soundness of this contention. Changing factors, rather than justify-
ing hasty action, call for an even more exhaustive and careful analysis
and, as I shall point out later, changes which may be made under
this proposal will have a semipermanent character which will make
it even more essential that hearings and investigation precede any
action in order to prevent as far as may be possible the ratification of
unwise or harmful agreements.

Second, we oppose the bill because we are convinced that business
will be adversely affected on account of the uncertainty attendant
upon the fact that the tariff will be subject to unpredictable changes,
resulting in an unwillingness and inability on the part of business
men to make forward commitments.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the fact that in the past proposals
to make tariff changes have always caused a hesitation in business.

This has been only too apparent. The hesitation however, dis-
appears with the enactment of definite legislation and the assurance
wich such legislation gives of freedom from further changes within
a specified time.

Senator BAxKLEY. That was not true of the act of 1930, was it?
Mr. BEsse. The hesitations appeared. The results of the act, of

course, did not appear, but the uncertainty did. There was no un-
certainty after that act.

Senator BARKLEY. The hesitation has been going on ever since?
Senator KiNO. Yes; following the act of 1922, the insertion of the

flexible provision of the tariff act, which involved, if I understand
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your language, uncertainty, because of the possibility of reducing
tle tariff.

Did that affect the situation?
Mr. BasSE. It certainly did, in our industry.
Senator KINO. You were not satisfied then with the Fordney.

McCumber bill, or tile Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act, notwithstanding
the very high rates imposed upon many raw materials, as well as
finished and semifinished commodities?

Mr. Bsie, Well, that is not my argument at all. 1 am not
speaking of the rate of the tariff or the holding of a brief, at the
moment, for a high tariff or a low tariff, simply the uncertainty that
is occasioned, if ft is not known by business whether the tariff is to
be changed, whether it is to remain as it is, or to go higher or lower,
and in this particular bill it seems to me that we have no certainty
that the tariff will remain anywhere.

It may be changed overnight. Any individual industry might be
given certain assurances, but I do not know what those assurances
would be worth, from the standpoint of the effect they might have
on the individual psychology of the business men concerned.

Under this proposed bill, however, no such assurance can be given
and business will be handicapped by continuing uncertainty and the
realization that the power to cripple any industry dependent upon
tariff protection rests in the hands of a single individual or his sub.
ordinates to whom his authority may be delegated.

The extent to which this uncertainty would retard business can
only be realized fully by those familiar with industrial psychology.

Senator KINO. May I interrupt you right there--and I hope you
will pardon me.

Mr. BESSE, Surely.
Senator KING. Without expressing any view with regard to the

wisdom or the unwidsom of this proposed measure, is it not a fact,
however, that, particularly in Great Britain, notwithstanding arbi-
trary and almost unlimited power vested in one or two individuals, to
change rates, to abolish rates, transfer from the free to the dutiable
list, and vice versa, the export trade, as well as the domestic trade of
Great Britain, has materially increased under those arbitrary or auto-
cratic powers which have been conferred?

Mr, BEssE. During what period?
Senator KINo. I am speaking of the time since they have asserted

that authority-in the last year.
Mr. BEssE. Well, unfortunately, I am not sufficiently familiar

but I am informed that the trade of Great Britain has not increased
in the ratio that general world trade has increased during the last
year.

Senator KING. I think her increase has been greater than the gen-
eral world trade.

Mr. BE88E. I say I am not informed.
The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest that you read the testimony of the

Secretary of Commerce on that.
Mr. BEassE. It is a psychological factor but a factor of prime im-

portance and it merits your deep and most serious consideration.
Third, we oppose the bill because of the fact that if errors of

judgment are made-and it would seem prudent to assume that this
is at least within the realm of possibility-no correction of the result.
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ing tariff inequalities can be accomplished, inasmuch as these tariff
schedules would be subject to treaties between us and foreign nations
and these treaties could be abrogated only by mutual consent.
it is proposed that these treaties may run for 3 years from their

respective effective dates,
I am not suggesting that no changes should ever be made in our

tariff schedules. I shall, however, point out later that we cannot
increase the total of our domestic agricultural and industrial activity
by the method proposed. The tariff is a complicated matter; it
should not be utilized as a means of barter.

The tariff serves a twofold purpose: To produce revenue and to pro-
tect domestic industries to the extent they need and merit protection.

Changes in the tariff should be made solely on the basis of sound
economtei principles, not on a basis of trading with foreign nations to
secure problematical advantages which, even if achieved, can serve
only to change the incidence of activity, and not add to its sum total.

Fourth, we are opposed to the bill because of the fact that, other
than a percentage limitation, there is no formula to circumscribe
action under the bill to preserve the fundamental purpose of the
tariff, which is to protect American industry against destructive
forelan competition.

With the increased cost of manufacturing in this country resulting
from N.R.A. measures and other factors, the whole effectiveness of
the tariff may be destroyed unless a provision is inserted to insure
that changes, if made, must be based upon differences in costs of pro.
duction here and abroad.

Fifth. We oppose the bill because in addition to its positive defects
it cannot accomplish its purpose, being based upon a totally incorrect
economic theory.

The Secretary of Agriculture, who has been widely quoted before
your committee and elsewhere, makes the statement in his book
that we must abandon 50,000,000 acres of farm land or develop a.
very large volume of foreign trade which we do not now possess.

I would not question this statement. But has the Secretary
studied the possibilities and the difficulties of developing that foreign
trade?

Other things being equal, expansion of our foreign trade is a most
desirable and helpful thing. Other things, however, are not equal.

Senator CONNALLY. Let me ask you, right there, if it won't inter-
rupt you, Do we export any appreciable amount of woolen testiles?

Mr. BEssE. No; practically nothing.
Senator CONNALLY. Where do they go, that we do export? Where

do we slip them; to Mexico?
Mr. BEssE. A few to Mexico; possible a few to South America;

but it is very small.
Senator CONNALLY. What percentage, do you know, of our output?
Mr. BEss . Probably one and a half to 2 percent.
An expansion of foreign trade, except where it is accompanied by

an investment of capital funds in the debtor country, is the result and
not tle cause of prosperity.

We do not contemplate any investment of funds in foreign countries
nor would such investment seem desirable at this time. It is appar-
ently the thought in this instance that we will increase our exports by
somehow arranging to accept a corresponding quantity of imports.
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It should be clearly understood-but, unfortunately, clear thinking
on this point is the exception and not the rule-that we cannot increase
our foreign trade except through one of these two ways: We must
either extend foreign credits in the form of loans or otherwise, or we
must accept from some source an additional volume of imports.

Because of a continuing decline in our "invisible exports" of capital
and the impossibility of floating foreign loans or obtaining credits in
this country for foreign buyers, we must discard the first possibility.

In discarding this possibility we should also realize clearly that
foreign trade can be maintained only by securing a free flow of capital
on an international basis just as domestic trade can be maintained
only by a freeing of domestic credit.

The only way to increase the sum total of existing international
trade is to increase world consumption and, in some manner, to make
available sufficient credit to handle large international shipment of
goods.

Hence it follows that at the present moment increased exports of
one commodity can be made possible only by increasing the imports
of some other commodity.

The question must be asked. Are there any items for which a domes.
tic demand exists or can be created which we do not already import
and which we do not manufacture in this country?

A study of commodity schedules and of the census of manufacturers
fails to disclose the existence of such items.

Senator WALSH. What is the extent of wool manufactures that are
Imported?

Mr. BEses. Imported as wool or imported as fabric?
Senator WALsH. As fabric.
Mr. Bssp. It is comparatively small,
Senator WALsH. Mostly specialties, isn't it?
Mr. Bassm. About 83% million square yards in the last calendar year.
Senator WALSH. Woolen goods that are not produced in this coun-

try, largely?
Mr. BESE. Well, they are not produced in this country. I would

not want to say they could not be produced in this country.
Accordingly, we face the inevitable fact that for every additional

million dollars of one commodity we export, we are obliged to decrease
our domestic production of certain other commodities by a million
dollars in order to make room for the increased volume of imports which
we must be prepared to accept. Any gain by one industry under
present conditions will be achieved at the expense of some other
industry.

There will be no aggregate gain whatever, and the most that can
be accomplished is a transfer of activity from one domestic industry
to some other domestic industry.

If this is the wise thing to do, it can be done much more simply
than by making changes in the tariff.

Experiments must be tried, but I submit that there can be no gain
accruing from the operation of taking money out of one pocket and
putting it into the otlhe pocket, especially if you run the danger of
wearing out one of the Iockets in the process.

I beg you gentlemen to oppose this bill as being based upon a falla-
cious economic principle and as conferring on a single individual the
power of making treaties which may have serious effects on many
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domestic industries, but which does not and cannot empower the
same individual to redress any unfairness which may be occasioned
by the exercise of this treaty power.

The possible benefits are negligible and nebulous; in any case they
cannot be substantial enough to justify us in taking the risks to which
the passage this bill would expose us.

I wish to present as a part of this statement a copy of resolutions
adopted by the board of directors of the National Association of
Wool Manufacturers, at their meeting on April 19 last, likewise a
brief setting forth the serious effect of an uncertain tariff policy upon
the blanket division of our industry.

At a meeting of the board of directors duly held in New York City
on April 19, 1934, the following resolution was adopted:

Whereas the tiuceesH of the National tndurtrial Recovery Act depends funds
mnctally upon the ability of mniufacturlin industrioR to produtte and sell thoir
products, thisrorominothng emliploymnent, antl

WheroaH by I1.1. 807 the (Congress propose to dol gate its countitutittoal
legislative power to the Chief Ex oottivo to modify radically the existing tariff
law without hearing or giving notice to any Iiternt ted party, and

Whorean oxperlence has hown eoncdusively that the uncertainty of tariff pro-
toclion creates Instability and rettrlets prchasluiai to ltand-to-inoullt buying, and

Whereas thi assoulation maintauins that no radical change in tariff protection
should e made without giving all Intorested parties the opplortunity to be heard:
Therefore he it

Resolved, That the National Association of Wool Manufacturers is opposed to
I,.R. 8687 that it cannot support a measure that grants power to make tariff
changes without hearings and investigations whlilh over night might readily be
the means of destroying Amerltan industries; that it is opposed to a measure that
by the uncertainty it creates will restrict purchase to the most immediate
nocessitles and thus jeopardize the employment of many thousands of wage-
earners; and that It in opposed to allowing the complicated and delicately ad-
justed tariff to be arbitrarily altered for the purpose of securing the problematical
benefits of foreign trade agreements.

The CHAIRMAN. That is all you have, Mr. Besse?
Mr. BiEss. Yes.
The CHAIRMA. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Jolm E. Dowsing.
Mr. DOWsINm. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. DowsiNG. Why, Senators, if you can give me 10 minutes,

uninterrupted, I can present my case.
The CHAIRMAN, All right. I will give you 10 minutes.
You are also speaking for Mr. Wells?
Mr. DOWSING. Mr. Wells was to speak, but he has not as yet

shown up. I presume he is not able to make the city.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. We will give you 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF JOHN E. DOWSING, SCARSDALE, N.Y., REPRESENT-
ING THE UNITED STATES POTTERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. DowsINo. I represent, gentlemen of the committee, the
United States Potters Association. My name is John E. Dowsing, of
Scarsdale, N.Y.

In approaching a discussion of this proposed bill (H.R. 8687), I do
so in a general way, not so much from the standpoint of the effect
upon the industries of the United States generally but from a narrower
view the effect it will have on the pottery industry, which I represent,
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Senator CONNALLY. You represent pottery?
Mr, DowINGo. Pottery.
Senator CONNAtLL. I thought we were going to get through with

the wool?
The CHAIRMAN We are through, as I understand, with the wool,

Senator.
Senator CONNALLY. All right.
Mr. DowsINo. The richest market in the world and the greatest

market in the world is the American r.arkot. Propaganda for this
bill is that in giving the President such unprecedented powers it will
tend toward rehabilitating industrial America in the development of
our export market and thus will help millions of Industrial and agri-
cultural workers.

These claims are totally without merit in view of the report of the
United States Tariff Commission that less than 500,000 industrial
and agricultural workers have been thrown out of jobs through the
loss o foreign trade.

As estimates of the unemployed range from 10 to 15 millions, on
the basis of the Tariff Commission figures, this proposal, if enacted
into law, would put to work 5 percent only, or less, of our millions of
unemployed.

Under the Agricultural Adjustment Act there are some 40,000,000
to 50,000 000 acres of farm land being retired through the levying of
a processing tax to get the money for this permanent retirement,
which is passed on to the consumer. This means there will be in-
volved the loss of work to some 3,000,000 or 4,000,000 farmers and
farm workers.

These must be absorbed into some other lines of work together
with the present millions of unemployed. Where will they find work?

Not in the industries which will have a restricted production, if
not put entirely out of business, if this bill passes.

The least that can be said about this pending bill is that it creates
doubt and uncertainty for every industry in the United States, and
nothing is more unsettling to business than doubt and uncertainty.
And when doubt and uncertainty strikes at the very heart of industry,
it affects the human individual. The men at the head of industries,
the owners of factories, the officers and stockholders, the workers
in the factories, as well as the citizens in the town, area, or community
in which the factories are located and who are dependent upon the
healthy and going condition of the factories, are all subject to the
harmful effects of such uncertainty. v

Nowhere in any of the debates or writings have I noted a definite
statement naming the products of American industry which will be
used to trade for foreign importations, but there has been by inference.

Much has been said about inefficient industries and industries that
are unimportant and unnecessary-those industries who find it almost
impossible to compete with foreign-made competitive goods. v

One of the important industries of this country, the pottery indus-
try, has by inference been characterized as inefficient because it cannot
compete against the pauper labor of Japan, plus the governmental pi
subsidies to the manufacturers of pottery in Japan, plus the 40 per- r
cent depreciation of the Japanese yen.

Numerous other industries, such as the beet sugar industry, cane
sugar, dyes, toys, laces, et cetera by the same process of reasoning M
are inefficient.
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It has been alleged that the pottery industry was not in the major
or important class in not employing 60,000 workers; that china and
porcelain tableware are not produced in regular commercial quan-
tities in the United States; that dyes, olive oil, china, and porcelain
and many other articles listed by the proponents of this bin, can be
produced more advantageously in foreign countries, that no industry
is entitled to support by tariffs; that no industry is an efficient one
that cannot produce as cheaply as they can abroad.

What a brand of Americanism it is to advocate turning our markets
over to the foreign manufacturers because the American manufacturers
cannot compete with the pauper labor, governmental subsidies, depre-
ciated currencies, and what not.

The American workmen receive the highest wages in the world, In
the pottery industry the wages average over 1,000 percent higher
than paid in Japan.

In refutation of the allegation of inefficiency and unimportance of
the pottery industry, I wish to cite a few facts:

The pottery industry normally employs about 20 000 men. These,
in connection with the employees of the allied industries located in
various States and dependent upon the pottery industry to buy their
clay flint, feldspar, colors, and all the ingredients which go into the
production of pottery, the crate, box, and carton manufacturers the
purveyors of the straw and other material used in packing the product,
the railroads, trucks, teamsters moving the great quantities of ware,
if figures could be definitely arrived at, would make a total of more
than 50,000 men.

The pottery industry is located in some 15 States of the Union and
in 1929 produced ware of the approximate value of $33,500,000; in
1930, $27,500,000; in 1931, $23,300,000; in 1932, $16,300,000; in 1933,
$17,649,000.

Senator WALSH. About one half of your former production?
Mr. DOWSING. Sir?
Senator WALSH. About one half of your former production?
Mr. DowsINo. What it is now?
Senator WALSH. Yes.
Mr. DowSIGa. Well, I will give you the production from 1933: 17

million dollars; dropped from 33 million dollars to 17 million dollars.
Senator CONNALLY. How about the volume?
Mr. DowSING. Sir?
Senator CONNALLY. That much in volume, but how about the

value? Of course, prices were lower, and the volume might have some
bearing on it.

Mr. DOWSING. The volume, by comparison with prices in 1929,
was approximately 30 million dozen pieces, valued at $33,500,000;
1930, 25 million dozen pieces, valued at $27,500,000; 1931, 20 million
dozen pieces, valued at $23,300,000; 1932, 17 million dozen pieces,
valued at $16,300,000.

Senator CONNALLY. So the volume fell off as well as the value?
Mr. DowsING. Yes, sir; labor costs are the largest items in pottery

production, being 60 percent of the total cost. Labor, therefore,
received the following wages: In 1929, $20,100,000; in 1930, $16,500,-
000; in 1931, $13,980,000; in 1932, $9,780,000; in 1933 $10,589,000.

An industry producing between 33 and 34 million dollars worth of
merchandise and creating a buying power through the disbursement

861B6-84----18
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of wages to its employees of $20,000,000 is anything but a small
industry.

Will nny Senator concede because Japan produces pottery far below
anything the An4mrican industry can do, by reason of its cheap and
pauper labor, its depreciated yen and governmental subsidies, and
exports wares here in com otition with Anerican labor drawing wAe
averaging 1,000 ipei ent lghr, thiu enabling them to meet the hi-l

vinag stndards Ihere, that this industry be termed "ineffliiont" and
lejglated out of existence? If the Senate passes this bill, industry
wll be placed in the uncertain position where it may be wiped out of
existence without being permitted a hearing in their own defense.

It is claimed that the power conferred on the President by this bill
to raise or lower the tarifi rates 50 percent in the present act of 1980
has its precedent in previous acts. The claim is untenable for the
reason the previous acts prescribed and limited the actions of the
President. This proposed bill does not.

By all previous enactments the President must follow the yard.
stick named by Congress. In this proposed bill lhe acts entirely of
his own inititiive and is not controlled or limited by any Congres-
sional direction.

Section 315 of the act of 1022 was reenacted, as you gentlemen
know, with extensions, into section 330 of the act of 1930.

That section has been diseused pretty thoroughly; so I am not
saying anything on 336.

Section 337 of the act of 1930 is a reprisal section against unfair
practices in import trade; the unfair acts in the importation of atih
cles into the United States, the effect or tendency of which is to
destroy or substantially injure an industry.

And condition precedent to action by the President is the investi-
gation and recommendation of the Tariff Commission.

Section 338 has had a good deal of discussion here in the hearings
before this committee.

Section 338 of the act of 1930 is for the protection of our commerce
against the discriminations of foreign countries and-

The CHAnMAN. Mr. Dowsing, your 10 minutes is up. If you want
to extend your remarks, you may be permitted to do so. We have
your testimony, too, 30 pages, in the House hearings, with an ex-
tension of your remarks.

Mr. DowiNsmo What I want to call attention to, Senator Harrison,
is that many of the statements mide by the proponents of the bill,
I have refuted, here. At least I hope that I have.

The COAIMAN. You may file that.
Mr. DOWsING. I will file ids entire brief.
The CHAIRMAN. You may.
(The remainder of Mr. Dowsing's statement is as follows:)

Section 338 of the act of 1030 Is for the protection of our coinnerce against the
diserlmhiations of foreign countries, and whenever the President finds that any
foreign country imposes any unequal Imposition or discrimination, he is authorized
to take the necessary steps in retaliatioin a prescribed.

Under this section 3388 It is provided that the President shall by proclamation
specify and doctaro "now or additional rates of duty, as thereinafter provided,
upon foreign articles whti he "finds as a fact" that the country of exportation
imposes certain discriminations against the commerce of the United States,
It Is also provided that the President may exclude foreign articles from entry
upon the finding by Inh of certain other foreign discrimination. In fixing the
amounts of the "new or additional" duties which are provided for, the President
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is bound by the rule therein laid down by Congress that such duties shall "offset"
the burden or disadvantage to our commerce in the foreign country, or the
benefit to a third country. In other words, he does not merely exercise his
discretion but applies a definite "yardstick" laid down by Congress.

If the President determines that our commerce is injured say to the extent of
20 percent and a 20 percent additional duty will offset thai burden to our com-
merce, he must, under the mandate of Congress fix this new additional rate of
20 percent. He has no discretion to make it 25 percent or 35 percent. It must
be only in amount that offsets the burden sustained or equalizes the discrimina-
tion. He is limited to the amount of the damage and he is limited to not go
above 50 percent.

In this bill here no yardstick for fixing rates is provided.
Section 303 of the act of 1930 conveys a grant of power to protect American

industry against the bestowing of any bounty or grant upon the exportation of
merchandise to the United States providing, plus the prescribed duty that an
additional duty equal to the amount of grant or bounty shall be collected.
This is not an Executive function, however, but is reposed in the Secretary of the
Treasury to determine from an investigation the amount of the bounty or grant
and to issue the necessary regulations for the collection thereof.

There is all the difference in the world between the powers sought to be con-
veyed by this bill before the committee and those laws which have been passed
in previous years.

While I have made but little study of the constitutional phase of this bill and
rather hesitate to touch on same, particularly in view of the fact that most
distinguished lawyers of the Senate and House have declared the grants of
power constitutional; while other equally distinguished lawyers of the Senate
and House vigorously hold to the contrary. However, as I view it the man on
the street knows that the Constitution reposes heavy responsibility upon the
Senators and Representatives whom the people elected in their States no matter
with what zeal the Congress may seek to avoid responsibility and pass this
delicate trust to the President.

Article 1, section 1, of the Constitution provides:
"All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the

United States, which shall consist of a Senate and a House of Representatives."
Article 1, section 8, provides: Congress shall have the power to lay and collect

taxes, duties, imports, and excises, etc.
Clause 3 of section 8 gives to Congress the power "to regulate commerce with

foreign nations and among the several States.
Clause 18 gives Congress the power "to make all laws necessary and proper for

carrying into execution the foregoing powers, etc."
Section 10, clause 1, denies to the States, which formerly collected customs

duties for their own account the right to do so thereafter except under the control
of Congress, " except what may be absolutely necessary for executing its inspection
laws."

Article 2, section 2, clause 2, with reference to the President provides "he shall
have power, by and with the advice of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two
thirds of the Senators present concur; * * *."

This bill transfers to the President this all-embracing power: To make treaties
without consent of the Senate-call them trade agreements, if you will. To pro-
claim such modifications of existing duties and other import restrictions, or such
additional import restrictions, including the rate and form of import duties and
classification of articles, and the limitations, prohibitions, charges, and exactions
other than duties, imposed on importation or imposed for the regulation of
imports.

This grant goes further than any delegation of power ever made to the President
of the United States. Every one must know that when the language of the tariff
act is changed, by striking out and inserting, the construction of the law is inevi-
tably changed. When the President, under the authority of this bill, writes new
language, strikes out and inserts, writes new paragraphs (as he is authorized to do),
he manifestly legislates. He makes new law. He has taken over the functions of
Congress contrary to the Constitution.

In arguing the constitutionality of this bill, much has been said of the delega-
tion of authority sustained in Mampton v. United States (276 U.S. 394) and other
cases raising the constitutionality of the flexible provisions of the Tariff Acts of
1922 and 1930. The delegation sustained in that case, and to which the langauge
of the opinion solely related in that case, was the part of the so-called "cost-differ-
ence formula" which affected tariff rates, based on the assumption that Congress
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In its statutory rates mot cost difference's and that the President's action was
merely to conform them to that standard by making necessary adjustments to that
end. By the legal fiction that the President was merely carrying out the In-
telligent plan and purpose of Congress in keeping rates adjusted to the coat.
difference idea.

The Supreme Court hold that it was constitutional In that it was not a delegas
tion of legislative authority but a use of Executive authority to carry out the
Intent of Congress in conformity with a clearly defined principle.

I doubt that doctrine may be made to conform to dealing with tariff rates by
Executive raising and lowering them without conforming to that standard-the
cost-difference formula. This bill not only has not the color of the legal fition
that the President is carrying out the purpose and plan of adhering to the cost.
difference formula but permits him to rewrite the language of the law he legiilates.

Also references have been made to the case of Field v, Clark (148 U.., 049)
involving the constitutionality of the act of 1800, The Supreme Court of the
United States hold that section 8, of the act of 1890, not to be unconstitutional.
The ground upon which the act was attacked was that it amounted to a delega-
tion of legislative power and also treaty-making power. In the case the President
ascertained the actual fact as to whether a foreign country had Incorporated a
provision taxing our exports more than those of other countries and, by procla-
mation of that fact, brought into effect a rate of duty which was already written
In amount by Congress. In the event of a future condition Congress had pre-
scribed the course the President was to pursue. The President was not writing
the words of a new law as he is permitted here to do.

This bill seeks to give the President power which Congress cannot give away
and which the President has no right to receive. Probably the most decisive
Federal decision on this subject is that found in this case of Field v. Clark (143
U.S. 049). I want the pertinent part of this decision in the record and will read
It. The court in that case said:

"That Congress cannot delegate legislative power to the President Is a principle
universally recognized as vital to the integrity and maintenance of the stem of
Government ordained by the Constitution. The act of October 1, 1890, in the
particular case under consideration is not inconsistent with that principle. It
does not in any real sense invest the President with the power of legislation.

"For the purpose of securing reciprocal trade with countries and determined
that the provisions of the act of October 1, 1890, permitting the free Introduction
of such articles should be suspended as to any country producing and exporting
them, that imposed exactions and duties on the agricultural and-other products
of the United States which the President deemed, that Is, which he found to be
reciprocally unequal and unreasonable. Congress itself prescribed in advance
the duties to be levied, collected, and paid on sugar, molasses, coffee, tea, or
hides produced by or exported from such designated country while the suspension
lasted.

"Nothing involving the expediency or the just operation of such legislation
was left to the determination of the President. The words 'ho may deem' in
the third section, of course, implied that the President would examine the comn
mercial regulations of other countries producing and exporting sugar, molasses,
coffee, tea,. and hides, and foYrm a judgment as to whether they were roclprocally
equal and reasonable, or the contrary, in their effect upon American products.

"But when he ascertained the fact that duties and exactions, rcclprocally
unequal and unreasonable, were imposed upon the agricultural or other products
of the United States by a country producing and exporting sugar, molasses,
coffee, tea, or hides, it became his duty to issue a proclamation declaring the sus-
pension as to that country, which Congress had determined should occur. lie
had no discretion in the premises except in respect to the duration of the suspen-
sion so ordered.

" But that related only to the enforcement of the policy established by Congress.
As the suspension was absolutely required when the President ascertaltied the
existence of a particular fact it cannot be said that in ascertaining that fact and
in issuing his proclamation, In obedience to the legislative will, lie exrcised the
function of making laws. Legislative power was exercised when Congres de-
clared that the iuspension should take effect upon a named contingency. What
the President was required to do was simply in execution of the act of Conlgress.

"It was not the making of law. He was the mere agent of the law-making
department to ascertain and declare the event upon which its expressed will was
to take effect. It was a part of the law itself as it left the hands of Congros that
the provisions, full and complete in themselves, permitting the free introduction
of sugar, molasses, coffee, tea, and hides from particular countries should beo
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snu minded In a given cotingeincly and that in ceas of such suspensilons certain
(dutlo should be imposed."

I make this positive statement-that In no ease anywhere has any court ever
stated that the Congress of the United States has any right to delegate its power
of legislation to any President or anyone else and that the President of the
United States has no right to fix tariff duties hat runs through every decision
from the first case under Washington, In that case the President was given no
power to levy a tax or levy a duty. Lot me repeat this observation of the court
In the Field case-

"Congress itself prescribed in advance the duties to be levied, Nothing Involv-
ing the expediency of the Just operation of such legislation was left to tle doter-
mi nation of the resident.

That is plain and unambiguous language. It does not necessitate boxing a
lawyer to understand that it provides speoiflcally in that ease that nothing was
left to the President to do except to follow the law laid down by Congress. Again
I (uloteo

"The words 'ho may deem' in the third section implied that the President
would examine the commercial regulation of other countries producing sugar, and
when he ascertained the fact that duties and exactions reciprocally une1,tual an)(
uneven were imposed on the agricultural or other products of the United States
by a country exporting sugar, it became his duty to Issue a proclamation declaring
suspenion as to that country."

His duty is laid down spocifically as to what he must do. lie had no discretion
in the promises except in respect to the duration and staspension no ordered. I
want to Impress that the President had no discretion in respect to anything whatso-
ever except the time limit, relating only to the enforcement of a policy established
by Congress.

Again I quote on this point:
"As the suspension was absolutely reqdirod when the President ascertained

the existence of a particular fact, it cannot be said that in ascertaining that fact
and in issuing his proclamation in obedience to legislative will, ho exorcised the
functions of making laws."

There is no case-and I challenge anybody to produce a decision from any
court-upholding the constitutionality of any law that gives to the President the
right to lovy a tax. The President, in addition to the power to change the rate
of duty on imported merchandise without regard to the difference In the cost of
production at home and abroad, has the power to change the language of the law.
The meaning of the act es changed or he may change It, which is suuflolent as the
test of the legality of a power is not so much what has been done in a particular
case but what may be done under the power.

It seems to me that if the President can make any change of language (and that
seems to be without question under this proposed bill) then he can rewrite the
language of the law. It is enough if any change 1it meaning may result in chang-
ing the law it is legislation on its face. The possibility o a change in meaning
is there in Ihis bill and the statutory right to change the language and Incident-
ally the meaning is there.

When we consider the full and ample laws already enacted it is apparent there
is very little interest In the opportunity to use the tariff to protect American
industries. Apparently there is no great concern felt about the effect of subsidies
to foreign competitors upon American industries and labor. Nor does anyone in
authority seem to be perturbed by the benefits which our codes confer upon these
foreign competitors. The minimum wage now established in the pottery industry
now is 45 cents per hour, which means an approximate increase in the pay rolls
of the industry of a million and a quarter dollars. This, of course, necessarily
increases the cost of the commodities produced and renders competition with
the Japanese manufacturers, with all the advantages they have in low wages,
depreciated yen, and Government subsidy, just that much worse.

There seems to be but one thing the proponents of this bill are interested in,
and that is how they can lower the tariff and thus increase importations and make
the foreigners more prosperous. The theory seems to be that if they mako the
foreigners more prosperous, even though seme of our industries are forced to the
wall, possibly wiped out entirely, the other industries-those some bureaucrat
determines are efficient industries" if you please-such industries and the
workers will gain through the greater sale of their goods to the foreigners. They
want the power to trade one industry in this country, through tariff manipulation,
for another industry.

They want the power to sacrifice certain industries which they deem "Ineffi-
cient" or "unimportant" for the benefit of those industries they decide are
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effiolent and important, and they want to clothe thil entire swapping process in
secrecy and not permit an industry to appear and be heard,

I also call to your attention that In June 1933, 10 months ago, the National
Industrial Recovery Act war pa sed to meet the omergenoy Congress stated
existed. Seotloln BH of tha t at gave the President power to fix thil terms and
ofees when foreign competition endangered American Industry, thereby rendering
Inoperative the codes under which the Industries are compelled to work. Thes
powers are far.reaohlng. The President not only can change the tariff rates but
transfor articles from the froe list to the dutiable list and also can limit Importa.
lions or embargo them. .ut It il to be noted, though many complaints have beon

filed by various industrhe under the section, there has not been the slightest use
made of the power. For 10 months this statute has been a dead letter. And it
was an "omergoncy" statute.

It is also claimed that the authority conveyed by thil bill under diesoislon to
the President s on all fours with Presidential powrs granted In preceding tariff
acts. As Al Smith says, " Lt's look at the record 1, and examine the statutes for
the past 44 years and see what virtue there Is in that claim.

HSetion 3 McKinley Act of 190, la a reprlal statute. Hugar, molasNOR, colloo,
toa, and hlid( were oni the frie list. The Preoldent was authorlxsd aind given the
power to, by proclmnltion, tratsfr tholoe oods to the dutlable list at the pro.
serlbed rate nomnllit d by Congreos as a retaliatory meaillre when ie found
that any country Imlposed dliles or other oexac(tlois d(eomd b)y him to he recip-
ronally uneqtual and ulnreasonable, lie had no option as to dutiy. Conlgros,
doefllfely oft the rate that was to bi) imposed.

Hectioun 3. Dngllt Act of 1807, ailthorisod the Preldent to enter into (omll
morclnl rela ons covering certain designated artleslo, argols, crudo tartar and no
forth, securing reeloirnial and equivalent concelonl of the products and manuu
factures of thoe lnitold States. ThI'er waste af duty pwonerlbod for thle artlelos
which the Prloldont ws enmplowered to suspend in I l judgment. This section
provided also for cortulil othlr goods which wore on the freo list, and the Proel-
dent had the power under conditions specified to luspnoid the fro lint relating
to thomo artletes alnd to procllint then dutiable at tie tariff rates namoe by
Conaros.

eHotion 2, Pa~ ne-Aldrich At of 10o00, maxinimum alid minimum provslonll.
This tsection provided that, in addition to the rates of duty, the inliniun rates,
provided in soctlon 1, th'tlre should he added a 2b percent ad valorem (tdty, con-
stituting lll e maximum rate. The Pre~ldeiot under given condi(tionisel otul apply
either the minimum rate or the maximum rate by proclamation, Yet again
Congress laid down the yardstick the Pretident was to use.

In every instance Congrose loglslated in contemplation of some future event
or act and prescribed the rule to be followed by the President to meet that even-
tuallty. The President was not given the power to legislate, to make a new
law, but authority was delegated to the President to determine some fact or
state of things, after the determination of which he then was to act in accordance
with the rule laid down by Congress.

Section 315, Fordney-McCumnber Act of 1022 corresponds with section 883
of the Hawley-Smoot Act of 1080, as previously set forth, and calls for the
investigation by the Tariff Commission. Again the President was limited in
his actions,

There s no analogy between the sections quoted and the authority conferred
by this present bill.

Many other fallacious arguments have been used to bulwark this bill. They
have raised the question of the decreased customs duties, citing that in 1029 the
receipts from customs duties were $600,000,000 plus, and in 1032 they had de-
creased $300,000,000 and in 1033 they fell to the low level of $250,000,b00. For
argument I assume these figures to be correct-I have not verified them, There
naturally would have been considerable decline duo to tl, world-wide depression
of which we had an ample share and maintained ai immense standing army of
12 or 15 million jobless men, with the consequent loss in purchasing power, ust
as existed in all countries. flowever, there would not have been anything like this
decrease in customs receipts had not Congress permitted the loss of hundreds of
millions of dollars to the Treasury in revenue from customs receipts, had it passed
a bill equalizing the depreciation of foreign currencies, as high as 60 percent of
the Japanese yen and 15 percent of the Canadian dollar. The Ways and Means
Committee refused to report such a bill by a strictly partisan vote and thus
untold millions of dollars have been lost to the Treasury.

Then again references have een made to the decline in imports as one of the
reasons why this bill should be passed. The United States right through the do-
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preso haon l malntatied the position of flrt In exports and second in Imports and
the deoreaso In both ans hoon in proportion to that of every other country of the
world. Doprolmon, los1 of millions, of johb, no money In the pockets of the people
thus curtalflnl purchasing power, plus til strlvint of the foregln countries to
build up their industries to supply their needs and to d mlf-usNtaining, was the
cause. But those who have harped on the dooline of imports have always done so
in term of tihe dollar, not It term of volume The decline in the quantity of the
imports ham not kept paeo with the decline in the value of the Imports. Obviolusy
if 1,000 artfoles of a given commodity was Imported In 1920 valued at 1S00
and owing to tihe doereolatlont of the currency of the exporting country i,000
slimlar artiolo valued at $800 were imported In 1032, there is shown a loss in value
of 50 percent but an ineraseo in quantity of 100 percent just doubling domestic
competition.

Another of the reason given why the President should be given this arbitrary
power to make tariffs over night, wan advanced by Chairman Doughton of the
Ways and Meana Committeo on the floor of the Htoue, Heo al(d

"During the hearings we were told many thnes in recent months cargoes of
Amerlean products at sea were recalled because of some new over-light restrlotion.
That shows how other nations change their laws to the dotriment of the United
StateH,."

As a matter of fact If II any of these alleged Itiltanis an over aot has been
committed; If there Ilha been anty dincrlminAtlon agoilnt the commerce of the
United Staten; if there has been any unfailr trade practlco tile oottions of the
existing lawN I have t qoted give full ad ample authority to the President to act
in the premises. If the President has not acted to correct those conltditions com-
platled of, having been fully empowered by Congroes to do so, and in fact It ls
ma(tlatory under section 388 that he not, why may It ho asnumnod tlat under some
now bill conveying tie same authority he will be better able to not?

Let me cquoto you the very comprehenlvo language of section 388 of the aut of
1030 on this poit, providing tlht whenever a forlegn country-

" (2) Dlserlinntes in faot agtulist the commerce of the United Statos, directly
or indirectly, by law or adminlistratlve regulation of practice, by or in reeopolt to
anly customs, tonnage, or port duty, fee, charge, exaction, elaslflention, regutla-
tionl condition, restriction, or rohibiltion, i tich 1miiiior ias to pl)hle the col merco
of ti o United States at a dlsadvantugo compared with the olmmoreo of tiny
foreign power,."

The truth of tihe matter Is, gentlemen, that the foreign countries are ntationalistle
and protect their industries to the fulleNt against foreign competition, Ini order
to give this full measure of protection they have established quotas. Twenty-
two ELuropoani nation adopted the volumei or j uantitative Ilultatlon of nllmorts
through the ltota or IIcnse system. This was done to devClo) and to rehabllitato
their induatrfos and to put their unemployed to work. Ho, after a given quantity
of merchandise in a given period of time enters the country, the doors are closed
andl no Imore catl col .o In until thio now quota goes into effect. No such are and
attention is given to the Amoerican idustries to protect their products aLnd keep
their labor employed. On the contrary our markets are thrown open to the
dumping of foreign goods while our own labor walks the streets and while we
approl)riate and expend hundreds of millions of dollars to create artificial employ-
ment, so that somro of the illlliins may be fed.

TIio vlews and actions of two of our most Important customers s I llustrative.
Son.o 2 years ago England declared In her protective policy to shut out Imports.
Tle prCeldent of tlie Board of Trade, Mr. Rlunihean, stated:

SThat the principal purpose of her tariff was to shut out imports as they wero
only Intoerestd in protecting their own markets and developing their Industries."

Mr. Chaiborla i, Chancellor of the ExoheCiqutr, said:
" e propose by a system of protection o transfer to our factories and fields

work that Is now bing d(lone elsewhere, thereby decreasing unemployment in the
only way we can.

In an address a short thle after that, Prime Minister Bennett, of Canada, said:
"Our business is to see that we do not expand the foreign trade of anly country

whoen wo ourselves are produelng, or can produce, the goods so Imllorted."
We have heard considerablo about the declining trade of the United States and

that our foreign trade curve has shown and shows a sttdift downward drop. Icall your attention to a recent report of the Department of Commerce, the first
paragraph of that report states:

"Iioreign trade of the United States during 1033 evidenced a reversal of the
trends of recent years, After the first quarter, when foreign trade values reached
the lowest levels in about 30 years, both Implorts and exports recorded marked

mI -
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Ineroaett . As a result thie Ceort value for the your as a whole wan 4 peortcnt
larger than in 1932, while the value of impo)rts showed at ain of 10 pereot. In
the sooond half of the year the dollar value of exports after allowing for tho normal
seiaonal expanloil, wan 35 percent higher that In the first half, and the value of
importN tinreased 53 parent. The gain in value of exports for the year was
attributable to price ndvanco, since the total quantity of our foreln ialii)Ient
was practlanlly as large am In 1932, In Importm, however, the porcontiage Increato
in qlantlty cloholy paralleled the advance in valuol the unit value of tinlortN In
1933 was n aroximately the amine as In 1032. Exports, inoluilng reexports
aggrogateNd R07 ,nO000 O ad $1,011,000,000 in 1033 and 1032, rispeotively, atmii
general lnports $1,449,000000 as compared with $1,823,00000,00

These flgtUroe, throrer, show an Inorease in oxlports for the year 1033 over the
year 1032 of $04,000,000, and an inhroease i Imports of $120,000,000 over 1032.
That dooe not I ndleate a doollning ourvo hut deckledly an itpward oulrve,

Further, 11much stros Wl'as laid on li the figure o the Department of Coimunrc
in thim report, readlln g:

"Durllin the period 192-120, the export market provided an outlet for ilhout
10 percent of the movable good( produced in the United States. The ratio dropped
to 7,4 erteelit lt 1931 and ian estimate based on the production flirttue ow
availabler Indiente that e(Xl)rts weor about 0 poeront of tho total prodli(utlon In
1933,"

Thus we had quite an export market in the 8 years of 1925 to 1020 while the
United Htates was playIin Hualta Clatn to all the countries of the world and
furnihin the fuInds with which thlee exports were al)d. As soon as wo Nhut
dowl on'the free handing out of casht they stopped Ilyhung., Then fundamental
forces have l)lon altering the established trade ehamnnlt, tie depression spread
all over thet world, the lack of JbuyIing powIe due to million of unemployed, lit
taking these figure ont their faeo without regard to these utldorlying factors they
Ildloate tlit wo have lost 4 percent of our volluno hi agriouttural, mineral, nnd
manltifactured produtet through theo ollapse of foregntt tradol but we have lost
roiiat 45 prtret of voluino of ilanufaoturod goods right in the homeo market.
Shall we sook to rttor thi 4 porcont in tihe International field or shall we regain a
far larger volhlno t t ihotto? Weo cannot do both, Upotn the Senate devolvog this
responsiblllty of decllon.

The CIIAIUMAN. Mr. George A. Fox, of SpringfiNl, Mass, Mr. Fox
reprtlseno' tfl t toy manufacturers of the Uitedl States,

All right, Mr. Fox; how long do you wint?
Mr. Fox. Oh, hbout 10 mtinutt,. I have here a brief that I would

like to file.
The CuAIUMAN, All right.
Mr. Fox. I don't care to read it il.,

STATEMENT OF GEORGE A. FOX, REPRESENTING TOY MANI-
FACTURERS OF THE UNITED STATES

Mr. Fox, I merely wish to bring out one or two nmin points.
Senator WALSH. Are you appearing in your individual capacity,

Mr. Fox, or representing the industry?
Mr. Fox. I am speaking for the toy and playthings industry, an

association of American manufacturers established about 18 years, of
which I was formerly president.

The CHAIRMA n. Allright, Mr. Fox.
Mr. Fox. I am a manufacturer at Springfield.
We come at this time to speak of this industry, because we have been

referred to in the discussions of the bill and by some high officials of
the Government, and the question of trading our industry with Ger-
many for a few pails of lard, and we merely want to bring to the atten-
tion of the committee the fact that we have built up in this country
over a period of years, and particularly under the protective tariff
given us, an industry of education.

REOIPROOAL TRAD AGOnfMENTS
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Toys are, in any country, related particularly to the home life of
that particular country, and in exporting toys to this country there is
very little of the originality of the country of export put into the goods
that are imported into this country, and we create in this country a
wide range of educational material, and I would say here that many
manufacturers in this country have connected with their industry
educators to bring out the educational value of the toys that they
manufacture. If toys are imported to this country, they are our
design, carried to the foreign countries and there reproduced and
brought back again at the cheap labor than can be produced on the
other side.

I do not refer particularly to Germany at thin time, of bringing the
duty down there, because we are all wading through a flood ofAsiatic
Imports.

Japan is bringing material to this country at the present time, even
under the duty, with a low value of the yen, and with the duty imposed
on foreign valuations, why, it amounts to very little, and the dollar
value seems small but they compete strongly for the American dollar
and are sold merely under the value of what can be produced in this
country.

Senator CONNALLY. We have helped that some hero by the dollar
devaluation, haven't we?

Mr, Fox. Well the dollar devaluation makes very little difference
with the Asiatic imports at the present time. It would, of course,
have an effect on Europe an imports.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, why wouldn't it have an effect on Japan?
Just what is the difference, except their money is so much cheaper

than European money?
Mr. Fox. But their money is so much cheaper than our money is,

when our money is cheap.
Senutor CONNALLY. I understand, but still, if our money were a

dollar instead of 69) cents, it would be that much eitl(er for Japan to
bring them in. wouldn't it?

Mr. Fox. O1i, yes; oh, yes,
Senator CONNALLY. So we have helped that situation considerably

by the dollar devaluation haven't we?
Mr. Fox. Well, yes; a little; but you cannot see it, it is so small.
Senator CONNALLY. You see it, you admit it exists.
Mr. Fox. Well, yes; you have got to admit anything, no matter

how small it is.
Senator CONNALLY. Of course, your eyesight may not be qite tip to

par, you use glasses, and you may not be able to see it.
Mr. Fox. Perhaps I don't soe it all- no; but in this country, you

know, we send our workmen to their obs in automobiles, and the for-
eign manufacturer doesn't even ride in analutomobile himself,

Senator CONNALLY. I was not challenging the general stiteiment,
but I was challenging the devaluation of the dollar in connection with
the cheapening of the yen. It has helped to that extent?

Mr. Fox. Oil, it has helped some.
Senator CONNALLY. All rilht. That is all I want to know.
Mr. Fox. And just one point here, regarding Asiastic imports. It

is very short, and I would like to read it.
As an example of the competition which this country is facing at the present

time, let us consider imports of rubber toys from Japan.

277
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Aminoit is very offlelont in tho iminufacturo (if rubber goods.
lImports of tiN product invo lti(reamed movora hundred poroplt dttrIlim the

paslt Al yelirs.4 14at, yoor tho fillp~or4 sHiowed All Illuroas of 179 Percent ov or th8
previous yte, itfil year Jap~an W, literally flooding the market In rubber goocla.

'rlic (lu11tRMA. Willit wils thle volue of the impjortations of rubber
goods?

Mr, Fox, &401)fto), I hlv('f't the dollar vnldie of the Imlportlothif of
rubber goods, Th~~e omin herIe sit it very lowv value,

Tho CUiimAN.cf i ial irilht, (0 0alead.
Mr'. FOXC, If WO W01-0 to V(1l4hl o'r the redtletion of the tariff on toys,

we would pla('e our hj)ol'tem' in it very (eirIabile position for filding
ouri inaterial In this country andI( mendlng it to all parts oIf the world to
be mannufactured, sind we'linve iibout 40,000 men employed i this
country in this industry, and the facetories fire setattered all over the
United Shtos.

The CIIAJIRMAN, Hlow many fiiotories are therp?
Mr. Fox, There ore shbout, 4 0 factories. The Industry, is distrib-

1te lOl uong it lot of slialll uniunufapturers, because of the wtide variety
of Items thint make up the toy business, The volume of the industry
is-in 1929)-alot $1100,000,000. In 1933 it wmil$50 000,000, aind thle
wages lit tile lprement t~me Iwo about on it level with tiue 10, and paiy
rolls lire 1about 0)0 Jpercent, of whait. they were at thitt ti1106

ThO (trA1nMAN. WeOll, thanks you verve much, Mr. Fox. If you
have itny additional memtorandumii, p~ut it in the record,
BRIEF OF TOY AND PLAYTHINGS INDUSTRY PRESENTED BY

GEORGE A, POX (MILTON BRADLEY 00.)o SPRINGFIELDo MASS,
(Trhe brief Is as foiowmi)

11zitim op 'roV AND) PI.AYTmmes11 IN01118TI, 3I15SNTFID AT hlsAlINO O
IIEVII1Jt0CAL TAIFF ILL, IMEPOI SANATIO FINANCE1 COMMITT191)

Presented by (George A. Fox, Milton Blradley Co., Springfleld, Mass.

Thto toy and playthling hl~idwtI'y, beofore the Senatu Flimiteo Committee,
0l) o0mC~ thet reeipromnl tar 11 hbill and asked:

() That, the rccijirocad tariff bill he0 amended Ao as to give industry the right
to 1)0e heardi beforki areemonts Are entered Into.

(2) 'That t'oilhe al~t liWIIiC( so R14 to prohibit tugrooiueitm withi countries not
working underr conlitI comaljtrAlo to domestic iIdulstries, particularly hat
regard to) wages, hiome workc, eh id labor -eta,

(3) Tha~~t iaich n.4 tovs %%etre iHpedhO-1 ll etioned~ III thle Costigii report
as n Induastry to bo considetrei fit r('oitroeai tariff agreements, that the Industry lbe
exempIIt fromt reciprocal fat-lit agreementH for' the following speciflo reasons and
for the further ireitmois tiet forth oil the attached br1ief:

(a) Toys alld playvthings4 are niow a truly Amoeia iIhtlstry. American maim-
facettirerm have developed and adapted to%,s to the iied o4 American cild~ren
aild~ hlkv( brought abolit stflhllt'(lH of cIIJ111hty, 1s11HAtaitato, sAifety, audi C'dIj'Iitlojal
vialue No that, toys ifro Hcep ted by iuotbers, odueator-i and( child psyohiologist.4
11.4 ScndWI~ Wly% to till school Iitselif Us iiifhwiico's oni eb1ld life, Child (i-vlo)iIliitt
tald future Auncrh'an Citi' nrv. To1 d (isturb this indilstryv by rc'iIwoca I tariff
agro'eienfs would lip to remove ONhi protection and Influence,

(b) The toy imdustry is4 it r('hitiV('hy small itaduistrs, from at monetary point of
VIew, 80fo1 t lui blued fo'lo trao balatecs tuder rocliprocti iigreemointW would be
Insignilk'at fit corn iarisoil to the harmii thait w~ouldl reLsult to the Amorican child.

(c) The' working conditions inder which toys are produced lit foreign countr es,
partIcilarhy fi ro'garoi to low wages, child labor, and Ii ome work, platesm tile toy
ndu stry Iii all almbohtely diofetimeles.- postion. Any change fi tariff schedules

woliuld Affect not onlhy th is lindilstry, but would vitally airect every home1 fit the
country.
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Wiv~ Toys Silnuan NOT 11mn CONAIsMnnab 114 R110n'ItOOOAL TARMt' AnniomoNors

1. ALTL COUNTRIMN 1COMRISIO TIE NATIOWALIPINO INKtUHNOeS OF TOYS

Amtericani toys teach American chilren the ighest ideoals of Amoei Imtriotipin and American aitipton~hi3). 'ovm refloet, the aivIlimatioo of the countryIII whichi they fire produced. All cointriem recogiso and ttke (tull aditltage ofthe pationahllming lullionco of toym upon clill'iren fit the formative sitagoo of theirmen~Ital (ol~lolmoJnlt. American cilldron should certainly have American toys.
2. TOYS ANDJ P14AV'T&INUS A ITRULY AMIHWAN XNDUsRnR

Toym an~d p)4latigs are now a trully Amnerican inditstry. Dutringt the paistseveral yearm Amoeca mnlifaeturcrs of toys and playthbigg 1upvo dlone whatOil tiI ttilly IN anl oxcollont Jub Ini imp3roviIng tho tntardit of quality, sanitation,cdovationnl value, and oafety of toym which are produced.
3. S)UVATIONAL INPLURNCH 0OP TOYN 00MOND ONGY TO 8011001,1 THIMMRE 4VR
Vdulcators, child pmychologitm, and mnthers nlow realize that toys are secondonhoI to the schlools tfielmlvom an an i~fluence Onl child lif", 011ild (olopmontondl future Aiurian oitlienry. (C0oners are increasingly recogiimili thai

q roper toys an~d l)14lytlliil flS AMh flcoitieg of life exOt to food) 5Hilt-or, and ralinent.'ht Influence is largely to result of patient andi pormsoin effort on the part ofAmorican manufacturers in developing mid adapting toys to the needs of Aminn
ohildron.

4, VNIVNCRAITY 901TANLIXIS "TOY LIBRlARY"

During the p)ast Year one of the leadlin till veralticu of the country sponsoreda r'oyery ,a losing library of toys, thusi lilac lug toysg onl uvarity with booksas a part of te library. Thi improvement Ip toys from at health, safetyo "anlta.tien, andl educa1tional point of Vimw could onlyi have heoen Made P01111b61 by thlepatient and persistent, efforts on the p art of Amorioan mnutfacturterm, aided tose0i1e degree by the protection which the tariff hing given.
5. TOY INOU14TRY AMONG FIRAT TO (10 Uwirnnt VOb

The toy And glaythings indlustry wAs among the first to voluntarily cooperatewith the aWimin istrttion by t'oiintg under a eerde of fair competition, ftu risingwago costs by About 28 percent and eliminating child labor and homeo work,
0. TOY INnUATRY HSCLATIVOLY SMALL

The toy Industry iosia relatively small Indurstry from a monetary point, of %piew,so that the effect onl trade balanices tinder reciprocal agroeuonts would ho In-significant In comparison to the harm that would result to the American child.
7. AMEICAN INDUSTIIY bHPNnH~LE8[ IN (!OME'WrITION WIH TOYS I'JtODIUVND

UND.)CII POREIG0N IVORKINU CONDITIlON1

The working conditions under which toys are p~rodced~ lin ford itn countries,
P artieularly fi regardl to low wages, child labor And hoomwrk, places the toy
Iil iustry, working under N.R.A. conditions, ill all absolutcly defensmelt-Ss po4it ion.Any change fin tariflf schledules would aftoot niot Just this idustry, b~ut wouIld vitallyaffect every home fin this country.

H. PRtOTHICTION DOES 'NOT TI-,%l) TO MONOPOLY
Tito protectioni which hans been given to tihe Americaun iidtiitry him not teindedtowaIind onopohil nor to itiermising pritevs to coinimers. Onl thn cont ritry underthe frve ('omp11'itlve .91'sto toy valuestfit ointt ion to lpriCem havet tonded~t( to fiiicreaso.In 1033, 76 lwrvent, ot Ammrican imnufact urers showed Etl 1.94 onl their 10933 opera.ti ens.
0~, ('ONTEN1,1,13 ('IIIEATIVh' ABILITY ItOSSEI;E.E, ONLY UNDER SOME,: FORMN OF~

PR OT8ECTI ON

The devt'loiienit, itid alp~ftittoI of toys to their p)IUmenlt kuyic of iliffuetice on
American chlId life ham lbeen nwoe poss9ile to at hirge degree I)y tlo perotm-t ion,
given thn American iIdustry. If tlim protect ion is remiovedi, 'r('attive ability wIIl
lArgely cease.
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10# TARS)IP TIATIQN *1 1Oiti410N VALUIO ACTUALLY LOW

Althou Ih tho tarit rAte onl toys, from a atistloal point of v~oIIoW ,%a II)9elIII
roelivoly tb), It 1111st bQ eollI~ie(i that Ohis redo IN oil foreign value and that I iii
foreign va 11 Is ablitrdlly low,# dup to the (tot that toyso perhapi 11ore that) Any other
limt d toiii, are Made largely by ol l~d labor, 4a11 With extremely lowV w01140,
andi i the home,. It maiy Ila easily deonstrAted, em It was at the time the rato
wast set, that this rate hm actually low eis a mneansm of plaolng thisl Industry ont a po"10
parable basim with other countrion, evon before the Inareased oslts under N.RAs

('ON(UIR1ION

What p)oRRibl na4tio11a g0od could be realised by sacrIfleing this truly Alleri-
oan Industry, this reltively small industry front at monetary poit of view, by
entering Into agreootits with other countries, I areements w~ichl would not Item.
aibly 11iaturillyk Mnrama our Im ort trade but te meiiti time Would vitally anld
seriously afrect every home lit this country?

114 Niv. Stolle h1r, representing the Foreign Poliey Assocition?
Mi. tSTON14. Ye1s, Mr 8111hai11r1111
Th10 C',tAtIAIIAN Dow inuch tue, Mr. Stone?
Mir. ik..rO~~. Two or three minutes,
The ( 1 IIAIRtMAN. All right, sir.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM TREAD WELL STONE, WASHINGTON, D*C.,
REPRESENTING THE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCIAL POLICY

Mr'. STONE. I Int here not on behalf of the Foreign Polipy Associa-
tion but the Commnittee on Connuerill Policy, af committee which
wats organixed mid sponsored Jointly by the Foreign Policy Association,
and thel World Pe1tnce Foundittion.

1 simply wish to nlploear and to call to your attention the reJports4 and
the recOmuiuenduuditiOnts Of' thigh ('onmit tee and reCilqst that, i rpomsible,
they be iflsortedl In your reord.

eI'heo recommendations of the 'onunitte on Commuerdiu Policy 111.0
its follows):

RECO M IN DAJONN OF T'I'll I( CNI MI'1TiO~" ON C'0I )M M 'At I ATO
l'()LIC Y

I'ululislied fOr the0 CommitteeV on Coinierchil nolk'y by, Foreign llolh'y, Assouiii.
lion, Now York World l'uitwo Fotilill fil, ilostoti.

COMMITmmR2S ON Fo'10IuON POIJtOV
The jni li('at ion of I his roportof I lie Colnmt ti oo o i Coinuorcial VolIv v ('(i it Iittia's

4 Joint tititertakii by tvilie Foreigin Policy ANsmoditloi andit World Plleei- "oii(il-.
tIii lit file field oflialernaitioiial education. With a veiwv to thle formiiieioui of
rU('oitlt'ettdation regairdling thle policy (if tile Ittitod States, the two orgtmnlitlti14
aro sponsorhi'lig at series of inidepitit cwiiiltteem, coiniposedi of wvell-known
authioritle l($ 11( lc tit'rs of Oiion, to s4tiv tlyIirreit, Intittl(iial pt'0ivittl o1r
special liniportilt('e. Tile' first voommitto t evlt'~ited FO('ouliii'iloll I4i for tito
c.onsid'ral ion of thle Montevideo (?onferetice; tlt(, second, recoininetat ions
r('glrdilig thle fut utre 'of tile3 Pillipplils.f

Vtho present, report, whiect relitlt(' to Ainerciati comitercial pollev, Is tilte resimlt
of IniidIilol Ht tiy y h itIleliiier of tilie ('oluitilite of uiemiloremndit 11nd( qle:4-
tioiitidi',4 lp''ireavl by tiliestit1ni, of f ie( Foreign Polley Assocltt 11 i~1lie it-\ orid
Poam'e F'oution ii, Iti(1 Iliso of it inei't lig of t ilt, ('OuIItitev t II ii aislilii tlii oil
Fehruui11rv 24.

The relJitii('i(latotm ion fu(ht iiedl in Ihim report rep~resenit the idliida i
of thIt mn('iuibers of i'th oiie i Itd d 1( o, not t'oiliiit, either tilie Fore'il P1oiiey
Assuciatio 1 or the World I'eave lFotnditilon.

RAYMONDi TANANuuw 1I.,
)'rcsidcnl1, I"orcifJ1,, I'niell A ss8or'iulion.
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DlNOUMMIONDATION14 OP TI11 COMMITTI1O ON COMNMIIChOIAt P4OLY

I T)1111 IMI'OTAN1 V 010 F)OIf4IN TI1)0r TO TI110 UNITO1D STATI46

Almost W itlitt cxeiptltiti the eforts 11hu11 far miade by the United Staten to
c()In))ft tho depresiohavlie b wn li itd tot domestic sphroe. The onmitte
djoes not wish to minilmo tho Itmlortance of themo endeavors, but It bellovos that
the tO t l t of the United States to omorge from tho dleptreossion and establish
it U0llM4b10alcd 1101o1ial Rho political, life cannot be auccmfol If the tank of develop.

olg orderly fnd mtti ally ad van tageous Itirnational trado is Ignored
'rho commilittee recegilie that in toarinotrlmon vlth inaty other nation the

hnlted States Is roinarkail1 olif-stifeloiit In regard to natural rrotrceg and
manufacturing aalty, Nevortheloess, indus1r1tril progress and the development
of our xtandalard o living depend to an important degree 1111 foreign tride, As
far as agriculture Is concerned, half of tlip (cotton, morep than R third of the
tobacco. and nearly one flfth of the whoat produced itn the United $tatem are
normally sold abroad. Tite adoption of a 3)011ev of ecolnomie lsolatiol would
iuvai the retlromnt from motivation of about Mliy million acres of ffarm land,
an area considerably larger than the entire $tnto of IlliisTolhe destructo
of the purchasing power of the IHouthorn Statos tirmilgh the loss of tho foroan
market would imean that these State" could no longer buy the product of t61)
farmers of the Middle West nor of the mla nufatlfurer of the Northi. Nor is
there any,%, reason to blieve that the South could develop substitute crops for
cotton. The loss of the xport market In the case of t,1the dairy mlid livestock
IndutrP Also means a aripplod purchasig power onl the partf cf our agricultural

pouaion.
A large number of less Important raw inatorlals and food products Ols delflltely

rely ion the export market; 15 percent of our apples, 30) percent of our lard, $0
percent of our lufbfriting oil 8 percent of our luniber, enore than half of our resin
findturpenti, and a certidni portion of our citrots frults, peannitm, and graii
other thani whts, Including an important trado in flour find their way into the
export trade. Furthermore, the products ofI American ditmeris fire solti fin every01n0 of the 110 trade MttlesO of the wOrld 14aVO Iclanid. 'Tile 1inine 11Hvrity of
our agricultural, forestry, anid flmh1ry product gives t mnh tie oppo rtuity' for
Amen cean prodlicers to regin and lilll fIIl depeiidable and iterate s%,o ourvem of
weltth fi tte Inteniiatiol market,

While the iroportion of our total tnai)lfaetiros entorig forein trlde In
somewhat lomm than that of ouir agricultural products And raw aintels, (11 ortit
Infatitifatiring Inistnitrio lre largely lopeilent pllol exports 'I'h United
NttoR hs developed0 efficient large-scale production surpassing that of any other
country fin the world, If our manufacturers atre now to Ito conlinied to donmestic
markets, many of the advantages of our efficiey will le dolCtroydl,

Fromt the standpoint of transportation, at reolut-ion in foreign trade would
provo at severe blowr' to our myiere lttit mnarilio n., well as ouir rallromigl whiel inI
I urge nicasure have been1 built to serve our melalort cities. Hteh redcliol woullid

lso throw ot of employmnt lotIn gmiorenien, Hveamenol, and others normally
en ga ed fI hailling tio productHs en trin g into iternatiil trade. Moreover,
the estruction or international trade meaoillns great 111jity to our tinatmeidtl system
by the loss of past foreign Investmeonts and the oi)p)ortuillity to make new~ foreign

In addition, there are many essential comiodities which it im necessary for the
United States to import. All of the rubber, silk, tea, coffee anl cocoa tised in this
coutitry IIst lie Iutchased abroad, touethior with two thirdsN of the tin, half of the
sugar, three fourths of the furs and sk HIs, nd more than hatlf of the 110%Iewsrhl.

Every new scientific discovery fid Invention re.slts it I more coImrplex itium)
featuring l)rocesscs, which iti turn demand now raw muattrlals, mn11amY of wilhll 11n11st
bo imported. Tle stool Industry today nto longe,,r reliCs 1p)n1 im'On ore alloneo buit
If)0 it score, of other materials. Swell)l steel Is reoIIIred for certain types of
hT91igh-grade tools; Cerinill ojtillttiis oif leather requilro Indlin goat skitim. l 'nchu
hlew finldutrnil developmllenlt hlas added to tlio iiterdepl~eliece, of tiatlimim, Nor
does tho tme of syntetflc or artifiial iiiethods of producing cev'tftil) raw mI-aterlis
iivessariv iiain at re-duction Iii internet lnll trade. Th ile idenntol for real milk
front t he irienlt has not decreased its it restilt~ of tb elvelop~ment (if my1)thictk 14ilk
or ray ott. On the etherItand, rayon itself has ec)(Wolti 1111 Im3)portatlit. C(omiitl( ty
In world arde. Thv (ievelol)1iIt, (if 5it tiffiel products4 calls for t-%%- raw iflate-
IItls, w Ilcll 1111. Itd to nl itirvase of many tliousndti tois of cargo in literiiontinl
('Oliitiierce, Thi hits i te historyif ti ostt of synt lid iv or it lihebtal tirooliets,
suchb is Caltiphioi, (lyces, lperfilines, iesiish4t eic. ilt Iioge, ruil ItT, and1 lvat htom.
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Trjurofrte, to provont tho dIslqgoonont of a laro et)otio of our agrhuimftlulal
)opuitoll to fiid noW Jo)N (Or t llloiplotooId, 1111d to 111150 the otitilithid or
lvigiof the Anrlatc a ooplo, the vohhfttE ' favors the Aloptioni of al lirdorly

program of intornatomi tritdo,
TI horn ulttoo Is oonv~inud that suoh a program In alo noclosoary to provoti

the growth of rog,1 ullitato whiobl ha Ap)pollrOd In the omiltnrlom that mnavo
Attempted to dlmvolop greptour melf-suflloomoy, Tito vast roo'gatnization of Inthig.
trYv ind agrIoulturo wfileh a program of ocononilo Isolation Ctdemands wouIld 1)0
etreieioty aitllftu l slid pr1h y could not be carried out within a short thne
oxuopt by3' outright (Iitlltol-11ipt . No lip sorvico to donoornoy cnl limitro tho
progvVatloi tf our ingtflttloiis 11ud1oR thle fundamuntl (lofoot III our otloliiiu
myotomis aro corretitodi Far' front ronlloving 811h 1tItoutm, the j)0110o 0o ollcwulo
natlalsilli iitolv 1ioctittiatoR themi.

Nilloo tile toullltt'eo lis litlsntloi t00 Iroblomo tOrei011 trade front the stand.it
nt of the broadeitist Intturtst of the Auerlean 0 wop, It wimhiod to 1tr-08 the relit.

101 1)ip hotwe world police and1 orerly hitrhlalt ioal otnotioildu tooioritloii.
At yo0 Mile0 .4lito IlNS8 halvo so 1)111113 volcoS oxprommed the four of 1111liii1t , witr.
HIo far, the ohief response to this growing fatr ias bll all Inroease ill mi ltiry
atti naval it )projpriatiols. (Joverpnontw everywhere tro following i 3)01103' of
drift. Bunt ft %-'at Is to be avorted, the Ildori-IIng pamuss of tho present woiirld
distress tmrItt be attocked, It Is oularllttl- to state that the loa ding elt(ils of irost-ll
day tot0Ilois 15t altiollilimi." IiI the VoIIiitlttoto' ni op ti, hIowovor tile unti-
foreign mood011 of many countries Is largely title to world ceonomie inladjustloolits,
If otne nation Cannot oxolian o itN ourphimes for th s urpluses of anothior nation,
political tlitieoultiom of a 11102 ser'ious nature arige. Should leading goveIlllonts
Diake a detormind effort to remoVe those Ifterlatioal niah fl&dj U~tll01tly, the
omniitoeo blloveo that political atlinomite would blti to subsido, In Its

opinion the greatest Immediate contribute ion which the United States can make
to forestall a iiow world catastrophe is thu inauguration of a foreign-trado program
based upon the priloiple of a voluntary and Mutually advantagous exa sauige of
goods And mervioces This implies a readjustment of the American economic
structure so as to to make possible the obsorption of importl tiny effort to
resumeto a one-way trade will meaen further disorganization. The Amican
peo mu')t ocoe i Import- as well ai eixport'.ininded,

The Importan eo altil.kintmg tieI tletnational cnuses of thu depression mas
beent frequoneitly stressed by members of the adinietration, III his radio aiddress,
of May 7, 11)33, Proesidont iooovelt declared: "We canl fat III all probability,
a fair measure of jpromperity return In thu United States, ma It will. pot he par.
nationt tunies we got ai return to prosperity all over the world," In address-
Ing the Montoviieo Conference on December 12, 1933, Secretary ill) do.
clared: "1* * * full, stable, And durable business recovery Can only be
effected by tho restoration of International trade and finance to ant extent mutually
profltabie, " In all address oil Novemiber 20, 1933, Secretary of Comoerce Ro or
declared: "We cannot expect any permanent, long-range bonotfis through tho
lriited approach of a sinigle nation." Finally, his blstrlkii ig pamplet, "Aiiirca
Must Chiwtme", Sopretary of Agriculture Wallace pleads for a prompt decision
upon the Intorrational question. Doapite those and other declarations, tile
Amorieah Cotgross has done little as yot to change the fundamloentals of the post-
war foreign commeorcl a)0loy of the Unitod States, Tlls Anomalous situation
callnot lat e')muc longer. The tmno has come to convert Words into deeds. As a
matter of sul-interest the United States must immediately take stops to forom-
late a long-range commercial policy.

It. TI PRINCIPLES OP A NEW FOUEIGN-THADE POLICY

Tile committee conmidiers tariff revision to he an essential contribution to
(OlIlCstio recovery. - InI many instances the present tarif coistittites a tax upon
the Aierelan peollie as a woiAol for the protootion of specially favored grotips.
Dr, Mordecal Ezekiel, econiomice advisor tt tie I)epartznet of Agriculture,
rocenItly tted that only 8 nilltl oullt of the 150 million galiu ihily occupied workers
fin 1920 had boon1 em~loyed fin industries which received n direct beneflt fronl
the existing tariff I re.i4dent lItosovett, in his nuess4age to ,otigrosm of iebruary
8, 1934, 1 iiled *atteitioni to tlhl stlteinonlt that tle sugar tariff aitllualliy Cost thi
American peIple $200,000,000, while the value of the annual otttltt of tho
domeotc suar Interests l)rotected by this tariff is only $60,000,000.

Two vO mIore ext reme examlhes 1llila' bie cted. A 00-percent dutty i imtlhlosed
today rpoIt thto iiiortation of embroidered liellct imkcrchloifs. Novertiwles4s,
only*90 000 st'h ilalikorehlufs were produced within the country (uriltg 1931 In
coilnparlsolt with 2,260,000 which were Imptjorted. Simlarly, InI order to protect
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phi ollvo-oll Ildustry p)roidinlg only 2 raroulit of tho total oiutIIOstio uongtilptl oi
Amttorloani cong'itnr m Judd 0111,t in 1031 ovor $5,000,000 In tiulom, or thu1 oqvllivalmti
of $1 it gallon on titu amount locally rduclled.,

Ofitns ly tile tariff iN to "pro c ,'" Amnorlocan Inkifrlo, Iit it form of
lprolectioll which rogIlroull tile ONoliisioi of fordin goo flooedl to may for oir
exports defatRs It own'l On by pontalIzting ofoIeiot iduhtrie in orter lo ninintalll
Ineffliciet uilts, Am it eommiequutio the Arinrlnti polo have 1)000 forced to
rodlmte their stnnldard of living to prttet grollim Whieh Hlloold he onore profitably
0(3 llieode olAewhire

Tho p)romenti adlnitration haw made a dlottritined effort to corruot tho~o
aspeetg of ou le (0 OWOIIOIUIIU AndIlI anciIl i1tygli mider %yhitlh e(ertiti groups have
prolted at the expense of the Anierlicna plIibOie. Thim task Will Oot boI Otltillood
until th tariff iR rovisod on) it to make It it truly national n114Strutuoit for the getioral
welfare rather thani for m1t00nl or spooll prIvilogo,

itgnitnn free tIrle,-Tho 'oniiltoO caiiot ropoinniiitiil t~ (litA dp)11o1 of free
tratdo or oveit a wholesale and Indivrliminatu snlawh hit American tat ir sHldules.
Tile eonomtic tructuro of tile United Otntom ia ghoit flo'vulopod under an ii.-
cronsingly proteCtivo systeml, And there Is great dagiger thaitt the immoiniate And1(
gonral removal of Audfi protection would 1iroc Ihidlumtrial cliaoo.

111111 Cns-of-petithlelio, Pric#ile.-Noither calli thu tiommiittee reponinind the
o1tiance1100 of the$) coprlliiartivo oost-of-prodcution piciotple. Under tho Tariff
Act of 1030, tariff rates are supposed to he adjsted( tO oiuah1, tM u 0 ot ROf An
Arierleni producer with those iof hi foreign competitor. Ili thu opliion oft thle
commiliitteo, thig prinolle is unsond for foor roasotim

(1) It oreetm tit) istatidari of protection am to What iiio1utrIom should )e protected
from thu standpoint of the national interest,

(2) It results lin protecting thle producer no ut Jlatter how, 1i10l1lo00ut ho nila h o,
withotit regard to t o Interest of tile cotimer or of the worker, It is a striking
fact that, today some oft our most highly protected Induatries, much as the prodliod
tion of slgar beets, pay the lowest wagai Andl have the poorest %working conditions.

(8) The litrl application of til principle as between American and foreign
prodcucr s would Mean the virtual cessation of all international trade. So long
as tariff legislation rests upon thim prinalple, tte Presidelnt will not o able to
concludle reciprocity agreements provlitdin for thu exchange of goods which call
be irodtcd mlcre chealIV at home for t-those proocuod More cheaply abroad.

I) It is impossible In 'ractico accurately to determined differences in costl of
production, Tit o tteiPf to ascertain suoh costinl foreign countripc has led to
international Irritation, while costs between vadotio units within thle Bate in-.

dustmr In the Ulted States, as well as Abroad, vary so greatly that It is dilicult
to strike ant averae which means anythln. A tariff rate, moreover which Is
based onl tile s-callod Average cost o pro(itction enables thle low-cost uNts to
make an excessive profit,

For these reasons the committee hehiovem that Congress should met aideo the
comtmparativ) cost-of-Iproduction principle And otablish a new basism for tariff
legisation.,

A tariff policy based on, nationud interstl.-T he commtteo heloves that thle tne
has come to take a niewv view of our foreign trade pohieies. Ini thle last legisltlon
governing our trade relations with other countmr I tem I in framed 1y the pull
and haul- of special Industrial and sectional interests. 'heo conmillittee believes
that in tile future each and very fpart of our commercial policy should be based
upon a carefully formulated determination of the interests of tile nation as a
whole. This national interest, for extminpIe, dmniands a policy iII foreign trade
designed to bring about a more equitable and stable relation between agriculture
and'industry at home,

In the view of thle ommirr11ttee tile nlationl interest requires almo that foreign
markets should be sought for hose branches of agriculture A( manufacture
which caln and should produce in excess of oldoiest he requtlrematentw. Ii tiler to
receive payenu it for such exports and to raise our standard of liig trir duatls
should ) loweeod upo)n those commnoodities which front thu tndt1cpol it of tile
national interest maty )0 Inure aoivaittageotisly I)urelhimedl abrotl,

To letermuine what ltiea should be lowvereo, the Governmeont should make a
thorough tutly of every branch of American Indmutry and agriculture taking
into Account the number of workers employed, wages p;aid, capital 111%.014d, alld
profits of each Inlustry. Likewise tile cnesion mhoull be stwliled whet her a
give industry or branch oif agriculture is econmically suited to the country,
whether It is iHi8le to filld Cheaper sources of supply ehse%% here, anld whether
Slie Iindustry Is important frot the stalhilti I of national defetiso. Upon the

biWIs t)f this and other dnta, which fin largo part tho TriT (ommutisisiontm ahrcoly
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1A lie 1ts 1Irr1on1411, 1the ovlornitont houtlld dooldo whore prototion should bcontinued or Iitro11 a0 cu"do wihorm It should ha re eled or' withdrawn, It would500111 o'ioar, r 6 14111id that su chlt protection 1hoitl be wIthdrownr front industrieswhich d1t 11 g ruHed of Plrotoethit provide onliy a small peponhtago of the'oqfreoeqoth (i llOf onsumpti)n, or in which thoq annual ous t plpotoattonto thu Amerlican puhlel is oeessivo lIn comlparfon with the value of tho outpu itof such Industry. Should it b)e established that a protected Industry is Makingswollen profltU, charging *nonopoiostbo lirloes, or riving unsltistaotory aervieonorally, the tariff protoothin tNat Induotry shoi ho lheowered If not abolishedIi othor word, the tariff sloi d be oniployod for proteatinT the Amerian pooleagalit doetic Inoloplstf abuses, Any industry wide i continues to rooolvobrotootion should motot certain requirements with r guard to omolooyet, profits, andtreatment (if labor. The ritiotbon should be carefully studied wJiot tor protectionof those Indostreu for wl I it Is doomed desirable could not be moure etoaplyand eicetively oxtonud through a subsidy tianu through a oustomis dulty.In working ouit i eow outninirehil pqlley, the GCovorunent should study theposgilblity of mnelSoona tariffs. rhtucs, fruits And other foodstuffN Might be Iiiiiortedtender a rduced dcty during the niontthm of the ear when alinilar dutostieproducts are not bein tmarkoted within the United Biatos, In return, other partsof the world, partioularly conutrles south of the equator intiflt Import duringtheir off-MOason Aioc'i0aci fruits at a rductioct lit the regular (Wuty.IBalace o/ pe ynmsnle and Irpaung ear trade,-JTo layir down principlesfor afuture foreigec-trade pollcy, consideration sloud het to the necessity ofentablleltint) I fix itiil eqc Ibrirum in our nUationcal bafaiteo of paylnentm, 'rihecountry ust NONkly face the fact that Ifs foreignt loans cannot be paid oxcopt bygoods aced services, 41cd that, If the Ulited States does not wish to accept sucrgoods and fervis0N, It mti#t be prepared to wipe out its foreign Investmncts,Altlought the eoittiitttte bllovem titat the general balance of payments of titleUnited states should ie considered Ii laying down a future foreign.trado program,It is oipeood to a general pu,1loy whi oh would attempt to balance off exports toand imports front any ltd vidual country. In a few exceptional cases, notablythat of Argentina, It Is highly desirable to increase our purchases for the purposeof more nearly offsetting Argentina's large Imports from us. Nevertheless,the adopIo ;f a general princlple of balauerri exports to acid imports fromiIndividual coucutrieo would destroy the so-clled triangular trade of thle worldacd thus natorlilly reduce Ictornational comterco, A sound ec ulllbrlunt i etwoen the exports and imports of thee United States may be establlsited withoutdoing Injury to thl triangular trade. The comtlttee beliovos, moreover thatit is poetuible to colltcde recilproity agreentonts without disruptlceg slt trade,Recyrdj Iratiyi.r-Th final qtuestion of principle to ho dccidied is whethr titoUnted! Status should undelrtiak tarif revision unilaterally or In ucert with otherciatlot, 'rice coUintto ht" examilnted the ar ument that the UnIted StatesShtoildi Iroceed with the revision of the tariff and the adoption of a foreigt-radlet )Ollj.%, rueardllu of tho outside world, Those who support this vIew contendcat thie rediotion of the ttriff by the United States would at once revive oconoinleforcom niot onlv it homee buct abroad thrAt the example of tie United States wouldbe ciulklIN followed by other couctiries, and that act Increase of Imprt by tlteUnited tN tatswould 1initably bo followed by an Increase of exports. Tit fearIs oprssmud that, should the United States make tariff revision depdlentt uponrociprocity, the result might be that thle United States would becono Icnvolvedin a series of trade wars. Such has been tle oxporlecc of loadcig IBuropannations applying tihe rociprocity system, Mloreover, under a reciprocity Ipolloythere would I)o a telldency0 to Incraea tariff duties for bargaining purposes aced'to peienalize nations ucwflfing to eter into commercial arrangements, so thatthe net result of reoilproult V might he an Incrcase of trade barriers, Thei# Ottawaagreements, conclude In i August 1932 betweent the United Kingdom aucl thoBritish )omnliois, dre cited as an exa plo of this tendoncy.Notwithstanding t heso argimncts, th1e1 cottiitteo supports tie prInciple, oftariff bargainlcig because it belivY's that lit tho present political situations tltoniec'e cllitteral reducto of tim tac'fr by tite Ucilted States would cnot bring abotatcorresponidling reductions on the part of other countries, cior stallize aced equaliz.erelatiolnsllps between arg Icultucre aid Industry at home,'In ordlec to avo( id tlte dwigi of tariff bargaicilcng, the committee belIeves thatreciprolty holtid be emnplovQ~l only for the puIrpo46 of Increasineg trade. It alsoholie"oe- t nt with certehci eX('QIptiod the unconditiouial nost-favordci-ceat(,cu cliucsoshlucld he retuuiceud. Thoe (xcelots to this clause htich tle conlmnitteo favors arethat It shouel1 niot aply to u'1IctOicis ucnions, tior to muultllatral agreemienicts openeto till ulti cdjeil tunis for thee -euduietion of trade barriers, Also, It might be
I Mr. (hiueuhi nertikt's it rmervatioi,,i thaet Io cannot Support tnri bargnieng nq ii t priieepie.
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(deniraibl to glarantoe thie benoflts of this clause only to those state with which
reciproolty arooiee nts areo n existence. If 20 Statces for example, make trade
agrelnounts with the United States they should all o dgivon unconditional most-
favored.lintion treatment by the United States; should 10 states fall to make
siwh agreements with the United States, they need not ob given such treatment
it they unduly restrict American trade.

Without approving the principle of quotas as the normal and general method
of regulating foreign trade, the conmmltioe rocognises that there may be cases in
whllch quotas will 1) found desirable for Itnilthil the quanity of goods upon which
givon tariff reductions tre to applly. Allowing imports above that quantity to be
admitted subject to the playient of higher dutioe would prevent tho quota from
holng inrely an iistrunoNt for reducing trade The quantitative allocation of
tlhe maret between domestic production and imports should be used only in
exceptional ciase of standard compotltive conmmoditles of which a substantial
production in the United States lha beeln developed and whlch it in not desired
unduly to disturb.

III. FORHIII N TnADMs PROiDIEDUR

A flvernmenntl tariff aetrW/.-Whother those principles will bring about the
orderly dlvelopmoenl t of the export and Import trade of thl United Stateo will
dep wnd largely upon the nature of the tariff-naking authority. Hitherto the
fixing of tariff rates has I)oen regarded a a prerogative of Congress, and the
result is well known. Indlvidual Congronmon aro subject to great pressure
from local economlo interests doesrlir protection, and te tendency has been
to trade votes, thus bringing about a gteoral inrease In dutloes with little or no
attention to thto interests of theo country a a whole. The committee expresses
the earnest hope that Congroas will over undertake another general revision of
the tariff. It holieves that Congross should defln the prinolples of future tariff
pollv and establish agonelos for their execution. But a plan calling for scientific
tariff revision involving the study of the effort of givon tariff duties obviously
mutist be carried out by the oxecutivo authority assisted by persons qualified by
oxperleneo and knowledge In view of the fact that in many foreign governments
the executive lha the power to ohango duties, the United States will roman at a
(Idladvatngo I in Intornational trade until Con ross delegates tariff powers to the
ProWident, The committoo is unnimmous In hieloving, therefore, that Congress

hloulld defiln the I)rlnoli)lpol of future tarlff polley, but that it should delegate to
thie President, within limits, the nppl)l)lation of tiono principles. Thus the Prosi-
dont should b olvon power to change the tariff, fix certain quotas, and conolulde
and put into effect reolproilty agreement,.

A question arising in this connection is how to hold the President responsible
for the proper exor!Iae of ti ths arlift-akling powers. With this end in view,
CongroNs, ii addlltlon to its right of tormlniting the oxorelso of theos powers,
should cI rect thi following safoeglnrds:

(1) It should define tih general prinlcplles which should govern the tanrff-
mnkt ing authority.

(2) It should require the President to apply theso principles only after tlvesti-
gation and report by a reorganilxz Tariff Coimmission or other adminhitrative
bod .

(3) It should require an ainnal detailed report from the President and the
Tariff Commilsion.

The committee has disesse(d the desirability of having the Obvernment provide
for a further coordination of Information and poley with regard to foreign trade
matters. It favors such steps as conducive to the odevelopmelnt of a more consist-
ent conlniercial polley in terms of our national Interest, provided that the obvious
danger of lundluly emphasiiing exports is avoided.

IV, FINANCIAL PROBLEMS

Currency depreciation.-It is generally recognized( that the competitive currency
deprecation between leading countries during the past few years has seriously
disrupted orderly international trado, increased animosity, andl provoked retalla-
ion., The enactment of the Gold Reserve Act of January 1034 by the United

States mny ultimately be a contribution to exchanlAge stabilty. The depreciation
of the American dollar has, however, automatically led to more than (5 percent
interease in the cost of imports from gold-standard countries-a barrier which will

S r. Wiarburg dissenits from this pIlrgrag i.
50150-34-1-
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contlinuo to oxI4t tIl Ainorloan prrloos havo corromlpoadilngly rimola or furtlwr
dopredlation lit foreign tiorronui toes r OCL11'N t'aitloiolal Ol)triotioll to Itert
tional tatao thumb iinpOItied efinnlot ho Wihet by it small reduction lia tariffs aid imust
ultia iatoly react aiaat Anierleata mxot. Although the ourrtmoay problem Is
too Iatriouto to be* cIoi iaod heure:1 attill, tho comiUIttoo desires to point olit'
that future tarliff rodtao tions Am id Iftke Into vool~deratioiI thle eMtnt tot whiub A
Import trildo t11i u had ldollpped by' dl1rovilitted vurreatey. Thti comlllittti
bI loHWs furlthOr thatt thu deVVelpInonlt of in1toreaatioasdi trade a1lpo11 An orderly aind
Inutatully liuivauatilgeoull basis du0pel(I aid 11) tile Co)11 luion of fil Iternat ional
euirrOaaely geaot.

)'xca~cnge moilrols.-Thli control esitablishied over fori'ega exthange by nialuroliN
jotinteiom la sorvod to elbstrtae Interniationtal trade as much porlitips 15 tarifs
and quotas. As it result, Ain alan exporterm flid that large shillm 4114) thlti, III
foreign eoititilm have boon it ttoi. I Naturally thotse exjortorm desire to suire
paytiteits before they embark 11)(11 110%% HOW etorrlmm Tho funlaa na l meliltiol
of til prblem1)l of exchange von trot livs Iit resunaly tho purchaso of goodsN fromt
debt ci voiiti-tIe 1111(11in establimhilng it solid pqialllirIuu ti thle htiltutu of flter.
miithiual pami-muta. Qaico tile Aimericanl Oovea'nmenit, 00111111t" Itself to thigh
fttttoilltettal piositiona, It 1111ty ho4 desirable to collvort, theme ''froxenil '' l'ditNit Ito
long-tral boais. Sinevt ptivanetits duio oat other otitstanldiutg ilidobtedtIONN Ialso
volltila thu exvihange avalihli, theoe iid ho ftiitdudi Intourdanceu with thu
Oultpawity to payw.

1j'xpfrl Opedls.-wilci the Coutanittee realizes tho desiraility of roasting Ia..
tornathmoal lending mtidr curtain voaaditions, It wishes1 to Point out tile ditlger 1
iaavolvud lin A Ividesprold extetislt of export credits boforo the (loveromeint imu
dufllitoly dovolopmid a motunc e oln aal policy as a whole, The danger Is that
tile Clovernmeint, may entiourago exports by easy credit MIle doing nothing to
stimu11late aIports. If #1110b IN the result we shall merely ho toverting to the
disasltrousm course followed I the past. Therp Is the further danger that govern-
ittelts may coliajoto with cacti other lit oxteadlaig cheap aoeitt to their rempective ~
exlporterso which would crvate thle sameo havoo And anilmosity s coanpettioa ii
doproolatintg ourreniels.

SUMMARY 0op Re0omMINDATIONS

1. Tatriff revisilon Is anl esential contribtiton to domestic recovery,
2, A neiv tariff ))olIoy should ho based upon thle Interest of the nation asl a

whole. 811011 Interest (Iqkfandsi a foreign trade policy designed to bring about &
more eqitlable anid stable relationship between agriculture anid Industry. It
also ruc1'.Iros that forelin market should bo sought for those branchesm or agri-
loalture viu manufacture which can and should produce lin excess of domestic
req uIronmto.

3. Sice ala increase of Imports Is essential to development of foreign trade I-
protection should be withdrawn front Industries whicht, despite a long period ol
protection, provide onaly a small poeentage of the requirements of Anierletut
consumption, or Iit which tile annual cost of protection Is excessivoln collparlson.
to tho valuep of their output.

4-. rho Govermnat should study the possibIlity of seasonal tariffs,
8. A now foreign trade policy must, be suitl as to establish a sound equilibriulm

in our national balance of payments,

3 Nat~ , imikeg thle reservation that ,th? devoios'ment of international trado depends on tlia
reestnhalsh il t f ute ltol ali 1mentilry stail lard lilt( currency stability."'

Air. Hwing iuitke 4 4ie following sevat ion, "An lio1101 (1io1tir ouivee ostablisheu d11 proper l nd aluto*
Inaiiily revunlte' I on " dex figures of basic comnionumo at their world prices, ith j iroae lonc o
location 111111 1 rauspeirtaii on, would vut t astil)I to gimublinp In foreign exchatigo, Sue it (,Oliar would not

onlygue~tly o~tc trae reatios wiii oher ountiesht eli' us fin arrIving ait it fairotdjusmient of foreign
oil1~s, It Is at hillacy I o think th lt iiaeil States has to wait ol tiny other country to esthil tin honle4t,

Voimi. Tle most~ hmit use of forelgo trade 14 to helpuovercomii tue wlilsijaritylhero tit hiomie between
eur ivllstock hl air, our form itillor, our ndu~arial dollar, mid outr labot lr iit.01

4 MI. Wi~tlietto mnokeq ilia following reservation: "I cannot jolin In 11it recoil)1111IneuI fioils as to F'orignt
Trade l'rovodutre. 'Vhore tire other expressions I dot not agre wit. It Is essetial to restore thle vohmnio
of emx11u1jje of goods null services, foreign and donmestiu, The measures recommended are generally sound

ate Ste1ilAlt,'
Mlr. $oule tmaukes (lil following resevrvalt~o: "The m~eltlurns here recommaendied are oesirahilo aI iane.

olinto atells. A s lt g, however, its oilr In ternal eonomy? Is Ilont socially 1 datiled a1n3 Controlled, there wlil
be grave tiilier 11that1u1t, typo (if forelin trade regulat 111 will be oirnied out in such at wily its not, to cOn.
form w%,ilt thle basil vli 1ev which the coummittco iippirovui. Toiffm maiiy Ile adjtusted or (1110111$ Inny be
set $0 a4 ito fiv{r .41,lilt fill finere-,ts, to the dietriment, of tile needsq of ilhe people Is u1 whole, wheil thI author-

tq %st ,lit i'rsihents 11111 coaiuuoo mias well as wllion it rests %%I1 tat linress. It shols OlNo ImI
out hat If ouir Internal llroillut ion were soihlly planned arid conirolle'l. thle best solution of tale

otrotl Icprisl~ieuln -ould hle lit soim, form of (iovatipiueut mioopoly, which would obviate oll necessity

for fiuch V1humusy expeulleut.s its torillts or qulottis.''
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0, ''e tariff Hli(tild bu rywlwnd 1y tiioi ofu rOf rooitvroolty I 110tgotth u lahWt# In
or'tir to avoid thu (an rm of tariff bargaillthig, roalproolty Wiould ho ompioyod

. tfor jto 1)oQ (ip io f roasig trado,
'f'. Tet intooditiial ))l05t-lavor0LI-I9Rt11iolltu O oulO 0 1)0 rotailhod With

eortalb owoatlong.,
8. WVhillo lUoigress shoud dotio tho pritilpits of fuIturo tartliff pooy, It should

dot 101to to tat 1're(ldo it tho P11wer to Ohango tarlis, fix mortal i u qotav, 411d ool1
v(111111,11(1 1 Alt iiitto DIoft rovIlPriolty agreeomt,

0 , 'iTI1( reti~tellt i41t011(1i ) ly tho(N I)rhillIhi o fttr hivotigatiot and
rciport, by it rorgaullixed iara CoinudsisoNI or othor niittaIs11)trative body.

10, Nlituro t arlroditlioiu should take litto couplderatioau the oxtortt to whioir
1111 mrt tra(uf has Ihwu h I(tidalppvm by dollreolatod ourreniq-6

I'1' 4Th do volo in i i mt of Itothat'lootil trudo dtl)(tlo pen 1w) the cotolusloti of an
Inrlrnatiolnal ourrotov argrumoht.

12, VX011alligo conftt'im vitiat ho roiovod tonly mhiIti crodCitor emnIItriosi romtio
mitrohio of V1w4(I frol o tetr coutror Oie ao tu Milted $tatooouu almnts Itolf
o tis postilul, It n1itty ho ivfrablo to comvort 'frovotu" orolits tnto long-torin

13, Whilo It IN (lt'siribh)lo to r(1811lto iitoranval io wding mnidr oortnh con.
dlltIonts, thero i dIluftor iii the 'Iousmproad oxtonsloiu of export oreits )ofore the
Otwovrnmtent has deveiop)od a soit~n( comaatorolal voi10y,

Mr. SToNEk. 't 'Pe work of this commitittee wits an effort) to study the
problem of our tWriff and commercial policy not from the viewpoint
of any stictional interest, or any partioutaor commercial or economic or
agricultural interest in the country, but from the viewpoint of the
interests of the Nation as a whole,

The members of the committee were selected from various parts of
the country among outstanding economists, academic economists
publishers, and others in different sections of the country who had
influence.

Tliey cane on to 'Washington and attempted to make a very thor-
ough canvass of the broad problem confronting our country, and to
draw certain cronclusions,

Senator WALHs , When was this?
Mr, STONN, This was in February, just before this bill was sub-

mitted to Conreses,
I anm submitting this report primarily because the conclusions

reached by this committee correspond alst point after point, with
the policies carried out in the bill whlc6 is now before you.

Senator WAALS. When did you start your committee? When did
you kart studying this question?

Mr, Sror#1, The committee was organized in'the end of December
or the first oi January and, before they met'here in'Wasslington, they
studied the question at some Ingtb through questionnaires and
mnemoranda that. weres'bnnuittedto them.

Sonator WAL0sW. Mt. Sayrie ia t prominent member of your comn-
initteo, is he not?

Mr, Sroxo. No; Mr. Sayre was not. Mr. Sayre at that time, I
think, had Just come, or was just about to come on to, Witshington,
andl he did not join the association,

Senator WAtLS. A pAorominent member of your association?
Mr. kSTO Yes. ha. been a inember of our association, in

Washington.
I won't burden you with the sumnmaxy of1 the conclusions roachied by

the committee, but I might simply say that they do, sir, favor giving
the Presidont uthority to enter reiproal trade agreements ond to
raisO an( lower tariff rates, as provided in this bill.

n901PHOUAAt THAhlD O ACnIRNIMMUNTSI~; S
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The committee reached the conclusion that the tariffs should be
reduced by means of reciprocity negotiations; that the unconditional
most-favored-nation clause should be retained, with certain exceptions
and that, while Congress should define the principles of future tariff
policy, it should delegate to the President the power to change rates,
to fix quotas, and to conclude and put into effect reciprocity agree-
ments.

I would like to submit that whole thing for the record.
(The recommendations of the Committee on Commercial Policy are

hereinbefore set forth in full.)
The CHAIRMAN. Well, if there is anything else you want to put in

the record, all right.
Thank you very much.
Is Mr. Mollin here of Denver, Colo., representing the American

National Live Stock Association?
Mr. MOLLIN. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Iow much time Mr. Mollin?
Mr. MOLJIN. I think about 15 minutes. I am the only representa-

tive of the American cattle industry.
The CHAIRMAN. All righ,.

STATEMENT OF F . MOLLIN, DENVER, COLO., SECRETARY,
AMERICAN NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION

Mr. MOLLIN. My name is F. E. Mollin. I am secretary of the
American National Live Stock Association, with headquarters at
Denver, Colo.

Our membership consists largely of range cattle growers in the 17
States west of the Missouri River. We have more than 100 State,
regional, and local associations affiliated with us,

In appearing in opposition to H.R. 8687 it is our view that the
granting of such vast powers altering the well-known and 100-year
maintained policy, to the President, is necessarily'equivalent to giving
them to the Department of State.

It may be that this Department knows there is an agricultural
problem in this country, but it has in the past made representations
in behalf of foreign governments on matters of such grave importance
as the quarantine against foot-and-mouth disease, that we are some-
what fearful of adding to its already great powers.

Besides, representatives of the agricultural producers do not even
know their way around over there, as our contacts have been with the
departments that have in the past dealt with our affairs.

It may be quite necessary to keep on good diplomatic relations with
foreign countries, but it is also fairly important to maintain similar
relations with the agricultural producers of this country.

The best market in the world is the home market here in the United
States. I do not believe any foreign country is going to buy anything
from us that is does not need, and consequently that we cannot sub-
stantially expand our foreign trade except at the expense of some
group of domestic producers. Most of the foreign countries that are
pressing for action m connection with this matter of reciprocal treaties
desire to buy our automobiles and other products of industry, paying
for them with agricultural products of which we already have a
surplus.
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The inequality of the tariff prior to 1929 was one of the major causes
for the present distress in the agricultural industry.

Our position as to the relation between agricultural rates and indus*
trial rates was improved somewhat in the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act.

We can, therefore readily understand why it is that industry is
urging that this bill should be enacted into law. It wants to go back
to the old more-favored position.

But we cannot understand how it will help the return of prosperity
in this country to sell more automobiles and other manufactured
products, taking in payment cattle, bides, wool, or wheat as the case
may be.

An expansion of trade based upon the old theory of free raw mate-
rials will complete the ruin of agriculture.

As an example of the situation that already confronts us, the
imports of canned meats during the year 1933 were almost double
those in the previous year. The failure to provide an adequate duty
on hides in the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act caused the dumping of more
than 70 million pounds of hides during 3 months last fall attracted
by a spark of life in the market, causing a drop of 5 or 6 cents a pound.

The report of the Tariff Commission dealing with the results
derived from reciprocal trade agreements negotiated in the past indi-
eates that they have not been particularly helpful in the promoting
of international goodwill, and were not especially advantageous to
this country.

The most extensive experiment along this line was the proposed
agreement with Canada ii 1911, which permitted free entry into this
country of many agricultural products.

We dare not risk such an experiment today with most of our major
agricultural commodities depending upon the A.A.A. for help.

Only last week the first meeting of cattlemen, since the passage of
the Jones-Connally amendment making cattle a basic commodity
was adopted, was held at Chia, and Mr. Chester Davis, adminis-
trator of the A.A.A., was uthdita iBi ediately to appoint a com-
mittee of 25 cattle bmimdn and feedes tefomulate a comprehensive
plan for the ind ry. .i.

It is unfair 4ii /e~piii eithat we should . faced with increased
competitiownitherE the meditim of reolproal treaties calling for
lower tariffai.W w i s ,.

Instead, thd AA.A. act apuwm us that we are to have added tariff
protect W~I to br .Oi taz Usssed against the
industry t of the lst industry wil
quickly underth iA .A.

We i t re th a ipoit in oveprodution but we
soon wil if we fail to t' measures to d k prodtion, which has
incresl wi ear sineal 92 , / i t. I ..

We ar t dle th vAtlt 'ire -fls s i t hern Mexico
with theih0j len theuaiUmted States wn thebrs are lowered.

There'i&iTY f 'f iItsb fUnited Statar, eral thousand
Mexican att r bond, ader wha bio ive to be a mis-
interpretati arehous og iso sent law, hoping
to pay a 10o00,e ;

here is no onference report on
the revenue bill, rious ils. That tax
had the support of t dustry, and yet it could
be immediately reduced, a pending bill.
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Senator CONNALY. Mr MrMollin, right thore I don't want to argue
with you, but it is our construction of this bill that the domestic excise
taxes are not affected by it, so I think you can feel assured that the
foreign-oil amendment, which is contained in the revenue bill, would
not be affected. I thought I would tell you about.

Mr. MOLLIN. I am glad to know that. The whole thing would
be contrary to the program of the A.A.A. to advance agricultural
prices if, indeed not of the spirit of the N..A., with its program of
short hours and high wages.

There is also to consider the protection against the introduction of
foot-and-mouth disease provided in the Smoot-Hawley tariff bill.
There should be no possible tampering with this quarantine measure
for any diplomatic reason.

I looked into this matter a year ago, and Dr. John R. Mohler, clief
of the Bureau of Animal Industry, advised me that the estimated cost
of the seven or eight outbreaks of this disease in the last 30 years was
almost $200,000,000. Many of these outbreaks were traced to South
America.

Just as sure as you relax the present stringent quarantine, just so
sure, sooner or later, we will have another outbreak of that dread
disease. No informed person, in the light of past experience, of
numerous outbreaks, at least two of which were controlled only with
great difficulty, and by the application of most drastic and stringent
measures, dares to question that statement.

In view of the attitude of Secretary Wallace as set forth in America
Must Choose, in view of the statements that have been made by
administration officials with regard to the beet sugar industry, the
sheep industry, et cetera, in view of the fight made by Secretary
Dern to prevent an excise tax being placed upon the increasing flood
of coconut oil coming from the Philippine Islands, we do not like the
idea of tariff-making behind closed doors.

Logrolling may have its evils, tariff-making by Congress may not
be entirely scientific, but the record of diplomatic intrigue during
the past 20 years gives no indication of the millenium having arrived.

We intend no disrespect to the President. We realize the tremen-
dous burden he already carries, and the impossibility of his giving
more than nominal consideration to the host of aggravating problems
that will immediately press for attention should the proposed bill be
enacted into law.

If the present law is to be changed at all, at least you should provide
for a public hearing where interested parties may present the facts
in regard to their commodities. We believe also that the Senate
should retain its right of approval before any treaties negotiated by
the executive department become effective.

Senator CONNALLY. Well, Mr. Mollin, you were assigned 15 min-
utes, and you are not using it all so I will take a little of it.

So far as the foot-and-mouth disease and the quarantine and sani-
tary regulations are concerned, of course, the change in tariff rates
would not in anywise interfere with that.

Mr. MOLLIN. Yes; but section 2 here, on page 2, says:
To proclaim such modifications of existing ditties and other import restrictions.

These were import restrictions.
Senator CONNALLY. Well, it is an import restriction, in a sense,

but it is based upon a whole lot different theory, and I just want to
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say that I am sure the President and the Department of Agriculture,
under Dr. Mohler, would not modify that without advice.

The President would not modify that without advice.
Mr. MOLLIN. I am sure Dr. Mohler would not modify it, and if

his view prevailed we would be all right.
Senator CONNALLY, Well, of course, you know my attitude on that.
Mr. MOLLIN. You had two outbreaks in Texas. You know all

about it.
Senator CONNALLY, We know all about that, and you know how

aggressive I have been in maintaining that quarantine against Ar-
gentina and other countries, where the foot-and-mouth disease is
prevalent.

Mr. MOLLIN. Well, Senator, If there is any doubt about the pro-
vision, don't you think that language could be clarified?

Senator CONNALLY. I think we will call that to the attention of the
Departments and see if we cannot work out something along that
line, because I am sure it is not the intention to disturb that, because
that is a sanitary regulation, and not a tariff duty at all.

Mr. MoLLIN. Well, we read articles in the paper about what the
Argentine delegation wants to do about bringing in cattle.

Senator CONNALLY. And, of course, you are aware of the Presi-
dent's statement, during the campaign, that he had no intention of
lowering duties on agricultural commodities and products.

Of course, I am interested in maintaining the tariff on cattle, because
you know it was my amendment to the act of 1930 that lifted the duty.

Mr. MOLLIN. Yes, sir,
Well, we are just trying to work out a cattle program, Senator,

tinder your amendment, and it would ruin everything if we had a
different situation to confront.

The CHAIRMAN Thank you very much, Mr. Mollin.
Mr. Emery, how long do you want?
Mr. EMERY. I hope, Mr. Chairman, you can give me about 20

minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. I had hoped you could cut it short because we

have got to go over there at 1:30, and you appeared before the
House and discussed the matter very futy, a report of which we
have here before us.

Mr. EMERY, This bill has been changed since then and contains
features that I should like to discuss.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we would like for you to confine yourself,
if you could, to any changes in the bill, so that you will not repeat.

Mr. EMEnY, I do not want to repeat. I will try to conserve your
time in every way that I can and do justice to those whom I represent.

STATEMENT OF JAMES A. EMERY, WASHINGTON, D.C., GENERAL
COUNSEL, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS

Mr. EMERY. Mr. Chairman, I represent a general organization of
manufacturers producing every variety of commodity, in all the
States of the Union, and our comments upon the proposal before you
are necessarily addressed to the policy and to the nature and to the
extent of the authority proposed and its effect upon industry generally.

You have heard from individual industries as to their views of its
effect upon themselves.
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Now, from what we have to say, Mr. Chairman necessarily, if their
construction of this bill is incorrect, such suggestions or criticisms as
we have to offer will, themselves, need correction; and for that reason
I venture to ask your indulgence while, for the moment, we undertake
to present our view of the bill itself.

It is an amendment to the Tariff Act of 1930 which would authorize
the President to negotiate and make effective by proclamation, with-
out resubmission to the Senateor to the Congress, trade agreementswith
any foreign nation, regulating the admission of imported goods, to
secure reciprocal foreign markets for our domestic products.

I quote: "Whenever he", the President, "finds that any existing
duties or other import restrictions are unduly burdening and restrict-
ing the foreign trade of the United States."

To execute this policy the measure grants the President the follow-
ing power of tariff bargaining:

First. By foreign-trade agreements to modify existing import duties
by increasing or decreasing the same by not more than 50 percent of
the existing rate. He may not transfer any article between the duti-
able and the free list, but he may change the form of any duty from a
specific or ad valorem rate, or vice versa, and the classification of any
article, which goes to the whole administrative body of the tariff.

Second. He may modify or remove any import restriction, a vitally
important power.

That is, any prohibition, or charge, or exaction imposed by duties
or regulations upon imports, or he may agree to an additional restric-
tion, not now existing.

To illustrate, this would apply to such restrictions as cover various
forms of Government subsidized and aided commodities and products
of forests or convict or indentured labor that is represented by section
807 of the Tariff Act of 1930.

Third. He may agree to stabilize or fix an existing rate or the free
treatment of any article, or the rule of administration with respect to
it, as an element in the making of a trade agreement.

To that extent the President may fix the tariff status of any article
for the life of an agreement, good until such agreement is denounced.
Thus the power is granted not merely to modify duties or to remove
import restrictions but to determine the length of time within the life
of the. agreement that any particular article may be separately so
treated.

Fourth. The President's powers extend to the imports of every
country, whether directly or indirectly imported into the United
States, save that exclusive preferential treatment is assured to Cuban
commodities.

Fifth. This bill is an amendment to the Tariff Act of 1030. It
repeals all provisos in that act directly countervailing duties to en-
large the play of the tariff bargaining power, and as these are enumer-
ated in the bill, itself, there is ito need to call them to your specific
attention.

Sixth. It modifies the so-called "flexible powers" of the Tariff
Commission by amending section 336 of the Tariff Act of 1930 so
that such powers there reposed may not be exercised with respect to
any imported articles which becomes the subject of a trade agreement.

Seventh. It modifies the third paragraph of section 311 of the
Tariff Act of 1930, applying to the manufacture of floor in bonded
warehouses from imported wheat, so it shall not apply i<, any trade
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agreement which does not assure the United States preferential duties
with respect to flour.

Eighth. The powers granted to the President are limited to 3
years from the enactment of the bill, The trade agreements entered
Into, however, are terminable but not terminated at the end of 3
years from the date they become effective. If not terminated by
their terms within 3 years, they may be brought to an end by not
more than 0 months' notice. There is, therefore, nothing in the bill
limiting the period for which trade a grements may be made.

The limitation is on the exercise of the President's power but not
upon the life of the agreement into which lie may enter.

Ninth. It is expressly provided that nothing in the act is to be con-
strued to authorize cancelation or reduction of the indebtedness of
any foreign country to the United States.

That, I trust, is not an incorrect analysis of the powers of this bill.
The National Association of Manufacturers, as a great body of

industrialists has every confidence in the good faith and high intelli-
gence of the President. It believes he should be authorized to nego-
tiate and enter into trade agreements that may advance the foreign
trade of the United States, without restriction as to whether the article
are removable to or from the free list, but we cannot believe that the
President should be authorized to conclude such agreements and
make them effective without any reference to Congress.

First, as a valid exercise of the treaty-making power, if this is a
treaty, then it is more than a contract with the foreign nation. It
becomes the supreme law of the land and it cannot become the
supreme law of the land until it shall be ratified by the Senate as has
been frequently held in decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
States; but, if it is not to be treated as a treaty, but is to be treated
as an executory agreement, as a regulation of commerce, or as an
exercise, within limits of a modification of the taxing power of the
Congress of the United States, which may be itself either a regulation
of commerce or an exercise of the taxing power, or a mixture of both,
then it must be done in accordance with the clear principles of law
and legislative practice.

If a trade agreement is authorized with reference to specific articles
or an exchange of clearly defined reciprocal advantages, under a clear
and intelligible standard of conduct prescribed by the Congress, and
leaving the Executive without discretion in the making of the regula-
tion of commerce, or determining in his discretion the rule under
which imports are to be taxed or their admission restricted-to au-
thorize the Executive otherwise is to delegate the legislative power that
is to give discretion in the making of the regulation under which im-
ports are to enter the United States and I submit to this committee
that the standard of conduct herein laid down-that is, that the
President may exercise the powers that are reduced, under the lan-
guage of this bill, to this:

Whenever In his opinion, any articular duty or any particular import restric-
tion unduly burdens or restricts tho foreign trade of the United States-

A rule of conduct so vague that it reposes in the President what
amounts to a power to determine the policy as to the making of the
rule under which a tax will be collected or under which commerce
shall be regulated and under which imports shall enter the United
States.
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That becomes more significant as you examine the nature of the
power I have pointed to you. For example, it is, itself, the very
kind of power that Congress exercises in the making of a tariff nct,
because it determines, through its committees and its ultimate action,
whether or not a particular regulation of commerce, a particular
restriction, or a particular rate unduly burdens or restricts the foreign
trade of the United States, or has this or that effect upon it, and when
it turns over to another, without a more definite standard, the deter.
mination of the modification or the withdrawal or the repeal of an
import restriction, or of the fixing of a rate of duty under an indefi-
nite standard, or of the freezing of a rate, or of the placing of any
article or commodity upon a free list for a definite length of time, in
agreement with a foreign nation, it has withdrawn the powers of
Congress for the moment except by legislation, and has exerted
what is in its very nature, legislative power, and not the execution of
legislative authority by the administrative branch of the Government.

I want to call the committee's attention in that regard to the very
clear line of cases that were presented in the course of the discussion
of the flexible tariff where the endeavor there was to determine----

The CHAIrMAN. You do not contend that that is the only condition?
Mr. EMERY. Sir?
The CHAIRMAN. Do you contend that that is the only condition

precedent to entering into these reciprocal trade agreements?
Mr. EmatY. Not at all. I merely take it because it is the latest

one.
The CHAIRMAN. I call your attention to the fact, since it may have

slipped your mind, since this bill was passed there has been suggested
by the administration, on line 11, page 2, the words "or" being change
to "and", so that he must not only find that any existing duties or
other import restrictions are unduly burdening and restricting the
foreign trade of the United States, but he must, in addition to that,
say, "and that the purpose above declared be promoted by the use
of the power herein conferred" and the "purposes above declared"
are found in the section 350 as set forth there.

Mr. ENERY. Yes sir.
The CHARMAN. I merely call your attention to that because,

perhaps, your argument in the House had some effect on the adminis-
tration with reference to that, because you pointed it out in your
argument there.

Mr. EMERY. Yes, sir; I did, but I would point out in addition to
that-

The CHAIRMAN. So 1 was in hopes that you would be satisfied with
that.

Mr. EMERY. Well, I would, Senator, if I were not confronted with
your own powerful argument to the contrary.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
We did make a very powerful argument, although it was contrary

to your view at the time.
Mr. EMERY. No, sir; but you made one which I think is unanswer-

able so far as the principle to which I now refer is now concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am satisfied that that was unanswerable,

but I would not convey that thought to my Republican brethren, or
convince them.

Mr. EMERY. You, however, conveyed it to the public, Senator. a
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I notice that the importance of the retention and protection of this
very principle to which I refer cannot bh better stated nor more
strongly emphasized than by the general statement of the minority
Members of the Senate Finance C(ounitteeo, who now constitute so
latre a part of the majority members of the present committee.

They were addressing the public in objection to a grant to the
Executive of far less authority-

The CIVAIrnAN. That haR beon put in the record several times, and
is in the record many, many times

Mr. ERuM Y. Yes, sir; and I have no desire to touch on sensitive
nerves. [Laughter.])

I merely quote this part of it because it-that is you-said then
that "The question involved is one that in our opinion strikes at the
very roots of constitutional Government. It concerns the preserva-
tion unimpaired of the abandonment of the power of levying taxes
by that branch of the Government which the forefathers agreed should
alone be charged with that duty and responsibility."

Of course, the distinguished Secretary of State joined in that state-
ment, in an exceedingly powerful commentary upon it, in which he
said that it was an authority that no good man should ask, and which
no bad man should receive.

The CnHAIRAN. And the ex-Secretary of State the other night, it
seems like, joined in that?

Mr. EMenR. Yes, sir. It seems as rapidly as one has made a state-
ment of tremendous accuracy, the other falls into the error, but that
is an ancient human weakness,

I wanted to call the committee's attention, if I may, just to this
principle, which, it seems to me is the one that has been followed
throughout the entire body of decisions of the courts of the United
States.

It was the issue represented in discussion of ths flexible tariff and
that was whether or not the standard of conduct which was there laid
down was clear and intelligible, by which Congress established a yard-
stick to which the Executive was required to conform.

Now, in turn, that rests upon this fundamental principle, that
Congress may not delegate the power to pass the law, but it may pas
a law to delegate the power to find some fact or circumstance or con-
dition upon which the act of Congress becomes effective.

Congress may and frequently has vividly authorized executive
officers, boards, and commissions to ascertain and apply facts to give
effect to a preordained Congressional policy.

Within the limits of such policy Conress may confer unquestioned
discretion upon its executive agents in the accomplishment of its
purpose.

ThIe general principle under which authority may be delegated by
the Congress to executive agencies has been the frequent subject of
judicial consideration. Three definite statements of the law have
been referred to with frequent approval by the Supreme Court of the
United States during the past 30 years:

The legislature cannot delegate its power to make a law, but It can make a law
to delegate a power to determine some fact or state of things upon which the law
makes or intends to make, its own action depend. To deny this would be to
stop the whels of government. There are many things upon which wise and
useful legislation must depend, which cannot be known to the lawmaking power
and must, therefore, be a subject of inquiry and determination outside the halls of
legislation (Locke's Appeal, 72 Penn. 491).
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The true distinction Is between the delegation of power to make the law which
necessarily Involves a discretion as to what it shall be and conferring authority
or discretion as to its execution to be exorcised under and in pursuance of the law.
The first cannot be donor; to the latter no valid objection can be made (Cindin
nati I'., (* Z. R. Company v. Clinton County Commssioners, I Ohio State 88).

Half the statutes on our books are, in the alternative, dependent on the discre.
tion of some person or persons to whom Is confided the duty of determining
whether the proper occasion exists for executing them. It cannot be raid that the
exercise of such discretion is the making of the law (Moors v, Reading, 21 Penn.
202).

All the above cases cited with approval in Field v. Clark (143 U.S.
040); United States v. Grimaud (220 U.S. 105); and Hlampton, Jr., d&
Co. v. United States (276 U.S. 304).

What I want to call to the committee's attention, if I may, in this
regard is the further commentary on that, especially, and that is that
the Congress or any legislative body may not give the executive
authority to determine tihe policy or tle rule itsel .

They may give him discretion with respect to the means by which
their will shall be executed, but it is their will that must be clearly
stated.

Now that, I want to call to your attention is very clearly shown in
the McKinley Act of 1800 ant(in the succeeding Dingley Act of 1807
in the Payne-Aldrich Act of 1009 in the Underwood Tariff Act ot
1913, and in the so-called "agricultural tariff act" of 1910.

In each one of these cases tfle Congress was authorizing the Presi-
dett to enter into negotiations to establish trade agreements, specify-
ing either the articles that were to be made the subject of agreement,
the concessions that were to be required, or, within an area, the char-
acter of the concessions, in clear and intelligible terms, so that, as the
Supreme Court said when the McKinley Act came into the Supreme
Court, in the Field case:

There is here no exerclso of Executive lawmaking and no violation of the treaty-
making power, for what is here occurring is that the Executive is undertaking to
determine whether or not American products are treated with equality and
reasonableness b)y a country whoso goods are now on the free list, with respect to
five articles.

And with respect to these five articles the President was author-
ized to keep them on the free list as long as that power continued to
so act.

Congress laid down in that act, as it laid down in the succeeding
acts, a perfectly definite yardstick, and the President acted under
that yardstick; while here, instead of a yardstick, there is a reposing
of a discretionary authority to determine, in the first instance, whether
a restriction or import duty unduly burdens the foreign commerce,
and in practice men might have different views on that, so that it
cannot be said to be a definite yardstick.

In the second place, he is given, with respect to the powers that are
to be exercisendand the agreements into which he has entered, which
become contracts with foreign commerce, a tremendous, wide-spread
discretionary authority whfch determines the character of the tax
that shall be laid, the character of the regulation of commerce which
shall be reposed and whether or not restrictions that have been laid
by Congress shall be removed, the entire area of restriction the modi-
fication of it the repeal of it, the alteration of it, the addition to it,
and is entirely in hand.
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To illustrate, where you passed section 307-and, of course, you will
understand that by the illustration I am not undertaking to abbrevi-
ate; I am merely picking out a most definite mians of picturing the
condition to which I address my remarks-there, you will remember
that there was a long debate in both Houses as to whether the pro-
hibition upon convict-made goods should have a proviso that made
any exception on it, where the goods that were made by convict
labor were not produced in the United States at all, and there was
therefore, no competition with them, and consequently whether it
should include forced labor or indentured goods, and there was a
debate over the question of what forced labor was, and how you
would define it, if at all.

Now, there, for example is a section of the statute.
Under this bill the President has the power to remove any one of

those restrictions in the making of an agreement, to modify them, or
to impose an additional restriction.

Well if the power to do that, without any standard other than the
determination by him as to whether or not it burdens or unduly
burdens foreign commerce of the United States, is not the power of
lawmaking, then I have never seen it in operation.

Now you understand Mr. Chairman, although I do not understand
its nature, but from the public prints we are informed that at a
conference of those charged with the responsibility of directing the
affairs of the Senate, there is some agreement to the effect that an
amendment will be proposed to the bill, providing for a hearing of
the industries to be affected by the trade agreements.

Of course, I only speak from what we have seen in the public prints
this morning.

If legislation were to be enacted in any form, that is a vitally
important matter at this time, because-

The CHAIRMAN. We were in hopes that that might satisfy you.
Mr. EMERY. Well, it would go a long way to improve the situation,

Senator.
Of course in that connection, may we call you attention to the fact

that the industries of the United States are facing a condition quite
different from that to which we have been accustomed, under the
President's reemployment agreement, and under the codes, we are-
acting as units, now, as industries, and it has been the policy of the
administration, as expressed in section 1, subdivision F, of the Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Act to recognize that the condition
created by the codes or by the President's reemployment agreement
might so profoundly affect the costs of operation in American business
as to authorize the President, whenever it was established that the
imports were coming in in such volume as to threaten the successful
operation of an industry under a code that he was at thorized under
a specific rule there laid down to establish, if necessary, on a proper
hearing, a quota system or even to utter an embargo so that to the
extent, of course, that any trade agreements were entered into, trade
agreements may repeal that section, and, while it recognized and, I
trust, it still recognizes the condition which may be brought into
existence by code operation, the increase of costs that are necessarily
affected by diminished hours and increased wages, which have been
cheerfully met, generally, by the industries of the United States-I
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trust that the Senate, in contemplating this bill, will not overlook the
necessary relation between that section and legislation of this kind
that is entered into, so that if hearings are to be had at any time by
the industries to be affected, they should be adequate hearings, in
which the industry has reasonable notice and an opportunity to
present the situation in which it stands.

Otherwise, the very policy which was recognized as essential to the
successful operation of the coded industries under the N.R.A. would
be jeopardized by tihe possible making of tariff agreements which
would profoundly affect these industries and their remedy would be
immediately repealed by the operation of the agreement.

Moreover, we trust that the committee will recognize that, of course,
as men of wide experience in public affairs, they perceive the economic
condition of the United States. They know that the whole world is
in a state unlike any other which it has passed in our lifetime.

The instability of foreign exchange the general instability of eco.
nomic conditions throughout the world, the general decline in world
trade, and the fact that the United States has been passing through
the tail end of the depression, which had already struck with full
force abroad, has made a comparison between our situation and theirs
a difficult one, subject to the fact that we are now receiving, or have
been receiving for the past year, the full impetus of a situation which
had affected them for a longer period of time, but from which they
were on the way to recovery, through the operation of natural forces,
when the full impact of all those associated causes that operated to
produce the depression, came fully upon us, so that that suggests, sir,
and we trust the committee will think so if in their good udgment
they are determined to enact legislation of this kindin whole or in
part, and that is that the life of agreements should be a subject of very
serious concern.

The more uncertain, the more unstable the situation in which the
agreement is to be made, the more powerful are the reasons that
should suggest the shortness of its life.

I believe in the testimony that has been offered you from the State
Department itself you will perceive that the so-called "tariff bargain
agreements" that have been entered into by European countries are
all comparatively brief in duration on the whole, and that that is a
strong reason for limiting the life of these agreements.

As the bill stands, there is no limit to their life. The limit is upon
the power of the President to exercise the authority which you give
him, but, while these agreements are terminable at the end of 3 years,
they are not terminated. They can proceed indefinitely unless either
party, on notice, likewise denounces the treaty.

It is unnecessary in the light of the testimony that has been pre-
sented here from so many industries as to their individual condition,
to undertake to emphasize the need of adequate protection for Ameri-
can industry at the present time in the condition through which we
pass.

That is apparent from the entire surroundings of world commerce,
economics, and finance.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, if you will permit me, the situation in which
you are legislating is such that the creation of any new elements of
uncertainty have a profound effect upon the situation with which
we are confronted.
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On every side, on every occasion, in all the overhanging body of
changes in public policy that stand like a cloud in the heavens, un.
certainty is the chief and most dubious. It is impossible for particu.
larly manufacturing industries to make commitments into the future,
for that they must do in the purchase of material, in the preparation
for market, and in the ultimate hope that they may recover the costs
of operation. It is impossible, on the one hand for them to make
commitments, or to obtain investors who will do so, until, to the
largest extent, it is possible, by the nature of public policy, the un-
certainties that hang about us are removed, and these are so numerous
that I would not even undertake to recapitulate the chief of these,
and inflict them upon this committee.

They are matters of which you will undoubtedly take notice
because their character is visible upon the edge of every part of the
horizon, and I trust the committee will realize, in conclusion, that we
are seeking not for merely big industries but for little industries.

Out of 210,000 manufacturing establishments in the United States
74% percent are operated with the employment of 20 people or less.

These are the pathways through which new industry is created,
new ideas are tried out, employment is expanded, and they are the
training and developing schools of the managers and the investors
and the future makers and policy developers of American industry.

The protection of these is a matter of vital importance. They are
least able to stand the shock of either great change or of great un-
certainty, and it is these considerations, sir, that lead us to urge upon
you the necessity for more definite language in the bill that is before
you for consideration, and we say it not to discourage negotiations
for foreign trade. No one is more eager to have it than the American
maufacturer, but no one is more unwilling to risk his own great
free-trade domestic market, the largest in the world, the most desirable
for every other nation, even in the present circumstances, the most
desirable market in the world, into which all others wish to enter.

To keep that market for American industry at this time is a most
vitally important matter and I trust that in the development of
this bill, if your judgment does not incline you to disapprove it in its
present form, you will undertake to adequately protect it, as ade-
quately as it must be protected, the interests of those men who can
solve the employment problem with which you are concerned.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee will recess until 1:30, at which time we will recon-

vene in the District of Columbia room. We want to finish the
hearing today.

(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., Tuesday, May 1, 1934, the committee
recessed until 1:30 p.m. of the same day.)

AFTER RECESS

(The hearing was resumed at 1:30 p.m., at the District of Columbia
Committee room in the Capitol.)

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order. Mr. Harry
Tipper. How much time do you want?

Mr. TIPPER. If I put in this brief, sir, I can do it in 5 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
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STATEMENT OF HARRY TIPPRI, AMERICAN MANUFACTURERS
EXPORT ASSOCIATION

Mr. TIPPER. I represent the American Manufacturers' Export
Association as its executive vice president. The American Manu-
facturers' Export Association is composed of, roughly, 350 members,
of which about 276 are medium-sized manufacturers, all engaged, at
least a part of their production, in export.

On May 23, 1933, the board of directors of this association adopted
a resolution asking Congress to invest the President with powers to
negotiate and conclude reciprocal bargaining treaties, and that is the
position I take.

I am not going into the details of the study that we have here. I
just want to express one point, and that is that the uncertainty that
was expressed this morning on a good many matters arises to a con-
siderable extent out of the dislocation of world trade, and we have
felt that in our business for a long time.

Right now many of our members could sell goods in export today if
the conditions permitted a little stability in forward outlook and a
little surety on exchange. With us it is not a question of tariff, It
is the question of having the trade, at least to the point where we are
not facing the possibilities of change in the classifications of quotas
in embargoes, and in exchange restrictions that we have to face, and
we therefore support this bill knowing and feeling that the stability
of foreign trade of the United States is not only fundamentally import-
ant to the export development of the business of these manufacturers,
but is also fundamentally necessary to the development of the stabil-
ity of domestic affairs, and consequently, sir, we support the passage
of the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. You have a brief there.
Mr. TIPPER. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you file that with the stenographer? It

states there in a general way the membership of your organization?
Mr. TIPPER. Yes, sir. There are the details of the membership

indicated.

BRIaa SUBMITTED vB HARRY TIPPER, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT AMERICAN
MANUFACTURERS EXPoRT AssooIAvioN, BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COM-
MITTE oN BEHALF or H.R. 8430

The American Manufacturers Export Association, which I represent, is com-
posed of 850 members, of whom about 275 are medium-sized manufacturers, 40
large manufacturers, and 35, though generally classed as medium-sized manufac-
turers, are the leaders in their particular industries. These include about 60
separate classifications of manufacturing and employ workers in from 26 to 30
States. Detailed information and classifications are submitted for the record.

In appearing before you in behalf of this bill, I desire to discuss and emphasize
some factors of importance in connection therewith that appear to have been
either omitted or erroneously considered in connection with the national welfare.
I particularly wish to address myself to the importance of foreign trade to the
United States its contribution to employment and income; the prevailing condi-
tions; their eoect upon the national economy; and the reasons for taking action
in the particular manner proposed in the bill.

Reference has been made mainly, in the course of the discussion, to the fact
that the export business of the United States has varied from 8 percent to 12
percent of the total national business. I do not here question the general accuracy
of this statement as a mathematical expression of the factors, gathered on a
somewhat theoretical and estimated basis, but there has been drawn from this
relation the erroneous conclusion that this percentage is unimportant to the wel-
fare of the United States.
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Apparently a conception prevails that Industry ls like a piece of land of which
one or two areas may be permitted to lie fallow without reducing the productivity
of the others, and this opinion seems to be very widely held. Industry is not like
this at all. The economic structure is a network of activity-a circulation system
radiating from thousands of centers of activity and involving millions of small
arteries joined and divided in innumerable ways. The life of every individual
citizen is enmeshed in this network. From it he derives his purchasing power
and to it contributes his purchases.

The Intricacies of this network make it virtually Impossible to follow any item
so as to discover all thy elements upon which it depends and all the factors to which
it contributes. Furthermore, this complicated network of activity does not lie
entirely within any political boundary, but has been built up generation by
generatio n accordance with the practical needs and desires of the Individual, to
sustain which he will suffer temporary privation and hardship, change his national-
ity, and move his residence. To out open and attempt to eliminate any partlof
this network Is to bleed the system at a hundred points. Foreign trade is an
integral part of this economic fabric. The materials, commodities, and manu-
factured, products that flow into foreign trade originate in every State and in
practically every line of industrial activity. The imports that enter our network
at the port spread out into every element of society and the life of every individual.
Foreign-trade activity cannot be segregated from the commercial life of the
Nation as a whole,

In order to visualize this to some extent, I am submitting a chart showing the
export of each of the different States in its general relation to the total, A study
of this chart illuminates very well the stake in exports of each State in the Union.

It is more difficult to trace the imports, because they have not been statistically
included in their relation to the fabric, but the way they permeate the entire
social structure can be visualized by reminding you that every tire on every
automobile every piece of garden hose, every latex garment, every rubber boot
or shoe is derived from foreign trade and the tin cans of preserved food on the
shelves of every housewife every tin of coffee stick of chewing gum, or piece of
chocolate candy is similarly dependent upon Imported material. Every impor-
tant industry depends upon some of these imported materials and all of them
flow through to the citizen in one form or another.

The export surpluses of the farm are sufficently impressive and presently
embarrassing to assume an importance far outweighing the implications of an
8 or 10 percent relation. We are now paying through processing taxes because
of the drop in these exports.

The value involved has no exact relation to the number of citizens dependent
upon the income for their livelihood, as the employment statistics will reveal
later,

Forty percent of the typewriter products goes abroad, 50 percent of some of
the pharmaceutical are exported.

The Detroit Board of Commerce has just issued a statement that 1 individual
out of 7 of that city, regardless of occupation, is paid with money derived from
export.

In the year of 1929 the export value of automobiles, as reported by the De-
partment of Commerce, was $823,000,000, but this is not the complete story.
The manufacture of these automobiles required the purchase of 100 different
products-very sizable purchases, affecting seriously the employment and
production in 25 of these cases and bringing the railroads a revepue of
$1880000,000.

There appears to be an idea that these export requirements are confined to a
comparatively few industries. I am submitting a diagrammatic chart which
shows the industries involved in export and indicates that practically all industrial
activities derive some of their income out of the export business.

Careful consideration should be given to these facts, because if the foreign
trade of the United States does not develop, but diminishes, the economic struc-
ture will bleed seriously, with the resulting waste of purchasing power and lower
standards of.living.

The examples have shown are limited only because of the limited time for
consideration. They can be multiplied indefinitely through the industrial and
geographical area of the United States.

A good deal has been said regarding the employment and the figures provided
by the Tariff Commission showing that 658,000 were employed in 1929 in export
industries; 1,430,000 on the farm; 257,000 in selling and corresponding indus-
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tries-making a total of 2,845,000 in 1929, of which approximately 600,000 wereout of employment In 109 1 tey 00,000 w
Her again we have the attomnt to aegreoate a certain element from the not.wek andconidor that It could be ellmmlnatd without affecting the rest of thefabric, The dlfftrerlnes arllng out of Independent examinations are well Illus.treated by the folloln g q uotatfion from a ispoeh of Mr. Peter Molyneaux, editorof the Texa Weekly o and halrrman of the Central States Conference on Inter.national Trade,
"We have nearly 2,000,000 people In Texas living on cotton farms who dependentirely on cotton for their living. Nitt out of every ten bales that they roducemust bo sold outside of tho United Statesi, I don't mean 9 outof every 10 balesof cotton produced In the Unlted Statesl Texas happens to he one of th export.ing States of the Cotton Belt, It is the chief exporting State, just as It is thechief produling State, nd t Rships out 90 percent of Its cotton, It ha to sell Itoutside of the United States. When I say Texas, I mean Oklahoma and theSouthwest,
"That of course is tile trade interest, The actual fundamental, interest iIIit Is the fact that e tre you have 2,000,00 people who actually depend on thistrcrop for their primary source of livin heyou have probably In the Southas ia whole 6,00,000 people white and black, living on cotton farms, There ispractically double that number whose purchasing power depends entirely on theprice of cotton and on tile sie of the crop, those two thingsae toen t ertt,"Twelve million people depend on eotton-Q0 peroant is export -Oe,000de endent on export,
The rubber Industry, steel industry, the machine.tool industry the eleotrioalequips ent and practically all Industries of any Importance In tile united States,suffer loss of employment, not only from the removal of the productive require.ments occasioned by export, but also from the loss of purchasln power In thedomestic buying, The reduction in )he value of automobiles sloped abroadfrom .... i0t n 1929 to 7,000 .o in 1982 took away from that and theassociated Industries, $448,000,000 which was foing into labor and profit, Noestimate can be made of the progressive declno in purchasing power passingthrough other industries to every section of the general public directly related tothe reduction in export,Little or no attention has been pid to the income derived from imports.What we import for processing in our major industries are on the free and duti-able lists, Careful consideration should be given to our absolute dependenceupon the continuous supply of these products for a very large part of our Indus.trial activities and our total employment, Inasmuch as these materials aresubject, not only to our own actions, but also to the economic position of thecountries from which we secure them, the stability of our relations with thosecountries, the assurance of a continuous and regular supply of these fundamentalimports should be a part of the consideration of every measure that is taken inrelation to our foreign trade. To contend that we can displace imports with do.mestice substitute s wholly academic.In a world that has boon engaged in economic warfare for a decade and ispassing through very serious economic difficulties, the possibilities of unwiseemergency actions by other countries, or ourselves, which will serve to disturbthe low in one direction or another are' too visible to permit this matter to beentirely ignored.

The ,discussions that have occurred on this subject exhibit a general beliefthat importation of manufactured goods necessarily displace the production ofsimilar goods in the United States, There is no justification In our economic his-tory for the idea that an increase of imports necessarily means an increase inunemployment, As a matter of fact, our foreign trade has Increased usually four prosperous periods, and has steadily advanced for a long number of yearsduring which period our standards of living have risen regularly and our totalbusiness has similarly risen.An examination of the Department of Commerce statistics shows that theforeign trade of the United States has increased from 2 billion dollars to a btl.lion dollars of export from 1910 to 1929 and from 14 hundred millions to44 hundred millions of imports In the same period. No one will deny that duringthe same period the standard of living, the employment, and the rate of wagesincreased definitely and quite extensively.Nevertheless, the idea persists that we do not derive any substantial incomefrom the import of manufactured products and that they necessarily displacemployees involved in prodttiton., No attention seems o have been paid inthis matter to the change in our population and their occupations, A review of
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the flAtioe shown in the Statistical Abstract of the United States during the years
1910-20 and 1930 shows that our population has been steadily moving from
producing endeavors into trade, transportation professional, personal, and clerloalservices, We are bocomin more an more a trading population concerned with
the dispoltion of goods after nanufaoture. Between 1910 and 1930 the agri-
eiltural laborna population decreased somewhat over 2,000,000, mine workersInoreaod 1,000, Industrial manufacturing workers increased ,00,000. The
total working population involved in ap~itilture minerals, and Indutrial manu-facturing rose from 24,200p000-odd in 1910 to 24800,000 in 19801 the producing
workers therefore, provide a total Increase in 20 years of 1,800,000. Not all thispol llation are engaged In the production of good. The building industrionpubilshing, printing, and similar Indittrles-the retail plumbing, oloetrical, andother elements, totaling about 3,800,000, are not directly dependent upon the
production of goods,

On the other hand, the population dependent upon the movement and service
of goods and people increased notably in every section. Transportation Increased
80 percent in 20 years--trade 100 percent-public service 100 pereent-pro-
fossional 100 percent-personal and domedstie 0 percent--olrlaf 280 percent.
In other words, our total population not producing goods increased from 14
million to 28 million in 20 years or an addition of 0 millions to those branches
of activity.

It will be observed that in these branches of activity, more than 80 percent ofthe entire working population derive no direct benefit from any scheme of pro-tetion. Their employment Is dependent upon lust one thing-the total volume,
variety and velocity of trade regardless of oriin. It Is easy to see that In the
endeavor to protect the employment of a few thousand workers in a producingindustry, we may make the mistake of throwing t o of employment a much larger
number of the workers who are depending upon trading,

In order to discover the actual income secured by the inhabitants of the United
States from manufactured Imports, I have investigated several types of products
purchased abroad which go to the consumer In the Unted States. I have taken
the landed cost at the dock and traced It through to the amount the consumer
pays for the same article. The largest proportion of the total price paid to anycountry abroad was 88 cent out of every dollar expended by the consumer, leav-
ing 68 cents available for the payment of labor and profit in this country. Thesmallest amount paid for a manufactured article abroad was 20 cents, leaving
80 cents out of the dollar to be expended within this country for labor and profit.I recognize that these are fragmentary investigations, but they agree quitedefinitely with the statement by Edward lene In he book Successful ivlng In
SThis Machine Age giving the cost of distribution as from 80 to 90 percent of the
total price and with my own investigations published in 1018, There were noi sports of any kind or character that do not produce income within theUnited States.

1. The farmers need increased export of farm product.
2. The industrial producers need export of semi and completely manufactured

products.
8. The industrial producers need imports of raw and semimanufacturedmaterials.
4, The railroads and other transportation com anies need more two-way trans-

portation of goods and passengers. Export an import provide this,5, The shipping lines, docks, dock workers, forwarding companies and agentsneed more two way traffic, They live on export and import.
6. The comniselon agents, the warehousers wholesalers retailers and all otherworkers in distribution need more product to distribute, Import supplies this.7. The banks need more rofit on commercial paper; the investors, full Interest;the creditors, debt payments; and the government, revenue. More foreign tradeassures this.
8, The publishers advertising agencies and all other service organizations needmore distributing of goods. Import supplies this.
9. As foreign traders we need more business to reemploy the millions whoformerly depended upon our trade.
10. finally, the individual will continue to buy what attracts him, whether ornot it is of foreign origin.
My personal position upon foreign trade has been that:
We are in foreign trade. It has been profitable and valuable to our citizensover our entire history. There is no way out of it without sacrifices of which wemay see the beginning, but cannot see the end. Freedom lies in growth; restric-tion and compulsion go together. The bill for compulsory reduction of cotton
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acreage is not without interest as an Indication. It should be, and Is possible, to
arrange our foreign trade so as to take care of our exportable surpluses, to Import
those goods that are of the moat value from the standpoint of their contribution
to our-Income and employment, And to do this so that we Increase the standards
of giving, the employment, and rate of wsage

This cannot be done, however, without able arrangements with other
countries. Our foreign trade would be contributing a sood del more to the
national income than It is now contributing, if we were not aced with the constant
rearrangement of quotas, the Iposition of embar oes, or the changes in tarifse.
The limitations on exchange, obtaining in some hirty-odd countries, an the
existence of frozen funds further complicate the situation. We do not know
how long any particular arrangement wil last. We know that these provisions
have changed from time to time with suffmolent speed to make It Impossible to
organize the business on any stable basis, The question is not one of si.tply
promulmating the tariff. It is one of providing arrangements with other countries
which wil establish the groundwork of ability in our foreign trade.

Whether this relates to export or import, recognition must be given to the fact
that foreign trade is barter and always has been barter, and that the efforts of the
last 10 years to conduct it on some other basis than barter have been a complete
failure.

Businean Is not conducted on a one-way street, Trade In the same whether it is
conducted in Siberia, in the Balkans, or in the United States. There I no such
thing as nationalism and Internationalism from a trade standpoint. We can
only isolate ourselves from a good market or enter it, There In no difference
between nationalism at work in the world market and nationalism at work in the
domestic market, except that the former provide a wider market and a greater
opportunity to distribute goods. We cannot buy without selling or sell without

uying and fundamentally we sell those things of which we have a surplus in order
to buy the things we need or desire.

This depression had its origin more than anything else In the International
economic warfare which broke down the structure faster than it could be built up.
We believe that the only practical way to meet this situation is by prompt and
expeditious development of treaty relations with other countries on a basl of
barter, recognizing that this is the practical and historical method of operating
foreign trade,

We believe that this can be done only when the power to do it is vested in the
Executive so that it will be posalble to sit down across the table with representa-
tives of other nations and arrive at a conclusion. Regardless of the technical
provision, our daily experience has shown us that practically all important coun-
tries that we deal with can act, and do act, promptly in these matters and we
know that we suffer from their capacity of action compared with our incapacity
for the same kind of action. We believe that this emergency demands the invest-
ment of such powers in the hands of the Executive. The investment of such
powers in the President as requested in this bill, will enable us to get into action
with other countries and arrive at agreements that will give a measure of stability
to our foreign trade and enable us to move ahead on a known basis.

8OME OP INDUSTRItiS IN MaEMBS SHIP

Power machinery Automobiles
Razors and blades Automobile parts
Steel Agricultural machinery
Copper Textiles
Brass Fuels
Shipping Tobacco
Waterproofing Air conditioning
Cosmetics Refrigerators
Laundry machinery Burlap bags
Potash Belting
Electric appliances Leather goods
Electrical equipment Paper
Radios Beverages
Heating appliances Chemicals
Office equipment and supplies Toilet preparations
Typewriters Clothing
Road materials Airplanes
Road machinery Pharmaceutlcals
Explosives Photographic materials
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SOME O INDUSTRIZ IN MaM aRP--0otinued

Cameras
Rubber goods

ottery
machine tools
machine supplies

Paint# and varnishes
Foods
Locomotives
Railway cars
Inko
Rallwny supplioe
Insulatlng nmaterlals
Lumber
Wallboard
Plumbing supplies

ATATRN COVUVRD BY

New York
New Jersey
Connecticut
Massalhusetts
Pennsylvania
Ohio
Indiana
Delaware
Illinols
Maryland
Wisconsin
Georgia
Miohigan
Minnesota

Oil
Alkali
Batteries

mountain peis
acuum sweopers

Asbestos goods
FIre-prooHig goods
Optical goods
Twine

Sewolry
anking

Flour
Firoerms
Publihing

MWMDNIRHIP 0' AMURtCAN MANUPAOTUftDRS NXPOIHT
ASOOIATION

Vormontt
Milssourt
Loulllana
Alabama
Texas
SOlahoma

coming
North Carollia
Kentucky
Washigton
District of Columbia
Cnllfortia
Motana

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Is Mr. Walter R. Peabody
of New York here?

A Voics. He was here and will be here very shortly.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Bernard Davis, of the Cotton Rug Association.
(No response.)

he HAIRMAN. Mr. T. Frank Kendrick.
Mr. KENDRIcK. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time do you want?
Mr. KiNDrZK., Just a few moments.
The CHAIRMAN. You represent the Knitted Elastic Manufacturers'

Association.

STATEMENT OF T. FRANK KENDRIOK, PRESIDENT
ELASTIC MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

KNITTED

Mr. KENDRICK. I requested opportunity to appear in connection
with the reciprocal tariff agreement.

The knitted surgical industry will not be classed as one of the large
industries, but is an important one.

It cannot exist without a protective tariff-but because of this-
this does not imply, much less prove, that i is inefficient.

The lower wages in France and Belgium, longer hours, cheaper
materials due to wages and hours, and the lower standard of living,
enables them to manufacture much cheaper.

Given the same wages and hours and conditions we would not need
a high tariff rate.
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For about 3 years prior to the change of rate in 1980 our factory and
I believe others were conducted at a lose in order to keep employees
from disaster. Then for not more than 8 or 4 months after the new
rates went into effect we were busy. Then the prices of French
knitted elastic were reduced to the extent of wiping out the increase
and them some. And again conditions became worse and worse.

Due only to the protection afforded by the devaluation of the
dollar, we are now working 40 hours instead of from 16 to 20.' To
reduce the tariff will without question close these factories and throw
men and women out of work-people who know nothing of any other
industry but do know the art of making knitted elastic.

Thousands and thousands of French knitted elastic pieces are still
imported, but the change in currency values gives us the first break
in years. It became less profitable to import.

I consider the idea of taking steps which might close an industry
un-American and unmoral. That the bill is a vicious one, that law.
abiding citizens have the right and should continue to have the right
to continue in their chosen occupations without hindrance from the
Government-but rather with its help. Stop to consider what will
become of the investments in buildings and machinery.

Tids industry uses hundreds of thousands of pounds of cotton yarns,
ralon, silk, and rubber thread.

f we should by adverse legislation be forced out of business, it
seems that the best policy would be to get from under now and become
an importer.

I consider that no one man, but only that body of men by law so
constituted, the Congress of the United States, is competent to decide
these questions justly and they only after a proper investigation,
giving every threatened industry the right to present facts.

I believe depriving your own people of jobs to give employment to
foreign people will be adjudged not much less than a crime.

The CHAIRMAN, Thank you very much. Is Mr. Vincent here?
A Voxic. He cannot be here today.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Monro, of Pittsburgh.
Mr. MoNno. Yes sir.
The CHAIRMAN. how much time, Mr. Monro?
Mr. MONRO. Say 12 minutes, and I will try to finish in 10.
The CHAIRMAN. We have a long list and would like to get through.
Mr. MONRo. All right, sir. I appreciate that.
The CHAIRMAN. We called you yesterday, and I do not think you

were here.
Mr. MoNRo. I had arranged with the secretary. I could not be

here yesterday.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. MONRO, PITTSBURGH, PA.,
AMERICAN WINDOW GLASS 00.

Mr. MONRo. Mr. Chairman, my name i William L. Monro. I
appear on behalf of the window-glass industry. I am the president of
the Window Glass Manufacturers' Ass.ciation, and also president of
tne American Window Glass Co., and I wish to protest against the
passage of this act for a number of reasons.

But that you might understand the extent of the window-glass
industry in this country, I just want to briefly call your attention to
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the fact that there are about 21 factories with a total capitalization of
about 0$0,000,000 and paying out in wages about $8,000,000 a year
to about 9,000 inen.

We consume in this country about 80,000 000 feet of lumber in an
average normal year; we use up, figured in natural gas, about 0
billion feet; we use, figured on a basis of coal, about 450,000 tons of
coal. Consequently, the industry is a very sizeable industry, but
you tre not interested in that except as I say, to give our standing to
show our interest in this matter,

Among the reasons for our objecting to the passage of this act is
this: First of all, with the announcement of the plans of the N.R.A.,
came the announcement that adequate tariff protection would be
afforded to industries that might be adversely affected through a
shortening of hours, and a raising in the rates of pay. So that you
may understand how vital that was to us, and for our cooperation, I
want to say to you that the cost of manufacturing in the window-glass
industry through the result of our adoption of the P.R.A--we still
have not got a code, but we are negotiating yet for a code, and are
still operating under the P.R.A,-has been an increase in our manu-
facturing cost of over 20 percent, with no increase whatever in our
selling prices.

We feel that to intrust-not to the President, he is only the figure-
head, because he must necessarily look to his advisers-to intrust to
those the right to trade off our industry for some other industries on
the ground that we are incompetent, that we are selling below the
cost of production, that we cannot compete with the foreigners, is not
fair, in view of what we have done to assist in the program of recovery,
and with the consequent raising of costs over 20 percent to us.

That is one factor that strikes me as being quite unfair to the in-
dustry.

Another thing: we do not believe that any industry should be
sacrificed for the common good, and, if you may say, of the country
without giving that industry a chance to be heard, and if it is found
to the common good that that industry should be sacrificed, surely
that industry should be compensated, because it has been brilt up
under the protection of the laws of this country, with large amounts
of capital invested, and why should one particular industry or two or
three be singled out for sacrifice for the benefit of the whole, without
any compensation to that industry, and without offering that indus-
try any chance to be heard?

The CHARMAN. You do not think that your industry is an ineffi-
cient industry, do you?

Mr. MoNRo. It is not; sir. It is a very efficient industry. We
make the best window glass that is made anywhere in the world right
in this country, but we cannot make it in competition with the factories
in Europe. For example, Senator, one of the largest raw materials
entering into the manufacture of window glass is silica sand. The
last report of the Tariff Commission which reduced the duty on win-
dow glass 25 percent showed that silica sand cost the American
manufacturer six times per ton what it cost the Belgian manufacturer.
That limestone, which is another facto.* that enters into our industry,
costs between six and seven times what limestone costs over there.
That the chemicals, such as carbonated soda and sulphate of soda,
that eute" into it cost more than double what it does over there.

307
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Th it the labor in our industry, before we went into the N.RA,,
was costing us four times what they were paying for labor.

If you say, "Your Industry is not an inefficent industry" I say
that when you jude it by the character of the product, I say it is
one of the most efficient industries in this country but if you judge
it by what other people can produce glass in foreign countries, you
will say "You have no right to exist with the very low costs that
prevail in Czechoslovakia or in Belgium."

There is one other thing also to which I wish to direct your atten-
tion, and I think we should give this serious consideration, You
Senators have realized that every time there is a general tariff bill
up for discussion there is a slump in business. I he tariff is being
fostered by the Republican Party, then that slump is nothing so
severe as a tariff that is fostered by the Democratic Party, for the
reason as is well known, one party for a higher tariff and the other
party is for a lower tariff,

But here is the point I wish to make to you. You all realize that
during the period of discussion of any tariff bill there is that great
uncertainty in business which slows up business.

Now, to incorporate this provision-
The CHAIRMAN (interposin ). That is why we are trying to expe-

dite the consideration of this bill.
Mr. MONno. Yes; you may expedite the passage of the bill, but

the moment you do that you say to the country, "The President,
through his advisers can now at leisure take up any industry that
they see fit and trade it overnight for some other line of product."

Who is going to stop them? For instance, if the window glass
industry, which I believe, has occupied more attention of Congress
than any other-

The CNAIMAN (interposing). Yes, we have heard a lot from it.
(Laughter.]

Mr. Morno. More than the volume of it perhaps justifies, but
if the dealers in that industry or if the jobbers say to us, as they are
saying now "Whty should we stock up glass? We are liable to have
a reciprocal trade agreement with Belgium whereby there will be a
material reduction in the duty on window glass. So, even at your
present prices, glass will be dear."

Consequently they are not buying. They won't buy.
The CHAIRMAN. I am just wondering-and I am asking more for

information-I do not want to extend your time-but the American
window-glass companies use the most modern machinery, don't
they?

Mr. M aoNR. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. We found in an investigation on some of the glass

industry that they were not using it-some of them.
Mr. MoNno. There is only one factory, Senator, and that is a small

factory down in Oklahoma, that is not using the most up-to-date
process. There arre really three processes, andthey are all very simi-
lar, but the largest number of factories use what is called the Furko
process, which is the principal process used in Belgium, France, Ger-
many, Czechoslovakia, and in Japan. So that our industry is right
up to the minute, and we took their machinery, and we are making a
much better product than they are.

In my opinion, Senator, no advisers to the President can in a brief
space of time collate the information that is necessary for a judicial
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determination or an economic determination of what is best, They do
not know the industry, they do not know the ramifications of the indus-
try, and they can not get it in a few minutes, It is too much to expect
of them, And as I say I am not referring to the President, because
he cannot know it. It is his advisers,

The CHAIRMAN. Did the Tariff Commission recently investigate
your rates?

Mr, MoNao. Yea, sir; they investigated them twice, The first
time in 1027, they took 2 years to make a report, and again they rein-
vestigated under a resolution attached to the Smoot-Hawley bill, and
they took 16 months 2 years later, over the same subject. That is
utterly ridiculous.

The CnAltMAN, They did not make any snap judgment,
Mr. MoNRo, No, but they move most ponderously, and they deal,

I always say, with astronomical accuracy in weighing a business prob-
lem. They do not operate in a practical way,

You can get a number of business men together and they can arrive
at the essential facts necessary to make a finding based on the differ-
ence in the cost of production in one country an another.

I do not need to repeat to you that when you come to trade with
these people, you are trading American wages, American hours of pay,
and American standards of living, American measures of profit,
against a foreign country's.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we understand that.
Mr. MONRo. You understand that, but, Senator, I do not believe

that we realize in this country the extent of the deep nationalism, the
deep nationalistic feeling that pervades all of Europe ever since the
war. In my visits to Europe, in my talks to manufacturers over there,
they said that every little country realizes that Germany was beaten
because it was not self-contained, it could not support itself, and every
little country that was created under the Versall es Treaty is imbued
with the same idea, "We must have within ourselves the means to
exist so that if we are blockaded or our boundaries in the possession of
enemies, we can still live among ourselves."

As an example of it, I am told by one of my friends that they
put up an automobile factory in Poland to manufacture automobiles,
that can make as many automobiles in a month as Poland uses in an
entire year. That is the spirit. An that is what they are going to,
and I believe that what we need is a restoration of confidence in this
country, because as the people have more money they reach out and
they buy luxuries that perahps they think are better on the other
side then they are here, and they in turn, they are the people who
will increase your foreign trade. Because, after all, what are you going
after? Ten percent of your trade is foreign trade and 90 percent
domestic, with the greatest market in the world, and why jeopardize
the 90 percent in order to chase the chimera of another 10 percent?
You are not going to get it anyway.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. If you have any exten-
sion of your remarks, you can give it to the reporter.

Is Mr. Davis here-Mr. Bernard Davis?
Mr. BERNARD DAvIS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. What time do you want?
Mr. DAVIS. Five minutes.
The CHAIMAN. All right. You have 5 minutes.
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STATEMENT OF BERNARD DAVIS OF THE COTTON RUG ASSO-
CIATION, PRESIDENT OF THE KURSDEAN R0 00.

Mr. DAVIS. I am the president of the Kursdean Rug Co. I am
not going to speak for or against the bill because we fool that it has
been pretty well covered. Bu t I only will speak about the few points
of the bill, and how they affect our industry.

We feel that we should not have taken suddenly away the present
tariff protection, and that we should have a public hearing, and I
believe there is some provision to that effect that has been made in
the present reciprocal tariff bill, and we hope those provisions are
suffeiently adequate.

In our particular case, we have worked the last year in competition
with the importers of rugs until the N.R.A. has been in force, and then
we had to ask for relief, Our raw materials have doubled in costs, our
labor has increased 50 percent. We have gone to the United States
Tariff Commission with several hundreds of people who were thrown
out of work because we could not compete with the new rising costs,
and we were compelled to shut down our plant, completely.

Under the provisions of the National Recovery Act, we were given
some promise of relief, either in the form of a higher tariff, or in the
form of embargo, due to higher costs.

In the importations from some countries like Japan, we have cal.
culated that a rug brought into this country for 68 cents and sold for a
dollar, that the chenille yarn we have to buy for that rug would cost us
$1.50. We cannot compete with the child labor, we cannot compete
with the longer hours, and the different standards of living.

We have had a case since last August before the N.R.A, Importers
Division. Our men have made personal trips to Washington, stating
that they have been thrown out of employment, and stillare a public
charge, and here having this bill come up before the Senate today, we
are afraid, that our whole industry is afraid, that all the good and all of
the promises and all of the representations that we have made in
order to substantiate the differences and reconcile the differences
before the N.R.A., and the possibility that further reduction in hours
from 40 to 35 would be made, with the consequent readjustment of
rates, would be fully nullified if this bill comes into effect,

The. CHAIRMAN. When did you go into business?
Mr. DAvis. Twenty years ago.
The CHAIHMAN. How long has this concern you now have been

organized?
Mr. DAVIS. This division of our business started 10 months ago.

The cotton rug business.
The CHAIRMAN. Since 1932?
Mr. DAVIS. We have been operating since 1932 on day-and-night-

shift basis, competing with foreign importations. In July when the
N.R.A. costs had been put in effect, we put in our complaint in order
to adjust the tariff. We waited 2 or 3 months for relief and finally
all of our people at this particular factory had to be laid off and are
still laid off. They have sent a delegation to Washington.

The CHAIRMAN, How many people are engaged in this Association?
Mr. DAvis. In our entire company?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. DAvis. Two thousand people.
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The CHAIRMAN, Where is it located?
Mr. DAvIs, In Philadelphia, and South Carolina and in New Jer-

sey. We have several plants,
The OHAiMAN, How many plants have you?
Mr. DAVIS. Four. This particular plant I am referring to is mak-

ing the cotton rug, and that plant has been operating very success.
filly prior to the enactment of the N.R.A. The new costs of N.R.A.
and the new costs of raw material have forced us, not being able to
meet the condition, to close the plant completely.

We have had the case for 6 or 7 months before the United States
Tariff Commission, and we had a hearing in January, and we have
not received any reply as yet.

We are hopeful that the fl ures and the facts we have presented,
which cannot be refuted, will find a sympathetic attitude in the
N.R.A. headquarters and in the United States Tariff Commission,
and we will be given some relief.

The CHAIRMAN. You are seeking really a higher rate?
Mr. DAVIS. We are seeking a higer rate.
The CnAInMAN. But you are afraid tids might give you a reduced

rate.
Mr. DAVIS. We are afraid of two things. First of all, this bill

prevents the N.R.A. findings, or even that their decision would be
effective. If according to this bill a treaty is made without warning
to any industry we would not have a chance to go against the estab-
lished treaty, which probably would require diplomatic or other rela-
tionships to be broken to abrogate such a treaty in order to find
relief. We find that this supersedes and nullifies the President's
operation of relief, and the present operation of adjustment under
the tariff act and the N.R.A. Act of the new rising costs, due to the
shorter hours, the elimination of child labor-although we never had
child labor-and the new conditions, and that we are going to have
destroyed all that we have tried to build up under the present Admin-
istration, and unless the present bill will give us some assurance that
we will get the confidence whereby we can build new factories and
get further employees and have more commitments of material, and
by constantly newly developing machinery, we will seriously suffer
under the present provisions of the bill.

Should they be properly modified, I think the bill would more or
less create less care to industry.

I am not here to oppose the bill or to kill it, but simply for a bill
that would be equitable to American industry, and to do that we
should be given the same protection that a foreign nation does. They
are given 6 months' time in foreign countries. There is no such pro-
vision here given to American industry. We can he told within 24
hours that a new tariff is in effect, and we cannot compete, and must
close our factories, destroy our investment, and lay of our people.

The CHAIRMAN. You would like to have, before the treaty is
negotiated--you would like to have an opportunity to be heard?

Mr. DAvis. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Anything else?
Mr. DAVIs. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. Next on the list is Mr.

Patrick H. Quinn.
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STATEMENT OF COL PATRICK H. QUINN, PROVIDENCE, RI,,
REPRESENTING THE LACE INDUSTRY

Mr, QUINN. I appreciate this opportunity to appear today, Mr.
Chairman, as a lace manufacturer, because I understand that the
industry was reached yesterday, and Mr. Phillips made a very com-
plete talk upon our reasons for being against this ill.

I will try not to repeat anything that he said or read any part of my
speech, but because of a question that Senator King asked this morn-
ing of one of the speakers, I would like to put tids paragraph into the
record,

The Senator referred to a statement of the President, which he made
during the campaign:

I have advocated a lowerin of tariffs by negotiation with foreign countries
but I have not advocated, ald I will never advocate, a tariff policy whieh will
withdraw protection from American workers against those countries which
employ cheap labor, or who operate tinder a standard of living which is lower than
that of our own great laboring group.

That is the statement of President Roosevelt on October 20 1932.
I have a good deal of the money that I was able to earn as a lawyer

invested in two lace mills down in Rhode Island, The lace industry
was introduced into Rhode Island at the suggestion of Mr. Shepard
who was consul general in Italy under Grover Cleveland. It lingered
along for a number of years amounting to little until 1909 or 1910,
when the Payne-Aldrich bill invited the industry to expand by putting
lace machines on the free list. And now it has grown so that t pro-
duces one third of all of the lace consumed in this country, and th at,
I say, is not an inefficient industry, and the only thing that could be
classed as inefficient about it is that the wages paid in France to the
employees of the industry there are less than one third what we pay
our employees for the same lines of work in this country.

Senator KINo. With your superior machinery and your superior
technique, and your more efficient labor and your greater use of
electrical energy for man power-aside from that I presume, however,
that your output per man is very much greater than in France.

Mr. QUINN. I doubt that very much, Senator. I know that used
to be our argument on the Democratic stump-that the American
workman produced so much more than the workman abroad. Be-
cause most of our workmen in this.industry-that is, the key men who
run the lace machines-are Frenchmen from France and Englishmen
from Nottingham.

The CHAIRMAN. You mean that the general rule would not pertain
to the lace industry.

Mr. QUINN. I think that is true.
Senator HEBERT. May I ask a question there, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMN. Certainly, Senator.
Senator HEBERT. Have we ever produced any lace machines in

this country?
Mr. QUNN. No; they attempted in Massachusetts to produce a

couple down there. A machine concern attempted to build and did
build, I think, two or three machines but they were not a success.
These machines are all imported from France and England.

Senator HEBERT. So that the industry here uses the same machines
as they do in Calais or in Nottingham?

Mr. QUINN. Exactly.
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Senator HEi e1T. Working less hours than they do over there?
Mr. QUINN. Yes; less hours, and for less than one third of the

WAlgOB.
Now, I stand exactly with the President where he stood on thisQuestion in October 1982. In the town where Senator Hebert and I

live, within 8 miles of our homes, there are a half a dozen of these lace
mills whose pay rolls turned out into that rather small community
amount from $12,000 to $15,000 a week. It is a very considerable
item.

Tlds is an important industry in Rhode Island, Why do we talk
so much about lace? Because we have been warned. Because utters
ances have been made that we ought to have a fair warning in advance
that something is going to happen to us. We have been picked out as
one of those industries for the execution.

If that had come only from the Secretary of Agriculture after
listening here all day, I would not have been so fearful about it, but
I listened with great attention to Cenator Costigan Saturday after-
noon last in his debate with Mr. Oswald Villard which was the first
debate I ever attended where the speakers on both sides were in favor
of the affirmative. But Senator Costigan named a half a dozen to
ten industries, and he named the lace Industry, and he named it in-
correctly, and I think when a man of Senator Costigan's experience
on the Tariff Commission has a wrong idea of what the lace industry
is, that it would not be strange to some of you other Senators, too.

He talked about the hand-made lace industry. There is nothing of
the kind. There is no hand-made lace industry in this country. It is
a machine-made lace industry.

I listened with great attention to Senator Costigan, and if you were
to take all the industries that Senator Costigan listed as inefficient
and unimportant and having, as he said, a protection of 100 and 105
and 110 percent, and list them together, the trading value would be
practically nil.

Now, may I say in closing, I want to make my protest as broad as
I can. I refrain from saying anything more about the lace industry.
I want to protest, Mr. Chairman, against the passage of this bill on a
broader scope than that of a lace manufacturer. The bill is wrong in
principle and will not work in practice, and I want to call t o your
attention, both of you Senators being lawyers-I think I have
followed these hearings fairly well, and therefore I am not astray
when I say to you that of all of the witnesses who have appeared here
as proponents of this bill before your committee, only one I think,
Mr. Graham, of the automobile industry, was what we would call in
court a witness testifying to facts.

Who else has appeared in favor of this bill? The opinion of expert
witnesses buried my dear good friend Cordell Hull, the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of Agriculture, and men of that type, Mr. Former
Secretary Stimson-they have simply expressed to you the opinion
which I say to you is nothing more than a hope that the passage of
this bill will do some good.

I think it will do harm. I do not feel as that speaker from Texas
and one other gentleman speaking for the wool industry this morning
suggested, that there might possibly be an apology from a Democrat
talking here for protection. That is not my understanding at all.
I know of no organized Democratic movement in favor of anything
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contrary to protection. I have attended every Democratic National
Convention since 1900 beginning with that one, except one, and it
is only ia difference in degree between the two parties,

Senator KmNo. You mean on the tariff question.
Mr, QVuiN. On the tariff question. The only prominent statesman

or distinguished economist in thi country of whom I have read this
year who has gone on record in favor of free trade is Professor Tugwell,
and when we find Professor Tugwell fathering the statement that he
believes-I am not pretending to quote him, but in substance-that
no industry that required the protection of a tariff had any business
in this country; and on the other hand, when we find the Secretary
of Agriculture spotting out this industry and that industry, which
includes my industry, and saying, "You ought to be given fair
warning", you can understand, Mr. Chairman, that it creates a
disturbance in the section of the country where I live.

I think it would be bad for the country, and in answer to my good
Democratic friends who talked here this morning, apparently they
belong to the same party with me and I never belonged to any other
party, but I believe it will be bad for the country and worse for the
Democratic Party if you pass this bill, and I appeal to the Adminis.
tration now in power in Congress, and I appeal to the men who have
the large working majority In both Houses of this country, not to
try this upon us.

It is asked for Why? My answer to that will be my closing,
Mr. Chairman, Secretary Hull and those other distinguished gentle-
men who come here and ask for this, put it upon what ground? The
ground of emergency. Not one of them has said that this thing is
good inherently. They ask that it be tested. They say that a great
emergency has fallen upn p us, One of the Senators interrupted
Secretary Hull the other day with a question and when he did, the
only answer he could give for it was that the day of emergencies
required extraordinary remedies.

Well, if those gentlemen were contrasting present-day conditions
with conditions previous to October 1929, I would agree with them
that there was an emergency and an extraordinary condition, but there
is no extraordinary condition today compared with when President
Roosevelt uttered that paragraph that I have inserted in the record.

The CHAIRAN. Thank you very much.
Senator HEBElT. Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Quinn a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
Senator HEBERT. This question is prompted by a letter which I

received this morning from a man I do not know. I assume from
the tenor of his letter that he is probably an importer of laces. He
made the statement that it seemed to him that the inefficiency of the
lace industry was due to watered stock.

You are familiar with the conditions in Rhode Island where you
and I live. You are one of the investors in the stock of some mills
down there. Will you make a statement as to whether or not there
is any water stock in those mills?

Mr. QUINN. It is absolutely ridiculous to charge the lace industry
with having watered stock. There are only two families in this
country, the Bromley's of Philadelphia and the Goff's of Pawtucket,
R.I., who could be classed as rich people. All of the oth r lace mills
are owned by people of very ordinary means.
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The mills in your town and mine have around 150 or 200 stock-
holders.

Senator HuimnT. I understand some of them were workmen in the
cotton mills who invested their savings in that stock.

Mr. Quvm . Yes, sir; and not a few of them were workers in the
lace mills themselves,

The CHAIR1MAN. Thank you very much. Is Mr. J. F. Calbreath,
representing the American Mining Congress, present?

TESTIMONY OF A, W. DICKINSON, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN
MINING CONGRESS

Mr. A. W. DiCKINSON. I appear for Mr. Calbreath and the Ameri-
can Mining Congress. I appear for the mining industry.

It is the feeling of the mining industries that they wish tariff
matters to be handled as in the past, so that they may appeal to their
Representatives in Congress, They do not wish the matter taken
out of their hands as contemplated in this bill.

The mining industries are widely spread, and all over the United
States, and for that very reason there are conditions which make it
necessary for appeal from the local interests to the Members of Con.
gress. That is their expression to us.

I have here a statement which I would like to file, and that is all I
wish to say.

Senator KINo. I suppose you knew that an amendment had been
prepared, or would be prepared, under the terms of which restricted
and limited probably, but properly comprehensive hearings, would
be had before any agreement is put into operation.

Mr. D:rKINsoN. I have heard that spoken of today, and by the
newspaper reports this morning. That is certainly an improvement
but the industry has expressed themselves, and still wish to be heard
through their Representatives in Congress. They do not like to see
that method ended.

STATEMENT Or Trl AMERICAN MINING CONOalSS BEFORnE 'ITH SENATE FINANOs
CoMMiarao ON H.R. 8687 To AuM n TIE TA1IPr ACT or 1930

(By A. W. Dickinson)

In making appearance for the membership of the American Mining Congress
in the matter of H.R. 8687, a bill to amend the Tariff Act of 1930, we wish to say
that the American Mining Congress represents a preponderance of the mining
industries of the United States.

We have read the bill now before this committee and are unable to find therein
any mention whereby industries may be heard before this body or before the
Tariff Commission in the matter of the contemplated foreign-trade agreements
with foreign governments or instrumentalities thereof. We submit that the
mining industries of the United States are now engaged in a diligent effort to
carry out the provisions of the National Industrial Recovery Act and the vast
detail of rules and regulations which have arisen under the administration of
that act by the National Recovery Administration. The National Industrial
Recovery Act, under section 3 (e) definitely states as follows:

"8 (e) On'his own motion, or if any labor organization, or any trade or indus-
trial organization, association, or group, which has complied with the provisions
of this title, shall make complaint o the President that any article or articles are
being imported into the United States in substantial quanttites or increasing
ratio to domestic production of any competitive article or articles and on such
terms or under such conditions as to render ineffective or seriously to endanger
the maintenance of any code or agreement under this title, the President may
cause an immediate investigation to be made by the United States Tariff Com-
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mission, which shall give preedence to nvesttitIons under this subsection, andIt, after such invest nation and such public not ce and hearin as he shall speelfly,the President shall fld the existence of such fats, he shall, in order to effeotuiaethe policy of this title direct that the article or artfilel concerned shall be per.mited entry into the United States only upon such terms and conditions and sub.fect to the payment of such fees and to such limitations in the total quantity whichmay be Imported (in the course of any spelled period or periods) as he shall findit neesaryto prescribe in order that the entry thereof snall not render or tendto render neffo0tive any code or agreement made under this .itle. In order toenforce any limitations imposed on the total quantity of imports. in any spelfledperiod or periods, of an article or articles under this subsectlon, the Presidoutmay forbid the importation of such artole or articles unless the importer shall havefirt obtained from the Secretary of the Treasury a license pursuant to such re oU.lations as the President may prescribe. Upon Information of any action by thePresident under this subseotion the Secretary of the Treasury shall, throughthe proper offleers, permit entry of the article or articles specified only uponsuch terms and conditions and subject to such fees, to such limitations in theuantity which may be Imported, and to uech requirements of lien s, as thePresident shall have directed. The deolsion of the resident as to fact shall beconclusive. Any condition or limitation of entry under this subsection shallcontinue in effect until the President shall find and inform the secretary of theTreasury that the conditions which led to the imposition of such condition orlimitation upon entry no longer exists."
We pointedly present the fact that In section 8 (e) use is made of that able andexperienced bdy the United States Tariff Commission and we call to yourattention the fa that where petitions have been brought by industries underthe provisions of section 8 (e) that the precedent has een set whereby thoseindustries have appeared before the Unitd States Tariff Oommlssion and pre-sented the facts pertinent to the issues involved.The powers granted to the President under section 8 (e) are broad and sufficientto protet and further the interests of all of the producing peoples of our country.Labor, agriculture, mining, manufacturing, transportation, construction, and allmay be a forded proper treatment under section 8 (e). The adjustments through

wh ch the mining Industry is passing and must still pass under the administrationof the National Industrial Recovery Act are sufficiently vital and serious withoutintroducing at this time numerous further unknown quantities in the problemswith which we are faced. Under the existing situation, finance, management,and labor are confused and while management is struggling loyally for the successof the present program the results in the ultimate are by no means clear and manyof the factors remain uncertain or unknown.
The bill before you places in the hands of the President and those to whom hemay delegate his authority the absolute power of life and death over everydomestic ndustry dependent upon tariff protection and it must be rememberedthat all of our industries are interdependent including agriculture and agricul-tural machinery. The mining industry does not doubt the good faith and highpurpose of the President in any action he might take under the provisions of thisact, but the fact remains that the carrying on of the negotiations involved in thecontemplated trade agreements must be n the hands of others whose opinionswill rule in the matter of the industries affected and whose training and experiencemay easily be lacking in the knowledge so vital to the welfare of hose concernedwith the industries.
Tariffs have been made effective by prior Congresses and undoubtedly will beagain and again, where Congress considers the welfare of dometdo industry andrepresentatives voice the wishes of their constituents. It may be that somerates have been too hi h and some too low, but on the whole our people have pros-pered thereunder. We have developed the highest living standards in the worldand our Nation has grown great, To harmonize and crystallize the desires of

120,000,000 people so well is a triumph of democracy. This is a representativegovernment. Representative government may have its weaknesses, but it hasserved our people through many crises and has in the main given satisfaction.Under this bill those representatives of the people charged with the responsibilityto express the views f their constituents as voiced in party platforms and re-election promises are required to surrender their rights and their duty and to turntheir responsibility over to others with full power to wreck any industries employ-ing Amercan labor at American wages sufficiently high to make possible Americanstandards of living.
The purpose of this bill as outlined by those who have prepared it is to makebargaining tariffs with foreign countries through which we may develop for some
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itlustries a larger market in foreign cou tries by permitting increanld Irmort i
tioll of foreign good{l this must necenoarly dispale tht muc of doinesti pro
ldution now absorbed by our donestlc market, The infereineo is that iianti of
oir indutltriele are not iil ni a proper economic foundations staid that such induslkies
shiall he stifled or traded away i order to permit larger markets for soni other
lino of our domitic Industry, It if aissune that any nduwtry whleh had hereto
fore been supported by a protective tariff isi inocesirlly built upon an unsiounti
economicO foundation.

The bill before you provides no opportunity for industry to be Informed or
heard with reference to any proposed ktrf changes, Nelther in the bill before
you nor in the course of the heringsi whrch have been held up to the proeiet time
Is there any Intimation as to the Industries which may be used in entering Into
foreign trade agreements with foreign governments or Irtitrumentalitles thereof,

At the present time domestic producers are in doubt as to their position In
addition to the very uncertain situation their efforts in carrying out the provil
slons of the National Industrial Recovery Act, They ar in conuwait fear under
the threat of this bill that they may be destroyed by the removal of the prSiSnt
tariff protection agait detructive foreign competition. This state of mind in
decidedly harmful and particularly so at this very time,

There are numerous examples of mining industry now heltatin under thi
cloud of fear. We cll your attention to the produceO of quickslvw and of
antimony. Both of these metals are subject to monopolistic control in thi
foreign countries from whence come the major part of the world'e sour of
supply. Both of these metals are produced at reasonable costs in the Vnlit,
Sta e. In the event of a didturbance in Eurdpe of Aila, the price of quicksilver
and antimony will mount to Imposible figures and our domestic espply will be
sorely needed. It must be remembered that the production of metli by under
ground method cannot be re tored in any brief period of time.

Our Government ie particularly interested in the production of potash within
the confines of continental United States. There fI a long history behind the
bringng Into produtidn of ample quantities of potash to supply the entire needs
of this Nation. In the ongreional Record of April 14 1984, on page 681
and thereafter, Senator Hateh of New Mexio, is quod in a clear ad able
statement with exhibits attached, setting forth the story of our Government's
success in the finding, development, and production of this vitally important
mineral. This Congress In June 193 enacted legislation which provided $800,000
for the finding of potash. The deposits were drilled out and developed and
there is today a thriving industry which has come into being, employing increasing
numbers of workmen and fitting in splendidly with the very objectives of the
National Industrial Icovery Act. The production costs of these properties are
such that we can compete with the well.known German production.

Today, however we are faced with new developments in Russia, which are in
actual operation and production and which have already placed potash in our
market in the United States at prices with which we cannot compete. It ia not
necessary to dwell on the Russian labor condition or for that matter on the Span-
ish, but the fact remains that the potash industry of the United States developed
by our own Government to fil a most vital need now operates under a cloud of

S fear made real by the provisions contained within the bill before you.
We desire to record our protest in behalf of the mining industry against the dele-,

gatlon of power to sacrifice that Industry. We protest the transfer of legislative
power to the executive, we urge that no change shall be made in the power of those
governmental agencies through which business prosperity in the past has been
developed. No more revolutionary effort has ever been made in this country
than that which proposes to take from States and local communities their right
to be heard in matters of vital importance.

Practically all of the mining industries of the United States are deeply concerned
in the matter of this pending legislation. They are struggling loyally to carry
out the national program as they understand it at the present time. By modern
methods and improved technique they will continue to struggle to bring production,
costs down to the point where we will be able to secure our just and warranted
share of international trade. We submit and insist that in the 'event that our
Government enters into foreign trade agreements with foreign governments or'
instrumentalities thereof that provisions be made for our industries to be heard
before their Congress and its properly qualified investigative agencies.
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TESTIMONY OF ROBERT HOOD, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
COOPERATIVE COUNCIL

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Robert Hood, National Cooperative Council.
Mr. HooD. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. How much time, Mr. Hood?
Mr. HooD. Five minutes, possibly 10.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give you 5 minutes. You represent the

National Cooperative Council?
Mr. HooD. The National Cooperative Council is a federation of

practically all of the large so-called "farmer business cooperative
organizations" of the country.

Senator KING. Is that the Farm Bureau, represented by Mr. Chester
Gray?

Mr. HooD. That is a general farm organization. The National
Cooperative Council is an organization of national farm business
cooperative organizations, farmers' cooperative purchasing, et cetera.

Senator KING. Are there any farmers in it?
Mr. HooD. Oh, yes- about one and a quarter million, according

to the Farm Credit Association. We wish to take a constructive
attitude toward this bill, and therefore instead of voicing any of our
objections, I should like to confine myself to a statement of the
changes which, if adopted, would remove the reasons for our criti-
cisms.

I offer a resolution adopted by our executive committee a couple
of weeks ago, and I request that it be recorded in the record.

In brief, the resolution set forth the handicaps and disadvantages
to agriculture which, in the judgment of the council, justify this com-
mittee in favoring the products of American farms with respect to
tariff bargaining.

I need not outline the disastrous condition of agriculture, because
you men have been dealing with it on the Senate floor for many
months. We have noted with genuine satisfaction that the Secretary
of Agriculture, in testifying before this committee last week, indicated
the desirability of assistance to agriculture which might be possible
in connection with these trade agreements.

While the administration thereby has shows its intent and while
we believe the President will seek to protect American agriculture,
we believe it would be a wise protection to the President to so amend
the bill as to prevent his subordinates from handicapping agriculture
in their negotiations.

To this end the council suggests some such amendment as the
following:

No proclamation shall be made reducing any import duty on any farm-produced
commodity of which in either one of the two calendar years last completed there
was produced in the continental United States sufficient quantity to supply 70
percent or more of the quantity thereof consumed in the United States in such
year.

Our choice of the figure 70 percent is very frankly rather an arbitrary
one, but it is intended to take care of the great bulk of farm products.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you object to a similar provision being
written in with reference to mdustry generally?

Mr. HOOD. Our viewpoint is that the inequality between agriculture
and industry justifies safeguarding agriculture in this case.

318
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The CHAIRMAN. As I understand you, you are in favor of that, but
not in favor of the other.

Mr. HooD. Well, we feel that we are not qualified to either favor or
oppose such a limitation with respect to nonagricultural commodities.
We have no objection to any reasonable modification of that amend-
ment which would accomplish the purposes which we are seeking. We
would also suggest that the purpose might be accomplished by the
insertion of a few words in the first section, where the purpose of the
bill is stated. Such additional language as this:

And in order to bring about an equality of opportunity for agriculture..
In other words let it .be set forth clearly in the bill that one of the%

purposes in the bill is to remedy the inequality that exists at the,
present time.

We would also suggest to the committee the wisdom of allaying the'
fears of all agriculture by clarifying the term "excise treatment"'
where it appears, I believe, on the second page, in order to eliminate
any danger of removing or curtailing the excise taxes upon imported
vegetable oils, which are included in the revenue act of 1934.

The CHAIRMAN. The bill specially freezes the existing excise cus-
toms duties.

Mr. HooD. Attorneys for our organizations found themselves at
odds with each other as to the significance of that language.

Mr. HooD. If that is clear, in the judgment of the committee, we
are delighted.

The CHAIRMAN. It is'the intention of those who framed this legis-
lation that those excise duties are not to be reduced, but they may be.
continued; in other words, they are frozen.

Mr. HooD. Splendid. We would further suggest that there be
added at an appropriate point language which wl make it clear that
no provision of the act will permit the removal of limitations or pro-
hibitions intended to protect the standards. For instance, it would be
rather unfortunate if, say, the foot-and-mouth embargo could be
removed.

The CHAIRMAN. They have not been removed for a number of
years, have they, on this stuff that they say the Argentine animal has.

Mr. HOOD. It is a case of "On again, off again, Finnigan."
The CHAIRMAN. It has been off ever since I have been here.
Senator CLARK. Do you think there is any particular probability

that the President of the United States or any responsible department
would wish to break down any quarantine regulations that have been
established?

Mr. HoOD. He certainly would not do it knowingly.
Senator CLARK. If he did not do it knowingly without the amend-

ment that you suggest in the act, it does not seem to me that the
amendment would have any force. In other words nobody wants to
break down quarantine regulations or endanger public health, and. it
does seem to me that this act ought not to be required to provide
against every possible contingency of the most speculative character,
which that seems to me to be.

Mr. HooD. Of course, our intent is to protect him against well-
meaning subordinates.

Senator CLARK. If they would not do it knowingly, I do, not see
how you protect him by writing it into the statute, if you concede
that he would not do it knowingly.
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Mr. HooD. If hle tukpowingly removed suelh a quranitiie, the
Oor would be Iin violation of the act, and therefore might be very
qui4 klt ruled out.

The CHAIRM , You would not VWnt to pet etate in order against
a coutiry that ias no foot and mouth diseases

MrU on, Oh, no.
Senator KINo, ' think you need not waste imuch tu nii on the qu. |

tion of removinC anlta ry measures or measures in the publiralealth
interest. It Ie fneoncelvable that there would be any modification of
them,

Mr. HooD. Thank you.
The CHANMAN. 0Procd.
Mr. HooD. One concluding thought. With all this, we are Very

favorab inclined toward the idea thi t som opprtunty should be
given to hear from the ntrests which would be ttted by a chanjp
a the tariff. I understand the committee l had that uect under

consideration and I will not expand on that idea, except to say that
we are favorable to the idea of afording u some type of public hearing
before thse trade treaties or changes the tariff rate actually come
iate eteet.

The CaoAiuAN. We give you no assurance as to a public hearing,
but there will be an opportunity to be heard,

Senator LoxtaAN. I want to ask the gentleman a question. You
ay you have one and a quarter million members

HMr, oon. I have not choked those figure., The farm Credit
Ad istration reports to us that we have one and a quarter million

members.,
Senator LonuaoA. What is necessary to become a member of the

organiztion?
Mr. HooD. The cooperative association must firtt demonstrate by

satisfactory legal proof that it is a cooperative association within the
mea of the Capper-Volstead Act and the Farm Otedit Act of 1983.
Second, its board of directors must adopt a resolution showing clearly
that the board directs that an application be made for membership.
Then in addition to that the commodity division of the council into
which that cooperative would fit must pass upon the application.

Senator LoxEsnAN. What is the name of this organization?
Mr HooD. The National Cooperative Council.
Senator LONERGAN. How many States are represented?
Mr. Hoon. Every State in the Union.
Senator LONERGAN. Every state in the Union?
Mr. HooD. Yes, sir.
Senator LoxERAN. Is it your idea that in the exchange of com-

modities preference should be given to farm products?
Mr. HooD, Precisely.
Senator LoxKRGAN. That we should promote the sale of farm

products in foreign countries and in entering into the agreement to
reduce the sale of the products manufactured.

Mr. HooD. If that is a corollary to the first proposition, then yes.
Agtriulture now stands at a 76 index of articles that the farmers sell,
weighted averages, according to the figures of the Bureau of Eco-
nomics.

Against an index of 120 and something of the products which the
farmer must buy that enter into the cost of production of hi products.
That ratio is 8 points worse, even, that it was a year ago, for stance.
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if I remember the figures it was 1T last July, and it is 68 today.
This condition has been continuing (or a number of year, and we
simply think thad at every opportunity such as thi bill affords we
should insure the products of aIrkultur of having their opportunity

fot export, particularly those of hich we have surpluses, and that il
the treaty bargaining that is carried on it should not be at the expense
of exportable agsriulatural commodities. That is our whole propose.
ton n a nutshell
Senator LONEnGAN. That would mean, then the manufactured

products from abroad,
Mr, Hoon. If it is neceusary to take some manufactured products

from abroad in order to move some of our surpluses abroad, then we
will favor that,

Senator LoNanOAN. That is all.
The CHAIMANs. That is all. Thank you. Mr. Flynn, I undersatnd

you wanted to appear for Mr. Woll.
Mr. M. J. FLVNN. I do. Mr, Woll is unable to get here,

STATEMENT OF M. J. 1tYllW, liPRiSNINTIG THE AMRICAN
WAGE EAiNER' IPOTIOIV CORFERENON

Mr. FLYrsYN I am the executive secretary of the American Wage
Farners' Protective Conference.

The question before te Congress, in the authorization to the Presi.
dent to enter into reciprocal trade treaties with foreign nations, with.
out public hearings and without ratification of any such treaties by
the Senate, is rather simple.

The question is, shall we change our present course and seek to
increase the purchasing power of foreign nations or shall we continue
to seek to increase the purchasing power of our own people?

During the past few years the American people have spent billions
of dollars in an effort to eliminate the present depression, to increase
purchasing power, to provide employment opportunities for America's
workers, and to make possible a profitable market for the products of
America's farms and mines.

The proponents of this legislation contend that an increase of some
3 billions of dollars in our export trade will lift us out of the present
depression. However, they also contend that in order to make pos-
sible the exporting of these 3 billions of dollars' worth of articles and
commodities we must import additional billions of dollars' worth of
foreign commodities and merchandise,

The proponents point to our export trade of 1929. They seem-
ingly neglect or forget the conditions which made possible the export.
ing of some 5 billions of dollars worth of American products in 1929.
They neglect to point out that large portions of those exports were
paid for in I.O.U.'s, or with money which our people had loaned
foreign nations and foreign nationals. They neglect to point out
that most of the bonds which we purchased have defaulted in their
interest payments and greatly depreciated in value. They fail to
point out that most of the IO.U,'s have been charged off to losses, to
the greater loss of our Government in the form of tax collections.
More important, they fail to point out that these exportations of
5 billions of dollars were based upon a price structure ot about twice
what current prices of the same articles and commodities were in 1932.
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In 1029 we received an average of 10 cents per pound for the cotton
we exported, while the average price we received for our exports of
cotton for 1932 was only 7 cents per pound; we averaged 26 cents
per pound for our exports of tobacco in 1929, while during the year
1932 we averaged only 10 cents per pound on the tobacco we exported;
we averaged $1.25 per bushel for our exported wheat in 1929, while in
1932 we averaged only 60 cents per bushel for the wheat which we
exported; we averaged 12% cents per pound for the packing-house
lard we exported in 1920, while in 1932 we averaged less than 0 cents
per pound on our exports of lard. In 1929 we received 18 cents per
pound for our exports of copper, while in 1932 we received but 6 cents
per pound for the copper we exported. In 1929 we received $1 per
bushel for our exports of corn, while in 1032 we received only 35 cents
per bushel for our exported corn.

The drop in the export value of these 0 commodities is but 60 per
cent, while the drop in the purchasing power of the workers amounted
to 00 percent.

Naturally, with the price structure prevailing in 1929 our exports
in value amounted to 8 billions of dollars, especially when in many
cases we received in payment not cash but some form of payment
which in too many cases we have yet to realize upon.

America's industrial workers, opposing entry into reciprocal trade
treaties with foreign nations without first having the opportunity of
a public hearing, and, secondly without ratification by the Senate of
any treaties entered into with foreign nations, contend that our own
assurance of safety, our assurance of providing employment of oppor-
tunities of America's unemployed millions, our assurance of provid-
ing and of maintaining a market for the products of our farmers, lies
in substantially increasing the mass purchasing power of our 50,000,000
workers.

The Census of Manufactures reports that those engaged in or em-
ployed in manufacturing industries in the Uaned States in 1929 re-
ceived in wages some 11) billions of dollars; salaries paid in the same
industries were some 3%8 billions of dollars; with some 36% billions
paid for materials and containers, or a total of some 52 billions of
dollars.

It -is quite generally understood that the present administration
seeks to restore the price levels and conditions which existed in 1926.

Table 325, Employment and Pay-Roll Indexes in Manufacturing
Industries, as shown in the Statistical Abstract of the United States,
1933, published by the Department of Commerce, based on an index
for 1926 of 100, shows that the 1929 index for pay rolls in these
manufacturing industries was 100.5. The index for 1932 for pay rolls
in the same industries had dropped to 41.6.

In other words, those engaged in or employed in our manufacturing
industries alone suffered a loss in purchasing power of from 52 billions
of dollars to some 20 billions of dollars. Instead of chasing this lost
3 billions of dollars in export trade, based upon the price structure of
1929, we believe it safer, saner, and more constructive to bend our
energies toward regaining this lost 30 billions of dollars of purchasing
power formerly possessed by those employed in or engaged in manu-
facturing industries alone.

The compilation I have just cited pertains only to manufacturing
industries. This compilation does not include those employed in or
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engaged in steam and electric railways; in mining, quarrying, or oil
production and refining; in building; in wholesale or retail trade in
Hotels; in canneries, and so forth. We understand that the wages and
salaries paid to those employed in or engaged in these nonmanufac-
turing groups amounted to more than 12 billions of dollars in 1920.

We know that the loss in purchasing power of 1932 as compared
with 1020 was as great as that suffered by those in the manufacturing
industries,

The Statistical Abstract of the United States for 1938 contains a
table showing the estimated gross income of American farms for 1929
and for 1932.

We note that this shows the income for 1929 at some 12 billions of
dollars, while for 1932 it was some 5 billions of dollars, or, in round
figures, a drop in purchasing power for those located on American
farms of some 60 percent from that of 1929. Thus, the drop in pur-
chasing power of those employed in or engaged in manufacturing and
nonmanufacturing industries and of the farmers was practically the
same.

We find that the 1929 purchasing power of some 75 billions of dol-
lars, possessed by the three groups wilch I have just referred to, had
dropped to some 30 billions of dollars in 1932.

It is contended by those who wish to experiment with these recipro-
cal trade treaties with foreign nations that in order to enlarge our
exports we must enlarge our imports.

What are those articles or commodities which those rereesenting the
United States in these bargaining tariffs will agree to facilitate the
importation of without injury to the employment opportunities of
America's workers, or the destruction of the market in the United
States, for the products of the American farms.

The press reports that farm organizations have been led to believe
that importations of farm commodities will not be increased under
these proposed reciprocal trade treaties. Is this possible?

Can we enter into reciprocal trade treaties with any nation on the
American continent without accepting from such nations farm
products?

Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Patagonia, to mention but a
few, have surplus dairy and cattle products, other nations have
surplus fruits, vegetables, sugar, etc.

All of these farm products of these foreign nations are produced at
total costs which are so much less than the costs which prevail on
American farms that the prices which the American farmers would
be forced to accept for domestic products in competition with the
products imported as a result of our entering into reciprocal trade
treaties that the American farmers would be worse off than they are
today.

When we look at Europe what do we find? With few exceptions
they have, or they can easily arrange to have, a surplus of industrial
products which they may be willing and anxious to trade to us in
return for some of our surplus farm products.

In the case of most of the industrial products of Europe the labor
costs of production is so much lower than the labor costs of similar
goods, the products of America's workers, that hundreds of thousands
of our industrial workers would necessarily be deprived of employ-
ment opportunities. Again, and well worth your having in mind, is
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the fact that capital is very mobile, Already we have a number of
American factories in foreign countries. Not only would these faoc
tories be supplying that foreign trade, which only a few years ago
was supplied with the product of American labor, but we believe
that even the American trade might be furnished with the products
of these branch factories, located where the concern has the benefit
of cheap labor costs.

In such a situation both America's industrial and agricultural
workers would lose the benefits which they now have of the purchasing
power of those industrial workers who would necessarily be deprived
of employment.

Stressing the point further, what are those surplus products which
it is claimed we must dispose of in foreign markets?

Short Staple cotton? Ordinarily we produce some 5,000,000 bales
of cotton more than we can market in our own country. However,
much of this trouble is not due to loss n our exports as the figures
show that our exports of cotton for 1982 was 9,068,000 bales, while
for 1929 we exported 7,581,000 bales. The loss of the domestic
market to products of cotton is due in part at least to the develop.
ment of the rayon industry. Congress has just enacted legislation
which restricts the production of cotton to some 10,000,000 bales
annually, or, with any increase in our purchasing power, to such a
figure that the cotton planters won't have to worry about the export
market.

Insofar as it is legislatively possible, you have already eliminated
the netd of looking for foreign markets in which to dispose of our
surplus cotton production.

We have a surplus ordinarily of about 20 percent of the wheat which
we produce. Eighty percent of our wheat is sold in the domestic
market, and we understand that we, American consumers, pay some
15 cents per bushel more for our wheat than is paid for the same type
of wheat the foreigners buy from us.

We have tried to obtain a fair compilation of the net prices which
the American farmer secures for his farm products as compared with
the selling price plus transportation costs of similar farm products
from other agricultural countries without success.

We believe that if such a compilation was prepared it would show
that with the higher standards of living which ordinarily prevail in
our own country the American farmer nets far more than he would
through our entry into reciprocal trade treaties with foreign countries
which, as we view it, means the forced unemployment of additional
hundreds of thousands of America's industrial workers.

A hue and cry is raised from time to time of the necessity of our
increasing our sales of American automobiles in foreign countries.
It is claimed .that we can undersell the foreigners in their own
countries due to some supposed wizardry which we possess.

This is not true. We can undersell the foreign producers of auto-
mobiles solely because of the vast market for automobiles which
exists in our own country.

Not alone is this true but several of the large American automobile
producers now possess plants in foreign countries. Will it be con-
tended that they will dismantle these foreign plants and supply any
increased trade which they might secure with the products of Detroit,
Cleveland, and so forth?
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Realizing the necessity at this time of installing confidence and
eliminating fear, as much as possible, we believe that the authoriza-
tion to initiate and conclude reciprocal trade treaties with foreign
governments, without hearings to those affected, and without final
ratification dependent upon action of the Senate, will result in em-
ployers of labor hesitating or refusing to produce, except for immediate
sale which means increasing unemployment for America's industrial
workers.

Mr. Chairman, I want to here mention a question which was just
raised with the previous witness as to excise taxes, I

The treaty signed with Colombia of which a press release wds
issued by the State Department on december 15, 19388, speciflcal
prohibits the United States from placing excise taxes on imports of
Colombia.

In answer to a suggestion of Senator King on the efficiency of
American workers, I want to say that the Tariff Commissio n in ts
comments in various parts of the report which was made to the
Senate as the result of the resolution presented by Senator Costigan,
has found in numerous instances that the foreign that is, cheap labor
is highly productive, which offsets any thoughts of our supposed
advantage.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. FLYN i Mr. Chairman, as a part of my remarks I would like to

present a letter which was sent to the members of Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. Very well.
(The letter is as follows:)

MARca 12, 1984.
HONORABLE Sin: With some 10 millions or more workers unemployed it is most

natural that those who are employed and those hopeful of securing employment
are apprehensive and fearful of any legislation which may result in sharply de-
creasing employment opportunities for America's workers.

Enclosed herein you will find a copy of an address by President Matthew Woll
which sets forth clearly the attitude of America's industrial workers.

While it is true that our export trade, during the depression, dropped from some
5 billions in 1929, to 1,600,000,000 in 1932, it should be borne in mind that our
export trade represents but 5 percent, while our domestic trade is some 19 times
more Important.

The United States Tariff Commission, in a report dated March 1 1933
shows that the drop in our export trade resulted in 500,000 workers (industrial
and agricultural combined) being deprived of employment opportunities. This
number is but 5 percent of the number of workers who have been deprived of
employment opportunities as a result of the drop in our domestic trade.

The same Tariff Commission report shows that an increase of 12 percent in
S the wages of our industrial workers would, of itself, offset the entire loss of our
export trade.

Table 325, "Employment and Pay Roll Indexes in Manufacturing Industries,
Statistical Abstract of the United States for 1933," shows that for 1929 the index
for employment was 97.5, while for 1938 the same index was but 60.1. The
same table shows that wages in 1929 were at 100.5, while for 1933 the wage index
was reduced to 41.6.

These figures shot. clearly the iuss in employment and wages and consequent
loss of purchasing power to Amrrlca's industrial workers. These figures Illus-
trate the importance of our domestic trade in contrast with possible advantages
we may gain through authorization of reciprocal trade treaties.
There is further doubt of the value of foreign trade when we realize that exports

to Europe, Asia, and South America must be paid for in imports of manufactured
goods, agricultural products or minerals, or I.O.U's.

The imports, manufactured goods, agricultural products or minerals, will be
produced at wages and working hours entirely at variance with similar products
produced under codes of National Recovery Administration, and, at labor costs
which the products of America's workers cannot compete with, unless America's
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workers are expected to work at European Asiatic, and South American wagelevels, Should we accept payment In LO, U's are such debts to be paid on thesame basis as those debts contracted when "We saved the world for democrat, f"?Those advocating reclprocal trade treats without hearings to thone affce(l,or, without ratificatlon t such treaties Iy the Senate, advance the theoryv thotmuch reciprocal trade treaties would be made prlnel ally with south 00etrajAmerican and Asiata countries Thi would mean t at we must import largeentities of farm catt, (lryj, and mineral products, which imports woutlfurther depress the purchasing power of the Amrical farmers, dalr, cattle andmineral producers, by depriving tht n of the market they now have--Amerca--and, further , forcing them to accept prices for their products based on foreigncosts, which prices would be ruinous to then,America's Industrial workers are opposed to aso legislation which is injuriousto tihe best interests of the American farmers, ie American farmers are theprincipal purchasers of the prdoucts of America industrial workers relativelytIloesame as the purchasing power of America' employed industrial workers co-.stitute thell principal and only sustained market for the products of Americanfarmers.
The markngof reciprocal trade trestlies with foreign governments, would ofnecessity, be delegated by the President to some group, Necessarily in doleogat.ing sueci power, lie wouldlay down some formula for such agency to U governedby so that the American public could foresee what he had in ,mind.Some authorities contend that tariff (dlutis should be wholly eliminated whlenimportations do not exceed 8 percent of domestic production, or, when our Importsexceed our exports, or, when equivalent ad valorenm tariff duties exceed 50 percent.Anl anals ls of the report of the Tariff Commission in response to Senate Rols"Ition 325, Seventy-second Congres., based onl the above formula would nocessi-tate tihe immediate reduction of 34 percent tariff duty on most of the principalfarm products, mineral and manufactured products named In the Tarrlnf Act of1930,

Realizing the necessity at this time of installing confidence and eliminatingfear as much as possible, we believe that the authorization to initiate and con.-elude reciprocal trade treaties with foreign governments, without hearings tothose effected, or, without final ratification dependent upon action of the Senoate,will result In employers of labor hesitating or refusing to produce except forImmediate sale, which means increasing unemployment for Americas industrialworkers.
In addition, we fear the American farmers, faced with the possible loss of thistariff protection, will hesitate to make the improvements in their property andtheir equipment so necessary for the continued employment of America's indus-trial workers. The equivalent ad valorem tariff protection now accorded to theproducts of American farmers which we do not complain of or seek the reductionof may be judged from the following taken from the report of the Tariff Com-mission based ol imports for 1932: Wheat, c55 percent; corn, 57 percent; dressedbeeft o percent; beef or veal, pickled, 83 percent; canned meats, 68 percent'frozen meats, 8 percent; butter o6 percent; whole eggs, 88 perc eent; sweetenecondensed milk 62 percent; case 76 percent cleae rice 102 percent; lemons92 percent; fru ft juices, 84 percent; citric acid, 11 percent; sugar, 116 percent.long-staple cotton, 55 percent; cottonseed oil, 51 percent; shelled peanuts, 24dpercent; faxseed, 100 percent; beans, 84 percent; soybeans, 103 percent.In view of the conditions now existing we sincerely believe thle authorizationto negotiate and conclude reciprocal trade treaties without ratification by theSenate will seriously retard the opportunity of our ten million or more workerssecuring profitable employment.

Respectfully submitted.
M. J FLYNN, Executive Secretary.The CHAIRMAN, Is Mr. H. B, Fell of Tulsa, Okla., representingIndependent Petroleum Association of America, present?

(No response.)
he CAIR AMN. Is Mr. F. J. Harwood, of Appleton, Wis., repre-

senting the Lockport Felt Co., here?
(No response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. W. R. Peabody?
Mr. PEABODY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN, How much time do you want, Mr. Peabody?

i
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Mr. PEABODY. I will try to cut my remarks, but oven so, I would
require about one half hour.

The CHAIRMAN, We will give you 10 minutes.
Mr. PEABomY. I represent the American Tariff League.
The CHAIRMAN. I understood you were representing yourself.
Mr. PEABODY. I do not know how that got in the record. I am

hero for the American Tariff League.
The CHAIRMAN. Won't you just withhold for a few moments and

let us get through with a few of these who will take a little shorter
time, so that we can expedite the hearing a little?

Mr. PABODYn . Certainly sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is Mr. Frank X. A. Eble present?
Mr. EBLE. Yes.
The CHAIMANz. How much time do you want?
Mr. EBLE. I will mak it short,
The CHAsIMAN, ProceQed

STATEMENT OF FRANK X. A. EBLE, MANAGER OF THE AMERICAN
MATOC INSTITUTE, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. EBLE. The American Match Institute is the trade association
of the American match industry. The membership of the institute
comprises practically 100 percent of the entire industry. The mem-
bers of the institute are as follows: Atlas Match Corporation, Bell
Machine Co., Berst-Forster-Dixficld Co., the Diamond Match Co.,
Federal Match Corporation General Match Co., Lion Match Co.,
Inc., Merchants Industries, Inc. Ohio Match Co., Pacific Match Co.
Palmer Match Co., United ngineering Corporation, Universal
Match Corporation, West Virginia Match Corporation, Wisconsin
Match Corporation.

The American match industry is the most efficient in the world.
Our factories are the most sanitary. We pay the highest wages and
we have the shortest working hours.

American match factories are located in 12 different States in the
Union. These States are as follows: California, Washington, Maine,
Ohio, Missouri, Wisconsin, Minnesota, West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
New York, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.

The finest quality of raw lumber in the world used for making match
splints is grown and cut in Michigan, California, Maine, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Idaho, and Washington.

The members of this industry are in sympathetic accord with
President Roosevelt's desires and aims to enliven our international
trade. All agree that something should be done to retrieve our lost
foreign markets. We were all impressed with the predictions made
before this honorable body last week, of the chaos and calamity in
store for us if the powers sought for the President through the pro-
visions of this bill are not granted. Such statements have only
added to our perplexities and misgivings about the curative effects
of this new administrative endeavor of the executive branch of our
Government.

We have heard much in recent months about experimental approach
of problems confronting the Nation. We are about to enter into a
new field of experimentation and, alas, one in which we are many
years behind our foreign brethren.
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Now, gentlemen, I do not like to talk about my own personal
opinions, but I have served my Government 19 years.

Fourteen years of that was spent in the Customs, and for a period
of 7% years (1922 until 1929) in charge of the foreign market value
and cost of production investigations of various lines of merchandise
exported to the United States from nine of the leading countries of
central Europe, and I believe that I can speak with some degree of
knowledge with reference to our international trade relations with
those countries which were located in my official district.

There I had ample opportunity to study the values and costs of
production and factory operations of almost every important com-
modity coming into our country. In addition to that, I had the
novel experience of being the Customs adviser in the Commission to
Poland, and with all of this experience, I look over the background,
and having had an opportunity to observe some of these treaties in
operation, and when I realize how inexperienced our own experts,
men who are untried, I want to tell you gentlemen, that I am consider
ably alarmed about the outcome of this bill.

Sam not looking at it as a political question. It is true that tariff
is a political question, but gentlemen, you now are discussing and
considering a business man s question.

To say, gentlemen, that I am apprehensive of the outcome of this
new experimentation in a new and untried field of administrative
endeavor is putting it very mildly.

The underlying causes of the present economic ills of the world,
and incidentally of our own country, are far too deep rooted to give
way to any such palliatives as reciprocal trade treaties. I say
present economic ills because we are now in the second stage of this
world depression. This stage began when many of the leading nations
of the world debased their currencies and we are still in the midst of
this era.

This era had its inception on September 21, 1931, when England
announced to the world that it had abanconed the gold standard.
England's action caused great consternation in international trade
circles. Other nations followed rapidly in her footsteps so that in
the spring of 1932 practically one half of the nations of the world
had debased their currencies. At that time 43 percent of the im-
portations arriving in the United States originated in countries which
had abandoned the gold standard.

While I was Commissioner of Customs, I observed that 43 percent
of all our importations came from countries which had debased their
currencies.

It was then that the nations of the world began the grand scramble
to bargain with one another and to negotiate reciprocal treaties, in
order to hold on to their vanishing export trade. Some gold-standard

-. countries initiated reprisals in the form of special duties which were
levied on merchandise imported from countries which had debased
their currencies. Indeed our own Congress was petitioned to enact
legislation which would offset the advantages the products of depreci-
ated-currency countries enjoyed in our own markets.

It was during this era that the sterling bloc fortified its lines of
communication at the Ottawa conference and started off three jumps
ahead of all the other nations.

I spent the first 9 months of last year in Berlin, in the capacity of
United States Treasury attach and I will never forget the dismay
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which was created in the hearts of exporters throughout central
EXrope when they first became aware of the possibility of the United
States abandoning the gold standard,

As you remember, the United States dollar first sold off slightly in
the spring of last year, and notwithstanding the repeated assurance
that the United States would not abandon the gold standard, a feeling
of apprehension existed. When the dollar dropped to lower levels
and subsequent events substantiated their fears, many of these
exporters became panicky because their contracts with American
importers were payable in United States dollars. Shipments were
held up, orders were canceled and long-term contracts in the process
of negotiation fell by the board.

Now, gentlemen, I ani speaking from actual knowledge. I am not
speaking from newspaper reports or written statements. I am
speaking from personal appeals that were made to me in my office by
these manufacturers, by these exporters, and what I am saying here
is based on fact.

American buyers in France, England, and other foreign countries
were called home. The buying of merchandise for exportation to the
United States immediately took the form of hand-to-mouth purchases.
Confidence was shattered and there was no such thing as stability in
international trade. This condition continued and became more
critical from month to month until there arose on the horizon of the
economic world a new ray of hope when the World Economic Con-
ference was called to meet in London. It was, as you know, a dismal
failure. The world received the shock stoically. However, the
failure of this conference was the greatest blow to international trade
that the world has ever experienced. It has not yet recovered and
it never will until the nations of the world meet on common ground

S and stabilize their currencies. This is what is needed, and this alone
will rehabilitate international confidence and remove the existing
obstacles to a normal flow of international trade.

I maintain that this reciprocal treaty endeavor is merely a fantastic
dream. It has not got one iota of practical sense from a business
man's standpoint.

We fail to see wherein the economic situation of the United States
can be improved one iota in this new and untried administrative
endeavor.

Then there is the Japanese menace to world commerce. The
United States Daily of yesterday, in a well-written article headed
'"Japan Undersells the World" graphically illustrates this new eco-
nonic colossus which has arisen to add additional turmoil to. an
already harassed world.

The Honorable Richard Washburn Child, special representative of
President Roosevelt, in a recent interview given out in London to a
representative of the United Press, stated that Japan was a menace
to world trade and that lower living standards were one of the dangers
which confronted all civilized nations because of Japanese aggressive-
ness in the markets of the world.

I may mention, without going into personalities again, that white
I was commissioner of customs I brought attention to this Japanese
menace, and I believe I was the only Government official that did
bring that to attention. I was requested to soft-pedal on it, and I
want to tell you that Mr. Richard Washburn Child is the first high
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-oflrial of the United States Government tht has publicly brought
this to the people's attention.

Senator BAtKLEV. What is the approximate date of that statement
you have just referred to?

Mr. EBsLt . I have it in my files.
Senator BAUKLE. What year?
Mr. E, t. The statement was made about 3 weeks ago, Jast

before lie started home.
Senator BARKL:I. Mr. Richard Washburn Child---
Mr. EBLM (interposing). He is the special representative of the

President of the United States.
Senator BARKLMY. isa he on his way home now?
Mr. EDLE, I have heard that he was. I am not positive.
Senator BARKLEY. Very well.
Mr. EBLs. The match industry of the United State s i fully aware

-of the dangers involved in Japanese compeition. During the past
18 months this industry has seen Japanese imports of safety matches
increase nearly 000 percent.

Thousands of men and women are employed in our factories and
approximately 5,000 homesteaders, farmers, and others are engaged
i supplying American match manufacturers with the raw lumber
from which match splints are made. Many hundreds of these em-
ployees and farmers are walking the streets today because some of our
factories have been forced to close down on account of the heavy
imports of Japanese and other foreign matches. Indeed, the American
match industry has never been free from the disastrous effects of
foreign competition for during the past 10 years about 10 match
factories have closed down completely and one out of business.

The United States is a natural matchmaking country. The Ameri-
can match industry has abundant raw materials and sufficient plant
capacity and equipment to produce more than two and one half times
as many matches as are needed to supply the entire consumptive de..
mands of the American market.

The American match industry has but one market for its products
and that is, the American market, because our industry is barred
from almost all countries of the world, either because of government-
owned and controlled match monopolies or other restrictions, such as
the Canadian excise tax which has the effect of an administrative em-
bargo on American-made matches.

Notwithstanding all this, American match manufacturers are con-
stqntly being bombarded by imports from many foreign countries.
Indeed, 10 years ago, during the calendar year of 1924, safety matches
were imported into the United States from 24 different countries.

The total impoTtations of safety matches from foreign countries for
the calendar year of 1933 amounted to 3,943,012 gross. This is
equivalent to 667 carloads or 13 trainloads of 50 cars each, or 13 car-
loads for every State in the Union. Gentlemen, this represents prac.
tically one half c the total consumption of safety matches in the
entire American market.

Eighty percent of these imports from came Japan. Japanese
matches are being offered on our markets at prices which are 40 per-
cent under the production cost of American-made matches.

Increased imports are now arriving from Russia. The Russian
imports are of the white-splint type and these, too, are being offered
at prices far below the American cost of production.
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In addition to this the first carload of book matches, which hereto-
fore have always been distinctly an American product, arrived on the
Pacific coast a few weeks ago from Japan. These matches, which are
used as an advertising medium end given away free to smokers by
the Nation's greatest advertisers, are being sold at prices far below
the production costs of the Amerlcan manufacturers,

In 1929 the American match industry was subjected to one of the
most crucial experiences in its history. The Swedish match king, Ivan
Kruger, attempted to gain control, not alone of the American match
industry, but of the entire mntch-producing facilities of the world,
The American match industry has not yet recovered from the effects
of the unscrupulous and ruthless Kreuger manipulations. We are told
that approximately 25,000 American citizens invested $225,000,000
in the Swedish match trust. The story of the match king's career, his
manipulations through the Swedish match trust, and his suicide has
been published and told in romantic form, but, nevertheless there is
nothing but tragedy in the trail of loss and ruin which he left behind
him. One can sympathize with the American investors. Think of
it-$225,000 000--why, this is nearly three times more than the
invested capital of the entire American match industry.

The American match industry is supporting the administration's
recovery program 100 percent. It is operating under the match code.
It has increased wages 28 percent and reduced the number of working
hours per week. The President has again asked the American match
industry to further reduce the weekly hours of labor without any
reduction in wages.

Senator BAtKLEV. Did you increase your prices?
Mr. EBLE. I would like to put that into the record, with all of the

force of the English language I can command. The price of a box of
matches that was a penny is still a penny and the 5 cent box is still
5 cents, notwithstanding that we have all of those additional costs
to our product, and that we are paying 6) million dollars in excise
taxes that goes into the Treasury of the United States, and is not
passed on to the consumer.

Senator BARaLEY. Is the industry as a whole making any money?
Mr. EBLE. The safety box manufacturers are not making any

money at the present time.
Senator BARsLEY. Before they raised their wages 28 percent, they

were making money?
Mr. EtLs. Their prices to the wholesalers were lower then.
Senator BARKLEY. What I am speaking about is this, that unless

you have a considerable surplus laid by, you could not increase your
wages 28 percent without increasing your income.

Mr. EDLE. I will tell you how the increase was passed on. It was
passed on to the wholesaler and the jobber, and not to the public.

Senator BARKLEY. You did increase your prices?
Mr. EBLE. Not to the public.
Senator BARKLEY. That is the wholesalers and jobbers business.
Mr. EBLE. Yes,
All the members of the American match industry are in deep

sympathy with the President's recovery program and are generous in
their praise of his past efforts and agree that he is entitled to great
credit for the industrial and economic recovery thus far attained.
They wish they again could be as prompt in meeting the President's
recent request. However, conditions confronting the industry are
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far from being favorable. To add any additional burdens in the form
of increased production costs at this time would merely be giving
additional advantages to the foreign manufacturers of matches
who for the past 18 months have been forcing us out of the one and
only market we possess for our products, While the entire American
match industry has thus far supported the N.R.A. program, and will
continue to do so, the members of this Industry feel disheartened and
discouraged because of the Governmnent's delay in giving us adequate
relief from the menace of foreign importations.

There is at the present time a provision of law in the National
Recovery Act which is supposed to afford relief to Ameriena indus-
tries which are suffering from destructive foreign competition. Under
date of October 27, 1033, the American match industry appealed to
the President for relief under the provisions of section 3 (e) of the
National Recovery Act. Under the provisions of this act the Presli
dent has authority to levy a fee, restrict, or even embargo imports
which endanger the maintenance of any code, Up to this date, May 1,
no relief has been granted.

Members of this industry are dismayed over the delay in reaching
a decision on our appeal for relief and they can not understand why
it should take 6 months to make a finding favorable to our industry.
We have no assurance even now that the decisions when they are made
will be favorable because we are told that ambassadors ministers and
their attaches of all the foreign countries interested in exporting
matches to this country have appealed to the State Department and
the White House in an endeavor to frustrate us in our efforts for
relief. This is indeed a sad commentary on our representative form
of government.

N'w you can understand, gentlemen why we are apprehensive over
the bargaining provisions of tis bill. We are asked to have confidence
in the President. To leave this matter in his hands and that no in-
justice will be done any industry, What assurance have we, that he
personally will handle these matters? We have every confidence in
President Roosevelt's integrity his sincerity, his honesty or purpose
and the reat spirit of leadership which lie has so ably demonstrated
during the first year of his administration which everyone will admit
was most trying, but every individual familiar with the inner workings
of the executive branch of our Government knows full well that Presi-
dent Roosevelt will not personally negotiate these reciprocal treaties
and personally consider the infinite variety of factors involved.
That, of course, i self-evident. The many thousands of items to be
bargained with will certainly require a staff of experts conversant not
only with the teclmicalities of tariff-making, but with conditions
affecting the industries concerned at home and abroad. Where are
we going to find the rare combination of such knowledge in the
personnel of this body of experts?

If the State Department is desirous of having the time limit re-
moved or extended, that in itself would be evidence of the admission I
of the gigantic task involved, the possibility of the passage of years,
taxing the ability of a large staff of experts, before final agreements t
satisfactory to all are reached. I raise these questions not facetiously
but as a matter of practicability. There are only a few men in the
world who know anything about tariffs, let alone about the principles r
of equitable tariff making.
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We are told that matches are on the list of items to be bargained
with foreign countries when reciprocal treaties are to be negotiated.

Senator BAiRLY. You did not get that out of one of Secretary
Wallace's speeches, did you?

Mr. EsIo, No, sir; I think we got it out of the Costigan report.
Is our industry designated as one of the inefficient institutions

because we have a higher wage scale than any match manufacturing
country in the world? Are Japanese match manufacturers and pro

"ucers to be considered more efficient because they operate their
plants on a more economical basis with a wage seale for female labor
of I cent an hour for a 10-hour day? Bear in mind, gentlemen, I said
maximum, while the minimum wage scale in an American match
factory is $15.20 per week. Is our industry to be sacrificed on the
altar of international trade because we have a 40-hour per week
schedule of work against the 60-hour week prevalent in Japan? Are
the thousands of men and women employed in our factories to be
treated as pawns in the hands of individuals negotiating these recipro-
cal treaties? Are they to be sacrifled in an endeavor to salvage the
millions of dollars invested in a Swedish match trust, which is now in
the hands of receivers? The American match industry was not
associated with these foreign interests, nor was the industry in any
way responsible for the flotation of stocks and bonds of foreign match
corporations.

The American match industry represents an investment of approxi-
mately $85,000,000. Is the capital invested in this industry to be
jeopardized or wiped out simply because Russin, through a system of
confiscation of industries and without any capital investment, can
produce matches more cheaply?

For many years every proposed legislative enactment involving
tariff or tariff adjustment has always been a subject of intense and
even bitter political debate. This question now before your honor-
able body is not a political question. It is a commercial question of
the greatest import to the Nation, It is closely interwoven with the
fundamentals of American industry agriculture, and labor. Indeed,
it is a question of vital interest to every farmer, business man, and
workingman in our country. All three classes cannot help but be
confused when they read and hear the maze of bewildering and con-
flicting thought expressed by various loading citizens with relation to
the merits of this bill.

The latest urge to pass this bill has come from the distinguished
gentleman the former Secretary of State under the Hoover admiis-
tration. In a very recent speech broadcast over a national hook-up,
Mr. Stimson stated that congressional or Tariff Commission duty
revision is too slow. Now if anyone can point out a single depart-
ment of the United States Government which has less speed than the
Department of State, the affairs of which the distinguished gentleman
administered during the Hoover administration, he certainly should
be rewarded'with the Congressional Medal of Honor.

I know in one instance where this Department fiddled around more
than 6 months in an endeavor to negotiate and pass one reciprocal
treaty.

In the spring of 1932 the Commissioner of Customs in Washington
recived so many complaints from American manufacturers relative
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to Japanese competition, low prices, and the loss of their markets,
that he conceived the idea of making a collection of the various articles
of merchandise imported from Japan. The display also contained a
collection of similar competitive articles of the American munufac.
turner.

All who saw the display were impressed. They all said something
should he done. Some suggested that the American Manufac-
turers' Association or the United States Chamber of Commerce
should plhce a similar display in every big city of the United States to
educate the people of the new menace confronting American labor and
industry. Certain high officials of the administration, however, were
not so enthusiastic about the display. Indeed there was some
thought of prohibiting it altogether. Certain State Department
officials cautioned the Treasury Department that it might be objec-
tionable to our friendly neighbor in the Orient. This, in my opinion,
was the quintessence of pussyfootism, an affliction quite prevalent in
that Department during the former administrations. Later on the
display was sent to the Senate Finance Committee where it was
buried.

I have the greatest respect for the opinions of the distinguished
gentleman who is Chairman of the United States Tariff Commission,
but let us look at the recommendation of another individual also a
distinguished gentleman who was the Chairman of the Tariff Com-
mission and who belongs to a different school of political and economic
thought-Chairman Taussig, who was appointed by President Wilson
to head the Tariff Commission. Chairman Taussig's report on
reciprocity and commercial treaties was submitted to the Congress
on December 4, 1918, and an extract from same is as follows:

Finally, it canot be too much emphasized that any policy adopted by the
United States should have for its object, on the one hand, the prevention of dis-
rimination and the securing of equality of treatment for American commerce and

for American citizens, and on the other hand, the frank offer of the same equality
of treatment to all countries that reciprocate in the same spirit and to the same
effect. The United States should ask no special favors and should grant no
special favors. It should exercise its powers and should impose its penalties, not
for the purpose of securing discrimination in its favor, but to prevent discrimina-
tion to its disadvantage.

Every business man knows that the price, plus quality, at which a
commodity is sold generally regulates its bargaining power. What
advantages have we to offer in the way of price for any of our com-
modities, outside of a few manufactured lines such as automobiles,
agricultural machinery, typewriters, adding machines, and a few other
products of the durable industries. Are we going to be able to com-
pete with Indian and Egyptian cotton when we realize that the price
of Indian cotton in Liverpool during the month of March was more
than 30 percent below the price of American cotton?

During the 6 months' period ending January 31, 3 types of Indian
cotton at Liverpool averaged 23 percent less than the price of Ameri-
can middling and low middling as compared with 16 percent during
the preceding 6 months. This information was contained in a Wash-
ington dispatch dated April 2, 1934 and is supposed to be taken from
a report of the Bureau of Agriculture Economics on world cotton
prospects.

Under date of March 30, I read in the New York Times a statement
that Argentina urges a big cotton crop. This South American country
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wants to increase her acreage in an effort to build up a new textile
industry. The article goes on to say that she is intensely interested
in our plans and her farmers are told that curtailment here in the
United States means a broader market for their crops. Every move
that the United States is making in the direction of crop control is
accompanied by editorials in the leading Buenos Aires newspapers
urging Argening ne farmers to raise more cotton, assuring them that
new markets are theirs for the asking

Let us be practical and examine the question from a business-man's
viewpoint. In this day and age of depreciated currencies, statistics
on the basis of value are confusing and do not give a true picture of
our real foreign trade balance. Satisfaction is constantly expressed
by statisticians, economists, and students of international finance
when they observe that our trade balance is always a favorable one.
But has our trade balance really been a favorable one during the past
8 years? I doubt it.

Let us take the trade figures between Japan and the United States.
We always sell her more than she buys from us. These figures are
always on the basis of value in dollars and cents.

Let us assume that she sold us in the last 10 months $100,000,000
worth of products, bearing in mind that outside of raw silk, mostly
all of her exports are manufactured or semimanufactured items. Let
us assume she bought from us $120,000,000 worth of cotton, lumber,
scrap steel and so forth, the greater portion of her purchases being
raw materials. We immediately come to the conclusion that here is
a fair example of a favorable trade balance in our favor. But is it?

I could cite you several hundreds of items, all competitive with
manufacturers of the United States, but I am only going to give you
one example and that is of matches.

There were approximately 8 million gross of safety matches im.
ported into the United States from Japan last year. The invoice
price on these matches averaged 15 cnts per gross. The Japanese,
therefore, actually received the sum of $450,000 as their share of tai
transaction. The Government receives a duty of 40 percent ad
valorem, approximately 6 cents per gross and the matches are sold
on our markets at 88 cents per gross. The big factor, however, is
that these 8 million gross of imported matches displace 3 million gross
of American-made matches for which our manufacturers receive
82 cents per gross and thereby suffer a loss of $2,460,000 worth of
business.

Now when it comes to bargaining with Japan on a reciprocal basis,
the proceeds of her 3 million gross of matches would only enable her to
purchase $450,000 worth of, let us say, American cotton. The
economic loss to our country is a difference between $2,460,000 and
$450,000 which is exactly $2,010,000 and this loss is less than one-half
of 1 percent of the total imports from Japan. Multiply this by 100
and you have an economic loss of approximately $200,000,000.

There is only one safeguard to the Nation and its industries when
reciprocal treaties are being negotiated. They should be approved
by the Senate of the United States. This is a policy which our
Government has followed successfully for 150 years. It is a safeguard
which was placed in the Constitution of the United States and was
approved by the Executive head of our Government when another
Roosevelt was President. We believe that we can profitably follow
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President Theodore Roosevelt's excellent recommendations which
are contained in his annual message to Congress in 1901, as follows:

Reciprocity must be treated as the handmalden of protection. Our flrat duty
is to see that the protection granted by the tariff In every ease whore It Ias ncoded
i maintained, and that reciprocity be sought for so far as It can safely be (one
without injury to our home Indusfrles, Just how far thi s ilmust be dotoerilned
accordln to the Individual ease roneninboring always that very application of
our tariff poley to meet our shifting natia n ntlia eedm nimust be ooidltliioed imon tho
cardinal fact that the duties ilmut never be reduced below the point that will covur
the difference between the labor cost here and abroad. The well-uhiig of the
wageworker Is a prime consideration of our entire polloy of ecotloinu loeg latloln.

It is the sincere hope of all the memIbers of the American inutch
industry that if this bill is to pass that it will CHI'iy atn amiondm nt
which will give American industry an opportunity to he heard.
This is no unreasonable request. We of the American match industry
having but one market in which to sell our products, i.e., the American
market feel that we are fully justified in making such i request.
We feel that under our representative form of Government that we
are entitled to this privilege.

Acting Chairman BAtKLEY. Frank R. Wheeler, representilt the
velvet industry.

STATEMENT OF FRANK R. WHEELER, REPRESENTING THE VELVET
INDUSTRY

Mr. WHEELEn. Mr. Chairman, the manufacture of velvets was
started in the United States during the years 1887-88. The real im-
petus, however, was provided only after the passage of tariff legisla-
tion. Like many other textile enterprises, the velvet industry has
grown behind the protection of a tariff wall to an extent which almost
gives it a chartered right to existence. The tariff protection has,
however, from time to time, proved inadequate due to the vast
difference in costs of labor and raw material between this country
and foreign countries, making it necessary for the industry to appeal
for -% more adequate protection. The records as well as the results
of this appear in the files not only of the Tariff Commission but also
with the congressional committees having to do with tariff matters.

It is interesting to note that the major tariff bill passed some 40
years ago was, we believe the vital factor in bringing about recovery
after a period of serious depression. That tariff bill was passed as.a
matter of governmental policy in an effort to stimulate a wider variety
of industrial enterprise in the United States. The results are well
known. It was the beginning of the unparalleled industrial expansion
which has taken place in the intervening, period.

We are thoroughly in sympathy with and have aided the efforts of
the administratio n to restore prosperity to this country and our lack
of confidence does not rest in a lack of confidence in any individual
but it does rest upon the principle that it is wrong and contrary to the
principles of democratic government to place in the hands of any one
individual the power of life and death of an industry without a hearing.
This refers to all industries which are today dependent for existence
upon the principles of tariff protection.

We believe that the protective tariff has amply demonstrated that
in normal times it it an invaluable instrument in the protection of
wealth inasmuch as it enables American industry to both produce
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goods at prices which are competitive with foreign made goods, and
at the same time maintain the h ih scale of American living,

The United States Government excludes completely Asiatic labor
because of its willingness to work at rates of pay which would be
starvation wages for American labor, It also restricts through quotas,
the admission of European labor upon the grounds that it creates a
surplus of employable population. Why should we admit the prod.
ucts of foreign or Asiatic laborers manufactured in their own countries
when we exclude the individuals who manufacture such products?

If the product of that labor is to be admitted, we might better
admit the laborer who becomes a potential consumer whereas the
product of his labor becomes a destructive factor in that it displaces
an equivalent amount of American productivity, and destroys capital
and increases unemployment,

It must be recognized that hand-to-mouth buying is the order of
the day. This translated into actual occurrence means that every
manufacturer must create an inventory if he is to meet the customer
demands which he hopes will be made upon him, Add to all the
difficulties and uncertainties of the present situation the possible
prospect of a small profit being inevitably turned into certain loss
and what inducement do you leave to industry to risk its capital in
such a venture? In our industry the uncertainty of continued exist-
ence dependent upon tariff protection would be the most serious
mennce.

Under the proposed bill no industry now protected by a tariff is
afforded the opportunity to be heard in its own defense. The most
fundamental principle of democratic government is, in our opinion,
thereby completely destroyed. This is our major objection to this
bill. If we could be given the same opportunity to be heard as was
afforded under the procedure before the Tariff Commission, it would
remove that objection, It is our belief that this bill is predicated
upon the theory that the present incumbent will continue in office
during the life of the bill, We do not question his high motives nor
the disinterestedness of purpose. Nevertheless it is fundamentally
unsound and thoroughly undemocratic to predicate any legislation
upon the uncertainties of life of any one individual.

Is it wise in the face of the example of the air-mail case which the
country has recently had before it to entrust to even the best inten-
tioned individual the powers of life and death over industry.

Acting Chairman BAKLEY. Is there anyone here representing the
Central Fibre Products Co., of Tama, Iowa?

(No response.)
Acting Chairmnan BAKLEY. Mr. Cheney, how much time do you

want?
Mr. CHENEY. I will be as brief as possible. I won't be more than

15 minutes at the outside.
Acting Chairman BARKLEY. I will give you 10 minutes.

STATEMENT OF HORACE B. CHENEY, REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEXTILES, INC.

Mr. CHENEY. Mr. Chairman, we are opposed to this bill. The
bill is based upon the theory of power given to a person respected
and trusted, but when nobody can be assured of continuance in life
from one day to the next.

Irtt lPnOCAL TitADn A nIrMRNTA
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Secretary Hull appeared before this committee and when asked
to commit himself in relation to what it meant, absolutely refused
to do so.

If the State Department won't comndi itself to what they mean
to do under tids, how can you expect that the rest of the country
can understand what is intended by the bill to be done?

I have the greatest respect for Secretary Hull. I know him
personally, and have for years. He is a high-minded gentleman, and
a gentleman also bred-in-the.bone free-trade, a policy which is not
in practical existence in any country in the world today, and which
is just as dead, as an international policy, as the dodo bird.

Senator BtAntKL. I do not think it ought to be allowed to pass in
the record without contradiction that Mr. Hull is a free-trader.

He helped to frame the Underwood tariff of 1013, and that was by
no means a free-trade measure. He is opposed to some of the high
duties and high tariffs that have been enacted, but 1 should not like
for the record to show that nobody disputed that statement, that Mr.
Hull is a free-trader.

Mr. CHENEY. We will modify it to that extent, Senator Barkley.
I will accede to that; but Secretary Hull, in his recent public state-

ments, has indicated very clearly that he believed that industry ait
least should not be continued by the means of a protective tariff.

I further wish to refer to the planning committee which I anm
creditably informed, was very influential in the forming of this legisla-
tion.

That committee has given its report, I am again creditably in.
formed, indicating a belief that there are industries in this country
which we would better be without, which should be eliminated, and
even some of their members went so far as to provide an alternative
for roviding for the maintenance of the displaced population of New
England on subsistence funds. Of course, that is not to be taken abso-
lutely literally, yet it expresses a belief and a tendency in thought on
the part of some persons who are concerned with import duties, in
this connection.

Senator BARKLEY. What do you mean by the "planning commit-
tee"? We have not heard that mentioned.

Mr. CHENEY. It was a committee appointed by President Roosevelt
that considered and made a report on which, I am creditably told, this
bill was largely drafted.

Mr. Tugwell is one of the committee.
Senator BARKLEY. I had not heard of that.
Mr. CHENEY. I cannot remember the names of the rest of them.
Senator BARKLEY. I had not heard of that committee. Frankly,

I did not know that there was such a committee as the planning
committee. .

There has been an interdepartmental policy committee tiat works
rather in harmony on administrative matters. I do not want to take
your time with it.

Mr. CHENEY. This is a general planning committee.
Further, I wish to point out that when the administration of such a

law as this is put into force it will not be President Roosevelt nor
Secretary Hull who will formulate and draft the treaties and general
policies on which industry will depend. Those will be chiefly done by
persons of less responsibility and of less experience and particularly c
of less knowledge of the industries of the country as a whole.
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There is an old theory which I still encounter in Congress, that in
order to have importation of goods we must have a corresponding
exportation of goods and that it is an exchange of commodities on
the basis of the old theory of barter.

I think that if you will refer to the report of the Department of
Commerce, the plans of international payments of the United States,
you will find that there are many other ways in which trade is bal-
anced, and that the balance of trade for almost a generation has been
in favor of the United States; and that that balance has been main.
trained not by any means through the exportation of merchandise
but through various other instrumentalities which export in one form
or another credits, capital, and so forth, including shipments of
specie as a minor proposition.

I wish to call attention to the fact that under the action of the
N.R.A., which has so increased wages, under our monetary policy,
in the purchase of gold, and various other influences, particularly the
heavy depreciation of currencies in Asiatic countries, the duties
enjoyed by industry today in this country under the present bill
linve been cut 50 percent, and we have already got a reduction in
duty, which puts tile present tariff on the basis of as effective an
instrumentality of the lowest tariff that we have had in the last 50
years, the most-favored-nation clause of treaties; and I wish to call
attention to the fact that if we give a reciprocal treaty under this
bill to every nation, we will have to give the benefits of those tariffs
to every nation wich has a most-favored-nation treaty with the
United States.

Most particularly I wish to emphasize that China has such a treaty
and that Japan has a conditional treaty which, in effect, will mean
that unless we deny her something, or she denies us, rather, in the
trade what they consider an equivalent, we can not deny them the
benefits of this treaty.

I want to call attention to Asatic competition. The results of
Asiatic competition under their heavily depreciated industries, under
their pressure of wars between Japan and China, have grown with
leaps and bounds, so that not only in the United States has Asiatic
industry supplanted a large part of the industry of this country, but
of all the other countries in the world; so much so that I happened to
see in the record a little while ago a document put in by Senator
Hebert, a petition from the Chamber of Commerce of Lyons, France,
to their Government, to protect them against the terrible competi-
tion which the industries of France were having from Japan, calling
attention to the fact that Japan had already taken away half of the
cotton industry from England, in India they have doubled their im-
portations, in Australia and in other countries, to an extent which is
a "stop, look, and listen" sign to everybody who is interested in the
international relations and welfare of this country.

The question of the necessity of what are essential industries-
there used to be an old theory that there were industries which had
a natural aptitude for a country, and that only those industries
should be favored which had natural advantages. I say ,hat outside
of the naturally fertile soil and mineral resources of a country, there
is no natural resource of any kind whatsoever today.

There is the minor advantage of distance, but distance in this
country is as great as distance from another country, or almost any
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other country, and that is a very unimportant and minor factor
today.

Aside from that, the only natural advantage which a country has
from another is the question of its scale of living, the ability of its
labor, the ingenuity of its people in creating new instrumentalities of
Industry,

No country should ever, of its own free will, undertake any policy
which might result in its not having a full, rounded industrial develop.
ment of all industry of all kinds.

During the war I had occasion to talk to one man who was our coal
administrator in Connecticut. He was told that he must not allow
people to use coal that were not essential industries to the conduct
of the war; and so he started out, with enthusiasm, to see what were
essential industries.

"Well," he said, "the silk business certainly is not an essential
industry. Let us go out and see this Cheney and see what he says
about it."

Well, he came out there and found that about half of our firms were
running on cartridge barging cloth, on flare cloth, on parachute
cloth or other materials for the use of the Government.

"Well," he said, "we cannot do anything about this."
"Well, certainly the jewelry industry is one which is not essential.

That does not need coal, not that I suppose that it uses a great
amount, but lets us see what they do. They have some things.'

He went down to Meriden and found the jewelry industry in
Meriden was entirely occupied, its entire plant, in the production of
precision instruments compasses, and navigating instruments, and
other things for the government.

So he went from one industry in Connecticut to another, and lie
could not find one industry in Connecticut that was not essential to
the conduct of a war.

Moreover, you may start blithely to say that this industry is not
essential; yet when you find that that industry not only is one in-
dustry but it is a cross section of industry-it is the building industry,
it is the machine industry, it is the chemical industry, it is supplies of
all kinds-and every time you cut one of these industries out, you cut
a dozen down, and you never know where you are going when you
ay, "We will sacrifice this industry."

Feel that any man who comes before a government and advocates
that another industry should be abolished for the benefit of his in.
dustry ought to think many times before he takes that position,
because he is eliminating, perhaps, his own income and his own
source of supplies, regardless of what should be his patriotic duty
as to having a whole country, as a whole.

I want to just say this: I will file this statement of the imports and
the unit values of silks for periods of years, which shows that the
peak inventory values of imports of silk have been increasing steadily
from Japan, and that today the chief value, the average unit value of
all silks imported from Japan is 10 cents a yard, and that it has fallen
50 percent in the hlst 4 years, in unit values.

Then I want to call attention to this, and I am through.
The foreign trade of the United States, as shown by the National

Industrial Conference Board, beginning in 1914, and going up to the
present time, which shows that with the exception of the period
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during the war, the foreign trade of the United States held exactly
the snme relation to the domestic trade that it does.

Beginning in 1014 at a point, coming back to practically the samepoint now, you will find that their relation between imports and
exports has remained through the various different idiosyncrasies oftime, and that the world trade and American foreign trade showpractically the same relation, so that is a chart which is issued by anEntirely non partisan fact-finding body,

Senator BAnxas. Do you want to file that as a part of the record?
Mr. CHENEY. Very glad to file it.
Senator BARLEY, All right.
You have had nearly 20 minutes,
Mr. COHBEY. Thank you very much. I won't take any more time.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
(The statement of imports of broad silk fabrics into the UnitedStates for the years 1930 to 1933 is as follows:)
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Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Loomi ? (No response.)
Senator BAnnKLEV Mr. Holman?
Mr. HOLMAN. Right here.
Senator BAlKLEY, How much time do you want, Mr. Holman?
Mr. HOLMAN. I won't exceed 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. HOLMAN, SECRETARY NATIONAL
COOPERATIVE MILK PRODUCERS' FEDERATION, WASHING.
TON, D.C.

Mr. HOLMAN, My name is Charles W. Holman, 1731 I Street,
Washington, D,CO, secretary of the National Cooperative Milk Pro-
ducers' Federation,

1 am filing a list of the member organizations for the record, as
follows:

Borrlen County Mich., Milk Producers' Association, Benton Harbor, Miob.
California Milk Producers' Assoolatioi, 047 Maple Avenue, Los Angoele Calif.
Cedar Rapids Cooperative Dairy Co., 600 Tenth Street, S.W., Cedar kapida

Iowa.
Challenge Cream & Butter Assooiation, 924 East Second Street, Los Angles,

Calif.
Champaign County Milk Producers 201 North Walnut Street, Champaign, Ill,
Colorado Dairymen's Cooperative ine., 1108 Stout St. Denver, Colo.
Connecticut Milk Producers' Association, 450 Asylum St., Hartford Conn.
Cooperative Milk Producers' Association, for San Francisco, Inc., '40 Pacfle

Building, San Francisco, Calif.
Cooperative Pure Milk Assolation of Cincnnati, Plum and Central Phrkway,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Coos Bay Mutual Creamery Co., Marshfleld, Oreo.
Dairy and Poultry Cooperatives, Inc., 110 North Franklin Street, Chicago, Ill.
Dairymen's League Cooperative Association, Inc., 11 West Forty-second

Street, New York, N.Y.
Des Molnes Cooperative Dairy Marketing Assoclation, 1035 Des Molnes

Street, Des Molnes, Iowa.
Dubuque Cooperative Dairy Marketing Association, Inc., 1808 Iowa Street,

Dubuque, Iowa.
Evansvlllo Milk Producers' Association, Inc., 214 Boehne Building, Evansville,

Ind.
Falls Cities Cooperative Milk Producers' Association, 202 Bourbon Stock

Yards Building, Louisville, Ky.
Illinois-Iowa Milk Producers' Association, .Room 24, Schmidt Building,

Davenport, Iowa.
Illinois Milk Producers' Association, 208-210 East State Street, Peoria, Ill.
Indiana Dairy Marketing Association, Muncle, Ind,
Inter-State Associated Creaneries, 310 N. W. Hoyt Street Portland, Oreg.
Inter-State Milk Producers' Association, Inc. 21L North broad Street, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
Land O'Lakes Creanmeries, Inc., 2201 Kennedy Street, N.E., Minneapolis,

Minn.
McLean County Milk Products Association, Farm Bureau Building, Blooming-

ton, Ill.
Maryland and Virginia Milk Producers' Association, 1731 I Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C.
Maryland State Dairymen's Association. 810 Fidelity Building, Baltimore,

Md.
Miami Valley Cooperative Milk Producers' Association, 136-138 West Maple

Street, Dayton Ohio.
Michigan Milk Producers' Association, 400 Stephenson Building, Detroit,

Mich.
Mid-West Producers' Creameries, Inc., Room 601 Farm Bureau Building,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Milk Producers' Association of San Diego County, Eleventh and J Streets,

San Diego, Calif.
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Milk Producers' Ausoelation of Snummit County and Vicinity, 148 Weavor
Street, Akron, Ohio.

Milwaukee Cooperative Milk Producers, 1083 North Thirteenth Ntreot,
Milwaukee, Wi..

National Cheese Producers' Federation, Plymouth Wis., Nolraska-lrowa
Nol-Atook Cooperative Milk AMsoclation, 2410 Dodge stroot, Oliuha, Nebr,

New England Milk Producors' A)oolatio, 81 Cornhill Hoston, Mna.,
Northwestern (Ohio) Cooperatve Hiale Co. WaIoOI, Ohio,
O. K. Cooperative Milk Amoolation, Oklathomu City, Okla,
Pure Milk Assooiation, 608 South Dearborn Street, Jhicago, III.
Pure Milk Producers' Assuolation, 888 Livestook Exohiango Buillding, KanINi

City, Mo,
RichmonCd Cooperative Milk Producers' Assoolatlon, 600 Ea.t Culanl Street,

Richmond, Va.
St, Joseph, Mo,, Milk Producers' Assoolitlon, 408 Balliiger Building, Ht.

Joseph Mo
Sinltry Milk Producers, room 000, Chamber of Commorce Bullding, 11 Locui.t

Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Soloto Valley Cooperativo Milk Producers' A. solution, 303 Orand Tleater

Building, Columbus Ohio,
Shelby County Milk Producers' Assoolation, 1089 Houth Bellovie, Memphis,

Tenn.
Stark County Milk Producers' Assoelatlon Tillamook Oreg.
Tillamore Ctunty Creamery Assooiatlon, 'illnamook Orel.
Tulsa Milk Producers' Cooperative Association, 1120 North Boston Street,

Tules. Okla.
Twin City Milk Producers' Assoolation, corner Raymond and Univoermty

Avenue, St. Paul, Minn,
Twin Porte Cooperatlye Dairy Association, 6128 Tower Avenue, Superior, Wis.
United Dairymen's Awsseation 688 Elliott Avenue, West, Seattle, Wash.
Valley of Virginia Cooperative Milk Producers' Assoolatlon, Harrlsonburg, Va.
Mr. HOLMAN. Mr. Chairman, my authority today is very limited

with respect to testimony on this bill. First I am authorized to en-
dorse the amendment proposed by Mr. Hood of the National Coopera-
tive Council, with which our federation is affiliated.

Secondly, I am asking for an amendment to title III, at the end of
section 850, adding the following language:

(do) Nothing In this act contained is intended nor shall it be construed to
permit the Preildent to make any reductions in or modifications of the excise
tax on fats and oils provided for in section 602 of the revenue act of 1984.

Our reason for asking for that, Mr. Chairman, is that as we interpret
the bill, even though the chairman of the committee states that the
intention of the bill is to freeze the excise taxes, we do not believe
that the language effects such freezing, and, consequently, I am assum.
ing that the suggested language that we are offering here will meet
the views of the committee with regard to such freezing.

Thtt constitutes the suggestions we make.
Our primary reason for asking that, on oils and fats, is that we are

just on the verge of finally winning a fight for which the American
farmers have consistently labored since 1909 and if the President
should sign the pending revenue bill we would hate to see the possi-
bility even of the effectiveness of that economic experiment being
militated against.

Thank you, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. All right.
Mr. Leonard?
(No response.)
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Lerch?
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Mr. LenCH, May I follow Mr. Peabody? Mr. Peabody and I both
represent--

Senator BARKLav. Both going to speak on the same features of this?
Mr. LiRCn. Not on the same features; no.
Senator BARKLEY, Is Mr. Brenckman here?
Mr. Brenekman, who represents the National Orange, not here?
Well, Mr. Groff.
Mr. GRorP. Yes, sir# Senator Barkley.
Senator BARKLmY. Whom do you represent?
Mr. Gnorr. The Decalcomania Association of America.
Senator BARKLY,. You want only a short period?
Mr. GRorr, A couple of minutes.

STATEMENT OF FRANK F, 00BFR ON BIEALF OF TeB DCAL-
CONANIA AsSOCIATION 0 AMnRICA

Mr. Gnorr. The decalcomania industry of the United States con-
sists of less than 15 manufacturers, no one of whom, during 1983, did
a gross business of $900,000 and several less than $25,000.

The total volume for the industry was less than $8,000 000 for 1988.
The decalcomania industry might be considered a small industry, and
as such we protest the passage of the bill before this committee now
for consideration because of the fact, particularly, that statements
have appeared in the public press, supposed to have had. their origin l
in the State Department and it will be the small industries that will
be traded in the negotiations which will arise if this bill now before
your committee becomes a law.

The decalcomania industry has, like all other industries in this
country, suffered a very great setback.

From the volume of approximately $5,500,000 in 1929 it dropped
to approximately $2,750,000 in 1988, and this figure showed an
improvement over 1982.

We are commencing to get back some of our trade and the protection
that has been extended to us under the Tariff Act of 1930 has been an
aid to the industry, and we desire to build up our own industry in this
country.

Under the President's reemployment agreement and our code, our
operating costs have been greatly increased, and our industry cannot
continue those increased costs if the tariff protection which we now
enjoy is taken away from us under this measure and our market
flooded with decalcomania products of Germany, England, and Japan,
where the costs of manufacture are known to be considerably less
than those of our own country.

Our products are made very largely by highly skilled labor, artists,
stoneworkers, and pressmen, whose wages are maintained on a very
high scale and should our tariff protection be taken from us it would
mean positively that the large volume of business in this country,
which is the class that is just beginning to come back to our industry,
will be placed with foreign factories, and sold to our American mar-
kets through agents and brokers whose working forces consist of not
more than 3 or 4 individuals.

'We ask, therefore, that, as one of the smaller industries of the
United States, your committee recommend against the adoption of
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House bill no. 8087, which is now before your committee for its
consideration.

Senator WAIcoTT. I would like to ask how much you think your
cost has been increased by the N.R.A. code,

Mr. Gtorr. I should say about 22)1 percent.
Senator WALCOTT. Have you been able to advance prices?
Mr. Onorr. Ten percent on January 1 1834, air.
Senator WALCOTT. It seems to me a sort of general rule with a good

many industries. They have given 25 percent increased cost of the
N.R.A., many of them, and many of them increased in selling price
about 10 to 12 percent.

Mr. Onorr, Yes, sir.
Senator WALCOTT. So you are worse off, really, and yet, would you

abolish the N.R.A. if you could?
Mr. Gaorr. No, sir; we would not.
Senator BARxLEY. Well, are you really worse off? Is your 22)J

percent an increase in wages?
Mr. Gao0r. Our 20 percent is an increase in wages; yes, sir.
Senator BARKLIY. So that a 10-percent increase in gross prices.

practically absorbs that 20-percent increase?
Mr. Gnorr. No; it does not.
Senator BAARKLY. It approximately absorbs it?
Mr. Gaorr. I don't say it approximately absorbs it; no, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. Well, thank you very much.
Mr: Gaorr. Thankyou.
Senator BARKLtE. I understand Mr. Fell is here, from Oklahoma?
Mr. FELL, Yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. How much time do you want, Mr. Fell?
Mr. FELL. About 6 to 8 minutes.
Senator BARKLEY. Make it six.

STATEMENT OF H. B. FELL ON BEHALF OF THE INDEPENDENT
PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, TULSA, OKLA,

Mr. FELL. The unique conditions which characterize the petroleum
industry and the vigorous efforts which are being made to hasten its
recovery as an important element in the restoration of national pros.
perity.and generalemployment make it advisable as well as desirable,.
that the reciprocal tariff bill should be amended in order to give to the
oil industry and to the Federal agencies which are laboring for its
recovery a degree of security which would justify the continued efforts.
at stabilization.

It is, therefore proposed that H.R. 8687, commonly known as the
reci rocal tarf bill", shall be amended by inserting after line 7,

page 3, H.R. 8647, after the words "Republic of Cuba ", the following:
and also except that nothing in this act shall authorize the President to modify
any limitation on imports of any article whose production or manufacture in this
country is subject to limitation under special legislation designed to balance
production with reasonable market demand.

Senator BARKLEY. Well, that would apply to other things besides
oil wouldn't it?

Mr. FELL. It might sir.
Senator BARKLEY. t would apply to all agricultural products in-.

volved in that crop reduction and the withdrawal of the land from
cultivation?
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Mr. FELL. It would apply to the imports, any restriction of imports
which might have been placed on imports of any products by special
legislation in Congress, that those special restrictions which Congress
has placed on those imports should not be taken away.

Senator BARtKLY. And it would also apply, according to the way
I understand your language, to any commodity in which, under any
of the Government agences, an effort was being made to balance
consumption and production,

Mr. FELL. Provided that there had been special legislation restrict.
In it.

iSenator BAnKLEYf . Well, of course there has been general legislation
authorizing the Government agencies to bring about restriction, such
as cotton.

Mr. FELL. Yes, sir.
Senator BAxKLEY. And tobacco.
Mr. FELL. Yes, sir.
Senator BARKEY.i And a good many other commodities, mostly

agricultural. There is no special act applying to them, except they
are named in a general act as a basic commodity.

Mr. FELL. They are general; yes, sir.
Senator BARKLEY. That has been extended to include the products

of those basic commodities, so that your language would cover all
that.

Mr. FELL. Yes, sir. In this respect, that if Congress, with respect
to those products, had enacted special legislation controlling the
importation of those products, restricting the importation of the
same, that that law that restricted the importation of that should still
be in effect.

Senator BARKLEY. Go ahead.
Mr. FELL. The administration is presenting to the Congress pro*

posed special legislation giving to the Secretary of the Interior
authority to definitely control petroleum production in the United
States. Production, by the terms of this bill is to be kept to a
balance with reasonable market demand. This means that many
wells having large potential flush production would only be permitted
to produce a comparatively small portion of their possible output.
Only by such balance between supply and demand which is now
supervised by the present oil administrator, Secretary Ickes, can the
increases in numbers of men employed by the petroleum industry
and the additional wages paid workers in that industry be continued.
The only alternative appears to be a return to that demoralization
whiuh would involve loss of employment by hosts of oil workers in
the 20 oil States of the Union and, through the great decrease in the
purchasing power of the oil States would seriously and adversely
affect the industrial States of the Union who supply the needs of
the oil States.

The balance of production with consumption of petroleum products
in this country has always been jeopardized by the importation of
cheap foreign oil produced, very often, by peon labor in Central or
South America. The United States Tariff Commission found that
this cheap foreign oil could be produced at a price $1.03 per barrel
below the cost of the American product. The hopeless impossibility
of competition in the face of such tremendous advantage to the
foreign oil producer is obvious. Actually, however, the American
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oil producers are subject to much greater hnndlcap than thin mitne a
multitude of taxes is laid upon the oil industry. JCven disregarding
the Federal and State gasoline taxes which are paid directly by the
consumer, although they affect the petroleum Industry by limiting
consumption through increase cost, amounting sometimes to 7 cents
per gallon, the taxes carried by the oil industry are extremely burden.
some. In at least one State the taxes are over 100 in number. Many
State budgets, as well as the budgets of large numbers of municipal.
ties and counties in the oil States, tre very largely dependent upon
revenue received from these oil taxes. None of these taxes aire
carried by the foreign product. This constitutes one more handicap
to the American industry a a against the foreign.

By executive order, following a voluntary agreement made by
importers in March 1933, the importation of foreign petroleum and
its products is at present restricted to the average rate of such im-
ports for the last 0 months of 1932. This total-had been accepted
by the importers themselves as being a reasonable and fair limitation,
made necessary if the much more drastic limitation on the American
producer was to be effective in restoring the petroleum industry.

he bill on the petroleum industry, which has been presented to
Congress for the administration, contains a provision imposing this
limitation on imports by statute and not solely by Executive order.

The reason for this Is the necessity of giving to the American
roducer a reasonable degree of security if he is to make any plans
bond the immediate present. The effectiveness of the Federal

petroleum bill, should it be passed, would be affected by the reciprocal
arif measure unless in this last-named bill there should be a provision

such as the one I have suggested. While it is not anticipated that
the present administration would make any tariff agreements admit-
ting great floods of foreign oil, and while we believe that the present
administration, as is evidenced by its inclusion of the import limitation
in the Federal petroleum bill, appears to be in sympathy with that
program, nevertheless uncertainty and lack of definite knowledge that
there will not be a flood of imports would seriously hamper the efforts
of the petroleum industry to cooperate in the largest possible degree
with the President's program.

In the past, the petroleum industry has learned that the threat of
large importations of foreign oil may sometimes be as effective in
disturbing the entire price structure of the petroleum industry as
actual importations. The foreign oil was available at prices below
any possible competition by the American producer. It could
quickly be imported. Its ready availability made it possible for
importers to demand lower prices from the American producer under
the threat of substituting foreign oil unless these prices were ob.
stained. It was only after the present import limitation had been ac-
cepted and then given the force of law by Executive order that the
American producer could definitely plan for employment as well as
for production.

Unless some proposal, such as that suggested, is clearly written into
the Reciprocal Tariff Act, the only positive assurance the American
petroleum industry has against this uncertainty is the extremely
moderate excise taxes imposed in the Revenue Act of 1932 and con-
tinued in the new revenue act. Those excise taxes are so low that they
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will not constitute any serious obstacle to demoralization of the
Industry by foreign oil imports.

The recognition of Russla and the possibility of trading agreements
being made with that country, including the Importation of Russian
oil iA espeOiRlly disturbing to laire sections of the American oil
industry. Russia's economic system would make it possible for that
country to supply a large percentage of the American market at prices
which could never be met by the American industry, since living
standards here are so different and since also the wage rates and the
hours of labor imposed by the petroletot code make a fixed price
differential in favor of the foreign product.

Without making any invidious comparisons, the American petro.
leonu industry believes that it has cooperated with the Federal pro-
grai for industrial recovery in a degree which is equaled by few, if
any, other phase of Americlan industry. The petroleuto industry i
incIreasing its pay rolls and maintaining the high employment level
which it has reached, according to the report of the Bureau of Labor
Statistic in the United States Labor Department, which announces
that for the month of M'arCh 1034, in tlhe refining Ibranmh of the in-
dustry, omplloyment was 110.2, taking the 3-yeao average from 1923
tog 5 s representing 100, Wi"le this i a very small crease from
the February level of 110.0, it iarks a g advance over March 1908,
which had an index figure of 04, The pay-roll level, in spite of the
shorter hours, shows t considlerablo increase, March 1934 registering
02 compared to 90.8 in February, while March 1933 only reached the
figure of 70.5.

These increase e in 11ploynmnt and in wage scales are the more
retmarkalle since, according to the United States Department of
Ltborl report, the wholesale price of petroleum products in February
was almost exactly one half f the price they brought in tloe same
month of 102., Taking the year 1026 as a basis of 100, February
wholesale price of petroleum products is reported as 50.3, a reduction
from theo January 1034 figure of 51.1, The Labor Department reports
that the index of crude oil at the well in February 1034 was 06.0 in
California, 49.0 for K ansas-Oklahoma, and 07.7 for Pennsylvania.
The index of California gasoline was 58.0, of north Texas 45.2, of
Oklahoma 45.9, and of Pennsylvania 38.7. All, with the single ex-
ception of the north Texas index, revealed substantial declines from
the January 1934 index.

These figures do not fully indicate the contribution being made by
the American petroleum industry toward reemployment and better
wages. The Independent Petroleum Association of America has just
gathered figures from stripper well operators in the industry which are
very illuminating. This group, constituting probably at least 75
percent of tioe number of operators engaged in the producing branch
of the industry, have been those most severely hit by the depression.
Many of them were ruined. In a number of instances, owners of
stripper wells turned over their properties to their employees, permit-
ting the employees to have all the proceeds from the oil sold after
meeting the actual expenses for labor and supplies, the owner receiving
no portion of the income. By this means, they avoided entirely
closing down of their wells, wbich, in many instances, could never be
reopened, and also prevented increased misery through unemploy-
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ment. This group would find the importation of foreign oil most
disastrous,

The study just made by the Independent Petroleum Association of
America covered comparable figures for the month of June 1088 and
the months of January and March 1934. They show thitt in January
1934 the total number of employees had been increased 41 percent
by the stripper well operators over June 1933. In March 1034 the
increase over June was 55 percent, that is, in number of employees,
The total monthly pay roll increased in January 1034, 77 percent over
June 1933, while by March 1934 that increase had reached a trifle
over 100 percent. The average pay per month per man was increased
in January 1934 over the preceding June, 18 percent and by March
1934, 21 percent.

The excise taxes to which reference has previously been made are
not tariffs and are not, according to the statement made by Chairman
Robert L. Doughton of the House Ways and Means Committee, in.
eluded in the tariff questions which may be the subject of international
agreements made by the President. On this point, Chairman
IDoughton said:

In order that the nocesary reciprocity may be accorded, the President le
empowered to promise that existing excel duties which affect imported goods
will not be increased during the term of any partloulr agreement, It should be
carefully noted, however, that the President is given no right to reduce or Increase
any excise duty. His power of reduction of dutlea is limited to those which are
in fact customs duties.

In order that there might be no misunderstanding on the part of
the Senate when this bil comes before them for asion, might I be
permitted to request that a similar statement be made in your report.
This will prevent any misunderstanding on the part of members of
the Senate and will also be of great value in preventing any miscon-
structions of the law should the matter ever be brought before the
courts.

Senator BARKLEY. All right.
Now, Mr. Peabody.

STATEMENT OF WALTER R. PEABODY, OF NEW YORK, APPEAR.
ING FOR THE AMERICAN TARIFF LEAGUE

Mr. PEABODY. I shall probably give you a rather fragmentary sum-
mary because I do not want to duplicate things that have been
introduced before.

There are a number of things that as far as I have been able to
read the record, have not appeared that have an important bearing.

Senator BARKLEY. You testified before the House committee?
Mr. PEABODY. No, sir.
Senator BAAKLEY. Anybody representing the AmeriCan Tariff

League?
Mr. PEABODY. We filed a short brief; yes; but this is of a different

character.
The first thing that seems to me has not been developed, except

by one or two very brief references, is the fact that the possibility
of opening up the market for the export of commodities from the
United States has been very, very much exaggerated in the im-
pression that has been created.
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Our trade Ihas gone up, it has gone down. They have stressed, of
course, the value figures.

I have here taken for last year a list of, I should say, approximately
500 commodities, the exports from the United States, of which
increased lust year.

This list is limited to those commodities for which there are quanti.
tative figures and the increase is in quantitative terms.

We wanted to avoid any possibility, in looking at this thing, of
kidding ourselves, or of kidding anybody else about some of the conse-
quences of changes in exchange ratios, and things of that sort.

This list covers commodities under every one of the divisions I
believe, commodities, for the large part, running into large-value
figures.

I don't want to read the list, of course, but you could judge. I am
taking the typical ones, under the major headings, undressed furs,
canned fruits, unmanufactured tobacco, crude petroleum a number
of cotton items, wool, some timbers and pulps, steel-mill products,
electrical products, industrial machinery, agricultural machinery,
vehicles, industrial chemicals, pigments.

If I may put this in the record, I would rather dismiss it that way,
with that picture.

Senator BARKLrY. Yes; you might do that.
Mr. PEABODY. It shows the percentage increase.
Senator BAnKLEY. I know; but does it show monthly increases, on

monthly exports?
In other words, does it show whether that was a gradual increase

over the full year, or did it begin back in, say, October, some time
when our currency situation may have contributed to an increase
Does it show that?

Mr. PEABODY. This is an annual total.
Senator BARKLEY. Yes. Well, all right.
Mr. PEABODY. I believe that the monthly record, which we could

also say is a thing of value, would show the same picture.
Senator BARKLEY. You may file that with the stenographer.
(The statement of exports which increased in 1033 is as follows:)

' Exports which increased in 1988

(Only commodities for which physical volume is reported are Included)

Exports in 1933 Perent
Commodity -- uant!trom

Quantity Value 1932 to 1933

ANIMAL$ AND ANIMAL FRODVCTS, EDIBLE

Lard.................................... .pond.. 6 ,071,641 34,09,37
Meat products.............................d.. ...o 231, 440,94 2.6W 8

hellfli, not canned............................ o... 7,794,177 70,1
Fresh aor, '. ........................ ........... do... 0 7430 5 4 0 9
Canned sbhabh.................................... do.... 3,4810792 61283
O o tok........................................ .... 8, ,87 481,844
T l .. l .8........... .. ... .7.. .. ............ 0W

Hog, swine .... .. ........................... 14 07 142 ,8
Meat extracts and bullion Cube ..............po .. p8O, 14054 4
eatin................................. do.... 1 18 11,09

Canned mackere ........ ..... ......... do.... 18,02 98,071 4
Egg and olks, frozen, dried, or cannd..........do.... 414 6,90 11

I Lee than 1 percent.
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&ports which itnreaed in 108-Contlnued

Ziport. iS I0ggXXIWIStt to toILp"ou
Commodity f, Am fImn

Quatity Value 10 to 133

ANIMIAL AND ANIMAL PRODUCT, INKbItLt

J f Urstnlsled ............................. .... I .07A *h45 o
n' ae 5) S.1a ............ 0  0;,hilr an 1 #At In e . ...... . t 6 , ,

................. wI.......poe 4 54 4

cO* tt 100111 0j 91 0 .) 07 O

uth os1............... .... . .. pounale. 514: Ul 0 2

. ..lti "..... ..It.W.... N.... ...

oy le#ther......... t.. ............que ot.. 90,10 s 17
ter aloves...... .......... on lrt.. 40 0 0 2 13i
tIloves...................... ........ 10 d t .. 81,08 9 0

VUBRTABL8 FOOD1 PIODlU'ICTA AND IITVIItAIKl

0 (fno I fruits......... ............... ...... Ib.. 3, , 443ti's o and lol.....................tons.. 8499 4119Oranes.. ..... ............. ......... boxs 8am, wa 8 0i)tki aprlcots......................l. 31:0 88, 833 149......... ............. uul P. 42,2#8 gb
~ - do 8,5 37 ,3,2

Pr inr : Iplo ........................ .po0,t a.. so1110( vogotable . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 10... 1o: af I

Confeqtionery 4..4.,.......'..... ... 5.. 8 1 008
... 1002,200 71,0

Hollnol * su m 0-6. too, Vill 1111101 1.411I I I 11, 111 It I il 1l 1-1 ; (' V 15, 420 im 1 14
PltJIces, P etc r I . * 1) 0 tOj1807 8443,885rles..s p.. .. e......................po 7 4 4 17

osat er ll ................ ....... o .. 0 ... a, 0 861 0 008 itFri 000. ...pm ... ..... 1...011111H. 8060 ON A4,9s ............................. 7...t.o nls.. 70 0 34 1nY.tor i.OIo.............................pONs- , 1I, 214 1otne l .r.. d............................ 0LL",48 2 12
Pulln ml frod.................. ..... , .. 3, 13
Cocn roskt I I ............... pounds.. 11 It, 87,20118Illup grl 1o) 818UH M I s:
C1Ua fats...................t...)1o a. i. 99 3,023

luoutn...s1 , to...............................o.... 807, 080089
corn o11t ............................. . . 1,0,00008
Cor I ..... ,.,...... ....... , .. 4020 000 (18, No

ifl dIry eds................ ......... t.. ons.. 1010 81,210 23
VREIIMAIIL PRODUCT, INK.IItlI.RE X'5PT PIlESI AND

WOOD

Tolsco, unmnai.t.Cttretod..............p..ounds.. 438,980,121 8024,212 7Rubber..:
Tire casings...........................casings.. 1, 8,78 9,018,.43 17lose.................. ....... pounds.. 3 20 2a32 1nTe8tin ......... ............... do.... ,72008 7482 21Threa. do.... 1g- 448,390 701, iC16autoobile.....2................. .. 004,040 'o 1m ]a....................... pounds.. 1,017,921 390,075Reclaime1d rubber a-1d0o.... 8,022004 304, M7 IAutomobile cloth, rubberized........squre yards.. 730,800 801 001 4118s ..... ... ............. dozen pars.. 8 70238 188,79 13Sra... . .............. )poun s.. 87,481 184, 112 2
U11t 1v 95....... ........ dozen Ijt,,. 0 178 131, 202 20iathing ca 'o*ps d.oz.e.n.. 70,082 118,233 88
Electrical hard i e goods......... 02400 100,38 ()Gum rosin........................arels.. 9 3 0,2822um spirits of turpentine. . ...... llons.. 18,387,918 5,81,392 22Cigarettes ......... ....................... . 2,498,370 4, 894, 8023o s...................... . . ..... pounds.. 7, 748 220,073 124Ta .. ............................. (10.do.... 88,833743 1,88203 13Tannig extracts....................... 38,881482 1400, 4Wood rosen ......................... barrels.. 218,951 o 8 89

C Lsshn 1, 4,cet

Drugs, herbs, o roots........ pouns., 4899,613 1,909 19Cc1nut oIl,ine ible .. 43, 7K0432 18Vegetable and flower seeds................ ................ i1esnokin tobacco.....................d.... 8761 8234 2-sptabl soap stock........................do.... to#, o, 0 93
1 Less than I percent,
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sports wdhih increased in 1988-Continued

Exports In 1033 Percent
Commodity f-t i tynjroi

SQuantity Vnlue 3ato 193

V KUkAl01A PRODUCT IN1lDIftl , l XCIPT F1rit f AND
WOO*l-0ontinuedl

e o.... ............. ......... l.. lo .. 840, V 473,484
jt overov s..............................ptin «.. 8 §,05 39 9 ,Wood turpentine........................ Il .. 851.013 843,

Sroom orn. .................................. tons.. 304, I
11 lndfled lru ,flvor ol ............... 1.. 88,933 '20 14 89
Tar an piteh............................ ..... .. 79,18 f4
0ltrus ........ .................... pound ..
Dye etraots (not iWOo).......................do.... 8 077 2

NONMTALUJO MINERALS

Petroleum, e ........ ...............bae.. 3, 84,8 8, 78 84
1ltumnous ................... ........... ton.. 8,870 2 8 8
Sauph rcrud ...................... .... do.... a8 49
PIrff x ......................... ounds.. s48, 39.287 0,97 0,wo
Natur i l........................... bareo.. 1.087, 842 94, 9I8 438
lubrlo at .t . ... ........................... poud.. 8 4 1

Coke ........................................... ..ton., 48 ,,1a 1
Hydrauo ment.... ....... ....... Rj.. 0g801 30 1 4?

troa r furniaees ................ ... p....poun .. 14,i024 1 4
P ai..............................qu arefet.. 8, 8I, Stf, 8

.Atraflyvp pend cloth ....................... alas.. 9,69 1143, 0Artificial bralve............................pon.. 18, 8 0A ru m  pe r 6 a iua 00 1 0 0* 6 1, 14%062
alt......... ...... .................... do.... 210, 0.

Petrole r .c .................................. ton.. 999,74 18
pht an. 1tumen, crude...................... do... ,37 ,92 10
elaybrie i ................................. ,98 ,74

sbeatoaxtles ............................... L 1. 0 49 I
Minalp,.1.........p................ ..... b .. 7, 102 87, 11
Freclayst.. . ......................pound 31 408Srlk...................................... .. 289M7 * 898

oaibr ....................................... .. 38 9. 1
Wheels o emery and orundum ............... po0ud.. 4, 0 1087

8rphlts and manufactures............. 1,828,428 18 2,71 16
Itemperaturftse ....................... do.... 0 991 1

M'ca and manufactures........................o.. .... 3 117,I3 1
Ohem las lware............................... o.... 1i4,28 11 40 14

aCh nlC manufacturl .......................... do.... 716,840 79,90 8
A estos paper board, t..................... .. do... 878,843 ,851 0
L .......................................... barely . 09 80096rde pi.um.......... ........... t .. 3,3.0 1104e g sum .. 370 1,04

atgnesaa and uman ures.................. ounds.. 1,e89808 9830 14

Cotton:
Cotton linters.................................o.. 111,833000 3,044,22 92
Bag.........................................d.... 63, M4 1,134,270 2
Osnahur , unblebed..............square yards.. 14,078,474 A, 7 (1)
Sewing thread...........................pounds.. 856,978 748 8
Twine and cordae...................... do.... 2,473,084 09,280
Combed arn .......... .... ..... ......do... 143, 210 690 1

heetlng wide, unbieahed.........square yards.. 717, 32 38,W 21
Dressed, ska et ...................... ..... 2,308 330, 7;3 34

rills and twils, blached....... square yards. 71, 80 312,930 14
Hleelings, wide, ched................ do.... 3103,379 273,68 42
Men s underwear....................... dozen.. 108.020 247,203 24

eavy filter duck......................square yards.. 4M,4 149,97 19
Underwear, notknit ........................ dozen.. 4,774 111,117 11
Belting for machinery ..................... pounds.. 146, 882 7, 001 9
Sheets, pillow , et......................dozen.. 14,068 W, 794 3
Laces, embrolder etc................... yards.. 1,28382 61, 207 2
Damasks.......................... square yards.. 369,278 58, 230 19
Batting................................. .pounds.. 48 , A22 6,730 202'
Gloves.............................dozen pal 40,807 4,141 8;
Tapestries............... ..... square r . 41, 31 2, 607 1
Underwear, blldres'......................doen.. 10141 10,688 19

Other vegetable fiber:
ManIa cordage....................... ounds.. 1,372,077 171,973 19
Oakum..................................... do .... 831,697 63 304 47

Wool:
Women's and children' lothlng ............... 49,031 212, 41 24
Men's and boys' clothing........... .......... 40,916 140,770 132
Carpets and rung.................s quare yards.. 32 741 83,240 82
Nolls and waste............ ... .. pounds.. 45318 41, 79 40
Felts.................................. do.... 31,990 44,975 5
Mohair cloth.............................. do... 29, 99 3, 173 76

I Less than I percent
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apolit witdh increased in IbD-Contlnued

Kxports in 1o33 Percet

Commodity - -. -- . inyrom
Quantity Value i3to tl

k ............ ................... ..... pounds.. 3 ,14 ol7 i 40

e ................. ..... doe pairs.. il
S oTwWar......................................... 8 47, l 47

... ................................. ound .. l 70
t Mnderw .......... ............. dos.... n. I , 
S bon, braS, e.........................yards.. 9,7 6 a

1(ianeo I
it o manufaoturev.................pounds.. pondl. 1,893
Sat on 0IP .................................... ... 2
II. #r t. , eto ........ ................

01oth.................square yqral.. 1,.8, W11 a(
ricovering................. .... y it 14

..OU .l ........... ... ................ .... O.... 7 1

WOOD AND MANVUACTI'VRK

timbelt r ... ... ..... ....... ........ ..M t t.. 81 4, ,07 4
. .1 ......... ......... . ... o8, I% 20

v ii............................................ ..... ,e s (1 6 4I
l 'yood......................... ............ iui t.. ti ,, 11 1,i 7 01T"ead ........................................... m^ 4..ru .Oihokl.................. ............... .. i., 1 a 6

Sag l ........................... . ... ,8, . 4
tat.. 7,9 41, I

PAPER SC AND PAERK

I lS .... l .... ............... d .... M o, , I 1"8 14

t w ........................... ... tets. 'Al,8l 3048,2 8
k t .................................. ar i.. 9,44.,0 * t3

li t s ..... ........................ d .... 88 3
t fia a ls.....................qui......... r. 0 6
......................... ................... 10 it, 7, 98 t

IRON AND AMNDUONR

tpl wood pup.............................ton-.. 807 842 1
..|u w pper................................ oun .. nt3Bi fliut i

................................... ob... i ,1 8 ,4
oi lpto g t .............................

i l te.....................pounds.. ,8 3,212
b U lo ( t ir ats...............s....... .. 4 .. Xi

iand other paper tk ......................... O1.8 7
w eL.r paper.............................. o.... 8 ,sl

a e.rep paper. ..................... :do .... 440 1 4 4
t per............................ .... .... AR 470 9O

n .......... ............ ................ .. 1.. 71,0 $
IRON AND 8TKKL HICMIMAN rAIfL'R 1

.ifp dl.er noate......... ......... ...uare .. ,89%00 7 1 9 40
st pO er ................................ 81, 1 42 3
Stpeet....... Id.......................pdo!!... 1 82076680 i 10S 45wii n p er! ............................. ............ rolls.. 87 141 2

IRON AND STEXL 8IMIMANUFACT URNS
Tisplate and ternopite ....................... pounds.. 1, 334 all , 419 140

te.......t.................................... tons.. 71 1 mm248sthan A1 a-........... . pods.. 11, 0 ; S42 107
bt rl ...................... ............... do.... Ot, 81, 70 0, 07 45o ..:....... ... .. ...... ........... t o .. 9 m , s

ireWd............................... o.... 4A 0M 12
IltUoystIel b s. .. .......... ...... .... o.... 1 8f ll Il

eon .bla .k..............................do.... 1t60 o0 18Iron bi...................................... pounds.. 1180 6 035 9

la.. .. au...Uta.......................... do.... 120,11 4,18792 89
o........l. pipe........................pounds... t 788 84 360 19

nd bolt ................................... do.... 40,007.508 1M061Md lvankzedpipe ......................... do.... , 491 7ta i....................... ................ tons.. 41481 2 9
I Lou than I percent,
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port whicAh increased in 1988-Coaotlnued

I pWxporIa II 1113
Commodity------....

Quantil V Vailiii

3?tLtMILjL raODUtv -csntiile

Sem~seruum. ,,,,,., 20,440,062~l 0bl
t p es, fa cated............. . ... o 2 2,

r t oo . . d. 4, 42

r 0 0. ................... t...... 0#440002 :0
t..-A U.... M1 44 24
n r a "di''blssk. ....... 14, 7 , flT 3 :AI

S to . ..... ......... . -1- ...

of I m and a 2Blgoar a n d o p .......... ...... ........ . . o . . 6 :
s a d Ottings I ... .. I.#... A .

t.s n7 1Pipe an ARtno$ ...................s o...2 41 *
b et Pipe .............................. 3.. M , 044 14421V i .e .......... I ....... .- A.. o.... A,319 17 " 191

to 0fr s oro"ing ...............44 ... t -:'0 ... 1,1191,814 04,151?r 1W planet, floated... .. . o..e..* 3136,122NMI
.4 0 ... 1 ,41, 177 42, 0 Wf R ;; It . ... .. .. . ... 4 0 e .... mi 2 174.244

ADVA?4C50 ItRON AND Stl L WAWLPACTI'IRK

p a , r p .... ..... ..................... dozen..
C as..9. ... ...... ..........r pounds..

Hae saw~siagross.,
lies. * ................... dozen..S hollow w . .. ............ oads..
W 4 4.et n i#ts e . .. .. ...lin.gses.. ....

I usr il t res.......... . qo. ....~Na;6i;............................... e....
s dets....t f.I .1f....... :.: dozen,

m ak.. .......... ....... o....I.r.I .11 . .............. 0.4 0
... ........... ........... .doun.

Iammes ul B 1 .0.6 ............... .... ... 0do....0and s a wsa....e.......... ....... ..8....
' ro aos . .............................. tosen..
Fad o o .. a.. ; . : :..:::.6 4h. A

NONFIRROUS METALSmined coppert................. . *

oppe or.s fa................. ....... ...
ass do sra ...........................

AnIns inoi, ec.......oae rya . r .... ... . ........ ........ ....... ... i...........poun...
iuper b .o......................

rZincwore.. ........................do....
Stq .. ..... ...................... Al: ..adArolts ......... .......... st 0....

Fu tain u to i a so to I qto 0 .G . Pojt17:

... da............................

nadeentr...lit...... ......... bu..l b0...

tLro s worr b...................... ... .9 ............. ................... artiA0...
stMtts................................

pIn brass.good............................do ....

ELCTICAL MCINCRT AND APPARA~T'LS

orel vi g t........... ...... 4 ......... .. 4 ' 0 ....
oft b m oro ze........................... (oor...

0ab or# ............................ . .... t ..

B'celbatre, number ................

sheend O-ents . ....................
M pips t......... .... ........... .... ........ G .
R adrootltvi sets ... ..........................

0 ies................
Cokig ranges................ ......-.. o..

Atfont totIss than 1 percent.......

artfu our enera........................

1,I204,0,79
149,040

I, W

23, 404
go t

375, s22
12,816

184

249,612,0M4

23,006

6, $'

so~t
6, 80

26 7

3,136,36
824,267
42, 2248, 861
30, 170

241,0
347,50
S194 74

50780~72.

9
71,689

g1,172 
57

2,1021

1,244. 7

93 171

~8

278,345

%44,140 d
n W

144: 10ft

I ON

n, PA06

16,
1 '01

I fl

I, 130
80

478.91,432, 02

228 280

214,219

50,44943,05
10,98
1 0,647

9,323,835
61001.771
2,023,261
1,551,407

181
39744MI g7325,958

ft 400

19,827
155,186

SNone In 1932.

355

Porcen1

quantitr from
1932 to IM

291
4

304
9

40

4

24213124

W

SI
249

a

1

4

age

2

164

14

47

a

10S
4.
38

18
33
2

4
55g

W~ -Urearrp*rWRRByU-C-iW~~ I- -n.l~QlslYIIY YY*I-~-i--ri-~-r~-
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Reports whieh incrwad in 1t88-Continued

Exports in 193l Poent
Commodity . . uantt a m

Quantity Value 1932 to 1933

LUCTRIClAL MACIINKRY AND APlARAAtIs-Oontiuted

fto ( to I eom r we.tr) .......................... 680 I,
I t a ... .................................... 04 ... ' 17

Nt .. o 1.............................7.... .... 1
ifgh ..... ........ $.................... .

m ir lmall

wrei house motor truoat ....................ompete battery iaO er.. ............................

S i hns (flatoroy) .............................. 4, 427 739 37
S Ng mahines .............................. 107 8,78 1
ttU!'O m ;.. ..................................... 84
t-nlg mWa ine.................................. 8 ON 10U , 4

M t pttohp .................................... Ov0 1 1I

Outdlin machlin ............................... 967 W 5

u g m .......... .................. 4,
vS ............................................. 10 42, 5187

' tlunid dtmlatr .............................. ! SWt OotSa00t I o" ,............................ 0 38 1890m'ro a .rl ... ......... ............... 397 ,i

ton........... 04 33

ea . .idi.ttl.....c........................ , lte........................................... 1 a 17

a r steam pump..............................
rci i l** ............................... 19 7 114
.......... ............................. .. 18 1 21

S a g u l ............................. 000
otN poo ........ ............................... , 766 , l 4m. aL a a l................................19,440 41 3

............................................ 0 10

Wn ra n ...... 4................................. 0 80
e ........................................... .3 4 0 00,

Cul tors.......... ............................. .. 10,73 103,43 
ao.............................................. .. 724 0, 67944

Scutters, grinders and crusherso. .................. 2 ,200 8, 787 14

ite L.............................................. Io 41,20 1

randseeders ....................................... 0 3 3a08 8

AGRICULTURAL uACniNRRICK AND INPLEMXNn

Ulones ngor tractrs .. ............................... 0 8, 3 101 873
SYropm............................ ............... 9 349, q43

Sand power s ............................ 473 9, 7740 102

t1oa sl ........................................... . i300 180, 47 17t lvator a............................................. 10,762 403 410

A S................................ ....... 1,724 06,79, 4 46
W lt or indra nd crt.f.... .................. 2,260 89,787 14

M ltOOyC ....................................... 2,01,7 61, 204 178

trn ombustion marine engine................................ (ee iese)..... 87 408, 33 41
Freight .rs........................................... 248 30i 3

es for trucks a....nd .......................... 72,3 1, 891 81

crlt....................................... lB o 1 4 14

Auto .bll ........................................... 181 30 6

r matse.. ......................................... 48 "49 4 8

blle horns. .................. .............. 144, 32 12,839 33

Molar bots with el l 08............................... 131 13 10 3

gu o trucks and busm.......................... ,8 389949 81
toor li with gaine...........2............. 139,160 30

otor ~ r~ l . .* I boats)31 83 ln
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Hlports which increased itn P188-Continued

Expoits In 1903 Percent
Commodity n b Infrom

Quantity Value t132 to 1Is3

VaticLU-oatltled

Wheelbarrows .......................................... l,47 4100 3
Wago aand drays .................................... 4 123
lol ...... ....................................... 10
Mn earsI ot over II tons capacly.................... 3 3
Automobile umipers .................................. 0,19 2,41 478

NfMCKLLANKOUV MACHINBRV

Account R and onoulatinR nahin esln ................... 29 20 4,72,408 19I powrlters, ttan rdf, nlw. ......... ................ . M4? 3, 492,17 1o
Wttln moh mnes................................ 5....5 i, 0

Ptln)il ro#es ................................ .. 84t I a, do91 75
SM re st ............ ................... , 43 l 499
S'ypowfl rs, used and rebuil......... ....... .... 8, 2I0, I111 171

COAL*TAR PRODtUCT

Colors, dyes, stals, and lakes...............pounds.. 18,74s0, 4,0 76 1
Cou-tor pitcho........ ..... d.... . n641.. I f 2.,41741eo.. ....................................... goUsM.. I 1 1

Crude ontr |rodut 0...................... brre..
Creosote oil.................................... llons.. 174 ,39

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACiEUTIAL PB2PARATIONS

White alDneral oil................................ gallons.. 413,#30 200, 3
Castor oil........................................ do.... 42,788 SS 9

INDV'KIIAL CHEMICAL IPSCIAI.TlI

Liquid household iusettiledes and exterminators
Polisher$ .. pounds.. 81920 1,090,817 8

ublborco oundlln agents. ................... 418 81 8 tJ
ube roleum lly ................................. ... 1 ,7, 1 o, is

a fng power .................................. .... 4 8
Dextrrne or lth ......................... 4 40270 6 0
Cementing preparations for re ring and adhlsve

use......... ............. ............. pounds. 3, ,080 430,231 40
Water poltenerN, purfier, boller and feed wafer co, -

............. .................. pound.. 1 ,490 ,492
exti e poo po .. .......... .... .... 5 ,8W.448 21, 5 6
l osehold dislureoitnts, eodorants, eto.. .... .... 1, 46,3 147, 74
alum tnate .............................. o.... 3 24 101,04 4

Nicotiae 8o ul)htte (40 pqrit bl) *.............do.... 155 ,43 89,105
INDUSTRIAL CHOUIMICAI

Sodium compou ........ .................. o.... 446, 2408 7,739,193 1Oas ompr td iuefi ed ad soldied.... .. M,10,190 83l 71 ,14
AltialuM suUlphate............................dto.... 0,569,627 843,945 81

itrate of lime................................... o.... 8, 035, 9657 490, 21 29
Methanol..................................gallons.. 1,118,805 477, 4677,08 4b
Nitro or aoeto cellulose solutions, collodlous, etc.

pounds.. 2 60,247 477,272 28
utanol..... ............................. do.... 4,9041 43970

Potessum compounds .........................do.... 2,49,90 01, 59 44
Botri acid ...................... .do.... 6,409,549 217,000 01(arbonblsulph.de...... .................. do.... 2,94,720 141, 181

oraldhy ... ............................ .... 73,178 121021 13
Calcium carbide.............................. .. 2, 09,7859 84, 399 1
Acids and anhydrides, orgalo............. d..... 446,507 84,079 24

PIOMENTS, PAINTS, AND VARNISHES

Carbon black or black.......................do.... 152,2 178 8,652,1468 2
ady mixed tl taius and enamels.......gallons.. 1,201,930 2,147,071 15

Nitroellulose acquers: pigmented.....'..........do.... 330,768 813,443 49
Minoral earth plgments.............. ...... pounds.. 21,607.670 351,970 40
Varnishes................ ....... gallons.. 362,003 390,837 20

hinners for nitrocellulose lacquers............do... 318,145 281,145
Lithare.....................................pounds.. 307073 142890 3

one black and lAmp black...................do.... 1,344,2 9444 14
Red lead............ ....... .... .... d..... 1139,141 3, 638 15
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Report a which inereaeed in 198s-Contlnued

Ixportt In 1933 Per, t
Commodity --.... Inc-ar uin

Quantity Vahle Isa9 to 4

MIKCLLA1ROUU CNMIOALO

tIlll and ertlliser matrtialsl....... ....... to$ ..
E O 1 t0i a ...................... PoutMa

I .to T ig p i owders...; .'..; ; ."* ' ! I... 4
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Mr. PEABODY. The second consideration, in terms of export mar.ket, is that there is what seems to me very eloquent testimony thatit is almost hopeless to try and find a market for a majority of oursurplus agricultural products and certainly hopeless if we think of itas a policy that is to last. e it is not a policy that s to last, I thinkone has to interpolate right here that then you seem to be to bryin tobargain a temporary market for what unquestionably would bepermanent loss in this country.
We haven't had the facilities to analyze all of the possibilities ofexport of agricultural surpluses, but here is a picture for one which

seems to be further gone than some of the others--wheat.If I can read the statistical evidences, the trends, correctly, itseems to me that it is impossible that we should ever expect to havean export market for wheat again, barring a failure of a crop in oneof the other principal producing countries or our willingness to sub.sidize that export, and let us take a loss by selling it out at a lowerworld-market price. . tSentor WA, LCOTT. Do you object to an Interruption there for a
question?
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Mr. PEABOD . Not at all. I would rather get them now than go
back, as a matter of fact.

Senator WALCOTT. Some of the other witnesses who were opposed
to the bill indicated that it was their opinion that wheat was one of
the items to be driven at, tlat is, the export of wheat was to be
encouraged.

It would be a fine thing, of course, if we could accomplish it, but
you have just stated that you do not think that that is possible.

Will you amplify that a little bit, because that is evidently one of
the things the Government has in mind-to help the wheat-export
business.

Mr. PEABODy. Well, perhaps this will build up the amplification:
During the period 1927-28, 1981-32, the net exports of wheat and
wheat flour from the United States declined by 19,000,000 metric
quintals.

These are taken from the League of Nations reports, which reduce
the whole tling to a common denominator and ought to make it.as
reliable as that type of statistical evidence can be.

During that same period Italy became increasingly dependent upon
a domestic market. Production in Italy was increased during the
period by 18,000,000 metric quintals. That is, the increase in Italy
alone was almost sufficient to offset our loss in exports.

In Germany, much the same story: Production increased by
9,500,000 quintals. Those were countries which were importing
before.

Imports into Italy during that period were cut by 15 000,000
quintals, which, taken along with their own increase in domestic
production-and, as far as I know, you don't get in the habit of
growing wheat and then give it up, except under rather vigorous
persuasion-would imply that they were going to go ahead and
continue to produce their wheat.

Imports into Germany during that period decreased by 18,000,000
quintals.

Canada has suffered losses in her export of wheat-not as great as
we, but she has suffered a great deal. During the same period you
get this picture, indicating the change in the agricultural situation
in the other countries.

Russia, exporting only 200,000 metric quintals in 1027-28, with a
net import in 1928-29, by 1931-32 had a not export of over 17,000,000
metric quintals.

During this period production in Australia increased 10,500,000
metric quintals. Net exports increased by 15,500 000.

There are more, but unless you want me to read the rest, it seems
to me that is about as conclusive and direct evidence as one could
find of the tremendous impetus that has been given, the world over
to increasing that sort of thing, and, coupled with our knowledge of
the fact that commodities of that type, in world markets, settled
to a world price, I do not see how we can expect ever, except under
the circumstances I noted to export wheat.

The story for some of the other agricultural exports is not seen as
depressing as that, at the moment but there is plenty of evidence.

We heard reference a little while ago, one of the witnesses this
afternoon testifying to increased production of agricultural crops.
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I do not think it would be possible to long export many mtat
products. Our cotton, on the other hand, I think I ought to men-
tion, because that is included. We probably will continue to export

S a considerable amount of cotton for sometime, but in that connection
it ought to be noted that our exports of cotton for last year were
very much in excess, in quantity terms, of the exports in 1923, 1924,
1925, 1929, 1930, and 1931. In other words, the quantity of cotton
exported last year was well above the average of this last period that
we are t ng tygto duplicate, or trying to approach.

The value, of course, was down, but In building up an export
market if it could be done under these devices, wo cannot o out and
demand a price along with the demand for the market. There are
other records, bits of evidence.

I am selecting only a few. I sent over them very carefully thigh
noon, to try to check on the amount of time that would be necessary
to try and drive this thing home, because it seems to me it has been
completely overlooked.

I would like to put in the record a report of the exports of passenger
automobiles.

(The report on passenger automobiles is as follows:)

II. Passenger automobiles exceptt electric) going to t# elected countries

1902 1929 1933 192 0 1929 1933

Etwow, Asia and Afea-Con,
ieiglum ............. .1 0.0 14, I britlh South Aftra. 4.0 0.3 1 .,
Denmark............ , 3 2,3 4.4 Oceania:
France............. .4 1.3 .0 Austral ............ 10,8 10,0 4.n

ermany........... 1.5 2.4 .0 New Zealand....... . 2 2. .1
Italy... ........ 3. .4 .1 North AmeriCoa

enids. ...... 1:.. 1.0 1.1 6.3 C nait........... b.7 12.4 1. 6
spala..... ........... 2, 0 .1 .2 Cuba............... 3. 1,8 .7

we(en ............ 1.4 3. 3,4 Mexico............. 3.7 3. h
wt i e tnd .......... . .7 2.8 South Americas

S ngdom ..... , . .8 20 Argetina............ 1.0 I 1,f A,0
Asia ................ 7 .i 3,4

1Irl ll ui ......... 11 32 38.3 Ch ................ 7 1.0 .1
Japan........... .... . 4 1.0 . VenauelL............ 1.0 1.0 2.5
J tnd Mdur ... 0 2.o 0 Uruguay............ 1.9 22 .
PhIppln uIsIn...s 1.3 1.0 3.6

1. Ntimber of passenger automobiles exceptt electric) exported to 1~ selected countries

EXPORTS TO EUROPE

Year Frel nI Itraly Sna Nnethe in swe 8w liRionm nwttr% T many Itl lauds don land o l

---- ----------------------------.
1923................. 4,031 1,700 312 4 2,027 1.80 0.330 ,744 498 7,82
1924........1......... ,70 710 349 2, 347 2,600 1 93 4,980 769 1 118
1925...... ........... 103 8 4 1,042 62 8,141 430 0,384 8,37 1,281 ! 69
1920t..................... ,112 10,13 799 ,220 4300 1M0 6056 3,608 840 820
1927............... 13 1 4,1 siO0 8,473 849 2 810 75 8I 1 171 1, i51938................. 8 2888 ,60 2, 0 , 9 I 707 11,190
19 .................. .. 10.913 7,06 4, 8,093 1,304 776 7, 4 109 2.228 0,422
130................. I884 8,7800 1, 4, 05 3711 2 2 7.422 1 733 ,184
1931................. 10,34 8 183 670 1448 67 ,47 491 , 9 611 1 374
1932............... ,903 1246 O 3690 1, 7 1,430 7 1 0 1432
1933................. 9,113 2 8 9 8 428 193 1 609 101
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I. Number of passenger automobiles (except electric) exported to R8 selected
Souwnries-Contlnued

rXPORT8 TO SOUTH AMErItOA

Year Arontina trail Chlle Venezuela Utrguay

l ..... .. .. 79 738 8,
1943......... ...... ................ 17, $ i4 ,S 40
1924....................................... I l ;!.0 3 ' 9

I;920....................... ............... 1. 5 gUO

19 t....................................... 4 709 I47 i10
... .. ........ ,r............. ....... ... " 19 9

31................................................................ 0 113,
I92...... *.................I.......... 2 ..... 401 2
10 ........................** .. ....... 4799 0,112 171 oO

o I it to ho ... e............le.. ted

Aire, nt of
Nmbtr NAybit total reports

1 ................ ....................... .. ......................... 7 86 f , 608
S.................................................................... .... . . 0 1. . t 2 1

.. ................ .................... .......... . . ...... 13 4 22 19 7
1927................................ .............................. 27,748 '24 4354 89

5021...........................I............. ...... ...... 868,0 ip 5 0608 86
1)20.... .... .. ........ ........ *........ o ....... . 3,447 20072 88
Iwo........ .............................. . .20 133,581) RI
1931.............................................................. ... 3, 4.7 731,05 87
1932 ............... ....................................... . 41,440 4 237 8

3:13 ....... .................... .................................. 04,11 64,450

Exports to Aalia and Africn xilortn to Exports to North
O oultha Auterlea

Your

Iartl vb Phlllll- 1 rltlAls u w Cuba M0AlcoIndli tp .a t asld C IHua ubn  h l t 10l

l................ 1008 3,734 1,24 1,443: 4,883 2.817 4,209 11,01 0003 7,669
1)21................ 20 4,147 1,050 2,266 7, (2 9 601 4,0005 $.110 7,914 8,681)
1925 ................. 00 1),09 1,490 3173 11,900 4,357 7,700 1,2 8,05 12,600
1121 ................ 2630 1,042 2027 4. 14,079 O 4108,4 89 24 6, 4,764 9,01
12 27............... 3,5t1 2.80 0, 84 .4'22 17,88 40,964 ,389 34,300 4:43 0 ,28
1928............. ,9 8.4 7,9)6 3074 fI ,40 i N H152 10,51 ,1 1*J 4 1.841
102 ................. I0,71 , 0 8,781 .. 10 2, 345 33,b02 7,612 42,. 0,013 1 2,070
1 ...30................4132 400 2, 7 2870 7684 3,842 2,40 19,357 3,878 M,000
1o31 ................... 48 6 12 ,01 2182 7,83 l,0 238 ,397 88 2,3391932................. W9 2,778 0 2,182 3,704 2,0 01 1 1 ,0:o 68 1,91
1933............... 2,141 3.617 0 2,311 9,047 2,010 272 O9 408 2,42

Mr. PEAUODY. Now, I cannot put in the record the report of
passenger automobiles without saying that my own feeling is very

s much--this is a personal feeling; I am not talking for the tariff league,
for the moment-that any endeavors under this reciprocity bill are
going to be largely in behalf of agriculture, but I have taken passenger
automobiles because they are the most conspicuous export.

Speaking frankly, if I wanted to make the most perfect statistical
picture for my argument, I would not use this, but this is a fairer
tidng, by a long shot.

These markets shift. They shift from year to year, from short
period to short period, and on top of that there is seldom a year when
the export market for automobiles is not so diverse that you would
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have to have treaties with almost all the countries in the world, to
achieve any marked stimulation.

This record shows the percentage of the total exported automobiles
going to 25 selected countries.

In 1925, 1929, 19338, that is. It is supplemented by a record of the
actual number of cars for each year from 1923 through last year, so
that that thing, that happens so often, a misinterpretation of a per-
centage figure, can be checked by rreeence to the other thing.

Illustratively only not to read the whole picture, in 1925 3.3 per-
cent of our automobiles exported went to Denmark; in 1929 2,3
percent; 1933 4.4 percent.

Italy--I am not sure whether my memory checks on this, but it
seems to me somebody has referred to the development of the auto-
mobile facilities in Italy during the course of the hearings-Italy, in
1925, took 3.3 percent; in 1020, 0.4 percent; 1933, one tenth of I per-
cent of our exports.

Meanwhile, Netherlands took only 1 percent in 1925, took 1.1 per-
cent in 1920, and 5.3 percent in 1933.

Just one or two others that seemed to indicate-these are selected
because they are more drastic, but they do indicate vividly the change
in character of export markets:

British South Africa, 4.9 percent of our automobile exports in
1025, 0.3 percent in 1929, and in 1933 they took 15 percent,

Meanwhile, Canada, in 1925, took 5.7 percent, 12.4 percent in
1929, and 1.5 percent in 1933.

The reasons behind those shifting markets are numerous. I do
not know, I would not think it was essential to try and develop them,
because they are numerous.

The fact remains that almost any industrial product that you take
and analyze, over the last decade shows a constant shift from one
country to the other as the principal market, and shows, to a very
appreciable degree the fact that no one country, for an industrial
export, takes a large proportion of the commodities.

Senator WALCOTT. Is the variable there the change in output in
the foreign countries?

Mr. PEABODY. That is why you would have to identify them
individually. In some countries it is entirely the development of
domestic plants; in others, it is a result of depression; in others, it is a
result of changing styles, and so on and so forth.

If that could go into the record, I would like to dismiss it, so as to
get on.

Senator BARKLEY. Yes; file it.
(The statement appears hereinbefore at length.)
Mr. PEABODY. I would like to put this table in, too.
The percentages are small, but, if they are understood, it indicates

another element of this shifting market. This is a table showing the
increasing importance of Japan in foreign markets, taken from the
League of Nations international trade statistics, and it lumps all
exports to a country.

Of course, it includes raw materials as well as manufactures, but
the bulk of Japan's raw materials come to the United States.

Japan has been making rapid inroads in the Far East and is be.
ginning to make a distinct impression on the markets in Europe and
South America, as well as the United States, on specialty products.
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Of course, specialty products do not count iup quickly in figures,
and yet they have this story:

Six and two thirds percent of India s imports came from Japan in
1028, and 14.4 percent last year.

Australia has less than 3 percent from Japan in 1928 and 6% percent
in 1032.

Argentina, six tenths of 1 percent in 1928 and 1.6 percent in 1982.
If you would calculate the percentage increase, and wanted to talk

in terms of acceleration, some of those things would look phenomenal.
This thing can be sadly misinterpreted, but it shows how the thing

tends to take markets away and its more or less irresistible move-
1 merits,

You cannot break that down by getting Argentina or the Union of
South Africa to give you a tariff concession, particularly it, as I would
like to discuss at the moment--the unconditional aspects of this thing.

There was a question raised yesterday about the amount of our
import trade. I would merely like to toll you that we have been for
a long time trying to measure imports quantitatively. The average
quantitative record of imports for 1033 was 83 percent of the 1923
volume, representing the very small reduction over what we are
talking about.

The thing that I have licked, of the remaining elements, that
seerned to me of very great importance, is a reference to the effect of
the conditional and unconditional clauses with the most-favored-
nation treaty.

I have not seen the testimony that Mr. Sayre offered to the Finance
Committee last week. I do not know whether lie introduced the same
story or not, but, in the record of the hearings before the House there
is a list of 29 countries listed by number showing dutiable imports
into the United States from specified countries, the articles for which
each country, respectively, is the chief source of supply.

Now, that table was introduced, as I understand it, in answer to
the question, and fear on some people's part, that under our most-
favored-nation treaties, with the unconditional clause in particular,
it is possible that by negotiating a treaty with one country the benefits
that we seek to get will be rather limited and the concessions that we
make will be spread not to one country but to many countries.

The story goes here, that these countries are the principal source of
supply so, if you baram with them on their principal source of supply,
the danger of extending those concessions to other countries without
adequate reward is limited. The thing that bothered me most in that
table was the last column, which is properly captioned, but I am sure
it would be misinterpreted.

I tried it out on a group of people the other day, supposedly trained
in statistics, letting them read the testimon.

One boy got it right; the rest read it wrong. I can make the sta-
tistical thing clearest by taking an illustration which is extreme, but
using it because it-involves only one commodity. I might say that
the check against this was rather a chore because the countries were

S not named, and the dutiable list that was included involved our going
over the whole thing, trying to pick out the ones that tallied, and I
haven't got all 29 countries, for that reason.
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Here is a case: One of the countries listed is Salvador. There are
some other different types of countries which I am coming back to,
in this list, which shows that the import from the specific country, for
articles for which that country is the leading source of supply, amount
to $47,000 total dutiable imports of $52,000, and then the last
column, "Ratio of Imports" for which specified countries are the
leading source of supply, the total dutiable imports for Salvador is
represented as 90 percent.

Now, that does not mean that if you should make a dicker for
Salvador on that co odithat oohat 90 percent of it comes from Sal-
vador. It means that 0 percent of Salvador's dutiable exports
come from Salvador.

Actually that commodity happens to be crude balsam, and in
1931 measured on a value basis, 40 percent came from Salvador
not 60, and if we should make a dicker with Salvador we would
automatically extend the privilege to Brazil and Nicaragua, which
supplied 42 percent.

Another 13 percent is Canada for unconditional treaties. Of
course, I suppose that that illustration may not seem important, but,
taking the single commodity, it shows the point.

Now, lot me take thif important country: We got them more or
less at random, because, in some instance, we d(id not check our
selected sample against that one, and we did not want to use it if
we could not.

Eighteen items dutiable from Belgium, for which Belgium was the
leading source of supply.

The percentage in here is 51 percent. We analyzed those. The
first item in 1031, diamonds, we could make a dicker with Belgium
for diamonds and not have any trouble.

The second item is structural iron and steel, 54 percent quantita-
tively, coming from Belgium, 25 percent coming from Germany under
an unconditional most.favored-nation treaty, and another 3 percent
coming from the United Kingdom under a conditional treaty.

In other words, the second most important item on that list would
automatically be involved in a concession, if we should negotiate a
treaty with Belgium.

The third item is plate glass, 67 percent coming from Belgium in
1931, 23 percent coming from Germany, which, again, would have
the benefit of this automatic reduction in rate. I should have said,
coming from Germany and Czechoslovakia.

We have "woven fabrics for padding or interlining" third. There
are no countries under the unconditional, supplying very much.

Concrete reinforcement bnrs, Germany again would be a beneficiary
to the extent of 13 percent of our total importations.

Tlis sixth item, steel ingots, Germany would get 9 percent.
Seventh item, hoop, band, or scroll iron and steel, 54 percent by

quantity coming front Belgium, Germany sending 28 percent.
In other words, as one reads this, you get the impression that

Germany will be very pleased for us to dicker with Belgium.
Some of these are not as large as others. In many instances the

percentage that would come in under the "unconditional" treaty is
from a third to, in some instances, the equivalent of the amount that
came inn 1931 from the country with whom we would presumably be
entering into the negotiations.
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I am very anxious that this should become a matter of public
record. I would like, if I can read it in abbreviated fashion, to refer
to one other: France.

That is the only-
Senator BAnKLitT, You have 4 minutes of the 30 you asked for.
Mr. PaAnoD, Four left?
Senator BAUKIEY, If that is too much, you can out it down.

[Laughter.]
Mr. PEADBODY. I really wanted about a day, sir. I began cutting

yesterday. I sat up last night to out, and then I got a little bit
discouraged, coining back to Washington by plane this noon, and
out dome more.

If that is what you call it--
Senator BAnKLY,. You can file anything you want to in the record.
Mr. PEABODY. Well, that is a help. I read the record. I will put

this over, in great haste, if I may.
I would like permission, possibly, to make one or two corrections,

and I would like to write a caption for that.
The other points that are remaining on my conscience are very,

very numerous. I have made a very serious attempt to see how you
could have a formula which could be applied satisfactorily under this
agreement or any other provision for agreement.

It is quite evident to me that there is a marked difference of opinion
among the people who would have a good deal to do with lths bill,
and it is equally evident that I have got to put this in with a state-
ment, without development, and I wanted to try and develop it in a
very careful manner, that none of the tests that have boon proposed
for picking out an industry, to be used as a basis for barter, is satis-
factory, and I am mighty sorry that I have got to leave it like that
on the record.

I have been over those things statistically, academically, practically.
I would not be willing, myself-nnd I would feel the way Secretary
Hull apparently felt a few years ago-in the remark that has been
quoted one or twice.

It I had to pick industries on the bami of an enumeration in the
Costigan report, those records just will not stand up under tests. The
other point-may I have about 2 minutes of grace?

Senator BARKLEY. Yes.
Mr. PEABonDY. Is the fact that I have not seen or heard discussed

that there is a very considerable body of testimony to the effect that
of all possible ways of trying to solve one's tariff problems, bargaining
is the least satisfactory iand the most destructive.

The report of the Tariff Commission does not go that far, but it
points in no uncertain terms to the possibility of tho unintiated bar-
gaining away an item that is really protective, for something that in
another country was set up as a straw man.

I think it would be worth while to look into the book that Mr.
Culbertson wrote on Economic Policies in Wartime and After, and
then to Mr. Thomas Walker Page's on The Making of Tariffs in the
United States; or, here, one of these completely academic people, Prof.
O. Fred Boucke, of Pennsylvania State, making a special study, and
perhaps the most significant thing-I can only give you one quotation,

50168--84--- 24
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Sir William Beveridge "Tariffs-The Case Examined ", and advocant
ing free trade, makes this observation:

The idea that tariffs can be bargained d ande made a way to froor trade is not
an economic fallacy, like most of the common arguments for protection. It is
Just the disastrous mleunderstaidlng of human nature.

I would like to underline that, and, if you wore not so indulgent
already, I would like to ask for another 15 minutes to try to point out
in just how many ways the disastrous miunderstandlng of lhuan
nature is involved in a transfer of power such as is contemplated here.

I am very much distressed, and I am speakin prsonaly again at
the apparent disposition to take what seems to be an academic idea,
academically handled, and foist it on the country in the face of the
other domestic recovery program. I cannot imagine any policy that
is so inconsistent in its probable results, unless it is a gesture, than this
is, when stacked against a lot of the other things, because, bear in
mind, if it is serious, in order to find an export market you have got
to make many, many concessions and, if it is not, I do not know why
we should be asked to spend our time running around having head-
aches over extra things, when we have so many, trying to adjust our.
selves to playing bal with the rest of the programs.

Senator BARKL Y. Thank you very much.
Mr. PEABODY. Thank you, sir.
(Statement of Dutiable Imports into the United States Selected

Countries, 1931, together with a record of the percentage of the com-
modity coming from that country and from countries with most.
favored-nation treaties, offered for the record by Mr. Peabody, is as
follows:)

DUTIABLE IMPORTS INTO THE UNITED STATES FROM SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1931,
TOOETHER WITH A RECORD OF THE PERCENTAGE OF TBH COMMODITY COMING
FROM THAT COUNTRY AND FROM COUNTRY E WITH MOST-PAVORED NATIONS,
(COMPARE WITH TABULATION ON P. 306 OF HEARINGS OF WAYS AND MEANS
COMMITTEE ON SAME BILL)

Dutiable imports into the United States from Belgium, 1081

ARTIOLES FOR WHICH BEBIVtIUM WAS THE LEADINO O8UROC OF SUPPLY IN 1931

Total Imports from Belalum .......................................................... $34,241,000

1. Diamonds, ut not set, 14000 car ................................ . ...... .......... 7,
2. Structural Iron and steel, 7,499,000 pounds............................................... 8,
8 Plte g , O00 ........................ .................. .................. 784
4, oven r, for paddig or Interlllng, 2,182,000 pounds................................ 8,000
. Concrete reinforoement br 9,078,000 pounds.......................................... 40 000

0 8tel ingots 33,371 Uds ..... .. .............................. 3 000

7. p, band, or sCroel, roon and steel, t..., 283,61,000 pounds................ ....... 000
8. Firearms........................ ...... ...................... . .. ........
. Znooxid, 107000 pounds................... ..........................................

10. Films and dry pntes, n.s.p.f ........................................................... 98,000
11, Flms sen itized not exposed, except motion.plcture flms ............................. 71000
12. Roiled glasst, ground, etc. .......... ..................................... 000
13. Hair manufactures (except of human hair), 91,000 pounds. . ................... .. 2000
14, Rodium phosphate, 1,32,000 ou .................... ....... .......................... 18000
161 Ca ned peas (except backey cd, (owiea, atnd chlekieea), 181,000 pounds...............
18. CeHulos heasts, more than I lnh wide, 32,000 pounds.................................
17, Cut fur for matters' use, 9,000 pounds ........................................... 000
18. Artists' canvas, 2,000 pound.......................... .......... ............. 000

Total of 18 dut able Imports ... .............................. .................. 12,074,000
Parent of total Inports......................................... .......................... 3
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Dtdiable impors into the United State from felgium, 1031-Contlntiod

DUTIABLE IMPORTS FOR W1Wllo tTU %VAN THE LEADING HOUlwVIt OF

(U) unconditional (0) conditionall

Articles

1. iaodes out not Nti

uant y......................
a. Sr oI slt ~**~

.......................

8. Pla ...........

4, w n ra 1,'c br adlnmbterAl

Quatity.......................

a. con e el M en bareil
al tiy.......... .............

0. Steel In o ...............
u ntity.......................

aue. .......... .....
7. oop bana i o itrllnIu

at lo
FV .......................

g, Zinc oxide:9uantity.............
10, msand t pt n. p.fxaiue.
111 me, soenu t o a11d- x

cst mot on-0ilctu"'6121-16444ue
12 ol0 5l rounai , eto.: ae..

1s HIrmanti14(turw (except of
uantity.................

14 Sodium phosphate:*
usintity .......................euisy.......... ...

15. Channel Peas (xoptb lalckeyed,
cowpea aand oiokpeas):

usty............... .......

16. Cellulosheets, more than 1Inh
wi e:

Q antity.......................
17. Cut fur a; i :

uantity....................
18. A utst' caa:- ...........

is. Artits"CAUT"

nt ty .......................
aup........ I ................

Dutiable imports into the United States from Brazil, 1081
ARTICLES FOR WHICH BRAZIL W40 THE LEADING SOUR'IE OF SUPPLY IN 1931

Totally Imports from Brail ................... .............. *.... 110,212,000
I. Brazil or Cra*m HU* not Witt! 2 5,000 pound........... .............. ........ 1. 002. Billsn r ryw tuts, shtio 86141I0 pons...................... 914,000. I o r or d d, ,Apounds ............ ......................

Total of3 dutible Impr 2 0ts..0................00Percent of total Im sorts ........ 2....................... . . . . . . .2

Percent

4 Mn0

.20

.20
18,

8.00
1500

7.00

23.00
48,00r 4 (,

47.00

48.00

4.0014.2f

24:00

lob
.04

3.00
4,00

81.00
1,00

10.00
12.0oo0

1'ercent from most-favored nations

one Prinolpal ountrioa

,10
1.0

9,28

18,0I8)
116.0
.2
. 2

9,0

10

8.0

8,0
i

27.
2.0

10.0

3,08.0
0.0
0.0

United .Kinglom (a), Cuba (U),

fjerminY (1), Vnited Kingdom (Q),i)o.
1)0.~()OfmDaVy (C), Ctschoalovakia (U),

Unied KMinglom (C, Ceeholsovakleia

Germany ()), Ulnited Kingdom (C).
Do
Do,
Do.

R0.
11nite(inadom (c,, Germany (U)

Do,.

Germany (U), United Kingloadom (C),

O2oholsovakia (U), Germany (U).

Do.
United Kaingdom (0), Germany (U).
Germany (U),

Do.

21.0 1 Italy (C), Japan (C),1910 I Do.

.1.2

3.037.0

4.09.0

Germany (U), United Kingdom (w).)o0,

Italy (C), United Kingdom (0),Do.,

Germany (U), United Kingdom (C),Do.
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Datiable ' in jor/ into the MOMt~ Stateafrom flrasi, iG8i-Cootlied

1DUTIA11LI IN1lt ORTOlf FORl WH1IH litAZIV WAR r1114 LICAItN( lOt'IM(IN OP RUtPPLY,

((I? tuaonditionalt (0) contiftionali

-1 Percent from tnost-tavorecl nations

AMOCOe

1, Birazil orat 1 11t1'.19 Hot Ile1lied:

Quantity ... ........

8. Kip Bo~isyrig nItd.
'qua ntlo............
N a lu ........ .....

0?

827')
is1
34

dltonl tionut Principal otitiO4

3 1 United Kingdom (C'),
41 ro0

lo J r na ma)V 4jd Kingdom (c),
±1j te tnoit In (V.), Argentina (0),

Dutiable impworts fino (he United States from celuoolovakqa, 1981
AWI'IC1LES FORl WHIVII CZHOIIOS1LOVATCIA WAS THfE LEADING SOMUIH oV 9UP'i11 Y

INA1SI

Total Ianporto fromn 'Ottmosovniiaii,............................ ...............$23, 1021 tmo

'on) n's 1eaimlor glint's 21100 ir..... ........... 4, 293, MOt
eaNs, except luittoti;qerl Peulls.....I............-I:: KO00
11 other Inailfactures of na%, l161111, illid ranh... . . 1.......4..... .. 2 e il, 000
nitaion reI~ffOu1 101111k$0, OXO J1 111 ....................... t~I 1~ 1) 

WAY (tt....gold..11..pill................., 304,000
I (otof etto,,go,,u )li0tflumW- vil~osollb mmIiiiutitoipal hl,

agat tto ns I' iuIAri n, i 1M m . .............I ............ 241,:000
emthrt~iPer ni umo0CmIINns, 22,000 par....... ................ .:111000

~onion's fur fult 1111,0I0 17.............. I......... .. :....... ... 6 1815)
eet sugar, 4,11 1551 pounds1........*............. ... ......... .......... 154,001)
~Indow glui?~ gmfln 3fuN)poumnds.... ............ ..................... .iT, 000oftn damask andi manufacturts......................... .................. 126,00
rientill twJeftve rugs (power loim), .14,0450 square feet ............. *...............aoM., 000
rossetiR lNs fir~ ik's ........... ................. o 0100
Ontto button" lifteliivs I IItat11onl pel,)O~ *shoii,' or at imtns during Ja. r. .. ) I
21,000 gross ......... .................................................. 1111000

Totl o 1 mlthilrimprt..........................1-1,744,-000M
at Of totall fliiports .................................... ............... a1

DUTIAIILE INMPORTiS FORt W1110J (IZ1OOLOVAKIA, WAS THE bEA1)INJ SOURCEOF SUPPLY, 1931

((M) unconditional.: (0) condftionall

Articles

1, Womten's Meather shoe.

Quantity ....-........Value........
3. All other atts anas (emp

aBnwd rniture" Vlue .

Perewt

vakie

03

02

,Percent fromc iiiost-favore1 nations

Uncon.
ditiona)

Coanlj.

10 1.0
10 2.0
01 7.0

tol

14

24
37
29

I Principial countries

D)o.
jattn (0), Oornman)' (V).

12.0 U'nited Kingdoti (C); DlglultiU)

1.0 Austria (U), Glermany (.
17. 0 Germany (U). Japan (C).
1.0 Do,
0.0 Germany (1)), l'ited Xingdom (C),

74 111i 7.0 1 Germany () (C~
61- M C. 4 PolAnd (t (lerenny (U3).

368

2. 11
61 A

10, Al
7t. M.

14: P.
15. A

rae#;
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Dutiable imports into the United States from Cgehoalo4akia, 1981-Continued

DUTIAL IMPORT8 F1OI WIIOII aOO1LOVAKIA ,WAS THIE LEADING 80UROB
(F UPP) 1 31-ononl ontinad

(I(U) Unooadllloual| (0) conditonal
rrr,,,, ,m-IUI*~L lr- r~~~ iYY W .. ....... :-.. . .. . _ ....... : I- ..... . _: i :' - "

Artlloes

0. Women's fr felt hlte
uantiy.......................

. Value........................

u I ty......................
tlue

11. Win ow pfas, ini.........
wuntlity....................

, al ue .......................
12. C damask and inantifatures

1i. Oriental weave rugs (power 1oom):
uantlty......................
a1114 ...... ....... W ..........

14. P sre# ar ltelr VTf ue: V ..
15. Agate bittons (Inoludes iilttflon

Iearl, e o agte buttons, rur.
Inf Jan, -Mar. N):

ntty .......................
alte..........................

P rent

vakia

Percent from tmotfavored nations

dtonal

so
23,

00
0.0

Principal countries

Italy(0C), Austria (U),
o 4

43.0 Ilelglutn (C); Germany (U),
80s0 1)o
23.0 United lKindom (C), Germany

17.0 Do.
28.0 Do
0.0 Oermany (U), 1elgium (0).

10.0 Germany (U), Japan (C).
10.0 Do,

(U).

Dutiable imports into the United States from Egypt, 1931
ARTICLES FOR WUlCII KEYPT WAS TIl LEADING O8UROE OF SUPPLY IN 1931

Total imports from Egypt ......... ........................... . .............. .. 4,017,000
L, Cotton, unmanufaoturodt, staple, i to 1 inl, 8,90 00o poulds ........................... 12 wO
2. Cotton, unmanufo t pe, or Moro, 4,06,000 pot ads ........................
3. aun rabie or nei 0,470000 pounds ................... ........... ..................

S Total ofdutn iabal Imports .................. .................................... .. 2,83
Parent tof total Imports.......................................................................

DUTIABL IMPORTS FVOl W11IOH EOYPT WAS TUHE LEADING SOUtCE OF SUPPLY,
1931

((U) unconditional; (C) conditionally

Percent from most-favored natious

Articles
Percent

from
Egypt dncon.

additional CionSttouat Principal countries

1. Cotton, u manufactured, staple,
1 to 1l inch:

uantity....................... 77 0.0 9 United Kingdom (C).
Value............................ 79 .0 9 Do.

2. Cotton, unmanufactured, staple,
1 Inch or more:

uantity......... .......... 901 .1 8 Unlted Kingdom (C); Haiti (U).
Value..................... 91 .O 1 7 Do.

3. Gum, arabl r senegal:
Qunty...................... 8 .0 10 United Kingdom (C).

V e.......................... 88 .0 t1 Do.

Dutiable Imports into the United States from France, 1081
ARTICLES FOR WHICI FRANC WAS THE LEADING SOURCE OF SUPPLY IN 1931

Total imports from France........................................................... $7 ,174,000

1. Cgaret paper, books and cover., 20,378,90 pounds.................................. 8,04,000
2. MacnePcotton laces................................................................. 4,7 3,000
3. Shell walnuts, 8, 7,539 pounds............. .... ...... .................. .9,
4. Cotton*floor coveringp, 838,813 square ynrds........................................ 1,240,00

-- IJ

I '~ '^
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Dutiable imports into the United States from Prance, 1d81-Continued

. 0er klaitg r.od (wl) 700.08M pounds. ............ ..... ...... t,
0. l t ... ............. ...................... .....................
7. r a i , noti a r or et. ............... ................................... 7
f°'. - ! em rol r .e or ofluac............... ... .......................... 84
11. otn- a, t, n a N ..................................... ... ..............

. can a ro. o und... .......... ........................................ 7...

. ail e a B t pa Ir tw...............................................................
, t.u-Pw, 464,.,.. .li 01L02,.. 0. 0 W....11.. y ................ w

I rB l l f , n wo l r.pn..................... . 6'i

.iua.nrehov 3nhe wappor, a00 an fa0 lquar yt r............ iI,
oi. wboas..r.lt U i...........

i. on tr l, , ounI ............................................................ . ..
l, m i pow , mtt .......................................................... 04,

. r od , t rl r, h f l t............................................................. !d O00024. I tt et a velvet nI, 74, 14 stiqure ards ................ ................ 0. 000

1ot t Ao

. io « r, { h (and other. ............... ................. ....... 000

. reid to rs and lf.................................................0... i00
a7. Art t e ....................................................................... 3<9 000
. r iwatw , t 700I dOlon ................. ........................................ 24,0
. Coqm er, ttle i vl , Jur, etc........................................................ *,80. l d ove t , l.i t ........................................................ 4,000
. Op aU U ifd a s ,4,140......................................................... I. ri r oot ............... ................................................. 9i,. tora it U rmo ts e in.... .. ............................................ IM.

3 . A tl t r Vnian, u lonu e.... ..................................................... . 1 ,000

a. C ony rabbit fur, dre d. 49ot .a 4................................................... 13000381, I k ON r 1 1 ne. .......... ........ .............................................. .. i .000
3V, 8pun a i ied, 91i 6( niy( ..... ..................................................... 918,000: 40, at of trike0t , let. . , pu ............................ 4...... 0
41. ,tro st i 1 1 , 4 ,1i poun..V ... .................... ........ .. I .
4 . V loer lN pond .......................I......... ......................... 13 000
43, i land ea, h on ,et4 , 140,i o .. poun........................... ........... 19000
44. hap n otlaur384eiq ort ..et................. ..... ...... ............ 31 000
4. of l ra ponder ....... .... ...u ......... ........................ 1 00
4. eat r a embrohlerd or or iaa .................. .................. ..... 14. 000
S4 . r 0 i . a,0 p o.i und..... .....................................................
49. P pll lr, , po nd .... .................. ............................... 11 0

. Wo , pund.. . .. . .o..r.4. ...ou.................. ... IIIpWr'b. aComdr inaoni , t nveroui, Md,.tt. .......................................... .... 00
3, Ochr and h nlent , nt,3 m7.6l pounds .................................................. .. ,000
6, Mnutfturel of uan hirr except nets and ttlne)................................... I0400

84. h1 rj mo nurain turct ........ ............................................ ........... 7,000S. i ai n g I ir. ( 1, I.13 1.un Ss..... ............................................ 00
01. o tta o o n... .... ............. .. ... .. .................................I7. flik w n ris lj are. , kdl s t. .i r ... .. ....... .... ... .. ...... .............. . ,
$. oeftrs, not over 4 ounces ,r square yard, 17t,'l3 square yard........................9. W rual tppt rel, Il en7 .p ... . ......... ............... ... ................... t,000
0. drawn wore k, o trimninl3 o, en ... .... .. ................... .... ................... .... Io,000

71, rres rio, r polutt .......................... 2,000... .... ulls

il. M4Ittloe, oh tIH and shailltr artil 1444dn...................................... 2,I000
I. Manoolu ltrf over 4 outcl per quro ysad, ,802 qure yards............... ........ ,000
4. ladorl a tnum ewlry .. .. ..... ..................................................... , 0 0

S n lt I, 10I Isuu rl .................................................... 00
74. os of hair, n... so pounds .................................. ..... 4, 000
7. p , h op, and pan ............................. ..................... 4,000lt. IN oalhrs, ut u de ga t Iover , inhes .wide.......... .. ........... .......... .....

68. at (aeept hydreullo), 4.034,172 pounds............................................ 0009. oknit arr Iorh2,7hf pou.d. . ........................................................ 6,

70. HtrM w lnts, bl oek or trimmed, an J . ................................ ................... 2,000
71. Chr, dried, red or preserved, 67,77...... pnd..... .................................... , 00072. Fruit stocks, 4. oe, nl. a. 21,000
73. Manufacture o wool s, ree ubrlits ,2me pltnd ........................................ 1,00074. A b t os hln , ,1 uundd....................................................... 14000
7 O. Boiler r other pt por e. 1 0 p d............................. .... .000
70. ucklet , of to d orplatinum... ,Od .en............................................... 1 00077. Other Iw an I n , dut bl ......... ... ... ... ............................... 2 000

71 . eyes, and pa r( ,( ,41 v do en5 ...... .... ............................... I 000
7t. Rayon w anK eh f. 8,. ...... ........ .................................... .. . 1 000

80. ofld or pluat m n dew ore t lve rtlea .s. . ............ ...... . ......................... 4000
1. (is mirro rs., l1 .quire It, .. . . .. .............. ..... ........................ 2,00

. ll nufatur , pound .......... .... ............................... ........ .. 2000
l. htlesr, out into hoe uppr" l vmpi et, l.4 pounds lR.......... ....... .............. 1 000

64. Cotton rile fabri, except events and velveteens and iManufcture of plie tabris........ 484,000
Total u 3 selected Import..... ......... ........ .............. ....... ............ . 31.60.o000
TPen t of ot hlo ki orts. . ..... ..................... ............................... ... 40%
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Dutiable imports into the United Sateas from France, 1081-Continued

JUITIABL IMPORTS POR Wi 0l ft 1t, & P WAS TRH LWADINO SOURO OP

I(U) Unconditlonal (0) Conditional)

Percent from most-favored nations

Articles Pfromen

(1a ne I l t onhii Prinlcpal countries

1. Cigarette paper, Iaier, hooks and
covoerl

entity .......................
alu e.....

a. Hhelled wal nutm
antity- .......................

4. C otton fs rl.. ti c*r.. *c. ..
uintity......................

6. Other wool ' taii' ..............
Quantty. ....... ...........
Value............. .........6. lk laes nnd lace ma leles Value...

. s and parts, not strong or et:
alue.

S, 81 n wearn egpp l, embroidered
oor 0 0an: Vue

U. V ant, b e o
t ty.......................

10. Cotton sowi'l8 iireadl, di'e serol ot
ton etc. I

alty .......................
SCalued U..i

18. Prel mry bay , tolet wato rI

ua-ty. .......................
21, B d d fbrl ,i" Valuv aue O ......... ..........
18. 8Ik tl fabresmanuf ture d:

Quantity ....................
Value ..........................

over 30 Itnche w ride
Quntity ......................
Value ...... ............ ,.

18. Bod s rtl a Krments and
Ut ttoer.....0 .... .

19. Paper boxes Value.............
30. Pcrzumani terol9, dutlabler Vnlue.21, flayn a rcei

Quantity .......................
Value..........................

22. Cosmetkc, powders, creams, et,
Value

21, Braids, abri es laces, metal: Value..
24. Cotton velveand velveteens

Quantity....................

26. Oloyo lettr seal, ohamois, and
other: Value

0. Beaded bsp , fabric, ftjolUes Value
.A ot art works Value..........

SMineral wateri
uantity.......................

V lue.......................
20, ContaineMr, bottles, vials, Jars, ete.:

Value.
30. Red clover seed:

Quantity .....................
Value..........................

1.0
I o

63.0

.8
1.0

14.0

10,0
1.0
0.0

17.0

0
0

17,

98.0

7.01.0

1:079.0

1.0
1,0

49.0
98.0

9.0

42.0
43.0
32.0

27.0
4. 0
48.0

1.00
2.00

49.00

12,0040.00

27.00
23,00

8.00

(Iay (U) Austrian (U).

UniStd Kindom (C), (ermany (U).

China (U), J.lTyn (C).Chin (V), Jupan (C).

.30 UnitedR1iKlndoim (C).

.20 Do.

11.00
0.00

4.1
1,00

4.00
8.00
.00a.00

1.0i oo

United io (C)P o ny )a
Oermany (U), tnltedi

Japan (0), Italy (C).

Japan (O), United Kingdom (0).

Unlted.Klgdom (C), Germany (U).
Germany (U), Italy (C),

Do.
Germany (U), United Kingdom (0).

Do.

63, CO United Kingdom (C), Italy (0).

37.00
40.00

10.00

8.00
7.00

13.00
9.00

10.00

3.00

4.00

07.00

13.00

1.00

Italy (C), China (V).
Italy (C), Austria (U).

United Kingdom (C), Ctochoalovakia

Germany (U), United Kingdom (C).
Do.

ermany (U) Italy C)
Oermany (U) AMtra (U).
Germany (U), Japan (0).

Ormany (U), United Kingdom (C),

Germany (U), Italy (0).
1)',

Uermany (U), United Kingdom (0),

Belgium (C), Germany (U).
Italy (0), oermany (U).
Oermany (U), Italy (C).

Do.
Germany (U), Czechoslovakia (U),



D)uthi blo impowst ito the Unied Mates frons P~rance, 198i1-Conttuueod

t)UTAII IMI'O1T1 FOR IIL d jI 1 4 N 1 AM1
1 T HIM, LNAINO ROVtOM OF

J() Unconulitionall (C) Condlilonal,

i i Ioroent frou:; mnlot-fivorel fiatilong
Artioloo

at. Oper a nd (iold Pl000001

35, T......................
S. fa#Yoth r Ilurf o l kAwd.
: 11410

4 . Elir 0 ota h1m , at.......... t. .
41, i Y....ohl~~i~u~

42. C Itt y ..............

200o. ......

Fonhor, w vace an wto u
47. Con a NAM ipr, ebroid.i

48. $rd Ik~~n

49.spu Peie jOlr

4. Hirs ofasnd e atnallao

4.Cep t 11 OtS and ettingslV te

I uilu .a.e...........

loUatly..... ..........

ale..

8o

all

43

610

02

W0.9

43
03

84

57

60
021

37

20

10
42

6~0
491
43

97

33

31
80
go)

30
43
41
fig

100

6$, 0

4 .0
140

43.0

1.0

140
8,40

.11

.2

.0

.0

21.0
.0
.0

20.0

20.0
W8.0

10.0
11.0
11.0
50.0

7.0
7,10
2,0

3110
38.0
21:0

10
10.0

7.0
5.0

1.00

1.I (1)
4:.0

11. w

.40

21). W

11100
17.001

.10

10
22.0
2000w

2. 00
100

1,00

31.00
1. .00

33,00
21.00

16.00
31.00
21.00

So3,00

05.00

39.00
35. 00

(Jerulany (U) United Kingilom (0).

t Av I U( .

(lornittity ((U), llum()
Do.

Voted Kingdoi (0), (larnianly (U),
M).

31111111 (c!), tl (C)

(lorfunany (V), United Rinadoin (C).
DO

Chin M.) Japan (0),

;eiun Mot: Nlle exFkidoln (Cj),
United Hlngdomn (0), Chino (U).

IDo,

411e1ium (C), Ui (sl~ d (C).

(leinny (U), Uzeloioitkia (U)
(Jerniany (U)1 Japan (c).
(lerfuiany (U), United Kingudoml (0).

D)o.
United 1K1ngsollif (U), Italy (0).

Do.
(jerfmnly (U); unigaty (U3).

United Kingdom (0); Cuba M.)
D)o.

011o(U)fl (lormuan (U),).
1,1n C;United ingdo enta ().

United Kingdol I) Jleig lun:()
Austria (UI); (lerunny (U).

Italy (C)l VUied Kingdwln (0).
(Jerniany (U); Chioa (U).
Czechoslovakia (U); Italy (C),
(orni-y (U); United Kingdom (M.

(loruiany (C), United Kingdom (0).

VUntld Kingdom (C)o (lerimny (U).
United Kinioim 9), Belgium (C).
Julin (C)l ,1 ta

I PrI110111111 voilliftl(Ig

--- -- ------ --

U61 (j4,t')nd -
tly,10110,41 

n lj
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Dutiable 1rnporla 61to the (Ailed Sltams from Prancel 198I-Calffliilod

1)UTIAIIIA0 IMPORTER WM% ~V1Jpt1ANCIPOIJ L1~MN 0 hI~O

1W) Unciondlloil (ci) coniltioi)

Artlles

61 01. 11g oliilol., and simuilar

8111 Il,

02, W0l lMnoN, O~e 4u6,10008 tier
witno Ifi (

00, "'n X
t O~ findurllti

nail I lal 6

linnlliy ...........

74. Attl~s ll iOROtt ffo

Mi lelent 4 ....................

74, Aelt o s iiill(I0*luo6.

W ufiitty.... ... ..

83auectlt luouqe
v8 AWp, ole,

(jant l..... ......

08. Cotocplefis oxcejuls'an pailvet
tn loteci ....... ...........re
lof efa.ic.

Pp ruont
j'roIh

I'rahue

40
52
(W

08

0

47

3)4

71
30
45

(10

78

33
4

48
40

Percent from Most-favor1 naions

Yfi pilllpi cou"l0leu

V1 g glj coolo%,ikla(U), (lrniony (U),

1:.0

14.0

4.0

4.8

0

17.
11.0

44
.0

2.0

17.0

30
:i.0
41.
2.0

21.0

41.0
7.0,

2.0

6,00

0110
2.00

11100
10.00

06.00
211.00

24. IM
17.00

0"I
:40

5.00

a .00
35.:00

22.0
4100

2.00

0. W
12. W1

14.01W
1100
5.00

25.00
:11. 00
1n,00
12.110

Vill oil Klnadtlon w(), (lorinny (V).
j)0'
No.

(UY ).

(leruiimiy (u, united xingdoil (c),

DO0.

Do.
DO,
DO0,

Itaily (c), vunted X1ln0(dom (M)
Doi

Yugosglavia (1))1 Italy (C).

affrllany (u), Unitald Kingdom (0),
Do0.

Inelghui (C), Italy (0),

110egiinVC)L Ulitleu 14lnfjdoumW(
lylte ngdiouu ((')o Ho 011111

Uoruinuuty (U), Auxtria (11).
(Iorillan) (11), Spiain (U).
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Didiable impores into the United Sltoo~ /pom Oes, 19,91
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Didiabrrb le Implorla klrt) 1110 tUldled Nialeria from Nr Lolel 111114mia--( 1011thilled~
1,1I"IA IIl, IM POR,1'TH lOt WiI H)y1' \JtUH$A FV0AN 'I' iib IIlC 1N(N(I 1901lM, OP

K ) ir 'oatill l ',ct0t 111 (l) ot'11oot1 fllint

Artlvtt' - -

ii ~iiiuiit~ t(jButIf J'rhwlI iiii'(lVll oI'ii Io~It final dl I lona

1, NI (40 01111 liolliltime c olil em) In~olrr (C')
Xe luu ............ ..... 41 M 4 (),11

r, itii .- 0 1

4 1111t y . t.. ...... ... .'u65 J )ilh (C), 0 rmlly (U),

11hty io Do
Cilv r 11;1041Y

1111U1tily ... (....fl0iQ 3 Y * 3 11f3l)0 ((n)C

br1 r 1U0 .1 j11 3 0

~ir, iAOMIM, Nfy nituwIs 1sf.h~ li0oo1s.J I Uhidorsttl(ll my1 InmeC

..r... 0, I ., m her

Honrnto)' 1lnAuK1.ev. A;ll righylt, Mfr. ioLm', how lnchII time do yvou

D. rIEuJI. r (lutirinn, 1 wIll take j40 st s lt l as [ j19s4iby
INtn, and0 thl1t i' l-,O VA V 20l mte t, itl thfe utsid

sentr 1I1KLv, Can yo j1)l('y ItatOU1it ink thef4 J'CsWor110l?
Mr. LEoisI No; n ia. N't written I tming.y
Sentar I3A tKLEY. ,A4 hLVo to get thi hearing Y.osmkl, 11of(Y sowere of

Lilsl('llg O lf (~ ~Vt)0e'IIt'L ('01110 toU life.
Mr. h:luuii. 1 havoii't written thin, hilt I will tp st as quickly

as I cait.

S0110to1 B1AULEN All 'ight. Lntil giow youc nte 1o will

(OhIrp'nliNQ oni thrtd

STATEEST F JOHNr 0. LEI, COUNSEL FOR THE AMWERIAN
TRIFF LEAGUE

and I Lwoll X1t. (1111 '-111 811, slf lkoeig t las(' ttt afltOr A tugf
(ug1stel as good lawyer ford tfs pUrnthoov, hu0t thjis is o of those
that a'lls stokl of Iy tile 8pretatrVe hero of the far0 i tlteret
Wro ha sOite viwo; ttlt it wre ill 4CC(h With thhn ViO of tile
cojiunrittec.l

We bliv E thtt this bill is absolutely unconittional. Toe
Ionh e Ie I he M Beck, in the (ose of lieprentivs a few wek
ag, treated tt. exlrausivly, n, of course, I cannot enlrge on it,
on Ie worthy an tority, b au hi uld just like to call attention to
tll IHmpton case in the Spreme Court, wich ws thle cas i ch
sN-stine t11 COIstititlnlty fof tile fleXile arii.
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In the courts of that decision the Court considered the reciprocity
provision of the not of 1800, and it stated in its opinion--nater an
examination of all the authorities, the Court said:

Wilhe Congross tcoul(d not dologato legislative power to the Presldent, this sot
did not itn aiy real eOanu lnvest th Prusidont with thie Iowor of legIslation,
botisoe niothiig involving the oxpudlinoy or Jist o morationi of 0lhi legislation was
loft to the dotorllinationi of the 1'residunt, that tihe logllativo power was uor-
elsod whell CollgroesH diclroI that thlo suspatl)OIHll should tako effoot tiupo the
iltiinid oiutllll tiN, Whalt the P'realdot 'was r(cltilred to do was r roly in
ex otitonit of the act of Congoress. It W imh ot thie iiaklhig of a law. Ilo was the
mior agent of the lawii-akinuKg 0dpaortmnont, to asertilt i and doolaro the oveint
tulpon which Its uop ross will was to tako effoot,

Now, gentlemen, I submit that there is no such contingency named
in this bill, upon the being of which the President is to exercise this
power, so that this difference exists; this is different to that marked
degree, from the flexible tariff, and also from the Reciprocity Act of
1800.

Senator BlAKLEY. It is different, though from other acts, which
merely gave the President power to do certain things if lie found it in
the public interest, without setting any bounds whatever.

Mr. L~oC. But it named a contingency which was to come into
existence.

Senator BAIKLEY, No,
Mr. Limnou. Before lie was to exercise his discretion, I have found

none--
Senator BAIRKLEY. In section 338 of the present law there is no

contingency.
Mr. Ljnoa., Oh, that--yes; It is, Senator, I think. I have read

that carefully while sitting in the committee room here.
There has been a lot of talk about section 338. That is the same

sort of a thing that you are smoking to give the President here,
11i has the right now, under 338, if foreign countries are discrhmi.

nating or unfair, to put on duties, embargoes, or anything of that
sort,

That is what I understand you are trying to give him now. 1He
already has it under 338.

Senator BAIKLEY. Well, of course, the trouble alout that is that
it only flexes, one way,

Mr. La en. But, as you listened to some of the proponents of this
bill, they said it was to flex that way, as well as the other.

Senator BAKLEtv. WVell, we do not know.
Mr. LIntn. And lie already has that now,
Senator BARKLEY. flH can raise them but he cannot reduce tany-

thing.
Mr. LtnJI . Not under this.
Senator BAIKLEY. 10e cannot issue quotas, he cannot put on

restrictions.
He can raise the duty 50 percent, but he cannot enter into any

agreement with any countries in which there would be any mutual
advantage or reciprocal advantage.

Mr. LbEtIo. No.
Senator BAIKLEY. iet cannot fix quotas, he cannot put on import

restrictions.
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Mr. Lmaon, No; but he can stop what Secretary Hull said was the
main part of this hill-ho can stop unfair disorieinations, he can
retaliate for quotas put on there, and all the rest of it, under 338.

Senator IBARKLMY. li) could raise our import duties, but he would
not be able thereby to got any market for our stuff, 1 rn afraid.

Mr. LJlmwn, Well, if, as several of the proponents said, the matter
of coercion-if that is to be done, he could do it that way as well as
by trading.

Mr. Chairman, the Secretary and others also smid that this type of
legislation was common throughout throu te world, that all these countries
possessed a statute iuch this, to give to the executive the power to
barter oid trade.

While thil hill was before the House I belleve the United States
Tariff Cominu ision compiled t a volume known as "Regulation of
Tariffs in Foreign Countries by Administrative Action ", which has
taken country by country and shown whnt kind of legislation it has
along tlhi line.

1 halve gone through it carefully atnd I find no country has a one-
man power Hsiilar to that in this 1ill, except Jdnpan, 1nul that bill is
proposed d and is now in volume, according to this document; that
many of the count riei have powers such ats this, subject to legislative
san111ioln, after thle (ex'utivo acts.

Other give limited power to either a council of ministers or to
cabinets, as they may be called; but there, again, if you give power to
a minister of that sort, he is subject to removal on a vote of lack of
confIdence., You cant get at him, but you cannitot with this bill.

Senator WALCOTT. R.ovoring to your previous questionn, the dis-
cussion you had with the chairman, do you find in any of the other
appliHations for this authority a request for the coIlplte treaty-
making power for reciprocal tariffs or trade agreements, without the
consent of the Senate?

Flor instance, the Dingloy bill-does it confer any such power as
that, or does the McKlinly or the Taft bill?

Mr. LKoit, They had certain provisions where, upon the existence
of a certain condition, by prochlamtion, it could be done.

Senator llAlKLr. Also thle McKinloy Act contained-so dlid the
Dingloy Act-provisions authorizing the President to onto into
negotiations, and actually, such reciprocal agreements were entered
into, i

None of them weor over referred to the Senate, and you can go all I
of the way back to 1794, when the first act was passed authorizing the V
President on certain conditions to impose restrictions oh commerce, (
and they were passed lrgoly under the commerce clause of the
Constitution, rather than the tariff-making. t

None of thQm were every referred to tlhe Senate. They were all t
negotiated and carried out by the President under the authority of
Congress. (

Senator WALCOTT. And were tariffs actually lowered on any coni- 4
modities as a result of these reciprocal agreements? c

Senator BARKLEY. Yes, sir; some of them. They did not all in- s
volve tariffs.

Senator WALCOTT. No; I cannot find any that did. \
Senator BAIiKLEY. lBut there were some tariff arrangements that

were entered into.

880
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Mr. Liavtvn. But fill of those things were conspicti()us by their dis.
time of those old Iprovishflis, Imen

Sena1tor WALCOTT. Well, lie 11a1y not have limned thoi, buit did( lie
halve auithority? That i6 the question now.

Mr, LAun. In innyli of those licts lie did. Oil tile arising of it
certin contingozelie had the right to find certain fiat to exat, find
to dto an instrueteo: in the bill.

Now, we NO1( the &'hairiiiiiu of tile c'ommiiittee, Senaitor I [iris1oln,

to se(t1011 351) (it), namilely, thatt palrentfioti&'id ('musle thatt begins onI
line 7.

Tha sys-iam reading olyV the paIronlthcsesN-*"j It a11011e114 of
assisting Ill restoinig the AJIRrini Htmiidtii'( of li ving, ill over'voliiiig
diiestie imempIJloymiiet, id~ tho Jpromeit econow)Jl( (l(pi'&'5$ifli "I ot
(Cteri'l.

YOU Will MTe roMI thP WAy thigh bill i6 Hilt 11p thilt SN'tionl 350 (11)
gives to thle PI'si('i t, for' the purpose of expani~dinig fori gnl 11a1r)0t4
for' thle pro(Iu(tis of thle Ulited States by regulaitingf the ad mission of
foreign goods1 in~to the United 8t4t14, wVltf thigh thling thlown1 InI InI
piirenitheses, a11nd 1i101111 thaft thit (10es no0t Whiate to th0 wordin~g it
iiiiiiiediatily follows. It ik puriiely definitive and1( toet. not illodit'y the
provision hiefore it, so thatt the Priosident, tight well make 11 pm'ot('Ia

nation uthiivh (lid niot 115514 in restoriiig the Anichaul Staindard of
iving or ovIW'ohilinfg doiwstic' Iu11ipon l(Vipli t,

That Ls meorely at beautiful Iphl'ti5O throwni Ini by Congreog. If they
wanted It to mean that, If volt will strike% Out the par' theses, 11 says,
'i lie finds It will aiSt in'reSt~wilig, Ot ('eth'l, then1 Vou ha1VO it real1
lim11itationl oil the powers1, but as it, i4 110w wt'it-t(' thielt'e is nO linlitiltiom

I halve also0 heard it il that the thefillitioli oil page 31, bePgllinnig fit
Jlne 1 7 of this rint M1Itte(till (b)), to dleffie dtiase and other import
restrie t l'ollIShlleHeg-
(1) rato 1111d form of Import du1ties" a1nd 0u18ias iato11it articles, 111d (2) 11intatiollAs
prohihiltm oslAurgoo, and( exacthins other than duties littjusd on I ivortatiolii4
or finpould Yor thu regulation of ltIporta,

It i's safid thaut that will nlot (love]. excise t axes timl at lot of other
I ingsl~.4-loof-anlit(-ioth disease, andlo things of that( Sodt,

Y~ou will notice We have us1151 ''hi1itatiols' an~d '' lOiitiOti$''",
f('hirges.'' That 'would 'over' every ('ofvl((ivable t hinig, I Shiouldh Say,

ill ('(iliive(tiofl With iinjoI'ts. hut, inl order that there ma11y he nothing
leflt out ,elln (OX6is talXes or- P'o(ess taxes, interl-revenu le taxes on
cigars,8 anld what ha1ve You1, youl put ill there " exl('tiohit4 oilier thfin

11, it. (1oes not hlilahi that, thie'n I ('filliot, 'onceOive of ally3 mieaiilnig to
thiat pluus ill that definlitionl, f111( it i's certaily-I think iif it were
taken ouit soic of thle lpi'fpoiiehit. of this 1)111 wolld hlot. wanlt the hill.

If that no. 2 were hi ken out-because that vert ihily is the strong-
('st wealponl of' barterinig- sonmc of these excise t axes, Some of the re-
(('tt 00.ts Of ( 'o)gi'eSS, 11uiiount, to it gi'o'tt (leial mo iil'( 111 reI'ductionl
of 50 pceent, ill the duty; 111d tiliit, to me, is t he thing I hey are.
Shooting fit.

Butt ill ('otlsiicrinig thle Wi(lomi of' this 1,111, we though I only of thle
wvisdloiii of J'((it'tiofl ill duities5, Nit We los:' S 01it of 71 111e b('thlt ill
prIactic'ally every c'ounltry of the world with w~l. 0u weT %% il butter thevy

RECIPROCAL TRADE A01000MRNTS
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d( o to assets duties as we do, They give us no right to litigate a
(Illeltion of value, and what difference does it make if the lrate isa r'e

Seduced or controlled if you have full control of the value oni which it.
i1 to be batd?

They could very well give 1u a reduction from 150 Ip)(renC t Is it
hope to us to trade something away, but when we give that reducItion
overt here the importer can scoe into our courts lid litigate the true

fvlue of that, mereittndise,
Call We over there?
Senator CLAnK, Mr. Leroh, isn't that exactly the purpose of the

language to which you just objected? Paragraph 2 on page 2---
To prohelatm ulich mlodllcatlots of oxistin dutloa nilld other import rostrietlols,

or such addiltloinl Import rostrlotloui, aind for Nu(ch muiilimui periods of oxihtlig
einttoinl or exeols treatmnot of any article ovored )by foreign trade agrooiotmtN,
an are required or ap)ropriate to carry out any forolign tradl agrmeolomit that the
President hia ontorerd lito horomider.

As I read that, that is included in the act for the purpose of giving
the President power to offset any treatment of any sort to which the
United States may be subjected, with any foreign country with which
we are dealing.

For instance, it would obviously mean no advantage to the United
States to have a customs duty reduced if they immediately imposed
an excise tax, taking up the slack that has been taken out by the
tariffs and that is, to my mind, obviously included for this purpose,
and that has been the testimony of the experts who drew tie act.

Mr. LEnCH, But you see, Senator, this is not in the form of a tax
that I speak. I speak of the regular customs duty going into that
country.

If they reduce it 50 percent, we have some rate less that we must
pay. That is based upon some value. The value in most foreign
countries is the value landed alongside the ship that it would sell for
in that foreign country.

If the Commnssioner of Customs in France, for instance, were to
say that the value of this 50-cent article was $1, arbitrarily, let us say,
what can we aly?

We pay on that basis. You have no right to litigate there. You
have no recourse whatever.
Senator BARKLEY. Could not that very thing b te e subject of

reciprocal agreement?
Mr. Liwan,. I do not see how it could be.
Senator BAInKLEY. Why not?
Mr. itCin . In other words, we must then set upil the Iasis upon

which they are going to assess at duty over there, and the system of
the courts.

Senator BARKLEY. That could be the subject of the agreement
between the 'President and the foreign country, is to the rate, ie
could certainly, in the 1igreeiment by which a reduction of 50 or any
other percentage was brought about on goods sent over to that
country, also include in that agreement lthit the valuations should
be safegmurded so as not to enable them to hoist it merely to get
around the reduction in the tariff.

Mr. LERCH. Well, Senator, I was for sonlo 8 years in the DI)eprt-
ment of Justice in charge of this customs litigation, and I know a great
deal about how they jockey these values albrod, and if I have the
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Mltihlt t. usHitirnce thit, that would he done- that they would oven
entertain tig 1igostion of making the real value over there an to which
we would have MHolm look-In-it would allay a great many of my
feirlH li t to the eonltment of this hill.

Senator BARKLEY. You have had your 20 lmintes.
f'r. L IrAU. May I justH make one more msggeotion? The Senamtor

htd 1 of mine, anyway.
Senator BAItKJ.Y, You have toi discount that in advance,
Mr,. Liwolt. I have jiut one more Isuggestion On to the hearing.
The lhering tha t we read abott in tlie piper tody, to miy mind,

would not he A sufellent hearing, heenuse it did not attempt to outline
jlut how a hearing will be gtrlnte(d or before whom, but unless there
wa it lharing jsuci sI we now hlve under section 83fl i1nd other tnriff
)l'roblenms, hlfoe the Tariff Conunission or a similar hody, I do not
think that that hearing will amount to anything.

Senator' BAHKLE., You d(o not think that it would h e wise in
negotiating these recil)rocal agreement for us to indulge in An open
public hearing on everything affecting our side of it wlile the other
side went up i blind alley and( kept us out. do you?

Mr. LEnoH, I do not aee thflt there is any particular reason for
secrecyi

Senator BAitKiKY. Do you think that it would be wise for us to lay
our enrds on the table in advance of the negotiations that might he
entered into?

Mr. Lmnc., In a mittter of this sort I do not see that there is any
YrelIton for secrecy.

I do not know why we cannot lh ve open covcnnnts openly arrived
tit in tariff.

Senator BAIKLEY. W e hanvr to deill with the other fellow according
to his own fire,

Mr. LmiSCi. That is my fenr, because I ery l hearinK before Pe re-
tary Hull, for instance, in the way that I amn fnilihar with State
Department hleirintng, would not get us very much.

Senator CLAK,. if you were out trying to negotiate a contract, we
will say, for the sale of goods in the United States, a nd you lhd t
competitor who was very actively trying to negotiate the same con-
tract or a similar contract from the same customer, nnd your compet-
itor had authority to close tile detl and make the contract and secure
the business of this customer, and you ihd to go back and go to this
court or some other court and go through a cumbersome legal pro-
(ceding to got authority to close the contract, who do you think
would get the contract?

Mr. LERCH. Manifestly, the oth er fellow, but I do not anticipate
going through any court. I do thi nk that this is a matter tlat is of
such importance, and, of course, I say that is another basis of its
unconstitutionality, that treaties a re supposed to be ratified.

Senator BARKLEY. We are going to have to rush along here. We
have two or three more long-winde d witnesses. [Laughter.]

Thank you very much.
Mr. Loomis, you are the next ma n here. I had marked you off

but I will revive you.
How much time do you think you c an get along with, Mr. Lccmis?
Mr. LooMJs. All I can get.
Senator BAHKLEY. Ten minutes.
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Mr. LoomI, 1I cannot possibly finish in 10 minutes.
Senator BAiuKHiY I will give you 15. 1 had an hour set apart

for you, and you missed that by not being here, (Laughter.)

TESTIMONY OF A. M. LOOMIS, REPRESENTING NATIONAL DAIRY
UNION

Mr, Loomis. I want to proIent my apologies to the chairman and
the committee and I want to say that some other things have been
happening in Congress today which took me over to the other side,
I have to be over there. If, after I make the opening part of this
statement, I cannot have more than 15 miuutei, 1 just went that to
appear in the record.

Senator BAKLEY Y ou can itlo anythhi ',u wish.
Mr. LOOMIS, 1 will be glad to present a lt'of later on, if I may have

that opportunity.
This statement is nmde on behalf of that part of the dairy industry

represented by the National Dairy Union, of which 1 have been seere.
tary for the past 12 years. I might say that that represents thi mania -
faoturers of butter, lhrge and small, covering some 2,O00 plants in
practically every State in the United States,

Also on behalf of the group with which 1 have boon associated il the
recent past in our oIlort, now nearing success, to place a proper excisa
tax on certain imported fats and oils, That group represents the
producers of cottonsoed oil and the producers of cotton, the producers
of beef cattle, the producers of hogs and corn, the producers of pealm
nuts and peanut oil, the American fishing industry, and the dairy
industry, which rolpremnts it pretty fairly good-ized cross. section of a
VOry good part of the American production,

1 am here somewhat on the defensive, in a defensive position, be-
cae wo are prroatly alarmed at the proposal herepro widch would permit
the wiping o f thoso very excise taxes in which we are engaged in
getting action on in Congress.

Soiutor lARKL.EY. I am not authorized to speak for the committee
on that subject, but I think it is only fair to say that there is a general
understailding that this bill does not include any authority to change
these ocise ( dutiHes that have jus boon putOl t in this tx 111bill that is now
under consideration.

Mr. Looms. That is very reassuring.
Seator BAKLE . If that is not clear, 1 think wo will make it so.
Mr. Looms. That is very reassuring, and I am asking for a specific

amlon(dment to be written into the act to make that sure,
Senator CLA.RK. Supplimenting what the acting chairman saiis, I

am quito certain that the re is no disposition in the act, for the pro-
ponents of the act, to lhve excise taxes. As for a m concerned, I
would like to have them apply to excise taxes, but there is a geneil
agreement by w h the Lxiorts who have drawn up the act, and the pro-
ponents of it, that it shall not apply to excises, and if it is not (lear
1 am certttin we will (chlriy that language.

Mr. LooMis. The i members of the omm the Conutittee id the eml bers of
the Senate are well aware of the situation whih lhas developed with
refe'Iren(ce to those e(xise taxcs. We would be very happy to have
about 6 or 8 words added to this definition, which would make that('h*ll'.
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PThils has led me to a curious conclusion. This conclusion is that
should the exact checks written into its statement of purpose in the
first part of this bill be fully carried out this proposal would be a dead
letter from the time it was enacted.

Of course that is not the purpose of the proposal, as was just
pointed out by Mr. Lerch. Let me explain. This bill is for the pur-
pose of-

Restoring the American standard of living, overcoming domestic unuenjlody
meant, and the present economic depression, increasing home purchasing power.

It proposes to do these very laudable things by expanding foreign
markets for the products of the United States. 'the way of "expand-
Ing foreign markets" the only way proposed by this legislation, is
regulating the admission of foreign goods into the United States, by
reducing tariff rates, modifying import restrictions, ot cetera.

The statement of these purposes is certairlt a complicated and
involved one, but it resolves itself to this:

Improving domestic employment and watgos by permitting more Ilmports.

I can well understand how permitting larger imports of foreign
goods into the United States might easily make it more possible to
expand our foreign sales.

I can understand how lowering tariffs will lead to payments on
foreign debts to the United States in goods. I can understand how
trading wheat, cotton, or pork for laces, wines, butter, cheese, meats,
hides wool, sugar, et cetera, will make more foreign bush es, viore
banking exchange, and more shipping business, but when I try to
figure out how many of these projects will-
Improve domestic unemployment, improve home purchasing power, or restore
the American standard of living,

I am not able to figure it out in any single instance I can work out.
For every workman given work or wages one or more now employed

will lose out.
If there m ere on the tariff list of the United States any number of

important commodities which we do not produce at home, and as to
which we could increase our purchases without stopping domestic
production and sales of domestic products, then I could see how
some workable trade agreements fulfilling the checks and balances
enumerated herein might eventuate. All of the products, so far as
I have studied our tariff bills for the last 15 years, as to which we
can increase our domestic consumption and purchase without affect-
ing American employment and wages, are on the free list, and are
specifically exempted from any possible action under this act.

A more efficient domestic production-and I have here an extract
of what some people have been saying to this committee about
efficiency in production-the more workers and wages will be lost
if foreign products are brought in. That is, the more inefficient our
American operation the more people are employed and the more
wages are paid, and if those are the industries to be put out of busi-
ness by this proposition, then the larger, it seems to me, the unem-
ployment will be, and the greater the loss we will have by the opera-
tions of this bill.

This, however, is aside from the special matter which I wish to
present here and for which I asked for this hearing. It is brought
about only because of the questions asked by the chairman yesterday.
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I feel very sure that the situation I have presented will not prevent
the Executive from acting under this law once it is passed.

I feel very sure that tht e sponsors for this proposal who have been
heard already have their plans well worked out and that trade agree-
ments will follow very soon after this bill becomes law and we will
all have the opportunity to learn expeiimentally whether or not it
increases or decreases employment and wages and restores purchasing
power, and that is exactly what we are afraid of in the dairy industry.
We need increased pursbasing power and that is all we do need In
the dairy industry in the United States today.

It is when we confront the actual problem of working under trade
agreements that the dairy industry begins to shiver with apprehension.

It is currently reported that the Secretary of State has explained to
this committee his information that the tariff on butter is far higher
than has ever been needed, and a 5-cent-per-pound rate would meet
all requirements.

Of course, what was said was in executive session, but even this
rumor has caused a serious question as to just what kind of a trade
agreement might be in someone's mind, for the export, for example,
of automobiles to Holland, perhaps, where the Studebaker is a very
popular car, and where, as all know, there is a real surplus of butter,
which might easily reach our markets at a 7-cent rate.

Would an export business of automobiles to Holland and payment
in butter at a 7-cent rate improve or harm domestic employment and
wages? And that is the issue in this bill. Or is the price paid for
butterfat not considered as a wage, but just an incident in the daily
life of the farmer, who works all the time, anywr"?

The dairy industry does not produce any (xport surplus. This
industry has been able to maintain itself and in some inscrutable way
keep going ahead, without exceeding domestic consumption, over a
considerable period.

Therefore, as a matter of practical detail, this industry is not
asking for expanded foreign 4M|)M&t & 10very detail of tariff is a
practical detail. . '

However, the nl gII m ,da consumption has
been a very nar o. I wawiped I,#od the past year,
as to butter a i to the vra buying power,
the undernou t ay f ch was reme
died by the w ste f-bra by the
way the Gg pIrahe las fall
and winter em b a of m tion over
production all thw any trade
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butter w be set up
in the o not want
any miswhi rate. We
readily re one rk Harbor,
less than o one da y; the market
of 3 cents pe rp whi.lk more as4 recover and
cost the butt

With greater
will take exactly
agricultural pro du
ITknow of one ease, n
the producers in one

t of agriculture
d imports of any

the United States.
Able action, where
a trade agreement
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to be negotiated for the exports of barley, to be compensated for by the
imports of wines.

Needless to say, the wine growers in the same State are up in
arms over this, just as every grain grower is now up in arms over the
induced import of distilled liquors.

Every farmer understands the need for aiding in the export of the
three major export surplus crops-perhaps I should say four, for of
wheat, tobacco, and lard we surely have more than we need, and the
apple growers believe they are in the same class. Bustjust what will
the trade be? And where?

So every farmer, except those engaged in these four crop-production
enterprises has a mental vision of matching his wits and trading
opportunities in a double trading bee, on the one side to secure his
just protection when trade agreements are being negotiated for the
disposal of wheat, tobacco, cotton, and apples, and at the same time
in a never-ending contest to look after himself as every industrial
producer tries to secure an export market by trading his products
for agricultural products.

It is this last item which causes agriculture, yes, even the dairy
industry, the most concern, for we have had ample reason to know,
many, many times, of the power of the well-organized group of com-
paratively small numbers of industrialists, compared with the big,
slow, cumbersome, often divided groups of agricultural people. And
theindustrialists have most powerful support here in the center of the
Government, where these trades will be hatched and carried out.

It is no wonder, therefore, that there are movements of unrest and
fear in agricultural circles over the matter now before this committee.

If this bill is to become law at all, it will add very greatly to the
allayin of this fear if certain amendments are added to it here in the
Senate Finance Committee. Two, which I am going to suggest, have
to do with allaying the fear of star-chamber proceedings.

This is not a reflection in any way on the Chief Executive. It is
well known that if progress is made in this work the duties must be
delegated to some new authority. Senators trying to keep up with
their own mail well understand the human impossibility of the public
official keeping fully informed.

Now there is a third amendment, covering three items of production
to agricultural interests which I wish to suggest in detail, and which
I wish to urge you to see to it that it is included in words or at least
in substance in this bill before it leaves your committee.

I am going to try to cut the rest of this short. The two amend-
ments which I want to suggest as to allaying fears of star-chamber
proceedings is the amendment which has already been suggested here
as having been discussed at* the meeting last night, that is, public
hearings before any trade agreements are entered into.

Senator BARnKLY, Not pubhl hearings.
Mr. LooMIs. We are asking for public hearings.
Senator BARKLEY. You are asking for public hearings, but the

suggestion to which you refer did not go that far.
Mr. LoOMIs. We are having lots of experiences with meetings and

hearings since the "new deal" went into effect. And we are getting
along pretty fairly well when we can get the public fully concerned
in the hearings. We come out pretty well, but we do not where we
do not get the public fully concerned. I can cite instance after in-
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stance of the yet unsettled theories of eases with which we are con-
frontel, and I think I could make a complete argument for public
hearings,

Then I want to add to that what seems to me absolutely inherent
in this bill if you want to maintain the most important constitutional
provision which it seems to me is written into the Constitution, and
that is that treaties must be subject to senatorial approval of ratifl.
cation. It seems to me that this bill, in order to be either constitu-
tional or safe, must provide exactly the same procedure as in the
Executive appointment, and that is that no trade agreement entered
into under tis provision if you see fit to enact the bill at all, shllll con-
tinue beyond the beginning of the next session of Congress, or a reason-
able time thereafter, unless it is submitted to and ratified by the
Senate.

Senator BARKLEY. You are familiar with the long line of enact-
ments of Congress beginning in 1704 and coming on down to the
present, which authorize trade agreements many of which were made
and none of them ever submitted to the Senate for ratification, and
wherever the Supreme Court has passed upon that, they have uni-
formly upheld it. Some of those acts never reached the court, but
wherever they did they were upheld.

Mr. LooMIs. I have heard the legal arguments here today on that
matter. I am not a lawyer, and I cannot get into that detail, but
that is the question, whether there is a delegated authority strictly
retained and limited by Congress.

Senator BARKLEY. There is no straight line between the delegation
of administrative authority and legislative.

Mr. LooMis, There is a hazy field between the two. That is true.
But on the question of international relationships and treaties, and
I cannot see anything in this but the negotiation of a treaty, it must
be entered into by the Government of the United States with the
government of a foreign country in order to have any force and effect
and if that is not a treaty within the definition of the Constitution, I
do not read the English language correctly.

Having passed those two, I should say here for the record and for
the committee that in asking for these two amendments, I am not
speaking for the whole of my group, but I am only speaking for the
dairy union.

As to this other matter which we have discussed here before, I
am asking this amendment on behalf f the entire representation
that on page 3 at the end of the definition, which is after the word
"imports" on line 21, I suggest the addition as follows:

Change the period to a comma and omit the quotation mark, and
insert "3 " in parentheses-" but shall not include excise taxes imposed
by law on domestic manufacturers."

Senator BAnKEY. You put that in your testimony?
Mr. Looms. Yes, sir. Again speaking for the dairy group, and

not for the rest of the representation that I am speaking for here, I
want to add two other things.

There should also follow another comma, and the following lan-
guage: "Nor requirements for certificates of sanitary quality nor
quarantine regulations now provided by law."

The questions of the certificates of sanitary quality are matters
which you can get full information on from the Food and Drug Admin-
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istration. It covers a variety of commodities which has been found a
protection of the health of the American people of certain sanitary
requirements which are necessary.

The Smyrna Fig case is the most important one. That, and the
act of Congress on the Canadian milk and cream import act,

On the question of quarantine regulations, we become most seri.
ously concerned with the foot-and-mouth disease, or the hoof-and-
motith disease. I have been familiar with that particular matter for
a period of 25 years. We have occasionally had outbreaks in the
United States, and every outbreak has been traced to foreign con-
tagion. I cannot conceive that it is possible that anything of this
sort will ever happen, but I do know that there are foreign countries
that have repeatedly demanded that those quarantine regulations be
rescinded, because the foot-and-mouth disease can be transmitted by
the shipment of frozen meat into the United States from countries
where that disease now exists, and we must be protected against them.

Then there is the anthrax quarantine, which is in the same field,
nnd several others with which I shall not take any time.

Senator BARKLEYr. Thank you very much.
Mr. LOOMIs. Thank you very much.
Senator BARKLEY. Mr. Fred Brenckman, representing the Na-

tional Grange.

STATEMENT OF FRED BRENOCMAN, REPRESENTING THE NA.
TIONAL- GRANGE

Mr. BR1iNCKMAN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Fred Brenckman,
and I am the Washington representative of the National Grange.

Everybody recognizes the good intentions of the administration in
asking for the enactment of H.R. 8087, the bill which is before you.
The declared purpose of this bill is to expand foreign markets for the
products of the United States. Under present circumstances this
purpose cannot be accomplished without admitting to the United
States imports in exchange for our exports in connection with any
reciprocal trade agreement which may be negotiated with any country
under the terms outlined in the bill.

It is only too true that the figures representing our foreign trade
have shrunk to pitiable proportions during recent years as compared
with the impressive totals which prevailed up to 1929. According
to the Statietical Abstract of the United States, during the year
1929 our total exports, excluding those to territories and possessions
of the United States, amounted to $5,147,000,000, while our imports
with those from our territories and possessions excluded, amounted
to $4 251,000,00. By 1932 our exports had dropped to $1,562,-
000,000 and our imports were $1,229,000 000.
In considering the reduced volume of our foreign trade, it is, of

course necessary to take into consideration the fact that the whole
world is now on a lower price level than it was in 1929. The decrease
in actual tonnage therefore, is not as great as the figures I have cited
might indicate. It is likewise interesting to observe that the falling
off of our imports has been in about the same proportion as between
the free list and the dutiable list.
If it be contended that excessive rates in the present tariff act are

responsible for the falling off in the volume of our exports, why has the
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present administration not done anything to lower such rates under
the flexible proviso? Only four changes in tariff rates have been
made during the past year. Two of these changes were downward
revisions and two were upward. The tariff on hay and manure forks
was reduced from 8 cents each and 45 percent ad valorem to 4 cents
each and 22% percent ad valorem. Other agricultural forks, hoes,
and rakes, and parts thereof were reduced from 80 percent to 18 per-
cent ad valorem. The tariff on tuna fish packed in oil was increased
from 30 percent to 45 percent, while the rate on certain other fish was
increased from 80 percent to 44 percent ad valorem.

Since the surplus problem has been one of the most difficult with
which agriculture has had to deal in recent years, it naturally follows
that the farmers of the United States are eager to find an export
market for their products, provided the home market is not sacri-
ficed in bringing this about. However, we cannot overlook the fact
that the home market is all important in American agriculture. The
best market for American farm products and in the case of many
crops the only market, is to be found in the United States.

One of the cardinal principles in the tariff policy of the National
Grunge rends as follows:

Ho long as the American protective policy is maintained, we favor such rates
of import duty as will Insure the American market to the American farmer upon
farm commodities which can be produced advantageously in any part of our
country.

Amont the objections to the pending bill are the following:
1. As it is now written, that feature of the measure which author-

izes the President to proclaim modifications of existing duties and
"other import restrictions" is so sweeping that it would be possible
to bring cattle into this country having the foot-and-mouth disease.
It would also make it possible to set aside the Lenroot-Taber Milk
Act, providing that imported milk must conform to the same sani-
tary requirements as are in force domestically. That provision of the
present revenue bill which imposes an excise tax upon certain im-
ported oils could be voided; the antidumping laws could be suspended
and convict-made goods could be imported into the country under the
present wording of the bill. "Import restrictions" enter into all these
matters.

2. Our whole recovery program aims to raise the American price
level above the world level. For the time being at least everybody
seems to approve of that. Under the N.R.A. we have adopted the
40-hour week in industry; there is a possibility that before Congress
adjourns legislation may be enacted making the 30-hour week manda-
tory in industry, and we have abolished child labor. Naturally, all
this increases our cost of production. It follows, therefore, that we
must have proper protection or American producers would speedily be
deprived of their own market by a flood of imports from abroad.
When I say "proper protection," I do not mean the kind of protection*
that breeds monopoly, enriching the few at the expense of thejlany.

3. Everybody agrees that tariff tinkering unsettles business and
creates uncertainties. That is true even when the tinkering is done
in the open and everybody knows what is going on. The more secrecy
there would be in negotiating reciprocal trade arrangements, the
greater would be the uncertainty. It would seem that the bill should
make provision for public hearings before agreements are consum-
mated.
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4. The bill provides that after a trade agreement has been negoti
ated, section 330 of the Tariff Act shall become inoperative so far ias
the commodity covered by any particular agreement is concerned.
This means that regardless of how conditions might change, necessi
tating lowering or raising of tariff rates, it would be impossible to
make an.y changes,

,. While the bill is to be in force for only 3 years, the prospects are
if it is passed, the people will never regain the power they now have
to frame their own tariff Inws.

0. Since te Presidency is a man-killing job, and the President can-
not possibly give his personal attention to more than a small fraction
of the matters already devolving upon hin, lie would necessarily have
to delegate to others the functions of negotiating tariff treaties. Thi
means that the power to make reciprocal trade agreements would
largely be delegated to the Department of State or some other agency
of the Government. The danger is that under these circumstances
the needs and wants of our farmers might be subordinated to questions
involving international relationships.

1 have a telegram, Mr. Chairman, from the Idaho State rangeg,
which roads as follows [reading]:

Idaho Grange protests the passage of the tariff bill without the right of public
hearings. Star-chamber proceedings do not please es. We duemandtheo right of
protest. Please take this up with our uSnators and register our grange against
such a bill.

The telegram was signed by Ray McKaig, chairman of the legisa-
tive committee, and IV. W. Deal, State master.

I would likewise like to say that Mr. George Sohlmeyer, master of
the California State (range, personally told me that he was opposed
to the bill.

Today I received a telegram from Ray W. Gill, master of the Oregon
State Orange. It reads as follows:

I vote to oppose tariff bill; we must protect agriculture.

To overcome the objections which I have stated, I should like to
propose the following amendments to the bill.

On page 2, line 21, add the following sentence:
Nothing in this section shall it construed to authorize removal of limitations

and prohibitions for the protection of public health and maintenance of sanitary
standards.

On page 2, line 25, after the words "free lists", strike out the period
and insect a semicolon and the following:
and io proclamation shall be made reducing any import duty on any commodity
designated as basic in the Agricultural Adjustment Act or on any farm-produced
commodity of which in either one of the two calendar years last completed there
was produced in the continental United States sufficient quantity to supply 70
percent or more of the quantity thereof consumed in the continental United
States In such year.

It has likewise been suggested that the bill should be amended in
such manner as to give the President authority to fix quotas for
imports on the free list.

I thank you.
Senator BAitKEY. All right, Mr. Brenckman.
Well, that concludes the hearing, and the committee will stand

recessed until 10 o'clock tomorrow, at which time we will go into
executive session on this bill.
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(Bridf submitted to the committee are as follows:)

BRIEF 0F WOOL-BANKIT DIVISION OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
WOOL MANUFACTURERS REGARDING TEl RECIPROCAL TARtIP BILL
BY i. W. ABRBY

The wool-blanket Industry Is an essential Industry, both in peace and In war.
It in of vital concern to the entire population of the country In peace, and in time
of war the albsence of proper faellitles and well-organlsed manufacturing becomes
of l1prhe Iml1portance.

The wool-blanket Indiutry Is, and ihas ilon for the last 18 years, a very un-
profitable IMinnsus. The tariff adjustment has only recently been such that ado-

ulato protection from foreign dumping has been granted. In the past, mall
loopholes In t t tariff have permitted interrotations that have allowed Impor-
tatlon of blankets as embroidery, unfinished cuts, etc, to nullify the protection
iteiidod( to be granted by Congrtess, This Indloates the need for careful con.
slderation tand amilo hearings before any change is wtado in the tariff.

Thet nature of the blanket Inbiness in subh that provision for the raw wool nimst
bi e d nui.d months in advance. PurclhaO s musit be mado at the time of the clip,
whether of dotmetil or foreign wools, and such conmi'ltments for 0 to 12 i months
in advnco canl only b Imade on a reasonable assurance of stability both of the
rw\' material value and of the market for the finished goods. The blanket
maInifaoturer cannot, in many wases, buy wool currently month by month but
because of his necessity for selecting wo'ls at the time the clip is made, nmus
contract for about a year In advance. Such con .itn.c ets cannot conceivably
he adlo If, t to the ordinary uncertainty of value there is added the uncertainty
of the etteet of the tariff. 'This applies, whether foreign or domestic wool in used.

It is also oe nof the great (ltliculties of the blanket bIusline that most blanket
mills have to operate for at least 0 months on tanufactturing without any rolling
remilts, as the n'ajor coniamnption of blankets la in the last half of the year, and the

anuimiitulrlng htas to proceed throughout the year. The uncertainty that might
he produced in the market by doubt, or lack of knowledge a t t he triff to be in
effect duringg that 12 months, would make the operation exceedingly hazardouse

The average blanket will in this country, in addition to the above difficulty,
,operates on a very narrow capital margin, and the possibility of a sudden change
in the tarllf valuo would put many of them o h out of business, because of their
inventory luctuiatiom. Thle hlitory of the woolen industry s a whole in the last
few year, Including the wool-blanket industry, has reflected this inventory
sitlatlon to a very marked degree in their published statements. In other words,
the fluctuations in Inventory value have many thines outweighed the fluctuations
lit ('trnltigs on their otwratons, and lack of knowledge as to the future cost of the
tariff situation would Intensify this already bad situation.

We respectfully subml)it that it would be exceedingly dangerous to place the
tariff wiatters on alny b)lis where it could be changed, as applied to our Industry,
without ample consideration and every safeguard.

BRIEF OF RON. RALPH F. LOZIER, MEMBER OP CONGRESS, MISSOURI, Il
SUPPORT OF THE PENDING BILL

Oni March 27, 1934, I addressed lHousel of Representatives in support of the
poilnditig bill, On that ocaanlon, I reviewed at some length and with considerable
idetall, the leglslatlve, political, and juidiral history of reciprocity, Including the
pedttling bill, Its coInItit tlioftality, the necst4lty for Its cnattment and its general
nature, intended operation, anlnd possible) effect.

Th'o importance of the sidbcct has moved me to mutbmit these additional
ohnervntions.

IPriritret lInoovelt has re(jiteted the Olnatcnent of legislation to authorize
him I negotiate commercial trtlte with foreign nations with n view of extending
our forelitu trade and find markets abroad for the stirltIs products of our farms,
factories, nmills, and mines, To this end, ho requests authority to negotiate
repro(t l tarif trff treatie a(nd to nreuce tariff rates in exchange for similar conces-
sionls from other nations.

The President recognizes that a great agricultural, industrial, and commercial
Naifon we can no longer live to ourselves, but if we hope to restore real prosperity
we mst fnd a market aboard for our surplus commodities.

Untll recent years, while we were completing the development of our natural
and national resources, we were able to consume the major portion of our agricul.
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tural and Indutrlal products but in the last iineratlon we have enortuouisly
multiplied our prodhiti lve cality until we have reached the saturation point and
are now producing a much larger Mpply of agriculture and Industrial cominoditoll
than we can oontisnuo in our domestic market or for which we have a market
abroad, In other words, we have nrt foioally stimulated production hboyownl the
consuming eai melty of the Amerlcan people atld tlhe aiecuulation of our no.called
"surplus Htoc k" iait driven the price of iariculture atld industrial conmlllllltlea
to ani exceedingly low level, and this colnditolo1 ii aggravated by anl unpreceilentod
reduction of the consuming capacity of our people because their purchasing power
ha bIeen largely reduced and in nuiny instaincenl ractially destroyed.

so it follow, aH night follows day, that unlos we can olpn up forolen Innrkets
for our surplus products we will be compelled to close at letat one ti rd of our
factories and further reduce production of our agricultural commodities, It is
fundamieiltal that a so-caslled "surplus" of other aricloltural or industrial products
clo s the clhatinel of trade and forces prices to lower and lower level,

No armn factory. or mine can continue to produce more conmmoditles tan they
can sell without driving prices to unprofitablo levels.

Our far-oeeing Proeldent is not blind to these conditions, and he smlggests a
policy that il fundamentally sound and workable. No nation has over become
rich and powerful that did not have a large foreign trado. Much of the wealth
of European nations dome from their foreign trade which was acquired by sending
their ships and traders into foreign lands,

The pending bill proposes to give the President broad power to ntegotlate
tariff agreements with foreign nations under which foreign markets will be opened
to our agricultural andl Industrial products i exchange for certain tariff ' conil-
lions to be granted by the United States., In recent years we have Iractlcally

lost our foreign markets for wheat, hoof, pork, lard, poultry, produce, fruits, and
other farm commodities. As we produce a sLtrpis of food products the furinersF
are tremendously interested in finding a foreign market for their farm comnliod-
itles. Our high-tariff laws prevent other nations from trading with lus aild it iS
fundamental that a people will not trade with us unless we trade with them.
Commerce is largely an exchange of products of one nation for the products of
another nation. It ia now generally conceded that there can be no substantial
or permanent increase in the prices of farm commoditlos unless we find foreldn
markets for our surplus products. The pending bill will give the President the
power to barter and trade with foreign nations on tariff schedules, hereby furnl.
shlllg a foreign market for our surplus products. Reduced to its simplest form

the bill if enacted, authorizes the President in the circumstances outlined in
section 850-A of the bill to enter into reciprocal foreign-trade agreements whereby
America may lower its tariffs and abolish trade restriotiono on goods shipped into
America from our sister nations if these sister nations will lower their tariffs and
abolish trade restrictions on American goods shipped Into such countries.

The purpose of the law is set forth in detail in its opening sentences. Then,
whenever thie President finds that any existing duties or other import restrictions
are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States,
or that the purpose above declared (that is, in the act) will be promoted by the
use of tie powers herein conferred Is authorized from time to time, "to proceed
in the manner set forth in the act."

The purpose of the act is to restore our foreign trade by lowering a stone at a
time the tariff walls erected by the Republican Party against imports from foreign
countries, in consideration of other countries importing goods from America,
thus affording a market abroad for American surplus agricultural and manufac-
tured products.

THI TARIFF COMMISSION

The principal objection made by the opponents of the proposed bill Is that
under its provisions the President may, in the circumstances therein prescribed,
raise or lower tariff rates without any action by the Tariff Commission or any
hearings being given to the parties in Interest.

As bearing upon this contention the following is submitted:
It must be remembered at the outset no one has a constitutional right to engage

in foreign commerce free from congressional regulation and that the right of Con-
gress to regulate foreign commerce is plenary in its nature. Board of Trustees v.
United Stales (289 U.S. 38).

The proposed bill is not drawn from the standpoint of perpetuating the unjust
features of the protective tariff. The master of a vessel, in time of storm, is often
in the necessity of throwing a part of the cargo overboard in order to save the rest.

As Grover Cleveland once said, a condition confronts us, and not a theory.
The condition is:
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(a) A world-wide economic distress resulting from an extreme and selfish spirit
of nationalism evidenced by trade barriers of divers sorts whereby the free and
normal flow of foreign commerce has been reduced to such an extent as to seri-
ously affect the peace and prosperity of the world.

(b) In the prevailing state of the practices and opinions of the world such dis-
tress can only be relieved a step at a time, by making haste slowly, "here a little,
there a little, line upon line, precept upon precept", by a series of trade and barter
agreements and give-and-take concessions. These agreements and concessions
must be made on the spot by America in order to successfully compete with
foreign nations who now have the power under their form of government to make
such agreements instanter and without delay.

(c) To provide by law that such agreements may only be made as the result of
a protracted hearing before a Tariff Commission is not practical, because while such
hearings were taking place, our foreign competitors, having power to act immedi-
ately, would close the trace and emit America to the arena of discussion in place
of that action which is the eloquence of the occasion.

As a practical proposition upon a hearing, the beneficiaries of the protective
tariff would naturally protest against a proposed reduction on general principles.
But it must be remembered we are dealing with a state of hunger and distress,
despair and desolation which unchecked may lead to riot and destruction-to give
up some of the benefits they enjoy as a result of the protective tariff, make some
contribution to promoting the general good, by increasing the purchasing power
of the farmer, remembering that he gives twice who gives quickly.

The wages of industry depend upon customers for the finished product. These
customers are largely farmers. To increase the income of such customers insures
employment and certainty of the payment of wages to labor. Suppose we have a
high-wage scale. Suppose for lack of customers, unemployment results. Of what
use is the wage scale?

But the President is not required by the proposed bill to act without the advice
or consent of the Tariff Commission in the action that he is authorized to take.
He is free to require such advice if he deems necessary so to do and, the President
is not an individual, he is an institution. He acts officially and, of necessity
through his subordinate agencies. The members of the Commission are appointed
by the President (46 U.S. Stat. L., pp. 696, 697).

Under the doctrine of Myers v. United States (272 U.S. 52) the power vested in
the President to appoint members of the Tariff Commission carries with it the
power of removal. So if it be true, as contended by the minority, that the
President, in the action proposed to be taken under the pending bill, might be
actuate, by improper motives and desire to accomplish an object not conducive
to the welfare of all concerned, he has the power under the present law to remove
a Tariff Commission not in harmony with him and appoint a new Commission
in its stead which shares his views.

Robert L. O'Brien, Chairman of the Tariff Commission, appeared before the
House Committee on Ways and Means with respect to the powers vested in the
President under section 336 of the existing tariff law and the powers proposed to
be vested in the President in the pending bill and made it clear (hearing House
committee, p. 73), "that tariff making of the Tariff Commission is Presidential
tariff making-the President makes the tariff."

It was contended in the House of Representatives, and the contention may be
renewed in the Senate that the Tariff Commission should give 60 days' notice of
any proposed change in rates. But such a delay would be absolutely fatal to
the purpose of the bill. Suppose three people are sitting around a table; one is
a purchaser and two are sellers. One of the sellers, is a "premium usually em-
powered to change rates overnight." The other seller is the United States of
America who it was proposed in the House, could only change rates on 60 days'
notice and then only after a protracted hearing. With whom would the pur-
chaser deal?

Calvin Coolidge said (New York, Apr. 11 1932):
"Because of constantly changing conditions, if for no other reason, no one

was ever able to devise a perfectly adjusted tariff bill. No one can devise it now
and no Congress, constituted as ours is, ever will."

In his speech of acceptance (Aug. 11, 1932) President Hoover, referring to the
Tariff Commission said: "That instrumentality enables us to correct aly injus-
tice and to readjust the rates of duty to shifting economic change, without con-
stant tinkering and orgies of logrolling in Congress."
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In his Des Moines speech, Mr. foover referred to the Tariff Commislson and
sadid "By maintaining that reform tlhe country need no longer be faced with
heart-breaking log-roll ng selfishneo and greed which came to the surface on
every occasion when Congrea rovises the tariff."

But here again we are dealing with a condition and not a theory, Wo are
trying, by the enactment of the proposed bill, and the stops to be taken under it
to restore our export markets, In doing so, clrcnmstatcea require us to aot
promptly. As stated in the House of Representatives by the gentleman from
Wisconsin (Mr. Frear):

"Every Member of Congrwes reallies the weakness of our ersvborsomo tariff.
making machilnery compared with that of other countries where a commission or
premium usually is empowered to ehango rates overnight. For that roason tihe
proposal to extend to thi President wider powers In which to negotiate tariff
agreements has been heralded by the country as a step forward in removing the
depression."

As to the objeclon to tile 1)1II made by some oni the alleged ground that it
"places in the hands of the President, the power to destroy ius inot figuratively,
but actually,"

The alleged power to destroy is one of tlose bug-a-boos which is always brought
forward on occaslons of thi kind, Every time something is done to which we
are opposed, we bring forth as our star witness the phraso uued by Chief JIstico
Marshall, "the power to doetroy", everything constructivo that has over boon
done in America ias been oppoOsd on that ground,

Under the Hawloy-Smoot tariff bill, the No-called "powers to destroy" nay
now e) exorcised by CongreCss by the Tariff Commindiot with the approval of tlh
President, or by the Plroesdent alone.

Under Republican atiuplcen, the President ihas boon althorixod by Congress to
increase or decrease a rate of (duty, at least, 50 percent upon the advieo of the
Tariff Commlssion. Under tile pending bill, the President may decrease or In-
crease a rate by not more than 80 percent and it is not conceivable that the
President would act except in case of necessity without the advice of the Tariff
Commission.

But how doos Congress act in fixing a tariff? Tlho Hawley-Smoot tariff bill
covers 173 pages and the slchedul of dutio imposed includes 1,S14 paragraphs
Is there a Member of Congress who is sufftclently bold to intimate that he under-
atands all of those paragraphs? In the very nature of things, a Member of
Congress must to a great extent rely upon the advice and information that comes
to him from other sources.

But no one who is familiar with congressional procedure In the matter of tariff
fixing can sucessftfly deny the statements of Mr. Hoover and Mr. Coolidge as
to the manner in which tariff duties are proscribed in Congress. The wholo
question is resolved into one of trade and barter. lvery o11n interested itn a
ligi tariff gaot what lie can for Ill own particular industry.

On the contrary, under the pending bill, the President, acting for the welfare
of tlhe whole country as distinguished from the selfish localism of any particular
community, and having regard to the ontlro country, can act upon a broad scale
unhampered by con l'oratlon. which control a Member of Congress.

As to the great World War and its consequent delts nothing n tlh pending
bill authorizes the President to settle the war debts. lie must (01com to Congress
for any, authority In that particular, and when he does, it will be time enough
to discuHs that question.

referring t t the flexible tariff law, which provides that the President on the
advice of tlie Tariff Commnission may reduce tartli rates that have been fixed by
Congress: In thin flexible tariff law, there is no power vested in Congress to act
oil the subject.

The true opposition to the pending bill has been thus voiced by the gentleman
from Wisconsin (Mr. Frear):

"This country does not rely on its customs for its revenue. Our tariff is used
to protect domestic industries, including agriculturalists and manufacturers from
the ruinous, cheap, and foreign labor and poor living conditions generally found
abroad."

This is an attempted resurrection of the whole doctrine of the protective
tariff, on which the people of the United States of America registered their verdict
of disapproval in November 1932.

Protest is made by the minority because the President is not required to give
any hearing to domestic industries before making a change in the tariff.
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Agin tlhi is entirely a m IscoIllewomtio of the true nature and plirpom ea? thelaw The object of the poundlng ilI I to aitillat foreolgn ommi r , w ydoaliing with a situntlon whore hi order to preserve the whole, everybfd v isexpected to work together, iand to give tip) ome of the advantage m alid irlv ilgethat they have boon injoylng itl return for others of renter tomels pt,As to the lioaring before the Tariff Commission: alny suihobcts of Vtli| him*portance are dlposetd of it the law witholit a I hearing, O March O, 1084, Preldent Roosevelt Wia compelled )V tle force of elrourstaniec to o lono very binkin tie country. On Maroh 0, 13 4, by a bill whloh passed both hoili e the nameday, his notion wias approved. Theo Hlouie pasO Ite the bill without a rPcord teand the vote In the Senate wa 78 to 7. Novonteoen melOiirs of thie rontite ltM.ioletue oil Finance voted for the bill.Tioe Comptroller of the Culrroney nimay appoint a receiver of a natioltl lilik iiindlVy all seosanOlIt on it tockholders till without a heart of onily khiid,Federal Remervo lioard has very extensive powers, all without a it a(U.H.C,, title 12, nee 248), In fact tle entire L united States Code i w fil t ltYinotacesof of summary xecuittive action,
It Wan admitted iii tihe Hiose, that indor the existing law, if the Proldeiit do.sired a fidilln by thile Tariff Cominislon as to proposed changes sliuh filing ftre

quliotly requ res several mitontli of Investlgat on by exports. The Tariff Con.mission has sometimes taken years to llvestigate a partlnclar product.,
The pending bill Is not written from tho standpoint of a protoetivo tariff,designed to malk Anmrlcau self-contained and build a wall around It with thesgn "keep out.i The pndillng bill is lesigiied to promote Inllrti .al tradeand! Is actuated banftd y te ame prps a st he legislature of wliOonsinwhen it asked that the Great ,akes-St. Lawrence Seaway be biiit alid whiihprompted the people of Wisconsin to protest against a campaign of seltf.oittitiniment in other States, which If successful, would have decreased the market forWisconsin dairy products,
As to a provision re(1 ii ring the President to report back to Congress for finalapproval, i 1s aOctio w th respect to the tariff no such providson reqIdrIh theoosent of Congress to a change in the tariff Is found In the Hawley-Smooi t Ti
As indicating tile inability or at least the diffic ulty of Congross to doal with thetariff efficiently
The 1912 platform of the Re ublican party made this statement:"The pronounced feature of modern Industrial life Is its enormoust dIveiral.cation. To apply tariff rates to these changig conditions, requires closer tildyand more solentiic methods than ever before.
The theory of the Tariff Commission and the theory of the pending bill do liotcoincide, ilhe two laws are not the product of the samo state of th luit., TheTariff Commission Is a legislative expedieit designed to adjust the tarifto eh ti-iIng economlo conditions, having at all times iI view tile purpose of Clogress tokeep in force a tariff based on "the differences in the cost of production of anydomeste article and of any like or sllilar foreign article" (Taif Act 1980, meetio
u38t the pending bill is not designed to protest a beneofliary of the wrotootlvetariff from a change in tlhe triff rate by giv ng him ail opportunity to ldo1ay execu.tive action by ita protracted heoirinlg Tho sign iof the pending bill i to isreameour foreign markets, biy gratntig concessions where the local market is conscer edThese concessions for the time behIin may operate to the apparent disadvanta ofthe persons now reaping tile ai nornmal and excessive benefits of the high taliff,But Its necessary that such concotssios may he endured in order that the getitalwelfare of the country and the world bo thereby l)romoted. We mllta anstini that,if a hearing were granted, the opbloents of tle tariff charge would object to thedisadvantage they claimed they were caused to suffer, and that an reduction inthe tariff would call for a protest tt thle hands of those who thought their profitwere being affected. But we are dealing with an emergency as sorlou is a stateof war. .idividual collvoenileo aLmil pIrsolal hoenefts imust yield sometimes toconslt erati s of a higher degree, the preservation of the whole rather thflla tiheadvantage of a part

T'ruet ,lv fY ragralph (a), (if section 33(, Tariff Act 1030, a Iearingl is peovided forb Iore te halii Co nimissio inl the caso of a proposed chanijl, I I an tariff rate.But i, paragraph (e) of the same section, the Presidn t acts i lis own disewtionand wtout a hearing. The paragraph Cited tov ies that upon the (comitlls:lomaking a report as to a change in tariff rat,: Tariff Act 1930, see. 3306)
50130-34--2 0
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"The President shall by proclamation approve the rates of duty and changes
in classification and in basis of value specified in any report of the Commission
under this section, if in his judgment such rates of duty and changes are shown by
such investigation of the Commission to be necessary to equalize such differences
in costs of production."

If a President were determined to destroy an existing industry, ho could, under
section 336, paragraph (a), Tariff Act 1930, request the Tariff Commission to
"investigate the differences in tihe cost of production of any domestic article and
of any like or similar foreign article." The Commission would then investigate,
holding hearings, and give reasonable public notice thereof, and afford reasonable
opportunity for parties interested to be present, to produce evidence, and to be
heard at such hearings.

But when the report of the Tariff Commission is made to the President, then
under paragraph (c) of section 336, the letter issues a proclamation approving the
action of the Comnmission "if in his judgment," (as to which action of the Presi-
dent no hearing is provided and none in practice given), such action is necessary
so the President under the present law is not bound by tlhe action of the Commis-
sion and is not required to change a tariff rate, unless his judgment approves of
such change, no matter what the showing may be before the Commission, and no
matter what the Commission may report.

Under the paragraph of sections 337 and 338, Tariff Act 1930, hereinafter
quoted no notice or hearing of any kind is required as a basis on which the action
of the President is to be predicated.

Tariff Act 1930, section 337:
"(a) Additional duties: The President when he finds that the public interest

will be served thereby shall by proclamation specify and declare new or addi-
tional duties as hereinafter provided upon articles wholly or in part the growth
or product of, or imported in a vessel of, any foreign country whenever he shall
find as a fact that such country-

"(1) Imposes, directly or indirectly, upon the disposition in or transportation
in transit through or reexportation from such country of any article wholly or
in part the growth or product of the United States any unreasonable charge,
exaction, regulation, or limitation which is not equally enforced upon the like
articles of every foreign country; or

"(2) Discriminates in fact against the commerce of the United States, directly
or indirectly, by law or administrative regulation or practice, by or in respect to
any customs, tonnage, or port duty, fee, charge, exaction, classification, regula-
tion, condition, restriction, or prohibition, in such manner as to place the com-
merce of the United States at a disadvantage compared with the commerce of
any foreign country.

"(b) Exclusion from importation: If at any time the President shall find it
to be a fact that any foreign country has not only discriminated against the
commerce of the United States, as aforesaid, but has, after the issuance of a proc-
lamation as authorized in subdivision (a) of this section maintained or increased
its said discriminations against the commerce of the United States, the President
is hereby authorized if he deems it consistent with the interests of the United
States, to issue a further proclamation directing that said products of said country
or such articles imported in its vessels as he shall deem consistent with the public
interests shall be excluded from importation'into the United States."

Tariff Act 1930, section 338:
"(a) Unfair methods of competition declared unlawful: Unfair methods of com-

petition and unfair acts in the importation of articles into the United States, or
in their sale by the owner, importer, consignee, or agent of either, the effect or
tendency of which is to destroy or substantially injure an industry, efficiently and
economically operated in the United States, or to prevent the establishment of
such an industry, or to restrain or monopolize trade and commerce in the United
States, are hereby declared unlawful, and when found by the President to exist
shall be dealt with, in addition to any other provisions of law, as hereinafter
provided.

"(b) Investigations of violations by Commission: To assist the Presidentin
making any decisions under this section the commission is hereby authorized to
investigate any alleged violation hereof on complaint tinder oath or upon its
initiative.

"(d) Duties of offset commercial disadvantages: Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country places any burden or disadvantage upon
the commerce of the United States by any of the unequal impositions or discrimi-
nations aforesaid, he shall, when hl finds that the public interest will be served
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thereby, by proclamation specify and declare sIch now or additional rate or rates
of duty as he shall determine will offaot isuh burden or disadvantage, not to exceed
10 per centum ad valorem or its equivalent, on iany produats of or on articles
Imported in a vleel of, loch forelgn country atrnd thrty days ai er the date of
sulch proclamation there shall beo loved, collected, and paid Upen the artilees
entimerated In such proclamation wheon imported into thi United Htates from
rtisch foreign country such now or additional rate or rates of duty or in case of
articles declared subject to exalion from Importation Into the United Htates
under the provisions of sub(ivisiol (b) of thin section, such article shall be
excluded from importation.

"(e) Duties to offset benefits to third country: Whenever the President shall
find as a fact that any foreign country Illlposes any unequal imposition or dis-
erimination as aforesaid upon the commnirco of tile Uiitod States, or tnt allny
benoflts neorueo or are likely to accrue to any industry in any foreign country
by reason of any such imposition or discrhnination iin)osed by tiny foreign
country other than the froeign counlltry in which sulchl Industry is located, and
whenever the Proeldent shall d(oternllno that any new or additional rate or
rates of duty or any prohibition lhoreolieforo provided for do not effectively
remove such imposiion or discrlilnnation and that iny Ihbenofits from any such
imposition or diflcrlnlinatlon accrue or are likely to accrue to any Industry In
any foreign country, lie shall, whell he filnd that the public Interest will be
served thereby, by proclamation sNpcify and declare such now or additional
rate or rates of duty upon the artioloe wholly or in part the growth or product
of any such indilutry a l he shall determine will offset Hlech benefits, not to exceed
50 per centum ad valorem or Its orulvalent, upon Importation from any foreign
country into the United States of such articles; and on an after thirty days
after (late of any such proclamation achli new or additional rate or rates of duty
so specified and declared ii stuch Iproclamlation ishall )b levied, collected, and
plaid ipon such articles."

As to the articles of Import which may be the ibllject of foreign trade agree.
ments, obviously it would not be posIbloe to specify these In advance, because
until a sister nation Indicates the article It desire to import into the United
States, any attempted designation by tie Unitcd States of America in that
direction would be purely specultivo,

In connection with the constitutionality of the proposed bill, I namt privileged to
ilote from a letter written by that outstanding authority on jurisprudence, Dr.
Roseoo Pound, dean of Law ihool, Harvard Univority:

"As to so-called 'delegation of legilultivo powers,' I have imdo a pretty full
study of that matter, and can way with a govd deal of assurance that must of
what has been stigmatized by that name IH not delegation of legislative power at
all. In many of the cases a stattite is made to take effect upon condition, and the
determination of an executive offichl IN just as proper a condition ts al ny other
event. In another type of case, there Is a power of doubtful chassification, and it
ha. been settled for over 100 years that in case of such powers the legislature may
properly assign tlhem to some appropriate department. In i third type of ease,
legislation having fixed a standard, the application of that standard sl turned
over to an adminiftrativo tribunal or official, Il none of these eases Is there any
delegation of legislative power, and they will take care of. nhlmot everything which
has been questioned In recent legislation.

"As to executive despotism', Lord Hlewart, who Is chiefly reopolsiblo for the
currency of such talk, seems to tme (quite unduly excited. Legislative admills-
tration and judicial administration are quite mposNible in the ecllonically
unified country of t.*.'i . It Is liko the difference between the old-time country
law office where t. -* , it. ry lawyer carried tlhe files around in hil coat pocket andl
took his time answc ing letters, aund the highly organisod hiN city office of today.
In the latter it is necessary to get things done, and done promptly,. ,o it Is in tihe
irlban, industrial society of the twentieth century. If thing atre to he done they

are more likely to he done administratively than by the more deliberate processes
of legislation and adjudication."

In carrying out the program contemplated by the pending bill, President
Roosevelt and the Congress are working to a comllmonl end.

This end contemplates not a mere temporary recovery, like scattering poison
through the system in an effort to minimize Its effect, not a mere restoration of
a patient to be returned to work to live in the same old way, to do the identical
things over again, and thus have a recurrence of the disease, perhaps in an aggra-
vated form, whereby the second state of man should become worse than the first,
but a cutting-out, a radical exorcism of the ills affecting the body politic, a rcon.
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atuoln, am well as a recoveryv, of ouir mocial, political And i1011 11Mollf. This!recovery and reconstruotln doos ntot mn1 a discading of olnr Uouldtiution,' -thoig ofI sieq obsolete, do m not meanj 4 revohtiffon butt anl evolution,notmea A urnngaliound aiud going back, hota it ng01i forward, Thowas10oslwrote tile statute of roll 1ous freedoul III Virg ina 41lio statute uibolimIl lngthe law of PrHtogeniture In that Wtate, the J60aclaI'ation of IIIda-endence and thefIttnuente ts to th institution of the United State.,In thle saime pirit, the Maton lot presuing forward In that high calling whichihas for Its visible mnanfestation, elevating tifoe man above the dollar, in isterinto human needs In the form fin which they arise, and being a good neighbor, bothat home and abroad,
MOP1 Of Till AKUIIOAN PAPIR IND~UTRY 0ONil MY. 667 Y~ L WIlLSON PIUSIVINTa AMIRICAN PAPR11 AND PVJLP A8SOOXAION OIKAIR-N1A1 01 T91 PAPS11 IM1DUNTRY AEIEORITt' (Till COD2 AUTNoWYX FOR2IN PAI INDUSTRY)

Ast lresidentf of thle kinorleall Pnp')(r & 111111) Assoelationl14 AI atn nl lig for I hop rimidustrY' of the I 11111 stati!H in oppiosition to file hill tidor vonsh terati on,
The paper Industry im opjimed to thim l1ull h)(11,41e It doom not, believe Aflly 1411larbitrary powor as Im toontteintlateil houllid he In1trtited to) allty individut i4l orgrup I toitt Iprovisionsw for Ali Itifeeted indttst trv to lot heard tl Its own heitalf,Froitilti Wr, tho paper idttslry Is (sppostel to the repeal of t ho eoui'ltervitllngPrOVistoti11 of the exlsillig tariir at (it thle !otlf rty. It lu'lk'v~m e lrololimshoutld le oxtettded to fill l'oinlodlt k's Iitst#ad of belig li11it1d to fihe few p~rotiltctsspeeifieadl nietittloitd it thei "'rif Act, of It0130.IThe Amherlean pitpor indtimtry ranksp 1eintottg the 10 11arNes indtustiex InI theUnited States, I is ws~idti-' ist ni 'itted 11M any.% tutu or tu11Id tlri, for pitpor immado fit toigotfioant, qlitntlhi'Min 37? $tatem. It ropreootmits alhiottnn an it alfdollrs of tInvostineitt, and ItN nonnul igrodtet iN vulueod at tti)l)roxi:,wtv% I billiondollars per year. It, now OllmllovIs (Pir(4tly aboutf 14001,0t)) 3)rsons, and( Anl "(fill-tional V6~ (0(1 arc emlod lin thue hidupt Ife s onverting Imatir Into tlte nutiprouf4produti Kr whielh It Im itsed, 11ts "ijloycom reprcotnt a fsi uiflitt fnel or inI thenational econoil field, inasinutic as Paper IIills are eli la- locatted fit r4nalloomxnunitfoo whose Jplnelpal, If tnt sole, reliance isIt the flip i'd oluo,'at ion ofthe paper mlIls lit those omnuitics,Titopaper industry has given Its loyal support to thte recovery act, inI letterand Pp rit. Ax a result enilovnent has inerditsed, wages have 60011 1tivtciallivraised, and the workers are enjoyig it iual)Ier condition than lium boetilvl it1for years, Nvrhlstep c il r tl eiitn ltyt IRdti t~l0to tile major Portion oif the 0entir0 I nclutrv, 11liv.0r not vet ouit of thle woodsfinaneially. 'I'hev are thiereforo looth to cq legligttlin eniacted that mIIIt andprbbvwottld 'immnedhiatelv handleicitp their offortH to pt Amnerlicanilludus11try,fnoluing1 capital am well am lubor, back on it secure and renaineittive btsik.By reason of it long and huonmrable ittdtttrial history tho Pupher indttstry feelsIt Is particularly fitted to discuss such legittlonl as is nqow p ending, 'rito paper-industry Is one of the uldesit In the Uni91ted Statom. Its tin portane hall beenrecognized front the very litelption of otir present (Coveitnmouit, for the f;'Uoldstattittl patised by Congremp, after the Reputblic was. w.Aabls1ed, itiv.'llvedl theprotection of this inditstry by flie iposition of at tariff on "all writing, printingor wrapping paper paper hanigings and pasteboard."Succeeding tarid auct## have id ways included provisionsm w4 to paper. Lugisltinwithin the present generation placed newmpritt and wood pulp on the free IstCThe term of the 149 under eoIfi~ieratiot eliminate those free Ilis items from thisdiscussion, so anything nlow boliti st~ici is to lbe ittdertatood as referring to dutiableItems, Irrespective of what we tmay think of the wisdom of a free lint Nttil-A forsome branches of the indutstry.While the paper hiitidtsry was alw-ays conservative fit its; attitude toward tarifflegislation, it tok t anew advanced position whent the act of 1930 was beig drawnt.Ai that time, the Aniorican Paper antd Putlp Association caitte out open v fin favorof scientific tariff making. It advocated tite imposition of dutties atfitciont andno more than suifficient to cqtialize the produtiftou costs here and abroad, Thereare nearly 170 grades of paper affected by the existing tariff act, and when therevision of the act of 1922 was fin progress 4 years ago, this Inudstry, followingIts belief In a scientific tariff, asked for changes In only 27 items, none of tniosobeing large increases. attd each being based solely on facts,
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Coupled with its wish for so much and no greater protection than is needed toequalize production c'lsts hero and abroad, the paper industry has been a steadfastbeliever in the principle of a flexible tariff, through which changes can be made inrates as ecojivmtic conditioi,s require. That the operation of the flexible tariffprovision as it now exists is effective is shown by .the fact that, excluding thoseitems in the pulp and paper industry which are on the free list, our exports almostexactly balance the imports in both dollar value and tonnage.
As part of its tariff program, the paper industry has for the past 10 years main-tained a specialist organization, the import committee of the American paperindustry, a fact finding organization whose duty has been systematically to study

all quest nus of foreign competition. The paper industry, therefore, is in aln ui-usuul positionn in American industry, in that it has taken the leadership in itsadvocacy of scientific tariff Imking, and in that it has a most complete knowledgeof foreign competition and trade conditions.
The paper industry, by reason of the existing conditions as to internationaltrade, and its unequaled knowledge of the details of such trade, is in a positionwhere it can speak authoritatively on the pending tariff bill. It has placed itselfon tie border line at which a slight change in foreign or economic conditions isreflected instantly in increasing imports. This statement applies to nearly everygrade of paper. Import records of paper of all kinds, show that foreign producers.are quick to take advantage of the slightest change in domestic conditions.Inasmuch as the paper schedule in the Tariff Act is based on a bare equalizationof production costs here and abroad, removal of any existing import restrictionswould sway the delicate balance in favor of the foreign producer.
Imports of paper, pulp, pulp wood, and other paper-making raw materialscombined, amount to a total gross value higher than that of any other importedcommodity. The great bulk of these imports are duty free and too much of theindustry is already suffering from foreign competition of free goods, particularlynewsprint, to be able to survive any step to extend the opportunities of foreigncompetition.
Existing duty rates on paper are not excessive. In the case of book paper, forinstance, the rate is one fourth cent per pound and 10 percent, a rate of about 20 per-cent on the cheaper grades of book paper, and oven less on the higher grades.America's requirements for cigarette paper are almost completely filled by France,even though the rate of duty on this paper is 60 percent. Imports of cigarettepaoer last year were valued at $3,400,000, and in 1931 at over $5,000,000.We have in our industry an outstanding example of the results of reciprocitynegotiations. In 1911 a reciprocity treaty was drawn with Canada, by whichCanadian newsprint would have been given special consideration. Canada didnot accept the treaty, but newsprint was placed on the free list in 1913 as a resultof the reciprocity discussions. The outcome was that our newsprint market waspresented to Canada, and the United States was given nothing in return.With this example of so-called "reciprocity" before us, we naturally look with.apprehension on reciprocity agreements, and particularly the giving to any personor department the power to make such agreements without domestic producershaving any knowledge of what is contemplated, or a full factual hearing before anagreement is concluded.
The paralysis of the domestic newsprint industry by these events in past his-tor point to the danger hidden in the proposed tariff bill. The report by theUnited States Tariff Commission during the pendency of the Tariff Act of 1922showed that in 1914 domestic production of newsprint was 1,313,284 short tons.In 1914, imports amounted to only 11 percent of the domestic consumption, andby 1020 the Tariff Commission report shows that imports had risen to 48 percentof the United States consumption. Today those imports constitute two thirdsof the domestic requirements.
That the paper industry regards this situation as important to the entire indus-try is better shown by the resolution adopted by the paper industry authority atits meeting February 7, 1934. The paper industry authority does not inefudethe domestic newsprint industry, so the resolution which follows shows the im-portance with which the industry as a whole regards the newsprint situation.
"Voted: That the following resolution be presented to the newsprint codeauthority, setting forth the attitude of the paper industry authority:Whereas the paper industry authority is charged with a great responsibilityin representing the paper industry (other than newsprint paper)-the tenthlargest industry in the United States and with an investment of over $1,500,000,-000 in plants, exclusive of water powers and timberlands; and
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"Whereas the newsprint Industry in the Unlted States lI eftqllontly and eco-
nomically operated andi producing a product of prime national Importance and
yet by reason of destructive price cutting and sales far below cost, Is on the verge
of a collapse which would destroy It1 and

"Whereas the price of newsprint is the foundation on which rests a large part
of the price structure of the entire paper industry, and its collapse would neceb
sarlly Involve great denoraliation of the whole paper Industry and would
imperil the ability of the industry as a whole to continue to pay the increased
wage ocale and maintain the shorter working hours adopted by the industry
undei to code alnd

"Whereas thi would affect not merely the workers directly or Indirectly
supported by the lewsprint Industry but also 128 000 wage earners directly
employed in tih United States pulp and paper mills nd a number probably
exteedlngt 800 ~00 indirectly employed In that industry

"KoIVeed, That the paper Industry authority regards the condition of the
newsprint industry with the gravest apprehension and recommends to the
National Recovery Administration that every effort be made to work out a
plan which will accomplish the stabillation of the newsprint Industry."

Newsprint IN already on the free list, the developmentti t in 191-18 having per-
mitted not only Canaudiatll, but 1iutro|eall and Jaltpanes newsprint to come lito
this country duty fee to sch an extentlt that the i'tllted States mills, Instead of
having 89 pIrent, aU in 1914, now have lo n than otte third of the Anmerlcan
market.

Our feir of the pedin(g ilOtlistioni is that the same course which has proved so
disastrous iii the nowsprinrt field may be t aken with regard to other tpap)rs, Not
only was the newt print market given to Canada but tie United States newspritt
machine capacity h1as been thrown in part into other fields, teolding to dilsr(pt the
entire structure of the domestic industry.

The import records for wood pulp are anIother examplle of what has tla)oXiied
to the American paper industry through a chanigo of tariffs. Up to 1013 wood
pulp was on the dtiutlable list, andl the average value of Imports for the years
from 1910-14 was $14,000,000. The average for the period from 1982-20 was
over $77,000,000, and even in 1988, when prices had dropped sharply duo to the
depression, and when pa)r production was far below normal, the imports were
valued at over $87 000,000. Today, some mills with pulp equipment find that
they can import pulp liteaper than they can produce It In their own plants.

Not only does the pending bill affect the paper hldustry directly, but it con
talns possll)iitles of even more serious effects Indirectly. A concrete example,
of a type whlch permeates the entire Induntry, Is the ease of paper book matches,
with which everyone ts familiar. This may seem like a mall item, yet the paper
board for these books is made ill this country to an average of about 800 tons per
month, and Is an item of importance to at least 8 Amerlean mills. It il said
that a proposed agreement with Sweden will facilitate the importation of these
matches, already an Important item of foreign trade. The same rate of duty
must apply to Japan, which is entering the field in no small way. This means a
loss of market for the Ameroian manufacturers of match board, Similar examples
could be mentioned almost without number.

The grant of authority to the Executive to modify rates is one which we feel to
be too dangerous to be oprmitted. With' the present provision, the Executive
can reduce duties wlthouta hearing. We as an industry are strong believers in a
flexible tariff. We are not believers In a tariff modified by "logrolling" in
Congress or by arbitrary action of any administrative person or bureau. It i
conceivable that such power would not be used improperly-but no such power
should be given to any one person. Human frailty Is still with us.

We do not object to tariff changes when justified by facts, and with an oppor-
tunity for Americaln industry to be heard on its own behalf.

It has been said that the plan of some of the administration leaders is to deter.
mine what industries are not necessary in the American economic scheme, and to
arbitrarily sacrifice those industries to the advantage of export trade for other
American-mad commodities. This report may not be trite. However, it Is
true that the pending bill does not provide for hearings for American industries
which may be sacrificed by reciprocal trade agreements, if the reported program
is correct.

As to the repeal of the countervailing provisions of the present Tariff Act.
We are concerned with the clause in paragraph 1402, which is as follows:
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"If any country, dependency, province, or other subdivision of government

imposes a duty on any article specified in this paragraph, when imported from
the United States, in excess of tel duty herein provided, her shall be imposed
upon such article, when imported either directly or Indirectly from such country,
dependency, province, or other subdivision of government, a duty equal to that
Imposed by such country, dependoney, province, or other subdiviion of govern-
ment on such article imported from the United States."

The purpose of this provision Is to make available a procedure by wlahic any
adverse tariff action by foreign countries can be met by the imposition of a duty
on goods from any suh country equal to that imposed on our goods going to uoh
t country. To be fl oc01c The duty on paper board coming into thih country
is 10 percent limited by the oiause n parara h 1402. The duty on paper board

oilg fronl the United States to Canada t is percent, plus the other taxes col
etred by Canada w h oe wh ithin the countervalling duty provision. In the

face of tils rate of duty, imports from Canada tire rapidly increasing, ap to certain
type) of papor board.

This provslwon, applying chilly to the paIer board Industry. not Included in the
American Paper and Pl lp Assooatlon, affects certain types of board, such as shoe-
counter IboardI coming from Europe for the New En land shoe industry. Many
paper mills in that reglol which are members of thit assoolation, are dependent
solely on this outlet for their product, Tite couttervalltia duty provioln htas
not been mufiolent to prevent sales from abroad at less tihn the cost of the
Amerlna product.

The lpnding bill proposes t i tlo wp outis provision and throw the gates open
to wider competition than now exists, and to price quotatlont under which the
American industry cannot compote if it is to continue operathi under the wage
tind labor provisions of the Recovery Act,

Instead of wiping out the existing countoervalling provision, the paper Industry
believes that the countervailing olauses now present in the tariff act as to speciflo
commodities should not only remain int the act but should be taken out of the
specific paragraphs where they now appear and made to apply to all schedules
and to all paragraphs in sucih schedules.

The present administration has shown great Interest in the forestry problem,
It is worthy of note that the American Paper and Pulp Association was foremost
in American industry in its efforts during the past 15 years to secure legislation
which would preserve the forests and make them not only self-sustaining, but
utilise the Nation's forest resources for industrial purposes under conditions
which would result in reforestation of land best fitted for forest growth, and a
proper conservation of tho present forests. Individual paper companies have
from their own resourou led all Amereian Industry in the practice of private
forestry.

The great lumber industry has now in Its operations under the Recovery Act
provided for taking the steps which we have advocated in broad terms for the
paper industry. With the tariff situation as it now exists, the paper industry
cannot carry out an adequate forestry program to the extent the industry desires.
With adequate protection against foreign competition the paper industry can
progress along these most desirable lines.

A specific example is seen in the recent developments in the South where
newsprint has been made from southern pine. It has been asserted that the
domestic newsprint industry can be reestablished by the use of this raw material,
given the proper incentive. With Canadian and domestic neiprint mills today
selling paper at far less than the cost of production; with European me sprint
paper being sold in our markets at $7 per ton less than the North Ameriean
product, no one with financial foresight can invest his funds in experimentation
or development of an industry even with a potential market of far over 100 mil-
lions of dollars a year, when he knows that existing mills are operating at a loss.

The paper industry believes that the provisions for the changes of duty under
the so-called "flexible tariff provisions" of the existing act give the needed assur-
ance to domestic industry that it will be given its opportunity to prove that re-
ductions are not justified, and there is no reason we can see why these provisions
should be nullified. It would seem that a due process of Investigation as pro-
vided by the existing act should be available to domestic industry before any
reciprocal trade agreement with a foreign nation is concluded, and that such
opportunity for hearing should not so delay action on any proposed agreement
as to unduly delay the entering into an agreement which may be for the benefit
of our international trade.
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BRP1F O NATIONAL PAPERBOARD ASSOCIATION IN RELATION TO I,R,
8087 BT 00., W. GAIR, ROBERT GAIR CO., NEW YORK, CHAIRMAN f0
THE BOARD
The Amerolan paperboard Ii(tiiutrv i depily -(toliei'iold afit both the genial

and N wpe1n provielono of the' propo)'d )ill to five tihe E.vouitive power to mllothit(
reeproeal tariff twratio.

I Kigeni'rl ternil, It Im oppoWsd to anly prolpoal to grant aln person or group
the power to determine the future of any Amerlean lidiustry without siih idh-
tr. belling gifve opportul lty to be heard it Its own defense.

In special ters i It is op0)l)o'( to the proved repeal of the eountrvalihig
provislon Il paragraph 140 of the Tarff Act of 1930, for thil provislon alpplile
to imijports from various coilntrl tL f varlouii typs) of board, alnd ovoel tills ro-
vilsoti haI not hie 111n sfttelel t to sp velit ll Ilierhtrase i Imiports fru ottiim ollfes
whlieh are iore rigid In their treAitnllit of Ii'rl( iarltard than we are af such pro-
dullts from thomo enountrie.

The paperhoard lidusttry as reprisetttd i the NftIonalt Paprhotard AssoUla-
tion, incluJde 200 mills, wi(h a capitut Ilnvestment of $200,000,000), atdll an average
normal oItplut of 4,000,000 tons valued at $180,000,000. It lias wide dlstribu-
tlol, i. Its eployeI itllltnber 26,000 iand I I addition there are otlier workers
emiploOyd in converting Indiistries to a total of 200 0 0 0 eniplovees, Tite ssuola.
tion's melnhors are operating mill s it the New Enitland, Atloanti, Boutheurn,
Mlddhle-W(stoer, Ioky Mountai, and Pacifli Coast ttatm,

This ludicates the Inliportune of the industry which is makig tils priventatlon
on tli' pending meiisuro.

The pporboard industry will not dllousH hi detail its opposition to the pro.
posal to v thie Exocutfite uoeh oweiepiug power over lidtustry as would be
granted I fthe ponding mtuetstiro becot'es law. T'ihe hidustry i strongly opposed
o any suclh rant of authority, because It ofels that any branch of lldultry which

is threatenotd with Iloreased competition has a rtiht to prsentt facts and be hoard
before any declslon is made which may reduce its Industrial opportunities, We
Inslst that tie rliht to bo heard 1) inludod In any measure whlloh may be aenetod.

Tlie spoolal ltltution of the pIuperboard Industry is that on which we have
asked to be heard.

Paragraph 1402 of the Tariff Act of 1980 Ilnludes these words, known as a
ountervailing clauoe: "If tany country, depoouedoney, province, or other sub.

divieton of governmentt im)poses a dity oin aly article s)pealfied lit thls paaraaph,
when lmpt)orted from the United States, In excess of fhe duty heroin provided,
there shall ie imposed upon such article, when hniporttd either (Ifretly or
indirectly from such country, doepelldency, province, or other subdivision of
gov(rnllnlltt, a duty equal to that Imposed by such country, depeondoney, province
or other subdivision of government on such article Impnorted from the Utited
States." Similar provisIons appear In paragraplhs relating to other specific
comuodlitlos. The ponding bill would repeal all these provlslons, whieh are
Intended to serve for defense against tariff action by other countries which would
impose higher (dutls on our commodities than we levy on those conenodities
imported from such countries.

Paperboard from Canada ia a speciflo instance. Paragraph 1402 of the act
of 1930 provides a duty of 10 percent on unprocessed paperboards, but includes
this countervailing clause. American paperboard going into Canada is subject
to a duty of 35 percent, plus an excise tax of 3 percent on the duty-paid value.
Under the countervalling clause Canadian paperboard coming to the United
States Is subject to 39 percent duty instead of 10 percent. Even with this rate of
duty, Canadian exports to this country have been growing rapidly in the last few
months. To repeal the countervailing clause will instantly open our markets
more widely to competing paperboard from Canada, for even with the existing
duty we cannot meet the Canadian prices.
i This is an outstanding example of a condition which exists in other branches of
the paperboard industry, and as to other types of boards from other countries.
Our mills at present have difficulty in adhering to the schedule of wages and hours,
of labor accepted under the industrial recovery act, and at the same time meet 'he
competition from other countries not paying the wages earned in this counttyv
With the present rates lowered there is grave danger that we cannot continue to
operate under the conditions of the recovery act which our entire industry is now
accepting.
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In a study of the operation of the countervailing clause of paragraph 1402 which
it is proposed to repeal, we find a largo number of typos of boards which will be
subject to a lower duty than is now levied the moment this bill s effective, Soime
of these boards are under the code of the paper industry authority and som under
the code of the paperboard authority, but all are dutiable under paragraph 102
There is material foroln competition on all the following boards even now, when
the countervailing rate Is higher than 10 percent:

Canada, pulpboard and screening board; mill wrappers.
Germany, trunk board counterboard and leathorboard.
Sweden, insulation board trunk and fiber oounterboard,
Norway, fiber hoard
While there is competition in various boards other than the above these are

the grdes in which the repeal of the countervalling clause in paragraph 1409
would increase the opportunities of foreign countries to sell In our market where
even the present rate is to their advantage.

Countries not now shipping to the United Htates which might do so were the
countervailing duty eliminated areo Boeliun, sulphite board, wood-pulp board,
strawboard; Italy, miscellaneous special boards; Japan, wallboard, cardboard,
and leather board; Spain, cardboard.

The situation a to Canada Is graphically shown by statistin of imports of
boards subject to the ountervallling duty, a4 followsn

Pounds Value

1034 (8 month) ..................... ...................... ........ 1, 007 26 544
. ............ ..... ........ ....... ............. ... .................

In other words, the imports from Canada for the first quarter of this year were
nearly equal to the total imports from that country in 1983, in excess of those for
1932, and about half those for the high year of 1031. The countervailing rate of
85 percent went Into effect in 1981.

While we have presented our position on the specific danger of the repeal of the
countervailing provision of the paperboard paragraph, there Is a situation involv-
Intgtrawboard which merits a few moments of discussion.

The American straw paper and strawboard Industry has had a long and Inter-
eating history. Most of us will recall the use of a coarse brown paper by butcher
shops, With the development of other grades of.paper, chiefly because of their
grease resistance, the use of straw paper diminished as a wrapp ng paper, and the
product was diverted to the manufacture of corrugated containers, and straw-
boards went into other uses.

This administration Is known as a friend of the farmer. The farmers of the
Middle West have had a market of some 600,000 tons of straw annually. Today
Dutch strawboard is coming Into this country at prices which the American milsi
cannot meet and historic old mills have discontinued operation. Not only is the
strawboard from the Netherlands displacing our domestic strawboard because of
its low prices, but it is even taking the place of the lower-priced container boards
made by American mills. The Dutch duty on strawboard is only 5 percent, so
these shipments are not affected by the countervailing provision of the existing
law. However, should this provision be removed Belgum, which can make
board as cheaply as Holland, if not at a lower price, wll be able to enter this
market, thus further disrupting the present condition. Incidentally, let me say
that the board which Dutch strawboard is replacing is not only made from straw
from middle western farms, but also from waste paper, of which American mills
purchase approximately 2,000,000 tons annually.

The paperboard industry believes that the countervailing provision of the
tariff act should not only be continued in effect, but in principle we agree with the
thought that such a provision should be extended to the entire tariff schedule
instead of being limited to specified commodities. We believe that the present
flexible-tariff provisions are sufficient to protect the American consumer against
unduly high prices, while at the same time they give domestic industry protection
against arbitrary sacrifice in the interest of export trade.
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BiPlf OF 3, IIOEIEIMON, IP3RghNTIN G TI O1DUROY INDUfTRYye oticed i tile rubll itvr acompayiig the hntro uti o to te ire
the ne-wpapers that oottonij ordtroya have bell1 incle1d "aN a prodot mtiore orless noncompetitiv and witl respect to which foreign collatries pot aldval .

ithi conectlon woe do not know just wat is Alot by "ooptitie

Foreign corduroys ar ,bttlelly tt amte , n moo,,o hturdqaand use an the Amnerican oordulroy, -,,at qui,With respect to advantage that the forleig manufacturer s i sid to possem,We know of nones, except heaper labor and materials, and doubt If any otherad tpga exists,Furthermore, it Ihas been called to outr attention that thle Tariff Conreports that Amercloan.nla(oi corduroys are exported It substantial volu e,. Thiis an error anti not i accordance with facts, The total corduroy oxllortw for tileyear 1933 were less thaen one IIhal( of 1 percent of dol ostlin production, and thesewere due to tempora. r, advantages Il tyling.
we call to your atttentlol(a) Th t a cAreful analybni of the 0Iytoar period 1028-84 indicates that theactivity of macliinorv or the manufacturer of corduroys has averaged los thati64 porcont of capao|illM, #)) Tht dtllo tisteliieri, represents al rtinyetent of several I... llion of dollars.c) T lhatlleordoroy I unstry a m aplovyer of labor located li 'renuiomoGeorgia, North ('rlill, irgini, N wVork, Mllismaolth!set, IRodl land, andi

(d) Tlt the ,r lisilorn of the N,A, and the p)rocessinglll taxes aS applied tocotton ndr e AA,A, have Increased actual cots of prociuctionl by anli averageit 42.4 J)erellit,
II ciohr t dor nof f(lrtie above we lrglentl, request that the resent tariff ratof duty be maillititllul and that corduroys bo removed from the bargaining listof the proposed reciprocal tariff bill.Rteprpselitinl tile corduroy illdlstry: Brookslde Mills, i oxvill,Tenn Ttrookd e Finihing Co,' Lanett, Aia * Wellington $earaCo., o' w York, NY. Cloxtort & (omnuilsol Co., reonl .horo, N.C; Granite Pinlshing Works, Haw River, NC, Tabard.rev Maltlucturing Co,, Haw River, N.C,; Crom pton Com)inpan,eont Warwick, 1,,; Cronpton.-Riohmmoand Co., ino., New YorN..; Cromptoll, Shenandoah Co., Waynnesboro, Va.; HighlanMill# Griffin, GA.; Hocklneyer Bros,, ic,, New York, N.Y.;Woodward Baldwin & Co., Now York, N.Y . Howlett & Hock.meyer, Inc'. New York, N.Y,; Waterhead Mills, In., Liwell

Ma,.; Boott Mills Lowell, Mass, Parker Wilder & Co., Ne
York, N.Y. A, D. Jiilliard & Co., In,, New York N Y.; NewYork Mills aborp. (Oneida Co.) New York Mills, RY. Y.'; AraganMills, Aragan, Ga,; Brookford Mills Brooktord NC.; Merrinack Mfg, o., Lowell Moas,; Minot Noerr o, N"w York,
NY,; Georgla Kincald Mills, Griffin, GaOn.

BII 01p JUD E MARION DI VIE, REPRESBNTINO THE GOAT, KID, ANDCARTTA DIVISION OF TZI T ANNEBR' COUNCIL OF AMERICA
I am instructed by the Goat, Kid and Cabretta Division of the Tanners' Councilof America, Mr. C. F, C. Stout, chairman, to state to the committee and to theCongress, as follows:"We understand that certain interests advocate changes or additions grantingthe President power to transfer articles now on the free list to the dutiable listand vice versa. Our branch of the tannin industry manufacturing kid leather* * * wishes to advise the Committee fhat such action if made use of mightwell be the ruin of our business. We therefore wish to register with the com-mittee our opposition to any such change in, or addition to, the bill."The said organization includes within its membership the vast ma ority of themanufacturers of goat, kid, and cabretta leathers in the Unite States, anIndustry of great financial investment, employing thousands of laborers.In addition to the foregoing, as their representative, it would seem desirableto register the view that in any proceedings under the bill now before the comemittee, H.R. 8687, there should be some substantial hearing by some duly

i
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alitioriked person or trbilial1 i aii ald ald amNiNtnlioO of the PMAIdento 1j tbq
ewoxution or any power that 11153 ho granted him inuidr and fy vN o m1
)IllI and whin I t may becom a itjaw,

T rounderasined ham for minty ynera prsoeted to INs 1ilorth)O eoinnittee
tild other comillitteeN of the COJngrON1 till iew W lie0 ia"Crtli menot of OWatN
of production If propeeded with iii ml timt (iotills omraoion lie hiost ilwihithyy
Original Iteis of cost may In volo muclh complexity atid t Piutty No aq p dirto
the 8alY10 t noit Impracticable, long exporience In the olIoto'N i I dI h'tratipn
has talight that Atuch it not necossary to Natisfaotorv a110ertaAin I,i nt. l pp,,
Ing o fcers o f the Uni1ted state## lnutoiding on i l ember. M ON the1 111jt 1 tAt
Board of General Apprisersi (now United Atath Otis toin jooir t) at Naw York-
have for Mail.%' YOIrM IMeient-ijsthd wit)h tho duty of finding fotyr hmAket
vallieft amo production rgl gosforl gfnd doitiestido The ,eal ou kat
this holorf~tablellnlittee and of And geAlif bill t as leen te
of liopreseonttivOR disclose that InI hoarlil in eerltrf il I es
effort of eniberm of voinmittees to asoortaln co ta of prodi iction abroa1 ail iii tl
country an the sMiN of tariff dutlie tnot Nsy mnn in I)nveotigattr Ilnto te 'i0-eldbut
1)by e (0 pro iii s before gttol trcl )tl'tjr bminli, or ooniml i ttes It haW bqh
tile Vie of t riter of li prostttlit titit a Matlictoim,v ariaortA nmr t dolild
he eitad withoutl a dtlei Oxtnitttoti of the books of 7,anuf et0u ir ood
and I ti cON emtry. The lirceedure woomi he to put the bunt oeln i611 thole
assertiqg or keekinj the I)eneflt, of certain co ts til thebmSis of thoir thtiRff twotoo
thin or to( iiestewt (hi tteR

Time follttowItig ham boeen V pmt r O t ibililtted )y tile iiitlgttld tom the Com.
nuitteem of Conrsros iAs a~plied to the Tariff Col11floiaint tt it Ihriiftedin! 4auu1d
ho adjusted to anly preaidentifti Invosttineit of power, amnd IN rtMjdtftiJ13' yallba
nmitted for the coosidiratlion of this itiorablo committee!

"It shall be lawf il for the Uited Rtatos TarIff ComninmIloii, pr Oedilig inder
t1is sctloi (330), or In any of It atnttrlrisod itsertauuuunlts, tW aPartriit oid
i)r,41lm4im1 teitlitive ilmitigg of value, whtsle rolling pricom, ComtN of Pwodiletltomm
or Itemst thereof, or other faturo interhlig the di11oIreeiu iii wo itdititjiit o
pwtitislbetween foreign and domestle gkmodA In tho pJell )iiI ltlarketo of the
Mited riStates, ando, 111)u1 notice tom and 111hrliug (if IItcsto plariles to be Proko
lleribed by the rules of t e Commuaion, afford mrties asitich am ple oPportullity
to prove or disprove maid tentative fiidigsm fin whole or III part; wh"millon, the
Coummissioon may adopt, niodify,, or ioJect, iii whole or iI prt, Rai tentative

ltlitmiiig III any of It said proveciijgN or detorilnatl)nm tinder this section,"

f1E BTATEMEUT O STEVENSON MASSON, DALTIMORN, IM

The bill to provide iower to exonlite trado agroolinoiltii Is commendio able iii its
expressed purposes a nid te legislation is necessary Ini tie present 0emergenay
to permit anl extelsloin of tile commrial relatioNs betwenll the 11titc Staties and
other countries,

Practically every country of ally imnportance has Provided very elastic means
of chanigigtariffs amnd vested power tit Its executive btrlnltcl of goveltmenlt to
effect imme diate chanllges.

The United States ham no such iloxibllltv. Treatie m imist recelvo tt iapproval
of tihe Senate and(1 trIff legislation must orfginate fi the House of Represent ative*
and receive the approval of both houses of -Congress. fit tile tpit a limited grant
was given to the executive to negotiate trade agreements but du to the provisions
of tile legislation that time agreements must .reoeive time approval of the Senate
practically every agreement wuaR defeated either directly Iy a political vote or
by failure to receive Soyiate attention. Under time existing law atm agvement
negotiated by te President would be0 doomed to defeat or delayed iii debate so
lonAs to be ultimately of ito use.

ff the Ummted States In to receive any souibstatialnly greatter part of the bellefits
of world trade it inust have tme power to arrange agreements without delay and
with full assurance that tie agreenioeitm will go Into effect Immediately upon
completion of the negotiations. The other countries are arranging suich agree.
mimeim ts to our loss.

The bill Is good fit thiat it Is gnoral all(d cotn re thenuive but there Is considerable
doubt whether it will citable the Preident to abrolate oraffect some of the present
laws which In a great part exert a lepressanlt iNuii eeo oil Imlortations Into this
country.

To otliltime Presidenut to filly effect the Inutenitions exiresaed some of time
p~resetl tariff p~rovisilons should be repealed and if legislation onl the lines expressed
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in those statutes Is doomed tncoioNary trnw tnts ahotilld 1( reoparedrod which would
not contain thel evils found in the present ntatutes iand furtrornero the Prgesidnt
ulouli be empowered to provide lo the trade agreements the abrogation or reltaua

tfonl of uclh statutes Ils they would affeot tle partticilar Trade agreement.
I refer to the Tariff Act of 1030 sectionlt 0 804, 307, 813(h), 880, 331. 332,,

833, 384, 8 88, 8 87, 339, 840, 841, 810, and the anthhunpluh Act of 1l21.
Section 808 relates to countervailing dutlo or the assessimenlt by this eunlitry

of a duty to Ineolde the nimountst of any hountles, oto,, granted by the exporting
country, This bill is to expand trado and it is Conllevabhle that the colmintdity
on which a bounty iN paid will be the subject of tho agremenill t. Tihn mt'oUI
woltld be directly contrary to the hitton of thie i)ll, It hts bWen Ivwiked I most
cases on commodities which we export vastly in excos of outr Ilmport, Auto-
motive and electrical equipment t and cool from t Canada, otc.

Section 804 ts the marking provision wlich provides that an artleto Its con-
talttor (or wrapper) and the packafge in which imported must be marked with
the name of the country of origin and provides a penalty of 10 percent ad valorem
even though the material, container or paokago i s ulioaquuntly marked before
delivery, and fine of $5,000 for removing such marking, Thi faet it Imprlssve
if the articles i marked and the container or package in unmarked the penalty
on the value of the article including the container and package is aRsseHMed
There is no doubt that merchandise which isH sold to the cosiumnr (who would be
without knowledge of the origin of the material) in its Imported condition lsould
be marked with tho country of origin but a penalty of 10 percent on a shipment
of fish meal which is imported by a manufacturing consumer who s of knowledge
of the origin sl manifestly ridiculous, The section as now worded would pre|u-
diee the trade agreements negotiated under this bill and the section 804 should
be redrafted to require marking but to authorlae some administrative office
(the Secretary of the Treasury preferably) to promulgate regulations thereiulder.
This would render a flexible protection and would not effect lunnleesnary and
ridiculous penalties,

Section 807 relates to convlot-made good, Tils seotion was enacted a s op
to the maudlin sentiments of some unlnformod people. Some person with a
sense of the realities however placed therein the relaxation which relieves the
prohibition oln och goods which "are not produced in the United States In suffl.
clent quantities to meet ouir consumptive demands" in other words it is Immoral
to permit convict-made goods to be imported unless we have need for such goods,
This section was used as the scourge with which we harassed the Importers of
goods from Soviet Russia, An attempt is now being made to use this section
against shipments from Germany. It serves no useful purpose and should be
repealed,

Section 818 (h) provides that no drawback (of duty) shall be paid uttless the
exported merchandise is exported within 3 years after the importation of the im.
ported merchandise on which the duty was paid. In these years of difficult
business tills restriction is onerous and could be dispensed with. The provision
is only a means of simplifying the proof and computation of drawback to be paid
and as the customs keep their files indefinitely this restriction has no point.

The sections 880 to 841 refer to the Tariff Commission. This Commission is an
excellent fact-finding commission and its staff does a meritorious work, In its
chief, Hon. Robert L, O'Brlen it has given us a fearless ahd honest outspoken
worker, his commendation and criticism are alike frank and free. On several
occasions and again in the past few weeks in testifying on tis bill he stated that
the Commission is strictly political and is not impartial due to the fact that the
President can direct its activities through his appointments. One of the Presil
dents appears to have even gone so far as to take undated resignations from the
Commissioners at the time of appointment. The Commission bound by the
ridiculous "cost of production" rule requires indefinite and protracted periods to
make a finding and in its most important case, that of sugar, several aduministra.
tions refused to approve its findings after long and painstaking investigations.
Its time is taken up with a number of petty investigations instituted by some small
and local industry or by a Representative in Congress who files it as a matter of
course. Due to the delays, which appear to be unavoidable, the domestic manu-
facturer seeking higher duties and the importer seeking lower duties are alike
dissatisfied. In view of this bill the Commission should be revamped under
another act and permitted to devote its time fully to investigations to further the
ends sought in this bill. The theory of flexible tariff lmking has failed.
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Hc tlon 837. This section Is practically the same as Ncation 81i of the Tariff

Act of t122. RogardletI of the intended benefits to bh derived this aoctioln has
)ben umod no a ilalln 111 of haraMling Ilportfrs of certain morhafnldlei the litla-f

tion tider thi section is long and the forfeoitur oxolinslon bonds takenll theroldor
to cover importation create expense said look to large amessment in the Indefinite
future, payments under whieh do 1ot sorue to the domestic manufacturer who
instituted the action but to the United States, This is not duty, In reality It
effects a definite prohibitio of niorqhandin upon a mere ex part tatonei of
suspicion. It in conceivable that thiNs action alone could he ulied by domestlo
tlterests to prejudice, suipeond, or defeat a trade agreement negotiated indor this

bill.
Seotilon t~1 ai new In our tariff and provides that a domestic producer or Imiani

facturer may attack an importer or a group of importers by an appeal to real)
praiemrent (Whiph in quentiontlin the value on whlih the dulyt In computed) or by
a protest against the clalification01 of duty (that iN colntet Ing that thie rate of
dtty should be higher) both of those action arc litigated in the United States
Customs Court aInd are lubjeot to protracted delays extending into years. Bad
faith iN ntuspvctd in the filing of ome of tso acton d te actin i he record shows that
a relatively inma ll hitnber of Atch actions have beao uphlod by the court. Under
this sectti domentlii interests could materially prejudice the outcome of any or all
of the trade agreements.

The Antidumping Act of 1921. This act was a part of the Jimergciicy Tariff
Act of 121 which was rushed through Congross in late April and early May 1921,
in the first Republilan administration after the war when t th threat of erman
business with the depreciated German currency wla being exploited. This
not provides for nations on more stuplelton and the machinery set up thereunder
enables a matter to be protracted over a period of years and practically makes
linposiblo all early determiniatlontl the qluetion of dumpl ng. During the
tendency of the investigation the Implrter IN tnder the threat of greatly increased
dumping duties and the expense of additional bonds, litigation coits, ete. It
serves as a prohibition on more rtspleion. Relatively rfw of these dumping eases
have been sustained by the eooretary of tile Treasury. During the last few
weeks of the 1932 caminalan for the Presidency the Republican National Comt
mittoo provided a veritable Roman holiday in the Bureau of OiCtolmi where a
number of industries were urged to air thefr grievances for the edification of the
Iress, the confounding of the electorate, and the return of the party of protection
to power. Only a very few of the dumnpig invatigations Instittuted in this
crusade resulted In a finding of dumping, and great many Investigations were so
confused in their inception that they have not yet reached a completion, being
bogged down in varlous Investigative offices. It must be recalled that this dump.
Ing is not a violous practice confined solely to foreign countries or even conceived
In foreign countries but it is an old American customn and In recent years while
domestic interests wore urging a finding of dumping on a certain commodity the
same interests were exporting vastly greater amounts than were being Imported
and it was being exported at prices in some cases of from $5 to $8 per ton less
than the price for domestic consumption. Tho situation on that commodity
became so confused that the quotation of the export price was suppressed in the
trade papers for fear of prejudicing the complaint.

The antidumping act is so drawn as to be unwieldy and administratively im-
possible. If some such act is conceived to be necessary a now act should be drawn
to provide means of more simple ascertainment of the question of dumping so that
the question of dumping could be determined in a relatively short time after the
threat is imposed on the importer. Some of these cases were Instituted most
evidently solely to stop importations.

The writer sat through the hearings on the bill before the House committee and
listened with interest to Messrs. Hull, Wallace, Roper, Dicklnson, Sayre, and
O'Brien.

It would be better to provide an act which would give the President sufficient
power to make a success of the plan. It is believed that the bill should also
conalil a provision permitting a transfer of a commodity or an article from the
free list to the dutiable list or from the dutiable list to the free list. This would
give the President greater latitude and provide a greater and more powerful
weapon to use In the negotiations.
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BRIsF q NNRY I. HARRIMAN PRI8INT CHAMBER 09 COMMERO OF
T9E NITDX) STAT28

Mr. OUAIIIMAN AND (J NTIhMAIN OF TIMI COMMlTT4I : Oil ibhalf o our organic
nation, there are certain reconimelndtini with reference to the reciprocal tariff
bill, U.R, 8087, which I should like to havo before the Financo Conmmitteo inI Its
conasderation of that bill,

Mr. James A. Farroll made before tlhe Wity and Means Oumudttee of the
Hotse of itelpresentutive on March 9 a detailed statement embodying the tarlif
policies of the chamber as they bar on the proposed legislation. The testimony
of Mr. Farrell appears lon pages 08 6800 of the printed hearings of the House
conn itt Io, I do not want to go over the ground that Mr. Farroll has so well
coverd or to entor auon a full statement of our views on tariff leg ilation

The points to %vlilh I would particularly invite the attention of the conintittee
are these

(1) It melts desirable to write lito tile bill a brief declaration o f prinelple to
the effect that in authorizing limited reduction of customs tariff rate on imports
covered by recipr olty agreentsnt it Il tei Intention of Coigress that reasonable
protection of An erlcan Industr eo and agriculture of benefit to any coSalderable
section of the country should be maintained.

(2) We also lrecotlitnd that there be in the bill definite provision for notice
and hearing for representatives of the lines of business affected by any contem.
plated reductioitu in our tariff, givitig them the opportunity to present facts and
opinions as to the effects of any such proposed reductions.

In the public interest and ill falnross to business, sonie measure of certainty In
reliance on goveriin.ental policy affecting busies as the tariff does ia highly
important. And business should not be exposed to tariff reductions without a
full opportunity for a hearing.

BR131 0O DRIVBR.EARRIS O0 IARRION, N. J. BI FRANK L, DRIVER,

The Driver-flarrs Co. organiiied i n New Jersey in 1899, is the oldest and
largest manufacturer of Ilckel chronllulin lloy wire and cattingp, and one of the
leading malintfaturers of otihr specidl metal alloys and pure metals for electrical,
mechanical, and chemical uses. We are members and operate under the follow.
ilg codes for fair competition under the National Industrial Recovery Act: Code
for Fair Conipetition in the Electrical Industry' Alloy Casting Code; Code for
the Wire Rod and Tube Die Industry; Code for Nickel Alloys.

The number of our employees has Ilereased from a depression low of 382 to 590
at the present tlino

The possible serious effect on business of the broad powers sought to be con-
ferred by the pending legislation warrant us n taking up tk he time of this valuable
committee to present this protest.

It is natural for everybody to try all reasonable means to overcome the havoo
wrought by the present depression, but these efforts should show some elements of
consistency, and it Is felt tha t t would impose an unfair burden on Industry to
meet more severe foreign competition than it is now meeting In tlheface of the
increased costs of production that industry' has voluntarily Imposed upon Itself
by entering into the codes of fair competition under the National Industrial
Recovery Act. This bill also seems to be wholly inconsistent with the philosophy
underlying the N.R.A.

There is no warrant in our present form of Government, nor has the present
party in power received a mandate from the electorate which would empower
them to take away the source of livelihood from one section of its population as
represented by the workers in a so-called "Ineffic lent Industry." It Is also grossly
unfair to industry to put it in a position where the executive department of the
Government may wipe it out by a stroke of the pen without allowing the people
affected any hearing or any advance Information.

While It is claimed by the proponents of the bill that it would materially in-
crease our foreign trade, an examination of the facts will show that with the
world-wide rise In nationalism and the tremendous effort made by every country
to provide the greatest possible portion of its needs'domestically, we are in a
state of affairs where it will be Impossible to restore foreign trade to the propor-
tions which It formerly reached. Our foreign trade ranges from 7 to 10 percent
of our total trade and it would seem to be "cutting off our nose to spite our
face" to increase this 7 percent at the expelns of the 93 percent.
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BRIE OF PAPlR MAKERS ELT INDUSTRY BY 1 . J. NAItWOOD, PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OP PAPER MAKERS FELT INDUSTRY

This Is a wool textile industry, manufa touring woven woolen felt used on pape%.
making machines, It Is aln cseontal indimstry.

The paper makers felt Industry Is poeullar, in that its selection of wool for
raw material has to be very carefully made. In any given class of wool a certain
portion only of the clip Is available for its purpose e, the results on the paper ma
line depending very largely oi the careful soledion of this raw material. It

has ioen found necessary by the woven felt makers to purchase their wools largely
In original sources in order to get this selection that is suitable for their purpose.
This demandss that such selection beo nade at the tin.e of the clip. Suitable felt
wools oan very seldom be bought on the open market after tho clip has been
made and passed into second hands.

In consequence, comnlitnimnts have to be made for practitally 1 year on every
tyo (f wool that is used, and the woven felt makers are obliged to make thfi
seeotion from many sources of wool supply.

Under theoe lretmlstances, it aI self-ev dent that long-tlioe commitmnents for
raw material are an essential of this ndulitry, and any interference of short
notice with tlhe tariff on wools would make such a procedure very hazardous
whether the source is foreign or domiestle, We therefore earnestly petition thal
no rocedure be adopted which would allow a change In the tariff without ample
notice and careful consideration.

In the past, the taitlit protection accorded the woven felt makers has been
Inadequate, and only recently adjusted because of loopholes that have been left
In tariff wording. For many years we suffered because of the importation of
woven felts as machine parts, at a duty which was one third of the regular duty--
an interpretation never intended by the framers of the tariff and contrary to the
intentions of Congress. Therefore any hasty or ill-considered action in regard
to our protective tariff could easily work great hardship to our industry, and
should be fully safeguarded against.

In addition to t to ti he working capital of the woven felt manufacturers s not
sufficient to stand the sudden decrease in inventory valuations that might be
possible under an Immediate change of the tariff without suitable notice.

BRIEF P0 ARNOLD .WILSON. IEPIESNTING THE ILLINOIS
MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

On behalf of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association, representing some 2,800
industries of Illinois, manufacturing a variety of products for domestic and
foreign consumption, I submit the following:

No one will argue against the desirability of increasing our foreign trade, pro.
viding, the cost is not greater than the gain and providing, the method used
does not involve even graver dangers than the loss of foreign trade, namely,
the destruction of portions of our own industry.

I am not arguing against the theory or ideal of reciprocal agreements, or even
whether or not Congress should delegate certain very important powers. That
is for Congress to decide. But I will confne our argument chiefly to one point,
and one point only-that neither the President nor the Tariff Commission, or
even Congress itself, should arbitrarily raise or lower tariff schedules, or have
the right to do so, without giving the industries affected an opportunity to be
heard. Even a criminal before the court if he has no counsel, Is provided with
one by the Judge, so that fair. impartial hearing and determination of the facts
may be had. Our own tariff law now permits even the foreign producer to have
his day in court on changes which may affect his exports to this country.

Certainly Amerlcan Industry itself is entitled to thle same consideration.
One way of Illustrating the possible dangers in "decisions without a hearing"

is by present g the following facts, without proper consideration of which grave
injustice could and would be done by any commission or tariff authority:
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I. JEWELRY INDUt fRY IN ITALY
Hourly rates in thu jewelry industry In Italy, quoted from the United Stato

Monthly Labor Review of June 1933:

Unlied
Italin IStates

ouroueoy (urrefoy
(par vl)

elrtol i........ ....................... ........................... .... 4,0 lo. 4

2. JAPANSE WAGS RATES

Daily wages i Tokyo, Juno 103, ba*rsed ot it tabulation of r eort issued by tile

okyo am r orcdu........................... d n t......................... a tat

wth id el . ................. ... .... .... .......................... . ,0 ,o
. lrdt iss ............................. ........ ..... ............. .......... ;,0 , I... o ,. ................................................. ... ............. i. ,11

*,. JAPANi88 WAOB HATER

Dally w hges In Tokyo, Jun 1983, based on a tabultion of report Inued by the
Tokyo Chamber of ComiOreo and Industry and reprinted In tho United States
Monthly Labor Review, December 1938. Conversions of yon at February
exchange rates.

Dailu wage

United States curre0ey
Japanes ....... ....

curraer February
Par value 1934

exchane

Textile ndistry: Ven
Bilk rleros ftrremAle.... .. ................ ............. 0... o() 0 .s 0.21
Cotton splnners, female................................... . .84 .42 .26
iosry knltters, male.............. ........................... 1.00 .00
losiery nltter, female........................................ 1. .0 .30

So that you may not draw erroneous conclusions, please r remember that these
rates are daily rates-not hourly as you might Imagine, and they have long days
in Japan.

Dailj wuage-Continued

United States currency
Japanese ar Valu FebruryLtlrrenoy Par value 1934

exchange

Metal Industry: Yn
Lathamen ................................... ..... ........ I . $2. e2 $1. 67t
Founders.................... ................................ . 3.07 1.84 2
Blackmiths....................... ............. ......... 4.10 10 1.26

Stone clay. and gala products:
Cement m ke................................................. 2.40 1.20 .64
Olasmaker ....... ......................................... .72 1 ,0 ,

n.r........................................................... 7 .4 0
ie .cer . .................................................... 1.40 0 42

Chemical Industry:
Makers of chemical ....................................... 2.14 1.07 ,04
Matchmakers, female............................... .......... .0 .33 .20

Leather industry Leather makers..... ............ ........... 3.23 1.02 7
Food industry:

Flour millers............... ...................... . 1.98 .8
Brewery workers............................................... 1.30 .06 .36
Sugar.refinry workers........................... ....... .... . 2.1 0 1, 08 .
Canners........................................................ ..... .08 . 0

WearifB apparel Industry:
Talors ........................................................ 2.00 1.00 .60
Shoemakers............................................... 2. 1.28 .77
Ste edore...................................................... .5 1.28 .77
Day aborers, male .................. ....................... 1.1 .70 .45
Day laborers, female ....... .................... .......... . .43 .20

Remember the above are daily rutes-not hourly.
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s, CLOCK AND WATCH INDUSTRY IN GOnMANY

Atain quoting United tates Monthly Labor Review June 10982 "This Indus.
try claims to be msffering from the loss of the United States markets. Wages have
been reduced continuously. W"tehakers receive 21.4 conto to 28.0 cents per
hour, if over 20 years of age, and 14.8 cents to 21.4 cents per hour if under 20 years
OftKOe

In spite of these low wages, the maximum of which Is greatly below even the
minmuun of the code submitted for the clock industry, I may report that within
the last few weeks word Jhas come from a Kentleman connected with one of the
largest German clouk manufacturers, that they are greatly disturbed about the
appearance of Japanese-uado clocks on the foreign markets at one third to one
fourth the prices of German-made clocks, and German-made alarm clocks are on
the foreign market at 81 cents in American money, while tiny clocks are put out
at 16 cents. Yet they are afraid of Japanese competition. I might further report
that there are now four Chinese factories In hanghal making desk and wall
Olocks at even lower prices than German or Japanese clocks. Clocks and watches
have one of the higlht labor contents of any manufactured article.

These facts are mentioned simply to show that there is no bottom to the foreign
labor market and no bottom to foreign price competition in some cases.

One obscure, little known, but Important point illustrates the danger of deci-
sions without a hearing. It IN in connection with the clock Industry. We had a
war about 10 years ago. I venture to say that scarcely a gentleman of the comr
mittee, tunlless connected with the Indlutry, or at leaot on the War Industries
Board, known that alari clocks and the clock and watah industry in tih United
States were given priority rating during the World War, because protection of
the clock and watch Industry was and Is eneontial to national safety and national
defense. Clocks and watches, which mean time and time-keeping meehanisms
are even more essential in time of war than in time of peace. An army could not
operate without a watch. A time fuse would never go off without a timing
mechanism. Industry itself could not function without time. I will subinl
that at least In time of war it would be unwise to be dependent for our time
fusec and for the captain's wrist watch in th rntlnefrot trenches upon import*
tions from a foreign country, perhaps an enemy. I know of one factory wlich
at the time of the armistice had already tooled up and equipped it factory to
the extent of one third of it-s capacity for the manufacture of time fuses alone.

4. THIREE-YEAR AG(INEMENNTS

The proposed bill will give authority to make trade agreements which will be
cancelable on notice in 3 years. With the multitude of uncertain unforeseeable
domestic and foreign complications within the next 3 years, an absolutely fair
and just tariff today could completely destroy an industry before the expiration
of the agreement. In fact, in some industries a single shipload of the product
landed here In a few weeks time could demoralize or destroy the industry,

8. EXCHANGE RATES

It may be argued that we must make some sacrifices in some quarters to build
up our exports and help the sale of other of our products, but sl there any material
gain if we succeed in furnishing employment for 25,000 workers in some industry
located in Germany Italy, or Japan, so that we can sell them shoes or automobiles
or wheat and at the same time destroy the employment of 25,000 American
workers in a similar industry who will then no longer be in the market for shoes
or automobiles or wheat?

0. FOREIGN EXCHANGE

It may be argued that depreciation of exchange has benefited, that is, raised
our tariffs. That is undoubtedly true in some countries at the present time, but
tariffs and exchange rates are two entirely different subjects, and our tariff pro-
tection should not rest upon the vagaries, mysteries and fluctuations of foreign
exchange. It can go down as rapidly as it goes up. Right now there is a chaotic
storm in foreign exchanges, but we should not depend upon the depreciated dollar
for our tariff protection any more than we should depend on a continued high
wind to help hold up a leaning barn. The wind might die down.

S0180-34-27
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If necessary or advisable, there might be written in a clause under which tariffswould Iutomatlally change with the variation in exchange rates, but let is keeptariffs, tariffs and exchange rates, an entirely separate and different thing.

8. INVBtWINTOL

Entirely apartfrom the postlble danger and effect to American enploytmn it InIl'considered tariff changes is the danger of enormous injur or destruction tomillions of dollars invested in certain of our industries wh h might easily bedestroyed over night by an arbitrary tariff ruling. These Investments weremade In good faith under the righteous assumption that American industry andAmerican standards would be adequately protected, at least to the extent ofequallsing foreign and domestic production costs, plus transportation. Toendanger such investments even without a hearing is manifestly unfair.

9. UNCERTAINTY AND FEAR

At this very moment the greatest obstacle to recovery is uncertainty as to thefuture. No American Industry can invest or plan or expand its operations withconfidence until the factors with which it must deal become better stabilized andassured. Tariff uncertainty s one of the greatest, and this uncertainty and fearof arbitrary and possibly destructive action can at least be to a great degreeremoved by adequate assuranee of a fair and impartial hearing before changes areeffeoted.
10. THI N.R.A.

The administration is vigorously furthering a program of Increasing wages,shortening hours and improving working conditions n American fact orie byN.R.A. codes. American factories are cooperating by accepting and complying
with codes. Now to hold over them an arbitrary power to lower tariffs wlthoulwarning or notilee would make impossible compliance with labor conditions incodes, and is inconsistent and mainly unjust. It would, without doubt, workagainst the success of the N..A,

Under prior legislation where Congress delegated to the President undercertain conditions power to modify existing tariff duties, mandatory provisionsfor investigation and hearings were Inoluded in the statute, and the SupremeCourt in passing upon the validity of this legislation, emphaslsed before a change
could be made that "the Tariff Commisslon does not itself fix duties, but beforethe President reaches a conclusion on the subject of investigation, the TariffCommission must make an investigation and in doing so must give notice to all
parties interested and an opportunity to adduce evidence and to be heard."(Hampton & Co. v. United States, 278 U.S. p. 405.)

As manufacturers, we apeal to Congress to Inolude in the present legislationthis right to be heard. We ask for this right not only as a matter of elementaryjustice, a right in harmony with all the traditions and prinlples of constitutional
procedure, but we also contend that notice and hearing are matters of sound
policy. In what other way can the President be assured that he is advised of allhe conditions which should govern his action, and be fully advised, as he shouldbe of the consequences of his action?

Under the proposed legislation, by executive proclamation, without any warn.Ing or notice an American manufacturing industry can be practically put out ofbusiness. Millions of dollars may have been invested in this industry upon thefaith of the tariff policy of the Federal Government. Manifestly, to place sucha power in any official, to he exercised by him according to his discretion, withoutinvestigation or notice or any warning to the industry involved, is a new depar-ture in American legislation and, it seems to us, a matter of the gravest concernfor the consideration of Congress. It creates a dictatorial power over the
life and death of manufacturing industry and is, we earnestly submit, utterlyun-American.

The sole and declared purpose of the proposed law is to promote business. Wefirmly believe it will destroy in this country more business than it promotes.Under his manifold grave responsibilities it is not physically possible for thePresident to study the conditions and problems of the Industry vitally affectedby his proclamation in carrying out this law. He must in turn delegate this taskto others, and probably to diplomatic agencies. These men however able andskillful they may be, are usually without experience in manufacturing industries

.4
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and lack actual contact with and knowledge of the problems of such industries.
They require and should have detailed and complete Information before they act,
The only way to assure this t to provide, by the statute Itself for invettigton
and notice and hearing before final action Ir taken cutting In half the tariff duties
with respect to any industry.

The administration is now pursuing a vigorous policy of increasing wages and
improving working conditions under NR,A. codes. Manufacturers throughout
the country are cooperating by accepting and complying with codes. Now to
parI a la which holds over manufacturil industry the threat of taking from the
Industry by Executive order all tariff protection (and that is practically what a
80 percent reduction would mean), will create grave uncertainty and apprehen.
sion, will unsettle the N.R.A program because such changes in tariff duties,
which at any time might be ipt in effect, would make It impossible for manufac.
turers to comply with the labor provisions of codes.

We earnestly advocate one of two courses
1. The dropping of the legislation because it is an actual threat and hindrance

to recovery or
2. A modification of the legislation by provisions requiring notice and an oppor-

tunity to be heard and to adduce evidence by any manufacturing industry to be
affected by the proposed treaty and proclamation of the President.

X
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